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Summary

The potential radiological impact of a core-melt On the basis of surface-water characteristics and
accident on the human population has been investi- the related populations-at-risk, sites range from those
gated. In particular, the radiation dose received from having no significant exposure pathways to the hu-
radioactivity which could reach the population via man population to sites having several potentially
liquid pathways has been considered. important exposure pathways. Sites with surface wa-

Radioactivity could be released directly to the terbodies having rapid initial dilution and fast flush-
hydrosphere after a core-melt accident as a result of ing and/or small potentially exposed human popula-
melt-through of the containment basemat followed tions would tend to have little net human exposure
by any of three processes: (1) leaching of the melt and, therefore, few adverse impacts; sites with water-
debris; 2 escape of surripwater through the hole bodies having slow dilution and flushing and large
formed by the melt (or from passage out of the potentially-exposed populations would tend to have
contaiment by an alternate route); and 3) depressuri- much more human exposure and, therefore, more
zation of the containment atmosphere through the impacts.
melt hole. The three types of releases would differ In order to bound the possible radiation doses to
primarily in their rates, their magnitudes and their humans that could result from release to the hydro-
radioactive compositions. sphere following basemat melt-through, calculations

Both the containment atmosphere and the sump- were made under assumptions that tend to maximize
water releases would occur relatively rapidly. How- population doses. Among the conservative assump-
ever, most of the radionuclides present in these two tions made were the following:
releases in substantial quantities would be expected I Instantaneous release to groundwater of all
to be rather short-lived. Therefore, such releases radioactivity from both surnpwater and melt
could have a significant impact at a specific site only debris.
if the travel times of the important radionuclides to 2. One-day transit time from the release point to a
the human population were small. surface waterbody.

In contrast, leaching of radionuclides from the 3. No interdiction measures taken to prevent ex-
melt debris would be expected to occur relatively posure of humans.
slowly. Most of the long-lived isotopes would be The doses reported in the next two paragraphs are
expected to be found primarily in the melt debris. believed to be upper bounds on exposures that would
Consequently, even though this release occurred rel- occur under realistic conditions.
atively slowly, the impact could still be significant. At approximately 351k of all the reactors consid-

In contrast to the situation for releases to the ered, the radiation dose to the entire human popula-
atmosphere, accidents corresponding to the most tion as a result of releases to the hydrosphere via the
probable RSS (Reactor Safety Study) meltdown cate- hole in the containment basemat formed by the melt
gories would result in the largest releases to the is estimated to be relatively small (in general, much
hydrosphere. Furthermore, substantial amounts of less than 104 to 105 person-rem). At another 25% of the
radioactivity would generally be expected to be re- reactors, the resultant radiation dose is estimated to
leased to the hydrosphere during any meltdown be no more than 106 to 107 person-rem, while at the
accident involving complete melt-through of the remaining 40%, the potential dose is no larger than
containment basemat. 107 to 108 person-rem for such releases.

On the basis of subsurface hydrologies alone, sites The somewhat artificial construct of an "average
range from those that essentially preclude any im- individual" was used to estimate the individual doses
pacts to the human population via liquid pathways to which correspond to the population doses quoted
those that can allow significant impacts to occur. Sites above. It is assumed that this individual is average
with very slow groundwater movement and/or with with respect to usage habits for all the liquid path-
long distances to nearby surface water tend to be in ways, that all of the individuals usage for the liquid
the former category; sites with relatively rapid pathways involves the contaminated waterbody, and
groundwater movement and with short distances to that the individual lives long enough to be exposed
nearby surface water or wells usually are in the latter to all the dominant radionuclides. Under these condi-
category. tions, the to an average individual over an entire



lifetime as a result of the releases to the hydrosphere easier: the actions required at the source
(via the melt hole) is estimated to be less than I rem at would usually be of a much smaller scale
approximately 60% of all the reactors under discus- than most pathway procedures;
sion. Furthermore, the total dose to such an individ- more effective: mitigating actions taken
ual is estimated to be no more than I to 10 rem at close to the source could have the
another 214 of the reactors and no more than 100 rem potential of corn letely eliminatingp
at the remaining 20% of the reactors. the radiation exposure of the human

These percentages for both population and aver- population whereas pathway procedures
age individual doses are generally thought to be would never be that effective, except
conservative. However, they do not take into account for isolated aquifers;
the effect of various design features which might more permanent: some source procedures
permit the early emergency of radioactivity into the would not need to be repeated on
hvdrosphere and, hence, result in a significant dose as regular basis as some pathway
a tsome site possessing such features. Furthermore, procedures would need to be; and,
thev do not include the effects of direct entry of less expensive: the actions required could
sumpwater into surface water. In addition, they do be performed on a very localized scale
not take into consideration the effects of certain instead of ove a large part of the
variations of both the surface-water hydrologies and affected environment.
the associated populations-at-risk which could result Successful source interdiction could be expected
in higher than expected doses. to virtually eliminate the radiation dose received by

Variations of conditions at actual sites could easily the human population. At a majority of the sites,
resuit in the doses being either higher or lower than there would be suffficient time to employ interdic-
those obtained in this (generic) study by at least an tive procedures at the source. However, they would
Order of magnitude. Likewise, reasonable variations not necessarily always be possible due to both subsur-
in certain portions of the modeling could result in face and engineered features existing at some sites.
estimated doses which differed from those presented Furthermore, they would not be possible for direct
here bv an order of magnitude. Thus, the estimated releases of sumpwater into the accessible portions of
doses and their related percentages-of-occurrence the environment.
have rather large uncertainties associated with them. It is possible that the lack of knowledge of the

The calculations indicate that if interdictive (miti- subsurface regions could hamper any source interdic-
gating) actions are not taken, then the liquid path- tion procedures performed at some sites. For sites at
ways can perhaps contribute significantly to the risk which relatively rapid action would be necessary,
related to a core meltdown accident. Successful inter- such ignorance could conceivably preclude or at least
diction in the vicinitv of the accident site (the radio- delay successful source interdiction.
,active source) could prevent essentially all adverse For situations in which source interdictive proce-
consequences resulting from the liquid pathways. dures were not either feasible or successful, then the
Interclictive ctions taken farther along the pathways radiation dose could be mitigated only by actions
could only sometimes effectively prevent all the con- taken along the exposure pathways. The effective-
sequences. ness of such procedures would depend upon the

Interclictive procedures taken at the source are characteristics of the affected waterbody(ies).
al,�%,ays preferable to procedures implemented along
the exposure pathways. Relative to pathway proce-
dures source procedures can usually be described as
being the following:
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The Consequences From
Liquid Pathways After a
Reactor Meltdown Accident
1 Introduction

1.1 Perspective

1.1.1 Purpose
This study investigates one aspect of the potential were reviewed in detail. Possible accident sequences

impact on the human population of a core-melt acci- were delineated for each of them; event trees and
dent. In particular, it considers the radiation dose fault trees were constructed and estimates of the
from radioactivity which reaches the population via probabilities of various types of accidents were devel-
liquid pathways. oped. The accident sequences were grouped into 9

Scoping investigations of he liquid pathway con- pressurized water reactor (PWR) categories and 
sequences to humans were performed for the Reactor boiling water reactor (BWR) categories, according to
Safety Study (RSS).' Those investigations indicated their release magnitudes, times of release, durations
that the risks for the hydrospheric pathway were of release, warning times for evacuation, heats of
small compared to those for the atmospheric path- release and energy contents of the released atmo-
way. The study presented here was undertaken to spheres; in other words, they were grouped accord-
further the level of examination employed in that ing to those features upon which the atmospheric
liquid pathway analysis by extending the methodolo- pathway consequences'depend. Phenomenological
gies used for the previous study. models were used to consider the behavior of the

Work has been performed to do the following: radioactive materials during the different accident
(1) to quantify the magnitude and the likelihood of sequences and to describe the subsequent transport
releases to the hydrosphere 2 to establish the and movement of radioactive material outside the
ranges and distributions of hydrogeologic properties reactor containment. The magnitudes of the various
appropriate to existing and proposed LWR (light types of releases and their consequences to the hu-
water reactor) sites and to describe the corresponding man population were also described for each of the 9
radionuclide flow characteristics; 3) to model trans- PWR and the BWR accident categories. In addition,
port in the surface water; 4) to estimate the time- the aggregate risks to the population from the various
dependent transport of radionuclides among the var- types of potential accidents were estimated.
ious trophic levels in the aquatic foodweb and to
consider the movement of radionuclides along the .1.1.3 Other Liquid Pathway Studies
other liquid exposure pathways; (5) to estimate the t Since the RSS, Itwo studies dealing with just the
population dose and resultant health effects; and effects of releases to the liquid pathway have been
(6) to discuss mitigating actions which could be em- performe .d.2,3 Both of these studies have had as their
ployed to reduce the risk to the public. The risks for goal the consideration of the potential environmen-
the hydrospheric pathway are compared to those tal impacts of accidental releases of radioactivity to
given in the RSS for the atmospheric pathway. the hydrosphere from floating nuclear plants. In

particular, these studies attempted to compare the
1.1.2 The Reactor Safety Study consequences of releases to the hydrosphere from

For the Reactor Safety Study, a generic treatment floating plants to those from land-based nuclear
was performed to assess the risks associated with plants. Because of their restricted goals, certain por-
core-melt accidents. In that study, which was pub- tions of both these studies were carried out in man-
lished as WASH-1400, two specific reactor designs ners which make straightforward comparison to the
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results of the atmospheric releases considered in the prevented by voidance of such contamination. Fur-
RSS difficult, if not impossible, thermore, actions could frequently be taken to pre-

The study presented in this report has attempted vent all of the radioactivity released to the hydro-
to circumvent at least some of those problems in the sphere from ever reaching important exposure
descriptions used in the previous eports which obvi- pathways.
ate comparison between the previously-estimated Thus, One can say that the airborne risk is expect-
consequences for releases to the atmosphere and the ed to be dominant for the human population because
consequences for releases to the hydrosphere. Spe- the initial atmospheric exposure would not always be
cifically, portions of the atmospheric and hydro- avoidable whereas almost all exposure from the liq-
spheric pathways which should involve consonant uid pathway could usually be circumvented by ap-
considerations have been treated in sucha fashion. propriatf interdictive measures. Consequently, the
For example, the radioactive releases to the:hydro- relative iportance of the two pathways is due to the
sphere have been taken in this study to be the om- time scales on which the two exposures could initial-
plements of the releases to the atmosphere consid- ly occur and to the related differences in the elec-
ered in the RSS. tivity of the two types of exposures.

1.1.4 Relative Importance of Liquid 1.1.5 Scope
Pathways The scope of this study is essentially the same as

Historically, the radiological consequences result- that of the consequence modeling in the RSS. How-
ing from accidental releases of material to liquid ever, that study primarily investigated the conse-

en examined with the same quences of
pathways have not be tMospheri releases while this study
degree of detail as the consequences for releases to considers the impact of ydrospheric releases (Fig-
the atmospheric pathways. This i ecausp the air,� ure 1.1).

borne risk has been taken to be dominant A IC HEALTH
For a core-melt accident, the dominance of the EFFECTS

airborne risk can be expected for at least two interre-
lated reasons. First, the initial time scale on which the
radioactive species could reach the population would
usually be relatively short for the atmospheric path7
way. As a result, that radioactivity would tend to be
rather concentrated, at least at early times. In on- PATHWAYS TO HEALTH

HUMANS EFFECTS
trast, the movement of the radionuclides to accessible
portions of the environment via the liquid pathways ftmLl Sc4ematicDiagramoftheModelsUsedintheRS$foruld typically be relatively slow TereforWO t4e, �CAOP*KAS At"phqriq 0�oiw"uences and in This Study for
radioactivity in the hydrosphere w6414 tend to b' Cal�vl#fiftl H4ft*00ri C u
comparatively dispersed at the time of ;:ontkt with' iloth the RSS von"quence modeling and this
the human population. As a result of the VIAtivelY stpdy-em y gneric AW with generic populations.
high initial concentrations for the atmospheiic Path- Nonethelew the results of two studies are not neces-
way, at least the early doses t individuals tould be u#W completely comparable due to differences in
much larger than those for the liquid pathWAYS 1 the eftlmitawof the population-at-7risk. In the RSS,
addition, because of the small time until initial expo- that could be more easily approximated
sure, many short-lived radionuclidessuch as wine of than it could be in this study.
the iodine isotopes, could be important for the jtmo- Fox the -atmospheric release, most of the early
spheric pathway whereas they usually could not be health effects would be due to inhalation of part of
significant for any liquid pathway. the radioacti clauOdinel"se4b themeltdown.Con-y

The second reason that the airborne'riak on be wqttently, P;4*06iWat--fisk would consist of the
expected to be dominant is that initial atmospheric Veople duwnWtfi(V4fter the accident. External
exposure would usually be involuntary whereas ex- gro6ftd dos Would be important at later times. The
posure to at least most of the liquid pathway contami- exposed population would be composed of the indi-
nation could often be avoided by choice. Use of viduals residing in the contaminated area. Conse-
radiologically contaminated water and related items quently, in the RSS, the dose to an individual was
might be voluntary if adequate monitoring were taken to depend primarily upon that person's loca-
employed. As a result, exposure could often be tion.
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For the releases to the hydrosphere, most of the 1.2 Approach
resultant health effects would be de to ingestion of To consider the potential consequences which can
contaminated water and foods and external ground result by means of liquid pathways, a series of models
exposure. Except for water consumption, the popula- and a set of corresponding computer programs have
tions-at-risk for these pathways are not necessarily been assembled. The models describe the transport of
easily related to the location of the contamination. the radioactivity from the site of the accident to the
Consequently, the population-at-risk is much more human population; they also estimate the resultant
difficult to delineate than it was for the atmospheric radiation doses and the concomitant health effects.
exposures. For the hydrospheric pathways, the exact Emphasis in this study has been placed on the devel-
doses to idividuals are difficult to consider without opment and adaptation of models for the transport of
obtaining detailed usage distribution functions for the radioactivity in the hydrosphere and in the aquat-
each of the pathways. Such a data gathering effort is ic ecosystem after accidental releases. Models pre-
beyond the sope of this project. viously developed for the RSS both for describing the

The generic sites in the RSS were defined in terms releases of material during the meltdown process and
of their meteorologies, In this study, generic sites are for calculating the resultant health effects have been
defined ccording to the surface hydrologies. used here. Extensive supporting data bases have been

developed for two portions of the modeling: ground-
1.1.6 Comparison of Atmospheric and water transport and aquatic ecosystem interactions.

Hydrospheric Pathways
The differences between the radiation doses re- 1.2.1 Problem

ceived through atmospheric pathways and through The consequences of releases into the hydro-
hydrospheric pathways can be understood by om- sphere after a core-melt accident would be deter-
paring and contrasting the pathways themselves The mined by several factors: the type of release(s); the
major differences are reviewed in Table 11. hydrological characteristics of the aquifer or other

Table 1.1 Differences Between Atmospheric and Hydrospheric Pathways

Atmospheric Releases Hydrospheric Releases

SOURCE Atmosphere: primarily more volatile radio- Melt Debris: primarily less volatile RN's (Ru,
nuclides (RN's) (1, Cs, Te, Sr, La, ...).

Sumpwater and Depressurization: primarily
more volatile RN's.

DISPERSAL Population Teached rapidly (hours). Population usually reached slowly (months
to centuries or longer).

All RN's move essentially together; dePO- Each RN moves through the ground at its
sition mechanisms differ only for the noble own rate; each RN moves through the surface
gases. waterbodies with its own set of interactions.

PATHWAYS Primarily inhalation and external (ground). Primarily ingestion (drinking water, aquatic
food) and external (shorelines).

Dominant pathways are relatively simple. Some dominant pathways are very complex.

Populations are straightforward. Populations are not obvious.

HEALTH Acute, latent and chronic. Primarily chronic.
EFFECTS

INTERDICTION Source: not possible. Source: often possible.
Pathway: possible. Pathway: possible.
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substratum beneath the containment; the properties In all of the waterbodies, the radionuclides could
of any relatively close surface waterbodies; the poten- interact either with soil or with sediment particles.
tial pathways to the human population from any Such interactions wuld. greatly decrease the net
affected waterbodies; the interaction of the human velocity at which certain nuclides moved in the envi-
population with any radioactivity encountered; and ronment. This effect, would be extreme in transport
the possible mitigating actions to prevent conse- through aquifers and other subsurface waterbodies.
quences. Furthermore, such interactions would drastically de-

crease the concentrations 'of some of the nuclides in
1.2.1.1 Releases to the Hydrosphere the water at any point in time. Thus they would

Three types of releases directly to the ground- mitigate the resulting doses from certain exposure
water could occur after a core-melt accident: leaching pathways. However, contaminated sediments would
of the melt debris; flow of sumpwater into the tend to prolong the residence period of the radioac-
ground; and injection of a portion of the containment tivity in any given region. In addition, such sedi-
atmosphere into the soil by depressurization. A me nts could provide alternative exposure pathways.
fourth type of release to the hydrosphere could also
occur: escape of sumpwater into the environment by 1.2.1.3 Consequences
passage to surface water along a route other than The Impact of an accident would be a function of
through the hole in the containment basemat formed the amount of radioactivity which reached the hu-
by the melt. man population. This, in turn, would be dependent

In general, the first type of release could occur in both upon the pathways by which the radioactivity
any reactor for any sequence leading to meltdown;'. could reach the population and upon the sizes of the
the other three types could take place only in some populations which could be affected. The primary
reactors and only for certain accident scenarios. The pathways by which human exposure could occur
first release generally would occur rather slowly; the would be ingestion of drinking water, ingestion of
other three, especially the last one, could take place aquatic foods, ingestion of irrigated foods, standing
relatively rapidly. The magnitudes of the releases on shoreline's or floodplains, and immersion in wa-
and their probabilities would depend strongly upon ter. Any of these exposures could result in various
the details of the particular accident scenario which radiation-related health effects such as cancer, thy-
was followed. roid nodules and genetic alterations.

1.2.1.2 Transport In the Hydrosphere 1.2.1.4 Interdiction
The relative slowness with which the radioactiv-

As soon as the radionuclides entered the hydro- ity would probably be carried away from the site of
sphere, dilution could take place. The amount and the accident initially often would permit time for
the rate of dilution both would vary greatly with the mitigating actions to be taken. As rsult, the conse-
portion of the hydrosphere the nuclides resided in. quences of the releases to the hy Idrosphere could

Initially, the radioactivity released into the hydro- -,frequently be either prevented entirely or else at least
sphere would usually be contained in the aqul�&r or reduced substantially. Interdiction could take place
other stratum immediately beneath the coweirisWt, either low to the source of the accident, or else
The radioactive material would be transported fom further from the, ite, aong the various exposure
beneath the reactor by groundwater to arby bodles pathways.
of surface water, such as lakes, estuaries, ocearts,
rivers and reservoim In general, this transport would

4 - M*&8dML
take many years, although im certain'situotion it
could take much less time. Howivw, In some 4M, The dew ption of the movement of some of the
the transport might be so slow that the -radioactiitty radioactivity-from undertiath the accident site to the
essentially never would reach any *urfaw.wat**6dLy.-' -human popWAtlaft it exceedingly complex. Comput-

From the surface waterbody-initially cntacted, er progftms have been. developed to model thatthe radioactive m the ra oactivity, as well as to estimatematerial could be transported to w - _9vemen! f di
surface waterbodies. The tnq*rt in the suit the multant consequences. The general flow of in-
water would also generally be rel' formation In the computer programs is as indicated in
dence times in specific surface waterbodies could the central column of Figure 12. Other programs
vary from days to decades or longer. either used to geneiate input data or else whose

previously generated, output was used as input data
'See Appendix A for exceptions. are shown on the left side of the figure, while the sets
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of input data obtained from literature sources for this The output of SOURCE consists of the amount of each
study are indicated on the right side. radionuclide released into the groundwater as a func-

tion of time.
ORM
IWO MECNSU
CORRAL 1.2.2 2 Transport in the Hydrosphere

Transport of the radioactivity in the hydrosphere

GEONYDROLOGICAL is described by two programs: GRDWATR and
DATA SRFWATR. GRDWATR describes the transport of the

radionuclides by groundwater movement from the

BIOMIM area beneath the containment to any nearby surface
RA010910LOGICAL waterbodies or wells; SRFWATR describes the subse-
& SURFACE WATER quent transport in lakes, estuaries, oceans and river
DATA systems. Five types of generic sites, defined accord-

ing to the nearest surface waterbody, have been dealt
with: dry ('isolated' aquifer); lake; estuary; ocean;
and river system. With the exception of the river
system, simple analytic models have been employed

Figure 12 Schematic Diagram of Flow of Information in the to consider the movement within each waterbody;
Basic Computer Programs Used in This Study. (The general flow of for the river system, a more complex, compartment
information between the programs is indicated in the central
column. Other programs either used to generate input data or else model has been developed.
whose previously generated output was ud as input data are The retardation of some radionuclides caused by
given on the left side of the figure, while input data obtained from their interaction with the soil is included by using
literature sources is shown on the right side.) distribution coefficients. The analogous retardation

1.2.2.1 Releases to the Hydrosphere due to the interaction with the sediment is similarly
Two sets of programs were used to describe the included in the surface water models. The effects of

releases into the hydrosphere: (1) INTER4 and sedimentation, resuspension and diffusion are in-
WECHSL5 to provide information about both the cluded, as appropriate, 'in some of the models.
appropriate time scales for the various possible re- In the programs, calculations are performed to
leases and the overall composition of the melt in determine the amount of radioactive material leaving
different environments; and 2 SOURCE to calculate any waterbody. Radionuclides not reaching the inter-
the amounts of radioactivity which go into each of face between the aquifer and the relevant surface
the releases. waterbody before a specified time are eliminated

The interaction of the melt with the structural from further consideration. If a relatively large frac-
material of the reactor, with the concrete floor of the tion of the total amount of a nuclide flows from any
containment and with the soil beneath the contain- waterbody under consideration, then that efflux of
ment were taken to be described by the models material is used as input to another waterbody, which

employed in INTER and in WECHSL. As is indicated is then taken to be the next in the series. For example,
in Figure 12, INTER and WECHSL were not part of an estuary might be attached to the end of a river

the overall computer program developed for this system.
study to calculate hydrospheric sequences. Instead, The output of GRDWATR is the amount of each
they were used in separate calculations to estimate nuclide crossing the aquifer-surface waterbody inter-
the time scales over which the various types of re- face as a function of time. The output of SRFWATR is
leases might occur. Furthermore, they were used to essentially the set of concentrations of the radionu-
gain insight into the chemical and physical state of clides in the water and in the sediment as functions
the final melt in varying environments. (See Appen- of both location and time.

dix A.)
SOURCE calculates the amount of every impor- 1.2.2.3 Consequences

tant nuclide contained in each of the three basic types PATHWAY computes the radiation dose to the
of releases for any given RSS accident category and populations-at-risk, along with the resultant health
any core inventory. It also describes the time-depen- effects. All five exposure pathways mentioned in
dent behavior of the leaching release of the radionu- Subsection 12.1.3 are considered.
clides from the melt debris by utilizing any user- Prior to computing the consequences, the
defined analytic expression to consider that release. program estimates the concentrations of the
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radionuclides in each of the exposure pathways. The No attempt was made to gather enough data to
radionuclides are taken to build up gradually in the enable definition of representative sites with respect
relevant portions of the pathways in linear fashions to either surface water hydrology parameters, popu-
according to simple models. The effects of pathway lation usage rates and sizes, or distribution functions
delays and processing are included in the models as of individual usage rates. Consequently, the specific
indicated by the natures of the pathways. results of the study may be limited by the values

The amount of radioactivity contained in the assumed and used for these properties.
aquatic foods is also calculated in an alternative fash-
ion using FOODWEB. In FOODWEB, the buildup of
radioactivity in the aquatic organisms is treated using 1.2.4 Presentation
a time-dependent interacting-network model devel- The material presented in this report is divided
oped especially for this study. The aquatic ecosystem into two portions: the main body and the appendices.
of each surface waterbody, other than a river, is In general, the body contains a qualitative descrip-
approximated by a set of interacting physical and tion of the problem; the appendices contain detailed
biological compartments. The radionuclides build up discussions of the methods used to model the prob-
gradually in each part of the ecosystem in nonlinear lem in this study, along with the specific parameters
fashions according to a complex set of interactions. used in the calculations. The two treatments are

The health effects models in PATHWAY are es- usually parallel but are presented at different levels
sentially the same as those used in the Reactor Safety and contain different emphases.
Study. Both acute and chronic effects models are Chapter 2 and Appendix A describe the possible
utilized. direct releases to the hydrosphere in the event of a

The output of PATHWAY consists of the radiation core-melt accident. The descriptions cover the entire
dose received by the population for each appropriate range of time between the initiation of meltdown
pathway as a function of each of four factors: time and the eventual release of radioactivity to the hydro-
after the accident; accident category; type of release; sphere.
and relative leaching rate. The total resultant health Chapter 3 and Appendix describe the transport
effects for each pathway are also tabulated. of the radioactive material in the hydrosphere. De-

tailed sensitivity studies -for each of the hydrospheric

1.2.2.4 Interdiction transport models are included in Appendix B.
The effects of mitigating actions taken both close Chapter 4 and Appendix E describe the pathways

to the site of the accident and farther along the by which the human population can be exposed to
pathways to the human population were estimated the radioactivity released to the hydrosphere. Appen-
using the output of the various models already dis- dix C considers the aquatic food pathway in greater
cussed. detail. Appendix E details the potentially exposed

populations for each pathway. Appendix D discusses
the dosimetry and health effects models used to

1.2.3 Data estimate the consequences to the human population.
Two substantial data bases have be" gal�hered for Chapter reviews all the models used throughout

this study: (1) for ground-water ransport beneath all the study to consider the transport of radionuclides
the reactor sites in the US; and (2y for aquatic ecos ys- from the scene of a meltdown accident to the human
tem interaction's at just three particular ractor sites. population. It also outlines the data bases employed
The groundwater transport iformation w"I'Sith- and the method of solution, where applicable.
ered from Safety Analysis Reports for mosti�Virently The results of the study are summarized in Chap-
docketed LWR (light water reactor) sites. It was used- ters 6 a4d 7 Chapter 6 contains the consequences if
to estimate distribution functions of some-par� meters no mitigating procedures are employed; Chapter 7
used to describe various grGqn#wa*r t 7 1��- digust's the.chaAges in the consequences whichra"Pwpro
erties. These functions, in turn, were� utilij*d to de. rOW( if various ypes of mitigating procedures are
fine a set of representative sites with resped to the,-,, instituted. Appendix'F discusses the types and costs
subsurface hydrology. The ecosystem nformation of various interdictive procedures which can be em-
was gathered from many sources for three specific ployed. Appendix G contains tables of detailed re-
sites: a large lake site; an estuary site; and an ocean sults for various situations in which mitigating ac-
site. This information was utilized to describe the tions are not taken.
time-dependent interactions within the aquatic food- It is suggested that the reader who is interested
webs at each of the three sites. only in the results of this study skip from here to
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Chapter 6. The most important parts of the report are References
reviewed in Chapter 6 as the results are outlined. The 'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'Reactor Safety Study,'
relevant parts of Chapters 24 should then be consult- WASH-4400, NUREG-75/014, USNRC, 1975.

ed if more insight into any portion of the overall 2offshore Power Systems, 'OPS Liquid Pathway Generic
problem is desired. The information in those chapters Study,' OPS, 1977.

should also be reviewed if an appreciation of the 3U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'Liquid Pathway Ge-
factors affecting the uncertainties in the results of netic Study,' NUREG-0440, USNRC, 1978.

this study are im ortant. In contrast, Chapter and 4W. B. Murfin, 'A Preliminary Model for Core/Concrete Inter-
Appendices A-E should be referred to if a greater actions,' SAND77-0270, Sandia Laboratories, 1977.

understanding of any of the models and/or the relat- SH. Alsmeyer, W. Murfin and M. Reimann,'Hydrodynamische
und thermische Modelle zur Wechselirkung einer Kernschmelzen

ed dta used in this study is the goal. That informa- mit Beton,' PNS Halbjahresbericht 197811, KfK2700, Kernfors-
tion should also be consulted if knowledge about the chungszentrum Karlsruhe, GmbH, September 1978.

sensitivities of the results (due to the properties of
the specific models utilized) is the aim.
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If complete melt-through of the containment2 Description of Melt-Through floor occurred, then after sufficient cooling of the

mass, groundwater could contact it and begin to leach
2.1 Introduction out the .various radionuclides. Substantial ground-

This chapter contains a description of those char- water contact with the melt would probably be de-
acteristics of a meltdown which are important to layed for some time after melt-through due to the
liquid pathway considerations. In Sections 22 and formation of a dry area around the melt debris. In all
2.3, the possible types of releases to the hydrosphere likelihood, permanent contact with the groundwater
are described. In Section 24, the dependence of those would take several months to years to be initiated,
releases upon the type of reactor is reviewed. In with the time depending primarily on the availabil-
Sections 25 and 26, the probabilities and composi- ity of water in the subsurface region.
tions of the possible releases to the hydrosphere are The absolute rate at which the nuclides would be
considered. The details of related calculations and leached would depend upon both the physical and
explanations are presented in Appendix A. It should the chemical characteristics of the final mass. The
be noted that the same reference reactors that were overall chemical character of the melt would be de-
discussed in the Reactor Safety Studyl-3 are consid- termined, in turn, by the composition of both the
ered in this report.* basemat concrete and the underlying soil. Because

concretes of widely varying compositions are used in

2.2 Types of Releases constructing reactor containments and because al-
most all categories of soil and rock types are found
beneath existing reactor containments, the possible

2.2.1 Leaching of Melt Debris final composition of the melt could vary over a broad
Melting of a reactor core could occur if the heat spectrum. Inasmuch as leaching rates are strong func-

generation rate exceeded the rate of heat removal. tions of the composition of the substance being
After the initiation of such liquefaction, structural leached, there would be, at the least, a rather wide
materials from the reactor vessel would be gradually range of leach rates possible for any given element
incorporated into the molten core. Eventually the due to the essentially infinite variety of possible
heat-generating mass would melt through the bot- compositions of the final melt.
tom of the reactor vessel and would fall onto the The overall physical character of the melt would
concrete of the containment floor, where it would be determined by both the accident scenario and the
interact both chemically and physically with the relevant properties the substrate. Due to the con-
concrete. The decay heat of the melt would decom- tinuous cooling of the mass by gaseous convection,
pose and/or liquefy the concrete, so that the melt the residual mass might be quite porous. Further-
would continue to migrate downward. As the molten more, cooling could result in substantial fracturing of
mass moved through the concrete, it would increase the mass. Thus, once groundwater contacted the
in size by accreting the nongaseous decomposition mass, it could probably contact a significant surface
products of the concrete. If it descended entirely area. As a result,'the leaching might not be signifi-
through the containment floor, it could continue to cantly limited by the apparent surface area.
grow by incorporating the 'soil' underneath the The rates of leaching would depend not only on
containment. This agglomeration would continue the c aracter of the melt but would depend also upon
until the decay heat of the radioactive core had' been the groundwater flow in the region. Leaching could
diluted sufficiently by accretion and had been de- generally proceed more rapidly in regions of higher
creased adequately by decay that further melting and flow rates. After aequate groundwater flow were
decomposition of the surrounding media did not established, leaching of the radionuclides from the
occur. debris could take from weeks to very many years.

'In the RSS, two specific reactors, a pre 2.2.2 Depressurization of
nsurized water reactor

(PWR)l and a boiling water reactor (BWR), were used to consider Containment Atmosphere
all the in-reactor aspects of a meltdown accident. Thus, some parts If no rupture of the containment occurred prior to
of the discussion of a meltdown in a'Senerie reactor iven inboth
that study and in this one are biased by their consideration of only melt-through of the basemat, then part of the con-
these two reactors. tainment atmosphere could be driven into the
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ground beneath the reactor through the hole formed release, the two most relevant hydrogeological pa-
bv the melt. The material in this depressurization rameters would be the permeability and the effective
release would include both gases and particulate porosity of the soil. If the sumpwater drained under
matter. This material could be expected either to its own head, which it probably would, then it could
migrate to the surface in gaseous forms or to go into take from days to years for the drainage to be com-
solution in any groundwater which might be present pleted. In view of the fact that the radionuclides in
,around the containment basemat. Inasmuch as the the sumpwater would already be in solution or at
material would be in a highly dispersed form, any least in suspension, their entry into the groundwater
soluble components would be expected to go into system would be limited primarily by the drainage
solution rather rapidly. In contrast, insoluble gases, rate of the surnpwater.
such as the noble gases, would tend to rise to the The sumpwater might also enter the hydrosphere
surface rather than go into solution. by an alternative route to the one just considered: it

The time which any of the insoluble gaseous might be released directly to accessible portions of
components would take to percolate to the surface the environment by some pathway other than
would depend upon the conditions of the 'soil' through the hole in the basernat formed by the melt.
beneath and around the containment. In porous The rate of release would be dependent on the specif-
sandy soils the migration to the surface might take ic pathways which were followed by the water.
just hours while in much less permeable soils the

movement could take months. Any structural modifi- 2.3 Movement into the
cations of the strata under and around the contain-
ment made during construction could impact signifi- Hydrosphere
cantiv on the time it would take any gases to migrate Any of the three releases which left the contain-
to the surface. ment by transit through the hole formed by the melt

would enter the hydrosphere via movement into the

2.2.3 Sumpwater Escape groundwater. If the melt came to rest above the local

In addition to the movement of the melt into the watertable, then the entrance of the radionuclides
substratum beneath the containment and the depres- into the hydrosphere by leaching of the melt debris
surization of the containment atmosphere into the would be substantially delayed. However, the melt
soil, a third tpe of direct release of radionuclides debris for most LWR's (light water reactors) would

reside below the watertable (see Appendix B). There-
into the soil could occur. Specifically, all or part of fore, as soon as sufficient cooling had taken place, the
the surnpwater could drain through the hole in the radionuclides could be leached from the debris.
containment floor formed by the passage of the melt. Likewise, if the containment floor were above the
If the containment sprays operated during the melt- watertable, then the gases found in the depressuriza-
through, then a substantial portion of the radionu- tion release might just flow upward to the surface
clides initially released into the containment atmo- rather than being entrained by the groundwater.
-sphere could be found in the sumpwater. Only if the containment floor were beneath the

If the containment failed prior to melt-through, watertable would a substantial fraction of the depres-
water contacting the hot melt could vaporize into surization release be entrained.

steam and be lost from the containment. Such vapori- In contrast, even if the containment floor were

zation could hasten cooling of the melt so that earlier located above the watertable, surripwater could per-
permanent contact between the groundwater and the colate down to the groundwater. In fact, such a
melt might be established. As a result, it might allow situation might be advantageous for the entry of
leaching of at least part of the melt to start at an sumpwater because it would indicate less resistance
earlier time than would otherwise be expected. In to the flow of the sumpwater from the containment.
contrast, if an alternate path around the melt debris
existed, the sumpwater might drain into the ground

without evaporation. Such a path might be provided 2.4 Comparison of PWR and
bv cracks in the basernat formed by the stresses and
strains of the melt-through. BWR Melt-Through

The time that it would take for the sumpwater to
drain into the subsoil would be determined by the 2.4.1 Reference Reactors
relative position of the groundwater table at the Since the containment and the reactor designs are

containment and by the hydrogeological characteris- quite different for PWR's (pressurized water reactors)
tics of the soil. As in the case of a depressurization and for BWR's (boiling water reactors), the actual
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pathways followed by the melts in each of these types hole formed by the melt can be estimated as follows:
of reactors could be rather dissimilar. In a reactor the probability for complete melt-through of the
such as the Reference PWR (see Figure A2 in Appen- containment basemat is approximately that for melt-
dix A), it is expected that any melt-through would down;* the probability of sumpwater release (from a
inevitably occur by passage through the reactor cav- PWR) through the melt hole is that of meltdown with
ity floor. In contrast, in the Reference BWR (see both shield-wall failure and sufficient sumpwater
Figure A4 in Appendix A), the melt might follow one availability;** the probability of partial depressuriza-
of at least two options. As in the PWR, the core could tion (the containment sprays work so that the con-
also melt its way through the reactor cavity bottom. tainment pressure is relatively low) is approximately
Alternatively, the melt in a BWR could breach the that of meltdown with initial rupture of the contain-
side walls of the cavity. Such support-wall breaching ment by melt-through; and the probability of com-
could result in the retention of the melt within the plete depressurization (the containment sprays do
BWR containment. not work so that the containment pressure is rather

For complete melt-through of the Reference BWR, high) is given by that of initial containment rupture
the basic parameters describing the final melt -- the by melt-through concurrent with failure of the con-
time required to penetrate through the containment tainment sprays (see Table 21).
floor, the final volume and the composition of the
melt, and the cooling time -- would all be expected to Table 21 Probabilities of Release
be similar to those of the Reference PWR. However, (per reactor-year)
for shield-wall breaching, the characteristics of the Event Probability
final melt could differ substantially from those ex-

pected for complete melt-through of the containment Melt-through 4 x 1-5

basemat.
Not only could the paths taken by the melt differ Depressurization

in a PWR and in a BWIZ, but the possible radioactive PWR-complete 6 x 10-7

release to the hydrosphere could also be different for PWR-partial 1 X 1-5

the two types of reactors. In addition to the release of BWR 0
the melt itself into the groundwater, both sumpwater
and depressurization releases could occur for a Refer- Sumpwater Escape
ence PWR;1 however, for a Reference BWR,2 neither PWR 5 X 06

of these last two releases would be possible. For such BWR 0
a BWR, there are no containment sprays and rupture
of the containment would always occur prior to melt- The types and magnitudes of the releases which
through. would occur during a meltdown would be a function

of the particular accident scenario which were fol-
2.4.2 Other Reactors lowed. In the most probable PWR meltdown accident

The probabilities and the magnitudes of the var- category (PWR-73), the containment sprays would
ious radioactive releases which might occur at a given operate and the containment would not rupture ex-
site would both be extremely dependent on certain cept by the melt-through itself. Thus, the sumpwater
design features of the particular reactor under scruti- might contain essentially all the radioactivity initial-
ny. Reactors other than the 'reference' ones dealt ly released to the containment atmosphere, except for
with in the RSS and in this study differ substantially the noble gases. In this accident category, the activity
in some of these features (see Section A6 in Appendix in the containment atmosphere, and therefore in the
A). sumpwater, would be at its maximum possible value

for all categories. Because no steam explosions occur

2.5 Characteristics of Releases in this most probable category, the amount of radio-
active material in the melt debris would also be at its

2.5.1 Probabilities and Relative maximum value. Consequently, the most probable

Magnitudes *It is possible for the melt to be permanently coolable either in the
The probabilities of various possible meltdown reactor vessel or in the reactor cavity so that melt-through of the

sequences have been estimated previously in the basemat would not necessarily occur for every meltdown. See
RSS.3 Using these values, the probability for each of Subsection A4.3 of Appendix A.
the possible releases to the hydrosphere through the **The probability of sumpwater release by routes other than

through the hole formed by the melt is not included here.
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PWR meltdown category could result in almost all atmosphere. From there, these species would be re-
the available radioactivity being released to the hy- leased either to the atmosphere outside the contain-
drosphere and not to the atmosphere (see Table 22 in ment (if the containment were ruptured by other
this chapter and Tables A4 and A15 in Appendix A). than melt-through), to the sumpwater (if the contain-
Most of the accident categories would result in ap- ment sprays worked), or to the ground by depressuri-
proximately the same amounts of the dominant ra- zation (if the initial rupture of the containment were
dionuclides being contained in the melt debris for a via melt-through). The less volatile components
PWR meltdown (Table A14). However, the amounts would tend to be retained in the melt itself.
contained in the other tpes of possible PWR releases The volatile core components include the halo-
would be much more dependent upon the accident gens such as iodine, the chalcogens such as tellurium,
categorv (see Tables All and A15 in Appendix A). and the alkali metals such as cesium (Table 22). The

The only major release to the hydrosphere for a relatively non-volatile core components include the
BWR meltdown is expected to be by leaching of the lanthanicles such as neodymium, the actinides such
melt debris. The amount of radioactivity in the debris as plutonium, and the alkaline earths such as stron-
would be approximately the same for all BWR acci- tium (Table 22).
dent categories except the one in which significant With the notable exception of cesium, the orni-
steam explosions occur. However, that category is the nant volatile radionuclides present in any releases to
least probable one. As a result, essentially the same the environment generally would be relatively short-
amount of radioactivity is expected to be contained in lived. Within five years after the accident, the activity
the melt debris in most BWR meltdowns (Table A14). of the initially volatilized components would be es-

sentially just that of the cesium (Figure 21). Most of
Table 22 Best Estimates for the Fractions of the tl-ie longer-lived isotopes present in significant quan-
Initial Radionuclide Inventory Entering Various tities in the core at the time of meltdown would be
Releases for the Most Probable PWR Accident comparatively non-volatile. Consequently, they
Category(a) would be found primarily in the melt debris. Within

five vears after the accident, essentially half of the
Element Release Fractions activity of the initially non-volatilized species would
Classes Leach Sumpwater he due to strontium (Figure 21). At longer times, the

activity would be partially due to the actinides and
I 0.00 1.00 their decay chains and partially due to the lanthan-

C, ides. After much longer times, the actinicle chains
,(b) 0.00 1.00

Te(c) 0.00 1.00 would dominate the remaining activity in the debris.
Srtd) 0.89 0.11 It should be noted that both the melt debris and
RU(e) 0.92 0.08 the sumpwater could contain substantial fractions of
Laff) 0.99 0.01 all the radioactivity available for release in a core-

-The best estimates of the release fractions for the melt accident. In contrast, the depressurization re-
most probable accident categorv (PWR-7) are repre- lease would tpically possess only a small portion of
sentative of those for the majorit'y of accident categor- that total radioactivity (see Table All in Appendix

ies. A).

Includes Rb. 2.5.3 Nonradioactive Composition
,Includes Sb. The volatilized species would include both radio-
Includes Ba. nuclides from the core and some non-radioactive

Includes Ru, Rh, Co, Mo and Tc. species such as certain structural materials released
Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu Am, and from the reactor and various gases generated in the
Cm. decomposition of the concrete. The non-radioactive

gases present in the containment atmosphere would
2.5.2 Radioactive Composition not be expected to significantly affect the availability

The radioactive content of the releases would be of the radioactive gases for release either by sump-
determined essentially bv the inventory of radioac- water escape or by depressurization, other than pri-
tive fission products, actinicles and activated structur- rnari1v by their effect on the containment pressure. In
al materials present in the core at the time meltdown addition, the presence of certain dissolved species in
were initiated. The volatile components of the melt the surnpwater (sprav water) could affect the solubil-
would be released initially to the containment itv of others.
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Figure 21 Time-dependent Behaviors of the Radioactive Constituents of the Melt Debris and the Sumpwater.

The non-volatilized species residing in the melt Table 23 Times for Various Melt-Through Related
debris would include parts of the core, some structur- ProcesseS�a�
A materials and concrete and soil residua. Because
the majority of the melt would be composed of non- Time Period Time
core components, the non-radioactive content of the
melt would be very important for determining the Melt-Through
rate of release to the hydrosphere by leaching of the Time to Contact Concrete
melt debris. (See Section 26 and Appendix A.) PWR 2 to 28 hr

BWR 3 to 33 hr
Time to Melt-through(b)

2.5.4 Time Scales PWRS'02 concrete 72 hr
The amou Int of radioactivity which could reach CaCO, concrete 72 hr

BWR SiO2 concrete 72 hr
the human population from any of.the releases to the CaCO3 concrete 72 hr
hydrosphere would depend on both the rates of
release and the rates of decay of the dominant radion- Releases
uclides. The depressurization and the sumpwater Time for Depressurization ReleaseW

PWR hr to yr
releases into the ground would generally be relative- Time for Sumpwater Release(c)
ly rapid releases (Table 23). In view of the fact that PWR . hr to yr
most of the radionuclides present in significant quan- Time to Groundwater Contact of Melt
tities i those releases ould. be relatively short- Debris(c)
lived, any substantial delay in either of these releases PWR and BWR MO to yr
could significantly reduce the potential exposure by Time for Leaching of Melt Debris(c)
the human population. PWR and BWR wk to yr

In contrast to the other two types of releases, the
Transport

leach release would typically be relatively slow Time to Reach Humans
(Table 23). Because most of the long-lived radionu- PWR and BWR hr to oo,
clides present in significant quantities in releases to usually at
the hydrosphere would be found in the leach release, least r(d)

the relative reduction in the potential population aSee Appendix A for details.
exposure caused by any delays of the leaching would bTime after concrete contact.
not be as large as for any comparable delays of the cTime after melt-through.
other two types of releases. dSee Chapter 3 and Appendix for details.
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Obviously, the important factor in determining significant portion of the core material might be
the potential effect of a given radionuclide for the scattered from the melt, making melt-through of the
leach release would be whether its leach rate were containment basernat less likely. Furthermore, water
large compared to its decay rate. Only if significant could be important for cooling the melt and delaying
arriounts f a given radionuclide were leached prior its progress.
to decav could it be important. Once the melt contacted the concrete, a third

An%. release of radioactivity into the hydrosphere factor could ffect the composition of the melt: the
aftera meltdown wuld generally be directly into the pressure inside the containment. This pressure
groundwater. After any of the three releases had would be important in describing any accident se-
entered the groundwater, transport to an accessible (luenceinsofarasanyof the reactionswhichoccurred
portion f the hydrosphere would need to occur %vere pressure dependent. For example, for high con-
before human exposure could take place. Such a tainment pressures, the decomposition of CaCO,-
location could be eithera well ora surface waterbodv. hased concrete would be somewhat self-limiting as
This transport could take from less than a day to an long as the cntainment were ntact.* As a result,
essentially infinite amount of time. In general, it high pressures could increase the melt-through time
would take at least vears. (This transport is discussed in uch concretes.
in the following chapter.)

I cntrast t the other three tpes of releases to
ti-ieli%-drosphere,thedirectrelease'o'sumpwaterinto 2.6.2 Concrete and Soil

water could be ver% rapid and might take just In general, the materials incorporated into the
hours Tus, human exposure could occur verv soon rnelt from the concrete and the soil would comprise at
after te accident. least 85 to 95/, of the final elt's mass, with core and

,Structural materials forming the complement of that
mass. The concrete and the soil beneath the contain-

2.6 Nonradioactive Composition ment would determine not on1v the overall composi-

of Melt lion of the melt but also the final configuration of
The nonradioactive composition and character of that ass. The reactions undergone by the dominant

constituents of the concrete and the sil with the melt
the melt would ultimately determine the rates and would be largely responsible for that configuration.
even the magnitudes of the releases of radioactivity For example, the predicted configuration of the
to the hydrosphere, especially, for te release bV final mass for meltdown involving a silicon
leaching of the melt debris. Among the primary dio\ide-based concrete basemat overlying a silica
determinants of those properties of the melt would ,ubstrate (sand) is shown in Part A of Figure 22 and
be the accident sequence followed and the tpes of that for a calcium carbonate-based concrete base mat
soil and concrete contacted. overlying a crbonate substrate limestone) is shown

in Prt of that figure. The silicon-based concrete
2.6.1 Accident Sequence silica ubstrate and the carbonate-based concrete and

Before the melt contacted the concrete of the �,ubstrate can be considered to represent the range of
containment basemat, the melt's properties would be possibility of the most important aspects of concrete
determined bv the dominant chemical and phvsical and soil conditions. The primary reaction of silicon
reactions taking place during the early stages of the dioxide to the decay heat would be melting; the
accident. These could be described roughly by con- reaction of the carbonate would consist of an initial
sidering two factors: the time from accident initiation decomposition, followed bv a melting of the residual-
to contact with the concrete; and the amount of water calcium oxide. The heat required to melt silicon
available to the melt. Both these two factors would be dio\ide is approximately an order of magnitude less
functions of the relevant accident sequence. than that required to decompose and to melt an

If the time from accident initiation to contact of
the melt with the basemat concrete were compara-

lively long, substantial amounts of the structural 'Anv chemical reaction which involved a net change in the
materials could be incorporated into the melt. If amount of gases present in the containment atmosphere would be
water were available, many of the metals involved in very pressure dependent. The decomposition of calcium carbonate
the melt could be oxidized early in the meltdown (CaCO3) results in the evolution of carbon dioxide CO2) gas.

Inasmuch as the equilibrium state of any chemical reaction tends to
process. In addition, the presence of water could a position which educes anv stress applied to the reaction, CaCO3
permit a steam explosion to occur; as a result, a decomposition will be supp Iressed by high C02 pressures.



equivalent amount of ccium carbonate. Therefore much higher than would be expected from a careful-
melts in the two types of materials would probably ly-prepared nonporous glass. Most concrete and soil
vary greatly with respect to overall size and depth of compositions in general would fall somewhere be-
penetration. As expected, the melt would probably tween the extreme calcium and silicon cases just

not travel as far into the soil in the limestone sub- considered.

strate (Figure 22).

2.7 Summary
M Three types of releases to the hydrosphere are

possible as a result of the escape of radionuclides
through the hole formed in the containment basemat
by the melt: leaching of the melt debris; entrainment

10. 9M of escaping sumpwater; and dissolution of depressur-
10.5m ized containment gases. The first type of these re-

leases probably can occur for any meltdown accident
while the last two can occur only for meltdowns at
certain types of reactors. In addition to release
through the melt hole, sumpwater can be released to
the hydrosphere by other pathways from the contain-
ment. Such alternate routes may exist at many reac-
tors for which sumpwater release is possible.

14.4m-47 The leaching of the melt debris would constitute//777�- _E ll the slowest release to the hydrosphere. Initially, this

1. 9M 2.7m release would probably be delayed for a period of
months to years by failure of the groundwater to
continuously contact the debris. The leaching period

20M could be expected to range from months to many

Figure 2.2 Final Configuration of the Melt Debris for Melt-throuSh years, depending upon the composition of the debris
into (a) Siliceous Concrete Overlying Siliceous gravel; and upon the radionuclides under consideration.
(b) Limestone-based Concrete Overlying Limestone Gravel. The depressurization release and the sumpwater

release via the melt hole would generally be more

The heights of the melts in the holes shown in rapid than the leaching of the debris and could take
Figure 2,2 are for representative situations. In reality, from hours to years, depending upon the subsurface
these heights could be either higher or lower than conditions at the site. In contrast, if sumpwater were
those indicated. If a melt did not progress as far into released directly to the surface water, then that re-
the substrate as either of the melts depicted in Figure lease could conceivably take just hours. Such a release
2.2, so that part of the melt blocked the hole formed normally would reach accessible portions of the envi-
by its passage, sumpwater and depressurization re- ronment many years before any of the three releases

leases would still probably be possible. This is be- into the ground would.
cause the movement of fluids through the hole might The most important parameters influencing the
not be significantly impeded as a result of the porous chemical and physical form of the melt would be the
and fractured character of the inelt debris. type of concrete in the basemat and the composition

The masses which would be formed by each of and water content of the underlying soil. In any melt,
these two types of concrete and soil conditions also the core and reactor materials would be highly di-
might represent possible extremes with respect to luted and would represent only a very small fraction
leaching behavior. Concrete and soil high in calcium of the total final mass. The melt could probably be
would form a melt which had the basic composition characterized as porous and highly fractured.
of a calcine. Such materials generally have relatively Both the melt debris and the sumpwater could
high leach rates for most elements. In contrast, con- potentially contain substantial fractions of the total
crete and soil high in silicon would form a mass radionuclide content of the reactor prior to melt-
which had the chemical composition of a glass but down. In contrast, any depressurization release
which might have much different physical character- would generally possess only a comparatively small
istics. Thus, leaching from such a mass would prob- fraction of the total radioactivity.

ably be lower than anticipated from a calcine but
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The dominant category of PWR core-melt acci- dependent. Among the important factors would be
dents is the one with both the largest leach release the following: the type, the size and the status of the
and the largest potential sumpwater release. Almost reactor; the design characteristics of the containment
all the core-melt accident categories are predicted to (see Section A6 in Appendix A); any construction
have essentially the same amount of activity in the beneath the containment (see Subsection F2.2 in Ap-
melt debris. pendix F), and the type Of Cncrete in the contain-

Except for cesium, the long-lived isotopes present ment basemat and the type of soil beneath it.
in ubstantial quantities in the releases to the hydro-

sphere would be contained primarily in the melt References
debris. In contrast, the sumpwater and the depressur- 'Virginia Electric and Power Company, Surry Power Station

ization gases would contain significant quantities of Units I and 2 Final Safety Analysis eport, VEPCO, 1969.

most1v short-lived isotopes, with the exception of 2Philadelphia Electric Company, Final Safety Analysis Report,

cesium. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units No. 2 and 3 Philadelphia

Both the magnitudes and the probabilities of any Electric Company, 1972.

3U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactor Safetil Studyreleases to the hydrosphere would be extremely site (WASH-1400), NUREG-75/014, USNRC, 1975.
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3 Groundwater and Surface the spreading of the radionuclide mass relative to the

Water Transport and Dispersion movement of its center of mass.
The type, the size and the status of the waterbody

in which a radionuclide mass finds itself determine
3.1 Introduction which kind of movement predominates the behavior

As soon as the radionuclides entered the hydro- of the mass. If the amount of dispersion is not signifi-
sphere, continuing processes of transport and dilu- cant, then three factors generally determine the re-
tion would be initiated. The factors which would sulting concentraion of a radionuclide in any water-
contribute to this transport and dilution are discussed body: the rate at which the radionuclide is released
in this chapter. into the waterbody; the rate at which the material is

In this study, five major types of generic reactor initially diluted when it enters the body; and the rate
sites, differing only in their surface hydrologies, are 0 removal of the radionuclide from the waterbody
considered: 'dry,' large lake, estuary, ocean, and by processes such as flushing and decay.
river system. A 'dry' site is taken to be one with no
relatively close bodies of surface water; that is, it is a 3.2.2 Sediment and Soil Behavior
site at which contamination of only underground
water could probably occur. Ir, contrast, at each of the 3.2-2.1 Behavior
four surface-water sites, contamination of both The primary effect of soil and sediment on the
groundwater and surface water could occur. transport of radioactivity in the hydrosphere is due to

This classification of site types is somewhat arbi- the tendency of soil and sediment particles to adsorb
trary. Obviously, each of the five types can be subdi- or otherwise interact with some of the radionuclides.
vided. Furthermore, each of these waterbodies is not As a result of this tendency, both soil and sediment
isolated but, rather, is connected to other waterbo- particles can temporarily, or in some cases perma-
dies. As a result'an accidental release into one water- nently, remove significant quantities of radionu-
body could result in significant impacts in successive clides from the water. The resultant radionuclide
waterbodies. concentrations in the soil or sediment can even be

In this chapter, the relevant features of the hydro- much greater than the concentrations present in the
Jogies of the five categories are considered. In Section associated water.
3.2, the general factors which affect movement of the In the soil, the net effect of the interactions is to
radioactivity through the hydrosphere are discussed. substantially delay the movement of many of the
In the next two sections, 33 and 34, the specific radionuclides in the soil relative to the movement of
factors which determine movement through the five
considered types of waterbodies are reviewed. In the water. In a surface waterbody, the net effect of the
Section 35, the hydrospheric factors most strongly interactions depends primarily upon the fate of the
affecting the resultant consequences of a meltdown sediment. In general, the effect at short times is to
accident are summarized. The details of related calcu- lower the concentration of the radioactivity in the
lations and explanations are presented in Appendix water and at longer times is often to act as a secondary
B. source of radioactive contamination for the water. As

a result, the movement of some of the radionuclides
in surface waterbodies can effectively be somewhat

3.2 General Considerations delayed because of sediment-nuclide interactions.

3.2.1 Hydrospheric Tr ansport 3.2.2.2 Differences Between Soil and
Movements of water and any associated radionu- Sediment

clides within the hydrosphere can be divided into The primary differences in the interactions and
two types: transport and dispersion. The former clas- their effects in soil and in sediment are due to two
sification consists of those processes which result in factors: the soil is fixed in space whereas the sediment
average net movement of masses of water. Such is relatively free to move; and, the proportion of soil
transport movement includes both advective and to water is -much larger than the ratio of sediment to
convective processes. The latter, dispersive, classifi- water. An important distinction which results from
cation of movement types consists of those processes the differing mobilities is that a large portion of a
which result in non-average behavior of specific radionuclide mass can be confined to a relatively
particles. In considering the movement of radionu- limited region of soil whereas it might not be as
clides through the hydrosphere, dispersion describes confined in the sediment because the sediment can
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move. In particular, after nuclides are attached to the Elements characterized as being relatively unreac-
sediments, thev can be moved substantial distances tive in the hydrosphere tend to remain in solution
rather rapidly bv sediment movements. The primary rather than becoming associated with soil or sedi-
effect of the larger ratio of soil to water than sediment ments (or organisms). Consequently, they tend to
to water is that proportionally much more of the total move with the ass of water. Their residence times
mass of a nuclide can reside on the soil than on the in an area are expected to be approximately the equal
sediment. This is because of the much larger interac- to residence time of the water itself.
tion surface presented by the soil. Thus the soil can be
substantially more effective both in lowering the 3.3 Groundwater Movement
radionuclide concentration in the water and in re-
tarding the movement of the radionuclide than the In any liquid pathway, the initial movement of a
sediment can be. radionuclide away from the scene of the core melt

In surface waterbodies, the interactions can often would usually be by groundwater transport. Conse-
be regarded as causing perturbations of the more quently, the processes which effect the movement of
fundamental movement of the radionuclides by the any radionuclide through the ground are considered
water itself. In aquifers, the interactions must be here.
regarded as being much more than mere perturba-
tions. 3.3.1 Water Movement

If the groundwater at the site of the melt-through

3.2.3 Soil-Nuclide and Sediment- were higher than the final resting place of the melt,

Nuclide Interactions the radionuclides could be gradually leached out of
the debris into the groundwater. Once entrained in

3.2.3.1 Interactions the groundwater, the radioactivity could be trans-
ported through the soil to any surface waterbody in

The chemical state of an element is crucial in the proximity. The rate of transport would depend
determining the interactions that element will un- upon the structure and composition of the soil
dergo with its environment. The important factors through which movement had to occur.
for determining that chemical state can vary strongly The stratigraphy beneath the containment at the
as functions of both space and time. Consequently, site of a core-melt accident could be such that either
the tendency of movement of a given species can an aquifer, an aquitard or an aquiclude could contain
change quite rapidly. This is particularly true at the final melt. An aquifer bears water relatively
various interfaces such as the sediment-water inter- easily' - an aquiclude stores water but does not trans-
face or the interface between two distinct waterbo- mit significant amounts of it; and an aquifuge effec-
dies such as an aquifer and a lake. tively neither transmits nor stores water. The water-

The amount of interaction between the soil or the bearing properties of the actual stratum or strata
sedimentand anv nuclides is also a strong function of beneath the containment would be very important in
the composition of the soil or the sediments. There- determining the rate at which radioactivity could be
fore, the important interactions can vary dramatically moved. Rates of flow in aquifers can vary from less
as the character of the soil or sediment changes. than a meter per year to more than a hundred meters

per year. The rates of flow in aquitards and in aqui-
3.2.3.2 Ef f ects of Interactions cludes are much less than those in aquifers. Only

Elements characterized as being relatively reac- strata classifed as aquifers typically would permit
tive in the hydrosphere tend to become associated substantial movement of radioactivity over relatively
xvith either soil or sediments (or biological organ- short time scales (hundreds of years or less).
isms) and are thus effectively removed from solution. Reactors are situated at distances of less than one
Because of their association with soil or sediments (or hundred meters to more than ten thousand meters
organisms), they are essentially localized in the vicin- from the nearest significant surface waterbodies (see
itv of their interaction unless transport of the interac- Figure 31). The time it takes for water to flow from
tion medium (either the soil or sediment or organ- beneath an LWR containment to the nearest water-
isms) occurs. As a result, their residence times in an body (the groundwater travel time) depends upon
area generally are expected to be much longer than both the distance to the water and the rate of ground-
the residence time of the water. water flow at the site. Estimates of this time varv from
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less than a day to more than thousands of years (see aquifer would be limited primarily by the initial rate
Figure 31 and Appendix B). of entry of material into the substratum. Therefore,

the largest exposure of an individual via the hydro-
75 sphere could occur by direct access to contaminated

underground water.

3.3.2 Soil-Nuclide Interactions
25 The delay in the movement of some radionuclides

caused by their interactions with the soil particles
could be substantial (for example, see Figure 32). The

lop lo' lo, 10 le le 10
DISTANCE TO SURFACE WATERBODY (ml retardation of a nuclide relative to the water carrying

z it could even be up to several orders of magnitude. As
W 50 a result, the dispersion caused by this retardationZ

could also be significant (also see Figure 32).
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Figure 31 Histograms of the Distances of the LWR Containments 0. 50

from the Nearest Surface Waterbodies, the Groundwater Velocities

at the Reactor Sites, and the Average Times Groundwaters Take to

the Nearest Surface Waterbodies.

Upon the entry of any radionuclides into the s-1371xIM

groundwater, several processes would tend to cause
dispersal of the material beyond that caused by the 0,00

flow of the groundwater. The net effect of the disper- 20 40 60

sal would be to spread the mass of radioactivity over a TIME AFTER RELEASE (yr)

much wider area than would otherwise be expected.
Consequently, even an initially instantaneous release Figure 3 Relative Amount of Radioactivity Crossing Interface

After a Unit Release of Each Radionuclide. (The groundwater
into an aquifer would reach any surface waterbody or travel time to the interface is 10 days; the distribution coefficients

well over a rather extended period of time. Part of the are 0, 20, and 200 for Ru-106, Sr-90, and Cs-137, respectively.)

material would reach the waterbody some time be,
fore the bulk of the material and part would reach it The average relative velocity of any element with
some time afterwards. In very irregular substrates, respect to the velocity of groundwater can be ob-
some of the radioactivity could reach accessible por- tained from knowledge of its distribution coefficient,
tions of the hydrosphere long before the bulk of the Yd- (This coefficient is conventionally defined for a
material. Therefore, significant exposure might occur given radionuclide as the ratio of the concentration
much earlier than would otherwise be expected. of radionuclide adsorbed on the soil (or sediment) to

Dilution of any material would occur much more the concentration of radionuclide in solution). The
slowly in an aquifer (or other subsurface waterbody) average speed of any element is approximately in-
than in any surface waterbody, As a result, the mate- versely proportional to its distribution coefficient.

rial in the aquifer could remain rather concentrated Thus a large distribution coefficient indicates a rela-
over long periods of time. The concentration in an tively slow velocity for the element (see Figure 32).
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Inasmuch as the distribution coefficients of the ra-
dionuclide would differ by orders of magnitude, the A
various radionuclides would enter the surface water
a a given site at vastly different times (also see Figure
3.2).

Because the average speed of any radionuclide
would be proportional to the speed of the ground- B
water, the corresponding radionuclide travel time to
the nearest surface waterbody would be proportional
to the groundwater travel time to that body. Inas-
much as the groundwater travel times for LWR sites
vary over orders of magnitude (see Figure 31), the T I ME OF RELEASE AFTER MELTDOWN
radionuclide travel times for a given radionuclide
v,'ould likewise vary over orders of magnitude. As a A
result, even small differences in the groundwater
travel times could correspond to large differences in
the amounts of some of the radionuclides which
�N(uld cross the groundwater-surfacewater interface
before decav.'

B
In general, the dominant components of the melt

debris would have relatively age distribution coef-
ficients whereas the dominant ones of the sumpwater
and depressurization releases would have relatively TIME OF ENTRY INTO SURFACE WATERBODY
,,mall distribution coefficients. Furthermore, those
species which would be leached more rapidly from A WATER
the elt debris would tend to have smaller distribu-
tion coefficients than the majority of the components
of the debris (see Table A12 in Appendix A and Table
B3 in Appendix B; also see Figure 33). Consequently, Z SEDIMENT
the most rapidly released components would usually
be those whic� could be expected to travel most B WATER
rapidl 'v through the soil. The notable exceptions to
these generalizations would be ruthenium and stron-
tium for the melt debris, and cesium for the other two MENT
releases.

3.4 Surface Water Transport T I ME AFTER MELTDOWN
At four out of five of the generic sites, movement Figure 33 Schematic Depiction of the Behavior of Two Fictitious

Nuclides, A and B, Which Differ Only in Their Leaching Rates and
through a surface waterbody would play a significant Distribution Coefficients; A Leaches More Rapidly and Has a
,ole in the dispersal of radioactivity through the Smaller Distribution Coefficient.

environment. Consequently, the physical movement In addition to these movements on relatively mas-
of radionuclides in such waterbodies is now consid- sive scales, several phenomena would contribute to
ered. dispersal of materials entering surface waterbodies

After the radioactivity entered any surface water- on a lesser scale. As in a subsurface waterbody, the
bodv, it would be diluted and transported at a much net effect of all these phenomena would be to spread
faster rate than it would be in the ground. The rate of the radioactivity over a larger region than would
movement through and within the surface water- otherwise be anticipated.
body would depend primarily upon the general ad-
vective and convective characteristics of that water- 3.4.1 Lake
bodv.

.Because the exposure of the human population at a given site 3.4.1.1 Water Movement
would be roughly proportional to the amount of activity reaching Naturally-occurring lakes range from small, rap-
the surface water, small differences in the groundwater travel
times could ikewise be associated with large differences in the idly flushing ones to large, slowly draining ones such
anticipated population exposures. as the Great Lakes. Approximately 15% of all the
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U.S.'s nuclear reactors are located next to lakes. Each 3.4.1.2 Sediment Behavior and Sediment-
of the reactors located close to a lake is situated near Nuclide Interactions
one of the Great Lakes. Therefore, the Great Lakes are
the lakes which are considered for this study. Any of the Great Lakes can be regarded primarily

In a Great Lake, water movement and therefore as a sediment sink. The dominant source of the
transport of any containments carried by the water, sediments is the erosion of the lands of the surround-
occurs on several different scales. Usually there are ing watersheds. The net sedimentation rate in any of
currents close to and parallel to the shore which the Great Lakes is typically rather low. Consequently,
move one direction along the shore for several days. the removal of any radionuclides from solution by
Then mixing with the offshore water results. This is the sediments would be relatively slow. Permanent
followed by reversal of the alongshore current. The removal by burial would be expected only for the
bulk of the surface water moves in lake-wide counter- most strongly adsorbed radionuclides, because less
clockwise currents. Shoreline irregularities and un- strongly interacting radionuclides could reenter the
even movements cause substantial dispersion on the water column by diffusion out of the sediments.
background of all the various currents. Twice a year, In general, the concentrations of the dominant
in all except Lake Erie, seasonal turnover occurs in radionuclides contributing to the population dose
which the top 50 to 75 feet cf water mixes with the after a core-melt accident would be only slightly

affected by sediment-nuclide interactions in a large
rest of the lake. The net movement out of the lake by
flow into the next lake results in flushing times for lake such as a Great Lake. In any case, observable
the Great Lakes varying from 3 years to 190 years effects would usually occur only over extended per-
(Table 31). iods of time,

3.4.2 Estuary

Table 31. Volumes and Residence Times for Some 3.4.2.1 Water Movement
Waterbodies An estuary is essentially a semiclosed coastal body

Residence of water possessing a free connection with the open
Volume Time ocean and within which ocean water is noticeably

System (M3) (yr) diluted with fresh water.' Approximately 10% of the

Lake Superior 1.2 x 101-3 189 U.S ''s nuclear reactors are situated next to such water-
Lake Michigan 4.9 x 1012 31 bodies. An even larger percentage of all.the reactors
Lake Erie 4.6 x 1011 2.6 are located close to river systems (and other wate'rbo-
Lake Ontario 1.6 x1012 7.8 dies) which eventually flow into significant estu-
Reservoir S.01 to 
Chesapeake Bay (estuary) 7.5x 1010 I aries.
Hudson River Estuary 2.3 x 109 0.12 Of the four basic types of estuaries,' a drowned-
Eastern Continental Shelf ... 1.5 river valley estuary is thought of as being the classical
Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi
River System ... 0.38 type of estuary and is taken to be the representative

Missouri-Mississippi River type of estuary in this study. A drowned-river estuary
System 0.07 is'that portion of a river where the ocean tide meets

the river current. As in any river, there is a net flow
outward to the ocean. Because of tidal influences, the
direction of the current reverses twice daily. The net

The Great Lakes are characterized by relatively seaward flow is usually relatively low. The effect of
rapid and substantial initial dilution of any material the tidal reversal is to cause significant dispersion in
released into any one of them. The subsequent re- both upstream and downstream directions. In fact, in
moval of the material by flow out of aiy lake is many estuaries the overall movement is character-
relatively slow. Consequently, concentrations of the ized primarily by dispersion.. The average residence
dominant radionuclides from releases to the hydro- time for water in an estuary can range from weeks to
sphere after a core-melt accident would be compara- more than a year (Table 31).
tively low in at least most of the lake but could persist
for long times. Lower but still possibly significant

concentrations might be found in succeeding lakes *Four primary subdivision of estuaries exist; drowned river val-
for even longer periods. Sizeable concentrations leys, fjord-type estuaries, bar-built estuaries and tectonically-pro-
would be possible only in the vicinity of the accident. duced estuaries.
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The differences in density between river water The alternation of the direction of the water
and ocean water can result in stratification of water in movement in estuaries can be accompanied by sig-
an estuary due to salinity considerations.* Most estu- nificant resuspension of sediment. Because resuspen-
aries have distinct partially-mixed horizontal layers. sion can result in substantial transfer of activity from
In such estuaries, the net flow in the bottom saline the water to the sediment, and vice versa, in very
laver is toward the head of the estuary while the net short periods of time, large quantities of radioactivity
flow in the surface freshwater layer is toward the can be transported some distance relatively rapidly
estuarv's mouth. There is a small net flow from the by such resuspension and subsequent movement of
bottom laver to the surface one, with some inter- the suspended material.
change between the layers. A pollutant released into As has been mentioned, the sediment-nuclide
the bottom layer is first transported primarily up- interactions in any waterbody are extremely depen-
stream in the bottom layer, then downstream in the dent upon the physics and the chemistry of both the
surface laver. In contrast, a pollutant released into the sediments and the water. As one proceeds toward the
surface laver is primarily transported downstream in mouth of an estuary, the character of both the sedi-
that laver; however, some of the material is dispersed ments and the water often changes drastically.
in to the lower laver and carried back upstream where As a river proceeds into an estuary, the larger
it subsequently returns to the surface layer. As a heavier sediment particles are deposited first; the
result of the complex flow pattern in such estuaries, smaller lighter sediment particles are deposited far-
sizeable areas both above and below the site of the ther toward the mouth. In general, the smaller parti-
release could be contaminated. cles tend to have relatively more adsorptive sites and

After a meltdown accident near an estuary, the to be more efficient at removing radionuclides from
concentrations of the important radionuclides in the the water column than larger particles are. Further-
water would depend strongly upon both the tur- more, they are much more likely to be resuspended.
nover rate of water from the estuary and the rate(s) of Consequently, the lower portion of an estuary is
the releases into that waterbody. For slow turnovers expected to be a sink for much of the radioactivity
and rapid releases, those concentrations could be which enters the estuary.
significant. Even after accidental releases into an Along with changes in sediment character which
upstream river, sizeable concentrations of some ra- occur as a function of distance down the estuary,
dionuclides could be found in certain estuaries. significant variations in the composition of the water

also occur. The water in an estuary ranges from fresh

3.4.2.2 Sediment Behavior and Sediment- at the upper end to saline at the lower end. As a result
of these changes, chemical and physical reactions can

Nuclide Interactions take place during the passage down an estuary which

Estuaries act as repositories for sediments. When can either substantially increase or decrease in con-
rivers enter estuaries, much of the suspended sedi- centration of certain elements in the water.*
inent is deposited due to decreases in the water In an estuary, the concentrations in the water of
velocitv. Inasmuch as rivers can carry large amounts the dominant radionuclides released to the hydro-
of sediment, the sedimentation rate in an estuary can sphere by a meltdown accident could be substantially
be quite high compared to that found in other types altered by sediment-nuclide interactions due to both
of waterbodies. The rate of sedimentation can be so the relatively high sedimentation and resuspension
high that even biological turnover and diffusion are rates and the significant residence time of the water.
inadequate to permit the ret urn of at least some These interactions could be potentially more impor-
radionuclides to the water column. tant in an estuary than in any other type of surface

waterbody.

The amount and type of stratification depend both upon the
relative magnitudes of the river flow and the tidal flow and upon For example, certain species such as iron, aluminum and silicon,
the geometry of the estuary. Drowned-river estuaries range from which tend to form gelatinous hydrates with icreasing salinity,
the river-dominated, salt-wedge ones having distinct horizontal tend to precipitate out of solution with movement downstream. If
saline and nonsaline layers to tide-dominated, sectionally homo- the hydrate particles are too fine to be deposited directly out by
geneous ones having complete localized mixing. Intermediate sedimentation, they can be effectively removed from the water
between these two types are estuaries having distinct though column by adsorption to either sediment particles or biological
partiallv-mixed horizontal layers and estuaries having distinct organisms. Suspended clay sediments can coagulate due to the
though partially-mixed vertical layers. As the magnitude of tidal saline conditions and be precipitated out of suspension; any ad-
flow increases relative to the river flow and/or as the width of the sorbed nuclides are precipitated with them. Alternatively, ele-
estuarv increases relative to the depth, an estuary tends to become ments which tend to be highly adsorbed in fresh water can be
less stratified (more mixed). almost completely desorbed in saline conditions.
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3.4.3 Ocean 3.4.3.2 Sediment Behavior and Sediment-

3.4.3.1 Water Movement Nuclide Interactions
In most coastal regions other than estuarial ones,

Wide ranges of descriptions are reasonable for the net sedimentation rate is low compared to that
coastal situations. Coastal sites vary from highly shel- found in most other waterbodies. Both the relatively
tered tidal bays of lagoons to fairly rapidly flushed, rapid flushing and the low rate of sedimentation
open coastal areas.* About 15% of the U.S.'s reactors which occur in many open coastal regions combine to
are found close to all types of coastal sites. A relative- drastically limit the amount of sediment-nuclide in-
iy open region of the continental shelf can probably teraction in such regions. Consequently, sediment
be taken to be a representative ocean setting pro- interactions are not nearly as important at open sites
vided that ocean sites with more restricted flushing which are not close to estuaries as they are at other
are considered to be included with estuarial sites. types of sites.

In an ocean, water movement in open coastal In addition to the above-mentioned factors which
regions close to the shore resembles that in the tend to decrease the amount of sediment-water inter-
nearshore waters in the Great Lakes. The primary actions, the high salinity of the ocean waters also
differences in observed behavior of the two systems tends to limit the amount of interaction. In general,
are the magnitudes and the time scales of the move- the distribution coefficients of the radionuclides
ments. Both are greater in the case of an ocean. In dominating the releases to the hydrosphere after a
addition, tidal influences can be important in an core-melt accident are much lower in salt water than
ocean whereas they are not usually important in the they are in fresh water. Therefore, in salt water
Great Lakes. regions, especially in those with low sedimentation

If there is a release of radioactivity into the near- rates, the concentrations of the dominant radionu-
shore area of an open coastal region, local currents clides in the water would generally not be signifi-
initially move the material away from the source. cantly lowered by sediment-nuclide interactions.
Typically, such nearshore currents periodically re-
verse direction, moving the radioactive material es-
sentially back in the direction of its source. Over a 3.4.4 River System
long period of time, a low-level background of radio-
activity is built up in the area of the source by the 3.4.4.1 Water Movement
current reversals; superimposed on this background Most nuclear reactors 60%) are located on river
is any recent release. The water of the nearshore systems. Because of the large variation among the
current gradually mixes with water of the other characteristics of those systems, it is extremely diffi-
currents on the continental shelf so that the radioac- cult to estimate what a representative system is. At
tivity becomes spread over the entire width of the least two distinct types of river systems, a free-flow-
shelf. The average residence time on the continental ing system and a heavily-dammed system, should
shelf generally ranges from months to a couple of probably be considered,
years (Table 31)** Water movement in a free-flowing river is charac-

The concentrations of the radionuclides in the terized primarily by advective flow. However, many
water after a meltdown accident would be relatively factors, such as shoreline irregularities and bends in
low on most of the continental shelf. Significant the river, tend to cause uneveness in the flow. Conse-
concentrations would be possib 'le only in the vicinity quently, noticeable dispersion can ta e place during
of the accident and only if the release(s) occurred flow down a free-flowing river.
rapidly enough. In general, the rivers on which LWR's are situated

are not free-flowing for their entire lengths. Instead,

*For the sheltered regions, tidal influences may dominate. The net they have dams which tend to retard the flow of the
velocity of the contaminated water can be very low in such water in certain stretches. The reservoirs behind the
situations, with tidal dispersion dominating the movement of the dams have flushing rates which are generally smaller
water. In such sheltered regions, all variations of the hydrological than those of free-flowing portions of the river but
dispersion can exist, ranging from dispersion essentially only in
one direction to equal dispersion in all directions. In open coastal are larger than those of comparably-sized natural
regions, both the advection currents and dispersion can be impor- lakes. Substantial mixing can occur within the reser-
tant. voirs so that the dispersion of materials traveling
* *The average residence time for water on the northeastern and down dammed river systems can be much greater
northcentral portions of the American continental shelf is approxi-
mately 11/2 years. It is probably much less than this on the than that for free-flowing systems. Flushing times for
western shelf. rivers vary from days to several months, with the



shorter times being for free-flowing systems and the strength of the soil-nuclide interactions. If exposure
longer ones being for heavily-dammed systems (Ta- is through wells in the aquifer, then a slow flushing
ble 31). rate for the aquifer can increase the impact on the

After a meltdown accident, the concentrations of human population. However, if exposure is through
the dominant radionuclides in the water would de- surface water, then a slow flushing rate, and there-
pend strongly upon both the rate(s) of the releases fore a long groundwater travel time, for the aquifer
into the river and the rate of flushing of the river. can decrease the impact by permitting substantial
The concentrations would also depend upon the size decay to occur before the surface water pathways are
of the river. Significant concentrations could poten- reached.
tialiv be found in at least the upper reaches of many If the soil-nuclide interactions are strong,* then
river svstems after rapid enough releases to the hy- the travel of the nuclides through the aquifer will be
drosphere. relatively slow. In such a situation two primary fac-

tors can lower the impact on the human population:
3.4.4.2 Sediment Behavior and substantial decay can occur during the delayed trans-
Sediment-Nuclide Interactions port; and the concentration in the water can be

Free-flowing sections of rivers tend to act as me- drastically lowered by 'adsorption". The effects of
dia for the transport of sediment to distant locations. prolonging a releas , into an aquifer are expected to
In contrast to the free-flowin stretches, the reser- be most noticeable when the prolongation permits

9 decay to reduce the amount of radioactivity which
voirs found in many rivers tend to act as sediment reaches the population.
sinks.

Flow rates of rivers are extremely variable with

time. As a result, the sedimentation rates also exhibit 3.5.2 Dependencies in Surface Water-
considerable variation. As in the case of an estuary,
Alterations in the velocity of the water tend to corre- bodies
spond to changes in the sizes and the types of sedi- For any type of surface waterbody, the population
ment particles deposited, with the largest particles exposure is rather dependent on the flushing rate of
be;ng dropped first. In addition, seasonal flooding the waterbody. In contrast to the aquifer situation,
can permit deposition of sediments in regions outside the net exposure is only somewhat dependent on the
the normal river bed. Subsequent flooding can allow strength of the sediment-nuclide interactions within
reincorporation of some of the previously deposited the surface waterbody.
sediment back into the river channel proper. If the flushing rate is low, as for a Great Lake, then

The sediment-nuclide interactions in any given the amount of radioactivity in the water decreases
�,tretch of a river tend to be basically like those found relatively slowly with time. Consequently, the popu-
in a take of similar chemistry. In the river system lation exposure resulting from long-lived radionu-
taken as a whole, the interactions can vary over a clides can increase substantially with time. However,
v�lde range due to differences in the chemistries in if the flushing rate is high, as for a free-flowing river,
various sections. In particular, the composition of then the amount of radioactivity in the water de-
both the sediment load and the river water can vary creases rapidly with time. As a result, the population
significantly due t differences in their sources. exposure does not increase much with time.

in some river systems, the concentrations in the If the sedimentation and resuspension rates are
water of at least several of the radionuclides dominat- small, then the effects of sediment-nuclide interac-
ing the population dose after a meltdown accident tions will generally be negligible. However, if those
could be significantly affected by sediment-nuclide rates are very large, then the effects can be noticeable.
interactions in relatively short periods of time. The
effects would be most obvious in systems with reser-
voirs with both relatively long residence times and
high sedimentation rates.

3.5 Dependencies

3.5.1 Dependencies in Aquifers
The consequences resulting from the transport of

radioactivity through an aquifer are extremely de- *To be more exact, this should read 'if the distribution coefficients
pendent on both the flushing rate of the aquifer and are large'.

I 
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3.5.3 Dependencies in General reach a point at which exposure can take place. To
The primary factors affecting the potential popu- reach such a point, any radionuclide must travel from

lation dose resulting from releases to the hydro- the location of the core-melt accident to either the
sphere after a core-melt accident are those determin- closest surface waterbody or the closest well. As the
ing the total amounts of the dominant radionuclides radionuclides travel with the groundwater, they un-
reaching the surface waterbody prior to decay.* In dergo radioactive decay. As a result, the longer the
other words, they are the release rate(s) of the radio- underground travel time to the point to potential
activity into the groundwater and the travel times of exposure is, the less risk there is to the human popu-
the dominant radionuclides to the surface water. ",t lation.
The second most important factors affecting the pop- The underground travel time for a nuclide is
ulation dose are the initial dilution rate for the affect- determined primarily by the combination of two
ed surface waterbody and the appropriate flushing factors: the time it takes for groundwater to move
rate for that body. The factors usually of least impor- from the location of the accident to the nearest sig-
tance but still of some significance are the sediment- nificant surface waterbody or well; and the rate at
nuclide interaction strengths and other sediment- which the nuclide moves relative to the speed of the
related factors of the surface waterbody. groundwater. The rate at which the groundwater

Any factor which delays contact of the radioactiv- oves depends upon the hydraulic gradient of the
ity with the human population not only decreases the site and upon both the permeability and the effective
amount of radioactivity available (by decay) but also porosity of the substrate. The estimated groundwater
increases the chance that procedures can be instituted velocities beneath the reactor sites vary from 10-4 to

to prevent the contact of radioactivity by the popula- 103 m/da. The associated groundwater travel times to
tion. Such interdictive procedures cn either com- the nearest surface waterbodies vary from less than I
pletely preclude or else somewhat lessen the human day to more than 106 days.
exposure to the radioactivity by removing all or some The relative rate at which any radionuclide moves
of the radioactivity from effective interaction with through the ground depends upon the chemical and
the hydrosphere. The types of interdictive proce- physical properties of both the nuclide and the sub-
dures which can be employed. are discussed in Ap- strate. The movement of the nuclides can be signifi-
pendix F. The effects of taking such mitigating ac- cantly delayed by interactions with the soil substrate.
tions are considered in Chapters 6 and 7 These interactions can result in the emergence of

some radionuclides at times up to several orders of
magnitude later than the times at which the first

3.6 Summary nuclides emerge. For long enough net travel times,
For any liquid pathway, the most important con- only the very long-lived radionuclides can have any

sideration in estimating the risk to the human popu- effect on the human population. Any factors which
lation is the time that it takes for a radionuclide to tended to delay contact of Sr and Cs with accessible

portions of the environment for more than 100 years
would substantially reduce the possible population
dose resulting from any releases to the hydrosphere
after a meltdown accident.

Once introduced into a surface waterbody, ra-
*The details of all the dependencies are presented in Section B4 of dionuclides can attach themselves to the sediment,
Appendix B. The interested reader should review the summary of they can enter the foodweb, they can remain dis-
that discussion presented in Subsection B4.5. solved or suspended in the water, or they can be

*The possible values of the release periods and the groundwater
travel times, and hence any aociated delay times, vary over continuously recycled through some subset of these.
orders of magnitude. Thus, the amount of decay of the important Eventually any radionuclide will be removed from
radionuclides which occurs prior to contact with the human popu- further effective interaction with pathways to the
lation covers a broad range. As a result, the related potential
consequences vary by substantial amounts. human population. The period over which a radionu-
tln general, the effects of Sr-90 and Cs-137 would tend to domi- clide can be important in a specific waterbody is
nate the consequences to the human population resulting from given essentially by its environmental residence
most releases to the hydrosphere after meltdown acident. Cme time. These times range from approximately 10-3
extent of this dominance is substantial for most of the time within
100 years after the accident.) Therefore, any factor or combination years for some radionuclides in certain rivers to 16

of factors which tended to delay contact of these elements with any years for some other radionuclides in noncoastal
wells or surface waterbodies beyond approximately 100 years portions of the oceans. Some relevant times are given
would tend to significantly reduce the resultant radiation dos to
the population. in Table 32.
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Table 32 Comparative Radionuclide Transport Properties of Waterbodies*

Residence Time of
Nuclides (for

Type of Dissolved Residence instantaneous
Waterbody Phase Transport Sediment Effects Time of Water release)

Aquifer Poor dilution; radioactivity confined to Soil acts as an effective temporary sink for Days to millions of years, Days to millions of years or
relatively small region. many radionuclides; because is immobile, it depending upon the hy- even longer, depending upon

can greatly delay the emergence of these drogeological conditions. the hydrogeological condi-
sorbed nuclides into nearby surface water- tions and upon the specific
bodies. nuclides.

Great Lake Rapid initial transport by large-scale Nearly all sediment entering lake is trapped; Year t tens of years. Years to tens of years for dis-
turbulence; seasonal. mixing by turn- very effective sink for some radioactivity; sedi- solved phase once completely
over of thermally stratified layers; ment resuspension is minor -largely confined mixed in lake; virtually for-
flushing out of lake slow because of to coastal areas during storms. ever (decay limited) for sedi-
large volume and relatively small flow ment phase.
rate.

Estuary Net removal from system usually much Lower parts of most estuaries are sediment Days to months. Weeks to years in dissolved
slower than in rivers; stratification can traps, with virtually all sediment being depos- phase: indefinite in sediment
occur due to variations in salinity; dis- ited; upper portions may have net downstream phase.
persion from tidal movements is signifi- sediment transport; major resuspension of
cant; saltwater-freshwater interface sediment possible during storms; some re-
causes deposition from solution of suspension by tidal oscillations; rapid sedi-
many radionuclides. ment deposition can remove contaminated

sediments from further contact with water.

Ocean Rapid dispersion in large-scale coastal Sediment interaction minor because of low Hundreds of days on con- Hundreds of days on conti-
turbulence; unconstrained by bound- rate of sedimentation off shore. tinental shelf; millions of nental shelf; millions of years
aries other than shoreline; both thermal years in open ocean. in open ocean.
and saline stratification occurs; some
vertical seasonal mixing occurs.

Small Lake Rapid initial transport within take; sea- Nearly all sediment entering lake is trapped; Months to years. Months to years for dissolved
sonal mixing by turnover of thermally veryeffectivesink forsomeradioactivity;little phase; virtually forever (de-
stratified layers; flushing is usually fast- sediment resuspension. cay limited) for sediment
er than large take due to the smaller phase.
volume.

Reservoir on Relatively rapid initial transport within Much sediment trapped, except during floods Weeks to months. Weeks to months in dissolved
River reservoir; seasonal mixing by turnover or dredging; sediment is ari important sink for phase; sediment phase indefi-

of thermally stratified layers; flushing some radioactivity; sediments may also be oc- nite, probably longer than for
is generally much more rapid than for a casionallly resuspended; rapid sediment depo- fast flowing river.
comparably-sized natural lake; disper- sition can remove contaminated sediments
sion from passage through a reservoir from further contact with water.
can be substantial.

Free-flowing Moves at relatively high velocity; some Fine sediments, which contain most of sorbed Hours days. Hours to days in dissolved
River dispersion. radioactivity, will be suspended during high phase; indefinite in sediment

flow periods; low flows will allow settling; phase.
contaminated sediments may be frequently re-
suspended by high flows.

'Adapted from Table 42.5 in NUREG-440 'Liquid Pathway Generic Study,' NRC, 1978.



The residence time of a radionuclide represents polluted surface water. For most sites, it is expected to
the combined effects of all the possible fates of that be many years before significant quantities of radion-
radionuclide. Those fates include the ones mentioned uclides could reach accessible portions of the envi-
above plus removal by flushing. Flushing is impor- ronment via groundwater transport.
tant for all waterbodies except noncoastal regions of Substantial site-to-site variation of the conse-
the oceans; oceans can reasonably be regarded as the quences can be expected due to the large differences
ultimate sinks for the radionuclides, If no significant in groundwater travel times. Some additional site-to-
interaction occurs with any portion of the environ- site variation can be expected as a result of the
ment, then the residence time of a radionuclide is differences in both the relative travel rates of the
essentially equal to that of the water. Most interac- dominant radionuclides (in the ground) and the rel-
tions tend to prolong the effective residence time evant surface waterbody characteristics (especially
relative to that of water. the flushing and dilution rates).

For very few, if any, reactor sites would signifi-
cant short-term human exposure be expected to occur
as a result of direct use of contaminated aquifer water. References
The most likely pathway to humans would involve ID. W. Pritchard, 'What is an stuary A Physical Viewpoint," in
exposure from either direct or indirect contact with Estuaries, Publication No. 83, American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, 3 1967.
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4 Pathways to the Human movement of the radioactivity within each of the
pathways are considered. The related pathway mod-

Population els used in this report are described in detail in
Appendices C and D. The estimated populations-at-

4.1 Introduction risk are considered in Appendix E.

The radiation doses received as a result of the 4.2 Pathways
release of radioactivity to the hydrosphere following
a core-melt accident would depend upon the concen- 4.2.1 Important Factors
trations of the radionuclides in the relevant liquid' Unlike the dominant atmospheric exposure path-
exposure pathways. These concentrations would, in ways, at least three potentially significant hydro-
turn, depend on the corresponding concentrations in spheric exposure pathways would involve movement
the water. of the radioactivity in the environment via relatively

Therefore, the behavior of the radionuclides in complicated sets of interactions. As a result, the con-
each of the liquid exposure pathways would be a centrations of the radionuclides in those liquid path-
function of both the type of waterbody(ies) under ways would not necessarily be straightforwardly re-
consideration and certain pathway characteristics. lated to the concentrations in the hydrosphere.
The dependence upon the type of waterbody would Unfortunately, the adequate consideration of the
arise from the transport of the radionuclides within movement of radioactivity within the exposure path-
the body; the relevant characteristics of the water- ways is generally much more difficult than that of
body would be its dilution and flushing properties, transport in the hydrosphere itself. In transport
along with the behavior and interactions of its sedi- through any surface waterbody, the pathway interac-
ment. The dependence upon the pathway character- tions can usually be regarded as being only negligi-
istics would be due to the complicated movement of bly perturbing effects with respect to the concentra-
the radionuclides within some of the pathways; the tions in the water. However, it is those same very
relevant factors would be the time-dependent uptake irregular and extremely complicated interactions
and removal of the radionuclides by some portions of which are the dominant-determinants of the concen-
the environment, along with the interconnectedness trations in the relevant portions of the pathways.
of various parts of that environment. The depen-
dence upon transport in the hydrosphere was consid-
ered in the previous chapter; the dependence upon 4.2.2 Pathway Concentrations
movement within the pathways is reviewed here. In this study, the five liquid 6xposure pathways

In this chapter, the dominant liquid pthways by considered are the following: ingestion of drinking
which radioactivity might reach the human popula- water; ingestion of aquatic foods; ingestion of irrigat-
tion are considered. In Section 42, the general effects ed foods and related animal products and by-pro-
of the complexities of the interactions of the radionu- ducts; shoreline usage; and immersion in water.
clides within some of the major liquid exposure path- Three of those pathways involve extensive time-
ways are described. In Section 43, the dominant dependent interactions of the nuclides with parts of
pathways to the human population are considered as the environment other than just the water. They are
functions of the hydrological site types. In Section the two including ingestion of food and the one
4.4, the most important parameters for the pathways considering shoreline usage.
involving extensive time-dependent interactions In all three, the radioactivity builds up gradually
within the environment are reviewed. In Section 4.5, in the exposure pathways after entry of the radionu-
the relevant time scales for each of the pathways are clides into the water. Likewise, after the source of
covered. The last section of this chapter, Section 46, contamination is terminated, radioactivity frequently
contains a comparison of the relative importance of persists in these pathways for some time. The buildup
each of the pathways as a function of hydrological in and the removal from these pathways are not
site type. necessarily smooth functions with respect to either

Qualitative discussions of the factors affecting the time or the concentrations of the radionuclides in the
resultant radiation doses received fro m each of the water.
liquid exposure pathways are presented in Appendix For steady releases of radioactivity into the envi-
E; in particular, those factors which relate to the ronment, the amounts of certain radionuclides in the
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three time-dependent pathways sometimes tend to (a)
build up to "equilibrium" concentrations. These con-
centrations of radioactivity in the three pathways are
often much large than the corresponding concentra- I PATHWAY
tions in the water. For the two food pathways, the Z0
equilibrium concentration for a given radionuclide is
given approximately by the product of the concentra- IN%

2f

tion in the water and a factor called the concentration
Z N, EQUILI BRIUM"

factor; for the shoreline pathway, the equilibrium C N,
concentration is given approximately by the product
of the concentration in the water and the distribution
coefficient of the shoreline sediment.

The time-dependent behavior in the three path- TIME
ways is generally most noticeable for situations in
which there are both relatively rapid changes in the (D)
concentrations of activity in the water and compara-
tively complicated networks of interactions by which
that activity moves through the relevant portions of ATHWAY
the environment. For a rapid buildup in the water,
the pathway concentration initially may be far from 0
equilibrium." It may take quite some time for the Lr

pathway concentration to approach the equilibrium M.,
concentration (Figure 4.1a). In contrast, for a corn- 0
paratively slow buildup of activity in the water, the
pathway concentration is often not far from its equi-
librium value at any time even for a relatively corn-

ptex pathway (Figure 4.1b). TIME

There would be at least two important effects on

the estimated consequences of a meltdown accident Figure 41 Schematic Diagram of the Concentrations of Radioactiv-
resulting from the complexities of the movement of ity in Two Pathways: One with Time-Dependent Buildup and
radionuclides in accessible portions of the environ- Removal and Another with Concentration-Factor Behavior. (Part

(a) represents a situation for a relatively rapid change of concentra-
ment The primary result of all the time delays caused tion of radioactivity in the water and Part (b) illustrates a situation
bv the interactions within some of the liquid expo- for sow change of concentration.)
sure pathways would be to cause a shift to later times
of the period over which radiation exposure would

occur relative t that expected by consideration of the 4.3 Pathways as Functions
concentrations of radioactivity in just the water. For
releases to the hydrosphere of relatively long clura- of Site Types
tion, these shifts would probably not be significant The detailed descriptions of the movement of the
on an overall population dose basis. However, they radioactivity within the various exposure pathways is
might be noticeable if the temporal dependence of extremely dependent upon the characteristics of the
that population dose were imp ortant. In contrast, for nearest waterbody. In a zeroth-order approximation,
relatively rapid releases, the shifts might be notice- that movement depends primarily upon the basic
able for determining both the net population dose classification of the waterbody as either a large lake,
and the rate at which that dose were delivered. an estuary, an ocean or a river system.

The other potentially important effect resulting The locations of all constructed, all under-con-
from the complexity of the interactions could be the struction and some proposed US nuclear reactors are
displacement of the pathway concentrations from depicted in Figure 421 and are listed in Table B of
those expected by simpler considerations. Such dis- Appendix B, For the sites shown in Figure 42 22
placement could occur even for relatively slow steady reactors are on Great Lakes, 17 are on estuaries, 24 are
releases. on ocean coasts, and 122 are on river systems. Of
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these, 13 on Great Lake sites, on estuary sites, 10 on 4.3.1.1 Dry Sites
ocean sites, and 57 on river system sites can probably Because the local concentrations of any radioactiv-
be classified as "dry" sites.* (Of the more restricted ity would be expected to be orders of magnitude
list of 100 reactors considered in the Reactor Safety higher in a contaminated aquifer than they would be
Studv, 16 are on Great Lakes, 7 are on estuaries, 15 are in any surface waterbodies, the resulting doses to
on oceans, 45 are on river systems, and 17 are at dry individuals could be very large. However, the size of
sites (see Table El in Appendix E).) the total drinking water population at an aquifer

Some of the more important environmental and would be expected to be quite small. Only those sites
other factors affecting the radiation doses which classified as 'dry" would have a potential drinking
would be received bv individuals and by the entire water pathway via aquifer usage. Yet, not even many
population at each type of waterbody after a melt- of those sites would actually have such a drinking
down accident are summarized in Table 41 for each water pathway (see Appendix E).
of the five pathways considered.**,t These factors are In general, reactors tend to be located in what
discussed in more detail in the remainder of this could be classified as rural settings. Typically, the
sections water taken from aquifers in rural areas undergoes

only minimal treatment. Consequently, at the few
sites which did have a drinking water pathway, little

4.3.1 Drinking Water radioactivity would normally be removed by process-
The magnitude of the total drinking water inges- ing.

tion exposure due to an accident at a given type of
hydrological site would depend upon several factors, 4.3-1.2 Great Lakes Sites
including the tpe of water at the site (salt or fresh), Although the concentrations of activity in any of
the rates of dilution and flushing of the contaminated the Great Lakes would be rather low, the drinking
waterbody, the strengths of the sediment-nuclide water population could be so large that a significant
interactions, the size of the affected drinking water net population exposure could occur. Furthermore,
population, and the type(s) of water processing em- the very long residence time of some of the radioac-
ployed. There would be no drinking water pathway tivity in the water could contribute to increasing the
at all ocean sites and at many estuary sites. At all potential total population dose. In contrast to the
freshwater sites, the drinking water pathway usually dose received by the total population, the doses re-
would be one of the more important means of human ceived by individuals would be comparatively small
exposure after releases of radioactivity to the hydro- except perhaps in the region close to the accident.
sphere. Most of the water taken from the Great Lakes

probably undergoes some type of treatment. This is
especially the case for water to be used for large
population centers. Because the suspended sediment
burden of the Great Lakes water is generally low, the
amount of radioactivity removed from Great Lakes

�This classification ignores the effects of construction at the sites. water by filtering alone would usually not be signifi-
If such effects were taken into account, the number of potentially cant. However, noticeable amounts of radionuclides
dry sites would probably be much smaller. in solution could be removed by the more extensive
. It should be noted that in addition to the radiation dose received
via the initially impacted waterbody, additional exposure could processing which is often employed.
occur at any waterbody downstream from the contaminated water-
body. These effects are not included in the following discussions 4.3.1.3 Estuarine Sites
of the individual waterbodies but should be kept in mind. The
additional radiation dose received from econdary contamination Typically, the water in estuaries is too saline for
of other waterbodies would generally be most significant for flow direct consumption. However, drinking water can be
into either Great Lakes or estuaries. taken from the upper portions of salt-wedge estu-
t Radioactivity residing in any portion of the hydrosphere general- aries. The complex hydrological transport which oc-
ly tends to be diluted whereas radioactivity residing in any of the
three more complicated exposure pathways tends to be concentrat- curs in estuaries could result in some contamination
ed. As a result, even though the concentrations of radioactivity in of the fresh water, even if the release of radionuclides
the water may be low, the corresponding concentrations in the were into the downstream saline portion of the estu-
contacted portions of the exposure pathways may be significant. ary. However, the total drinking water exposure
Otiosely related discussions emphasizing the procedures for
mitigating the doses potentially received from each of the path- which could result from such releases into saline
ways are presented in Subsection F3.2 of Appendix F. portions is thought to be small.
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Table 41 Factors Affecting Potential Impacts of Various Exposure Pathways

Site Large Lake Estuary Coastal Shelf River System Dry Site

Relative Low Moderate Low Low to High
Concentration moderate
in Water

Pathway

Drinking Substantial Little drinking Substantial Treatment
Water treatment usage treatment often minimal,

typical typical, especially in
especially for especially for rural areas
highly turbid stretches
populated
regions

Aquatic Food Shellfish Both shellfish Both shellfish Only finfish
harvest and finfish and finfish harvest usually
minimal; finfish harvests harvests signfiicant
harvest potentially potentially
substantial large;large large;large

number of number of
migratory migratory
finfish finfish

Irrigation Total amount of Little irrigation Amount of Amount of
water for water usage water for water for
irrigation small irrigation irrigation from

sometimes aquifers
substantial sometimes

substantial-but
not at most, if
not at all, dry
sites

Shoreline Some flooding Both flooding Both flooding Flooding of
Usage and Wave and tidal action; and wave broad

action on shoreline and action on floodplains;
narrow beaches; floodplain beaches; shoreline and
shoreline sediments shoreline floodplain
sediments not relatively sediments not sediments
overly Iticky' adsorbent too "sticky" relatively
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4.3.1.4 River System Sites The harvests from the Great Lakes consist almost
Although the total time of exposure after a release entirely of finfish. In fresh water, such as that in the

of short duration might be comparatively small, the Great Lakes, finfish tend to substantially accumulate
net opulation eposure could be large due to both all of the radionuclides which would dominate the
the long lengths of some river systems and the large releases to the hydrosphere after a core-melt acci-
drinking water populations found along sections of dent. Because these harvests are large, the total popu-
certain sstems. Furthermore, the concentrations of lation dose due to aquatic food ingestion could be
activit�7 could be significant in at least the upper significant for an accident at a Great Lakes site. In
portions of some river systems if the rate of release contrast, the related individual doses would general-
into the hydrosphere were large enough. Conse- ly be relatively small. However, a few persons ingest-
cluently, both the total population dose and the relat- ing finfish residing primarily close to the accident
ed individual doses for drinking water ingestion site could perhaps receive significant individual
could be substantial. doses.

For those rivers which are relatively turbid, the
drinking water is frequently processed rather thor- 4.3.2.2 Estuarine Sites
Oughly. Consequently, most of the radioactivity re- The flushing from an estuary would often occur
siding on suspended sediment and at least some of slowly enough to permit substantial buildup of at
the radioactivity in solution would normally be re- least certain radionuclides in many, if not most, es-
moved bit, processing. For less turbid water, the tuarine organisms after radioactive releases of any
drinking water is often not processed as completely. duration. If the release of activity into an estuary
As a result, proportionately less radioactivity might were rapid enough, then the resultant concentrations
be removed by processing such water than might be in the resident aquatic organisms could be relatively
removed bv treating more turbid water. large.

Estuaries tend to have relatively abundant animal,
4.3.2 Aquatic Foo& and sometimes plant, life. Besides the resident popu-

The magnitude of the total exposure resulting lations, there frequently exist rather large popula-
from consumption of aquatic foods after an accident tions of transient organisms which pass through the
at a given type of hydrological site would depend estuary either regularly to feed or occasionally to
upon several factors, including the type of water (salt spawn. The concentrations of radioactivity in any
or fresh), the rates of flushing and dilution of the of these transients would probably be much less than
contaminated waterbody, the strengths and the mag- those in comparable permanent estuarine residents;
nitudes of sediment-nuclide interactions, the types of however, the transients could still contribute a sub-
aquatic organisms growing in the vicinity, and the stantial fraction of the total aquatic food dose to
sizes f the aquatic harvests. There would be no humans due to the potentially enormous number of
aquatic food pathway at a "dry' site. At all sites, such transients.
except the 'dry" sites, the aquatic food pathway In salt water, such as that present in at least the
would be one of the more important means of human lower portions of estuaries, aquatic organisms tend to
exposure after releases of radioactivity to the hydro- accumulate only some of the dominant radionuclides
sphere; at most saltwater sites, it would probably be which would be released to the hydrosphere by a
the most important pathway. (More detailed discus- core-melt accident. However, the total harvests from
sions f the aquatic food pathways at the various estuaries are sometimes enormous and substantial
tYpes of surface-water sites than those which follow fractions of some of these catches are composed of
are given in Section C3 in Appendix C.) members of lower phyla, such as crustaceans and

mollusks.* In addition, many of the dominant ra-

4.3-2.1 Great Lakes Sites dionuclides would have relatively long residence
After releases of either short or long duration, the times in the aquatic foodweb due to their persistence

in the sediments. Thus the potential exists that sig-
�,Iuvv flushing of these lakes would tend to permit the nificant population and individual exposures could
accumulation of 'maximum' concentrations of most both occur via consumption of aquatic food from
radionuclides in the majority of the aquatic organ- contaminated estuaries.
isms harvested from the Great Lakes. However, the
magnitudes of even those 'maximum' concentra-
tions ould tend to be relatively small due to the *Many radionuclides tend to be much more concentrated in es
correspondingly, low concentrations in the water. highly evolved species.



4.3.2.3 Ocean Sites harvests of aquatic foods, the total population dose
Any radioactive contamination would be dis- due to aquatic food ingestion could be significant

persed over a wide area and could contaminate very after somewhat prolonged releases. Furthermore, the
large quantities of seafood to low levels. After a corresponding doses to some individuals from this
release of short duration, the rapid flushing would pathway could also be substantial.
prevent the maximum (equilibrium) concentrations
of activity from accumulating in many aquatic species 4.3.3 Irrigated Foods
consumed by humans. However, a steady release of The magnitude of the total exposure resulting
relatively long duration might permit such concen- from consumption of irrigated foods and related ani-
trations of activity to build up in many of these. mal products after an accident at a given hydrological
species. Even these concentrations would usually be site would depend upon several factors, including
relatively small because of correspondingly low con- the rates of dilution and flushing of the contaminated
centrations in the water. waterbody, the volumes of water utilized for irriga-

Ocean harvests consist of finfish, as well as sig- tion, the types of crops grown by irrigation, the sizes
nificant quantities of crustaceans, mollusks, and, in of the harvests of irrigated foods and the ultimate
some areas, kelp. As in esturaries, both resident spe- dispositions of the irrigated crops. There would be no
cies and migratory species of finfish might be con- irrigation pathway at saltwater sites. In general, of
taminated. Appropriate consideration of the tran- the pathways considered, the irrigation pathway
sients could be very important in determining the would be one of the less important means of human
total dose received by the human population because exposure after releases of radioactivity to the hydro-
a substantial fraction of the commercial marine fin- sphere. It would usually be significant only at certain
fish harvest in some regions is from migratory dry and river sites. Even at those sites, only the total
species. population dose could be substantial; the correspond-

As was mentioned in the discussion of estuaries, ing individual doses would be small.
the dominant radionuclides tend to be less concen-
trated in marine organisms than in freshwater ones.
However, because the aquatic food harvest is so large 4.3.3.1 Dry Sites
in certain areas and because a significant fraction of Substantial contamination of crops could occur
the harvest often consists of members of lower phyla, through irrigation at a given 'dry' site. However, the
a substantial population exposure might be received total number of crops irrigated using water from the
via aquatic food consumption after a prolonged re- contaminated part of an aquifer is expected to be
lease. In contrast, the corresponding individual expo- relatively small. And even more important, most
sures from aquatic foods would generally be relative- 'dry' sites would not experience any usage of con-
ly small. Only persons ingesting aquatic organisms taminated water for irrigation. Although irrigation
which resided near the site of the accident could might be an important pathway at a few specific
receive significant individual doses. 'dry' sites, it is not expected to be significant in

general.
4.3.2.4 River System Sites

After a release of short duration into a free-flow- 4.3.3.2 Great Lakes Sites
ing river system, rapid flushing would probably pre- The potential exists for irrigating large numbers
clude the higher members of the relevant foodchains of crops with slightly contaminated water. However,
from attaining 'equilibrium' concentrations of many the region in which the Great Lakes are situated
radionuclides. However, after either releases of typically receives adequate rainfall for most of the
somewhat longer duration into such systems or any crops grown in the vicinity. As a result, only relative-
releases into heavily dammed river systems, the ly small amounts of water are used for irrigation in
higher embers could attain such concentrations the Great Lakes region. Therefore, in general, the
which could be significant. irrigation pathway is not expected to be significant

Some rivers are important sources of finfish for for Great Lakes sites.
human consumption, although many rivers produce
only small catches of finfish for human use. Addi-
tional exposure could result from contamination of 4.3.3.3 Estuarine Sites
finfish species migrating into the river to spawn. In Use of water for irrigation from estuaries is gener-
general, only negligible amounts of shellfish are ally negligible. Consequently, the irrigation pathway
harvested from river systems. For rivers with large is not expected to be significant for estuarine sites.
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4.3.3.4 River System Sites flooding and the tidal reversals which occur. Further-
The potential exists for irrigating large numbers more, the exposed population could be comparative-

of crops with moderately contaminated water. Many ly large at some estuaries. Consequently, relatively
of the river sites are located on river systems from large shoreline population and individual exposures
which little water is taken for irrigation. However, a could both occur along an estuary.
sizeable group of existing and proposed sites are
located on svstems from which substantial amounts 4.3.4.3 Ocean Sites
of water are used for irrigation. Consequently, one The concentrations of radionuclides in the sedi-
might expect that reactors located on such river sys- ment particles along the ocean coasts would general-
terns would have the most significant irrigation path- ly be relatively low. However, the exposed popula-
wavs (see Section E5 in Appendix E). tion could be rather large. The very low con-

centration of activity in the sediment would general-

4.3.4 Shoreline Usage ly result in a very low population shoreline exposure
The magnitude of the total shoreline exposure at an ocean site. Similarly, the related individual

after an accident at a given type of hydrological site exposures would be relatively low, except maybe in
would depend upon several factors, including the the immediate proximity of the accident site.

rates of flushing and dilution of the contaminated 4.3.4.4 River System Sites
waterbody, the types of sediment particles deposited
upon the shores, the types of deposition and weather- The concentrations of radionuclides in the sedi-
ing mechanisms which were important, and the size ment particles along the shores and on the flood-
of the affected population. There would be no shore- plains could be relatively high. However, flooding in
line exposure at a dry site, unless one considered the a river system could spread the contaminated sedi-
exposure due to contaminated irrigated fields. Of the ment over a very wide area. Because of the potentially
pathways considered, the shoreline pathway would substantial amount of radioactive material in the
generally be one of the less important means of sediment and because of the large population which
Hunan exposure after releases of radioactivity to the could be exposed, a considerable shoreline popula-
hydrosphere.* However, it would always be the most tion exposure could occur along a river system. Indi-
important external exposure pathway, vidual exposures would depend upon the concentra-

tion of the radioactivity in the sediment and not just
4.3.4.1 Great Lakes Sites on the total amount of activity. In some cases, the

In general, the concentrations of radionuclides in individual exposures could be significant.
the sediment particles along the Great Lakes' shores
would be relatively low. Furthermore, the width of 4.3.5 Immersion
the affected shoreline would generally not be too The magnitude of the total immersion exposure
large. However, the exposed population at a Great after an accident at a given type of hydrological site
Lakes site could be rather large. The relatively low would depend, at least, upon the flushing properties
concentration of radioactivity in the sediments of the surface waterbody and the size of the affected
would probably result in a comparatively low shore- population. There would be no immersion pathway
line population exposure from a release at a Great at dry sites. Of the pathways considered, the immer-
Lakes site. Likewise, the corresponding individual sion pathway would generally be the least important
exposures would be relatively low, except perhaps in means of human exposure after releases of radioactiv-
the immediate vicinity of the release. ity to the hydrosphere. Both the total population dose

and the related individual doses for this pathway
4.3.4.2 Estuarine Sites would be relatively small at any site.

The concentrations of radionuclides in the sedi-
ment along the shore of an estuary could be relatively 4.3.5.1 Great Lakes Sites
high. This is partly because of the adsorptive proper- The concentrations of radionuclides in the Great
ties of some of the sediment and partly because of the Lakes would be .very low. However, the exposed

populations for most immersion-related activities
'The model used to estimate shoreline exposure appears to have could be quite large. As a result, the population
little correspondence to reality, particularly in agenericsense. The immersion dose for the Great Lakes site could be
estimates of the shoreline doses given by this model are significant
(see Chapter 6 but are thought to be relatively conservative, large relative to the immersion dose at other types of
especially with respect to estimating individual doses. sites.
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4.3.5.2 Estuarine Sites pathways include the concentration factors for aquat-
The concentrations of adionuclides could be rela- ic organisms, irrigated plants, and farm animals, and

tively high for estuaries with low flushing rates. the distribution coefficients for the shoreline sedi-
However, estuaries tend to be rather turbid. There- ments.*
fore, they tend to have little swimming along their
lengths. There can be substantial amounts of other
immersion-related activities, such as boating, fishing 4.5 Time Scales
and waterfowl hunting. A relatively small popula- The relevant time scales for the movement of the
tion immersion exposure would probably result radionuclides along each of the pathways include the
along an estuary. following: the times required for the radionuclides to

build up in the pathway to significant levels; the
4.3.5.3 Ocean Sites times the radionuclides remain in the pathway after

The total population receiving immersion expo- the radionuclides have been diluted or flushed from
sure at oceans could be large. Nonetheless, the low the water; and the delay times in the pathway due to
concentrations and the low residence time of the processing procedures. Estimates for these times are
activity in regions of potential exposure would prob- presented in Table 42.
ably combine to result in a relatively small total
immersion exposure at a typical ocean site. 4.6 Summary

4.3.5.4 River System Sites There are five potentially major pathways to the
The local concentrations of radionuclides in the human population: ingestion of drinking water; in-

water in river systems could be relatively high. How- gestion of aquatic foods; ingestion of irrigated foods
ever, as for an estuary, the swimming exposure is and related animal products and by-products; exter-
expected to be relatively low. Therefore, a relatively nal shoreline exposure; and external immersion ex-
small total immersion exposure would result along posure. Three of these pathways involve complicated
most river systems. time-dependent movement of the radionuclides with

certain portions of the environment.
The concentrations of radioactivity in the por-

4.4 Pathway Dependencies tions of the three complicated pathways which are
The radiation dose resulting from a given path- contacted by humans are often much larger than the

way depends upon the concentration of radioactivity corresponding concentrations in the water. In con-
in the pathway. In general, that concentration can trast, the concentrations of radioactivity in the con-
depend on both the concentration of activity in the tacted portions of the other two pathways are always
water and the history of that concentration in the less than or equal to the corresponding concentra-
waterbody, along with the time-dependent behavior tions in the water.
of the relevant portions of the environment. The The five pathways are of varying importance at
activity in two pathways, drinking water and immer- the different generic sites. The relative importance of
sion, depends essentially only on the concentration the pathways depends both upon the concentrations
in the water. However, as has already been men- of radionuclides in the pathways and upon the sizes
tioned, the concentration in the other three pathways of the exposed populations. Comparisons of the path-
depends strongly on several factors. ways for each type of generic site are presented in

The most important time-4ependent factors in Table 43. (Both the pathways and their potentially
determining the concentrations of activity in the exposed populations are discussed in more detail in
three pathways which include extensive time-depen- Appendix E.)
dent movement of the radionuclides in portions of
the environment include the following: the uptake
and elimination rates of radioactivity by aquatic or-
ganisms, irrigated plants, and animals fed with irri-
gated plants; the growing conditions for all three
types of organisms; the interaction rates of radionu-

clides with sediment particles; and the deposition 'If the uptake and elimination rates (or deposition and weathering
and weathering rates for shoreline sediment. The rates) were known well enough, concentration factors (or distribu-
most important time-independent factors for these tion coefficients) would not be necessary (see Appendix Q.
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Table 42 Times of Importance Along the Pathways to the Human Population

Time to Reach
Pathway Pathway(a) Persistence in Pathway Processing Delay

Drinking Water 0 depends on flushing time
of waterbody

Aquatic Foods hours to years hours to yearS(b) hours to years
Finfish days to years weeks to yearS(b) hours to months
Crustaceans days to months days to years(b) hours to months
Mollusks days to months days to monthS(b) hours to months
Kelp, Algae hours to days hours to days(b) hours to years

Irrigated Foods hours to years years to centuries(b) hours to months
Grains days to months years to centurieS(b) weeks to months
Vegetables hours to months years to centurieS(b) days to weeks
Animal Bv- days to months day to months(O days to weeks
Products

Animal Products days to years months to years(c) days to months

Shoreline 0 to months years to centuries(b) 0

Swimming 0 depends upon flushing 0

time of waterbody

Measured from time of introduction of radionuclide into waterbody.

Measured from time of removal of radionuclide from water by flushing.

,Measured from time of removal of contaminated crops from the animal's foodchain.
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Table 43 Relative Importance of the Five Pathways to the Dose to the Human Population at the Generic Sites

Pathway Waterbody Aquifer Great Lake Estuary Ocean River System

Drinking Water
Concentration high low moderate
Population small large moderate
Importance(a)

Aquatic Foods
Concentration low moderate low moderate
Population large large large moderate
Importance 2 2

Irrigated Foods
Concentration high low moderate
Population small small small to large
Importance 2 4 4

Shoreline
Concentration - low moderate low moderate
Population - large large large large
Importance - 3 2 2 3

Immersion
Concentration - low moderate low moderate
Population - large large large large
Importance - 5 3 3 5

,Importance denotes relative importance of the resultant population dose for the pathway at the designated
waterbody; the relative importance of the pathways can differ from the indicated order at specific sites.

For the five generic sites, substantial variations in associated populations-at-risk. Additional variations
the potential hydrospheric consequences of a melt- are caused by differences in two sets of factors: natu-
down accident result f rom the differences in both the ral pathway characteristics (for example, the aquatic
concentrations of radioactivity in the waterbodies ecosystem affected and the flooding cycle under-
and the related populations-at-risk. Additional vari- gone); and human-imposed pathway features (for
ations result from differences in the characteristics of example, the type of water treatment employed and
the dominant pathways at the five types of sites; the the irrigation technique utilized).
largest of these variations are those due to two fac-
tors: the type of water (salt or fresh) and the basic
type of hydrology (isolated aquifer or surface water-
body).

For a given type of hydrological site, sizeable site-
to-site variations in the potential consequences are Reference
caused by differences in both the hydrological prop- IE. V. Guisti and E. L. Meyer, 'Water Consumption by Nuclear

Power Plants and Some Hydrological Implications,' USGS
erties (especially flushing and dilution rates) and the Circulation 75, USGS, 1977.
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5 Models 5.2.1 Models
The depressurization and sumpwater releases

5.1 Introduction have been taken to occur instantaneously at the time
Until this point, the discussions have focused on of meltdown. Leaching has been assumed to occur

reviewing the problems involved in considering the more gradually. Two initiation times have been con-
movement of radionuclides in the environment. This sidered for leaching: the time of the meltdown and
chapter outlines the modeling effort that has been one year after the start of meltdown. The latter corre-
performed for this study to consider the relevant sponds to the prediction of the average time required
aspects of these problems. for sufficient cooling to permit groundwater to con-

The models describing the amounts of radioactiv- tact the melt (Appendix A).
ity and the rates of the releases to the hydrosphere The leaching rate of any given radionuclide has
after a core-melt accident are discussed in Section 52. been taken to be represented approximately by the
The groundwater and the surface-water transport expression be-bt-ld. In this expression, b denotes the
models, which consider the movement through the fractional rate of release by leaching and is the
hydrosphere, are outlined in Section 53. In the fol- radioactive decay constant.
lowing section, 54, the models which describe the
concentrations of radioactivity in the liquid exposure 5.2.2 Parameters
pathways are given. In the last section, 5.5, the dosi-
metry and the health effects models are reviewed. All 5.2.2.1 Rates
the models and the parameters utilized in them are A range of rates have been used to consider re-
considered in much greater detail in Appendices A leases by leaching from the melt debris. An empiri-
through E. A schematic flow draft for all of the cally-based set of relative rates was used to order the
related computer programs is presented in Figure 5.1 rates for the relevant elements. The same information
(also see Figure 12). was also utilized to obtain a range of absolute rates

appropriate for a variety of possible final melt com-

SRFWATR positions and properties. The relative and the abso-
lute rates employed in the calculations are presented
in Subsection A4.3 of Appendix A.

5.2.2.2 Magnitudes
To facilitate the comparison of the results of this

study and those of the RSS, the magnitudes of the
source terms for the various types of releases have

SOURCE: magnitudes and rates of releases to the hydrosphere been based primarily on the release fractions given in
GRDWATR: movement of radionuclides through the ground
SRFWTR: movement of radionuclides within surface waterbodies the RSS.1,2 These have been combined with the core
and along exposure pathways inventory of radionuclides used in that study.' All

FOODWEB: transport within surface waterbodies and movement the volatilized radionuclides have been assumed to
through the aquatic ecosystem

PATHWAY: dosimetry and health effects considerations be found either in the airborne release or in the
sumpwater release. The values employed for the
magnitudes of the various types of releases are pre-

Figure 5.1. Schematic Outline of Calculational Procedure sented in Section A5 of Appendix A.

5.2 Source 5.3 Hydrospheric Transport
Three types of radioactive releases to the hydro- In this report, five types of hydrological sites are

sphere have been considered in this study: leaching considered: 'dry' (isolated aquifer), large lake, estu-
from the melt debris; depressurizatior� of the contain- ary, ocean and river system. The first of these has
ment atmosphere; and escape of sumpwater from the only groundwater transport, whereas each of the last
containment. All aspects of the source term descrip- four has both groundwater and surface-water trans-
tion are presented in greater detail in Appendix A. port.
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The general movement of a substance in any instantaneous release. Thus, one can obtain straight-
waterbodv can be described by forwardly concentrations for continuous releases by

combining in Equation 5.3-2) the appropriate rates of
dc _u 'dc uVdc _U'dc releases with solutions for instantaneous releases.
dt dx �dy clz Such convolution techniques have been utilized

d dc dc] throughout the modeling of transport through the
+ - D,-] + -d Y_ hydrosphere.

dx[ dx dy[D dy For river systems, an alternative solution tech-

nique has also been employed. It will be discussed

dc (5.3-1) later. All of the groundwater and surface-water trans-
+ d D�_ Xc + S(O' port models are discussed in detail in Appendix B.

dzi dz] 

where c is the concentration of the aterial in the 5.3.1 Groundwater Transport
water; u., u, and u, are the x, y and z components of Initially, the release to the hydrosphere is expect-

ed to be to the substratum beneath the containment.
the water velocity, respectively; D., D and D, are the If human exposure is directly from contaminated
dispersion coefficients for the x, y and z directions, aquifer water, then the concentration of the radioac-
respectively; is the radioactive decay constant of the tivity at the point of withdrawal from the aquifer is
material; and is the rate of the release (and/or important. However, if exposure is from contaminat-
removal) of the material into (and/or from) the water. ed surface water, then the amount of radioactivity
The different terms in 5.3-1) are of varying impor- entering the surface waterbody from the aquifer is
tance in the different types of surface and subsurface relevant. Models for calculating the concentration at
waterbodies. any point within the aquifer and for calculating the

Solution of the above equation can be greatly amount of material crossing the interface between
simplified if the following approximations are the aquifer and the nearest surface waterbody are
utilized: reviewed in this section. Both of the models used in

1. all the coefficients in Equation 53-1) are this study to describe radionuclide transport in the
constants with respect to both spatial and ground are essentially those employed in the NRC
temporal variations; Liquid Pathway Generic Study (NUREG-0440).3

2. the waterbodies have straight boundaries
and are of uniform depth and width, or else, 5.3.1.1 Aquifer
the waterbodies are uniformly mixed,- and

3. the waterbodies are isotropic with respect to 5.3.1.1.1 Concentration Model

dispersal of contamination. A one-dimensional transport model with disper-

I n this studv, these assumptions have been employed sion in all directions has been used to describe the
for aquifers and estuaries; they have also been em- movement of any radionuclide mass through the
ployed sectionally for lakes, oceans, and river sys- ground. The equation which describes the movement
tems. in such a model can be written as

In general, analytical solutions of Equation 5.3-1) dc dc d1c
can be readily obtained for instantaneous releases a - = u.- + D. -
(from idealized sources) into waterbodies described dt dx dx'

by the just-mentioned assumptions. In contrast, such d 2C d2C
analytical solutions are often not available for more D - + D - _ Xac + aS, (5.3-3)
realistic rates of release. However, for an arbitrary Y dy 2 dz'

continuous release of radioactivity, the solution of
(5.3-1) can be written as where a is the retention factor of the radionuclide for

the substratum under consideration and the other
variables and parameters are as previously defined.

f M fo, S(t') f(t-t') dt', (5.3-2) In general, the retention factor a is approximately

proportional to the distribution coefficient, Kd-*

where f(t) is the solution at time t for the continuous *For equilibrium conditions, Kd for a given radionuclide usually
release; S(t') is the source rate of continuous release at represents the ratio of the concentration of that radionuclide
time t'; and f'(t-t') is the solution at time (t-t') for an absorbed to the soil to the concentration of that nuclide in solution.
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All the parameters in Equation 5.3-2) and in the 5.3.1.2.2 Parameters
related expressions have been assumed to be inde- The hydrological parameters taken from the data
pendent of location; that is, they have all been taken survey already described in Subsection 53.1.1.2 were
to be constants. Therefore, the solution for the con- employed. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the
centration at any point due to an arbitrary release can liquid pathway results to certain aspects of the de-
be readily obtained as previously described. scription of the transport of the radionuclides

through the ground, a single representative site was
5.3.1.1.2 Parameters thought to be inadequate to consider that transport.

A survey of all the existing and many proposed Instead, calculations were performed for an appropri-
LWR reactor sites was conducted to determine the ate range of groundwater travel times for each type of
ranges and the distributions of the important subsur- surface-water site. The previously-mentioned set of
face hydrological parameters which actually exist at distribution coefficients was used in all the ground-
reactorsites.4 Thatisanattemptwasmadetocharac- water calculations.
terize a representative substratum for an LWR site.

(See Subsection B2.2.1 in Appendix B.) 5.3.2 General Surface-Water Models
To characterize each reactor site, some of the The four types of generic surface-water sites con-

available information was combined to estimate the sidered in this study are the following: large lake
average groundwater travel time from the site of each (Great Lakes), estuary, ocean and river system. Sur-
containment to the nearest surface waterbody of in- face-water transport is modeled in two slightly dif-
terest. Those sites which had groundwater travel ferent manners, depending upon the exposure path-
times of more than UP days (approximately-274 years) way models under consideration. In general,
were defined to be dry sites. Only at such sites was transport in various surface waterbodies has been
direct exposure via aquifer usage considered. modeled in the manners that will be outlined in the

All of the hydrological parameters employed in first part of this subsection. However, for the time-
the calculations are given in Subsection B2.2.2. They dependent aquatic-food (foodweb) pathway model
were obtained primarily by the data-gathering effort (see Subsection 54.2), the somewhat simplified sur-
just described. The Kd's used for all groundwater face-water transport models described in the last part
calculations in this studys are presented in Subsection of this subsection have been employed.' The general
B2.2.3. surface-water transport models are discussed in

greater detail in Appendix B, while the foodweb

5.3.1.2 Flow into Surface Waterbodies surface-water models are considered more complete-
ly in Appendix C.

All the general models used to describe surface-
5.3.1.2.1 Flux Model water transport and sediment-nuclide interactions

The amount of a radionuclide reaching any sur- are essentially those employed in the NRC Liquid
face waterbody is given by the flux across the aquifer- Pathway Generic Study (NUREG-MO).3 The modi-
waterbody interface as a function of time. The flux of fications performed for this study and the differences
material passing across a plane (yz) perpendicular to in the ways in which they are utilized in the two
the direction of flow (x) can be written as studies are indicated in Appendix B.

In this study, the simplifying assumptions pre-
dc viously mentioned in Section 53 have been em-

Fx = Qf, u.c - D - dy dz. (5.3-4) ployed for modeling all surface waterbodies and the
ff 'dx)

advantages of analytical solutions have been utilized.
The general treatment for each of these surface water-

just as in the situation for the concentration, the bodies is analogous to that already presented for
flux across a face at a distance x from the source can be aquifers. For any waterbody residing in a series of
written in closed analytical form for an instantaneous other waterbodies, appropriate combinations of the
release from certain shapes of sources (for example, spatially-varying solutions and mixed-tank descrip-
see Appendix B, Equation (132-16)). As a result, Equa- tions have been used.
tion 5.3-2) can be used for the flux due to a continu- A river system can be modeled in the same man-
ous release of radioactivity from the source, with ner as the other types of surface waterbodies have
F(t-t') being the flux for an instantaneous release been. However, the advantage of analytic solutions
from a source of the same shape. can be lost in dealing with such a complex system. To
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adequately describe all the variations along a typical where V is the volume of the ith lake and qi is the
river system, another model has also been developed. flow rate of water out of that lake. The concentrations
In that model, the river is divided into a series of due to any arbitrary release can be obtained trivially.
sections with variation of certain important coeffi- The source of radioactivity for the first mixed tank is
cients being permitted between those sections. The the flux of material passing across the interface be-
resulting series of equations has been solved by em- tween the initially contaminated nearshore region
ploying methods typically utilized for dealing with and the rest of the lake; likewise, the source for the
differential equations. next lake is just the flux of material passing into it as a

result of flushing of the first lake.
5.3.2.1 Great Lakes Simultaneously with transport by surface-water

movements, the radionuclides undergo interactions
5.3.2.1.1 Great Lakes Models with the sediment. In the sediment-radionuclide in-

Three models are used in this study to consider teraction model for lakeS,3,6 the radionuclides on the
movement of radionuclides within any Great Lake: suspended sediment particles are assumed to be in
nearshore, surface mixed-tank, and complete mixed- equilibrium with respect to the nuclides in the water;
tank. The first describes local movement along the that is, the concentration of a radionuclide residing
coast; the second describes mixing in the upper 50 to on the suspended sentiment is taken to be equal to the
75 feet of the lake; the third describes the mixing in product of the appropriate distribution coefficient
the complete lake due to seasonal turnover. A fourth and the concentration of the nuclide in the water.
model is used to consider the movement of radionu- Therefore, as sedimentation occurs, the radionuclides
clides into successive waterbodies a connected series residing on the sediment particles are removed from
of completely-mixed tanks. This last model primarily the water column at a rate which is proportional to
describes movement into and within the other Great the net sedimentation rate, the appropriate distribu-
Lakes. Sediment effects are considered in all the tion coefficient and the concentration in the water.
models except the nearshore region model. In a similar fashion, the nuclides in the interstitial

The concentration of a radionuclide in the coastal water of the deposited sediment are assumed to be in
currents in the local or nearshore region can be equilibrium with any nuclides adsorbed to that sedi-
described by ment. However, the concentration in the interstitial

water can be different than the concentration in the
water column. Therefore, a net diffusion of radionu-

dc dc d1c clides can occur across the sediment-water interface.- = - U'_ + E,,d2 + E
dt dx dxl Ydy 2 The net rate of flow from the interstitial water to the

water column is assumed to be proportional both to

X + (t), (5.3-5) the difference in the concentrations in the water in
the sediment interstices and the water in the water

where E, and E are the alongshore and the offshore column and to the effective diffusion coefficient.3,6-8
dispersion coefficients, respectively, and the other In this report, the diffusional transfer rate is taken to
parameters are as described previously. The condi- be element independent.
tions given in Section 53, other than the uniform- If sedimentation occurs at a fast enough rate,
mixing one, can be assumed to consider the concen- radionuclides can be buried and lost to further con-
tration close to the shore. Fora lake, as for any other tact with the water. The rate of loss by such burial is
surface waterbody initially contaminated by the acci- proportional to both the sedimentation rate and the
dent, the source term essentially represents the ap- concentration of radioactivity in the deposited sedi-
propriate amount of material passing across the ment. In this report, the burial depth is taken to be
aquifer-waterbody interface as a function of time. element independent.

In a zeroth-order approximation, each of the Great The models just discussed can be combined so that
Lakes can be described as a completely-mixed reser- the effects of sediment-water interactions can also be
voir. Thus, the concentration for the mth lake in a considered for series of reservoirs or lakes. Such
series of such reservoirs can be described by models have also been utilized.

dc. q� 5.3.2.1.2 Parameters
Crn-1 Am - q, c., (5.3-6) The hydrological parameters for the Great Lakes

dt V are presented in Subsection B3.1.2.1. The parameters
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for Lake Michigan were employed in the calculations Subsection B.3.2.2.1. These parameters are for two
for the generic large lake. The distribution coeffi- Middle-Atlantic estuaries. The sediment distribution
cients utilized in the calculations are considered in coefficients employed for estuaries are discussed in
Subsection B3.1.2.2. Their values are thought to be B3.2.2.2. The utilized coefficients are some consid-
appropriate for considering some surface bodies of ered to be appropriate for saltwater conditions.
fresh water.

5.3.2.2 Estuaries 5.3.2.3 Oceans

5.3.2.2.1 Estuary Model 5.3.2.3.1 Ocean Models

A one-dimensional sectionally-averaged model is The concentration of a radionuclide in the near-
employed in this study to consider all estuaries. Tidal shore coastal currents can be described by
influences are taken to be adequately described by a
"tidally-averaged' approximation in which the ef- dc dc d1-c + E d2c
fects of tidal oscillations are taken to be represented dt U"TX + EjX2 Ydx1
by increased longitudinal dispersion. In such a mod-
el, the concentration of a radionuclide resulting from - Xc + S(t), (5.3-8)
the net downstream flow and the accompanying
tidally-induced dispersion can be given by where E and Ey are the alongshore and the offshore

dispersion coefficients, respectively. Under the as-
dc U. dc + Ed2 _ c + St), (5.3-7) sumptions given in Section 53, other than the uni-
dt dx dX2 form-mixing one, the concentration is given by the

same expression as for the nearshore region in a Great
where E is the tidally-averaged longitudinal disper- Lake.
sion coefficient. The offshore region of the continental shelf is

Simultaneously with the transport by surface- taken to be described by a mixed tank. The concentra-
water movements, the radionuclides undergo inter- tion in that region is given by the same expression as
action with the sediment. In the estuary sediment- for the mixed region in a Great Lake. Flow out of the
radionuclide interaction model, the radionuclides re- tank is taken to be into the deep portions of the
siding on the suspended sediment particles are as- ocean. Inasmuch as the flushing times on the conti-
sumed to be in equilibrium with respect to the ra- nental shelves are relatively short and the sedimenta-
dionuclides dissolved in the water column. tion rates are generally low, the effects of sedimenta-
Furthermore, the nuclides residing within a certain tion are ignored.
top thickness of deposited sediment are also assumed
to be in equilibrium with the nuclides in the water 5.3.2.3.2 Parameters
column. This thickness is taken to be composed of the Parameters believed to be characteristic of an
sediment which is frequently resuspended. open Atlantic coastal site have been utilized in the

As sedimentation occurs, the radionuclides resid- calculations for a generic ocean site. The hydrological
ing on the lower sediment particles of the upper parameters employed in the calculations are present-
sediment layer are taken to be removed from further ed in Subsection B3.3.2.1.
interaction by burial. Diffusion of radionuclides back
into the water column is ignored in this estuary 5.3.2.4 River Systems
model.

The equation describing the resulting concentra- 5.3.2.4.1 River System Models
tion of any radionuclide in the water phase is like A river system is modeled as a series of compart-
Equation 5.3-7), except that the magnitudes of the ments, with each representing either a free-flowing
velocity and the dispersion coefficient are both modi- stretch or a reservoir section. The concentration of
fied to take sediment-radionuclide interactions into any radionuclide in any section of the system can be
account. The values of both are decreased as the level written as
of the interaction is increased.

5.3.2.2.2 Parameters dc dc dU- + T E. dc Xc + S(t). (5.3-9)
The hydrological parameters employed for the 7t dx x( dx)_

calculations of two generic estuaries are presented in
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The concentration is taken to include the radioactive the residence of the radioactivity in the deep portions
material dissolved in the water plus that sorbed to of the ocean.
ssediments traveling with the water. It is assumed that
the longitudinal velocity of sediments carried by the 5.3.3 Foodweb Surface Water Models
water is equal to the water velocity. The descriptions The surface-water models employed in the time-
of sediment behavior and sediment-radionuclide in- dependent aquatic food (foodweb) model are some-
teractions eployed for the river system model are what less complicated than most of the models just
identical to those employed for the large lake model described. For all waterbodies, the foodweb surface-
(Subsection 53.2.1.1). water models consist of two mixed tanks in series. A

Two methods of solution have been employed: Great Lake is divided into a nearshore region and the
the integral method previously considered for the rest of the lake. An estuary is divided into two
other waterbodies and a method using differential regions, one downstream from the other; the down-
equation techniques. In the latter, the equations for stream region can represent either an estuarial region
the concentrations in the water and in the sediment or a nearshore ocean region. An ocean is divided into
have been approximated by a combination of finite a nearshore region and a continental shelf region. In
difference equations. The equations have been sim- all cases, the relevant equations are basically the same
plified for reservoirs, each of which is treated as as those considered in Subsection 53.2.1.1 for a series
either a single mixed tank or a series of mixed tanks, of lakes with sediment-radionuclide interactions.
and for dilution points (tributaries), in which only However, the modifications of the sediment-nuclide
dilution and transport occur. interaction model previously mentioned for estuaries

5.3.2.4.2 Parameters and oceans are used for those waterbodies.

Two specific river systems have been considered
in the calculations: the Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi 5.4 Movement Along Pathways
and the Missouri-Mississippi. The hydrological pa- The five types of exposure pathways considered
rameters utilized are presented in Subsection in this study are the following: ingestion of drinking
B3.4.2.1.6 and the distribution coefficients are dis- water, ingestion of aquatic foods, ingestion of irrigat-
cussed in Subsection B3.4.2.2. The distribution coeffi- ed foods, shoreline usage and immersion in water.
cients emploved are some thought to be adequate for All of the pathway models, other than the foodweb
certain freshwater bodies. model, are discussed in detail in Appendix D. The

5.3.2.5 Series of Waterbodies foodweb model is considered in Appendix C and in a
separate report, SAND80-1670 (NUREG/CR-1597).

The complete impact of an accidental release of
radioactivity into any waterbody is not necessarily 5.4.1 Pathway Models
determined by considering just the effect within that
waterbodv. The water from most waterbodies flows 5.4.1.1 General Models
into other waterbodies. The modeling of flow The pathway models estimate the concentrations
through the series of Great Lakes and down river of the radionuclides in the portions of the exposure
svstems, including and excluding reservoirs, has a- pathways contacted by humans. With the exception
readv been reviewed. of the formulae used for shoreline exposure, for

For both the river and the estuary models, the flux drinking water ingestion and for aquatic food inges-
of material passing out through the mouths of these tion, the expressions utilized for estimating the con-
bodies has been calculated using centrations in each of the five pathways are essential-

ff dc ly adapted versions of those presented in Regulatory
V uc - D,- dv dz, (5.3-10) Guide 1109.9 The expression for the shoreline con-

dX) centration has been additionally modified to include
the effects of some weathering. The model for consid-

where u. is the magnitude of the net velocity of the ering drinking water concentrations has been altered
isotope under consideration at the point of efflux. to include the effects of sediment removal during
When it was determined that a sufficiently large flux water treatment. The aquatic food concentrations
of radioactivity had passed through the mouth of a have been considered with three different models: a
river or estuary, then the efflux of that waterbody time-independent model, analogous to that present-
was used as input to the next waterbody in the series. ed in Regulatory Guide 1109;9 a one-compartment
No calculations were performed for impacts due to time-dependent model, analogous to that utilized in
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NUREG-0440;10 and a multi-compartment time-de- function not only of time but also of the interconnec-
pendent foodweb model, developed for this study. tions within the appropriate foodweb. This is unlike
The two more complex aquatic food models differ the other pathway models, in which the descriptions
from the Regulatory Guide 1109 one by their inclu- of the movement of the radionuclides within the
sion of the interactions of the aquatic organisms with pathways to the human population are taken to be
the environment at varying higher levels of sophisti- linear, essentially along a chain.
cation.

The Regulatory Guide 1109 models for all the 5.4.2.1 Model
pathways are essentially steady-state models in In the foodweb model, the surface waterbody
which the concentration of any radionuclide in the. under consideration is divided into two (or more)
water is taken to be a constant and the corresponding spatially-distinct regions, in each of which a uniform
concentrations in the contacted portions of the path- mixing approximation is made for the water. The
ways are taken to be simple multiples of the concen- environment within each region is divided into an
trations in the water. The extensions of those models appropriate set of interacting physical, detrital, and
employed here permit variations of the pathway biological compartments, examples of which might
radionuclide concentrations resulting from changes be deposited sediment, suspended detritus, and phy-
in the concentrations in the water with time. The toplankton, respectively. The masses in each of these
modifications used here even allow for some time- compartments are assumed to be fixed; radioactivity
dependent accumulation in and elimination from the is conserved. The movement of radionuclides among
relevant pathway components in those three path- the various compartments is examined as a function
ways which involve extensive interactions of the of time.
radionuclides with portions of the environment. In The transfer of a given radionuclide among the
particular, the concentration of radionuclide i in any various compartments is taken to be described by the
one of the three more complicated pathways has been following set of equations:
taken to be of the form

t dx,-A'it XI ii + Xij AX Xki Axj - XeX,Cip(t) e- Ci,,,(t') eAit' dt', (5.4-1) dt i I i I
fo ... i0i i0j. k

where Ci,,,(t') is the concentration of the radionuclide j biological; (5.4-2)
in the water, and X, is an effective removal rate from
the pathway. The exact forms of these expressions are
given in Appendix D.

The complexity of the foodweb model permits dxi XpAX + Xkixk jkxi

consideration of the variations of the radionuclide I 11
concentrations in all parts of the aquatic ecosystem i k*j k0i

and not just in the contacted portions of the pathway j= physical,
as is done in the other improved aquatic food model.
This model is outlined in Subsection 54.2. j:?6 detritius; (5.4-3)

5.4.1.2 General Parameters
The values for all of the parameters in thevarious dx.

I XijAxi + XIjixi + xkix,-7x pathway models, ther than the foodweb model, are dt ik i

presented in Sections D2.1 and D2.4 of Appendix D. i kg*j k*j

The pathway model parameters, other than those Ne

involving the time-dependent behavior, have been + fi1xi I 1Xfi1Ax'+ ixi
il

taken mostly from Regulatory Guide 1109. Those
involving time-dependent behavior have been esti- j detritus (5.4-4)
mated from various sources for this study.

where x denotes the amount of a given radionuclide
5.4.2 Foodweb Model in compartment j, Ax, represents essentially the dif-

In the foodweb model, the buildup of the radioac- ference between the amount of a radionuclide actual-
tivity in all the aquatic organisms is taken to be a ly in biological compartment j and the amount that
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would be present if the compartment contained the 5.5 Dosimetry and Health Effects
amount predicted by the appropriate concentration The radiation doses received via the liquid expo-
factor, Xi, (or X) denotes the fractional rate of transfer sure pathways by both individuals and by the entire
of activity from compartment i to compartment j, and human population are considered. In addition, the
,\�i represents the composite elimination rate for com- number of resultant adverse health effects are esti-
partment i due to death and metabolic elimination. mated. All of the dosimetry and health effects models
The summations with respect to i and i are over all are described in detail in Appendix D.
biological compartments; the summations with re-
I-pect to k are over all physical and detrital compart-
ments. 5.5.1 Dosimetry Models

The terms in the equations are taken to represent
the significant transfers between the compartments 5.5.1.1 Individual Dose
involved. For example, in the general equation for
aiiv biological compartment, the first summation de- 5.5.1.1.1 General Expression
notes the losses due to ingestion by other compart- In general, the dose received by an individual
ments, the second denotes the gains by assimilation between times and t by means of pathway p can be
after ingestion of other biological compartments, the written as
third denotes the assimilation from intake of portions
of physical compartments, and the fourth represents
losses due to metabolic elimination and death. dose = P d,,fpe- P CIPW) dt' (5.5-1)

The transfers of activity among the water and the
sediment compartments are considered by using basi-
caliv the same models previously described in Sub- where Up is the individual usage rate, i denotes the
Section 53.2. The only fundamental differences are isotope, d is the appropriate dose factor, fip is a
that in the foodweb model for either a Great Lake or processing or other modification factor, Xi is the
an ocean, the nearshore region is taken to be uni- radioactive decay constant, tp is the transportation
formlv mixed and for an estuary, the entire estuary is and/or processing delay time, and C(t) is the con-
taken to be a series of completely-mixed tanks. centration of the isotope in the pathway. The factor

The time-dependent transfers of activity among exjtr, allows for decay during the period after removal
the biological compartments are considered to be due from the waterbody and before exposure.
to ingestion and assimilation. The amount of activity
ingested by compartment j due to feeding on com- 5.5.1.1.2 Individual Parameters
partment i is taken to be equal to the product of the The ingestion dose factors employed have been
mass of i ingested by j times the concentration of generated especially for this study at ORNL12 using
radioactivity in i. The amount of activity actually the same dosimetry codes that were employed for the
assimilated by compartment j due to feeding on i is RSS. The external dose factors utilized for shoreline
taken to be the product of three factors: the amount of and immersion exposures have been taken from the
activity in i ingested by , the appropriate assimilation "Year Two-Thousand Study."13 The other parameters
fraction, and a weighting factor which is proportion- have been obtained primarily from Regulatory Guide
al to the "distance" of compartment from concentra- 1.109.
tion-factor "equilibrium." The radioactive material
which is ingested from the biological compartments 5.5.1.2 Population Dose
but which is not assimilated is assumed to go to the
detrital compartments. 5.5.1.2.1 General Expression

The population can be regarded as being com-
5.4.2.2 Foodweb Parameters posed of subgroups differing in either usage patterns

Three specific "sites" have been investigated with or concentrations experienced in the pathway or
the foodweb model: a Lake Michigan site, a Middle both. As a result, the dose received by a population
Atlantic estuary site, and a southern California Pacif- from exposure to pathway p can be written as
ic Ocean site. Biological and radiobiological data
bases have been developed for each of these sites." x1t t
The values of the parameters employed at each of the dosep = I PPP' UP' ldipfpe- J. Cipp,(t') dt'
three sites are presented in SAND80-1670 (NUR- P, (5.5-2)
EG/CR-1597).
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where 1 is the population size of subgroup p in is characterized by a low dose threshold below which
pathway p, and all other symbols are as previously no effect occurs and a high dose threshold above
defined. which the effect always occurs.

The total number of acute effects of type j can be
5.5.1.2.2 Population Parameters Written as

A uniform usage rate has been assumed for all

members of a population for each pathway. Further- (health effect), Pp, - ,(dose,,) (5.5-3)
more, the products of the population sizes and the P,
individual usage rates have been taken to remain
constant over the entire time period under consider-
ation. Uniform spatial distribution of affected popu- where P is the population for subgroup p', and
lations has been assumed for all five types of hydrolo- #,(dosep,) is the probability of effect j for total individ-
gical sites. ual dose p'. The total individual dose is the sum of the

The values used for the population sizes and contributions from all possible pathways, Jp .

densities and their usage rates are presented in Ap- 5.5.2.1.2 Parameters
pendix E. Generic populations have been chosen by The dose-response curves used to consider acute
employing the numbers of reactors at various types of effects are presented in Appendix VI of the RSS.1
waterbodies as conceptual weighting factors. As a
result, the following populations have been taken to
be representative: Lake Michigan's for a large lake; 5.5.2.2 Latent and Chronic Effects
both Chesapeake and Delaware Estuaries'for an estu- In the RSS,1 the latent and the chronic effects were
ary; the Atlantic continental shelf's for an ocean; and considered to be random phenomena based on the
both the Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi and the Mis- total doses to the entire population. In general, the
souri-Mississippi Rivers' for a river system. Averages doses to the individuals which resulted in latent and
of the actual dry site populations have been used for chronic effects were much less than those which
considering dry sites. The population data appropri- caused acute effects. The effects included cancers,
ate for the representative hydrological sites have genetic effects and thyroid nodules, all occurring
been taken from various sources. All other param- many years after the initial exposure. Most, if not all,
eters for Equation 5.5-2) are given in Appendix D. of the effects obtained through liquid pathways are

expected to be chronic.
5.5.2 Health Effects Models In general, the total number of latent or chronic

Health effects models translate the radiation dose effects of type j can be written as
received by the human population into the resultant

health effects such as cancers, thyroid effects and (health effect), h Pp, 6dosep)
genetic mutations. To facilitate the comparison be- E
tween the results of this study and the RSS, the health P, P

effects models used here are essentially identical to (individual dose) (5.5-4)
those used in the RSS.1 They are discussed in more Pp I

detail in Appendix D. where h is the health effects factor for effect j expect-
j

5.5.2.1 Acute Effects ed effects/population dose), Pp. is the population for
subgroup p', and dosep,) is the dose effectiveness

In the RSS,1 health effects were divided into acute, factor for individual dose p'. The various latent and
latent and chronic. The acute effects were due pri- chronic effects models differ in the values assumed
marily to large early total-body doses of 100 rads or for the health effects factors and the dose effective-
more to individuals. The acute efects considered ness factors.
were all somatic and included direct radiation dam-
age to certain organs, thyroid impairment, prenatal 5.5.2.Ll Cancer Models
and neonatal deaths, and sterility. For latent and. chronic cancer, an absolute-risk

model was employed. That is, the risk of any cancer
5.5.2.1.1 Acute Models was assumed to be constant over a given finite pla-

For acute effects, dose-response curves were em- teau period, with no effects occurring before or after
ployed to convert individual doses to health effects. the plateau period.
Such curves plot individual dose versus the probabil- Three different estimates were made of the latent
ity of the effect in an individual. Each of these curves and chronic cancers for almost all considered organs:
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an upper bound, a central estimate and a lower 5.5.2.2.6 Genetic Effects Parameters
bound. The upper bound was based on the BEIR or The health effects factors for genetic effects are
linear, no-threshold hypothesis.14 In that model, it is presented in D3.3.4. More detail about the genetic
assurned that the number of health effects varies effects models is given in Appendix VI of the RSS.1
directly with the population dose. No individual
dose thresholds are employed.

The central estimate is based, in part, on the BEIR 5.6 Limitations
hypothesis but assumes that doses administered at The limitations of both the models and the param-
lower dose rates or in lower total individual doses are eters utilized in performing this study are considered
less effective in causing most health effects. Dose in detail in the appendices of this report.
effectiveness factors less than one are used to modify
the effects calculated for individual low dose rates
and/or low total doses.

The lower estimate assumes that doses received at
verv low dose rates and/or in very low individual References
doses are not effective at all in causing health effects. IU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactory Safety Study,
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6 Results for Situations Without In the next several sections of this chapter, Sec-

Mitigating Actions tions 65 through 67, the interpretation of the results
considered in the earlier sections is discussed. In
Section 65, the risks of certain consequences result-

6.1 Introduction ing from releases to the hydrosphere are compared to
The risk from radiation received via liquid path- those of comparable consequences from releases to

ways after a meltdown accident is generally thought the atmosphere., In Section 66, the effects of some
to be small because of the potential of interdicting* assumptions used in the study on the estimated con-
the radioactivity on its way to the human population. sequences are explored; in particular, the extent to
However, such mitigating procedures may not al- which certain assumptions are conservative is ad-
ways be possible. And even if they are feasible, the dressed. In Section 67, some limitations of this study,
overall cost may preclude such actions from being as they relate to interpretation of the results, are
taken. In this chapter, the consequences of possible reviewed.
releases to the hydrosphere are considered, assuming In the last section of this chapter, Section 68, the
that either interdictive procedures are not taken or results are reviewed. In particular, the consequences
else, if they are taken, they are not successful. of the liquid pathways resulting from the assumption

The radiation dose received by the human popu- that effective interclictive measures are not instituted
lation and the resultant health effects are determined are summarized. Details of all the results reviewed in
by many factors. This chapter discusses these conse- this chapter are presented in Appendix G.
quences as functions of the more important of the
factors. It also attempts to place these consequences 6.2 Population Dose
and their related risks into a relevant framework so
that they can be viewed from a useful perspective. Potential radiation dose received by the entire

In Sections 62 through 64 of this chapter, the human population can be used as one measure of the
consequences and the dominant factors affecting risk of a meltdown accident.*
them are discussed. In Section 62, the radiation dose
received by the entire human population is consid- 6.2.1 Population Dose as a Function of
ered. First, that dose is examined as a function of both
the accident type and the rate(s) of release. Next, the Accident Type and Release Rate
population dose is considered as a function of the
subsurface hydrology of the accident site. Then, the 6.2.1.1 Magnitude of Release
dependence of the radiation hazard on relevant sur- The total radiation dose resulting from a given
face waterbody characteristics and on dominant ex- radionuclide would be essentially directly propor-
posure pathway properties is investigated. After that, tional to the total amount of that nuclide which
the population dose is described in terms of the reached accessible portions of the hydrosphere. This
potential site-to-site variations which exist at actual amount would be, in turn, dependent upon the total
reactor sites. In Section 63, the -radiation dose re- quantity of the radionuclide which were released
ceived by individuals in the exposed population is into both accessible and inaccessible regions of the
considered. The individual dose is examined in less hydrosphere.
detail than the population dose and is investigated as The overall radioactive content of the melt debris,
a function of only two factors:. characteristics of the the sumpwater, and the containment atmosphere
closest surface waterbody(ies) and properties of the would each depend upon the particular accident
dominant exposure pathways. In Section 64, the scenario which were followed, as well as the design,
resultant health effects are reviewed briefly. the size, and the status of the core of the reactor

which underwent meltdown. Unlike the situation for
atmospheric releases, the most probable PWR melt-

'In this study, the term interdiction is taken to encompass all down category would result in the largest release of
actions, other than immediate emergency ones, which might be radioactivity to the. hydrosphere. (In the atmospheric
taken to mitigate the radiation exposure received by the human case, the most probable category would result in one
population and other inhabitants of the environment. This defini-
tion of interdiction departs from that used in the RSS. In that
study, interdiction was taken to mean only the denial of the use of Only radiation doses and other consequences resulting from
land and its improvements for a period of time to mitigate the exposure within 100 years after the accident are explicitly consid-
radiation exposure. ered in the results presented in this report.
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of the smaller releases of activity to the atmosphere.') LARGE LAKE
The radioactive content of the melt debris would be
approximately the same for all accident categories. 10 8 I
However, the radioactive composition of both the
sumpwater and the containment atmosphere would
be highly variable. Only the melt debris and the L.J

1� TOTALsumpwater could contain substantial fractions of the Z
core s initial radioactivity.*

The resultant population dose is considered in C_ 6 DEBR I ON
Table 61 as a function of the accident category for Z 10
some illustrative examples. As expected, the estimat-
ed population doses from the melt debris releases are
essentially the same for all the accident categories C
considered whereas the doses from the sumpwater 3:
releases are much more dependent on the accident
category. 4

Z 10For a given accident category, the estimated popu- C
lation dose is related not only to the types and the
initial magnitudes of any releases to the hydro-

CDsphere, but also to the fraction of the radioactivity
which reaches the human population. This is, in turn,
a strong function of the time it takes the radioactivity 2
to travel to open portions of the environment. This 10
latter factor depends significantly on the ground- 10-1 100 101 102 103 104

water travel time to the nearest surface waterbody (or
well) at the site. This dependence is considered in t H20 (DAY )
detail in Subsection 62.2 and its basic features are
displayed in Figure 61.** Figure 61 Population Dose for a Large Lake Resulting from

Instantaneous Leaching of the Melt Debris and Instantaneous
In that figure, the population dose is shown for a Entrainment of Sumpwater into the Groundwater after a PWR-7

large lake site as a function of both type of release and Type Accident.
groundwater travel time (tHO) for instantaneous in-
jection of the radioactivity in both the melt debris 6.2.1.2 Rate of Release
and the sumpwater into the groundwater. As can be The rate of release of radioactive material to the
seen, the predicted contribution of the sumpwater to hydrosphere is expected to depend upon the type(s)
the dose vanishes more rapidly than that of the melt of release(s), the accident scenario and certain charac-
debris as the groundwater travel time increases; this teristics of the site. In general, the passage of sump-
is, in part, because the former release is composed water and depressurized containment gases through
primarily of relatively short-lived radionuclides, the hole in the containment floor (formed by the
whereas the latter contains many comparatively melt) would be relatively rapid. The rates would
long-lived radionuclides.f depend largely upon the subsurface conditions.

In contrast to sumpwater and containment gas
releases, leaching of at least some of the melt debris

.Althougha.significantportionofthecore'sradioactivitycouldbe would generally be relatively slow. The rates of
released directly to the atmosphere outside the containment, only leaching of the melt debris would depend upon at
a small fraction could be released directly to the hydrosphere by least the following several factors: the factors deter-
depressurization.
. .Because the groundwater travel time is one of the most impor- mining the groundwater contact time for the melt
tant parameters in estimating the potential consequences at a given debris; the chemical and physical properties of the
site and because it cannot be treated realistically by using a single debris; the groundwater flow characteristics of the
generic value, the dependence of the consequences on this time is site; and the chemical states of the radionuclides
considered throughout this chapter. under consideration. The effect of leaching rates on
t1t is also due to the slower movement of the Cs (one of the
dominant contributors to the sumpwater dose) in the soil than Sr the calculated population dose is considered in more
(usually one of the dominant contributors to the melt-debrisdose). detail in Subsection 62.4 of this chapter.
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Table 61 Estimated Population Dose as a Function of Accident Category(sb)

Estimated Population Dose (Whole Body in Person-Rem)
PWR-7 PWR-5 PWR-3 PWR-1

Waterbody Debris Sump Debris Sump Debris Sump Debris Sump
Large Lake 5.6+6(c) 8.0+6 5.6+6 8.0+6 5.6+6 8.0+6 5.3+6 5.0+6

Nearshore 6.7+5 1.4+6 6.7+5 1.4+6 6.7+5 1.1+6 5.8+5 8.0+5
Small Estuary 2.4+7 4.4+7 2.4+7 4.4+7 2.3+7 3.5+7 1.6+7 2.5+7
Large Estuary 1.6+7 1.7+7 1.6+7 1.7+7 1.6+7 1.3+7 1.2+7 1.0+7
Ocean 2.6+6 1.3+6 2.2+6 1.3+6 2.1+6 1.0+6 1.7+6 7.0+5

Nearshore 2.6+6 1.3+6 2.2+6 1.3+6 2.1+6 1.0+6 1.7+6 7.0+5
Free-Flowing River 1.3+7 4,9+7 1.3+7 4.9+7 1.3+7 3.9+7 1.2+7 2.8+7
Dammed River 2.3+7 5.2+7 2.3+7 5.2+7 2.3+7 3.9+7 2.0+7 2.9+7

aA groundwater travel time of day is assumed. Both debris and sumpwater releases are taken to occur essentially
instantly.
bThe corresponding doses from groundwater travel times other than I day are presented in Tables G10-G13 of
Appendix G.

c5.6+6 denotes 56 x 106.

In general, if the release times were short relative enough, then the consequences due to releases from
to the total time that the dominant radionuclides the melt debris could be reduced to negligible levels.
spent in the ground, then the exact release rates The net effect of variation of the leach rates on the
would be unimportant in determining the resultant population dose is depicted in Figure 62 for a large
population dose. However, if the release times were lake site. The indicated leach rates in that figure are
long in comparison to both the travel time in the those for the fastest leaching elements, with the
ground and the decay times of the dominant radionu- relative rates for all the.other elements being as given
clides, then the exact release rates could be signifi- in Table A 12 in Appendix A. As can be seen in Figure
cant in estimating the dose. Because the sumpwater 6.2, the population dose for releases from the melt
and the depressurization releases would tend to be debris is relatively insensitive to a rather wide range
dominated by radionuclides with shorter half-lives, of leaching rates. The strong mutual dependence of
any comparable delays in all the releases would tend the population dose on both the leaching rates and
to be relatively more important in reducing the po- the groundwater travel time is not surprising inas-
tential sumpwater and depressurization doses than much as an important factor in determining the
the melt debris ones. resultant population dose is the amount of radioactiv-

ity which reaches wells or surface waterbodies; both
6.2.1.3 Time of Groundwater Contact these factors are significant in determining that

For sites with short groundwater travel tmes, the amount.
total population dose received via leaching of the The results shown in Figure 62 for the large lake
melt debris would be sornewhpt dependent upon the site are representative of those found for sites at other
time until substantial groundwater contact with the bodies of surface water. That is, the plot of population
debris occurred. However, for sites with relatively dose for any other surface waterbody site as a func-
long groundwater travel times, the total population tion of leaching rate and groundwater travel time
dose would be essentially independent of the contact closely resembles that of Figure 62, with the most
time for such times less than a few years. significant difference being the exact magnitudes of

the doses received.*

6.2.1.4 Leach Rates

The leaching rates for the melt debris are among *There is also an observable difference in the groundwater travel
the more important but less well-known parameters times at which the curves such as those in Figure 62 start to
in this study. Obviously, if the leaching rates of most descend rapidly for saltwater and freshwater sites because of the

dominance of the opulation doses at those sites by different
of the potentially significant radionuclides were slow radionuclides (see Subsection 62.4).
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LARGE LAKE the variation among the values for different elements
is likewise substantial. The dispersivities for differ-

10 ent sites can be expected to vary over several orders
of magnitude; even the variation at a given site can be
significant.

5
bz 10 (YR 6.2.2.1 Average Radionuclide Travel Time
t1Z lo 1YR The radiation dose tends to be a strong function of

106 0 any factor which substantially alters either the aver-
bzlO /YR

CD
CD age travel time for the groundwater or else the distri-co

bution coefficients of the dominant radionuclides.
-1b=10 1YR This dependence is displayed in Figure 63 while the

fundamental reason for this relationship is shown in
Figure 64.

4-
Z 10 As the latter figure indicates, the dependence of
CD

the estimated dose on the radionuclide travel time is
due to variations in the amounts of radioactivity
entering the open regions of the hydrosphere prior
to decay. The fluxes of the radionuclides reaching the

102 1 1 1 closest surface waterbody are, in turn, strongly relat-
-I 0 1 2 3 4 ed to the groundwater distribution coefficients. The

10 10 10 10 10 10 two sides of Figure 64 differ by an order of magni-

tude in the values assumed for all the distribution
tH2o �DAYSI coefficients. As can be seen, the corresponding net

Figure 62 Population Dose from the Melt Debris after a PWR-7 retardations of the indicated fluxes likewise differ by
Type Accident as a Function of Both Leach Rate and Groundwater approximately an order of magnitude for all those
Travel Times, with the Indicated Leach Rate Denoting that for the nuclides with non-zero distribution coefficients.*
Most Rapidly Leached Element. The calculated doses for a wide range of relatively

short groundwater travel times (I day to 102 days) are
essentially equivalent for each of the generic surface

6.2.2 Population Dose as a Function of water sites considered (for example, see Figure 62).'*

Radionuclide Travel Time (This is because approximately the same amounts of
At a given site, the time it takes for a radionuclide the dominant radionuclides reach the surface water

to move from the vicinity of the accident to the before substantial decay occurs for such groundwater
accessible regions of the environment can be de- travel times.t) As the groundwater travel times in-
scribed in a first approximation in terms of three crease to 103 days, the resultant population doses for
parameters: the average groundwater travel time each of the sites decrease by approximately an order
from the reactor site to the nearest surface waterbody- of magnitude.` (This decrease in the doses results

from the significantly lower amounts of some of the
the distribution coefficient of the element; and the dominant radionuclides reaching the surface water
dispersivity of the site. The first two parameters for these larger travel times.t) As the travel times
determine the average radionuclide travel time to the increase beyond 103 days, the estimated population
nearest waterbody; the last parameter indicates the doses fall off extremely rapidly. At sites with such
spread of the radionuclide mass about that average. long travel times, the resultant consequences are
The shorter the average radionuclide travel time is, compartively low. (This is due to the relatively small
the more probable it is that significant human expo- amounts of the dominant radionuclides reaching the
sure can occur via the liquid pathways. Likewise, the surface water for such large travel times.)
larger the dispersion is, the greater the potential
radiation hazard is.

Groundwater travel times for the reactor sites
vary over many orders of magnitude, from times on *It should be noted that for times after the accident which are
the order of days to times on the order of many larger than 100 years, the fluxes of the indicated elements passing
thousands of vears or more. The appropriate value for across the interface between the groundwater and the surface

water are negligible on the scale considered in Figure 64.
the distribution coefficient for a specific element also **For details, see Tables GIO-GI4 in Appendix G.
varies significantly due to diverse local conditions; tSee Figure 64
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Figure 63 Relative Population Dose Received Via a Surface Waterbody as a Function of Groundwater Travel Time, Distribution
Coefficient, and Radioactive Half-Life.
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Figure 64 Fluxes of Radioactivity Passing Across the Interface Between the Groundwater and the Surface Water for Three Potentially
Important Isotopes (Ru-106, Kd = ; Sr-90, Kd = 20; Cs- 137, Kd = 200) as a Function of Groundwater Travel Time and Distribution
Coefficient. (Instantaneous leaching of the melt debris of a PWR-7 type accident is assumed.)
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Approximately half of the reactors are conservatively equivalent if the waterbodies are considered in isola-
estimated to e located at sites which have ground- tion (see Table 62). The consequences at an ocean site
water travel times no less than 103 days, while about are approximately one order of magnitude lower
two-thirds are situated at sites which have times no than those for reactors at other sites with equivalent
less than 102 days. (See Chapter 3 and Appendix B.) groundwater transport conditions.

If the effects of other waterbodies farther down-
6.2.2.2 Dispersion stream are taken into account, then the consequences

The dependence of the fluxes upon the ground- can be ordered roughly as follows: river system,
water dispersion coefficients is indicated in Figure which flows into a significant estuary, which in turn,
6.5 for average and low dispersion coefficients. The empties into the ocean; estuary, which empties into
possibilities of more dramatic effects of dispersion the ocean; large lake, which drains into another lake,
variations are discussed in Section B4 of Appendix B. and so forth;* and ocean. The details for waterbodies

in series are considered in Appendices B and G.

6.2.3 Population Dose as a Function of
Generic Site

For any given set of groundwater transport condi-
tions, the total population doses for all the surface *The generic large lake was assumed to be Lake Michigan so that
waterbodies except the ocean are approximately its flow was taken to be into Lake Huron, Lake Erie and so on.
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Figure 65 Fluxes of Radioactivity Passing Across the Interface Between the Groundwater and the Surface Water for Three Potentially
Important isotopes (Ru-106, Sr-90, and Cs-137) as a Function of Groundwater Travel Time and Dispersion Coefficient. (Instantaneous
leaching of the melt debris of a PWR-7 type accident is assumed.)
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Table 62 Estimated Population Doses for the Isolated Generic Sites(OA

Estimated Population Dose (Whole Body in Person-Rem)(d)

Waterbody Melt Debris Sumpwater Total
Large Lake 4x 1 04 to 6x 1 06 JXI03to IX107 4x 1 04 to 2xI07

Nearshore 2xJ04 to 7x105 JX103 to 2xJ06 2xJ04 to 2xJ06

Small Estuary 2xJ06 to 3xJ07 IxIO5 to 4xI07 2xJ06 to 7xI07
Large Estuary IX106 to 2x107 2xJ04 to 2x107 IX106 to 3xJ07

Ocean 1x105 to 2xJ06 JX104 to JX106 JX105 to 4x106

Nearshore 1XIOs to 2xI06 JX104 to IX106 1xI05 to 4xJ06

Free-flowing River 3xI05 to X107 JX104 to 5xJ07 3x105 to 6xJ07

Dammed River JX106 to 3xJ07 IxIO5 to 5xJ07 lxIO6 to 8xI07

-The releases considered are for a PWR-7 accident and are assumed to occur instantly into the groundwater.
bFor detailed results for isolated waterbodies, see Tables G10-GI3 in Appendix G.
�For population doses for generic waterbodies in series, see Table G14 in Appendix G.
dUpper ends of the indicated ranges represent groundwater travel times of approximately 100 days or less and the
lower ends represent times of 1000 days. Doses for larger travel times are much smaller.

6.2.4 Population Dose as a Function of
Pathway

The relative importance of each of the various Table 63 Relative Importance of Exposure Path-
major exposure pathways to the population doses at ways at Each of the Generic Sites
each of the generic sites is indicated in Table 63 As

can be seen in that table, the drinking water pathway Importance with Respect to Population Dose(a)
is the largest contributor to the total population dose Drinking Aquatic Shoreline
at all freshwater sites, whereas the aquatic food path- Waterbody Water Food Usage
way is the major contributor to the population dose at
all saltwater sites. Isolated Aquifer 1 - -

The most important elements contributing to the Large Lake 1 2 3
population doses are listed in Table 64 as functions Estuary - 1 2
of both the surface water type (salt or fresh) and the Ocean - 1 2
exposure pathway. As is indicated in that table, the River System 1 2 3
dominant elements at saltwater and freshwater sites
differ substantially for melt debris releases but not Importance with Respect to Average Individual
for sumpwater releases. DoSe(b)

In addition to the total pathway doses and their Drinking Aquatic Shoreline
compositions, the time-dependent buildups of these Waterbody Water Food Usage
doses in the pathways are also important. The popu- Isolated Aquifer 1
lation dose at each of the generic surface water sites is Large Lake 2 1 3
depicted in Figure 66 as a function of both the time Estuary 2 1
after the accident and the dominant exposure path-
ways for a single groundwater travel time. As can be Ocean - 1 2
seen in that figure, the time-dependent behavior of River System 2 1 3
the dose in each pathway is extremely dependent

Numerical estimates of the population doses for each
upon the flushing characteristics of the waterbOdy- important pathway at each considered waterbody are
For example, the population dose for each of the given in Tables GI-G8 and GIO-GI3 of Appendix G.
pathways at a large lake site increases slowly as a bNumerical estimates of the average individual doses
function of time; in contrast, each of the pathway for each important pathway at each considered wa-
doses at a river system site increases relatively sharp- terbody are given in Tables G15 and G16 of Appendix
ly over comparatively short periods of time. G.
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Table 64 Most Important Elements as Functions of Type of Water and Exposure Pathway(a)

Fresh Water Salt Water
Melt Debris Sumpwater Melt Debris Sumpwater

Drinking Water Sr Cs
Aquatic Food Sr, Cs Cs Ru, Co Cs
Irrigated Food Sr (CS)
Shoreline Ru, Cs, Co Cs Ru, Cs, Co Cs

-It should be noted that the most important elements also tend to be functions of the
groundwater travel time. The indicated elements are for a groundwater travel time of 10 days.
For travel times of 100 days and more, Cs and Co contribute insignificantly to the total
population dose. For travel times of 1000 days and more, Sr also adds little to that total dose. For
travel times less than 10 days, elements other than those indicated above can be significant
contributions to the population dose.

2 1 surface waterbodies, and soil types; surface hydrolo-
1014 gies, in particular, flushing rates, dilution character-

2

tH, 0 1 DAY istics, sedimentation rates, and sediment properties,
1012 Sr relevant aquatic ecosystems; and sizes and composi-D

S tions of affected populations for the various path-

10 ways. The reasonable alterations in some of these
factors could easily result in differences of orders of

LAKE
Z magnitude in estimated doses. The results reviewed
0 10 4_W in the earlier chapters and in the previous subsec-

tions of this chapter give indications of the effect of
Z 106 - a n
> - ESTUARY y variations of these factors upon the estimated
0 4 population doses. More extensive sensitivity analysesW 10
_jUj of the parameters utilized for release rates, subsurface
0 1 06- movements and surface water considerations are pre-

OCEAN sented in Appendix B.
4

0
Z 6.3 Individual Dose0 :.

RIVER
< SYSTEM The previously-considered population dose can

4
10 be used as one indicator of the consequences. Howev-

0a. 0,1 2 er, it is also interesting to consider the corresponding
1 03 1 02 lo 10, I 10 individual doses.*

- AQUATIC FOOD

TIME AFTER ACCIDENT (YR) --- DRINKING WATER

--- SHORELINE 6.3.1 Individual Dose as a Function of
Figure 66 Time-Dependent Behavior of the Population Dose as a
Function of Generic Site Type and Exposure Pathway for a I-Day Generic Site
Groundwater Travel Time. (Instantaneous leaching of the melt Although the population doses for all the generic
debris of a PWR-7 accident is assumed.) surface waterbodies other than the ocean are essen-

6.2.5 Population Dose as a Function of tially the same, the doses expected to be received by

Site-to-Site Differences
The population doses estimated to be received at

actual sites could depart from those obtained for the Because the populations-at-risk for the liquid pathways are very
difficult to describe in detail, it is not easy to consider doses to

generic sites due to at least the following differences: individuals. Furthermore, many averaging techniques have been

sizes, designs, and statuses of reactors; applicable employed in the modeling performed in this study so that pathway

release rates, including leaching rates; subsurface concentrations are not really obtained in sufficient detail to permit

hvdrologies, especially, permeabilities, effective por- consideration of actual individual doses. However, it is still inter-
esting to consider the typical dose received by some fictitious

osities, hdraulic gradients, distances to the nearest average' individual.
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average individuals at the various sites differ sub- which the individual doses are received. (See Appen-
stantially. If the doses received by average individ- dix D.) Because of the difficulties in describing the
uals resulting from a meltdown accident at a site with populations-at-risk for some of the liquid exposure
a -day groundwater travel time are considered, esti- pathways, most of the health effects have been calcu-
mates of the maximum* doses received by such indi- lated using the linear model.
viduals can be obtained. As can be seen in Table 65, For the ingestion pathways, the organ-by-organ
the maximum* values of both the 'average' individ- estimate in the linear model results in approximately
ual doses and the corresponding 'average' dose rates 250 fatalities per 106 person-rem of dose.*,*' In con-
tend to be largest for waterbodies, or regions of those trast, the estimation of ingestion-related fatalities by
waterbodies, with relatively high concentrations of whole-body doses predicts 122 fatalities per 106 per-
radionuclides. son-rem.2 The organ-by-organ estimation of the fa-

The estimated individual doses and dose rates in talities due to external exposure is the same as that for
Table 65 are for relatively rapid releases of material whole-body considerationS.2
into the hydrosphere. For somewhat slower releases The maximumt numbers of cancer fatalities esti-
of activity, the individual doses are usually not sig- mated for releases from the melt debris alone are
nificantly changed but the corresponding dose rates presented in Table 6.6.tt The estimated numbers of
can be substantially lowered. fatalities at many sites would be considerably less

than these valuesJ

6.3.2 Individual Dose as a Function of 6.5 Comparison to the Risk of
Pathway

The dependence of the average individual doses Releases to the Atmosphere
on the type of pathway is indicated by the values One possible comparison of the risk from releases
presented in Table 65. The individual doses are to the hydrosphere to that from releases to the atmo-
significant only for ingestion of drinking water, in- sphere after a meltdown accident can be made by
gestion of aquatic food and shoreline usage. considering the complementary cumulative distribu-

As can be seen in Table 63, the pathway at a given tion functions# (CCDF's) of the expected latent can-
site with the largest average individual dose is not cer fatalities for the two types of releases. As can
necessarily the same as the pathway at that site with
the largest population dose. Whereas the estimated
population doses in this study are dominated by the
drinking water pathway at all freshwater sites and by
the aquatic food pathway at all the saltwater sites, the
estimated average individual doses are dominated by
the aquatic food pathway at all the surface water sites

considered. *When ruthenium is a significant contributor to the dose, then the

number of fatalities as estimated on an organ-by-organ basis can

6.4 Health Ef ife %ctls exceed this by more than a factor of two. (See Table 66.)

The estimation of the resultant health effects is **In general, the largest internal doses from releases to the
hydrosphere are estimated to be received by the skeletal tissues,

extremely dependent upon both the characteristics of the bone marrows, and the lower large intestines (see Tables GI-
the affected waterbody and the properties of the G8). Therefore, the cancers associated with exposures of these parts
utilized health-effects model. This is due to the de- of the body (bone cancer, leukemia, and GI tract cancer, respective-

1y) tend to be present in larger numbers when an organ-by-organ
pendence of the estimated effects on the rates at estimate is used than might otherwise be expected (see Table G9).

tSee the footnote in Subsection 6.3.1 for the meaning of maximum
as used here.

ttIt should be noted that even the maximum numbers represent
only small increases of the cancer rates above the normally-
expected background rates.

tIt should be mentioned that the cancer estimates given in this
report and in the RSS are for fatalities only; 2 that is, the estimated
total number of cases of cancer would always be significantly

*Maximum denotes largest for the groundwater travel times ex- larger than the numbers given in Table 66.
plicitly considered; larger values would be obtained if ground- #CCDF's plot the probability of exceeding a given number of
water travel times less than I day were utilized. consequences versus the number of consequences.1
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Table 65 "Maximum" Average Individual Doses and Dose Rates as a Function of Generic Site(abcA)

"Maximum" Average Dose (rem) "Maximum" Average
Pathway Dose Rate(e)

Drinking Water Aquatic Food Shoreline Total (rem/yr)
Waterbody Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total
Large Lake

Nearshore 4 8 1 14 <1 <1 5 22 5 22
Rest of Lake(f) <1 1 1 7 <1 <1 1 8 <1 <1

Estuary
Small - - 5 7 3 14 8 21 8 21
Large - - 1 2 <1 3 2 4 2 4

Ocean Coast
Nearshore(f) - - 1 1 <1 <1 I I 1 1
Offshore - - <1 <1 - - <1 <1 <1 <1

River System
Free-Flowing 2 5 4 60 <1 <1 7 65 7 65
Dammed 5 8 6 70 <1 1 12 78 12 78

aA groundwater travel thne of day is assumed. Both leach and sumpwater releases (for a PWR-7 accident) are
taken to occur essentially instantly into the ground.
bThe corresponding doses for groundwater travel times other than I day are presented in Tables G15 and G16 of
Appendix G. In general, the values for the 'average' individual doses as functions of the groundwater travel
times follow curves like those presented in Figure 61 for the values for the total population doses. As expected,
the relative scales are the same for both the individual and the population doses at a given type of site.

,The populations exposed to the different exposure pathways at a given site do not necessarily consist of the
same individuals. Furthermore, the doses delivered by exposure to various radionuclides can occur over much
different periods of time. Thus, this consideration of doses to individuals is rather artificial. The values given in
this table have been obtained using three assumptions: (1) that the individual is average with repect to usage
habits for all the liquid pathways; 2) that all the individual's usage for these pathways involves only the
contaminated waterbody; and 3) that the individual lives long enough to be exposed to all the dominant
radionuclides. It should be noted that individuals are much more likely to have approximately average usage
habits for the dominant pathways at freshwater sites than for those at saltwater sites.

dFor all waterbodies except river systems, the maximum values of the 'average' doses are approximately equal to
the average values of the "average" doses. In contrast, the actual doses received by the 'maximum' individuals
would be considerably higher than those indicated for the maximum values of the "average' individuals for all
cases due to two factors: (1) the maximum individual is defined to have higher usage rates for all the exposure
pathways than the average individual; and 2 the maximum individual would usually experience higher
concentration of radioactivity in each of those pathways than the average individual would.

�Assumes that the dose is delivered over at least a one-year period; the actual dose rates for very rapid releases
into fast flushing waterbodies could even be higher than the indicated rates.

'Most of the population dose for this waterbody comes from this region.
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Table 66 Maximum Number of Total Cancer Fatalities as a Function of Both Generic Site and athway(abc)

Total Fatalities From Melt Debris ReleaseS(b)
Pathway

Drinking Water Aquatic Food Shoreline
Waterbody W. Body Sum W. Body Sum W. Body Sum

Large Lake
Nearshore 49 150 10 17 16 16
Rest of Lake 540 1300 49 84 39 39

Estuary
Small 1600 6700 1300 1300
Large 1600 6200 320 320

Ocean Coast
Nearshore 260 1300 7 7
Offshore 35 110

River System
Free-Flowing 1100 3800 370 650 57 57
Dammed 2200 8700 500 1000 100 100

-A groundwater travel time of day is assumed. Leaching of the melt debris (for a PWR-7 accident) is taken to
occur instantly. The effects of sumpwater releases are not included.

bThe linear model for health effects is used. Total fatalities are calculated in two ways: using whole body doses
and summing over the individual organ doses.

�The corresponding total health effects for groundwater travel times other than one day are presented in Table G9
of Appendix G. The health effects for the various pathways for the different groundwater travel times can be
estimated from the information given in Tables GI-G8 and the health effects tables presented in Appendix D. In
general, the values of the total number of cancers as calculated from the whole-body doses and as taken as
functions of the groundwater travel times follow curves like those presented in Figure 6 I. The health effects for
combined debris and sumpwater releases would generally be larger than those estimated for the effects of debris
alone and can be estimated either by combining the information in Tables G10413 with that in the health effects
tables in Appendix D, or by comparing the corresponding values for debris only and for debris and sumpwater
combined are given in Tables GI 5 and GI 6, respectively, and using the comparison to extrapolate from the health
effects estimates presented in Table G9.
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be seen in Figure 67, the estimated CCDF for such 10-3

fatalities for releases from the melt debris* lies below X
that for atmospheric releases.1,3,-,ttt4 However, it Al

should be noted that the straightforward comparison ccC
of the two CCDF's in Figure 67 is somewhat mislead-
ing because the curve presented in the RSS for atmo- 0
spheric releases includes many credits for various 0 lo-5

< ATMOSPHERIC RELEASESinterdictive procedures whereas that given here for 11.)cc MELT DEBRIS
hydrospheric releases does not include any such M
credits.1t Therefore, the estimated number of fatali- a.
ties predicted at any given probability for the atmo-
spheric releases in the RSS will appear to be substan-
tially smaller than that estimated here for 10-7_

U.

hydrospheric releases for situations of actual compa- U.0
rable risk. In any case, it can be seen that the otentialp
risk to the human population from releases to the
hydrosphere after a meltdown is non-negligible rela-

co

tive to that from releases to the atmosphere. 0
10-1
300 3x103 3 X105

TOTAL CANCER FATALITIES, X

ATMOSPHERIC RELEASE:: for atmospheric releases if the results
presented in the Reactor Safety Study are assumed;
MELT DEBRIS: for debris releases if it is assumed that no interdic-
tive procedures are instituted and that for one-tenth of the river
systems the consequences are as estimated in this report for a

*Only the releases from the melt debris are included here because heavily-dammed system connected to a significant estuary and for
of the large uncertainties associated with both the probabilities the rest of the rivers the consequences are an order of magnitude
and the magnitudes of sumpwater releases (see Appendix A). smaller.
**The CCDF for atmospheric releases was produced by utilizing
the central estimate for latent cancers and a summation over Figure 67 Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions for
individual organ doses whereas the CCDF for hydrospheric re- Latent Cancer Fatalities After a Meltdown Accident.
leases was generated using the upper estimate for such cancers and
a consideration of only whole-body doses. However, because the
effect of using the central estimate relative to using the upper
estimate is a decreasing of the calculated atmospheric fatalities by a
factor of approximately to'l and because the effect of using a sum
over individual organ doses relative to using a whole-body dose is
an increasing of the calculated atmospheric fatalities by a factor of
about two,' the different procedures employed for estimating
atmospheric and hydrospheric fatalities in the two studies are in
some senses equivalent.

, in the atmospheric CCDF
IThe magnitudes of the consequences 6.6 Conservatism
given in the RSS are slightly too small, especially at the low- In this study, an attempt has been made to consid-
probability, high-consequence end of the curve due to calcula- er in as realistic a manner as is possible the potential
tional problerns.3 consequences resulting from the releases of radioac-
"It should be noted that this is the situation only if the river tivity to the hydrosphere after a meltdown accident.
systems described in this study are taken to be worst cases. If the
river systems used in this study are taken to be generic, then the Where realistic values for important parameters were
CCDF for releases to the hydrosphere lies above that given for not available with an effort in line with the required
atmospheric releases for small and moderate consequence magni- limited scale of this project, the consequences have
tudes.

usually been investigated as functions of reasonable
�The uncertainty band for the hydrospheric CCDF is wide. Howev-
er, its exact width is currently not quantifiable. ranges of these parameters (see Table 67). Through-
41t is thought that the credits taken in the RSS may easily lower out this study, conservative values of most question-
the estimated number of fatalities at a given probability by as much able sensitive parameters have been employed for the
as an order of magnitude or more. basic calculations. Thus, in one sense, the estimates of
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the consequences presented here can be considered 6.7 Lim itations
to be upper bounds of the actual values.*,** A basic problem of any generic study is that

In contrast to the conservative values of most representative behavior must be identified through-
parameters, the values of some of the other param- out the system being considered. In particular, all the
eters employed in the modeling in this study do not critical portions of such a study must be chosen so
necessarily cause the resultant radiation doses to be that they represent typical systems. However, the
overestimated. In particular, the use of generic sur- definition of representative or typical is not always
face waterbodies and corresponding generic popula- obvious. Furthermore, the appropriate distributions
tions-at-risk may not be conservatives of the parameters required to describe the system are

Another possible non-conservative feature of the not always known; as a result, even if what is repre-
modeling in this study is the use of pathway models sentative can be adequately defined, it often cannot
which do not necessarily err on the side of overesti- be determined. In addition, there may not even 'ex-
mating the resultant radiation doses.tt In addition, ist' an actually representative system.*
the use of approximated data to estimate the ground- This study has attempted to obtain distributions
water travel times for some of the sites did not of the values of some of the critical parameters for the
necessarily result in times which were relatively liquid pathways. In particular, a zeroth-order attempt
lowJ The effects of all three of these possibly non- has been made to estimate the appropriate distribu-
conservative aspects of the modeling in this study are tions of some of the relevant groundwater transport
difficult to quantify. parameters. However, it must be acknowledged that

the uncertainties in the resulting distributions are
large. The determination of other significant, but less
sensitive, factors has not been explored in as much
depth due to the limited scope of the present study.
(See Subsection 12.3 in Chapter 1.)

Another type of limitation of this study is related

*Among the most sensitive sets of parameters (see Table 67) for to shortcomings of the various models employed to
which conservative estimates have been used are the following: perform the calculations. The limitations of the spe-
(1) the rates of the releases to the hydrosphere; 2) the groundwater cific models are discussed in the various appendices
distribution coefficients, especially that for ruthenium; and 3) the which describe them.
numbers of sites with tow groundwater travel times. Lower values
of the first set of these parameters and/or higher values of the
second could significantly dcrease the magnitude of the estimated
consequences at any site. Lower values for the third of these 6.8 Summary
parameters could substantially decrease the number of sites at In contrast to the situation for releases to the
which the consequences for a given accident are estimated to be atmosphere, the most probable RSS meltdown cate-
potentially significant.

*As was noted in Chapter 2 it is possible that the melt might not gories result in the largest releases to the hydro-
completely penetrate the containment basemat as a result of a sphere. Furthermore, significant amounts of radioac-
meltdown accident. In such a case, there would not usually be any tivity are generally expected to be released to the
releases of radioactivity directly to the hydrosphere. (See Subsec- hydrosphere during almost any meltdown accident
tion A4.3 of Appendix A.) Therefore, because this study has
assumed that complete melt-through would always accompany involving complete melt-through of the containment
any meltdown accident, the results presented here may be conser- basemat.
vative.
Inasmuch as the actual distributions of the relevant parameters for

describing these waterbodies were generally not obtained, the
values which would be representative are not known. The prob-
lem of the representativeness of the generic waterbodies is prob-
ably most in question for the consideration of river systems. For
these waterbodies, there exists a very wide variety of possible
descriptions and related parameters. Unfortunately, more reactors
are found near river systems than are located near any other type
of surface waterbody.

ttFor example, see Appendix C and the related report for discus- *The consideration of only 'representative' systems sometimes
sions of the possibly non-conservative aspects of the aquatic food does not permit adequate inclusion of the behavior of nonrepre-
models and see Appendix D for similar considerations of the sentative systems. In such cases, the average of the behavior of the
shoreline model. actual systems may not correspond very closely to the behavior of
tSee Section B2 in Appendix the best generic model.
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Table 67 Sensitivity of Population Doses to Basic Parameters

Necessary Range of
Parameter Sensitivity Consideration Availability of Data

Magnitudes of Releases Very sensitive but straight- Magnitudes of initial releases
forward available for a few reactors(a)

Rates of Releases Sensitive if slow enough A range of release rates must be Only generous bounds for rates
that significant decay occurs considered available(")
during release(b)

Groundwater Travel Times Very sensitive(b) A range of radionuclide travel Often not available (the distribu-
times must be considered tion of groundwater travel times

has been estimated)
Groundwater Distribution Very sensitive(b) See above comment Not generally available for a
Coefficients wide range of radionuclides at

most sites
Surface Water Dilution and Sensitive(b) A range of rates must be consid- Generally available (the distribu-
Flushing Rates ered; for some types of surface tion of necessary surface water

waterbodies, generic values can parameters has not been estimat-
be estimated ed for most types of sites)

Sediment Distribution Sensitive only if large Effects caused by 'large Not generally available for a
Coefficients enough(b,,) enough' values should be con- wide range of radionuclides at

sidered most sites
Other Sediment-Related Sensitive only if large Effects caused by 'large Often adequately available for
Parameters enough(bc) enough' values should be con- simple models but seldom avail-

sidered able for complex ones
Concentration Factors, Very sensitive but straight- Not generally available for a
Processing Factors,... forward(d) wide range of radionuclides at

most sites
Sizes of Populations-at-Risk Very sensitive but straight- Population usage rates generally

forward available; in contrast, the usage
rates with respect to individuals
not available for some pathways

aMany uncertainties remain in the description of the releases to the hydrosphere. Included in the poorly characterized parts of the description
are the following: all the factors relating to basernat melt-through; the magnitudes of the releases; the structure of the interface around the
melt debris; the rate of cooling of the debris; the availability of groundwater for leaching; the character of the debris; and the availability of
alternate escape routes of the sumpwater from the containment.
bSee Section 134 in Appendix for details.
cLarge enough implies that the concentrations of the radionuclides are significantly lowered as a result of sediment-nuclide interactions.
dAssumes the use of simple pathway models; for more complicated models, the results are very sensitive but not necessarily straightforward
(see Appendix C and the related report).

At approximately 35% of all the reactors consid- The corresponding dose to an average individual
ered, the radiation dose to the entire human popula- over an entire lifetime as a result of the releases to the
tion as a result of releases to the hydrosphere via the hydrosphere (via the melt hole) is estimated to be less
hole in the containment basernat formed by the melt than rem at approximately 60% of all the reactors
is estimated to be very small in general, much less under discussion. Furthermore, the total dose to such
than 104 to 105 person-rem). At another 25% of the an individual is estimated to be no more than to 0
reactors, the resultant radiation dose is estimated to rem at another 20% of the reactors and no larger than
be no more than I to 9 x 106 person-rem, while at the 100 rem at the remaining 20% of the reactors.*
remaining 40% the potential dose is no larger than 
to X 107 person-rem for such releases.*

*The primary contributor to this category (sites containing 65 out
of 73 reactors) consists of river system sites. As has been previously
noted, these sites are probably least well described in a generic
sense. See footnote for previous paragraph
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These percentages for both population and aver- The calculations indicate that if interdictive (miti-
age individual doses are generally thought to be gating) actions are not taken, then the liquid path-
conservative. However, they do not take into account ways can perhaps contribute significantly to the risk
the effect of various design features which might related to a core meltdown accident.
permit the early emergence of radioactivity into the
hydrosphere at certain sites and, hence, result in a
significant dose at any site possessing such features.
Furthermore, they do not include the potentially
significant effects of direct entry of sumpwater into
surface water.

Variations of conditions at actual sites could easily References
result in the doses being either higher or lower than IU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'Reactor Safety Study,'
those obtained in this (generic) study by at least an WASH-1400, NUREG-751014, Main Report, USNRC, 1975.
order of magnitude. Likewise, reasonable variations 2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'Reactor Safety Sudy,'
in certain portions of the modeling could result in WASH-1400, NUREG-75/014, Appendix VI, USNRC, 1975.
estimated doses which differed from those presented 3I. B. Wall, S. S. Yaniv, R. M. Blond, P. E. McGrath, H. W.
here by an order of magnitude. Thus, the estimated Church, and J. R. Wayland, 'Overview of the Reactor Safety Study

Consequence Model,' Nuclear Systems Reliability Engineering and Risk
doses and their related percentages-of-occurrence Assessment, J. B. Fussell and G. R. Burdick, Editors, Society for
have rather large uncertanties associated with them. Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia, 1977.
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7 Effects of Mitigating Actions At their best, source interdiction methods, such as
those considered in Appendix F are long-time, but
not necessarily permanent, solutions. For example, in

7.1 Introduction the case of grouting, an initial attempt might not
In theory, interdiction can be employed either result in a continuous barrier. Furthermore, the

close to the accident site so that exposure of the entire grouting could fail eventually by deterioration of the
environment is minimized, or else selectively farther grout itself or as a result of seismic activity. In time,
away so that the exposure of just certain portions of the melt and its grout curtain might be resealed
the human population is lessened for specific expo- inside another grout barrier. Alternatively, the melt
sure pathways. Actions of the former type are called debris might be moved to a permanent waste reposi-
source interdictive procedures while actions of the tory.
latter type are called pathway interdictive proce-

dures. 7.2.3 Benefits and Costs of Source
Discussions of the various methods which might

be employed to mitigate the radiation dose to the Interdiction
human population, along with considerations of the The potential benefits of successful source inter-
feasibilities and costs of these methods, are presented diction would be the elimination of all adverse conse-
in Appendix F. This chapter merely reviews the quences associated with the releases to the hydro-
salient features of that appendix. sphere. Against the benefits would need to be

balanced the costs: possible doses to the workers
implementing the interdictive actions; potential acci-

7.2 Source Interdiction dental early releases of radioactivity to the environ-
ment, for example, by pumping of contaminated

7.2.1 Methods of Source Interdiction water from the ground to the environment; and the
Potential methods to contain radioactive material monetary costs of taking the actions. If significant

within the area surrounding a reactor following a consequences were expected, then the benefits
core-melt accident include the following: injecting would probably outweigh the costs. The costs might
water to form a barrier to groundwater flow; with- be justified even if only. low levels of consequences
drawing contaminated water for treatment; lowering were anticipated.
the watertable to isolate the melt debris; and install-
ing a grout curtain to contain the debris. 7.3 Pathway Interdiction

In situations with relatively rapid releases to ac-
7.2.2 Feasibility of Source Interdiction cessible portions of the hydrosphere, source interdic-

The possibility of successful source interdiction tion might not be possible. Furthermore, certain sit-
depends on several factors, including at least the ing considerations might render such procedures
type(s) of releases to the hydrosphere, the subsurface infeasible. In these circumstances, the only mitigat-
conditions at the site, and the presence of certain ing procedures which would be possible would be
engineered features. Source interdiction is generally pathway interdictive ones. Pathway interdictive pro-
most feasible for the melt debris. The feasibility of cedures might also be required if source interdictive
sumpwater interdiction would depend on both the procedures either were not executed for some reason
escape path taken by the water and the conditions or else were not successful in containing the radioac-
under the containment. Obviously, the direct release tivity�
of surnpwater to any surface water would preclude The least costly type of pathway interdiction in-
the interdiction of that release at the source. The rate volves interruption of the flow of radioactivity at
of release to the subsoil, and hence the possibility of some point along the exposure pathway, usually
successful interdiction, for both surnpwater and close to the domain of contact with humans. In
depressurization releases would depend upon the general, only the human population benefits from
permeability of the soil and upon the level of the such actions; the rest of the population in the envi-
watertable with respect to the level of the bottom of ronment do not. Examples of such interruptive proce-
the containment floor. The presence of certain engi- dures are substitution of water supplies, confiscation
neered features, such as underdrain systems, might of finfish and shellfish, and relocation of certain
obviate the possibility of sumpwater interdiction. portions of the population.
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More costly pathway interclictive procedures in- releases tend to be more efficacious in lowering the
volve restoration of some or all of the environment to total population dose because of the greater initial
an "uncontaminated' state comparable to that before localization of the radioactivity. At least for some
the accident. Ultimately, most or all populations tend waterbodies a release of short duration would not
to benefit from such actions. Examples of such resto- require repeated mitigating actions to be taken over
rative procedures are dredging of sediment and an extended period of time; the resulting actions
cleaning of shorelines and floodplains. might need to be taken only once or else just a few

times.

7.3.1 Methods of Pathway Pathway interdiction would be easier if fewer

Interdiction pathways needed to be interdicted. In general, the
drinking water pathway would be the most straight-

Possible pathway interdictive procedures include forward major pathway to interdict.
those just mentioned plus treatment of water, denial

of water for some purpose (e.g., irrigation), denial of 7.3.3 Benefits and Costs of Pathway
access to contaminated areas, and so forth. Some of
the potentially more important methods which Interdiction
might be implemented along the exposure pathways The potential benefits of successful pathway in-
-ire considered in more detail in Appendix F. terdiction would be the reduction of some of the

consequences associated with the releases to the hy-

7.3.2 Feasibility of Pathway drosphere. Although a complete elimination of all

Interdiction the consequences is theoretically possible by imple-
mentation of pathway interdictive procedures, such a

The possibility of successful pathway interdiction reduction would be practically impossible at any
depends on several factors, including at least the surface waterbody.

tvpe(s) of release(s) to the hydrosphere, the concen- Against the potential benefits would need to
tration of radioactivity in the water, the degree of weighed the possible costs: disruption of people's
localization of the activity, and the characteristics of lives, for example, by loss of livelihood or recrea-
the relevant exposure pathways. Pathway interdic- tional facilities; disturbance of the ecosystem which
tion is generally most feasible for situations in which might not be too adversely affected by the radiation
the radioactivity is most localized, and, therefore, itself; and possibly substantial monetary costs. Even
most concentrated. This feature tends to limit the if a significant number of adverse health effects were
scale of the operations required. As a result, any anticipated, the costs of pathway interdiction might
necessary actions are both more tractable and more be prohibitively high at many surface waterbodies.
economical. Furthermore, it tends to result in higher The costs would depend on the possible effectiveness
radiation doses per capita so that any actions taken of the procedures. This, in turn, depends upon the
are potential more effective in lowering the overall hydrological characteristics of the affected water
population dose. body(ies).

For analogous reasons, releases of shorter dura-
tion are generally more easily and economically in-
terdicted. Furthermore, any actions taken after such 7.4 Summary

Source interdictive procedures would always be
preferable to pathways ones. Relative to pathway
procedures source procedures could usually be de-

In general, practical pathway interdiction criteria are based on scribed as being the following:
the dose to a individual. Therefore, at sites with hydrologies easier: the actions required at the radioactive
which favor low concentrations, interdiction would not be as source would usually be of a much smaller
likely to be implemented.
-The current regulations and guidelines concerning limits for scope than most pathway procedures;
radiation doses resulting from accidental releases of radioactivity more effective: mitigating actions taken close
are reviewed in Addendum F3 in Appendix F. The estimated to the source would have the potential of
maximumn average doses resulting from a meltdown accident at
any of the generic waterbodies considered in this study are given completely eliminating the radiation expo-
in Table 65 in Chapter 6 By comparing the limits and the sure of the human population whereas path-
estimated doses it can be seen that pathway interdictive proce- way procedures would never be that effec-
dures often would not be legally required for the liquid pathways,
except perhaps in the vicinity of the site of the accident. tive, except at "dry' sites;
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more permanent: source procedures would not be possible for direct releases of sumpwater into the
need to be repeated as often as some path- accessible portions of the environment. 
way procedures would need to be; and, It is possible that the lack of knowledge of the

less expensive: the actions required could be subsurface region at some sites might significantly
performed on a very localized scale instead hamper any source interdictive procedures imple-
of over a large part of the affected environ- mented at those sites. For sites at which relatively
ment. rapid action would be necessary, such ignorance

Successful source interdiction could be expected could conceivably preclude, or at least delay, success-
to virtually eliminate the radiation doses received by ful source interdiction.
the human population at many sites. For at least 50% For situations in which source interdictive proce-
of the sites, and probably for a much larger percent- dures were not either feasible or successful, then the
age, there would be sufficient time to employ such radiation dose could be mitigated only by actions
procedures at the source. However, they would not taken along the exposure pathways. The, effective-
necessarily be possible at all of the sites due to both ness of such procedures would depend upon the
subsurface characteristics and engineered features characteristics of the affected waterbody(ies). Only at
existing at some sites. Furthermore, they would not a dry (isolated aquifer) site could such procedures be

completely effective.
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APPENDIX A

Core-Melt Source Terms
Authors: W. B. Murfin

S. J. Niemczyk

Al Introduction
The radioactive content of the melt is determined prior to the initiation of the core melt was obtained

essentially by the fission products, actinides and acti- using ORIGEN., To facilitate more meaningful com-
vated structural materials present in the reactor at the parison between the liquid pathway consequences
time melt-through is initiated. The overall physical presented here and the atmospheric pathway conse-
and chemical characteristics of the final melt are quences given in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS), the
determined primarily by the various nonradioactive same ORIGEN-generated inventory that was used in
materials taken into the melt by accretion. the RSS has been employed in this study. That is, the

In this appendix, the chemical makeup of the melt changes in the ORIGEN-produced inventory due to
is considered initially as a function of the dominant updating of the ORIGEN code since the RSS was
reaction conditions present during meltdown; in par- performed have not been considered. Furthermore,
ticular, these conditions are related to the relevant the changes in the radionuclide inventory which
accident sequence. After that, the ranges of melt would be obtained by using more realistic fuel cycle
compositions which can result from differences in models in conjunction with the ORIGEN code as
the incorporation of reactor structural materials for compared to the model used in the RSS have not been
various sequences are discussed; also, the effect of addressed.
steam explosions upon the addition of structural ma-
terials to the melt is included. Next, the various melt
makeups which result from contact with two ex- A2.2 Reactor Status
tremes of concrete composition are given. Finally, the As was discussed in the Reactor Safety Study, the
effects of the soil and groundwater underlying the radionuclide inventories were calculated for a 3200-
reactor containment are added. thermal megawatt (MW) three-region pressurized

After the general composition of the final melt is water reactor (PWR) of a typical four-loop Westing-
considered, the partitioning of the radioactive mate- house design. The core was assumed to operate at an
rials into atmospheric and nonatmospheric portions average power density of 40 MW/MTU. (MTU is
is reviewed. In particular, the three types of releases defined as metric tons of uranium initially charged to
into liquid pathways which result from deposition of the reactor.) Inventories were calculated for an equi-
radioactive material directly into the substratum at librium core initially charged with 33 percent en-
the accident site are considered. riched uranium with average burnups of the three

In this appendix, the emphasis is on the quantita- regions of 8800, 17,600 and 26,400 megawatt-days
tive aspects of the-descriptions of the possible radio- (MWD)/MTU.
active releases to the hydrosphere after a core-melt Inasmuch as PWR's typically operate at power
accident. Related qualitative aspects of that descrip- densities of 30 to 37 MW/MTU, the radionuclide
tion are reviewed in Chapter 2 inventories used overestimate the inventory of short-

lived radionuclides by to 33 percent. This is because
A2 Radioactive Inventory of in any reactor the inventory of isotopes with short

Reactor Core half-lives that reach equilibrium during irradiation is
approximately proportional to the power density
(neutron flux). The inventory of radionuclides with

A2.1 Method long half-lives is essentially proportional to burnup
The radioactive source (fission products, actinides (neutron flux times time); hence the calculation used

and structural materials) in the reactor immediately underestimates the inventories of these isotopes by
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about 20 percent, inasmuch as current PWRs operate of the element distribution coefficients listed in Ta-
at aout 33,000 MWD/MTU. ble Al.) One last reduction was performed by assum-

A comparison of boiling water reactors (BWR's) ing that release of radionuclides not commence until
with PWR's can be made either on the basis of the at least one year after melt-through (see A3.4). The
entire core inventory or on a per MTU basis. For a resulting list of 22 nuclides is also given in Table Al.
BWR and a PWR of current design with the same Ten isotopes which are present in both lists in Table
rated thermal output, both the decay heat2 and the Al are included only because of their presence in
radionuclide activity of the entire core would be early parts of important decay chains. They are not
approximately the same both for short and for long expected to contribute significantly to the conse-
decay inventories. Second-order effects and minor quences themselves.
differences in individual isotopes would exist and
would be attributable to differences in enrichment,
fuel geometry, in-core fuel management, power den- A3 Composition of the Melt
sity, etc.

A comparison on a per MTU basis between the A3.1 Method
two reactor types depends principally on core size. The interactions of the molten reactor core with
For reactors of typical current designs with similar the containment concrete and with the soil beneath
thermal outputs, the core sizes are 136 MTU for a the containment were taken to be adequately de-
BWR and 88 MTU for a PWR. The average power scribed by the models employed in INTER4 and in
density of 26 MW/MTU for that BWR is consider- WECHSL.5 Most of the results presented in this ap-
ably lower than that for the PWR (-38 MW/MTU). pendix which relate to the descriptions of these inter-
The average discharge burnup is also lower for the actions were obtained using the INTER code. Howev-
BWR than for the PWR: 28,500 MWD/MTU versus er, new insights obtained using the more recently
33,000 MWD/MTU. These values are for specific developed WECHSL code are also included. Except
examples of current designs of each reactor type.3 for purposes of determining the total decay heat, the

In general, the use of the PWR radionuclide in- detailed radionuclide composition of the reactor core
ventory for modeling both reactor types will result in was not considered for any of these calculations
a conservative analysis. Changes in the calculated describing the core-reactor and the core-substrate
radionuclide inventory due to modifications and im- interactions; rather, the radioactive portion of the
provements in the code3 have not been examined in core was approximated by 118 tons of UO,.
detail, but are expected to be on the order of 5% or The models employed in INTER incorporate the
less for the isotopes which dominate the hydros- qualitative and limited quantitative experimental
Pheric consequences. data available at the time of its development concern-

ing core-reactor and core-concrete interactions.
A2.3 Nuclides Considered Among the phenomena included in the models are

The original list of radionuclides in the core in- convective stirring of the melt by evolved gases,
ventory was reduced to 75 both on the basis of half- substrate decomposition, admixture of substrate de-
lives and on the basis of initial activities; nuclides composition products to the melt, core and structural
with half-lives greater than one day and with initial material oxidation and reduction reactions, interac-
activities within five orders of magnitude of the tion with available water, radiative heat loss, and
largest component were included. This list was nar- variations of heat transfer coefficients with local
rowed to 53 on the basis of dominant dosimetry pressure. The models rely primarily on empirically-
effects. This list was the one employed for instanta- based descriptions and on estimates.
neous releases into surface waterbodies A further In the revised code, WECHSL, the empirical sub-
reduction of the list on the basis of groundwater models and estimates used in INTER have been re-
transport delays resulted in a list of 34 nuclides. This placed by physically-based models. These models
reduced list was based on a minimum one-day transit have been based on experiments with core-melt si-
time for groundwater to the nearest surface water- mulant materials and have been confirmed by experi-
bodv. This list is given in Table Al. (The transit time ments involving reactions of 50-100 kg of molten
for each radionuclide was obtained by using the metallic and oxidic melts with concrete. Some of the
expression for the average element velocity given in major differences between the models behind each of
Section B.2 of Appendix B, combined with the values the two codes are summarized in Table A2.
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Table Al. Radionuclide Inventories

Initial Amounpab) Amount After Half-Life
Nuclide (curies) I Y(,Aqcuries) (days) Kd

Co 58 7.78+5 2.23+4 7.13+1 75
Co 60 2.90+5 2.54+5 1.92+3 75
Ni 63 2.29+4 2.27+4 3.36+4 80
Sr 89 9.41+7 7.24+5 5.20+1 20
Sr 90 3.71+6 3.62+6 1.03+4 20
Ru 103 1.08+8 1.80+5 3.96+1 0&4
Ru 106 2.48+7 1.24+7 3.69+2 0&4
Ag Ilom 1.02+5 3.75+4 2.52+2 250
Sn 123 6.30+5 8.31+4 1.29+2 250
Sn 125(e) 1.04+6 - 9.65+0 250
Sb 125 3.49 5 2.78+5 9.97+2 15
Sb 127(e) 6.08+6 - 3.90+0 15
Te 127m 1.13+6 1.11+5 1.09+2 20
Te 129m 5.28+6 - 3.34+1 20
Te 13IM(e) 1.27+7 1.25+0 20
1 131 8.48+7 - 8.04+0 0
Cs 134 7.49+6 5.34+6 7.52+2 200
Cs 136 3.02+6 - 1.30+1 200
Cs 137 4.67+6 4.56+6 1.10+4 200
Ba 140 1.50+8 - 1.28+1 30
Ce 144 8.51+7 3.49+7 2.84+2 600
Nd 147(e) 6.05+7 - 1.10+1 600
Pm 147 7.74+6 6.49+6 9.58+2 600
Sm 151 6.69+4 6.64+4 3.39+4 600
Eu 54 1.79+5 1.71+5 3.14+3 600
Np 238(e) 1.49+7 - 2.10+0 15

Np 239(e) 1.64+9 - 2.35+0 15

Pu 238(e) 5.70+4 5.95+4 3.25+4 2000

Pu 239 2.13+4 2.17+4 8.91+6 2000
Pu 240 2.07+4 2.07+4 2.47+6 2000

Pu 241 3.36+6 3.20+6 5.33+3 2000

Am 241 1.65+3 6.90+3 1.67+5 2000

Cm 242(e) 4.96+5 1.05+5 1.62+2 600

Cm 244(e) 2.28+4 2.19+4 6.61+3 600

aAssumes immediate release at-the time of melt-through followed by a minimum 1-day groundwater travel time.

1,7.78 + 5 denotes 7.78x 1 05.

cAssumes a one-year delay after melt-through followed by a minimum 1-day groundwater travel time.

dlf no amount is given, it is considered to be negligible and the radionuclide is not included in the list.

eThis isotope is included only because of its presence in the early part of a possibly important decay chain.
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Table A2. Differences Between INTER and WECHSL

Phenomenon INTER WECHSL

Heat Transfer to Concrete Empirical Coefficients Physical Model
Heat Transfer between Phases Estimate Physical Model
Void Fraction and Swell Ignored Physical Model
Geometry Cylinder/Sphere Accurate Geometry
Oxidation Reactions Complete Reaction Reaction to Equilibrium
Material Properties Mixture Formula (a)
Freezing Points Estimate Schroeder-van Laar7

aViscositv and density are determined by the VISRHO6 model; other properties are
determined by mixture formulae.

Because of the number of assumptions and ap- A3.2 PWR Calculations
proximations which the basic models behind INTER

and WECHSL incorporate, it cannot be supposed that A3.2.1 Composition of the Melt in a
the codes can be used as quantitative predictive tools.
However, it is believed that the codes are quite useful PWR Before Contact with Concrete
for qualitative discussion of the major phenomena Many possible accident sequences can result in
involved in the core-substrate interaction. In particu- containment melt-through. In order to keep the pre-
lar, the codes are at least useful for assessing the sent study as consistent as possible with the RSS, the
parametric dependences of many features of that accident sequences of that study have been utilized.
interaction. The reactor and containment designs considered in

Replacement of the estimates and the empirical detail here are also those analyzed in the RSS.
models of INTER by the physically-based models of The composition of the melt in its early stages will
WECHSL has reduced the band of uncertainty in the be very dependent upon the accident sequence. In a
results. However, some important coefficients in the first approximation, it is possible to categorize the
latter code (such as the emissivity of the upper melt initial part of any meltdown sequence by two pa-
surface) are still difficult to estimate with accuracy. rameters: the time from accident initiation to ontact
Furthermore, some of the models in WECHSL, al- of the melt with the concrete; and, the amount of
though more satisfactory than the estimates used in water available to the melt. Delayed sequences with
INTER, are still much simplified from the actual ample water will give rise to compositions differing
physical situation. For example, neither of the sets of from relatively rapid sequences with little water in
models behind the two codes correctly considers the the following particulars: more of the reactor steel
reaction of the melt debris with the concrete or soil will be incorporated; a greater degree of oxidation
after solidification.* Unfortunately, in determining will exist; and a lower decay power will be present.
the me) t-through time, the very large uncertainties in German investigatorss have considered two melt
the post-solidification rate are much more important compositions, 'Corium A' and 'Corium E Corium
than the minor uncertainties in the rate of penetra- A contains less steel than Corium E and is similar to
tion while the melt is still liquid. Therefore the band what might be expected if the reactor pressure vessel
of uncertainty remaining in the melt-through time is (RPV) were melted through in a relatively short time
large. In contrast, the volume of concrete or subsoil (2 hours) after accident initiation. For several hours
melted is nearly independent of the remaining un- delay from accident initiation to RPV melt-through,
certainties in the data. the composition would more closely approach Cor-

ium E. These corium compositions are as follows:

Corium A Coriurn E

'Limited experimental data suggest that hot solids penetrate con- 118T U02 118T U02
r'tU It a rateof 2-3crn�hr. Basedoncalcuiatedsolidification times,

t lie time required to penetrate the concrete basemat is completely 33T Zircaloy-4 33T Zircaloy-4
dominated y the post-solidification interaction. 31T Steel 171.5T Steel
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Just before contact with the concrete, the melt for the nonliner steels might be oxidized. The final
a relatively rapid accident sequence might include compositions of both of these melts are just after RPV
the contents of Corium A plus the bottom reactor melt-through are given in Table A3.
head 30,000 lb. Fe) plus the lower liner (15,000 lb. At this stage, the melt resulting from any se-
Fe). For such a short duration melt sequence with an quence could be expected to consist of two immisci-
ample supply of water present (Sequence AD),9 75 ble layers, a metallic one and an oxidic oe.'," The
percent of the Zircaloylo and 20 percent of both the composition of the melt with respect to certain metal-
core and the bottom head steels might be oxidized. lic and oxidic components is depicted in Figure Al.
For this situation, the following would represent the Variations in the composition prior to contact with
states of oxidation of the dominant strutural metals the basemat concrete are given both as a function of
after RPV melt-through: the time from accident initiation to concrete contact

Zr(metallic) 33T x 25 8.25T; and as a function of the availability of water.
If a steam explosion occurred, some part of the

Zr(as r02) 33T x 75 24.75T; melt might be scattered and might not take part in
Fe(metallic) (.74) x (31T) x 2 15T x .8 + 7.5T concrete melt-through. Scattered fragments of melt

37.85T; might contact concrete, but because of their high
Fe(as FeO = (.74) x (31T) x (.2) 15T x 2 7.59T; surface-to-volume ratio they would remain quenched
Cr(metallic) = (.18) x (31T) x (.8 = 4.46T; and would not decompose appreciable concrete. The
Cr(as Cr203 = (.18) x (31T) x (.2 = 1.12T; scattered fraction could vary from nearly zero to a

Ni(metallic) = (08) x (31T - 2.48T. large fraction of the core.
Calculations reported in the RSS12 indicate that

The overall composition of this melt prior to contact any amount of the core exceeding 4 percent could,
with concrete is as given in Table A3. under some conditions, interact energetically

For a melt of sequence of short duration but with enough to cause containment failure. The calcula-
limited water availability (Sequences AB, AH, ACH, tions on which the failure probabilities of the RSS9
TMLB'), 75 percent of the Zircaloy and 10 percent of were based used 100 percent of core mass, however.
both the core and the lower head steels might be Even if 100 percent of core mass entered into a fuel-
oxidized. The initial structural composition of the coolant interaction, it is unlikely that all this material
melt would be the same as for the previous situation. would be so scattered as not to take part in significant
The final composition of this melt is given in Table core-concrete interactions.
A3.

Just before contact with the concrete, the elt for *Oxidation of the entire melt would proceed as the molten pro-

a relatively slow sequence might include Coriurn E, gressed through the concrete and soil. By the time the melt finally

the bottom head and the liner. Larger fractions of the came to rest beneath the containment, most of the constituents

structural materials would probably be oxidized for would be present in the form of oxides. That is, all those metals

any slow sequence. Therefore, for such a delayed which formed stable oxides would be present as such.
"Fischer, et al.,11 have studied the distribution of fission products

sequence with ample water (Sequence AG).9 0 per- to metallic and oxide phases at early stages. They found that Y, La,

cent of the Zircaloy and 0 percent of both the core Sr, Da, Zr, Pr, and Ce were distributed to the oxide and Mo and Ru

and the bottom head steels might be reacted. For a were distributed to the metal. Nb was split between the two
phases. The distribution of the Cs-Rb and Te-Sb groups is split

delayed sequence with limited water (no sequence), between metallic and oxide phases in this study. Ten percent of the

80 percent of the Zircaloy and just 20 percent of all lanthanide group (which includes Nb) is distributed to the metal.
Other distributions follow the results of Fischer, et al.

Table A3. Composition of PWR Melt Before Contact with Concrete (in tons)

Short Time, Long Time,

Short Time, Short Time, Long Time, Long Time, Ample Water, Ample Water,

Ample Water Limited Water Ample Water Limited Water Steam Explosion Steam Explosion

U02 118 118 118 118 88.5 88.5

ZrO2 33.44 22.3 40.12 35.7 25.1 30.1

FeO 9.76 4.87 91.25 36.50 8.28 70.85

Cr2O3 1.64 .82 22.57 9.02 1.23 16.93

Zr 8.25 16.5 3.3 6.6 6.19 2.48

Fe 37.85 41.6 78.46 116.53 33.26 65.29

Cr 4.46 5.02 15.44 24.7 3.34 11.58

Ni 2.48 2.48 13.72 13.72 1.86 10.29
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In this discussion, it is assumed that if a steam A3.2.3 Interaction of the Melt in a PWR
explosion occurred, then,25 percent of the core mass with Concrete
(at the time of interaction) would be permanently After the molten core melts its way through the
scattered out.* This scattered mass would include reactor vessel in a PWR (Figure A215), it drops into the
UO, ZrO21 Zr, and core steel, but would not include reactor cavity immediately below. This cavity con-
the bottom head or the containment liner. The frac- fines the melt to a relatively small region with respect
tion scattered could be either higher or lower than to the area of the entire containment floor. If the
25 percent. Higher fractions would reduce the sever- containment design is like that in Figure A2, breach-
ity of the core-concrete interactions; it has been ing of the shield wall can occur during melt-through.
found that lower fractions do not have a significant In this study, melt-through is assumed to proceed
effect. through the bottom of the reactor cavity.

Under steam explosion conditions, the makeup of
the melts for a relatively rapid sequence with ample REACTOR BUILDING

water and for a relatively slow sequence also with CONTAINMENT

ample water, both with the assumption of 25 percent
scattering, would be approximately as given in
Table A3. It is improbable that energetic steam explo- SPRAY

sions would occur in sequences having limited water.

A3.2.2 Decay Power in the Melt REACTOR

The heat generated by the melt is related to the
-PIPE TO STEAM

net decay power of the radionuclides present in the G NERATOR

melt. The loss of fission products during the course of
the accident has been taken from the RSS.9 The
fraction of the decay power lost has been determined
by assuming that the decay power of each nuclide, r
except for any actinide, is proportional to its activity; SUMP CAVITY

the power of actinicles has been weighted by a factor CONTAINMENT OVERFLOW
SUMP

of four relative to that of other nuclides. The reason Figure A2. Cross Section Through the Reference PWR.

for the higher actinicle weighting is that many of
them are a-emitters, which have much higher decay In order to consider the interactions of the molten
energies than 0- or y-emitters. Decay power after core with the containment concrete, two types of
steam explosions has been further reduced by concrete have been employed: carbonate aggregate
25 percent to account for material scattered out of the and siliceous aggregate. The compositions assumed
reactor cavity. are given in Table A4. There is actually a continuous

ECCS acceptance criteria require the use of an spectrum of concrete compositions of which the two
ANS standards on decay power plus a 20 percent types chosen for study effectively represent ex-
addition for 'uncertainty.' More recent data14 have tremes.
shown that the standard itself, without the 20 percent
addition, is adequate. Accordingly, in this study, fits Table A4. Concrete Compositions%
to the ANS standard have been used.

Siliceous Carbonate
Material Weight Percent Weight Percent

S'02(') 55.7 15.3
*Limited experimental evidence seems to suggest that the prob- A12 03(b) 20.9 3.3
ability of an ex-vessel steam explosion which would not damage
the containment but would scatter core material is nearly unity. If CaCO3(c) 0.2 64.9
steam explosions nearly always occur and if large fractions of the Ca(OH)2 71.6 12.7
C0Te are scattered so that concrete penetration cannot occur, the H20 1.6 3.8
probability of subsurface releases could be reduced by an order of
magnitude or more. Experimental data ae still too scanty to Includes TiO2, NaO, K20

confirm that this is indeed the case. The present study uses steam Includes FeO
explosion estimates from the RSS, and is therefore, probably
conservative. Includes MgCO,
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As was indicated previously, the possible accident Water on the containment floor could then contact
sequences can be classified with respect to both time the melt and enhance the cooling of the melt.
before RPV melt-through and availability of water. The design of the plant selected was that used in
Three of the four endpoints of these possible melt- the Reactor Safety Study,12 with design parameters
down sequence ranges can be represented by se- being abstracted from the appropriate FSAR.11 The
quences AD, AG, and AB (the RSSI). These sequences INTER code4 was used for all concrete interaction
can be further differentiated by type of containment calculations, unless noted otherwise. Melt-through
failure and hence containment pressure. The catego- times and other results for silica concrete are shown
rization is shown in Table A5. Note that no sequences in Table A6.
give delayed contact with full water availability. The calculated time until melt-through occurs is

72 hours for all sequences considered. This is because
Table A5. Melt-Through Categories the melt-through times are completely dominated by

the post-solidification interaction, which is essential-
Contact With Water ly the same for all sequences. Similarly, the shield

Sequences Concrete Available Pressure wall is found to be breached for all accident se-

AD-( Rapid Ample High quences considered; however, calculations with
AD-� Rapid Ample Low slightly higher heat transfer from the metallic con-
AB-n Rapid Limited Low stituents and slightly lower from the oxidic than
AG-6 Delayed Limited Low those used for these calculations show the shield wall

surviving. On the basis of INTER calculations, it is
The amount of water available could be of impor- believed that until the heat transfer coefficients can

tance if the shield wall between the PWR reactor be more accurately determined, a probability of
cavitv and the rest of the containment were breached. shield-wall penetration of about 50 percent should be

considered reasonable.

Table A6. PWR Melt-Through Times

Silica Concrete

Time to Contact Time to Melt- Shield Wall
Sequence Concrete hr) Through hr)(&) Breached?

AD-f 2.3 72 no(b)

AD-4 2.3 72 yes
AB-a 2.3 72 yes
AG-6 27.2 72 yes

Limestone Concrete

AD-f 2.3 124.2 yes
AD-0 2.3 97.7 yes
AB-a 2.3 72 yes
AG-6 27.2 (220)(c) yes

-The following values have been assumed: containment floor thickness,
10 ft; shieldwall thickness, 4 12 ft; penetration rate after solidification,
3 cm/hr.
bThe shield wall is breached according to an INTER calculation; breaching
is uncertain according to WECHSL calculations. Melt-through times are
the same for all calculations. Breaching of the shieldwall is very sensitive
to certain parameters of the calculation. Calculations have not been per-
formed with the WECHSL code for the other sequences.
cBest estimate calculations with INTER show no penetration. However,
penetration could occur as shown within a reasonable range of the input
parameters.
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Limited recomputation of containment melt- TIME STEP 2fIR

through has been carried out with the WECHSL code. REACTOR CAVITY SHIELD WALL

Sequence AD-e was recomputed, and the parameters III 0R

to which the results were most sensitive were investi-
gated. It was found that the melt-through time was
nearly identical to that given by the INTER calcula-
tions. There is no reason to expect significant differ-
ences for other sequences. Consequently, the INTER
melt-through times are considered to be reasonably ----------
representative. BASEMAT

In contrast, WECHSL results for shield-wall 10,01,
breaching differed somewhat from those generated
by INTER. The probability of shield-wall failure for
the WECHSL calculations was very sensitive to the

freezing point of the oxide phase. The reason for this a. For a Relatively High Freezing-Point Melt
sensitivity is that lateral growth of the cavity is
controlled almost exclusively by the oxide layer.
After solidification of the oxide phase, lateral cavity TIME STEP 2HR

growth should become very slow.
Figure A3 shows erosion contours (generated by REACTOR CAVITY SHIELD VALL

WECHSL) as a function of time for high (Case 1), 11' U'R 4'-6"

medium (Case 11) and low (Case 111) freezing tempera-
tures for the melt. The freezing temperatures for
these cases were calculated by the method of Refer-
ence 7 using slightly different assumptions for each.
The differences in freezing temperatures are func-
tions of compositions. The freezing temperature of
Case III is about 200'C below Case 1. BASEMAT

Only a small fraction of the shield wall is melted 10,01,
in Case I (Figure A3a) and sumpwater release would
be improbable. Somewhat less than 50 percent of the
thickness of the shield wall remains intact in Case 1
(Figure A3b). Approximately 75 percent of the thick-
ness of the shield wall is eroded away in Case III b. For an Average Freezing-Point Melt

(Figure AU). T I ME STEP 4 HRS

Case 1, with very early freezing and little lateral
growth, is believed unrealistic."7 Cases II and III, REACTOR CAVITY SHIELD ALL

with noticeable lateral growth, are thought to be 11' (Y R 4 6 -

more likely.

BASLMAT
10,

'Experiments have been conducted on crust formation In slags as a
function of 'foreign' oxide additional Even small admixtures of
lower melting-point oxides were found to prevent crust formation
or freezing; the lowering of the freezing point was greater than
would be expected from binary phase diagrams. In view of the c. For a Relatively Low Freezing-Point Melt
known tendency for iron oxides and molten concrete constituents
to effect very great reductions in freezing points, Case III is
considered most probable. Figure A3. Cavity Contours
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In Cases 11 and 111, sizeable fractions of the shield Table A7. Final Composition of Melt for a PWR
wall are eroded, and the remainder will be thermally
altered and thermally stressed. A precise quantifica- Silica Concrete/ Limestone Concrete/
tion of the probability of shield-wall failure is not Compound Silica Gravel Limestone Gravel
possible. Although total shield-wall collapse appears (wt. %) (wt.%)

unlikely, major cracking is possible. In agreement sio, 85.9 8.3
with the INTER calculations, it is estimated that the CaO 1.7 70.7
probability of cracking or local collapse, sufficient to A1103 6.4 6.0
-idmit a sizeable flow of sumpwater onto the melt, is U0, 2.4 6.5

FeO 2.2 5.3
of the order of 50 percent. It must be borne in mind ZrO2 1.0 2.7
that this estimate is subject to major uncertainties, Crz 03 0.3 0.4
and could be subject to considerable revision in view NiO 0.2 0.1

of variations of design, input parameters, or accident

sequence. For example, a single calculation of a dif- As long as the mass were molten, it would contin-

ferent reactor design with an improved version of ue to incorporate concrete and soil residua into itself.

WECHSL showed more extensive shield-wall melt- The calculations show the mass alternately molten

ing. and frozen. When the mass is molten, gases passing

The results of INTER calculations for a limestone through it keep it well stirred; at such times, the heat

concrete are also shown in Table A6. The time until transfer from the mass is high. As a consequence, the

melt-through occurs varies from 72 hours to infinity. mass chills and freezes. However, the heat transfer

As for the silica concrete, the shield wall is breached from the frozen mass is lower, and becomes lower yet

for all accident sequences considered, according to as the cooler frozen boundary layer becomes thicker.

INTER calculations. Complete penetration of the There comes a time when the heat transfer out of the

limestone concrete basernat does not occur in se- mass is less than the decay heat, and the interior

quence AG. It should be pointed out, however, that commences to heat up and eventually the mass re-

penetration would be achieved with slightly higher melts. The model for remelting and reestablishment

heat transfer coefficients and lower heats of decom- of gas stirring in the INTER code is rather simplistic,

position. These results are also dependent on the so it is doubtful that this oscillatory behavior actually

aggregate composition. Accordingly, a probability of occurs. More likely, the mass adopts some semi-

penetration of 50 percent is assigned for those se- molten state with just sufficient circulation so that

quences, with a time of penetration of 220 hours. outward heat transfer balances the decay heat. At any

rate, the results should not be dependent on the fine

details of cooling.

A3.2.4 Composition of the Melt from a The computer time required to follow the solidi-
fied mass to a relatively cool temperature would be

PWR After Contact with Concrete and Soil excessive. Furthermore, the models for post-solidifi-

The penetration of the soil underneath the con- cation behavior are not well founded. However, the

tainment has also been computed using the INTER time at which cooling occurs can still be estimated.

code. Analogously to the consideration of concrete (The losses from the frozen mass, at a time when the

melt-through, the earth penetration problem can be center is below the melting point, can be equated to

bounded by considering the siliceous concrete to be the decay heat. The approximation of Shure"' can

underlain by a laver of siliceous gravel, and the then be used to determine the time at which decay

carbonate concrete by a layer of carbonate gravel. heat will just balance the losses.) By six months after

(See Chapter 2 Therefore, these two limiting cases melt-through, the decay heat could probably be bal-

have been considered in this report. anced by conduction with the interior still frozen. At

The molten masses are found to behave similarly later times, the mass would be solid throughout.

for all accident sequences in siliceous concrete and It must be pointed out that the models in both

soil. That is, the concrete penetration times and the INTER and WECHSL are only applicable to molten

final compositions are essentially independent of pools. Both sets of models are based on experiments

sequence. Therefore, sequence AD-f was used as a in which the pool temperature is significantly higher

proxy for other sequences. The final composition of than the decomposition temperature of the surround-

the siliceous melt is given in Table A7. ing medium. Post-solidification behavior as given by
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the models is no better than a simple heat balance. On the BWR melt would ave a somewhat higher metal-
the other hand, it has been experimentally deter- lic content than would a PWR melt; however, this is
mined17 that delay in solidification and reliquefac- completely overshadowed by the significant differ-
tion are both very important phenomena in oxide ences in containment design. Accordingly, an initial
pools, so that some part of the melt may remain at melt composition identical to that for PWR sequence
least partially molten at relatively low temperatures. AD (Table A3) has been used for rapid BWR melt

In view of the many uncertainties in the descrip- sequences, and an initial composition identical to
tions of some of the phenomena, and because of that for sequence AG (also Table A3) has been used
inapplicability of many of the models, it should not for delayed sequences.
be surprising that the later time behavior cannot be
stated precisely. The estimate for the cooling time A3.3.2 Interaction of the Melt in a BWR
should be associated with very large uncertainties; with Concrete
even the width of the related uncertainty band is The containment design of a BWR (Figure A420) s

unknown. very much different from that of a PWR plant. In a
Because neither model is properly applicable to core-melt accident, the molten core would initially

the late time behavior, WECHSL calculations have drop into the cylindrical, steel-lined reactor support
not been carried out for the penetration of the soil cavity. If the three-foot thick reactor support walls
under the basemat. There would be no reason to were breached, the melt-through could take one of
expect that WECHSL calculations could reduce the several paths:
uncertainty in the INTER results.

As has already been mentioned, earth penetration I If the melt's upper surface were not significant-
has also been computed for a containment with a ly above the floor level, the melt could remain
limestone concrete basemat. The material underlying confined at about the outside radius of the
the containment was taken to be a limestone gravel. reactor support cavity.
Unlike the calculations for a siliceous substrate, the 2. The melt could spread out to the radius of the
penetration time and ultimate composition are very primary containment and continue to melt
much dependent on accident sequence. Penetration downward from the new configuration.
is much delayed for sequences in which either the 3. The melt could flow into the vapor suppression
containment pressure is above atmospheric* or the system pipes. These pipes would promptly
water in the containment sump can contact the melt. melt, allowing the molten mass to drop to the

As for the siliceous concrete and soil case, it would floor of the vapor suppression chamber.
require excessive computer time to follow the melt 4. The molten mass could enter the vapor sup-
from each sequence through the soil. Sequence AD-# pression pool and be quenched.
will be taken as a 'typical' or average sequence for
earth penetration. The final composition of the lime-
stone-based melt is given in Table A7. Initially, the melt would always be contained

within the reactor support cylinder. This cylinder

A3.3 BWR Calculations could contain water up to a two-foot depth; the melt-
through time of the support cylinder walls would be
somewhat dependent on the presence of such water

A.3.3.1 Composition of the Melt in a BWR (Table A8). In contrast, the presence of water in the
Before Contact with Concrete drywell outside the reactor support cylinder would

Although it is possible that the composition of the make little difference in melt-through time; the con-
molten core prior to contact with the containment figuration of the melt would not allow efficient cool-
concrete is slightly different for meltdown accidents ing unless fragmentation took place.
in BWR's and PWR's, the differences cannot be estab- After breaching the support walls, the melt would
lished with sufficient certainty to warrant the addi- spread out across the drywell floor. At that point, the
tional calculations required. It is to be expected that level would be too low to reach the drywell vent

pipes. The resulting configuration is shown in Figure

*This is so because the decomposition temperature of calcite is A5. For calculation, the configuration has been sim-
pressure dependent. At high pressures, calcite decomposes at aplified to that shown by the dashed line shown in
higher temperature than can be sustained by the melt. that figure.
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Table A8. Melt-Through of BWR Side Walls

Time of Melt-Through Height of Melt Above Height of Melt When
Water After Start of Floor at Time of Spread Out Across

Sequence Present Concrete Reaction(&) Wall Melt-Through Dry Well Floor

TC o Yes 5.4 hr 73 cm 26.0 cm
TC a No 4.5 hr 74 cm 26.5 cm
TW a Yes Melts through bottom before melting side walls. -
TW No Melts through bottom before melting side walls.

'The following values have been assumed: containment floor thickness, 10 ft; sidewall thickness, 25 ft.

REACTOR BUILDING TW, involving failure to remove decay heat follow-
ing a transient event. In both sequences, atmospheric
pressure prevails throughout the melt-through. An
additional, less probable sequence, TQUV, has also

SPRAY been analyzed to determine the effect of elevated
pressure.

DRYV4ELL Melt-through times for a BWR with a siliceousf PR I ARY
CONTAINME concrete basemat are shown in Table A9. These melt-

REACTORVESSEL through times are dominated by the penetration rate
of the solidified debris, as in a PWR. The average time

SHIELD
WALL of 72 hours is not significantly affected by either the

accident sequence or the concrete type.
-VENT PIPE

PRESSURE
SUPPRESSION Table A9. BWR Melt-Through Times
POOL

Time to Melt-
Time to Contact Through Silica

Figure A4. Cross Section Through the Reference BWR. Sequence Concrete (hr) Concrete Basernat (hr)

DRYMLL �VALL TC 3.3 72
TW 32.8 72

1EA11OR UPP011 IIALL TQUV - 72
BEFORE BREACHING

A3.3.3 Composition of the Melt in a BWR
After Contact with Concrete and Soil

RAD I U S = 21, 1 m The final composition of the mass resulting from

N�ra melt-through of siliceous concrete into siliceous soil
o. Trn beneath a BWR is given in Table A10. It will be

�__4 0 observed, by comparison with Table A7, that the
-6.2 m- composition of the final melt is almost identical to

that for PWR melt-through of siliceous concrete and
Figure A5. Configuration of Melt in BWR After Side Wall Melt- gravel. In order to save computer time, it was as-
Through sumed that, in all circumstances, the cooling times

As explained in the RSS,4 loss-of-coolant-accident and compositions for BWR melt-through are identical

(LOCA) sequences do not make an appreciable con- to those for PWR melt-through. It is believed that any

tribution to the accident probabilities for BWR's Two minor differences will be thoroughly over-shadowed

,accident sequences completely dominate the picture: by differences in concrete and soil compositions from

sequence TC, involving failure to make the reactor those assumed in this study and by the very great

subcritical following a transient event; and sequence uncertainties in the models.
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Table A10. Final Composition of Melt for a BWR time of the mass. Several calculations have been

performed with the INTER code using different frac-
Silica Concrete/Silica Gravel tions. It has been found that final composition of the

Compound (Weight %) mass is not greatly affected, although the cooling

time can be changed by more than a factor of two.
S'02 87.7 On the assumption that 75 percent of the soil

A1201 5.8 water migrated away from the melt without vaporiza-
U02 2.2 tion, continuous cooling would be obtained in 32
FeO 2.2 years. On the other hand, if it is were assumed that 0
CaO 1.6 percent of the soil moisture is evaporated by the melt,
ZrO2 0.3 such cooling could be reestablished in 12 years.
Cr2O3 0.0 It is to be expected that a more intimate contact
NiO -0 might be established between the frozen mass and

the soil after soil decomposition ceased. Of course,

A3.4 Cooling of the Melt by this would increase the heat loss from the mass,
allowing more rapid cooling.

Groundwater For the foregoing reasons, the calculated cooling
One major source of cooling of the melt from time of 32 years is believed to be too long, and a time

either a PWR or a BWR will be contact with the of two years to continual cooling is believed more
groundwater beneath the containment A major un- reasonable. This falls within the estimate of Ritzman,
certainty in the consideration of this cooling applies et al.,24 who have calculated a time of one to two
to the migration of water within the gravel. Calcu- years.
lations indicate that the melt will be quenched almost At the time that continuous cooling commenced,
immediately if the gravel is saturated and the the surface temperature would be about 500'C If
groundwater is free to contact the hot melt. The significant groundwater flow were established at this
calculations reported in the addendum of this appen- time, cooling could be much more rapid. Initially,
dix indicate, however, that only a fraction of the only the outer surface would be cool enough for
water will migrate into the melt. If the containment water to contact it without boiling and cooling would
pressure is above the pore pressure, no water will still be relatively slow. However, cooling would be
migrate inward and the melt will be interacting with greatly accelerated as soon as groundwater could
essentially dry soil. In such a case, the cooling of the penetrate farther into the debris. The cooling times
melt will be delayed. for melts of differing compositions would be expect-

Experiments conducted under the Molten Core- ed to be comparable, provided there were equal
Concrete Interaction Program19 have shown that access to groundwater for cooling.
some of the free water in a concrete crucible contain- It has been assumed in the computation of these
ing molten prototypical core material migrates to the cooling time estimates that groundwater would not
exterior of the crucible and some remains to be vapor- contact the melt before complete solidification had
ized by the molten core. The migration of water in occurred. However, it might not be necessary for
concrete is believed to take place along fine cracks. complete solidification to occur before groundwater
The phenomenon is believed to be similar to migra- could contact at least the peripheries of the melt.
tion of water through soil. Inasmuch as the melt is not expected to be very

On the basis of models and calculations discussed thermally conductive, such contact would probably
in the addendum,21-23 it appears that some fraction of not significantly increase the overall rate of cooling
the vaporized water will always be incorporated into of the melt.
the melt. The fraction is, of course, larger if the pore

pressure exceeds the containment pressure, but the A4 Releases to the Hydrosphere
model is not adequate to determine the fraction accu-
rately.

Because of the lack of experimental information A4.1 De r urination Release
which can be used to determine the fraction of water A depressurization release is defined to be the
vapor escaping to the vicinity of the melt, arbitrary sudden release of a part of the atmospheric contents
fractions of 25 percent and 50 percent have been of the containment into the underlying soil. It can
used. Variation of these fractions affects the cooling occur only if the containment pressure exceeds the
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soil pore pressure at the time of melt-through. This
condition is not met for any accident sequence in f P
which the containment fails initially by means other
than melt-through; that is, there can be no depressur-
ization release if any containment failure occurs prior where P. is the soil pore pressure, P, is the contain-
to melt-through. Depressurization can be either par- ment pressure at the time of melt-through, and a is
tial or complete, depending upon whether or not the the ratio of specific heats.
containment spraVs operate. The soil volume in which the particles and gases

If the sprays do not operate, then 'complete" are filtered from the atmosphere can only be estimat-
depressurization can occur. The dominant PWR se- ed. Reference 25 contains a compilation of informa-
quences clearly meeting the conditions for complete tion on filtration of aerosols by sand and soil. The
depressurization are: efficiency of such filters decreases with increasing

AB-� (P I 0-9) velocity. However, the flow of gases through the soil
SHF-f (P = 1 x 10-9)* with only the containment pressure driving the flow
TMLB'-f (P = 6 x 10-7) would certainly be low.

Let it be assumed that the soil removes a constant
Such release from PWR's is dominated by sequence fraction of the remaining particles per unit length of
TMLB'-�. Thus, the probability of complete depres- soil traversed; that is, dc/dx = kc where k is a
surization will be taken to be the probability of that constant and c is the local concentration. In one set of
sequence (Table 21 in Chapter 2. The RSS estimated experiments quoted,2 a 76 cm column of sand re-
a probability of meltdown (per reactor year) of ap- moved 80-90 percent of 03 gm particles. If k is
proximately 4 x 1-5.** Thus, it appears that clear cut, derived from these experiments, then the simple
nearly complete, depressurization release can only model indicates that the concentration would be
occur in two percent of all meltdown accidents.f reduced to 10-4 of the containment concentration in

With at least partial operation of the sprays, water only 43 cm of such sand. Even allowing for the
vapor will be condensed. However, noncondensible crudeness of the model, and considering the possibil-
gases can still cause some elevation of the contain- ity that the experiments quoted are not strictly appli-
ment pressure. The probability of a partial depressur- cable to depressurization release conditions, it seems
ization release for a PWR is taken to be (probability of certain that virtually all the containment contents
meltdown) x (probability that containment remains vented into the ground will be deposited initially
intact until melt-through), or approximately I x 10-1 within 10 m.
per reactor vear (Table 21). The release into the ground will actually occur

In BWR's such as those considered in the RSS,20 over some extended time owing to the finite perme-
containment failure is assured prior to melt-through. ability of the subsoil. During this time, natural depo-
As a result, depressurization failure can never occur sition processes within the containment will be oc-
in such BWR's. It perhaps could take place in BWR's curring which will reduce the concentration of
of more recent design. particles expelled. An opposite effect will be caused

In any depressurization release, the containment by gas production after melt-through which will tend
contents will only exhaust into the soil until the to increase the fraction of containment contents ex-
containment pressure is reduced to the soil pore pelled. Neither of these effects is susceptible to pre-
pressure. The fraction of containment atmosphere cise calculation. However, because they have oppo-
escaping into the soil (assuming adiabatic depressuri- site results and should both be small, they will be
zation) will be ignored.

Values for containment atmosphere contamina-
tion at the time of melt-through have been taken

'I or the plant anal�vzed in the RSS, the probability for sequence from Reference 26 and are presented in Table All.
"2H I f as approximately I x 10-9. For some other plants, in which The upper and lower bounds in that table correspond
I CR and spray recirculation failure are closely coupled, the prob-
,ibi I itv could be two orders of magnitude or more higher.36 There- to estimated bounds on the melt-through time. Two
lore a probability of x 10-8 may be more appropriate for sequence sequences, AB-( and AD-t, have been considered.
'12HF-( for a "generic" plant.
-cee footnote in Subsection 43. AB-( is considered to be typical of those sequences in
� I-hi., is based on the consideration of only the Reference PWR which containment sprays do not work (i.e., complete
considered in the RSS. Detailed consideration of other reactors depressurization release), while AD-( is typical of
coul cange this value substantially. those in which containment sprays do work.
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Table All. Fraction of Core Inventory Airborne at Melt-through(s)

Xe I Cs Te Sr Ru La

AD-f max 1.0 1.3 x 10-3 1.9 X 10-6 5.6 x 10-6 1.6 x 10-7 3.5 x 10-7 6.7 x 10-8
min 1.0 3.0 x 10-5 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0

AB-f max LO 1.0 X 0-2 2.1 x. 10-1 2.5 x 10-1 2.3 x 1-2 1.9 10-2 3.2 x. 10-3

min 1.0 1.0 X 10-2 2.0 x 10-2 2.0 x 1-2 2.2 x 10-3 1.6 x 10-3 2.6 x 10-4

aSee Table A13 for a listing of the other elements in each of the 7 chemical classes considered here.

The internal pressure for sequence AB-f is estimat- containment is breached. That probability has pre-
ed to be 76 psia, and the pressure for sequence AD-c is viously been estimated to be about 0.5 (Subsection
estimated to be 59 psia.26 An external pressure of A3.2.3).
34 psia is assumed as was done in Reference 9 For In addition to breaching of the shield wall, such
these pressures, the fractions of containment atmo- sumpwater escape also requires that adequate water
sphere released are: be available to enter the containment sump. Se-

AB-- f = 44 quences such as AB, AH, or TMLB'do not meet these
conditions.

AD-E f = 33 If the containment has failed prior to melt-

These fractions are applied to the containment atmo- through, water contacting the hot melt will probably
sphere descriptions given in Table A1126 to give the flash into steam and will be lost from the contain-
fractions of core inventory released to the soil as a ment. Thus, all sequences in which initial contain-
result of depressurization. ment failure occurs other than by melt-through could

The fractions calculated for depressurization re- most likely be ruled out.
leases are dependent principally on the ratio of con- The dominant sequences remaining for sump-
tainment pressure to pore pressure; neither pressure water escape into the ground are AD-E, SD-E, and
is well defined. Also, as was mentioned above, the S213-f. Insignificant contributions are made by se-
competing processes of fallout and continuing gas quences AHF-E, ADF-4E, SHF-E, and S2HF-E.* As a
production could alter these estimates. Thus the result, the probability of sequences in which sump-
depressurization release fractions must be considered water escape is possible by shield-wall breaching is
only representative of possible conditions. It should very nearly 10 percent of all LOCA's.
be understood that the actual depressurization re- Figure A6 depicts qualitatively possible steps in a
lease fractions could be either higher or lower than PWR sumpwater release by shield-wall breaching.
the quoted figures. Figure A6a shows conditions immediately after melt-

through. The shield wall has failed and the sump-

A4.2 Sumpwater Release water has been admitted to the top of the melt.
There is a possibility in PWR's of some designs Evaporation and recondensation of the sumpwater

that part of the contaminated sumpwater can be keep the water level nearly constant. The upper
released into the ground through the pathway surface of the melt is rapidly frozen as its heat is
formed by the melt. Like depressurization, sump- delivered to evaporate the overlying water.
water release occurs relatively rapidly. In sequences Figure A6b shows the situation after the melt has
in which the containment sprays work, the principal stopped growing but before it has solidified. The
fraction of radioactive material released from the core plug of material remaining in the hole melted
can be contained in the sumpwater. Therefore, even through the basemat has solidified, cooled, and
if the probability of sumpwater escape were small, shrunk away from the wall. Experiments indicate

the risk to the public could conceivably be larger than
for other escape modes.

Sumpwater can escape from a PWR of design *This is true for the plant analyzed in the RSS. However, for the
1, generic' plant, in which the probability of HF-type accidents is

similar to that described in Reference 15 if the shield larger, sequences AHF-(, SHF-(, and S2HF-E make significant
wall between the reactor cavity and the rest of the although not dominant contributions.
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that this remaining plug will be severely cracked and by considering those sequences in which the ECRS is
po�,sjbl'y prous, so that many paths will exist for operable and the shield wall is not breached and by
Sump water penetration. When the mass has cooled assuming that ECRS operation continued indefinite-
below the Leidenfrost temperature* 500'C for ly. However, in view of the uncertainty in shield-
oxides), heat transfer to the water is enhanced, and wall failure, this procedure is deemed to be an unnec-
cooling becomes much more rapid. essary refinement.

In Figure Mc, the upper portion of the mass has
cooled sufficiently to allow sumpwater to penetrate
to the underlying soil. Sumpwater can now escape
propelled by the gravity head plus the containment VAPORIZATION RECONDENSATION
pressure.

The time of escape might be considerably delayed CRACKED SHIELD WALL
bv the above-mentioned boiling and recondensation. COLLAPSED SHIELD WALL
it is iprobable that leakage in any significant W P_
,amount would occur while active growth of the melt CORE MASS
were taking place. This growth has been estimated to
stop after about one month, Thereafter, leakage could

a. Approximately 3 Days after Accident Initiation: the ump-
be fairly rapid, with the actual rate depending on water Leaks through Collapsed Shield Wall onto the Melt; Vapori-
both the soil permeability and the containment pres- zation of the Sumpwater Occurs.
sure. The latter should be quite low - probably well
below the soil pore pressure - at such a long time after
the accident. With low pressure, there would be no
mechanism for actively forcing the sumpwater out
into the soil, and mixing with groundwater could VAPORIZATION RECONDENSATION
occur on1v as a result of entrainment by flowing
groundwater.

Sumpwater escape by shield-wall breaching is A
virtually impossible in some reactor designs. For
example, it is difficult to see how sumpwater could CO E MASS
escape from typical ice-condenser type plants. How-
cvcr, a probability of sumpwater escape of x 10- is

,assumed for all PWR's, based on the probability of b. Approximately I Month after Accident Initiation: the Sump-
,,u m pwater release by shield-wall breaching in plants water Partially Penetrates into Openings at the Top of the Melt and
like those in Reference 15 (Table 21). is Evaporated, Further Cooling the Top of the Melt; Condensation

It is theoretically possible for a PWR sumpwater Recycles the Vapor.
release to occur without shield-wall breaching if
emergency core recirculation (ECR) continues for a
long enough period after core melt. As was indicated
previously, the release of sumpwater is expected to be
deJayed fr days or weeks after accident initiation. If
LCR were continued for an indefinite period after
core melt, the sumpwater could eventually be permit-

teci to escape. However, it is believed that common W ESCAPING SUMPWATER
sense will dictate that the Emergency Core Recircula-
tion vstern (ECRS) be shut off within a few days after GROUNDWATER TABLE
core melt.

One could estimate an upper bound of the prob- RIED-OUT REGION
11bilitv of such sumpwater release by ECRS operation

c. Approximately6MonthsafterAccident:theUpperPartotthe
Core Mass has Cooled Sufficiently, Permitting the Escape of Sump-
water into the Ground.

1-lic LL'i denfrost temperature is that temperature above which a
%,)por hield is formed. Figure A6. Steps in Hypothetical Sumpwater Escape
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BWR's do not have containment spray systems taken. If the Containment Spray Recirculation Sys-
analogous to those found in PWR's. Consequently, tem (CSRS) were available, it might be relatively
even if leakage of water into the ground were to simple to pump out the sumpwater to some tempo-
occur from a BWR, it would not be expected to release rary storage area. If the CSRS were unavailable for a
a significant amount of radioactivity to the soil. Its substantial period of time, then the most probable
primary effect would be to hasten cooling of the melt. sequences could be ruled out. The dominant se-
The impacts of such releases are not considered fur- quence for which the CSRS would be inoperable for
ther. an extended period S %HF-t, having a probability of

The fraction of core inventory initially contained I x 19.' It has already been estimated that the
in the sumpwater could be as high as the fraction probability of the shield wall being breached is of the
released from the melt minus the fraction remaining order of 50 percent; therefore, the combined prob-
in the containment atmosphere at the time of elt- ability of sumpwater escape without the possibility of
through. However, not all of this radioactivity would ameliorative measures is about x 10-10.**
necessarily be contained in the sumpwater which It should be noted that the sumpwater release
eventually escaped. In cases in which the sprays considered in this appendix, that is, release directly
worked continuously, any material settling on other to the substratum at the reactor site, is not the only
surfaces (other than that plated out within the prima- possibility. Sumpwater might conceivably escape
ry system) could be assumed to be eventually washed from the reactor complex by some route other than
off and picked up by the sunipwater. However, in through the pathway formed by the melt. Such es-
any sequence where containment spray recirculation cape might even result in immediate entry into read-
failed, some material would undoubtedly be left be- ily accessible portions of the hydrosphere. The prob-
hind. In addition, some sumpwater could remain in ability of such an escape is presumably not negligible
sumps, piping, and so forth. The fraction remaining but it is difficult to quantify. It could be upper
would be very much dependent on the details of the bounded by the sum of the probabilities of all se-
shield-wall failure and the plant design. No ethod quences in which the containment sprays worked.
is known for estimating the amount lost from the
sumpwater by the various possibilities, but it could A4.3 Leach Release
be a large fraction. If the watertable were higher than
the bottom of the containment base, groundwater If complete inelt-through of the containment
could eventually seep in and redissolve some of the basernat occurred, then a release of radioactivity to
soluble material left behind by evaporating water or the hydrosphere would generally be possible as a
plate-out. result of leaching of the radioactivity from the core

In view of the many uncertainties involved, it is debris by groundwater. In this study, the probability
estimated that a conservatively large fraction of of complete melt-through, and hence the probability
surnpwater - perhaps 50 percent - could conceivably of a leach release, is taken to be equal to that estimat-
escape. As was mentioned previously, a large portion ed in the RSS for meltdown, that is, 4 x 10-5 per reactor
of the radioactivity removed from the containment year.t
atmosphere by the sprays could be with that ump-
water, Therefore, It might be assumed that the sump- '5 x 104 for a Oseneric' plant.

water fraction would be very nearly equal to the '12.5 x 104 for a 'generic' plant.

amount volatilized from the core except for the noble tln this study, the probability of melt-through has been taken to
gases and organic iodides. However, it is much more equal the probability of meltdown. However, it may be possible for
likely that some of the more volatile nuclides, such as the debris to be permanently coolable either in the reactor vessel or
11 Cs and Te, would be returned to the atmosphere In the reactor cavity. Permanent in-vessel coolability implies that

water is added to the vessel indefinitely; this has not been consid-
during the period of boiling and recondensation. ered likely for any of the sequences studied. Permanent ex-vessel
These nuclides could possibly leak from the contain- coolability implies that the core debris forms a rubble bed with
ment or could settle on containment surfaces. It is fragments of appropriate size, that a sufficient depth of water

exists in the cavity, and that some means of replenishing the cavity
thus believed likely that a considerably smaller frac- water exists. For some plant designs, cavity water is guaranteed
tion of some of the more volatile nuclides -- say, 10 and replenishment is provided by condensation. In other plants,
percent -- would be available for release via the only limited water would be available in the cavity. Because the

question of debris coolability is so plant specific, and because so
sumpwater escape. much phenomenological uncertainty exists, especially with regard

Because of the long time expected before appre- to fragmentation, permanent coolability has not been specifically
ciable amounts of sumpwater could escape, it is con- considered in this study. Permanent coolability should be recog-

nized as a possibility, however. The omission of coolability adds to
sidered likely that ameliorative measures could be the conservatism of the present study.
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Whereas the other two types of releases to liquid scenarios. It is not thought to be too likely; conse-
pathways would occur over a relatively short period quently, this possibility is not addressed further in
of time, this release could take place over a com- this report.
paratively extended time period. As soon as ground- When the groundwater initially contacted the
water contacted the melt, it would begin to leach out melt, the melt would still be very hot. Inasmuch as
the various nuclides. Initially there could be a delay leach rates can increase dramatically with increasing
of many years before groundwater contacted the temperatures, the initial leach rates might be very
melt. However, it is more likely that some ground- large compared to the long-term rates due to such
water contact would occur in most situations within a thermal effects. Furthermore, even in some leaching
vear after melt-through. experiments at constant temperature, an initial large

If groundwater were not present at the elevation pulse of material is leached quite rapidly. This effect

of the melt, then sufficient cooling of the melt so that might also increase the initial leach rates.

water could contact it could take much longer. In Leach rates are a strong function of the composi-

such cases the only water available for leaching tion of the substance being leached. As a result, the

would be water percolating downward through the absolute values of the leaching rates for a melt would

unsaturated portion of the soil. Leaching would be depend upon the final chemical composition of that

expected to proceed at a negligible rate in such melt. As mentioned earlier, the melt would be com-

situations. posed predominantly of concrete and soil residua.

At first, the groundwater might contact just the Therefore, the overall chemical character of the melt

outer edges of the melt. This could happen at some would be determined primarily by the compositions

time before the melt had completely solidified. of the concrete and the soil beneath the containment.

Groundwater contact with the bulk of the melt, how- Leach rates for a given element can vary at least

ever, could not take place before complete solidifica- several orders of magnitude as the overall composi-

tion had occurred. Consequently, leaching of the tion of the substance being leached is changed. For

periphery might be initiated somewhat earlier than example, any element is generally leached several

leaching of the bulk of the elt. orders of magnitude more quickly from a calcine than

The surface area of the elt debris available for from an annealed glass. Furthermore, addition of any

leaching would depend partly upon the composition alkali to a gass tends to.decrease its leach resistance.

of that debris. It has been found that interaction of Consequently, melts high in alkali content might be

simulated melts with limestone concrete generally expected to leach relatively rapidly; melts high in

produces spongy porous masses.17 In contrast, simu- silica content might be expected to leach somewhat

lated melts interacting with siliceous concretes pro- more slowly. At the least, there would probably be a

duce glassy masses which are generally porous only rather wide range of leach rates possible for any

on the outside but which are often cracked and given element due to the essentially infinite variety

fractured throughoUt.17,' Interaction of an actual melt of possible compositions of the final melt.

with groundwater would be likely to cause fracturing Most of the currently available data for leach rates

bevond that observed for the simulated melts. As a is for material produced in carefully controlled Jabo-

result, the effective surface areas of limestone-based ratory conditions. Furthermore, the materials used

melts would probably be orders of magnitude greater for such studies have been manufactured with the

than the apparent exterior surfaces. Even siliceous goal of retarding the leaching of at least certain

melts would probably have effective areas at least constituents of those materials. However, the melt

several times greater than the apparent exterior sur- would not be formed under such conditions. There-

faces. As a result, the rate of leaching of any melt fore, the leach rates obtained from such studies are

would probably not be limited by the exterior surface not very useful for determining reasonable approxi-

area of the melt. mations to core-melt leach rates. They can be useful,

The possibility exists that the heat generated dur- at most, for estimating lower bounds to the leach

ing the melt-through might result in the creation of a rates.

rather impervious layer around the melt. Such a layer To determine appropriate leaching parameters for

might retard contact of the groundwater with the this study, many experimentally-determined leach

melt for many years by effectively sealing the melt rates were considered.27-30 These rates were distilled

from the surrounding region. This isolation of the to obtain two sets of information: approximate rela-

melt would be possible only in certain types of soils tive each rates for different elements; and, appropri-

and concretes and only in certain melt-through ate ranges for the absolute rate for each element.
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The resulting relative rates are presented in Table into 7 classes, according to their expected physical
A 12. As can be seen in that table, in general, elements behaviors during meltdown. The fraction of any ele-
of low valence and/or small ionic radius tend to be ment which would go into each type of release was
leached most quickly from any substance. For exam- taken to be largely a function of the volatility of the
ple, of the ions of potential concern after a melt- chemical form of that element. For each class of
through, Cs+ and I- are among the most leachable and nuclide, both the fraction volatilized and the fraction
Ce+3 and M+3 are among the least leachable. eventually released to the atmosphere outside the

The effect of varying the leach rates was taken containment (the airborne fraction) were approxi-
into account in the calculations in this study by mated in the RSS.
considering five different sets of leach rates. For each In this study, the magnitudes of the source terms
set, the relative rates presented in Table A12 were for the various types of releases were based primarily
used. The five sets differed in absolute rates only, on the tables for the release fractions given in the
with the most quickly leached element in each set RSS.12,31 Additional calculationS26 were performed for
being leached either instantaneously, or in 10-3 years, this study to determine the airborne release fractions
in 10-1 years, in 100 years, or in 101 years. The five sets for both PWR-6 and PWR-7 accident categories as a
were chosen to generously bracket the realm of possi- function of melt-through time. All the volatilized
bility. radionuclides were assumed to be found either in the

airborne release or in the sumpwater release. That is,
Table A12. Relative Leach Rates processes which would tend to remove radionuclides

from the containment atmosphere were considered
Elements Relative Leach Rates to be unimportant except for those which would

result in the nuclides entering the sumpwater.
I 100 For those accident categories not involving steam
MoCsSnSbTe 10-1 explosions, the release fraction for each of the species
CoSrBaRu 10-2 volatilized within the containment was taken to be
NiAgCeNdPmSm, the sum of the appropriate gap, meltdown and vapor-
EuNpPuAmCm 10-3 ization fractions given in the RSS.12 The leach frac-

tion of each was taken to be the unit's complement of
In determining the appropriate ranges of leach the volatilized release fraction. For PWR categories,

rates, no consideration was given to solubility limita- the sumpwater fraction was taken to be the volatil-
tions. It was assumed that all the water would be ized fraction minus the airborne fraction; for BWR
available for leaching which would be necessary to categories, the sumpwater fraction was taken to be .
attain maximum removal rates. In practice, in regions The depressurization fraction was taken to be the
of low groundwater flow rates, the amount of certain airborne fraction times the appropriate factor to ac-
materials removed from the vicinity of the melt count for the fact that such release occurs only until
might be restricted by solubility considerations. That the containment pressure and the soil pressure are
is, the presence of certain ions in solution might equalized. The resultant release fractions for most
retard the entry of either more of these ions or else accident categories are summarized in Tables All
other ions into solution. In regions of relatively high and A13-AI5.
groundwater flow rates, this would most likely not be For those categories which do involve steam ex-
a restriction for the most important radionuclides due plosions, the release fraction for each of the species
to the comparatively rapid trnover of the water volatilized was taken to be the sum of the gaseous
responsible for the leaching. release fractions given above plus the oxidation re-

lease fraction from the RSS.12 In applying the oxida-
tion release fraction, the entire core was assumed to

A5 Release Fractions be involved in the explosions. Thus, for all PWR
The release of radionuclides from the melt into categories, the maximal amount possible was released

the containment atmosphere would occur more or to the sumpwater rather than being allowed to stay in
less continuously over the period of the meltdown. the leach source term. The other fractions were then
The particular nuclides and the amounts of them calculated by the prescriptions given above for an
released would depend critically upon the specific accident sequence not involving a steam explosion.
accident sequence which were followed. In the RSS, The resultant release fractions are given in Tables
the radionuclides present in the melt were grouped Al I and A13-A15.
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Table A13. Airborne Release FractionS29

Release
Category Xe-Kr J(A) Cs-Rb Te-Sb Ba-Sr Ru(b) LaW

PWR 1 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.05 0.4 3 x 10-3

PWR 2 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.06 0.02 4 x 10-3

PWR 3 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.02 0.03 3 x 10-3

PWR 4 0.6 0.09 0.04 0.03 5 x 10-3 3 x 10-3 4 x 10-4

PWR 5 0.3 0.03 X 10-3 5 x 10-3 1 X 0-3 6 x 10-4 7 x 10-5
PWR 6 0.3 8 X 10-4 8x 10-4 1 X 10-3 9 X 10-5 7 x 1-5 1 X 10-5

PWR 7 6 x 10-3 2 x 10-5 1X 1-5 2 x 1-5 1 X 10-6 1 X 10-6 2 x 10-7

BWR I 1.0 0.40 0.40 0.70 0.05 0.5 5 X 10-3

BWR 2 1.0 0.90 0.50 0.30 0.10 0.03 4 x 10-3

BWR 3 1.0 0.10 0.10 0.0 0.01 0.02 4 x 10-3

BWR 4 0.6 8 x 10-4 5X 10-3 4 x 10-3 6 x 10-4 6 x 10-4 1 X 10-4

,,Organic iodine is combined with elemental iodines in the calculations. Any error is negligible since its release
fraction is relatively small for all large release categories.

bIncludes Ru, Rh, Co, Mo, Tc.

,Includes Y, La, Zr, Nb, Ce, Pr, Nd, Np, Pu, Am, Cm.

Table A14. Leach Release Fractions

PWR 27; BWR 34 PWR 1 BWR 1 BWR 2
Min Best Max Min Best Max Min Best Max Min Best Max

Xe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 .010 0 0 .010 0 0 .010 0 0 .010

Cs 0 0 .050 0 0 .050 0 0 .050 0 0 .050
Te 0 0 .010 0 0 .010 0 0 .010 0 0 .010
Sr .760 .890 .980 .76 .890 .950 .76 .890 .950 .760 .890 .900
Ru .675 .920 .980 .60 .600 .600 .50 .500 .500 .675 .920 .970
La .940 .987 .998 .94 .987 .997 .94 .987 .995 .940 .987 .996

Table A15. Sumpwater Release Fractions for Some Release Categories

PWR I PWR 3 PWR 5 PWR 7
Min Best Max Min Best Max Min Best Max Min Best Max

Xe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 .29 .30 .30 .79 .80 .800 .96 .97 .970 .990 1.000 1.000

Cs .55 .60 .60 .75 .80 .800 .94 .99 .990 .950 1.000 1.000
Te .59 .60 .60 .69 .70 .700 .98 .99 .990 .990 1.000 1.000
Sr 0 .06 .19 0 .09 .220 .02 .11 .240 .020 .110 .240
Ru 0 0 0 0 .05 .295 .02 .08 .325 .020 .080 .325
La 0 .01 .06 0 .01 .060 0 .01 .060 .002 .013 .060
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A6 Effect of Plant Design Table A16 describes six plant designs, including
the two used here for detailed study. For most plant

Characteristics types, the depressurization and the sumpwater re-
The detailed analyses in this report were based on lease probabilities cannot be determined without a

a single design of a PWR15 and just one design of a complete analysis of the specific plant design. Such a
BWR.20 However, the designs of other nuclear plants detailed analysis of each U.S. nuclear plant design
differ considerably from those two. No attempt has would be far beyond the scope of this study. An
been made to analyze other designs in detail; attempt has been made, however, to determine quali-
however, the salient features that might influence tatively the effects of design differences between the
release will be pointed out' types listed in Table A16, with respect to the prob-

Melt-through times and the final composition of ability of sumpwater release and depressurization
the melt are strong functions of both the type of release.
concrete in the containment floor and the type of soil Among the parameters that would influence
beneath the site; they are not expected to be signifi- sumpwater release are the following: the thickness
cantly influenced by other plant design variables. and the location of the shield wall; the relative loca-
The influences of concrete and soil types have pre- tions of the reactor cavity and the containment sump;
viously been bounded, and any specific plant is ex- the relative elevations of the reactor cavity floor, the
pected to fall between the extremes already consid- containment floor and the sump cavity floor; the
ered. diameter of the reactor cavity; the free volume of the

The probabilities for depressurization and sump- containment; and the mechanical strength of the
water releases will indeed be strongly influenced by containment building. Any features which tended
design variables. Melt-through is considered to be either to increase the likelihood of shield-wall failure
equally probable for all plant types; hence, the prob- andlor to decrease the probability of containment
ability of a leaching release is expected to be very failure other than by melt-through of the basemat
nearly the same for all plants.* would tend to promote the possibility of sumpwater

release.
For any plant design, it can be stated that the

'The probability of melt-through will be significantly affected by probability of a sumpwater release by breaching the
those design variables which relate to the possibility of permanent shield wall is greatly reduced if the containment
ex-vessel coolability of the melt. In order to understand the effects sump is located at a higher level than the bottom of
of these differences, one would need to know more than is
currently known about the fragmentation of core melts and the the reactor cavity and there is no communication
formation of debris beds, as well as understanding the details of between the two. The reason for this can be seen by
plant construction in detail. For at least some plants, permanent examination of Figures A3 and A6. The maximum
coolability is considered very possible or even highly probable,
under almost all accident conditions." There is, however, a con- radius of the melt cavity is below the original bottom
trary body of opinion37 which holds that even for the most of the reactor cavity. If the containment sump floor is
optimistic circumstances permanent coolability has not been suffi- higher than the bottom of the reactor cavity - even by
ciently established. If the core debris Is permanently coolable in
the reactor cavity, there is little psibility of a release to the a few feet - the remaining thickness of the shield wall
subsurface. The present study has taken the conservative course of is considerably greater and sumpwater breakthrough
ignoring the possibility of coolability for all plants.

Table A16. Plant Design Differences

Design Type Reference Remarks

I - Reference PWR 15 See detailed analysis, this study.

2 - PWR Ice Condenser Plant 32 Low containment volume. Containment sump near

reactor cavity - slightly higher elevation.

3 - CE PWR Design 33 Irregularly shaped shield. wall. Containment sump at

same level as reactor cavity.

4 - SNUPPS PWR 34 Containment floor above reactor cavity.

- Reference BWR 20 See detailed analysis, this study.

6 - BWR with containment 35 Secondary containment structure in addition to dry

well.
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is much less likely. Conversely, locating the reactor lower than that of the containment (Figure A7).
sump near the reactor cavity, but at a lower level, Although a detailed analysis would be required to
would increase the probability of sumpwater break- determine whether sumpwater release is possible, it
through. can be tentatively assumed that the probability is

The probability of depressurization release is af- low. The probability of a depressurization release
fected by all features which relate to the structural from such a plant is expected to be approximately the
integrity of the containment during meltdown. Con- same as that for a Type I plant.
tainments which are designed to withstand relatively Plant Type is the Reference BWR (Figure A3) In
high internal pressures are more likely to undergo this type of plant, failure of the drywell before melt-
depressurization into the soil. through is highly probable. The secondary contain-

A detailed analysis of the Type I plant described ment building is not designed for high pressure, and
in Table A16 has already been performed (Figure A2). therefore wetwell water release and depressurization
In this type of plant, the containment floor is at release are very unlikely to occur.
approximately the same level as the floor of the Type 6 BWR) plantS35 are similar to Type ones,
reactor cavity, so that melt-through of the shield wall with the addition of a secondary containment which
could lead to sumpwater release to the top of the melt will withstand relatively high pressures (Figure A8).
(Figures A6 and A7). The shield wall is regular in Detailed analysis would be required to determine
shape, except for the incore instrumentation area. whether the containment would survive after melt-

through. If survival were possible, then depressuriza-
PWR tion and water releases could occur. However, the

release fractions would be very different from those
from Type plants and would have to be analyzed in
detail.

8WR

0

Figure A7. Tvpical PWR containment Designs.

Type 2 PWR) plantS32 have a significantly lower
free containment volume than do Type I plants.
Because of this lower volume, the probability of
containment overpreSSUTe failure before melt-
through is higher. The containment sump is at a Figure AS. Typical BWR Containment Designs.

higher elevation than the floor of the reactor cavity
(Figure A7). These two design features make sump-
water release highly improbable. The lower contain-
ment volume also militates against any depressuriza- A7 General Remarks
tion release. The phenomena of a core-melt accident are ex-

Type 3 PWR) plants" have an irregularly-shaped ceedingly complex and, in many cases, not yet well
-hiel understood. Melt-through of the containment base-

d wall. The effects of irregularities would have
to be determined by a detailed analysis. The contain- mat is especially difficult to predict with precision.
ment floor is at the same level as the reactor cavity Growth and cooling of the core debris mass in the
floor. In the absence of a detailed analysis, it is underlying soil is governed by parameters which
,assumed that the probability of sumpwater and cannot yet be well defined. Accurate physical odels
depressurization releases are similar to those for the are not currently available. Because of the many
Reference PWR (Type 1). uncertainties involved, the predicted physical and

Type 4 PWR) plantS34 are similar to Type 1, except chemical forms of the solidified mass should be con-
that the floor of the reactor cavity is considerably sidered to be estimates. The band of uncertainty
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surrounding these estimates is believed to be wide, An effort has been made in this analysis to utilize
and not currently quantifiable. 'best estimates' rather than conservative estimates. It

The most important parameters influencing the is recognized that this procedure is somewhat subjec-
chemical and physical form of the melt would be the tive. Other analysts might consider the estimates of
type of concrete in the basernat and the composition this appendix to be either over- or under-conserva-
and water content of the underlying soil. In any core- tive.
melt accident, the reactor materials -- fuel, cladding, Some values are limited by physical law. For
and structural materials -- would be highly diluted, example, the volumes of concrete and soil affected
and would represent only a very small fraction of the are limited by the decomposition and melting enthal-
total final mass of the melt. If the concrete and subsoil pies of the concrete and soil and by the available
were siliceous, the solidified mass would be largely decay power of the melt. Uncertainties exist in the
silica. If the concrete and subsoil were largely cal- fraction of soil water evaporated and the upward heat
cium carbonate, the mass would consist principally of transfer from the melt; these uncertainties are not
lime. expected to produce errors in the decomposed vol-

The flow of gas through the melt during its ume of greater than a factor of two.
growth would probably lead to a high void fraction. The greatest impact on the uncertainty of the
As a result, the solidified mass could often be char- source description in this study will be given by
acterized as porous, rather than as compact and uncertainties of the probability of basernat melt-
glassy; the effective surface area of the mass would be through, the probability of sumpwater escape, and
expected to be many times greater than the geometric the fraction of sumpwater escaping. Unless basemat
exterior surface area. Because of the substantial dilu- melt-through occurs and/or sumpwater escapes,
tion of the denser core constituents with concrete and there will be no hydrospheric consequences what-
soil and because of the expected porosity, the specific ever. It is believed, on the basis of a number of
gravity of the melt would probably be comparable to WECHSL and INTER calculations, that the estimated
that of the subsoil. probability of basernat melt-through is too high;

The probabilities of release cannot be precisely however, sufficient information is not now available
quantified. Principal determinants are the plant de- to quantify this belief. If shield-wall failure can be
sign and the accident sequence. ruled out, the probability of sumpwater escape

Although the initial inventory of the core can be through the melt hole could be reduced essentially to
computed with reasonable accuracy, apportionment zero for plants without any communication between
of this inventory to the melt debris, the containment the sump and reactor cavities. The impact of the other
atmosphere, and the sumpwater is subject to large uncertainties cannot be easily addressed but is intu-
uncertainties. itively believed to be small.

The chemical and physical form of the melt, the A summary of the 'best estimates"' and of the
probabilities of releases, and the release fractions are estimated uncertainties, is given in Table A17.
inputs to all following steps of the problem. The
uncertainties mentioned can be compounded in fol-
lowing steps.



Table A17. Uncertainties in Core Melt Source Terms

Nominal Minimum Maximum
Phenomenon Value Value Value

Probability of base melt-through (given that
meltdown occurs) 1.0 0.0 1.0

Cooling time 2 yrs 0.5 yr 3 yrs
Groundwater contact Y 0.05 yr 3 YTS

Porosity of solidified mass 0.15 0.05 0.25
Probability of solidified mass 0.15 0.05 0.25
Probability of complete depressurization
(per reactor year) 6x 10-7 0.0 1X 10-5

Probability of partial depressurization release
(per reactor year) 1X 1 0-1 0.0 IX 1-5

Fraction of atmospheric activity released in
depressurization 0.6 0.0 1.0

Probabilitv of shield-wall failure 0.5 0.0 1.0
Probability of sumpwater escape (per reactor
vear) 5x 10-6 0.0 IX 10-5

Fraction of sumpwater escaping 0.1 0.0 0.5
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ADDENDUM Al

Calculations -for Cooling of
Melt by Groundwater

Models are available for computing water migra- and the outer boundary is maintained at a pressure PI
tion under special circumstances, e.g., the numerical and a temperature T,. The region between ro and r,
models of Bowman2l and of Keller, et al.,22 or the contains a porous, permeable, water-containing me-
analytical model of Morrison.23 None of these models dium, e.g., soil or gravel.
are closely applicable to the situation at hand, al- The equations have been solved by the method of
though that of Keller, et al., comes closest. Because a central finite differences. The full solution is only
previously defined model was not readily available, carried as far as the first point showing subcooled
the method of Keller, et al., was modified for the water. Beyond this point conservation of mass and
calculations. the Darcy equation are combined to compute pres-

The relevant assumptions and physical laws in sures. The details of the solution depend on the
that model are: boundary conditions and properties of the medium.

1. Darcian flow in the medium (the fluid velocity is However, two general classes of solution have ap-
dependent on permeability, fluid viscosity, and peared, depending on whether Po is less than, or
pressure gradient); greater than, P In every case, To was chosen to be

2. conservation of mass; 1300'K and T, to be 293'K. (The temperature of
1300'K is an estimate of the temperature at which

3. conservation of energy (heat transfer between the breakdown of gravel commences; the actual melting
fluid and the medium is allowed); point is generally higher.) The solution undoubtedly

4. equation of state behavior (the approximations of also depends on these temperatures; however, these
Keller, et al.,22 have been used to obtain fits to are typical of those to befound in the INTER calcula-
steam table data). tions.

In considering water migration, a porous medium For the case with Po < PI, initial flow is toward the
in one-dimensional cylindrical geometry (Figure inner boundary, r - ro. However, after a short time,
Al. ) is employed. The inner boundary r is heated by the medium becomes sufficiently hot near the inner
the melt debris, and the outer boundary r, is consid- boundary to vaporize the fluid. The pressure within
ered far enough away to be unaffected by the heat of the medium then builds up near the inner boundary
the melt debris. The inner boundary is maintained at and the flow splits, with part of the fluid continuing
a pressure Po and a temperature To by the melt debris, to flow inward and with part flowing outward. Even-

tually, of course, pressure equilibrium is reestab-
lished and all the flow is inward. However, this

PO.T simple model does not include ablation of the inner
0 boundary. In the actual melt situation, the inner

boundary is moving outward (at least initially) so that
the divided flow should continue.

For the case with P PI, the flow is uniformly
ri FJOTI outward but at a very slow rate. Again, the movement

of the inner boundary would alter the situation.
Water vapor trapped in the pore spaces would be
incorporated into the melt.

Figure A.I. Geometry Employed for Cooling Calculations
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B1 Introduction
The modeling of the movement of radionuclides where c is the concentration of the radionuclide in

through the hydrosphere is discussed in this appen- the water; u, u., and u, are the x, y and z components
dix. In particular, the models used to consider of the velocity, respectively; D, D and D are the
groundwater and surface-water transport are pre- dispersion coefficients for the x, y and z directions,
sented. In addition, the modeling of sediment move- respectively;X is the radioactive decay constant of the
ments and of soil-nuclide and sediment-nuclide in- material; and S(t) is the rate of the release of the
teractions is addressed. material into the water. The first three terms in this

A general discussion of the salient characteristics equation describe the transport of the radionuclide
of transport through the hydrosphere is presented in due to major convective and advective movements of
Chapter 3 The models used to describe that transport the water itself. The next three terms describe any
in this study are presented in this appendix. The additional dispersal of the radionuclide due to other
groundwater transport models are described in Sec- factors.
tion B2 and the surface-water transport models are Several processes tend to cause dispersal of the
considered in Section B3. In the last section of this material beyond that caused by the basic movements
appendix, B4, the results of sensitivity studies for all of the water. During transport of radionuclides
of the transport models except for the river model are through the ground, at least four major phenomena
summarized; the results of less extensive parametric contribute to such additional dispersal: molecular
studies for the river model are also presented in that diffusion, microscopic dispersion, geohydrological
section. dispersion, and physicochemical interactions be-

In this study, five distinct types of generic sites tween the soil and the nuclides. For most ground-
have been defined on the basis of differing surface water transport, the geohydrological dispersion com-
hydrologies. These five are the following: 'dry,' pletely dominates the diffusion and the microscopic
lake, estuary, ocean, and river. Transport is consid- dispersion. Consequently, the total physical disper-
ered separately at each of the five types of sites. sion coefficients are essentially just the geohydrolo-.

gical ones. The various physicochemical interactions

B1.1 Hydrospheric Tansport and occurring between the nuclides and the soil substrate
cause substantial additional spreading of the nuclide

Dispersion mass as it moves through the ground.
The general movement of a radionuclide in any In a similar fashion, at least three phenomena

waterbody can be described by contribute to additional dispersal of materials enter-
ing surface waterbodies: diffusion, hydrological

dc dc dc dc d2c (macroscopic) dispersion and interactions betweenU. UY U, D.
dt dx TY Z dX2 the sediment and the nuclides. There, as in the

groundwater case, the macroscopic dispersion nor-
d2c d2c - Xc + S(t) (BI-1) mally dominates the diffusion. Consequently, the

+ Dy dy 2 D dZ2 appropriate physical dispersion coefficients are
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essentially just the hydrological ones. In certain water and can eventually be adsorbed to other sedi-
waterbodies, sediment-nuclide interactions can cause merit particles.
noticeable additional dispersal to take place. Radionuclides removed from the water by inter-

action with sediment particles and subsequent depo-
sition of that sediment can reenter the water column

B1.2 Sediment and Soil Effects by diffusional processes. However, those processes
which favor adsorption and other such interactions

B1.2.1 Sediment and Soil Behavior tend to work against the diffusional processes. Al-
Interactions occurring both between the soil and though there can be a tendency for diffusion back

anv radionuclides present in groundwater and be- into the water column, subsequent adsorption can
occur during the transit through the interstitial wa-

tween any sediments and the radionuclides in sur- ters of the sediment particles. Consequently, the dif-
face water can remove some of the radionuclides fusing radionuclide cannot always reach the water
from solution. As a result, such interactions tend to column before decay.
lower the concentrations of the radionuclides in solu-

tion. Furthermore, such interactions tend to signifi- B1.2.2 Differences Between Soil and
cantlv retard the movement of certain radionuclides
relati ve to the movement of the transporting water. Sediment
The same types of basic interactions take place with The differences in the effects of the interactions in
both soil and sediment particles. soil and in sediment are due to two factors: the soil is

In the ground, any soil particles in contact with fixed in space whereas the sediment is relatively free
water containing radioactivity can adsorb radionu- to move; and the proportion of soil to water is much
clides from the groundwater. After the nuclides are larger than the ratio of sediment to water. The differ-
initially attached to soil in a given location, they ences in the relative mobilities of soil and sediment
remain in those positions until most of the nuclide result in several distinctions between the effects
mass in the water has passed. That is, they remain caused by interaction of nuclides with them. First,
until the conditions favor detachment from the soil certain reactions which can cause elative retardation
substrate. Then they reenter the water and subse- of a nuclide's movement in the soil might not as
quently reattach themselves to other soil particles effectively cause such a delay in the sediments. For
further downgradient. In many respects, the move- example, precipitation might not be as effective in
ment of radionuclides through the soil is analogous hindering movement if it occurs in a surface water-
to the movement of radionuclides through an ex- body as if it occurs in the soil. A precipitate residing
change column. in "loose" sediment can often be moved very readily

In a surface waterbody, any sediment either in by surface water advection and convection, whereas
suspension or else in other contact with the water can in the soil it might have its movement greatly retard-
adsorb radionuclides from the water column. After ed by the soil's pore structure.
the radionuclides are attached to the sediments, they A second difference caused by the mobilities is
can be removed from the water by sedimentation. that burial of contaminated sediments can occur.
After such deposition, substantial quantities of sedi- Such 'burial' cannot occur in soil unless the ground-
ment can be resuspended by local water movements. water flow is massively disrupted.
These sediments can either be redeposited on the A third distinction which results from differing
waterbodv floor or can be transported by movement mobilities is that contaminated sediments can be
of the water and subsequently be deposited in new resuspended. Consequently, they can be exposed to
locations. much more water than soil particles can be. This

If sediment accumulation is relatively rapid, con- resuspension has at least two effects. First, it permits
taminated sediment can be buried and essentially lost the nuclicles in solution to be exposed more com-
to further contact with water. Only resuspension, pletely to the sediments and thus interactions be-
diffusion and bioturbation (turnover of the sedi- tween the two are promoted. In particular, attach-
ments by biological organisms) are expected to coun- ment of large quantities of the nuclides to the
teract the effects of such burial. For rapid enough resuspended sediments and eventual removal from
deposition, only biological turnover may be signifi- the water can transpire very rapidly. Second, the
cant. If such burial does not occur and if later condi- resuspended sediments can be moved substantial dis-
tions favor detachment of the radionuclides from the tances. Thus resuspension can permit significant
sediment, then the radionuclides can reenter the quantities of adsorbed radioactivity to be moved to
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remote regions in short periods of time. There is no the size of the individual particles. Smaller particles
phenomenon in the soil comparable to resuspension. have proportionally larger surface areas and conse-
As a result, a large portion of a radionuclide mass can quently expose relatively more sites at which reac-
be confined to a relatively limited region of soil tions can occur.
whereas it might not be as confined in sediments
over long periods of time.

An additional difference caused by the mobility

of the sediment particles is that the sources of many B2 Groundwater Transport
sediments can be far from the locations in which they
are found. Consequently, the composition of sedi- Initially, any release to the hydrosphere after a
ment in a region can be completely different from meltdown is usually expected to be to the substratum
that of nearby soils. It can also be much more diverse beneath the containment.
than that of the soil if several sources contribute to
the sediment pool. B2.1 Models

The primary effect of the larger ratio of soil to If exposure is directly from contaminated aquifer
water than sediment to water is that much more of water, then the concentration of the radioactivity at
the total mass of a nuclide can reside on the soil than the point of withdrawal from the aquifer is impor-
on the sediment. Thus the soil can be substantially tant. In contrast, if exposure is from subsequently
much more effective in lowering the radionuclide contaminated surface water, then the amount of ra-
concentration in the water than the sediment can be. dioactivity entering the surface waterbody from the
Furthermore, the soil can cause much larger retarda- aquifer is relevant. Models for calculating the con-
tion of the movement of any radionuclide mass then centration at any point within the aquifer and for
the sediment can. calculating the amount of material crossing the

aquifer-waterbody interface are presented in this sec-
B1.2.3 Soil-Nuclide and Sediment-Nuclide tion.
Interactions Both models involve certain simplying assump-

There are several different significant interac- tions that permit analytical solutions to be obtained
tions which can occur between either soil or sedi- for some types of releases from sources of certain
ment particles and the nuclides in solution. The shapes. The analytical solutions have been combined
tendencies of radionuclides to undergo any of these with convolution techniques as necessary to account
interactions are determined primarily by both the for complex release functions. Both models are essen-
state of the water and the thermodynamic properties tially the same as those used in the NRC Liquid
of the individual radionuclides. The effects of these Pathway Generic Study (NUREG-0440).'
factors is discussed in Subsection B.2.2.3 and in the
first addendum of this appendix, Addendum Bl. B2.1.1 Concentration Model

The amount of interaction between the soil or the The equation which describes the transport and
sediment and any dissolved nuclides is a strong dispersion of a radionuclide by groundwater through
function not only of the character of the water but an aquifer or other substratum can be written as
also of the composition of the soil or the sediments.
Sediment particles with large numbers of reaction adc dc dc dc + D. d 2C

sites tend to undergo more nteractions.* dt dx -Y dy dz dx 2
The amount of interaction between the soil or

sediments and any nuclides is also dependent upon D d2C + D_, d2c Xac + aS(t) JB2-1)
Y dy 2 dz 2

where a is the retention factor of the radionuclide for
*For example, particles composed of quartz-derived sand have the substratum under consideration; c is the average
relatively few sites at which interactions can occur; consequently, concentration of the radionuclide in the water and
few reactions take place between clean sand and most radionu- the substratum; and the other parameters are as de-
clides. In contrast, particles composed of clay have numerous sites
at which reactions can take place; therefore substantially more fined previously (Subsection B1.1). The retention fac-
interactions occur between clay and many radionuclides than tor a is given by
occur between sand and those nuclides. As a result, a much higher
concentration of nuclides is expected to reside in the clay sediment
than in clean sand sediment under the same conditions. a 1 + (Pb/t)Kd1 (B2-2)
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where p, is the bulk density of the substrain; c is the take approximately 500 times as long for the nuclide
porosity of that layer; and Kd is the distribution mass to move the same distance as the water.
coefficient for the radionuclide. Geological formations are typically rather irregu-

Kd is generally assumed to be the equilibrium lar. However, the detailed information which would
,adsorption constant for the nuclide in the medium. be required to model the inhomogeneities of any
Actually, it is a measure of the net retardation of the given geological site is not generally available. Con-
nuclide caused by any of several potentially impor- sequently, for this study, the substrate is assumed to

be a homogeneous hydrogeological one in which the
tan t physicochemical processes; adsorption is just one permeability, the porosity, the effective porosity, the
of these processes. (Furthermore, Kd may not be the hydraulic gradient, the retention factors and the dis-
equilibrium adsorption constant because equilibrium persion coefficients are all assumed to be indepen-
conditions may not exist.) dent of location; that is, they are all taken to be

Kd is given by constants. Furthermore, the physicochernical interac-
tions between the soil and the radionuclides in solu-

K = mass of radionuclide adsorbed per gram of adsorbent (soil) tion are taken to be adequately described by equilib-
mass of radionuclide dissolved per milliliter of solvent (water) rium conditions.

(B2-3) Under these conditions, the solution of Equation
(132-1) is given by

The ratio of the total amount of a given nuclide
,adsorbed on the soil to the total amount in solution is ci = (Eea)" Qi ci.(xt) c(yt) c,(zt) Ai(t) (B2-6)
given by (plf) - Kd A typical value for (p,,It) is ;
consequently, for most values of Kd, the ratio of where ci is the concentration of radionuclide i in
radioactivity on the soil to that in solution is approxi- solution at point (xyz) at time t; c, is the effective
mately times the value of Kd. Kd typically ranges porosity; a is the retention factor for i; Qi is the initial
from to 105. quantity of nuclide i at the source; ci., c and q, are

Equation (B2-1), the equation which describes the the solutions for the xy and z coordinates, respective-
ly; and A, describes decay. The product c, cly - c1Z

transport of a radionuclide, is obtained by combining represents the concentration of nuclide i if all space is

the equation for conservation of mass under flow occupied by water; f,)-l takes into account that only a

conditions with that for flow under a hydraulic gra- fraction e, of space is occupied by water and (a,)-'

dient. The equation for flow under such a gradient is adjusts for the fact that only a fraction of nuclide i is

given by Darcy's Law, that is, in the water.
For an instantaneous release from a point source

K do (B2-4) at the origin at t = 0, the concentration can be written

dx as

where u. is the magnitude of the groundwater veloc- ci = ('ea)" Q c., c ci., Ai (B2-7)

itv in the x direction; K is a proportionality constant

kliown as the permeability; and (do/dx) represents where

the hydraulic gradient in the x direction. cj�l (41rD,,
u, is actually a fictitious speed and represents the t/a)-1 expi-[(x-ut/a i)2/ (4D.t/affl

apparent speed of the water; it would be the magni-
tude of the velocity of the water if it were flowing CY1 (47rD Yt/a)-1 exp(-[yl/(4D Yt/a,)11

across the entire interface considered. The actual
velocity of the water is obtained by taking into ac- (:izl (47rDZt/a)-1 expJ-[z1/(4Dt/affl

count the fact that the water flows only through the
medium's pores. The actual groundwater velocity is Al exp(-Xit) (B2-8)

given by
In general, solutions for more realistic noninstan-

u K do = u� (B2-5) taneous releases are not obtained quite as easily as
dx those for idealized instantaneous ones. However, for

an arbitrary continuous release of radioactivity, the

If the average speed of the groundwater is given solution of Equation (B2-1) can be written as

bv u', then the average speed of a radionuclide is, X t
given by (u')-(a)-1. As an example of the amount of f M S(t') f(t-t') dt' (B2-9)X
retardation, if K, were 100 and (Pb/0 were 5, it would
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where (t) is the solution at time t for the continuous F. - Q e. (u,, dc - D. d2c ) dx dy dz , (B2-14)
re ease; t is the rate of continuous release by the fff dx dx2
source at time t'; and f(t-t') is the solution at time (t-t')
for an instantaneous release. Thus, one can straight- dc
forwardly obtain concentrations for continuous re- F. Q f. (u.c - D,, dy dz (B2-13)
leases from point sources by combining Equation (B2- ff dx
9) with solutions like that of Equation (B2-7).

For example, for a typical leaching release of the Thus, for an instantaneous release from a point
form be-bt from a point source, the convolution of the source into an aquifer or other subsurface waterbody,
expression for the concentration for an instantaneous the flux across an interface at a distance x from the
release can be written as source is

C(t) f t be-bv c,(t-tl) Cyl(t-tl) ci.,(t-t') t, F., - Q [x + (ut/ai)] [2t(4rD,,t/a)I']-I

expH(x-ut/a)2/(4D.t/a,) - Xtj . (B2-16)

- (na)-I (4D /a)," b exp(-#) (W)-' For a continuous release of radioactivity from the

Iexp[2(ay)41 erfc[(-y/t)A+(at)'A1 source, Equation (B2-9) can be used, with F(t-t') being
the flux for an instantaneous release from a source of

+ exp[-2(a-y)'A1 erfc[-(-yt)A+(at)'A1 the same shape. For example, for a release of the form
be-bt from a point source into an aquifer or other

- 2exp[-2(a-y)I'II (B2-10) subsurface waterbody, the convolution integral of
the flux produces

where FJO f be-II'f,#-t') dt'

(u2/4Dxa) + - b; - QB [4(4D./a)'?]exp(-#)

-xu/(2D.) + bt; (B2-1 1)

'Y x2a/(4D.); .(vy- [expI2(ay)'IerfcRy/t)' + at)'11

and erfc denotes the unit's complement of the error + exp -2(a-y)")erfci(,y/t)'!-(at)',1-2exp(-2(ay)"II
function and is defined aS2

+ ua-la-', expj2(ay)',j erfck-y/tY +(at)")

erfc(z - (2/r4) exp(-t2)dt - 1-erf(z). (B2-12)
I + exp 1-2(ay)"Ierfcf(-y/t)"-(at),)-2expl-2(ay)'71]

Likewise, for a constant rate of release b from a (B2-17)
point source, the convolution integration produces where a, #, and are as they were defined in Equa-
the same result as that given in Equation (B2-10), tions (B2-11).
except that a and must be redefined such that Similarly, for a constant rate of release b from a

point source, the convolution integral of the flux
a - U2/4D,,a) + A, produces the same result as Equation (B2-17), except

that a and must be redefined as they are in Equation
= -xu/(2D.). (B2-13) (B2-13).

Unlike the exponential release, the source for a con-
stant release vanishes after a time (by; therefore, this B2.2 Parameters
time forms an effective upper limit to the integration
period appropriate for a constant rate of release. B2.2.1 Site Characteristics

B2.1.2 Flux Model B2.2.1.1 Compilation
The amount of a radionuclide reaching any sur- A survey of all the existing and many proposed

face waterbody is given by the flux across the aquifer- LWR (light water reactor) sites was conducted to
waterbody interface as a function of time. The flux of determine the variations of the hydrological param-
material passing across a plane (yz) perpendicular to eters which actually exist at reactor sites.3 That is, an
the direction of flow (x) can be written as attempt was made to characterize a representative
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substratum for an LWR site. The information ob- 4.�).4 The information was obtained from the PSAR's,
tained included geologic stratigraphies for 50 feet the FSAR's and certain environmental reports for the
below the containments, permeabilities, porosities, specific sites. No attempt was made to improve upon
hydraulic gradients, groundwater pH's, distances of this information by consulting other sources. Where
containments from the nearest waterbodies, levels of reasonable data was not given for some or all of the
watertables with respect to the containment floors, parameters, other available information was utilized
types of waterbodies closest to the containments, and to develop estimates of the missing parameters. Con-
slopes of surface waterbody floors. The relevant pa- sequently, the assembled data should not be used in
rameters were combined to estimate the average general for specific sites; rather, its only purpose is to
groundwater travel times from the reactor contain- aid in describing generic sites. (For specific informa-
ments to the nearest waterbodies. tion about a given site, one should use the appropri-

All sites with LWR's currently in operation and ate SAR's, if adequate, and any more recent and/or
some other sites with reactors either under construc- complete data which might be available.)
tion or proposed were included (Table BI and Figure

Table B1. Selected Data on Nuclear Power Plants in the United States Operating, in Construction, or Proposed
Through About 1985.4

Units and status: Number of letter equals number of units in given status: operating, C construction,
P proposed.

Power Nearest Waterbody
Units & (net if Other Than

Item Name Status State Cooling Source MWO Cooling Source

I Allen's Creek PP Tex Brazos River 2,300 dammed Lake
2 Arkansas OC Ark Arkansas River 1,762 Dardanelle Reservoir
3 Atlantic(a) PPPP N.J. Atlantic Ocean 4,600 -
4 Bailly C Ind Lake Michigan 660 -
5 Barton PPPP Ala Coosa River 4,636 -
6 Beaver Valley cc Pa Ohio River 1,704 -
7 Bellefonte PP Ala Reservoir on

Tennessee River 1,800 -
8 Big Rock Point 0 Mich Lake Michigan 75 -
9 Black Fox cc Okla Verdigris River 1,900 -

10 Blue Hills PP Tex Sabine River 1,836 Mitchell Creek
11 Braidwood PP III Kankakee River 2,240 -
12 Browns Ferry OOC Ala Lake Wheeler 3,195 -
13 Brunswick cc N.C. Cape Fear Estuary 1,642 -
14 Byron PP III Rock River 2,240 -
15 Callaway PI) MO Missouri River 2,300 Auxvasse Creek
16 Calvert Cliffs 00 Md Chesapeake Bay 1,690
17 Catawba PP S.C. Lake Wylie 2,306
18 Cherokee PPP S.C. Broad River 3,840
19 Clinch River(b) P Tenn Clinch River 350
20 Clinton PP III Salt Creek 1,910 artificial Pond
21 Comanche Peak PP Tex Squaw Creek

Reservoir 2,300 -
22 Cook OC Mich Lake Michigan 2,120 -
23 Cooper 0 Nebr Missouri River 778 -
24 Crystal River 0 Fla Gulf of Mexico 825 -
25 Davis Besse CPP Ohio Lake Erie 2,718 -
26 Diablo Canyon cc Calif Pacific Ocean 2,190 -
27 Douglas Point PP Md Potomac River

Estuary 2,356 -
28 Dresden 000 III Illinois River 1,818 -
29 Duane Arnold 0 Iowa Cedar River 569 -
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Table B1 (cont)

Power Nearest Waterbody
Units & (net if Other Than

Item Name Status State Cooling Source MWe) Cooling Source

30 Farley, J. cc Ala Woodruff Reservoir 1,658 -
31 Fermi C'P Mich Lake Erie 2,303 -
32 Fitzpatrick 0 N.Y. Lake Ontario 821 -
33 Forked River C N.J. Barnegat Bay 1,070 -
34 Fort Calhoun 0 Nebr Missouri River 457 -
35 Fort St. Vrain 0 Colo South Platte River 330 St. Vrain Creek
36 Fulton PP Pa Susquehanna River 2,280 Conowingo Pond
37 Ginna(c) 0 N.Y. Lake Ontario 490
38 Grand Gulf Pp Miss Mississippi River 2,580 Lake Hamilton
39 Greenwood PP Mich Lake Huron 2,400 Black River
40 Haddam Neck(d) 0 Conn Connecticut River 575
41 Hanford 0 Wash Columbia River 850
42 Hartsville PPPP Tenn Cumberland River 4,820 Old Lake Hickory
43 Hatch Edwin O'C Ga Altamaha River 1,581 -
44 Hope Creek(e) PP N.J. Delaware Estuary 2,134 -
45 Humboldt Bay 0 Calif Humboldt Bay 63 -
46 Indian Point OO'C N.Y. Hudson Estuary 2,103 -
47 Jamesport PI) N.Y. Long Island Sound 2,300 -
48 Kewaunee 0 Wis Lake Michigan 541 -
49 Koshkonong(f) PP Wis Lake Koshkonong 1,800 -
50 LaCrosse 0 Wis Mississippi River 50 -
51 LaSalle cc III Kankakee River 2,156 Illinois River
52 Limerick cc Pa Schuykill River 2,130
53 Maine Yankee 0 Maine Back River Estuary 790
54 McGuire cc N.C. Lake Norman 2,360 unnamed Creek
55 Midland cc Mich Saginaw River 1,310 Tittabawassee River
56 Millstone O'C'P Conn Niantic Bay 2,639
57 Montague PP Mass Connecticut River 2,300 Green Pond
58 Monticello 0 Minn Mississippi River 545 -
59 Nine Mile Pt O'C N.Y. Lake Ontario 1,705 -
60 Norco P P.R. Atlantic Ocean 583 -
61 North Anna CCCC Va North Anna

Reservoir 3,610 -
62 Oconee 000 S.C. Lake Keowee 2,658 -
63 Oyster Creek 0 N.J. Barnegat Bay 640 -
64 Palisades 0 Mich Lake Michigan 700 -
65 Palo Verde PPP Ariz Phoenix Sewage 3,810 Gila River
66 Peach Bottom 000 Pa Lake Conowingo 2,170
67 Pebble Springs PP Oreg Columbia River 2,520 Willow Creek
68 Perkins PPP N.C. Yadkin River 3,840 -
69 Perry PP Ohio Lake Erie 2,410 -
70 Pilgrim O'C Mass Cape Cod Bay 1,844 -
71 Point Beach 00 Wis Lake Michigan 994 -
72 Prairie Island 00 Minn Mississippi River 1,060 Sturgeon Lake
73 Quad Cities 00 III Mississippi River 1,600
74 Rancho Seco 0 Calif American River 804 Dry Creek
75 River Bend PP La Mississippi River 1,868
76 Robinson 0 N.C. Lake Robinson 700
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Table B1 (cont)

Power Nearest Waterbody
Units & (net if Other Than

Item Name Status State Cooling Source MWe) Cooling Source

77 Salem(g) cc N.J. Delaware Estuary 2,205 -
7S San JoaquinN PPPP Calif Calif. Aqueduct 5,200 -
79 San Onofre O'CC Calif Pacific Ocean 2,710 -
so Seabrook PP N.H. Atlantic Ocean 2,400 -
81 Sequoyah cc Tenn Lake Chicamauga 2,240 -
82 Shearon Harris PPPP N.C. Cape Fear River 3,660 reservoir
83 Shoreham C N.Y. Long Island Sound 819 -
84 Skagit PP Wash Skagit River 2,554 -
83 Somerset PP N.Y. Lake Ontario 2,440 -
86 Sough Texas PP Tex Colorado River 2,500 -
87 St. Rosalie(h) PP La Mississippi River 2,320 -
88 Summer C S.C. Lake Monticello 900 Broad River
89 Summit PI, Del Chesapeake-Delaware

Canal 1,540 -
90 Surry OO'PP Va James River

Estuary 3,294 -
91 Susquehanna cc Pa Susquehanna River 2,100 -
92 Sterling P N.Y. Lake Ontario 1,150 -
93 St. Lucie(i) cc Fla Atlantic Ocean 1,610 -
94 Three Mile

Island O'C Pa Susquehanna River 1,724 -
95 Trojan C Oreg Columbia River 1,130 -
96 Turkey Point 00 Fla Biscayne Bay 1,386 -
97 Tyrone PP Wis Chippewa River 2,300 -
98 Vermont Yankee 0 Vt Connecticut River 514 -
99 Vidal PP Calif Colorado River 1,540 -

100 Vogtle A.W. CCCC Ga Savannah River 4,452 -
101 Waterford P La Mississippi River 1,113 -
102 Watts Bar cc Tenn Chickamauga Lake 2,338 -
103 Wolf Creek P Kans Neosho River 1,150 cooling pond
104 WPPSS I 4 PP Wash Columbia River 2,412
105 WPPSS 3 PI, Wash Chehalis River 2,484

106 Yankee-Rowe 0 Mass Lake Sherman 175 Deerfield River
107 Zimmer C'P Ohio Ohio River 1,980
108 Zion 00 III Lake Michigan 2,100

Floating plant - therefore not considered.

bBreeder reactor - therefore not considered.
cAlternative name is Brookwood.
dAlternative name is Connecticut Yankee.
,Alternative name is Newbold Island.
(Alternative name is Haven.
gAlternative name is Burlington.
hNot adequately documented.
�Alternative name is Hutchinson Island.
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The under-construction and proposed sites were Table B2. Rock Types Beneath LWR Sites
included in the compilation in an effort to improve
the reliability of the characterization. For some of the 0 to 5 Ft
earlier reactors, the information in the SAR's as to Rock Type 0 Ft Below Below
exactly what is under the containments is sketchy.
However, the information available in the docu- SEDIMENTARY
ments consulted has dramatically improved with the
date of docketing. Therefore, some of the more re- Sand or sandstone 31 21
cently documented LWR's were added to the list of Conglomerate 1 0
reactors considered in the Reactor Safety Study. Clay or claystone 5 4

To determine the appropriate range of hydrogeo-
logical parameters, the substratum underneath each Silt or siltstone 2 0
containment was investigated. For naming purposes, Limestone or dolomite 16 12
the type of subsoil was approximated by the soil Shale 3 2
found immediately beneath the containment Outwash or terrace
floor(s).* The fact that the melt debris might reside deposits 4 1
simultaneously in several thin layers of different Lacustrine deposits
composition was ignored in the determination of the (not till) 6 3
soil type. For groundwater travel time estimations, Till 6 1
the soil found beneath the containment floor was Multiple sedimentary
assumed to extend uninterrupted to the nearest a- layers 12 40
terbody. Inasmuch as the stratigraphy along the path Total Sedimentary 86 -
to the nearest waterbody was not generally given,
this seemed to be the only appropriate approxima- METAMORPHIC

tion. Such information would be required to perform
an adequate study for a specific site. The types of Gneiss 7 7
substrata beneath the considered containments are Schist 2 2
listed in Table B2. Slate I I

The permeability (or hydraulic conductivity) was Total Metamorphic 10 -
taken to be as given. When not given, the permeabil-
ity was approximated by either of three procedures- IGNEOUS

the permeability was taken to be that given for a very
close site with a comparable stratigraphy but with Basalt 1 1
more recent documentation; the permeability was Diorite 5 5
taken to be approximately that for any site with an Agglomerate 1 0
apparently comparable stratigraphy; or, the perme- Total Igneous 7 -
ability was taken to be approximately equal to the
field permeability for the specified rock type under
the containment. All three methods resulted in com- 75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
parable values if values at the high ends of the &A
possible ranges were consistently utilized. For lime-
stone, fracturing and solutioning were assumed if the
documents consulted made no indication to the con- Z 50 
trary. When the permeability was approximated for
groundwater travel time estimations, it was taken to i
be that for the most permeable layer in which the L6

melt debris might reside. The resulting distribution
of the permeabilities for the considered sites is given
in Figure BI.

0
'in contrast, for calculational purposes, the type of soil beneath 10-6 10-4 10-2 100 102
each containment was approximated by the soil within 30 ft of the PERMEABILITY(cmlsec)
containment floor through which groundwater would move most
rapidly. For details, see the discussion of the estimation of permes- Figure Distribution of Permeabilities for the Surveyed Con-
biiities later in this subsection. tainments
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The porosities were among the least often speci- 75 1 1 1
fied hydrogeological parameters and frequently had Z
to be approximated. In particular, the effective poro-
si ties were given very rarely. When approximated for z 5 -

groundwater calculations, they were taken at the low Z

ends of the possible ranges.
The groundwater gradient was taken along the 25 

steepest path to the nearest surface waterbody. The

maximum groundwater level at the site was used to
approximate the gradient if it was not given. If a
groundwater level at the containment was not listed, -100 0 100
it was approximated as the maximum possible from POSITION OF WATERTABLE WITH RESPECT TO THE

the given information; in those few cases, only the CONTAINMENT FLOOR (t)

topography was available for such determinations $3 ENTRIES OFF THE FIGURE

and therefore was used to calculate the hydraulic Figure B3. Distribution of the Positions of the Watertables Rela-

gradient. The resulting distribution of hydraulic gra- tive to Those of the Containment Floors for the Surveyed Contain-

dients for the considered sites is given in Figure B2. merits

75 The distance to the nearest waterbody was taken
to be the shortest distance as measured down the

hydraulic gradient. The nearest waterbody could not
always be readily determined due to the poor quality

50 of the maps in a few of the SAR's. When such
difficulty was encountered, the distance was taken to

the nearest evident waterbody. Furthermore, the
changes in the hydraulic gradient due to construction0

x 25 of the reactor and especially due to the development

of associated waterbodies were not always obvious.

Z� Consequently, the downgradient direction and

therefore the closest waterbody were not always ex-

0 actly determinable. Leakage to the surface via under-

10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-I 100 ground springs prior to subterranean contact with

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT surface water was not considered. The resulting dis-

tribution of estimated distances to the nearest water-

Figure B2. Distribution of Hydraulic Gradients for the Surveyed bodies from the considered containments is given in

C"1)tainrnvnts Figure B4.

The position of the watertable relative to that of

the containment floor was obtained using the eleva-

tion of the watertable as given. Possible changes in B2.2.1.2 Usage

the position of the watertable due either to construc- In the approximations employed in this study, the

tion of the reactor buildings or to the development of permeability, the hydraulic gradient, and the effec-

related waterbodies were not taken into account un- tive porosity can be used to estimate the average

less such changes were considered in the consulted groundwater velocity. This velocity can, in turn, be

portions of the SAR's. The resulting spectrum of combined with the clowngradient distance from the

relative watertable positions for the considered sites site of the accident to the nearest waterbody to obtain

is given in Figure B3. the average groundwater travel time. This travel time

For none of the reactor sites considered was any can be utilized with the value of the appropriate

quantitative measure of dispersion given. However, distribution coefficient of any radionuclide to deter-

dispersion could be very important (see Subsection mine the average travel time of that nuclide to the

4.3). It is extremely site dependent. By ignoring the nearest surface waterbody.

exact dispersion for a site, a path could be neglected To characterize each reactor site, some of the

bv which the radionuclides could reach the water- information just reviewed was combined to estimate

bodv much earlier than expected; alternatively, the the average groundwater travel time for the site. The

difficulty that the water could encounter in reaching distributions of the distances to the nearest surface

the waterbody might be significantly underestimat- waterbodies, the magnitudes of the average ground-

ed. Inasmuch as little information was supplied re- water velocities and the resultant average ground-

garding the dispersive characteristics of the subsoil, a water travel times for the considered reactors are

homogeneous isotropic medium was assumed. given in Figure B4.
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75 . . . from higher (or lower) ground levels could possibly

reach the melt debris. This might be especially im-
50 portant early in the release scenario when the heat of

the melt could provide substantial convective trans-
25 fer of contaminated water to higher, possibly more

permeable, strata. Additionally, such channels could
permit much more rapid release of sumpwater and

lo, to' lo, 10 le lo' le containment gases into the environment than would
DISTANCE TO SURFACE WATERBODY im) normally be expected.

50

1 - GREAT
25 LAKE

0 0

16" lo-3 10-2 lo-I lo' 10I le lo' lo- 10 I 103 105 107
GROUNDWATER VELOCITY ImIda)

15

ESTUARY
25

00 7 lo-I 10 1 103 0 0
1 I 100 lo, le 103 le lo' le 10 z

GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME (C10

Figure B4. Distributions of the Distances to the Nearest Surface < 15 

Waterbodies, the Groundwater Velocities and the Times Required
OCEAN

for Groundwater to Reach the Nearest Surface Waterbodies for the

Surveyed Containments _-F]0
7These travel times were, in turn, classified accord- 10 10 to, lo' 10

ing to the nearest surface waterbody. Histograms of
the travel times are presented in Figure B5 for large
lake, estuary, ocean, 'other lake,' and river sites. The 15

OTHERterm 'other lake' is used to denote an artificial reser-
voir on a river. _h r I LAKE

Those sites which had groundwater travel times
of more than 105 days (approximately 274 years) were lo- 10 le lo'
subsequently redefined to be dry sites. Only expo-
sure via aquifer usage was considered at such sites. In
practice, most of the sites defined to be dry would not 1 - RIVER

experience any such usage (See Appendix E).
The goal of the compilation of hydrogeological

data was to obtain a conservatively realistic set of 0
groundwater travel times. The data for each site were 10 -1 10 I 103 lo' 107

always combined in a manner such that the lower
limit of the range of indicated possible groundwater AVFRAGE GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME (da)
travel times for the site was obtained. However, the
groundwater travel times presented in Figures B4 Figure BS. Groundwater Travel Times as a Function of the Near-

and B5 are not necessarily conservative. est Surface Waterbody

For example, even though the melt debris resided
in a substratum which was impervious, water from The groundwater beneath a reactor site has practi-
other more permeable strata could possibly reach that cally no knowledge of what the nearest body of
debris. Before the construction of any containment, surface water is. Consequently, in a first approxima-
much of the material originally around and beneath tion, groundwater transport can be modeled identi-
the area of the containment floor is disturbed. Thus, cally for the five distinct generic sites which have
during the construction, channels can be opened in been chosen on the basis of surface-water hydrology.
initially impervious layers through which water The major observable geohydrological distinctions
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between the dfferent types of sites are expected to be were available at all, and these were noted for less
the exact distributions of parameters appropriate to than half the sites considered. All of the other chemi-
each type. Calculations were performed for an appro- cal parameters which are needed to adequately de-
priate range of groundwater travel times for each scribe the groundwater and the soil beneath the
type of site. reactors were not contained in the surveyed docu-

ments.
B2.2.2 Hydrological Parameters The Ks used in this study (Table B3) were ob-

Great variations exist in the possible parameters tained partially through laboratory experiments and
which might be used to describe aquifers and other partially through application of chemical scientific
subsurface waterbodies. Such waterbodies can range judgment based on the chemical processes involved.5
from a few meters in thickness to hundreds of meters The experiments in which these were obtained uti-
or more. Effective porosities can range from much lized 'typical western desert soil" through which
less than .001 to 30 or more. The hydraulic gradient flowed 'typical western desert groundwater."
and the permeability can result in groundwater ve- This groundwater can be regarded as being typi-
locities which range from less than a meter a year to cal of the groundwater found underneath most
more than a hundred meters per year. LWR's in at least two respects. First, its pH indicates

For calculational purposes, the standard aquifer that the water is alkaline; for those reactors for which
was defined to be 50 m in depth; the lateral and information was available, the groundwater immedi-
longitudinal extents were taken to be infinite. Except ately beneath the containment is usually alkaline.
as mentioned previously, the effective porosity was Furthermore, the ionic strength of the desert ground-
taken to be 25. The longitudinal dispersion coeffi- water is in the same range as the ionic strengths of
cient was taken to be 500 m/yr and the lateral the groundwaters under most of those reactor sites
dispersion coefficient was assumed to be 50 M2/yr. for which such information was recorded.
None of the parameters just listed are considered to
be necessarily representative; in general, they tend to As was just mentioned, the groundwater at most
be conservative for the purposes of this study. reactor sites is alkaline. For those sites which have

As was explained in Subsection B2.2.1, the other acidic groundwater, there could be some significant
parameters of importance and the "actual" effective differences in the relative Kd's which would be ap-
porosity were lumped together for each site to form a propriate. Among the notable variations might be
single site characteristic, the average groundwater relatively more rapid transport of the lanthanicles
travel time. The travel times calculated from the and certain actinicles. For elements such as these, the
results of the survey and used in this study are changes in the appropriate Kd's due to pH variations
presented in Subsection B2.2.1. The distribution coef- could be orders of magnitude. Although large vari-
ficients and the factors affecting them are discussed ations in certain Kd'S might be observed for any slight
in the next subsection, B2.2.3. change in pH, the largest number of effects would

B2.2.3 Distribution Coefficients probably be observed close to the transition from
alkaline to acidic H's, that is, for variations near pH

Chemical species in solution in groundwater can = 7 Fortunately, those radionuclides for which the
undergo many different reactions, both with other largest variations of Kd'S might be expected tend to be
species in solution and with the soil through which minor contributors to the consequences and risks of
they are passing. Among the important interactions releases to the hydrosphere after a meltdown acci-
-ire physical adsorption, ion exchange, precipitation,
colloid formation, complex formation and fixation. dent.'
'rhe parameter which describes the resultant retarda- The values of the distribution coefficients em-
tion of the movement of any nuclide relative to the ployed for groundwater transport in this study are
movement of the groundwater is the previously- thought, in general, to be somewhat low. The use of
mentioned distribution coefficient, Kd. The adden- such low distribution coefficients is conservative. At
dum to this appendix describes the environmental non-dry sites, relatively low values of the Kd's result
factors affecting the values of this parameter. in early emergence of the nuclides from the aquifer.

The distribution coefficients can be as site depen- Consequently, less decay is predicted to occur before
dent as the hydrological parameters. They depend exposure than would actually be the case. The larger
upon the pH, the Eh (oxidation potential), the ionic amount of undecayed material which is predicted to
strength and the chemical composition of both the reach the surface waterbody results in somewhat of
groundwater and the soil. They also depend upon the
exchange properties of the soil. The survey men- an overestimation of the consequences. At a dry site,
tioned previously also included an attempt to obtain
values for as many of these parameters as possible. In
general, only the groundwater pH and composition "See Chapter 6.
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the lower Kd's result in a relatively higher percentage result in orders of magnitude differences in the coef-
of the radioactive material being predicted to be in ficients appropriate for certain elements. Conse-
solution at any given time than would otherwise be quently, our estimates of the distribution coefficients
the situation. As a result, low values for the distribu- can be out of line by orders of magnitude for certain
tion coefficients also result in an overestimation of sites. However, the values employed in this study
the consequences. probably tend to be conservative for most sites.

Because of the complex series of interactions and Throughout this study, the distribution coeffi-
properties which determine the appropriate set of cients for the soil are among the least well known but
distribution coefficients for any specific site, it can be most important parameters. The effects of varying
readily imagined that variations between sites can these coefficients within reasonable bounds is con-

sidered in the section on sensitivity.

Table B3. Distribution Coefficients for Various

Radionuclides in Groundwater B3. Surface Water Transport
Radionuclide Kd(a) (I/9) Kd(b) (Ml1g) All the models used to describe surface water

transport and dispersion and sediment-nuclide inter-
H 0 0 actions are essentially those employed in the NRC

Co 75 Liquid Pathway Generic Study (NUREG-0440).' They
Ni 80 are presented here for completeness. The modifica-
Rb 15 125 tions performed for this study and the differences in
Sr 2 20 the ways in which they are utilized in the two studies
Y 200 2000 are indicated.
Zr 200 2000 As mentioned previously, the general movement
Nb 2000 of a contaminant in any waterbody can be described
MO 5 5 by Equation (Bl-1). For certain types of releases, this
Tc 0.1 0 equation can be solved analytically under the follow-
Ru 0 and 4 0 and 4(c) ing simplifying assumptions:

Rh 25 250(c) 1. all the coefficients in Equation (Bl-1) are con-
Ag 250(c) stants with respect to variations in both s ace
Cd 25 2000 and time; p
Sn 15 250 2. the waterbodies have straight shorelines and
Sb 15 15 are of uniform depth, or else the waterbodies
Te 20 20(c) are uniformly mixed; and,
I 0.1 0 3. the waterbodies are isotropic with respect to

Cs 20 200 dispersal of contamination.
Ba 3 30(c)
La 600(c) In this study, these assumptions have been em-
Ce 50 600(c) ployed for modeling lakes, estuaries and oceans. Con-
Pr 60 600 sequently, for all surface waterbodies except rivers,

Nd 600(c) the advantages of analytical solutions have been uti-
PM 60 600(c) lized, The general treatment for each of these water-
Sm 60 600 bodies is analogous to that already presented for
Eu 60 600 aquifers. For any waterbody residing in a series of
U 100 60) 3000 other waterbodies, appropriate combinations of the

Np 60 15 spatially-varying analytical solutions and mixed-tank
Pu 200 2000 descriptions have been used. These solutions have
Am 100 2000 been combined with integration techniques, as nec-
Cm 150 600 essary, to account for complex release or efflux func-

tions.
allsed in WASH-14M and NUREG-0140.7 A river could be modeled in the same manner as
bAppropriate for "typical western desert soil' with the other types of waterbodies have been. However,
'typical-western desert soil' groundwater flowing adequate modeling of extended river systems gener-
throughout it. ally requires the utilization of a rather long series of
cDenotes estimated Kd- solutions. The advantage of analytic solutions can be
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lost in dealing with such a complex system. To ade- Lake Michigan

quately describe all the variations along a typical outflow to Lake Hu ro n
river, a different, more complex model has been
developed. In that model, the river is divided into a
series of compartments, each of which satisfies the -1Z
above criteria utilized for the other waterbodies;
variation of certain important coefficients is permit-
ted between compartments. The resulting series of
equations have been solved by employing methods
typically utilized for dealing with differential equa-
tions.

B3.1 Large Lakes

B3.1.1 Models mixed tank region

All of the naturally-occurring lakes on which
reactors reside are Great Lakes. Therefore, this discus-
sion for lakes is restricted to the consideration of just
the Great Lakes.

Three models are used in this study to consider
movement of radionuclides within any Great Lake:
nearshore, surface mixed-tank, and complete mixed-
tank. The first describes local movement along the nearshore region
coast; the second describes mixing in the upper 5 to
75 feet of the lake; and the third describes the mixing
in the complete lake due to seasonal turnover. A rea cto r

fourth model is used to consider the movement of Figure B6. Nearshore and Mixed-Tank Regions for a Typical Great
radionuclides into successive waterbodies a connect- Lake
ed series of completely-mixed tanks. This model pri-
marily describes movement into and within the other where
Great Lakes. Sediment effects are considered in all

the odels except the nearshore region one. ci, = 4irE t)-'-' exp[-(x-ut)1/4E.t]
The concentration of a radionuclide in the coastal

currents in the nearshore region (Figure B6) can be
described by ciy3 � 2(4rEyt)-l exp[-yl/4E Yt]

dc u d E d2C E d1c - + S(t) ci,.3 = (d)-1 (133-3)
dt dx dX2 Y dy 2

(B3-1) and Ai is as defined previously. For a continuous
release, the concentration close to the shore can be

where E. and E are the alongshore and the offshore obtained by using the above solution for an instanta-
Y neous release in the convolution expression present-

dispersion coefficients, respectively. An analytical ed in Equation (132-9). For a lake, as many for any
solution is permitted if one assumes that the near- other surface waterbody, the source term, S(t), repre-
shore region has a constant depth d a straight shore- sents essentially the appropriate amount of material
line, constant dispersion coefficients and a constant passing across the aquifer-waterbody interface as a
alongshore water velocity of magnitude u.. function of time.

Under these conditions, the concentration close to The mixed-tank models for a lake can be described
the shore resulting from an instantaneous release at by
the time t = from a point source can be written as

ci � Qi Ci.3 Ciy3 Cu3 -�i (133-2) dc = Qi X c _ q c (1334)
dt V V
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where V is the volume of either the entire lake or just to the radionuclides in the water. Consequently, the
the upper layer of the lake and q is the flow rate out concentration of a radionuclide residing on the sus-
of the lake for water. For an instantaneous release at pended sediment, c., can be determined from the
t 0, the concentration in the lake is given by appropriate distribution coefficient, K, and the con-

centration of the nuclide in the water, c., according

ci (Qi/V) expl-[(q/V) + AiltJ (113-5) to

c., � Kd C. (133-8)
In a zeroth-order approximation, the Great Lakes

can be described as a series of completely-mixed As sedimentation occurs, the radionuclides resid-
reservoirs. For an instantaneous release into the first ing on the sediment particles are removed from the
lake at t= 0, the concentration of the ith nuclide in water column at a rate
the mth lake can be written as

r.d = c. (vp. / d. = c. Kd (vp, / dj (B3-9)
M-1 M

,Qi q, J-X'-exp (-X'.t I where v is the sedimentation rate (depth/year), p isn i) 11
(113-6) the density of the sediment in the sediment layer,

M M+1 GX I and d. is the depth of the water column (Figure 137).
V ik Xd In a similar fashion, the nuclides in the waterT1 11

1-1 k-1, -j between the nonsuspended sediment particles (in the
interstitial water) are assumed to be in equilibrium

where with nonsuspended sediment. Consequently, Equa-
tion (133-8) is assumed to hold separately for the

X', (qj/V,) i for j m suspended sediment and the bulk of the water, and
i for the deposited sediment and its associated intersti-

A:. 0 for j > m (B3-7) tial water.
The concentration in the interstitial water can be

different than the concentration in the water column.
To consider continuous releases, either Equation (B3- Therefore, a net diffusion of radionuclides can occur
5) or Equation (B3-6) can be used in the convolution across the sediment-water interface. The net rate of
integral in Equation (112-9). flow is proportional to the net difference in the

Simultaneously with transport by surface water concentrations in the interstitial and the non-intersti-
movements, the radionuclides undergo interactions tial waters. The net rate of flow from the interstitial
with the sediment particles (Figure 117). These inter- water is assumed to be8-10
actions effectively remove some of the radionuclides
from the water and therefore lower the concentra- rff = (Kf/d.)[(c,/K, - cw] (133-1 0)
tions of the nuclides in the water.

In the sediment-radionuclide interaction models where c, is the concentration in the deposited sedi-
the radionuclides residing on the suspended sedi- ment and Kf is the diffusional transfer rate (distance/
ments are assumed to be in equilibrium with respect time). Kf is approximately the apparent diffusion

coefficient divided by the layer thickness.
The ordering of apparent diffusion coefficients

sedimentation rate according to their magnitudes is essentially the re-
verse of that for distribution coefficients. That is, the
stronger the binding of a particular radionuclide to

water column the sediment is, the smaller the apparent diffusion
coefficient is and hence the slower the diffusionV process is. However, in this report, the diffusional
transfer rate is taken to be element independent.

deposited If sedimentation occurs at a fast enough rate, then
sediment diffusion can be too slow to return the radionuclides

from the sediment to the water column before decay.d
Therefore, the radionuclides can be effectively
buried and lost to further contact with the water. To

Figure 87. Sediment-Nuclide Interaction Parameters for a Large consider the effect of such removal by burial, a sedi-
Lake ment depth below which the nuclides are effectively
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lost can be assumed. The rate of loss by such burial C = [S,-s,)]"[(X,+S,) exp(51t - (,\,+S,) exp(S,01 ,
can be written as (133-16)

rburial (vp,/d.) Cd (133-1 1) where

where d. is the thickness of interacting sediment.
I nasmuch as the diffusion rate is element dependent, S1. 4(XX, XXA','�/2

the depth at which any given element can be consid- (133-17)
ered to be buried varies. However, in this report, the
burial depth is taken to be element independent. For continuous releases, the convolution integral giv-

The resulting equations describing the distribu- en in Equation (132-9) must be utilized with Equation
tion of the nuclides between the sediments and the (133-16).
noninterstitial water can be written as For relatively high values of K, the concentration

given by Equation (133-16) is approximately
dc, Q

- - rflush rdecay (water) r.d + rdiff ci _- V-1 exP(_X20
d V

(133-12) For relatively low values of Kdl the concentration is
also given approximately by the same expression;

dc dw dw however, unlike the high Kd situation, the Kd term in
rdecay (sed) + r sed - + riff + rburial the expression for X2 is negligible. This expression for

dt d, pad. low values is essentially just the solution for the
concentration presented in Equation (133-5); in that

(133-13) equation, sediment interactions were completely ne-
glected. The diffusion term is somewhat overestimat-

here ed by this expression for small values of K..

The models just discussed can be combined so that
rfiuh = (q / V)cw the effects of sediment-nuclide interactions can be

rdeca, (,,ater) XCw considered for series of reservoirs or lakes. For either
relatively high or low values of K,,, the concentration

rdvcay sedirnent) � 'Cs of the ith nuclide in the mth lake can be written

,laid the factors (d,,/d,) in the second equation result approximately as

from the difference between the water and the sedi- rn-1 rn

ment volumes. Q, q, X,,exp kj�tl
Alternatively, these equations can be written as

cim

Li � Q V ix"U X"J]
= - + C'X1 C"�X2 ri

d t V 1_1 k-1, *I

Li C, where
C"X3 C'X4 (B3-14)

d t
X', (%/V) + (vKd/d,.) + X, for j :E m

where
X, 0 for > m

X, (Kf/dwKj)

B3.1.2 Parameters
X, (q/V) + X + (vpK,/d.) + (Kf/d,,) In this report, Lake Michigan is taken to be the

X, (vK,/d.) + (KfJdp,) generic large lake.

B3.1.2.1 Hydrological Parameters
.k4 X 4- (v/d.) + (Kf/dp.Kd) (133-15) As is shown in Subsection B4.4.1, the choice of

Lake Michigan can be easily justified on the basis of
For an instantaneous release at t = 0, the concen- hydrological considerations. Such justification is pos-

tration in the water resulting from Equations (133-8), sible because the hydrological parameters for the
(133-12) and (133-13) can be written as Great Lakes are readily available.
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The hydrological parameters for the Great Lakes dc u. dc + E. d1c - Xc + S(t) (153-18)
are probably the best determined of the parameters dt dx dX2

for the various types of sites, This is due jointly to the
limited number of Great Lakes, to the large number where u. is the net downstream water speed and E,, is
of studies which have occurred on these important the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. An analytical
waterbodies, and to the small variation in parameters solution is permitted if one assumes that the estuary
which occurs among the lakes. has a constant depth d a straight shoreline, a constant

The volumes, outflow rates, average residence dispersion coefficient, and a constant net down-
times, surface areas, maximum depths, and average stream velocity. Under these conditions, the concen-
depths for the Great Lakes are as presented in Table tration resulting from an instantaneous release at t =
B4.11,12 For all mixed-tank calculations, the appropri- 0 from a point source at the origin can be written as
ate average depths were employed. For the nearshore
calculations, the average depth was taken to be 10 m.
In all the lakes, representative values for the disper- C = A4rE.0-11 expf-[(X_Ut)2 /4Et + XtJJ , (B3-19)
sion coefficients are 500 to 00 CM2/sec for E, and I
to 30 CM2/sec for E;13 typical values for the along- where A is the cross-sectional area. For a continuous
shore current u. are 10 to 20 cm/sec.23 For most release, the concentration can be obtained by using
calculations, the dispersion coefficients were taken as Equation (B3-19) in the convolutional integral pre-
their minimum values and u. was taken to be 10 cm/ sented in Equation (B2-9).
sec 8.64 km/da). Representative values for the net Simultaneously with the transport of radionu-
sedimentation rate, v, are 3 x 14 to X 10-4 M/yr; clides by water movements, the radionuclides under-
typical values for the diffusion rate, Ki, are 0.1 to 16 go interaction with the sediments (Figure B5). Basi-
m/Yr.9 For most calculations, v was taken as x 10-4
m/yr and Kf was taken as 04 m/yr. cally, the sediment-nuclide interaction model

employed for estuaries (Figure B8) is the same as that
utilized for large lakes, with the following major
difference: the frequently resuspended sediments are

B3.1.2.2 Distribution Coefficients assumed to form a top layer of sediment which is in
The appropriate values for the sediment distribu- equilibrium with the nuclides in the water column.

tion coefficients are among the least well identified In addition, diffusion back into the water column is
parameters for a Great Lake site. These parameters ignored due to the relati .vely high sedimentation rate
depend upon the same physical and chemical proper- found in most estuaries.
ties as the distribution coefficients for soil. These The equation describing the resulting concentra-
properties are discussed in detail in the addendum of tion in the water phase can be written as
this appendix. In this study, these parameters were

always taken to be toward the conservative end of dc dc + E. d2 - c - rbul.1
their possible ranges; that is, they were taken to be u. (B3-20)
low. The appropriate values of the distribution coeffi- dt dx dX2

cients for Great Lake sediment were taken to be 0
times the values employed in the soil (Table B3). For where
example, for Sr and Cs, this results in values of 103 (1-f)p.n.Kdl
and 104, respectively. u - [fu, + (l-f)uO.nKd1/1f +

B3.2 Estuaries E, - [fE, + (I-f)F1,pn.Kd]/1f + (1-f)pn.Kdl

B3.2.1 Model f - k / (k + d) . (B3-21)

A one-dimensional sectionally-averaged model is In these expressions, Ub i the net downstream speed
employed here to consider all estuaries.14,13 Tidal of the frequently resuspended sediment; f is the
influences are taken to be adequately described by a fraction of interaction space occupied by non-inter-
'tidally-averaged' approximation in which the tidal stitial water and (1-f) is the fraction of space occupied
oscillations are not included explicitly. Instead, they by sediment available for interaction; p, is the density
are taken to be sufficiently described by longitudinal of the sediment assuming no porosity; and n. is its
dispersion. In such a model, the concentration of a porosity in the sediment layer. Therefore, p.n. is the
radionuclide in an estuary with net downstream flow density of the sediment in the sediment layer. In the
and accompanying tidally-induced dispersion can be limit of no resuspension, f approaches 1; consequent-
given by ly, u. approaches u, and E,, approaches E,
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Table B4. Parameters for the Great Lakes

Volume Outflow Residence Surface Maximum Average
Lake (m3) (m3/yr) Time (yr) Area (m2) Depth (m) Depth (m)

Su 1.22 x 1013 6.50 x 1010(�) 189 2.48 x 1010 397 150_perior X 1011(a),(b) 31.0 1.74 x 1010 281 75Michigan 4.8 7 x 1012 1.57
Huron 3.80 x 1012 1.57 x 1011 24.2 1.99 x 1011, 229 60
Erie 4.58 x 101, 1.73 x 1011 2.65 7.72 x 109 64 15
Ontario 1.64 x 1012 2.07 x 1011 7.92 5.86 x 109 237 90

Superior and Michigan both flow into Huron.
bother estimates of this value are as low as x 1010 M3/yr.

water net velocity sedimentation rate movement of some of the radioactivity by repeated
sedimentation and resuspension and to remove some
of the rest of the radioactivity by burial. The propor-

water column tion of water to available sediment in an estuary is
much larger than the proportion of water to soil in an
aquifer; as a result, the net retardation of the move-u I . I

dw X ment of the radioactivity is much less in an estuary
deposited than in the ground, if the same distribution coeffi-
sedi m ent s) are used. However, the effects of adsorp-

s u tion and other delaying processes can still be signifi-

cant in an estuary.
For continuous releases, Equation (133-22) can be

used in the convolution integral in Equation (132-9).
sediment layer net velocity For a release of the form be-bt from a point source into

Figure B8. Sediment-Nudide Interaction Parameters foran Estuary an estuary, this produces

I-or instantaneous release at t = 0, the concentra- c(t = be-It' cinstant(t-t') dt'

tion in the Water esulting from Equation (B3-20) can

be written as

= (aA)-l (4E')- b exp[-01 (2a")-lX
c = (aA)-l (47rE't)-l expi-[(x-u't)2/4E't+Xt]l

lexpMa-y)"I erfc[(-y/t)11+(at)`1

expj-vKt/dj (133-22)

• expf-2(ay)"] erfcf-(,y/t)"+(at)'/,]

where

• 2exp[-2(a-y)`11 (133-24)

a -- f + (I - f)pnK,. (133-23)

where

It is interesting to compare this basic expression

for the concentration in an estuary to that for the (Y [U'2/(4E') + - b]

concentration in an aquifer. To aid in this compari-

son, it should be noted that the expression [-xu'/(2E') + bt]

j),n,(d,/d.) can be written as p,,("n')-1, where p,, is the

bulk density of the sediment and "n" is its effective _y [X2/4EJ (133-25)
porosity. For both of these parameters, the volume is

taken as that of the interacting sediment plus that of erfc denotes the unit complement of the error func-

all of the water. Thus, by utilizing this expression in tion' and is defined in Equation (132-12).
the equation describing the concentration in an estu-

arv, it can be seen that an estuary can be considered to

be'like an aquifer with an extremely high porosity, B3.2.2 Parameters
provided burial is negligible. In this report, two 'generic" estuaries are consid-

Therefore, the net effects of the sediment interac- ered. They are based loosely on the Chesapeake Estu-

tions in an estuary are to retard the downstream arv and the Delaware Estuary.
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B3.2.2.1 Hydrological Parameters in the Great Lakes. As a result, the concentration of a
The hydrological parameters appropriate for a radionuclide in the nearshore coastal currents can be

representative estuary are not nearly as easily deter- described by
in ined as those for a typical large lake. Determination
of the appropriate range for each of the parameters is dc dc d2C _ XC + S(t)

ux E d2c E
beyond the scope of this study. Furthermore, account dt dx dX2 Y dy2
would need to be taken of the differences between (B3-26)
the types of estuaries, whereas this report considers
only one type of estuary. In view of these consider- where E. and E are the alongshore and the offshore
ations, we do not suggest that the two estuaries which dispersion coefficients, respectively. Analytical solu-
are utilized in this report are the ideal generic estu- tion is permitted if one assumes that the nearshore
aries. Rather, they are possible estuaries. The subsec- region has a constant depth d a straight shoreline,
tion which deals with sensitivities discusses how constant dispersion coefficients, and a constant
variations in the parameters change the results so alongshore velocity of magnitude u. (Figure B9).
that the reader can judge the net effects of any Under these conditions, the concentration is giv-
changes which he or she might want to impose. en by the same expression as for the nearshore region

The magnitudes of the net water velocities of both in a Great Lake. That is, the solution for an instanta-
the estuaries were taken to be 200 x 101 mlyr; the neous release from a point source at the origin at t =
longitudinal dispersion coefficients of both were tak- 0 is as given in Equations (B3-2) and (1113-3). For
en to be 109 mlyr. The average depths of the water continuous releases, the convolution integral pre-
columns were taken to be 854 m and 5.00 in, respec- sented in Equation (B2-9) can be employed.

tively; the maximum depth of the interacting sedi- After any radioactivity leaves the nearshore re-

ment was taken to be 0.01 in. Burial below 0.01 m was gion, it is assumed to move to the offshore region of
considered to remove the radioactivity from all fu- the continental shelf. This region is taken to be

ture interactions. The sedimentation rates for both described by a mixed tank (Figure B9). Flow out of the
were taken to be 2 x 10-3 m/yr.16-18 The cross-sectional tank is taken to be into the deep portions of the
areas of the estuaries were 33 x 105 M2 and 5.0 x 104

M2, respectively; lengths of 300 km and 200 km, ocean.
respectively, were considered, with 50 km above the Inasmuch as the flushing times on the continental
source of radioactivity and the rest below. shelves are relatively short and the sedimentation

rates are generally low, -the effects of sedimentation

B3.2.2.2 Distribution Coefficients can be ignored in a first-order approximation.

The sediment distribution coefficients appropri- sho re nea.rshore oDritinental shelf

ate for a representative estuary are again not easily eactor region region

estimated parameters. As in the case of the Great

Lakes, this is due, in part, to the unspecified chemis-
try of the estuary water and sediments. It is also

caused by the varying salinity of the water which is
found as one proceeds down an estuary. Inasmuch as
the distribution coefficients of some elements are

strong functions of salinity, these coefficients can dew

vary by orders of magnitude with distance along the dW

estuary. However, this sophistication is beyond the i

data currently available for most elements. Distribu- Figure 9. Nearshore and Mixed-Tank Regions for an Open Coast-
tion coefficients thought to be appropriate for the II Site

dominant radionuclides in marine conditions are uti-
lized throughout the estuary. In the model employed

in this study, the distribution coefficients are taken to B3.3.2 Parameters
be times the values employed in the soil. For
example, for Sr and Cs, this results in values of 102 In this report, an arbitrary nonestuarial region of
and 103, respectively. continental shelf is taken to be the generic ocean site.

B3.3.2.1 Hydrological Parameters
B3.3 Oceans The hydrological parameters appropriate for a

representative ocean site are not known. The re-
B3.3.1 Models quired determination of the appropriate range for

In an ocean, the initial water movement in open each of the parameters is beyond the scope of this
coastal water resembles that in the nearshore waters study. In a more detailed study, account should be
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taken of the great differences that exist between The concentration in the bottom sediments (ig-
ocean sites. Primarily this report considers an open noring the possibility of sediment transport along
coastal site which is perhaps hydrologically represen- the river system) can be taken to be described by
tative of certain Atlantic sites.19,20 The effect of initial
release into a relatively sheltered region is not dealt dc,
with. The impact of such a release might be signifi- d Si (B3-28)
cant because it could result in substantial population t
exposure in addition to that determined here.

The magnitude of the velocity of the nearshore where c. is the concentration in the bottom sedi-
current was taken to be 315 x 106 m/yr; the along- ments. The sediment-nuclide interaction model em-
shore and the offshore dispersion coefficients were ployed for river systems is essentially identical to that
taken to be 315 x 106 M2/yr and 315 x 105 M2/yr, utilized for large takes. As a result, the sources and
respectively. The average depth of the nearshore sinks are the same as those described in Subsection
region was taken to be 10 in; the width and the length B3. 1.
were taken to be km and 400 km, respectively. These equations were approximated by a combi-

The offshore compartment was taken to be 0 rn nation of finite difference equations. Two typical
by 100 km by 400 km. The average residence time of finite difference elements are shown in Figure B10.
the water was taken to be 2 years. Movement from the The finite difference equations are
offshore compartment was assumed to be to the deep
portions of the ocean. _cj c)""-cj�'_'lWi_+1 Wc! +I ci At E.j cjW, W Ax AXI-4

63.3.2.2 Distribution Coefficients i+lh

Sediment interactions are not considered in these -cj d+Kf
models. + Ui cW1.1 WI + VSIK CJ

I Ai dwi Wi

B3.4 River Systems Ki ! (B3-29)

B3.4.1 Model K
Transport of radionuclides by rivers has been

extensively studied.21-27 In general, the models for Vs, Kd + Kf
describing that transport require numerical solution ci + c"i + At c�
of the differential equations. Codell,' by calling on a d,, Wi
number of assumptions, was able to use simpler
analytical solutions in the NRC Liquid Pathway Ge- ij , (B3-30)
neric Study. A new numerical model, combining ease Kci
of use with adequate attention to detail, was devel-
oped specifically for this study. This model generally
follows that of Codell, but includes some additional where ci is the concentration of the radionuclide in
complexity. Wi

The concentration of a radionuclide in flowing element i at time j;
water in an element fixed in space in which the
concentration is uniformly distributed in depth and (Ax,+ +d.
lateral extent can be described by Ixi+ili� 2

dc, d u clc� + rt (AXI + A-d.
E. dcw S,(t) , (B3-27) Axi_�i � I

d t dx dx dx 2

where c. is the concentration of activity per unit V., is the net rate of sedimentation; d.,is the water

volume, E. is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, depth; d., is the effective sediment depth; c is the

u is the magnitude of the local water velocity, and the concentration in the bottom sediment under element
set of are the sources and sinks within the element, i at time j; and the other parameters are as previously

The concentration c, includes the radioactive materi- defined. In this formulation, the transport term is in
al dissolved in the water plus that sorbed to sedi- the Lelevier form'28 whereas the dispersion term is in

ments traveling with the water. It is assumed that the the classical form for the diffusion equation. The time
longitudinal velocity of sediments carried by the step must satisfy the relationships I u I At Ax 1; 2E,,
water is equal to the water velocity. \t/(AX)2 -< 1.
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77 banks include one or more reservoirs. Consequently,
- th i -th the generic river system should probably have both

element element dammed regions and free-flowing stretches.
The two river systems considered here, the Ten-

C C nessee-Ohio-Mississippi (TOM) system and the Mis-
W W souri-Mississippi (MM) system, have been chosen as

d 0 0 d being 'representative' and are utilized for all the
W. W. calculations. The former is typical of river systems

li, 16 X X containing reservoirs, whereas the latter represents
river systems which do not have reservoirs. Both

------ So- systems have LWR's located along their banks. They
differ from other river systems having LWR's primar-

U U ily in three respects: they are each longer than the
typical river systems; they are each larger, at least in
their lower reaches, than the typical systems; and

d they both flow into the Gulf of Mexico.
S C S d Reservoirs on the Tennessee system were mod-

s. eled as rectangular tanks. Long reservoirs were mod-
L eled as a set of connected tanks of uniform width and

Figure B10. Two Typical Finite Difference Elements length but varying depth. For multi-element reser-
voirs, depths were assumed to increase uniformly
toward the dam end.

In the model, flows can be treated as functions of Major tributaries in both systems were appropri-
time, thus allowing consideration of annual flood ately located in the model. Minor tributaries were
and low-water periods. The details of the procedure collected into a few discrete points.
are presented in Section B3.4.2.1 and in Addendum The short stretch of the Tennessee between Ken-
B2. tucky Lake Dam and the confluence with the Ohio,

and the short stretch of the Ohio included in the
TOM system were each modeled as single sections.

B3.4-2 Parameters The Missouri and Mississippi were broken into seg-
In this report, two 'generic' river systems are ments of roughly 250 km each by dilution points

considered. They are based on the Tennessee-Ohio- representing tributaries. Each segment was addition-
Mississippi system and the Missouri-Mississippi sys- ally broken into 510 meshes.
tem. The configuration used to consider the Tennes-

see-Ohio-Mississippi system is shown schematically
B3.4.2.1 Hydrological Parameters in Figure BIl. That utilized to describe the Missouri-

The definition of a generic river system is not Mississippi system is represented in Figure B12.
easy. Probably greater variation exists among the The details of the data analysis for the two river
hydrological parameters which are important for de- systems are given in Addendum B2 of this appendix.
scribing river systems than exists aong the param- The salient features of this analysis are reviewed
eters which are significant for considering any other briefly here.
type ol waterbody. Unfortunately, more reactors are Data on flow, reservoir volume, etc., were taken
located on rivers than are located near any other type from a variety of sources.29-36Where conflicts were
of surface waterbody. found in the source data, estimates were made of data

Not only are the variations of parameters among reliability and, as much as possible, the most reliable
different rivers substantial; the variations even with- data were chosen.
in a given river can be significant. For example, flow For each reservior, the known back-water length'
rates can be highly variable. Seasonal variations in and surface area were used to compute an average
precipitation and run-off can result in changes of the width. The pool volume and surface area were used
appropriate flow rates and related flow volumes of to compute an average depth.
over an order of magnitude. Furthermore, along the
length of a given system, the rates and volumes can
easily vary by at least an order of magnitude. Thus, a
given river can exhibit a wide variation in appropri-
ate hydrological parameters.

River systems often include both free-flowing 'The backwater length is the distance from the dam to the point at
regions and dammed sections. Most river systems which the original river slope intersects the reduced slope of the
which have LWR's sitting somewhere along their reservoir surface.
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Sedimentation rates for the Tennessee River res- MISSOURI RIVER
ervoirs were calculated from the data in Table B5,

except that the rate for Hale's Bar was modified. LWR-
Although the data indicated a net removal of sedi-
ment for that reservoir, a low positive rate of 2 mml PLATTE------w OMAHA
vr was assumed. A sedimentation rate of 0.1 mm/yr
was arbitrarily used for all free-flowing stretches of
the two river systems.

KANSAS KANSAS CITY

ST. LOUIS
TENNESSEE RIVER MISSISSIPPI RIVER

UrTLE TENNESSEE RIVER

CLINCH . WATTS AR LAKE OSAGE- ---- CAIRO
LWR-

MINOR TRIBUTARY 4-- OHIO
LW R. -

CHICKAMAUGA LAKE MINORTRIBUTARY MEMPH I 

MINOR TRIBUTARY

HALES BAR LAKE ARKANSAS
MINOR TR I BUTARY ETC

GUNTERSVILLE LAKE VICKSBURGYAZOO ETC LWR

RED ETC
MISSISSIPPI RIVER WHEELER LAKE

NEW ORLEANS
CAIRO

MINOR TRIBUTARY Figure B12. Missouri-Mississippi Surface Water Model
WILSON LAKE

MINOR RIBUTARY- INOR
BUTARY The data relating to the sediment loadS31,32 of the

ARKANSAS.ETC- free-flowing stretches of these river systems are dis-

cussed entirely in Addendum B2. The load-related
YAZOO TC- VICKSBURG information is not utilized in the river model but is

included in this appendix for completeness. It is used
in the pathway model involving the treatment of

"CINEW ORLEANS drinking water taken from rivers and is discussed
further in Appendix D.

Figure 1. Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi Surface water Model

Table B5. Sedimentation in Tennessee River Reservoirs

Net

Total Sediment Time of Sedimentation

Volume Sedimentation Rate

Reservoir (acre-ft) (yr) (m/yr)

Watt's Bar 22,082 15.2 .0103
Chickamauga 7,781 21.1 .0029

Hale's Bar -519 (scour) 25.7 (see text)

Guntersville 33,153 20.6 .0069
Wheeler 71,697 24.8 .0129

Wilson 46,372 32.6 .0271

Pickwick 25,057 23.6 .0069

Kentuckv 88,694 15.1 .0068
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In general, the width, the depth and the magni- The values employed for the dispersion coeffi-
tude of the velocity of any free-flowing stretch of cients were obtained using the velocity-dependent
river were obtained by using empirically-derived simplified Fischer formula.38 The consideration of
equations relating each of these quantities to the flow hydrological dispersion in rivers is discussed further

Likewise, to investigate seasonal variations, in both Addenda B2 and B3.33,38

each o tese three was estimated from equations The parameters used fr the Tevxv�essei�-Ohio-

relating each to the ratio of the actual flow rate to the Mississippi system are summarized in Table B6. The
seasonally-averaged flow rate.30-31,37 parameters employed for the Missouri-Mississippi

system are given in Table B7.

Table B6. Parameters of Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi System

Net Sedi-
Length Volume Flow Rate Velocity Transit mentation Surface Area

km M3 m3/yr rn/yr Time, yr Rate, m/yr M2

31.82 .4789E9a .2072E1 1 (b) .0231 .0103
29.00 .6110E9 .2072EI 1 (b) .0295 .0103 Watt's Bar Lake
24.25 .7886E8 .2325EI I (b) .0034 .0029 3.5345E7
23.25 .1683139 .2325EIl (b) .0072 .0029 3.9432E7
23.25 .2576E9 .2325EII (b) .0111 .0029 3.9432E7 Chickamauga Lake
23.25 .3470139 .2325Ell (b) .0149 .0029 3.9432E7
64.20 .1823E9 .3314E I (b) .0055 .002 2.6607+7 Hale's Bar Lake
32.78 .1303E9 .3617E I (b) .0036 .0069 6.5134+71
32.78 .2345139 .3617E I (b) .0065 .0069 6.5134+71
32.78 .3387E9 .3617E1 I (b) .0094 .0069 6.5134+7] Guntersville Lake
32.78 .4429E9 .3617EI I (b) .0122 .0069 6.5134+7

29.56 .1373E9 .3919E I (b) .0035 .0129 6.g638+7
29.56 .2814E9 .3919E1 1 (b) .0072 .0129 6.8638+7 Wheeler Lake
29.56 .4256E9 .3919E I (b) .0109 .0129 6.8638+7
29.56 .5697E9 .3919EI I (b) .0145 .0129 6.8638+7
23.94 .768OE9 .422IE11 (b) .0182 .0271 6.1933+7 Wilson Lake
20.95 .3578138 .4524E I I (b) .0008 �0069 1,7981+7
20.95 .9679E8 .4524EI I (b) .0021 .0069 1.7981+7

20.95 .1576139 .4524131 I (b) .0035 .0069 1.7981+7 Pickwick Lake
20.95 .2186E9 .4524E11 (b) .0048 .0069 1.7981+7
20.14 (c) .4762E1 I .5953EB .0003 .0001 Tennessee River
69.10 .5281E9 .4762131 1 (b) .0111 .0068 2.6403+81
69.10 .1410EI0 .4762E1 I (b) .0296 .0068 2.6403+8
69.10 .22921310 .4762131 1 (b) .0481 .0068 2.6403+8 Kentucky Lake
69.10 .3174EI0 .4762EII (b) .0667 .0068 2.6403+8
36.04 (C) .56951311 3911138 .0009 .0001 Tennessee River
25.00 (C) .23491312 .4443138 .0006 .0001 Ohio River

354.00 (C) .40091312 .4664E8 .0076 .0001
273.00 (c) .40711312 .4670138 .0058 .0001
331.00 (c) .4712EI2 .4731E8 .0070 .0001 Mississippi River
255.00 (C) .49941312 .4753138 .0054 .0001
373.00 (c) .5715EI2 .4815E8 .0077 .0001

.3827 yr
(140 days)

a.4789E9 represents 4789 x 108.
bNot required for reservoirs.
�Not required for rivers.
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Table B7. Parameters of Missouri-Mississippi System

Net Sedi-
Length Volume Flow Velocity Transit mentation

km M3 m3/yr mlyr Time, yr Rate, m/yr

60 (a) .3063EIlb, .3179E8 .0019 .0001
439 (a) .3576E1 1 .3207E8 .0137 .0001 Missouri River
352 (a) .5000E I I .328OE8 .0107 .0001
235 (a) .7142EI I .3368E8 .0070 .0001

105 (a) .1727EI2 .4324E8 .0024 .0001
354 (a) .4009EI2 .4664E8 .0076 .0001
273 (a) .4071E12 .4670EB .0058 .0001 Mississippi River
331 (a) .4712E12 .4731E8 .0070 .0001
255 (a) .4994E12 .4753E8 .0054 .0001
373 (a) .5715EI2 .4815E8 .0077 .0001

.0692
(25+ days)

.,Not applicable to river sections,
b.3063E1 I represents 3063 x 1010.

B3.4.2.2 Distribution Coefficients where u. is the magnitude of the net velocity of the
The appropriate values for the sediment distribu- isotope under consideration, c is the concentration in

tion coefficients for a river system can vary signifi- the water and D, is the longitudinal dispersion coeffi-
cantiv with the distance along the system. Inasmuch cient. When it was determined that a sufficiently
as these coefficients depend strongly upon the chem- large flux of any radionuclide had passed through the
istrv of the water, they can vary at any point at which mouth of the river or estuary, then the efflux of that
the'character of the water changes. For example, near waterbody was used as input to the next waterbody in
the mouth of any significant tributary, the overall the series. No calculations were performed for im-
composition of the water can change enough to alter pacts due to the residence of the radioactivity in the
the distribution coefficients. Due to lack of sufficient deep portions of the ocean,
information as to exactly what these changes should
be, the values have been assumed to be constants for B3.6 Limitations
the entire lengths of the river systerns. The values All the modeling discussed in this appendix suf-
utilized in the calculations are the same as those fers from the typical shortcomings of any consider-
employed for the Great Lakes. ation of generic sites: the dominant features of a

representative site are presumably included but the
B3.5 Series of Waterbodies variations that exist among actual sites are not neces-

The complete impact of an accidental release of sarily addressed or allowed for. Furthermore, the
radioactivity into any waterbody is not necessarily actual distributions of the required parameters are
determined by considering just the effect within that not known for most of the models. As a result, some
waterbody. The water from most waterbodies flows of the parameters employed in the models might not
into other waterbodies. For example, the water from be those which are most appropriate for a representa-
rivers often flows into estuaries, then into coastal tive site. In addition, there may not even exist any
reaches and finally into the deep portions of the genuinely representative sites.
ocean. The modeling of flow through the series of
Great Lakes and down river systems has already been B3.6.1 Limitations of Models
discussed. The purpose of this study is to consider the risk of

For both the river and the estuary models, the exposure via liquid pathways relative to that through
fluxes of materials passing out through the mouths of atmospheric pathways. The risk is determined on the
these bodies have been calculated using basis of the radiation dose received by the popula-

tion, along with the resulting health effects.
I- uc - D, dc dy clz (133-31) In a linear approximation (Appendix D), the re-

ff dx) sultant health effects are dependent only upon the
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total dose received by the population; they are not responsible for removing various elements from the
dependent upon the details of the distribution of that water column.40 For example, one element might be
dose among the members of the population. Conse- removed by reactions with organic portions of the
quently, in modeling the population dose resulting sediment while another might be removed primarily
from an accidental release, the use of transport mod- by interaction with the clay components of the sedi-
els involving extensive averaging, such as the models ment. Consequently, differing sedimentation rates
used in this study, is often adequate. for various sediment components could result in the

In other health-effects models, such as the central removal of inequivalent amounts of certain elements
estimate and the lower bound of the RSS (Appendix as a function of either location or time.
D), the resultant health effects depend not only upon In the models, adsorption of radionuclides onto
the total population dose but also upon the doses sediment particles as the particles fall through the
received by individuals. The calculation of doses to water has been assumed to be the primary removal
individuals requires knowledge of the individual mechanism for the nuclides. However, other signifi-
exposure or usage rates. Unless the distributions of cant removal mechanisms might exist such as seepage
the individual usage rates are adequately known, the of surface water into groundwater or removal by
use of more sophisticated water transport models aquatic organisms. Such processes have been ignored
than those used here will not necessarily improve the in the modeling.
results.

Therefore, for this study, rather basic transport
models have been employed. More detailed models
should be used for site-specific studies and for proper B3.6.2 Limitations by Parameters
calculation of doses to individuals. No models are better than the parameters used to

All the surface-water transport models, except the exercise them. Only those parameters to which the
one for river systems, employ simplifications such final results are relatively insensitive can be ignored
that analytic solutions are obtained. The simplifica- with any justification. However, not all the sensitive
tions include assumptions of homogeneous, isotropic parameters (Section BQ are known to even within an
mediums in which uniform flow or mixing occurs. order of magnitude accuracy.
The parameters for these models are taken as con- It is beyond the scope of this study to determine
stants with respect to both spatial and temporal vari- exactly what a representative generic site is for most
ations. In reality, the parameters are generally func- types of waterbodies; furthermore, it is also beyond
tions of both space and time. For example, the the scope to estimate exactly what the applicable
dispersion coefficients for all the models vary from distribution of each of the significant parameters is.
point to point in any surface waterbody due to irregu- Consequently, it is not possible to determine ade-
larities in the shoreline, among other factors. The quately the error bounds which should be placed on
dispersion coefficients also vary with time due to the results.
seasonal changes in the flow rates. A Great Lake site is the only type of site for which

Unlike the other models, the river system model most of the required surface-water parameters can be
permits some variation of any of the parameters obtained rather easily. Presumably these hydrologi-
with respect to space and/or time. However, it does cal parameters could often be obtained for the other
so in a rather limited fashion. In that model, the river types of surface-water sites if sufficient effort were
system is divided into a series of homogeneous iso- exerted. However, appropriate values for the distri-
tropic compartments, in each of which the param- bution coefficients are generally not available for any
eters cannot vary. However, variation is permitted type of surface waterbody for a wide range of radion-
between the compartments. A though, in princip e, uclides.
the compartments can be defined to be as small as In contrast, the hydrological parameters required
necessary to obtain the desired resolution, in practice, to describe groundwater travel are not available for
decreasing compartment size increases the numerical many of the sites even if an effort is made. As in the
dispersion and consequently limits the attainable surface-water case, the corresponding distribution
resolution. (In addition, sufficient data is rarely avail- coefficients are very rarely available with any level of
able to justify substantial resolution.) effort. This study has at least 'attempted to determine

All the sediment-water interaction models have what a representative site is with respect to the
assumed uniform rates of sedimentation (and resu- hydrological parameters describing groundwater
spension) both spatially and temporally. Also, the travel from the reactor to the nearest surface water-
sediment has been assumed to be the same in charac- body of any consequence by surveying all the exist-
ter throughout a model. In reality, the sedimentation ing and proposed sites. Thus, an approximate distri-
(and resuspension) rates vary with both the location bution of groundwater transport parameters was
in the waterbody and the time.39 In addition, the obtained for all LWR sites.
sediment in different locations is often of dissimilar In all the models, the parameters employed are
composition. Furthermore, different processes can be treated as being completely independent. However,
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in actuality, the parameters can have some inter- can be calculated with average usage data and aver-
dependencies. For example, the dispersion coeffi- aged concentrations. However, much more detailed
cients for the models should be a function of the models and data are probably required to realistically
speed of the water. Such relationships are ignored in estimate actual individual doses than are needed to
this treatment except through intelligent choices of calculate population doses. Consequently, the ex-
parameters for such coupled variables. pression for the individual dose given in Equation

(134-2) should be interpreted as being for an 'average"

B4 Sensitivity Studies individual unless more complicated concentration
models than those of this study are used in it.

B4.1 Introduction In the expressions for the dose, the integrations
over time can be performed either for all time or for

In this report, the relevant consequences to hu- some finite period of interest. For isotopes which
mans are taken to be the doses of radiation received have short half-lives relative to the time period under
by the affected populations. For each liquid pathway, consideration, the specified integration period is of
the dose obtained from steady-state dosimetry mod- little importance. However, for isotopes which have
els is proportional to the concentration of activity in half-lives either comparable to or longer than the
the water. (See Appendix D for specific expressions.) period of time under consideration, altering the rel-
As a result, if one assumes that the population expo- evant period of integration can significantly change
sure rate for a given pathway does not vary with the the predicted results.
passage of time, then the population dose via any For most surface waterbodies, the flushing time is
liquid pathway is just proportional to the integral of short compared to the time of interest in this study,
the concentration over time and space of exposure. that is, 100 years. Consequently, in surface waterbo-
That is, dies, the period of integration is generally effectively

determined by the waterbody's flushing rate (and/or
population dose (X L f P(xy) U c(xy;t) dx dy dt. the decay rate) and not by the stated integration

�oe. of range. In contrast, the flushing time for aquifers is
-p-- (134-1) often much larger than 100 years. Therefore, the

where P is the size of the exposed population per unit stated integration range can be important in inter-
area and U is the individual usage rate. To consider preting the significance of the estimated dose, at least
the effects of the reasonable variation of certain for long-lived radionuclides.
parameters utilized in the water transport models,
the values of the above concentration integral can be B4.2 Release Rate
employed. To be effective in causing exposure via a pathway

To compare the relative population doses for dif- which involves a surface waterbody a radionuclide
ferent waterbodies by using concentration integrals, must reach the waterbody before significant decav
(-one must include the appropriate population sizes or has taken place. For depressurization and surnpwater
densities as weighting factors. If individuals can be releases, this means that groundwater transport to
assumed to have the same usage habits at various the nearest surface waterbody must occur rapidly
waterbodies, then the unweighted integrals can be enough. For release by leaching of the melt debris, it
compared directly to determine the relative average means that contact of the groundwater with the melt,
doses to individuals. That is, then leaching of the nuclide from the melt, and

finally groundwater transport to the nearest surface

individual dose cc C,(xy;t) dx dy dt. waterbody must all occur rapidly enough.
fo f The effects of varying the leaching rate alone can

area of be investigated by considering the amount of a ra-
exposure (134-2) dionuclide which is leached before decay occurs. If

This apparent proportionality of the concentra- one assumes a leaching rate equal to be-bl, the amount
tion integral both to population dose and to individ- of radioactive material leached before time t can be
ual dose is somewhat misleading.* Population doses written as

*If the population is uniformly distributed, then t
I b exp[-(b+X)tl dt b(b+X)-l I - exp[-(b+X)tJJ ,

population dose oc P -U c(xy;t) dx dy dt. (64-3)
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The relative total amount leached for all time is B4.3 Groundwater Movement
presented in Table B8 as a function of both leach rate
and half-life for some illustrative cases. B4.3.1 Nondry Sites

Leach rates are among the most important param- Nondry sites are those at which exposure occurs
eters of this study. They are also among the least well only via a surface waterbody. The sole function of an
known.* (See Appendix A.) Obviously, the broad aquifer at such a site is the transport of the radioactive
range of uncertainty connected with the leach rates material from the scene of the accident to the surface
makes less difference in the predicted final results for waterbody. The important quantity at such a site is
long-lived isotopes than for short-lived ones. the amount of radioactivity which crosses the

The total amount leached over all time is relative- aquifer-waterbody interface before decay occurs.
ly independent of the specific expression employed Consequently, the integral of the concentration for
for the leaching rate. For example, for a constant the aquifer portion of the movement is not consid-
leach rate, the total amount released before time t can ered at these sites. Rather, the amount of material
be written as crossing the interface is determined so that it can be

t used as a weighting factor for the integrals obtained
b exp (-Xt)dt = (b/X) [I - exp (-Xt)] (134-4) at various surface-water sites.

The total amount of material which crosses an

where the largest value of t is given by = (I /b). interface at a distance x from the source and perpen-
If one compares the results for a constant rate of dicular to the direction of groundwater flow is given

release b and for the exponential expression assumed by the integral of the flux over time. For an instanta-
above, then one finds little difference in the total neous release from a point source into an aquifer, the
amounts leached prior to decay (Tables B8 and B9 and amount which passes the interface before time t can
Figures B13 and 22). The total amount released at the be written as
constant rate always slightly exceeds the amount amount (x) F.dt

released exponentially (Figure 22). If one considers
finite time periods, then the differences between the
amounts leached according to the two different ex- (-4)-1(4D./aYh exp(-#) Ix-rl [expWaY)111 erfcl(,Y/t)"

pressions, varies somewhat ore than the amounts
for all time. + (at)111 + expl-2(ay)") erfcf(,y/t) - at)'11

- 2 expf-2(a-y)1J + ua-la-11 f exp(2(a-y)11J erfcf(,y/t)"

'If the composition and the character of the melt debris at a given (t)") expl-2(cry),) erfcf-(-yl t), + at)IJ
site were known, the leach rates would still be highly uncertain. If
one seeks to investigate the rates for a generic melt at a generic site,
then the appropriate rates are even more uncertain. At the least, - 2exp1-2(a-y)111 (134-5)
the possible rates vary over wide ranges.

Table B8. Relative Amount Leached as a Function of Leach Rate and Half-Life for a Leach
Rate = WM (a)

b (fraction/yr)- 10-4 10-2 100 102
Half-Life (yr)l

1 X 10-2 - 1.4 x 10-4 1.4 x 10-2 5.9 x 10-1
1 x 10-1 1A x 10-3 1.3 x 10-1 9.4 x 10-1

1.0 x 100 1.4 x 10-2 5.9 x 10-1 9.9 x 10-1
1.0 x 10, 1.4 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-1 9.4 x 10-1 1.0 x 100
1.0 X 102 1.4 x 10-2 5.9 x 10-1 1.9 x 10-1 1.0 x 100
3.0 x 101 4.0 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-1 9.8 x 10-1 1.0 x 100
3.0 x 103 3.0 x 10-1 9.8 x 10-1 1.0 x 100 1.0 x 101,

Relative amount 1.0 implies that essentially the entire amount was leached prior to decay.
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Table B9. Relative Amount Leached as a Function of Leach Rate and Half-Life for a Leatch
Rate=b(a)

b (fraction/yr)- 10-4 10-2 100 102
Half-Life (yr)�

I 1-2 1.4 x 10-6 1.4 x 10-4 1.4 12 7.2 x 10-1
I X 100 1.4 x 10-4 1.4 12 7.2 x 10-1 1.0 x 100
I X 102 1.4 x 10-2 7.2 x 10-1 1.0 x 0( 1.0 x 100

3.0 x 101 4.2 x 10-1 3.8 x 10-1 9.9 x 10-1 1.0 x 100
3.0 x 103 3.8 x 10-1 9.9 x 10-1 1.0 x 100 1.0 x 100

�Relative amount 10 implies that essentially the entire amount was leached prior to decay.
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Figure B13. Fraction Released Prior to Decay for Two Different Leach Functions and for Various Leach Rates.

where
The fraction of the initial material which crosses

(k U2/(4Da + an interface before decay is indicated in Tables BIO

il -xu/(2D.) (134-6) and 1311 and in Figure B14 for three different radion-
uclides. Table BIO and Figure B14 consider that frac-

xla/(4D.) tion as a function of both the average groundwater
travel time, tH2(' and the distribution coefficient, Kd;

SimilarIv, for the same type of release, the total Table BI 1 considers that fraction as a function of both
,amount of material which passes the interface at x t"20 and the hydrogeological dispersion.
over all time is given by As can be seen in both Table B10 and Figure B14,

the fraction of the initial radioactivity which crosses

F d t = 2)-I (41D. / a)-", exp exp [-2(a-y)%] the interface before decay is extremely dependent
upon the radioactive half-life, the groundwater trav-
el time, and the distribution coefficient. For a short-

ix-y-" + ua-W`11 (134-7) lived isotope, the fraction is negligible if either the
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travel time is relatively long or the distribution coef- which disperses against the gradient can decay be-
ficient is relatively large. In contrast, for a very long- fore it travels across the interface. In general, the net
lived isotope, the fraction is small only if both of impact of increased dispersion is most important for
these factors are relatively large. relatively large values of both the distribution coeffi-

Some effects of varying the amount of dispersion cient and the groundwater travel time and for rela-
are indicated in Table B1 I. Dispersion by the aquifer tively short radioactive half-lives.
results in spreading of the radionuclide mass. The As can be seen in Table B1 1, for an isotope with a
observed effect for liquid pathways is most signifi- half-life of 3000 years, with a Kd Of 103 and with a
cant for those cases in which the amount of radioac- groundwater travel time of 10 years (that is, with an
tivity permitted to contact the human population is average isotope travel time to the interface of ap-
greatly changed, that is, when the amount of material proximately 50,000 years), almost 25 percent of the
entering a surface waterbody is substantially altered. initial activity can cross the interface before decay has
For example, for an isotope with a relatively short taken place, provided the dispersion is very large.
half-life, a large dispersion can allow human contact However, if the dispersion is small, much less activity
with much more of the material before it decays than can cross the interface. If there is negligible disper-
would otherwise be expected. However, if the water sion, only 1.0 x 10-3 of the original amount crosses the
speed is low enough so that dispersion occurs in the interface before decay. The predicted resultant popu-
upgradient direction and if the half-life is relatively lation doses for the two different dispersion coeffi-
short, then the net flux across the interface can be cients would vary by a factor of 25 x 104.

decreased by increasing the dispersivity; the material

Table B10. Fraction of Material Which Crosses a Plane at a Distance x Meters Downgradient From the Source
After an Instantaneous Release into a Typical Aquifer.(a)

r - 1 yr r - 30 yr 3000

tH20 (yr) lo-' loo lo' lo-' loo lo' lo-' loo lo'

Kd

0 9.33-1(b) 4.98-1 1.39-2 9.98-1 9.77-1 7.70-1 1.00+0 1.00+1 9.98-1
10 2.97-2 3.12-11 3,32-18 8.89-1 3.09-1 2.49-3 9.99-1 9.88-1 8.72-1
102 6.52-15 2.44-48 3.64-57 3.14-1 5.30-5 2.11-10 9.88-1 8.89-1 3.26-1
103 3.56-103 - 1.21-5 8.44-25 5.94-33 8.91-1 3.61-1 2.68-3
104 - 1.88-44 4.64-95 - 3.15-1 5.39-5 2.16-10

atH,0 represents the average travel time in years for the groundwater to go from the source to x. D = 0 M2/yr,

b9.33-1 denotes 933 x 10-1.

Table Bll. Fraction of Material Which Crosses an Interface at a Distance x Meters Downgradient From the
Source After an Instantaneous Release Into the Aquifer.(a)

r - I yr r - 30 yr 3000 yr

tH20 (yr) lo-' 100 lo' lo-' 100 lo+' lo-' loo lo,

Kd 0

D, - 50 9.33-1 4.98-1 1.39-2 9.98-1 9.77-1 7.70-1 1.00+0 1.00+0 9.98-1
D, - 5000 9.22-1 4.71-1 2.97-1 9.98-1 9.42-1 5.63-1 1.00 I 1.00+0 9.58-1

Kd 103

D,, 50 1.21-5 8.44-25 5.94-33 8.91-1 3.16-1 2.68-3
D,, 5000 2.68-3 3.30-4 2.57-4 8.74-1 3.79-1 2.48-1

atti2o represents the average travel time in years for the groundwater to go from the source to X.
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Figure B14. Fraction of Material Crossing Interface Before Decay as a Function of Groundwater Travel Time and Distribution
Coefficient (Kd�-

B4.3.2 Dry Sites over space from a distance -x' up the hydraulic gradi-

At a dry" site, exposure occurs only through an ent to infinity down the gradient and the integration
aquifer. The previously-mentioned integral of the over all time after an instantaneous release of materi-

concentration, which is proportional to the popula- al into an aquifer result in

tion exposure, and not the flux is considered for dry
si tes.

Exposure via an aquifer will probably occur only I c(xy-t) dt dx dv

bevond ome finite distance downstream from the

accident location. The integration over space from a (2n,.ad)-l (b + X - [b + X) -b I
distance x down the hydraulic gradient to infinity

and the integration over all time of the radionuclide - b + XY + b"P (exp[-O(b + X + bI a/D, I
concentration due to an instantaneous release of ma-
terial into an aquifer result in (134-10)

c dt dx dy If the dispersion coefficient is very large or if the
groundwater velocity is very low, then the second
major term in the outer braces can be significant. In

(2nad)-1 (b + N)" [(b + \) - bP the extreme situation in which the groundwater

speed is zero, the dispersion dominates and the first
e x p 0 (b + X) �'- b (a D J`1 (B4-8) term in the outer braces (the downgradient contribu-

tion) is equal to the second term (the upgradient
where contribution), provided -x' is taken far enough away

from the source.
b - U2/(4Da) (B4-9) Rather than considering the integration over all

time, one might just integrate over a finite period to
Although dispersion up the hydraulic gradient is determine the results caused in that time period.

usuaffi, not too important in an aquifer, it is straight- Such integrations have also been considered for all
forward to include such situations. The integration the spatial variations just mentioned, using
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t AQUIFER

t-% e-(at+b +c/t)dt = exp(-b) (r/a)11(-2)-1 102 1 1 1 1

lexp[2(ac)"] erfc[(c/t)'+(at)ll 1

+ exp[-2(ac)ll erfc[-(c/t)%+(at)'Il (134-1 1) 10

and lo'

f eX erfc(gx + h)dx = exp(-fh / g) (0-1 112 3000

lo- 1
lexp[fz/g - exp[fz/gl erf(z) + exp[f2/(4 g2)] Uj

erf[z-(f/2g)] constant, (134-12) -2 300010 112

where

z �_ gx + h (B4-13) 16-3

The concentration integrals for the examples con-
sidered in Table B12 and Figure B15 are strongly 10-4 -
dependent upon both the distribution coefficient and
the half-life. For each of the half-lives discussed, the

integrals vary approximately inversely as the values - - 112
of the Ks. As mentioned previously, the ratio of the 10
amount of a nuclide retained by the soil to the
amount in solution varies directly as Kd' Consequent- -1

ly, an increased Kd just means that a larger amount of lo 0 1 2 3 4 5
the nuclide resides on the soil and is therefore un- 10 10 10 10 10 10

available for contact with humans. Kd

Larger values of Kd always result in a more signifi- Figure B15. Concentration Integral for an Instantaneous Release
cant upstream contribution to the integral. This is into an Aquifer Versus Distribution Coefficient. (Solid lines repre-
because the larger values of K, correspond tothe sent integrals over all time; dashed lines represent integrals from t
greater delaying of the isotopes relative to the - to t - 100 years.)
groundwater movement; therefore, more dispersion
can occur upstream from the source.

Table B12. Concentration Integrals Over All Time and Over the First 100 Years After an Instantaneous Release
into an Aquifer of Infinite Extent.

0 to Infinity 0 to 100 years

7% -r% = 30 -r, 3000 -rh - 30 -r,/2 =3000

Standard 7.21-6 2.16-4 2.16-2 1.92-4 3.21-4
No delay 3.60-2 1.08+0 1.02+2 9.73-1 2.32+0
102 x Kd 7.21-8 2,16-6 2.16-4 1.95-6 4.54-6
10 x Kd 7.21-7 2.16-5 2.16-3 1.93-5 3.89-5
Kd/10 7.20-5 2.16-3 2.16-1 1.90-3 3.43-3
Kd/ 102 7.07-4 2.12-2 2.12+0 1.88-2 4.37-2

Standard case: Kd 103; ne = 02'; d 200 m; u = 50 m/yr; D. = 500 M2/yr;
Kd is the distribution coefficient; n, is the effective porosity; d is the depth of the
aquifer; u is the speed of the water; D,, is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient.
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Because the aquifer of the dry site has been taken range of half-lives. Except for very short-lived iso-
to be of infinite extent and because the entire area of topes, the integral over the nearshore zone for the
the source has been integrated over, the concentra- first three days is negligible compared to the integral
tion integrals in Table B12 and in Figure B15 are over the entire lake for all time. Consequently, the
independent of the groundwater velocity. If a finite integral over the nearshore zone will not be consid-
area of integration were employed instead, the con- ered further. The uniformly mixed-tank model will
centration integrals would be extremely dependent be utilized for all further sensitivity studies for the
upon the velocity. As expected from the analytical Great Lakes.
expression for the concentration integral, the inte- The major portion of a Great Lake is described in
gral is inversely proportional to the depth, the width terms of a complete mixing model. In such a model,
and the effective porosity of the aquifer. the concentration in the lake is independent of the

Two periods, one consisting of the 100 years fol- location in the lake. Therefore, the spatial integra-
lowing the accident, as well as one of infinite tempo- tions over the lake are trivial. As a result,
ral extent, have been considered in Table B12 and
Figure B15. As can be seen, the period of integration
is not very important for a half-life of either or 30 1 C dt. (134-15)
Years however, for a 3000 year half-life, changing the

integration period from 100 years to all time increases Using the expression for the concentration in a com-
the value of the concentration integral by approxi- pletely mixed lake with no sediment effects, Equation
mately two orders of magnitude. Consequently, the (B3-5), results in an integral over all time that can be
period of integration employed for an aquifer must written as
be specified for isotopes with long half-lives.

= Q/V) [(q/V) + X (B4-16)
B4.4 Surface Waterbody Movement

Similarly, the concentration integral for a finite inter-
B4.4.1 Lake val of time can be written as

Exposure via a lake can occur both in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the accident and at some distance from I = (Q/V) [(q/V) + XP (I - exp - (q/V) + X101
the site. The magnitude of the population dose due to (B4-17)
exposure close to the accident relative to that farther
away depends upon both the relative sizes of the As might be expected, the integral for a complete-
exposed populations and the relative amounts of ly mixed take is inversely proportional to the volume
dilution in the two areas. of the lake. Also as expected, if either decay or

In the nearshore region, the integration over flushing occurs rather rapidly, then the integral will
space from a distance x down-current from the acci- be comparatively small, If either the flushing rate for
dent site to a distance x up-current and the integra- the take or the radioactive decay rate for the radionu-
tion over all time of the radionuclide concentration clide is significantly larger than the other rate, then
resulting from an instantaneous release of material the integral is also inversely proportional to the
into the lake produce larger rate (Figure B16). In other words, the faster

process dominates the integral. As a result, for an
C dt dx dy , (B4-14) isotope with a relatively long half-life, the integral is

E f just approximately proportional to the inverse of the
flow rate. That is,

where C is given by Equations (B3-2) and (B3-3) for
- 83 x 10-3 years 3 days) and by Equation (B3-16) for I Q q-1 (B4-18)
t > 83 x 10-3 vears.

Typical values for the contribution to the integral As can be seen in Figure B16, this results in the
of the first three days are listed in Table B13. Due to concentration integrals for all relatively long-lived
the relatively rapid flushing of the nearshore region, radionuclides being essentially equal in lakes with
the integrals are approximately the same for a wide comparatively rapid flushing rates.
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Table B13. Concentration Integrals for an Instantaneous Release into the
Nearshore Region of a Lakejaj

.r,,(yr) 2.19-2 1.0-1 1.0+0 3.0+1 3.0+4
u(cm/sec)

10 7.03-7 7.74-7 7.93-7 7.95-7 7.95-7
20 7.03-7 7.74-7 7.94-7 7.95-7 7.95-7

aA 3-day period is considered. The water depth is 10m; the nearshore
region width is 13M.

LAKE Table B14. Concentration Integrals for Instanta-
neous Releases Into Lakes With and Without Sea-
sonal Turnover.(a)

No Turnover Turnover

lo' 3000 YR Ontario
/2

J 8.64-14 4.23-13
1. 7.44-13 1.74-12

30. 4.08-12 5.26-12

ti le- 3000. 4.82-12 6.00-12
Michigan

.1 2.95-14 1.44-13
1. 2.83-13 7.28-13

I YR 30. 3-71-12 4.12-12I 112
10 3000. 6.32-12 6.73-12

aTurnover is taken to first occur at 6 months after the
accident. No turnover occurs in Lake Erie.

IV The net result of including turnover is an increase
lo' lo' lo' 10 10 of the relative importance of the more rapidly decay-

FLLISHING TIME I YR ing isotopes. The relative effect is more noticeable for
the shorter lived isotopes; however, the absolute

Figure B16. eative Concentration ntegrals for a Lake Site as amagnitude of the effect is greater for the longer lived
Function of Flushing Time. (Sediment interactions are not includ- ones, The concentration integrals for some isotopes
ed.) increase by as much as a factor of five. The changes in

all of the concentration integrals are more noticeable
in lakes with greater flushing rates; in Lake Ontario,
the net effect of including turnover is to increase the

All of the Great Lakes except Lake Erie experience population dose due to each radionuclide by at least
complete turnover twice a year. The effects of this 20 percent, whereas, i Lake Michigan, the increase is
seasonal turnover on the concentration integrals for only to 10 percent.
two lakes are presented for a specific example in In the example presented in Table B14, turnover
Table B14. n the example, complete turnover is was taken to occur when it would result in the
assumed to occur six months after the release. maximum impact. If turnover occurred soon after the
Turnover is taken to be important only for the lake accident, it would lessen the magnitude of the calcu-
into which the release occurs. lated impact.
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For the mth lake in a series of lakes in all of which The previous considerations have not included
sediment effects are neglected, the integration of the sediment-nuclide interactions. For an instantaneous
radionuclide concentration over a finite time period release into a lake in which sediment-nuclide interac-
after an instantaneous release into the first lake pro- tions are included in the manner described in Subsec-
duces tion B3.1,

'_ I M I = [V(SI SP W\ + SI) I)-' [exP(SIt) - 11
Q qe iexp Xijt) -II

J� M (134-19) + S) (S,)-I [exp(St) -II (134-21)

ri Ve H [xik NJ

f=I k= 1, -j where S, and are as defined in Equations (133-17)
and X, is as defined in Equation (133-15).

where For relatively high values of the distribution coef-
ficient, this expression can be written approximately

xi� - (q�/V) + Xi for j :!�� m, as

1\ j 0 otherwise. (134-20)
I � V (,)-I [I - eXP(_X20I (134-22)

41� can be used directly to compare the relative doses
to individuals with the same usage habits on differ- where X is as described in Equation (133-15). That is,
ent lakes. However, to compare the relative popula-
tion doses on different lakes, the appropriate popula- XI -zz (q/V) + X + (vK,/d,) (134-23)
tions sizes must be used as weighting factors.

As can be seen in Table B15, the concentration For relatively low values of the distribution coeffi-
integrals for lakes after the first in a series can be cient, the same approximation for the concentration
significant compared to those of the first lake for integral holds except that
longer-lived isotopes. The differences between the
concentration integrals over all time and over the XI �� (q / V) + X (134-24)
first 100 years after the accident tend to be greatest as
one oves down the series, that is, for the last lakes
reached.

Table B15. Concentration Integrals for Lakes in a Series for Various Half-Lives (r, � 1 yr, 30 yr, 3000 yr)(a)

t Ranges From
t Ranges From to Infinity 0 to 100 Years

T,/ = T = 30 r, � 3000 30 T, � 3000

Michigan 2.83-13 3.71-12 6.32-12 3.70-12 6.08-12
Huron 1.59-14 2.38-12 6.29-12 2.34-12 5.52-12
Erie 5.10-15 2.04-12 5.70-12 1.99-12 4.95-12
Ontario 6.57-16 1.44-12 4.76-12 1.39-12 3.96-12

Huron 3.58-13 4.09-12 6.33-12 4.08-12 6.23-12
Erie 1.15-13 3.49-13 5.74-12 3.49-12 5.64-12
Ontario 1.48-14 2.47-12 4.79-12 2.46-12 4.67-12

Erie 2.04-12 5.45-12 5.78-12 5.45-12 5.78-12
Ontario 2.63-13 3.85-12 4.82-12 3.85-12 4.82-12

Ontario 7.44-13 4.08-12 4.82-12 4.08-12 4.82-12

�The first mentioned lake in each group is the lake into which a unit release is assumed to have occurred.
Sediment interactions are ignored.
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Substantial sediment effects are not observed in a As can be seen in Table B17, the cumulative effect
single Great Lake for isotopes with distribution coef- of sediment-nuclide interactions is much more strik-
ficients less than 103 (Table B16 and Figure B17). The ing as one progresses through a series of lakes than
relatively low net rates of sedimentation found in all the effect is for just a single lake. This is especially
these lakes result in a slow rate of sediment interac- true for high values of Kd- Consequently, the effects
tion. Consequently, Kd must be comparatively large of lakes after the first should be included for relative-
for a significant amount of interaction to occur. As ly low values of the distribution coefficient but not
expected, changing the sedimentation rate for a rela- necessarily for high values. The larger effect in a
tively large Kd has a very noticeable effect on the series is due to the longer effective residence time for
results whereas changing the sedimentation rate for a the radionuclide in the series.
comparatively small value of Kd makes little differ- The flushing of Lake Michigan may occur more
ence in the results. Furthermore, the sediment effects slowly than indicated by the 30.8 year residence time
are greater in the lakes with the longer residence given in Table B4. A longer residence time in Lake
times; the slower flushing rates in these lakes permit Michigan would tend to increase the estimated dose
more time for interactions to occur. received from that lake. For relatively short-lived

isotopes, little change would be observed in the
population dose; however, for comparatively long-

LAKE MICHIGAN lived nuclides, the change in population dose could
lo-lo be significant due to the comparatively large popula-

tions associated with Lake Michigan. For a 100-year
residence time and a half-life of 30 years, the popula-
tion dose received from Lake Michigan could be
increased by as much as 70 percent.- for a half-life of

16-11 3000 years, the dose could be increased by over 200
percent. For a 30 year half-life, the population doses

112 3WO YR in succeeding lakes would be much smaller than
those calculated for the 30.8 year residence time;
however, for the 3000.year half-life, the doses in

102 '1/2 1) YR other lakes would be essentially unchanged.

71,2 1YR

B4.4.2 Estuary
Exposure via an estuary can occur both upstream

,6-13 - and downstream from the location of an accidental
release. The extent to which exposure occurs up-
stream depends upon the importance of the tidal
mixing relative to that of net seaward flow.

The integration over space from -xu upstream

16-111 above the source t Xd downstream and the integra-
100 lo le le le le 16, tion over all time of the radionuclide concentration

resulting after an instantaneous release of material
Kd into the estuary produce

FigureB17. ConcentrationlntegralsforanlnstantaneousRelease [d

into Lake Michigan Versus Sediment Distribution Coefficient. I y)` c dt dx dy. (134-25)

f"00 -X. 

The effects of sediment interactions are greater for

long-lived isotopes. This is because short-lived iso-

topes decay before they can undergo significant in- 'The overall flushing pattern for Lake Michigan is more complex
teraction. In the limit of relatively large Kd (> 105), than that for any of the other three lakes. Lakes Huron, Erie, and
sediment effects dominate the picture and result in Ontario are characterized essentially by continuous flow-through;
approximately equal concentration integrals for the Lake Michigan, however, is not. The 30.8 year residence time for

Lake Michigan is considered by some to be an approximate mini-
half-lives considered here (Figure B17). mum time.
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That is, where

I = (2Aa)" (b + )"A I fb; - (b + XJ-'(exp Xd1b" (B4-27)
b U12/ (4EL

- (b + X)"�/E,"] -1 - bl + (b + X)111-1 (exp I-x b) c for this integration was taken from Equation

+ (b + X)/E"1 - , (134-26) (133-22),
L

Table B16. Concentration Integrals Over All Time for an Instantaneous Release Into the Lake Considered
With Sediment Effects Taken Into Account. (r, = I yr, 30 yr, 3000 yr.)

Michigan Erie Ontario

r, = 30 3000 r = r = 30 3000 1 T = 30 3000

Standard 2.76-13 2.89-12 4.81-12 2.01-12 5.25-12 5.64-12 7.29-13 3.70-12 4.47-12
No sedi-
ment 2.83-13 3.71-12 6.32-12 2.04-12 5.45-12 5.78-12 7.44-13 4.08-12 4,82-12
102 Kd 1.18-13 1.93-13 1.99-13 1.05-12 1.55-12 1.58-12 3.34-13 5.28-13 5.41-13
10 K, 2.46-13 1.27-12 1.55-12 1.85-12 4.31-12 4.57-12 6.58-13 2.39-12 2.69-12
K,/ 10 2.80-13 3.47-12 6.12-12 2.02-12 5.41-12 5.77-12 7.37-13 3.99-12 4,79-12
K, 102 2.81-13 3.67-12 6.29-12 2.03-12 5.45-12 5.79-12 7.40-13 4.08-12 4.83-12
4 x K, 2.68-13 2.50-12 4.79-12 1.97-12 5.12-12 5.63-12 7.09-13 3,47-12 4.46-12
Kf/4 2.79-13 3.07-12 4.82-12 2.02-12 5.30-12 5.64-12 7.34-13 3.79-12 4.47-12
2 v 2.73-13 2.55-12 3.90-12 1.99-12 5.14-12 5.49-12 7.20-13 3.50-12 4.17-12
v/2 2.78-13 3.08-12 5.43-12 2.02-12 5.31-12 5.71-12 7.33-13 3.80-12 4.64-12
5 x d, 2.76-13 2.82-12 4.73-12 2.01-12 5.23-12 5.63-12 7.29-13 3.66-12 4.45-12
d,/ 5 2.76-13 3.01-12 4.82-12 2.01-12 5.29-12 5,64-12 7.29-13 3.77-12 4.47-12
3 x d. 2.82-13 3.51-12 5.94-12 2.03-12 5.41-12 5.76-12 7.41-13 4.00-12 4.75-12
d�/3 2.52-13 1.53-12 2.46-12 1.88-12 4.56-12 5.10-12 6.71-13 2.68-12 3.37-12

Standard case: Kd = 103; Kf 4 m/yr; v = 5 x 1-4 m/yr; cl = .1 m;
d� � 50 M Kd is the distribution coefficient; Kf is the diffusion rate; v is the average sedimentation rate;
d, is the depth of the interacting sediment; d, is the depth of the water column.

Table B17. Comparison of Concentration Integrals With and Without Inclusion of Sediment Interactions for
All Time for an Instantaneous Release Into a Lake in a Series.(a)

1 30 3000

Kd=O Kd = 103 Kd = 104 Kd=O Kd 103 Kd = 104 Kd=O Kd � 103 Kd = 14

Michigan 2.83-13 2.79-13 2.58-13 3.71-12 3.05-12 1.61-12 6.32-12 4.62-12 1.97-12
Huron 1.59-14 1.54-14 1.29-14 2.38-12 1.59-12 4.31-13 6.29-12 3.37-12 6.17-13
Erie 5.10-15 4.66-15 3.09-15 2.04-12 1.18-12 1.94-13 5.70-12 2.64-12 2.87-13
Ontario 6.57-16 5.92-16 3.71-16 1.44-12 7.81-13 9.80-14 4.76-12 2.04-12 1.62-13

Erie 2.04-12 2.02-12 1.91-12 5.45-12 3.12-12 9.92-13 5.78-12 3.22-12 1.00-12
Ontario 2.63-13 2.59-13 2.42-13 3.85-12 1.65-12 2.33-13 4.82-12 1.93-12 2.48-13

Ontario 7.44-13 7.35-13 6.94-13 4.08-12 3.83-12 2.91-12 4.82-12 4.47-12 3.27-12

Sediment effects are included approximately. (v = x 10-4 m/yr; Kf = 0.4 mlyr; cl� for each lake is the
appropriate average depth given in Table 134).
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Except for a multiplicative factor dependent upon
the rate of release, this result for an instantaneous
release is identical to that obtained for steady-state
conditions resulting from a continuous release of
constant magnitude. The first major term in the outer
braces represents the contribution from downstream, 10-4 3O Yr
while the second is the contribution from upstream. '1/2

If the net flow of water is relatively large, then the
upstream portion of the result is expected to be rather 3o Yr

small. However, in the limit of no net flow, the 112

upstream and the downstream contributions become -5

equal. It is easily seen that for nonzero net flow, the 10
upstream contribution is always less than the down-
stream contribution. 12 r

Burial can represent a significant removal mecha-
nism in an estuary. If decay is negligible, then the
removal of radioactive flux can be used as an indica- 10-6

tor of the amount of that burial. The amount of
material which passes through the mouth of an estu-
ary after an instantaneous release from a point source
can be written as

10'7 '3 4
amount 'f�dt lo, 101 1� 10 le 105 106

Kd

Figure BIB. Concentration Integral for an Instantaneous Release
Into an Estuary Without Burial Versus Sediment Distributione-0 � x el(-)" erfc (1)" + (at)%l oefficient.

4 �'Uff, 'Y" t C

lo-3

+e-2(-)6 erfc J(") - at)%J - 2e-2("
t

+-U e2(-)" erfc ly + (at)
aa% )

10'4

+ e.2(al)" erfc (at)'A 2e-2(") 30, 3000
t 1/2+ 01 I i

(B4-28) 9

112 I
10'5

where

a U2 (4E� + X

- -xu'/ (25L) ,

10'6
ly ON X2/(4EL) (B4-29)

Concentration integrals for an estuary are shown
in Table B18 and Figures B18 and B19 and the frac-
tions of radioactive material which pass out of an
estuary prior to decay are shown in Table B19 and 10,71 _J
Figure B20 for some sample cases. The results both 100 10I le 103 le 105 10 6

with and without burial are included. (The compari- K d
son of the two sets of results permits evaluation of the Figure B19. Concentration Integral for an Instantaneous Release

Into an Estuary With Burial Versus Sediment Distribution Coeffi-
effect of the burial model.) cient.
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Table B18. Concentration Integrals for an Instantaneous Release Into an Estuary With Sediment Effects Taken
Into Account (r,,, 1 yr, 30 yr, 3000 yr.)

With Burial Without Burial

Tll� = T, � 30 T = 3000 7 Ir = 30 3000

Standard 9.25-6 1.65-5 1.69-5 1.53-5 3.19-5 3.29-5
No sediment 2.94-5 3.25-5 3.29-5 2.94-5 3.25-5 3.29-5
102 x K. 1.43-9 1.45-9 1.45-9 2.17-7 6.45-6 3.19-5
10 x K, 1.53-7 1.74-7 1.75-7 2.15-6 2.54-5 3.28-5
K,/10 2.54-5 3.12-5 3.14-5 2.71-5 3.27-5 3.29-5
K,/ 102 2.80-5 3.16-5 3.18-5 2.90-5 3.27-5 3.29-5
2 x v 6.60-6 1.03-5 1.05-5 1.53-5 3.19-5 3.29-5
v/12 1.44-5 2.20-5 2.27-5 1.53-5 3.19-5 3.29-5
5 x d, 1.98-6 4.71-6 4.93-6 4.34-6 2.95-5 3.37-5
d,/ 2.00-5 2.54-5 2.56-5 2.50-5 3.24-5 3.27-5
3 x d. 2.02-5 2.83-5 2.87-5 2.29-5 3.23-5 3.27-5
d,/3 1.68-6 2.47-6 2.51-6 6.90-6 3.07-5 3.33-5
10 x U 2.75-6 2.98-6 2.99-6 2.94-6 3.19-6 3.20-6
U/10 6.20-6 1.45-5 1.51-5 1.89-5 2.58-4 4.13-4
10 x E 6.60-6 1.21-5 1.25-5 1.45-5 3.91-5 4.15-5
E/10 1.01-5 1.74-5 1.78-5 1.54-5 3.10-5 3.20-5
e x 2 9.90-6 2.10-5 2.18-5 - - -

Standard case: Kd = 101, v 8 x 10-3 m/yr; d,= I m; d. 15 m; u = 316 x 101 m/yr; E 109 2/yr;

A = 101 m2; length 100 km.

Table B19. Fraction of Material Which Passes Through the Mouth of an Estuary After a Unit Instantaneous
Release (-r, = yr, 30 yr, 3000 yr.)

Without Burial With Burial

T T� = 3 T, = 3000 r,, T, � 30 3000

Standard 6.00-2 2.63-1 2.77-1 1.93-1 9.44-1 9.99-1
No Sediment 7.98-1 9.92-1 1.00+ 0 7.98-1 9.92-1 1.00+ 0
102 x K. 0.00+0 0.00+ 0 0.00+ 0 2.06-24 1.22-2 9.43-1
10 x K, 1.22-22 4.26-21 4.83-21 1.32-5 6.05-1 9.95-1
K,/10 6.70-1 9.59-1 9.71-1 6.89-1 9.88-1 1.00+ 0
Kd/ 102 7.86-1 9.90-1 9.98-1 7.87-1 9.92-1 1.00+ 0
2 x v 2.00-2 8.03-2 8.44-2 1.93-1 9.44-1 9.99-1
v/2 1.06-1 4.92-1 5.20-1 1.93-1 9.44-1 9.99-1
5 x d, 3.33-5 4.88-3 5.91-3 1.61-3 7.74-1 9.97-1
d, / D5 4.04-1 6.58-1 6.70-1 5.95-1 9.83-1 1.00+0
3 x d. 4.11-1 8.11-1 8.30-1 4.90-1 9.76-1 1.00+0
d�/3 1.04-5 1.68-4 1.86-4 1.52-2 8.54-1 9.98-1
10 x U 7.42-1 8.73-1 8.78-1 8.45-1 9.94-1 1.00+ 
U / 0 1.53-4 3.62-3 4.15-3 1.70-3 5.43-1 9.93-1
10 x E 1.12-1 2.90-1 3.01-1 2.32-1 9.31-1 9.99-1
E/10 5.20-2 2.60-1 2.75-1 1.87-1 9.45-1 9.99-1
e x 2 3.89-3 7.20-2 7.99-2 3.89-2 8.93-1 9.99-1

Standardcase:Kc, 103,V = 8x 10-3m/yr;d,= .1 m;d = 15m;u 3.16xlO'm/yr;E = 19M2/yr A 104 2

Iength 100 km.
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101 effect is essentially no change in either the total
concentration integral, or the flux out of the estuary.

Increasing the net speed of the water always
results in a larger amount of material being carried
farther downstream. However, the effect upstream

'ru, Om, nb depends upon the value of the distribution coeffi-
01

cient. If Kd is large, a greater flux is also observed
112 'r 112 30, nb upstream; if Kd is small, a smaller flux results up-

112 stream.
For the parameters used in the standard cases, in

10-1 Tables B18 and B19, the effective net speed down-
stream of a nuclide (K. �-_Z 103) is just over one-eighth
that of the water. As a result, whereas the water takes
approximately 03 years to move from the point con-
sidered as the source to the downstream extrernum of
the estuary, a standard-case nuclide takes about 25

10-2 years to move the same distance.
For a standard case isotope with a half-life of 30

years (and Kd = 103), approximately e.0515 or 94 per-
cent of the initial activity passes out of the estuary

T112 nb prior to decay if burial is ignored. For the same

10-3 -rl/2 1, b isotope in an estuary with a net water speed which is
slower by a factor of 10 approximately e-111 or only 56

112 M. b percent of the activity leaves the estuary prior to
'112 3Q b decay. If burial is included, then substantially less

activity passes out of the mouth of the estuary in both
cases.

lo-41 The behavior of the oncentration integral for an
100 101 le 103 104 10 I estuary with burial with respect to the distribution

Kd coefficient (Figure B19) is somewhat different than
I nb - no burial: b burial) that observed for either an estuary without burial

Figure 020. Amount Leaving an Estuary After an Instantaneous (Figure 1318) or a lake (Figure B17). Because of both
Release Versus Sediment Distribution Coefficient. the relatively short residence time of water in an

estuary and the equilibrium assumption for the sedi-
ment-nuclide interactions for the upper layer of sedi-

As Kd increases, the effects of sediment-water ment, the isotopes considered have essentially the
interactions become more apparent; more of the ra- same concentration integrals for any given value of
dioisotopes are removed from the water column by Kd if burial is included. In contrast, if burial is not
the sediments. Therefore, both the integral over the included, then the concentration integrals for radio-
concentration and the amount of radioactivity that nuclides with longer half-lives are larger for a given
flows out of the estuary decrease as Kd increases. Kd. For high values of Kd, much decay of shorter lived

Increasing the sediment depth results in little isotopes can occur in the estuary while those isotopes
change if Kd is sall; however, if Kd is relatively are residing on the sediments. Consequently, for
large, a significant effect can be observed with large Kd'S' the concentration integrals are relatively
change in that depth. The larger the amount of small.
sediment is that is assumed to interact with water, the Figure B20 depicts the total amount of undecayed
greater the activity is which can be effectively re- material leaving an estuary versus the sediment dis-
moved from the water column. Consequently, in- tribution coefficient. Cases both with and without
creasing the sediment depth generally decreases both burial are given. Without burial, the amount is very
the concentration integral and the amount of radioac- dependent upon both the radioactive half-life and
tivity flowing out of the estuary. the distribution coefficient. With burial, the amount

As the tidal dispersion increases, the upstream is essentially independent of the half-life for the
contribution to the concentration integral increases considered values; however, the amount is extremely
while the downstream portion decreases. The net dependent upon the distribution coefficient. The
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amount escaping through the mouth starts to fall That is,
rapidly for K. > 103; for large values, very little
radioactivity escapes from the standard-case estuary. I = (2dy)-1 (b + X)-1 4 - b + y"]-

Figure B21, which plots the relative value of the
concentration integral versus flushing time for an (exp[Xdlb - b + XA)/E,"] -1)
estuary, is quite similar to that for a lake (Figure B16).
The major difference is the time at which the isotopes - WI (b + X)"P
become essentially equivalent,

(exp [-x. ib" + (b + X41/E,"] - 11 (134-31)
ESTUARY

where

b2 = U2/4EL (B4-32)

Similarly, the integration over space from -x,, to x,
12 3WO YR and over all time after an instantaneous release into
5 112 the nearshore region of an open coastal region pro-

6 duces essentially the same integral as that listed
-30Y above; however, the appropriate input parameters112

2. will differ greatly from those for the sheltered bay
10 situation. If one integrates over a large enough spatial

interval, then

112' 1 YR
V I ;z: (2dy)-' (b + X)-" If(b + X)1 - I'

101 + [(b + N) + b-11 . (B4-33)

The concentration in tegrals for the nearshore re-
gion of an open ocean site (Table B20) are very

0 sensitive to the magnitude of the water velocity and
130x 101 X 100 I YR 3 0" 3 x 1-2 to the water depth assumed. They are not very sensi-

tive to the dispersion. These integrals are dominated
FLUSHING TIME I YR by the relatively rapid flow and dilution which are

Figure B21. Concentration Integral for an Instantaneous Release characteristic of the nearshore regions of the ocean.
Into an Estuarv as a Function of Flushing Time. (Kd - 103) This results in making the integrals for this region

almost equal for a very wide range of half-lives.

B4.4.3 Ocean The concentration in the offshore region is inde-
pendent of the location. Consequently, the concen-

Exposure via an ocean can occur both in the tration integral for that region reduces to
immediate vicinity of the accident and at some dis-

tance from the site. The magnitude of the population I = t C dt. (B4-34)
dose due to exposure close to the accident relative to
that farther away depends both on the relative sizes
of the exposed populations and on the relative dilu- The exact form of this integral was given in Equation
tion which occurs. (B4-17).

The integration over space from -x,, upcurrent Some concentration integrals for the offshore re-
-above the source t Xd gion are presented in Table B21. The concentration
tion over all time of the radionuclide concentration integrals for the offshore region are very sensitive to
resulting from an instantaneous release of material both the flushing rate (Figure B22) and the volume.
into a narrow sheltered tidal bay produce For large flushing rates, the integrals are comparable

' �0 for a wide range of half-lives (Figure B22). Conse-
(y C dt dx dy. (B4-30) quently, if a rapid release occurs into a relatively

rapidly flushed region of one of the continental
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Table B20. Area Concentration Integrals for the Nearshore Region of an
Ocean After an Instantaneous Release into the Region

t = to 0.1 yr t = to 102 yrs

(yr): 2.19-2 1.0-1 1.0+0 3.0+1 3.0+3 1.0-1 1.0+0 3.0+1 3.0+3

102 km

Standard 4.02-7 5.70-7 6.30-7 6.35-7 6.35-7 5.70-7 6.30-7 6.35-7 6.35-7
10 x U 6.05-8 6.30-8 6.35-8 6.35-8 6.35-8 6.30-8 6.35-8 6.35-8 6.35-8
U/10 6.05-7 1.44-6 1.93-6 2.00-6 2.00-6 2.57-6 5.70-6 6.35-6 6.35-6

103 km

Standard 6.05-7 1.44-6 1.93-6 2.00-6 2.00-6 2.57-6 5.70-6 6.35-6 6.35-6
10 x u 4.02-7 5.70-7 6.30-7 6.35-7 6.35-7 5.70-7 6.30-7 6.35-7 6.35-7
U/10 6.05-7 1.44-6 1.93-6 2.00-6 2.00-6 2.84-6 2.57-5 6.15-5 6.35-5

Standard Case: u - 3.15 x 106 m/yr; E - 315 x 106 M2/yr; d - 0 m; width 5 x 103 M.

shelves, then isotopes with a rather wide range of Table B21. Concentration Integrals for the Offshore
half-lives must be considered. However, if the release Region After an Instantaneous Release Into the
takes place after some delay, then the isotopes with Nearshore Region.
shorter half-lives need not be dealt with at an ocean
site. rj(yr)- 1.0-1 1.0+0 3.0+1 3.0+3

Residence Timel
(Yr)

OCEAN

le Standard (5) 6.73-14 4.19-13 9.56-13 1.00-12

Ir 30 and 30DO 4 6.96-14 5.30-13 1.83-12 2.00-12
12 1 6.31-14 2.95-13 4.89-13 5.00-13

Ir V2. 1.0 Standard case: volume - 2 x 1012 M3; (q/V = 5/yr.

lo,
At certain ocean sites, the initial release would be

into a relatively sheltered embayment. This would
'r 0.1 tend to decrease the relative importance of the iso-z

2 topes with shorter half-lives. However, it would tend
to increase the net impact if sufficient pathwaysV -Ir -. 0219

112 existed in the embayment itself.

B4.4.4 River
101 The form of the river system model does not

permit integration over the concentrations to be per-
formed analytically; that integration must be done
numerically. As a result, much less extensive sensitiv-
ity work was performed for the river system model

10 than was done for any of the other models.
3.2 x 100 3.2 x 10'1 3.2 x 10'2 3.2 x 1-3 M x 10'4 For both of the river systems considered in this

study, the rate of release and the timing of the release
FLUSH ING T IME lyr) relative to flood peaks were investigated. The rate of

FigureB22. RelativeConcentrationlntegralforanOceanSiteasa release was varied by considering I Ci each of Sr-90,
Function of Flushing Time. Cs-137, and Ru-106, either as 100 Ci/yr for 0.01 yr or
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as I Ci/yr for I yr. No significant difference was concentrations for Ru-106 also arrived at steady val-
found in the concentration integrals for the different ues within 2 years. However, the sediment concen-
release rates, although the concentration itself as a trations for Sr-90 and Cs-137 did not arrive at steady
function of time was, of course, greatly affected. values at the river mouth within 25 years; nearly

The effects of seasonal flow variation were tested constant values were achieved for these nuclides in at
by making instantaneous releases at different times least the upper reaches. This indicates that a steady-
in the annual flow cvcle. The concentration integrals state solution is adequate for water concentrations
for a I Ci instantaneous release of Cs-137 into the and for sediment contaminations in the upper
upper end of the MM system are given in Table B22. reaches, but is often not adequate for calculating
For this svstern, the concentration integrals vary at sediment concentrations throughout the lengths of
most bv a factor less than three and generally by less such long river systems.
than a factor of two even though flow rates vary by a Figure B23 shows water concentrations for steady
factor of seven. The concentration integrals for the unit releases into the two river systems being consid-
TOM svstern also do not vary substantially as a func- ered. Part A of Figure B23 shows concentrations for
tion of the release date. the TOM system. The differences between the non-

The last line in Table B22 shows the results with decaying contaminant and Ru-106 are principally
constant average flow. The maxima in the runs for due to decay of ruthenium during the travel time.
seasonally variable flow are slightly over a factor of The calculated differences between Sr-90 and Cs-137
two larger than these and the minimal are less than a are primarily due to difference in the assumed distri-
factor of two smaller. The seasonally averaged values bution coefficients.
are much less than a factor of two higher than the (a) -lo �b)
values using average flow. lo- NO DECAY, AY,

NO SORPTION NO SORPTION
ETable B22. Effect of Date of Instantaneous Release Q lo-II 10

on Concentration Integrals for the Missouri-

Mississippi System 12 _12-
10

10 Ru- Ru-106
Date of S r90
Release f,('cdxdt f f cBdxdt(a) Sr- lo-131- Cs-137

10
March 1 2.4-5 1.0-2 z

-14June 1 3.5-5 1.3-2 0 lo- 10
Sept 6.7-5 3.4-2 U Cs-137
Dec 1 3.7-5 1.5-2 i . . L__��& �

3000 2000 1000 0 3000 2000 1000 0
Average 4.1-5 1.8-2 DI STANCE FROM R I VER MOUTH, km

Constant Figure B23. Steady-State Water Concentrations as a Function of
Average Distance from the Mouth of the River for: (a) the Tennessee-Ohio-

Mississippi System and (b) the Missouri-Mississippi System. (The
Flow 2.8-5 1.2-2 values assumed for the distribution coefficient in these calcula-

tions are I for Ru, 2700 for Sr and 27000 for Cs.)
�Proportjonal to the population dose from recrea-
honal use if usage is taken to be proportional to the In contrast to the case for the water concentra-
surface area; is the width of the river and is taken to tions, steady-state sediment concentrations were not
be function of x. achieved by Sr-90 or Cs-137. Figure B24 shows the

maximum sediment concentrations 25 years after the
Table B23 shows the concentration integrals for start of release. The discontinuities in the depicted

unit rapid (0.01 yr) releases of Ru-106, Sr-90, and sediment concentration profiles are artifacts of the
Cs-137 into the upper ends of both systems. The model parameters; they are due to the assumption of
concentration integrals vary significantly with iso- two short sedimentless stretches in the TOM system.
tope for the TOM system but not for the MM system. Part of Figure B23 shows water concentrations
Most of the indicated differences are due to the in the MM system for continuous releases. Sediment
effects of sediment-nuclide interactions. concentrations are not shown for this system. Because

For steady releases into both systems, the water the travel time is so short and the sediment effects so
concentrations for all the nuclides tested arrived very small, the traces for all three nuclides are too close to
nearly at steady values within 2 years. Sediment be distinguishable.
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Table B23. Concentration Integrals for Instantaneous Unit Releases into River Systems

River System Nuclide Kd Qyr) ffcdxdt f f f cBdxdt(a)

Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi Ru-106 1 1.005 2.2-4 4.9-2
Sr-90 2,400 28.1 1.7-5 3.2-2

Cs-137 27,000 30.23 5.2-6 7.7-3
Missouri-Mississippi Ru-106 1 1.005 2.8-5 1.2-2

Sr-90 2,400 28.1 2.8-5 1.2-2
Cs-137 27,000 30.23 2.8-5 1.2-2

aProportional to the population dose from recreational use if usage is proportional to the surface
area.

the river mouth in response to instantaneous injec-
Cs 137 tions of Ci at the upper ends of the systems. Figure

B25 displays the water concentrations in the two
systems after the release of Ru-106. Part A of that

10-7 figure depicts the relatively dispersive character of a
heavily dammed river (TOM). Part of that figure
reflects the comparatively nondispersive nature of a
free-flowing river (MM).

Without dispersion, sorption, and decay, both sys-
Sr - tems would have given a pulse at the mouth with a

concentration of 175 x 1-10 C/M3 and a pulse width
10 of 0.01 years. The flattening of the pulse in Part A of

Figure B25 is almost solely due to dispersion; thus,
Sr - 90 fluvial dispersion alone reduces the peak concentra-

z tion by ore than a factor of two.
Figure B26 shows the transient response of the

TOM system to the instantaneous release of I Ci of
z -9 -Cs 137 Cs-137. The concentration in the water at the mouth
z 10 is down three orders of magnitude from the peak of
C,

Part A of Figure B25. The tail, beginning at 06 years,
represents diffusion of Cs back into the water fromM
the sediment and continues for several years with
little diminution.

Sr - 90
lo-lo -IC (a) -lo (b)

10 10

lo-II -II

-12 -123C la 10
z

-13 13
2500 2000 1500 1000 500 0 10 lo-

DISTANCE FROM RIVER MOUTH, KM 10-14 IO-14
Figure B24. Maximum Sediment Concentrations Within 25 years
of the Initiation of Release as a Function of Distance From the -15 15
River Mouth for the Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi System. 10 0I0 0.2 0.4 0.6 lo- 0.0 o 2 0.4 0.6

TIME AFTER INJECTION, YEARS
The transient response of each system is depicted FigureB25. WaterConcentrationattheRiverMouthinResponse

in Figures B25 and B26. These figures show the to Injection of Ci of Ru-106 into (a) the Tennessee-Ohio-Missis-
variation in the water and sediment concentrations at sippi System and (b) the Missouri-Mississippi System.
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(a) b)
10 -13 integrals for the isotopes considered Care approxi-

mately inversely proportional to the value of K, For

lakes, estuaries and rivers, the integrals ire sensitive

to the distribution coefficient ad to other sedimeit-

related properties only for large enough Values of K,'.
10-15. In all these waterbodi'es, the results re rather mson

sitive to a wide variation i for relatively srn�lk�
LA

Z z and moderate values.
z For a large lake, that is, for a Great Lake, sediment

C,
9 lo-17. IO-17, effects are not very important for values of the sedi-
z ment distribution coefficient which are less than

approximately 101. Even for values larger tan this,
U the reductions are only significant for isotopes with

Io- 19 10' 19 comparatively long half-lives. This is because of the
0. 0 0 2 0 4 0.6 0. 0 0 2 0 4 0 6 relatively slow net sedimentation rate, and hence the

TIME AFTER INJECTION(yrl stow rate of sediment-nuclide interactions, i te
Great Lakes. The ef.ect of sediment interactions is

Figure B26. Transient Response of the Tennessee-Ohio-Missis- greater for a take in a series than for an isolated lake;
SIPPI SV5tem in Response to the Injection of I Ci of Cs-137: (a)
Water oncentration and (b) Sediment Concentration. passage through a series of lakes allows more time or

sedirnent-water interactions to occur.

Foran estuary, the range of the sediment distribu-

Part B of Figure B26 shows the transient response tion coefficient over which the results are rher

of .sediment concentration in that system for an in- insensitive depends strongly on whether burial is

stantaneous injection of Cs-137. The peak sediment included in the model. If burial is considered, the

concentration is about a factor of three higher than results are very sensitive for values of K, ---- ](2.

the water concentration and decays extremely Unlike the situation in other surface waterbodies, the

,,I oN" IN'. integrals for an estuary are very sensitive to crtain
changes in the value of the longitudinal dispersion

B4.4.5 Summary of Water Transport coefficient.
For a river system, the importance of sediment

Sensitivities effects depends, in part, upon the residence time of

The parameters for which the models discussed in the water in the system. In a system with reservoirs,

the previous subsections are most sensitive are listed the residence time of tbe water tends to be relatively

in Fable B24. For all but the aquifer at a dry site, the long and the sedimentation rate tends to be high. For

hu,,hing ie f the waterbody dominates the sensi- example, the average residence time for tin Tennes-

hvit\ . The dry site exception is an artifact of the see-Ohio-Mississippi system is approximately 40

particular dry site' aquifers discussed in this study. days. In that system, the results are sensitive oni to

I-or direct human exposure, this report considers only values of K > 1 04. In contrast, in a free-flowing

aquifers of infinite longitudinal and lateral extents; system, the residence time of the water tends to be

consequently, the dry site aquifers discussed all have short and the sedimentation rate tends to be low. he

infinite flushing times. average residence time for one such system, te Mis-

Parameters such as depth and width in aquifers souri-Mississippi system, is approximately 25 days In

,ind estuaries have essentially simple inverse rela- that system, the results are sensitive only to values of

tionships to the concentration integrals. Therefore, K > 106 or more.

even though variations of these parameters result in Only the concentration integral for an aquifer s

L)rge changes in the integrals, the effects of these extremely sensitive to the period of integration; all

,alterations are easily approximated. The relationships the other waterbodies considered have their effective,

of the other parameters cannot usually be as readily periods of integration determined by their flushing

estimated. times. For all except the aquifer, these are usually less

For aquifers, the integrals are extremely sensitive than I 0 years. For certain waterbodies other than the

to any change in the distribution coefficient. Te ones considered here, this is not always the situation.
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Table B24. Sensitive Parameters (other than Half-Lives) for Concentration
Integrals

Very Sensitive but
Waterbody Sensitive Somewhat Sensitive Straightforward

Aquifer Flushing rate d;y;n,
(u.;t); Kd;D.

Lake Flushing rate Kd (a); other sediment- Volume
related parameters

Estuary Flushing rate Kd(b); other sediment- dy
(U, f related parameters; E.

Ocean Flushing rate Volume
River Flushing rate K,,W; other sediment- (d , ly I

(u, t related parameters

-Especially sensitive to variations in Kd and related sediment parameters if
K > 103.

Especially sensitive to variations in Kd and related sediment parameters if
K > 102.

Especially sensitive to variations in Kj and related sediment parameters if
K > 101 for a river with several reservoirs and if Kd > 106 for a river without
reservoirs.

B4.5 Combined Sensitivity amount only if the protraction permits significant

Studies decay to occur before exposure.

B4.5.1 Sensitivities in General B4.5.2 Sensitivities in Aquifers
In general, for any release of radioactivity into a The description of the transport of radioactivity

portion of the hydrosphere, there are two primary through aquifers is extremely dependent on any vari-
phenomena on which the description is dependent: ations in either the flushing rate of the aquifer or the
the hydrological flushing rate and the strength of the strength of the soil-nuclide interactions. If exposure
soil-nuclide or sediment-nuclide interactions. The is through wells in the aquifer, then a slow flushing
lower the flushing rate of a waterbody is, the longer rate for the aquifer can increase the impact on the
the residence time of both the radionuclides and the human population. However, if exposure is through
water are in that waterbody. If the residence is in a surface water, then a slow flushing rate, and there-
portion of the hydrosphere with no significant expo- fore a long groundwater travel time, for the aquifer
sure pathways to the human population, then a slow can decrease the impact by permitting substantial
flushing rate is preferable. However, if the residence decay to occur before the surface water pathways are
is in a portion including one or more significant reached.
pathways, then a rapid flushing rate is best. The If the distribution coefficients are large, then the
stronger the soil-nuclide or sediment-nuclide inter- travel of the nuclides through the aquifer will be
actions in a waterbody are, then the lower the resul- relatively slow. In such a situation two primary fac-
tant concentrations of the radionuclides in the water tors can lower the impact on the human population:
are. Consequently, for all but exposure related to substantial decay can occur during the delayed trans-
contaminated sediments, stronger interactions tend port; and the concentration in the water can be
to result in a lower exposure of humans. drastically lowered by 'absorption" (for example, see

Prolonging a release into a waterbody tends to Figure B15). The effects of prolonging a release into
decrease the rate at which the exposure is obtained an aquifer are expected to be most noticeable when
but it does not necessarily substantially decrease the the prolongation permits decay to reduce the amount
total amount of exposure. It diminishes the total of radioactivity which reaches the population.
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B4.5.3 Sensitivities in Surface range of reasonable values for some of these param-
eters. Consequently, although the sensitivit�- to teseWaterbodies

For any type of surface waterbody, the population parameters is important, it is not critical in greatly
limiting the accuracy of the results. The appropriate

exposure s rather sensitive to any reasonable varl- nearii,ations in the flushing rates; in contrast to the aquifer sediment-water interaction oc rameters are ot
-is readily determined. However, the results are not

situation, the net exposure is sensitive cinIV to certain verv sensitive to these except in situations of verv
limited variations in the strength of the sediment-
nuclide interactions within the surface waterbodv. large sediment-water interaction. As a result� J10ice

of parameters in the insensitive plateau region can
Fhe sensitivities to the sediment-nuclide interactions usually be justified.
for anv radionuclide are typically characterized by For an aquifer, the hdrological parameters are
two portions: a rather broad plateau over which the Hot as easily determined' as the), are for a surface
population eposure is not especially sensitive to
variations in any sediment parameters; and a region waterbociv. This is partly due to the relatively wide

range of reasonable values for some of these param-
in which the population exposure is relatively sensi- eters. With sufficient effort, reasonable approxima-
tive to anv alterations in certain sediment-related tion fr the Hydrological parameters can be obtained
parameters (for example, see Figure B17). The plateau for a given site. In contrast, the soil-nuclide interac-
of insensitivity, for any surface waterbody is broadest tion parameters are not as easily determined. Further-
in situations in which the sediment interactions are more, these parameters are very site-specific and
slowest, that is, in situations in hich the sedimenta-
tion rate and the resuspension rate are both low. (In cannot be easily generalized. Orders of magnitude of
general, as the ratio of the amount of interacting variation can exist between parameters appropriate
sediment to the quantity of available water increases, for different sites; arge variation can even eist at

different locations of a given site. Ulike the surface
the sediment interactions become relatively more waterbody situation, the results are extremely sensi-
important. In the limit of approximately equal tive to any variation in the soil-nuclide interaction
amounts of sediment and water, that is, in an aquifer, parameters. Consequently, the changes resulting
the results are extremely, sensitive to any change in from reasonable variations in these parameters must
the sediment (soil) interaction paramenters.) be kpt in mind. Inasmuch as transport through an

If the flushing rate is low, as for a Great Lake, then aquifer occurs at every type of site, it must be remeni-
after an instantaneous release the amount of radioac- berect that te exact results obtained for any site are
tivitv in the water decreases relatively slowly with highly dependent upon the actual hydrological and
time. Consequently, the population exposure result- soil-water interaction parameters employed.
ing from long-lived radionuclides can increase sub-
stantially with time (for example, see Figure B16).
Howeve'r, if the flushing rate is high, a f a free- B4.5.5 Summary of Sensitivites
flowing rer, then after an instantaneous release the Any factor which can substantially delay contact
11MOunt of radioactivity in the ater decreases rapid- of the radioactivity with te hman ovulation can

1Y with time. As a result, the population exposure be important in reducing the potential impact of
does not increase much with time (for example, see liquid pathways. The primary hydrospheric factors
Figure B16). Furthermore, all the radionuclides tend which are important in discussing the impacts are
to be essentially equivalent in systems with high anv which effect the groundwater travel times and
flushing -ates.* the soil-water interactions. Of secondarv importance

are the factors which relate to surface water transport.

B4.5.4 Availability and Importance Generally of least importance are the factors which

of Data describe the sediment-water interactions.

For a%, given body of surface water, the hydrolo-
gical turnover parameters can be approximated rath-
er accurately. This is, in part, due to the rather narrow References
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ADDENDUM I

Factors Affecting
Distribution Coefficients

Chemical species in solution in groundwater can exist. These charge states are critical in determining
undergo many different reactions, both with other the amount of ion exchange which occurs. If neutral
species in solution and with the soil through which complexes are formed, then the species will not be
t h ev a re passi ng Among the possible interactions are ion-exchanged and may be passed through the soil
physical adsorption, ion exchange, precipitation, col- with the groundwater. Similarly, if anionic complex-
loid formation, complex formation and fixation. For es are formed for any species, then the amount of ion
radionuclide transport, the observable effect of all of exchange will probably be greatly reduced.
these physicochernical processes is to delay the move- Important chemical factors determining the inter-
ment of the nuclide relative to the ovement of the actions undergone, ad hence the distribution coeffi-
groundwater. The parameter which describes this cients, include the groundwater's ionic strength,
retardation is the distribution coefficient, Kd. This chemical composition, pH and reduction (or oxida-
Addendum describes the factors affecting the values tion) potential. These same chemical factors for the
ofIthis parameter. soil are also relevant.

Adsorption and ion exchange both result from If any ion is present in non-trace amounts, it can
reaction of a species in solution with a soil particle, be expected that its distribution coefficient will be
After the process is reversed, the species once again lowered due both to a possible shortage of exchange
nioves along with the solution. The process of ad- sites and to non-equilibrium adsorption conditions.
sorption (or exchange) and its reversal are repeated Any other species present in solution in non-trace
throughout the motion of the species. Inasmuch as amounts can be important for ion exchange if it
the soil particle is essentially fixed in space, the net competes with a given'ion for exchange sites. In
vffect is to slow down the reacting species relative to general, chemically similar species such as Na+ and
the water. K+ can be expected to vie for the same sites. here-

Precipitation results in the removal of a species fore, the distribution coefficient of any species can be
from solution due to solubility considerations. Even- greatly lowered by non-trace amounts of similar spe-
tually the precipitated material can be redissolved. cies.
However, inasmuch as low solubilities were respon- The pH is a measure of the H content of te
sible for the initial precipitation, the redissolution is solution; that is, it is essentially a measure of the
expected to proceed slowly. Consequently, the net acidity of the solution. The reduction potential is 
flow of those species which tend to precipitate is measure of the tendency to gain or to lose an electron.
relatively slow. The pH and the reduction potential determine the

Colloid formation is another process which can thermodynamically preferred chemical state of a spe-
greatly impede the flow of certain nuclides. Unless cies. For example, depending on the conditions, Se
groundwater flow is through a comparatively open can exist in solution at least as H2SeO31 (HSeO,)- or
medium, the flow of colloidal species is essentially (SeO3)-2. The tendency for a radionuclide for interac-
negligible. As for precipitates, the redissolution of tion is very dependent upon its chemical state. For
colloids is generally relatively slow. As a result, col- example, if conditions favored the formation of
ioid formers, such as the lanthanides, tend to have H2SeO31 there would be no ion exchange of selenium
comparatively long travel times. with the soil. For certain soils, the ion exchange

Complexation can be very important inasmuch as mechanism is such that only (HSeo3)- is adsorbed;'
it can dramatrically increase the amount of a given thus there would probably also be insignificant ex-
element which can be in solution. It can increase the change if (SeO3)-2 were the favored species.
amount over that expected from simple solubility As was indicated, the thermodynamic consider-
considerations by up to several orders of magnitude. ations determine which oxidation state (e.g., H2SeO,,
furthermore, complexation allows great variation in (HSeO3)- or (Seo3)-2) is preferred. However, the rate
the possible charge states in which the species can at which the preferred species is produced may be
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very slow. Consequently, the thermodynamically fa- The character of the soil is also important in
vored state may not be the dominant one in solution. determining distribution coefficients. Certain soils
The kinetics of any interactions must be considered have a much higher ion exchange capacity than
along with the thermodynamics. others. For example, those with high clay and/or

The preferred chemical forms are often quite dif- organic contents tend to have relatively large ex-
ferent in reducing and oxidizing conditions. In well- change capacities. Therefore, they tend to delay the
mixed surface water and in groundwater near the passage of certain ions much more than some other
ground surface, oxidizing conditions are expected. soils. Furthermore, certain clays tend to irreversibly
However, in stagnant water, in lower sediment layers trap (fix) some species such as Cs+.
and in regions well below the ground surface, reduc- Certain hydrogeological factors can also be rel-
ing conditions are often present. Passage from a evant in determining the distribution coefficients. In
region of a given reduction potential to a region of a particular, the rate of groundwater flow and any
somewhat different potential can dramatically alter hydrogeological heterogeneities can be important. If
the preferred form of certain elements. As a result, the rate of groundwater flow is very high, there can
the preferred chemical form of an element can vary as be insufficient time for equilibrium between the soil
a function of location. For example, an element and the water to be reached; thus, the ions will tend
which was in solution in one region might rapidly to be passed through the soil more quickly than
precipitate out of solution as it attempted to move would otherwise be expected. It should be noted that
into a region with a different reduction potential; as a what may be inadequate time for one species to
result, a large deposition of the material might be establish equilibrium may be more than enough time
found at the reduction potential interface. If the for another species to reach steady-state behavior.2
kinetics of the change were slow, a more gradual The distribution coefficients are a measure of the
precipitation could occur; consequently, rather than a results of several chemical and physical processes
sharply defined deposition, a spatially somewhat dif- over a range of hydrogeological conditions. If ob-
fuse accumulation would result. tained in the laboratory, such coefficients do not take

If several forms of a species are possible which into consideration that groundwater transport occurs
differ at least in part by the H or OH- content, then through a nonisotropic heterogeneous medium. If
the following generalization can be made: if a species obtained in the field, such coefficients apply to only
tends to be present only as a cation (positive ion), the specific location and set of experimental condi-
then its distribution coefficient will usually be in- tions for which they were determined. Distribution
creased by a decrease in pH; in contrast, if a species coefficients measured at a given site can differ by
tends to be present as an anion (negative ion), then its orders of magnitude from those appropriate for any
distribution coefficient will usually decrease with a other site. Therefore, it is important to employ site-
decrease in pH. specific distribution coefficients to adequately de-

In addition to the chemical factors mentioned scribe radionuclide movements at a given location.
previously, the physical state of the dissolved species
is also important in determining the distribution
coefficient. In general, those ions which are held References
most tightly after being taken out of solution by ion IR. R. Frost and R. A. Griffin, 'Effect of pH on Adsorption of
exchange are those which have both the smallest Arsenic and Selenium from Lndfill Leachate by Clay Minerals,'
hydrated radii (largest unhy4rated radii) and the Soil Science Society of American journal 42, 53-57, 1977.
highest charge; such species are most tightly bound 2W. Back and B. B. Hanshaw, 'Rates of Physical and Chemical

Processes in a Carbonate Aquifer,' in Nonequilibrium Systems in
electrostatically toexchange sites. For example, H+ is Natural WaterChemistry, Advances in Chemistry 106, American
among the ions which is least retained by the soil. Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1971.
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ADDENDUM 2

Details of Data Analysis
for River System Model

B2.1 Sedimentation
Sedimentation in reservoirs was the subject of

considerable study. Figure B2.1 shows a "typical" TOPSET BED SLOPE IN
reservoir sediment profile.33 The total volume of sedi- PERCENT OF OR I GI NAL SLOPE10 1 100
ments in each of the Tennessee River reservoirs is z 50

3 20known (Table 135). However, the irregularity of the
larger rservoirs makes a study of sediment volume z -2
as a function of distance along the reservoir rather 10
confusing. For example, sediment deposition can oc-

12cur irregularly at manv side inlets. Ln
I= CURVE IUJ

TOPSET BEDS 10-3

P _�CURVE 2
COARSE o5 ""-CURVE 3
SEDIMENTS 0 SUCCEEDING STAGES

ORIGINALRIVER E ESET BEDS _4 '03
SET BEDS /

FINE SEDIMENTS 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 100

Figure B2.1 Profile of a Typical Reservoir Delta33 ORIGINAL STREAM SLOPE IN FEETIFEET
Legend (Figure B2.2)

In general, the sediment beds in reservoirs can be Location of Plotted Points

divided into three tpes: topset, foreset and bottom- Reservoir Stream

set. Examples of these types are indicated in Figure 1. Dennison Washita & Red Rivers
2. Dennison Washita Red Rivers

132.1. The ratio of topset slope to original stream slope 3. McMillan Pecos River

is shown in Figure B2.233 for some "typical" reser- 4. Avalon Pecos River

voirs. This ratio varies from 0.5 to I for the depicted 5. Guernsey North Platte River
6. Altus 67 survey) North Fork Red River

cases. 7. Altus 48 survey) North Fork Red River

In this studv, it was assumed that the topset bed 8. Boysen Fivemile Creek (Wyo.)

contains 75 percent of the total sediment volume. The 9. Verdi Div. Dam Truckee River
10. Saeltzer Clear Creek (Calif.)

location of the foreset (P, Figure 132.1) was calculated 11. Jemez Canyon 65 survey) Jemez River

for a number of the longer. reservoirs under the 12. Boysen Muddy Creek (Wyo.)

assumption that the topset slope was half the original 13. Jemez Canyon 59 survey) Jemez River
14. Jones Creek Missouri River Loess Hills

slope (using the same average slope for the entire 15. Keswick 59 survey) Spring Creek (Calif.)

backwater length). This leads to sedimentation distri- 16. Keswick 57 survey) Spring Creek (Calif.)

butions tpified by Figure 132.3a. An assumption that 17. Tongue River Tongue River
18. Elephant Butte Rio Grande

the topset slope is nearly equal to the original slope 19. Saeltzer Clear Creek (Calif.)
results in distributions typified by Figure 132.3b. 20. Alfred Lage Missouri River Loess Hills

Even though a topset delta probably builds up in 21. C. A. Stiles Missouri River Loess Hills
22. Sheep Creek Sheep Creek

the upper section of the reservoir, this normally 23. Thomas Hodkin Missouri River Loess Hills
receives the coarser sediments; the section closer to 24. Fred Brown Missouri River Loess Hills
the dam (the bottomset bed) receives the finer sedi- 25. William Esbeck Missouri River Loess Hills

26. Fred Hollrah Missouri River Loess Hills
ments, as shown in Figure 132.1. It is known34 that 27. Emma La Frontz Missouri River Loess Hills

radioactivity tends to be more strongly associated Figure B2.2 Relationship Between Topset Slope and Original
with the finer sediments. Therefore, although the Stream Bed Slope33
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inlet delta may have a higher sedimentation rate, the Because the releases have been fairly steady, the ratio
radioactivity per unit volume of sediments is prob- of activity deposited in each of the lower reservoirs to
ably lower there. This might tend to make the net that deposited at the mouth of the Clinch should
deposition of radioactive material more uniform remain fairly constant. Consequently, this system
throughout the length. As a result, the second distri- provides a good test case for a model.
bution in Figure B2.3 is probably adequate, and so a Figure B2.4a shows the total activity ratios for Cs-
single average sedimentation rate was used through- 137 in the Tennessee River reservoir sediments as
out each reservoir. measured in several different years.31 The wide

spread in the ratios can be attributed to two causes:
la) BACKWATER LENGTH spread in the accuracy of measurement, as indicated

I in Figure B2.5, and/or annual variations in both the
W TOPSET LENGTH
C - flow and the sedimentation rates.35 The correspond-

ing calculated results for a steady check of Cs-137 (Kd

27,000) into the Clinch River are shown in Figure

B2.4b. The comparison with measured data is be-X
lieved to be adequate.

DOWNSTREAM DISTANCE-
(A)

lb) 1.5

ti

1.0
E

LA

DOWNSTREAM DISTANCE 0. -

Figure B2.3 Sedimentation Distributions with (a) Topset Slope
Less Than Original Slope and (b) Topset Slope Nearly Equal to
Original Slope

Sedimentation rates for recent times were calcu-
5W 4W 3W

lated from the data in Table B5, except that the rate x 1954 v1958
0 1955 * 1959

for Hale's Bar Lake was modified. Each reservoir is & 1956 01%0 MILES FROM MOUTH
assumed to have the appropriate long-term averaged S31957 -1%1

sedimentation rate uniformly distributed through its (6)
length. The resultant estimates for the rates are pre- 1. 5'

sented in Table B5. 5

Hale's Bar Lake not only shows a net scour over a

long period, but also shows the presence of radioac-

tive sediments. The discrepancy could be due either 1.0

to a very deep scour initially, followed by a slow

buildup, resulting in a net scour, or to deep scour at

the outfall from Chickamauga Dam and buildup only <

near Hale's Bar Dam. A low positive rate of

2 mmlyear was assumed for Hale's Bar Lake. 0.5

An extensive survey has been conducted of radio-

activity in the Clinch and the Tennessee Rivers.35

Most of the measured radioactivity in the Tennessee

has come from relatively steady releases into the
Clinch over a rather extended period.36 Inasmuch as 5W 400 300 200

the times required for water to pass through all the MILES FROM MOUTH

Tennessee reservoirs are relatively short, the entire Figure 82.4 Cs-137: Ratio of Total Sediment Activity at the Indi-
cated Location to the Total Sediment Activity near the Mouth of

set of these reservoirs can be considered to be essen- the Clinch River, with (a) Depicting Measured Values35 and b)

tially at equilibrium with respect to those releases. Depicting Calculated Values.
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AGENCY FURNISHING DATA, I I I I (A)

TYPE AND DATE OF OBSERVATION

a APPLIED HEALTH PHYSICS SECTION ORNL,
1960. FLOUNDER COUNT

* WASTE RESEARCH SECTION ORNL, 1960,
GROSS GAMMA COUNT OF CORES

0 USPHS 1960 CONCENTRATION OF I DENTI FIED
%O - RADIONUCLI DES

u USPHS 1961 CONCENTRATION OF IDENTIFIED- 1.0
540 - RADIONUCLIDES

120
L)

100

< 0.5
30

5
z 60
C

F40

2 - X 1954 V 19% 400 300 MD

a 1955 * 959
A1956 0 1960 MILES FROM MOUTH

22 20 18 16 14 2 10 8 6 4 2 0 a 1957 81961

CLINCH RIVER MILE is)

Figure B2.5 Comparison of Methods for Determining Longitudi- 1.5

nal Distribution of Radioactivity35

LI
4!Analogous measurements of Sr-90 in the reservoir z

sediments are shown in Figure B2.6a.35 The model 1.0

predictions for Sr-90 (K = 2700) are shown in Figure

B2.6b. Considering the poor quality of the data, there

is certainly no cause to refine the model for Sr-90.

Sedimentation in free-flowing river sections is of 0.5

two types, floodplain aggradation and bed aggrada-

tion. The upper Missouri has shown a net bed degra-

dation over the last few years.30 Neither the Missouri

0r the Mississippi have been studied long enough to
determine whether a long-term stable aggradation is SIX 4W 3W 2W

in process. However, the lengthening of the Missis- MILES FROM MOUTH
FigurelB2.6 Sr-90:RatioofTotalSedimentActivityatthelndicat-

sippi delta and the need for frequent dredging in the ed Location to the Total Sedime t Activity near the Mouth of the

Mississippi and lower Missouri would seem to indi- Clinch River, with (a) Depicting Measured Values36 and (b) De-

cate some buildup. picting Calculated Values.

For want of a better value, a sedimentation rate of The Missouri River delivers approximately 218 X

0.1 mm/yr has been used in all free-flowing river 108 metric tons (MT) of sediment to the Mississippi

sections. This value is so low that sediment contami- anually, and the Mississippi, near its mouth, carries

nation in rivers is dominated by diffusive transfer. about 258 X 108 MT anually.31 The sediment load of

the lower reaches of the Tennessee is not known; the
B2.2 Suspended Sediment Load concentration in the Clinch River embayment of

The suspended sediment loads of rivers vary Watts Bar Lake averages 55 Mg/ 132 a weight concen-

greatly, both from river to river and from one part of tration of 5.5 X 10-5. If the sediments have an average

a river to another part. Rivers running through the specific gravity of 21, the volumetric concentration is

farming regions, especially those having a high flow about 25 X 10-5 at this point. Sedimentation in

velocity, normally pick up heavy concentrations of reservoirs undoubtedly reduces the concentration

sediment relative to rivers running through forested downstream. A similar southeastern river, the Flint

regions. The coarser fraction of sediment is usually River of Georgia, has an approximate volumetric

deposited in the upper reaches, so that the percentage concentration of 5.8 X 10-5. By contrast, the Mississip-

of fines tends to become higher in the lower reaches. pi River has an average volumetric concentration of
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2.3 X 10-4 near its mouth and the Missouri River has W 1.286 X 10-3 (4)0.S,
an average volumetric concentration of 16 X 10-3 D 1.847 X 10-4 (4)0.41
near its mouth. The relative concentrations of sedi- V 4.21 X 106 (4)0.09
ment decreases downstream in all these rivers.

where W = width in meters, D = depth in meters,
and V = velocity in m /yr. An average of cases 4 and 

B2.3 Velocities and Dimensions was used for the Missouri. Both of the rivers repre-
The width, the depth, and the magnitude of the sented in those cases flow through the High Plains

velocity of streams and rivers are related to flow rate like the upper Missouri. Although the lower Missou-
variations by3O ri flows through the Low Plains region, as does the

W C ()b, Mississippi, the same relationships were used for the

D oc (Q, entire Missouri River:
0 (4)M. W 2.74 X 10-3 )0.481

The exponents b, f, and m vary both from river to D 6.084 X 1-5 ()0.45,
river and within a given river. V 5.998 X 106 4)0.069 

Figure B2.730 shows width, depth, and average This is reasonable inasmuch as the average values of
velocity for a number of rivers as a function of the exponents for width, depth, and velocity for all
volumetric flow. Case 7 in that figure was used to Midwest Rivers are approximately 0.5, 04, and 0.1,
obtain equations for the width, the depth, and the respectively.30
average velocity for the Mississippi:
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STREAM AND LOCATION

TOMBIGBEE (ALA.) REPUBLICAN KANSAS (KAN.)
FRENCH BROAD (N. C.) -LOUP (NEBR.)

-_�BELLE FOURCHE (WYO.) --- MISSISSIPPI MAIN STEM
YELLOWSTONE B I GHORN (WYO.) -"-v-MADRAS IRRIGATION CANALS (INDIA)

+ AMAZON RAT 08 I DOS JULY 16,1963, NEAR BANKFULL STAGE

FiSure B2.7 Width, Depth and Velocity in Relation to Mean Annual Discharge as Discharge Increased Downstream in Various River
Systems30
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Similar data were not found for the Tennessee b' 0,
River. However, almost the entire length of the Ten- V m' = 0. 5.

nessee River is dammed, and is therefore modeled by The exponent b has been set to zero for simplicity; a
reservoirs. For the very short remaining lengths, the
Mississippi formulae are used. Because of the short value of 012 would give only a 12% increase in width
length involved, it is expected that any error due to for a 150% increase in flow.
this procedure will be negligible. All the models just discussed for dealing with the

In addition to the changes that occur in width changes of parameters in the downstream drection
depth, and velocity as mean flow increases in the and the changes at a given location are similar to
downstream direction, other changes in these param- those used by Shull and Gloyna.37
eters occur at anv given location due to seasonal flow
variations. For these changes, the relationships can B2.4 Seasonal Flow Variations
be written as Flooding and low-water periods in the river sys-

W Q D Q tems were handled by a simplified procedure. Figure
132.8 shows the seasonal variation of runoff in some

W D typical US rivers.31 Peaks and valleys of the runoff
occur at different times in different regions. Howev-

er, in almost all regions of interest, the peak runoff is
V QY in spring and the minimum is in late summer. It can

be seen that the maximum is more sharply peaked
Where W, D, and V are the width, the depth and the than the minimum.
magnitude of the velocity at seasonally-averaged Maximum discharge of the lower Mississippi is as
flow, �. much as 371 times the average.37 Two-thirds of this

All three exponents change when the flow (2.48)' was taken as the ratio of the peak to the
changes from "bankfull" to over bankfull. Bankfull average flow for all systems. Low discharge at the
flow has a recurrence interval of about 1-5 years, and same point in the lower Mississippi has been as little
is about 7 times the mean annual discharge for rivers as 0178 times average. Twice this extreme was taken
in the Eastern US and about 25 times the mean as the annual minimum flow.
annual discharge for rivers in the High Plains.30 The spring flood was assumed to rise to a peak and

The specific values for the river systems under fall back to normal over a two-month interval. The
consideration could not be found. The average for low-water cycle was assumed to occur over a 76
less than "bankfull" conditions at 158 gaging stations month period. The entire cycle, as shown in Figure
in the US are:" B2.9, was applied to all rivers in the system simulta-

b - i2 neously. It should be pointed out that any seasonal
- 45, flow pattern can be easily used in the model.

m - 43. A time-dependent flow pattern, such as that
From this it can be seen that for less than bankfull shown in Figure B2.9 is given as input data. At each

flow, the width generally increases relatively little time, a "relative flow factor," f, is computed. q
during periods of high flow. This is not true for
certain rivers in the Western US with cohesionless is the seasonally averaged flow. The velocities and
banks. For such rivers, the exponents are approxi- depths are then computed according to
matelv V(t) � f,Ml

b' .5 , D(t) = f,
f' .27 
m' .2 3 where V and D are the velocity and depth, respective-

ly, at the seasonally averaged flow, and and m' are
Both the Tennessee and the Mississippi Rivers are as given in the previous subsection.

of the former type; that is, the width increases rela-
tivelv little with increase in flow. This may also be
true of the Lower Missouri; the Upper Missouri is
probably of the latter type, however.

In the interest of the uniformity, calculations have *This volurnetric flow is approximately one-third of "bankful"
been made only with models of the former type, that flow for most rivers in the Eastern US, and apf. roximately equal to
is, for b verv small. The values used are "bankful' flow for rivers in the High Plains.
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Figure 2.8 Seasonal Variation of Runoff in the United States3i

about 5 mph; backwater sloughs can be found along

2.48 the same portions in which the velocity is close to
zero. Significant dispers ion also results from smaller
but more common variations (Figure B2.10).33
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Figure B2.10 Velocity in the Mississippi River at Various
Depths33
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MONTH In view of the facts that (a) the one-dimensional
Figure B2.9 Seasonal Flow Variation Used in Calculations dispersion coefficient can only give a crude approxi-

mation of dispersion, (b) dispersion has a very small
influence on the results, and (c) the measurements

B2.5 Dispersion Coefficients required for refinement of the coefficient are not
The principal physical cause of dispersion in the feasible, it is not possible or worthwhile to evaluate

free-flowing stretches of rivers is variation in veloc- the coefficient very accurately. The values employed
ity. For example, local instantaneous velocities as for the dispersion coefficient have been obtained by
high as 20 mph have been measured in portions of using the velocity-dependent simplified Fischer for-
the Mississippi, in which the average velocity is only mula.38
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ADDENDUM 3

Dispersion in a River
System Model

If the radionuclide concentration is suddenly i-
creased at the inlet to a reservoir, the concentration at n-1 n )n-l-r

the outlet will not immediately change. After an I
appreciable delay, the concentration at the outlet will c = c - t/V (n-l-r)! +1
slowly begin to rise. Eventually, if the inlet concen-
tration remains constant, the outlet concentration
will also approach a constant value. In the absence of The results are shown in Figure 133.1 for different
any significant sinks or sources, the concentration at numbers of tanks. As the number of tanks becomes

very large, the flow becomes more 'plug-like"; that is,
the outlet will approach the concentration at the the radioactivity does not appear at the outlet until
inlet. The gradual rise of the concentration at the after a delay time V/4, at which time the concentra-
outlet is due to dispersion. The principal cause of this tion suddenly rises to the inlet concentration value.
physical dispersion in an actual reservoir is the vari- This behavior is not physically realistic. The outlet
ability of the longitudinal velocity of the water as a concentration should start to rise slowly at some time
function of location. Other effects, such as eddy less than V/4, and eventually become equal to the
mixing, also play a role. inlet concentration. The model behavior for a single

If the reservoir is modeled as a single mixed tank tank is likewise unrealistic. It is impossible for the
and the inlet concentration suddenly rises, the outlet outlet concentration to begin to rise immediately in
concentration immediately begins to rise, eventually response to the inlet concentration.
approaching the inlet concentration. The outlet con-
centration for a single tank can be written as

c� = (I - e119 ,I 1.2

where ci is the inlet concentration, q is the flow rate,
and V is the reservoir volume. The quantity V/q is 1.0-
the average residence time in the reservoir. The
relatively rapid rise in the calculated outlet concen- 0.8 
tration, which can be called 'model dispersion," is a
mathematical effect completely unrelated to the
physical dispersion. If the differential equation for

0.6- r -NUMBER OF TANKSthe concentration is solved numerically, another dis-
persive effect-numerical dispersion-is added to
the model dispersion. The numerical dispersion is 0.4 -
normally insignificantly small in comparison with
either physical or model dispersion. 4�1 _n

If a single reservoir is modeled as a series of mixed 0 2
tanks, with each tank receiving its input from the
preceding tank and discharging to the following
tank, the nature of the model dispersion changes. If 0. 00 1.0 2. 0 3. 0
there are n tanks, each of equal volume, the outlet t4/v

concentration due to a sudden rise in the inlet con- Figure B3.1 Outlet Concentration in Response to a Sudden Rise
centration is in the Inlet Concentration
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Some middle ground between the single tank
model and the plug-like model is required. In order
to choose the optimum number of tanks to use, we
would have to know the dispersive characteristics of
each reservoir. These are physical details which it
would be difficult and economically infeasible to
measure.
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APPENDIX C

C6 Summary of Results, Using
the Foodweb Model
Author: S. J. Niemczyk

Appendix C has been issued as SAND80-1670, there are both relatively sudden changes of radioac-
NUREG/CR-1597. Included in this report is only thq tivity in the water and slow transfers of activity in the
summary for the appendix, along with some tables dominant foodchain(s). The use of the foodweb mod-
comparing the results of using the three aquatic food el is further indicated whenever there are both sig-
models considered in this study (see Appendix D). nificant concentration changes in the water and rela-

For the three 'generic" sites considered in this tively slow and unequal net uptake and elimination
study,' the results" of the foodweb model, in terms rates. The foodweb model is also of potential impor-
of total population dose potentially received, are tance whenever the exact time-dependent behavior
usually not substantially different from those ob- of the radioactivity in the environment is relevant.
tained using the other two, less complicated aquatic As the results presented in this appendix indicate,
food models (see Tables Cl-C5). They depart most in the concentration-factor model is not necessarily con-
situations with both short duration releases and rela- servative. That is, there are situations, such as some of
tively rapid flushing. In these situations, the depar- those just mentioned, in which the doses obtained by
tures between the predictions tend to be greatest using that model are underestimates of the appropri-
when the organisms in the dominant foodchain(s) ate values. In such cases, the insights gained from
have net uptake and net elimination rates which are using the foodweb model can be important.
substantially different andlor the organisms have It should be noted that the foodweb results at sites
very slow uptake rates., Noticeable variations among different than those considered here could depart
the predictions are not seen in the large lake situa- more from the results of the other two models. Fur-
tion, except in the immediate vicinity of short-dura- thermore, the detailed information about the rate at
tion releases. Perceptible differences in the results which the dose would be delivered would always
are seen throughout both the estuary and coastal tend to differ much more from the predictions of the
ecosystems for any short-duration releases. However, other two models than would just the estimated total
inasmuch as most of the releases to the hydrosphere doses at any site. However, the uncertainties in some
after a meltdown accident are expected to be of of the more sensitive parameters, in particular, both
relatively long duration, it can be said that for ecosys- in the uptake and elimination rate constants and in
tems such as the three considered here, the foodweb the detritus interaction parameters, would often
results do not usually depart significantly from those handicap any decision as to whether any differences
obtained using the other two ,models. obtained were necessarily significant.'

The three aquatic-food models are compared in
Table C6. The foodweb model is necessary for an

adequate description of any system in which a sig- 'Inasmuch as the uptake and elimination rate constants are among
nificant fraction of the radioactivity resides in any the most sensitive parameters for either the oodweb model or any
biological or detrital component of the ecosystem. it Sir tim rident one-compartment quatic-lood mod.
is also necessary to consider any ecosystem in which el, f the most important indicated areas for further work on

aquatic-food models is the assembly of all the relevant available
information about such rates. Such a compilation would permit a
much clearer overall picture of uptake and elimination to be
developed. Therefore that information might result in a much

'Only three sites (large lake, estuary, and ocean) were considered improved description of the movement of radioactivity in any
with the foodweb model. aquatic system A similar data-gathering and analysis effort might
"The results are presented in terms of concentration integral$. be indicated for considering the role of detritus in the ecosystem.
The values of these integrals are proportional to the population However, unlike the situation for uptake and elimination rates,
dose which would be received as a result of ingestion of contami- much less direct information appears to be available about detrital
nated aquatic food. (See Section of Appendix B.) interactions.
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Table C1. Comparison of Concentration Integrals for the Three Aquatic Food Models
After a Slow Release of Cs-137(a)

Nearshore Offshore

One- One-
Concentration- Compartment Concentration- Compartment

Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb
Generic Site Model Model Model Model Model Model

Large Lake
Finfish 1.5-11 1.5-11 8.5-12(b) 3.2-12 3.2-12 2.3-12(b)

Estuary
Finfish 2.3-12 2.3-12 2.3-12 1.1-12 1.1-12 1.1-12
Crustaceans 1.9-12 1.9-12 2.0-12 9.4-13 9.4-13 9.7-13
Mollusks 1.9-12 1.9-12 2.0-12 9.4-13 9.4-13 9.7-13

Ocean
Finfish 5.2-12 5.2-12 5.2-12 7.3-14 7.3-14 7.3-14
Crustaceans 4.4-12 4.4-12 4.5-12 6.1-14 6.1-14 6.0-14
Mollusks 4.4-12 4.4-12 4.5-12 6.1-14 6.1-14 6.0-14
Kelp 1.7-11 1.7-11 1.7-11 2.4-13 2.4-13 2.4-13

aA slow release is taken to be a uniform release of Ci over a 10-year period; the concentration integrals are for
100 vears after the start of the release.
bFor slightly higher assimilation fractions for finfish uptake of either water or diet organisms, the foodweb
results are essentially equal to those of the other models; the differences between the foodweb results and the
others are due to the relatively high CF for Cs in freshwater finfish.

'Fable C2. Comparison of Concentration Integrals for the Three Aquatic-Food Models
for an Instantaneous Release of Cs-137(a)

Nearshore Of fshore

One- One-
Concentration- Compartment Concentration- Compartment

Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb
Generic Site Model Model Model Model Model Model

Large Lake
Finfish 1.5-11 1.5-11 5.6-12(b) 6.0-12 6.0-12 2.7-12(c)

Estuary
Finfish 2.3-12 2.3-12 2.6-12(d) 1.1-12 1.1-12 1. I- 12(d)

Crustaceans i.9-12 1.9-12 7.0-12(d) 9.4-13 9.4-13 2.3-12(d)
Mollusks 1.9-12 1.9-12 7.0-12(d) 9.4-13 9.4-13 2.3-12(d)

Ocean
Finfish 5.2-12 5.2-12 1.6-1 1 (d) 7.3-14 7.3-14 7.3-14
Crustaceans 4.4-12 4.4-12 3.8-1 I d) 6.1-14 6.1-14 6.0-14
Mollusks 4.4-12 4.4-12 3.8-11(d) 6.1-14 6.1-14 6.0-14
Kelp 1.7-11 1.7-11 1.7-11 2.4-13 2.4-13 2.4-13

,An instantaneous release is taken to be a uniform release of I Ci over a 0.1-year period; the concentration
integrals are for 100 years after the release.
bFor slightly higher assimilation fractions for finfish, the foodweb results exceed those of the other models by a
factor of several; this result is due to relatively high CF for Cs in freshwater finfish.
cFor slightly higher assimilation fractions for finfish, the foodweb results are identical to those of the other two
models.
dFor somewhat slower net uptake rates and/or sightly more rapid net elimination rates for this compartment
than those used in obtaining these results, the foodweb model results are approximately equal to those of the
other two models.
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Table C3. Comparison of Concentration Integrals for the Three Aquatic-Food Models
After a Slow Release of Ru-106(a)

Nearshore Of fshore

One- One-
Concentration- Compartment Concentration- Compartment

Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb
Generic Site Model Model Model Model Model Model

Large Lake
Finfish 7.5-14 7.5-14 7.4-14 2.1-15 2.1-15 2.1-15

Esturary
Finfish 1.9-13 1.9-13 1.9-13 8.5-14 8.5-14 8.5-14
Crustaceans 6.4-12 6.4-12 5.4-12 2.8-12 2.8-12 2.4-12
Mollusks 6.4-12 6.4-12 5.4-12 2.8-12 2.8-12 2.4-12

Ocean
Finfish 5.2-13 5.2-12 5.2-13 4.3-15 4.3-15 4.3-15
Crustaceans 1.7-11 1.7-11 1.6-11 1.4-13 1.4-13 1.3-13
Mollusks 1.7-11 1.7-11 1.6-11 1.4-13 1.4-13 1.3-13
Kelp 1.7-10 1.7-10 1.7-10 1.4-12 1.4-12 1.4-12

aA slow release is taken to be a uniform release of I Ci over a 10-year period; the concentration integrals are for
100 years after the start of the release.

Table C4. Comparison of Concentration Integrals for the Three Aquatic-Food Models
After an Instantaneous Release of Ru-106(a)

Nearshore Of fshore

One- One-
Concentration- Compartment Concentration- Compartment

Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb
Generic Site Model Model Model Model Model Model

Large Lake
Finfish 7.5-14 7.5-14 2.9-13(b) 2.1-15 2.1-15 2.1-15

Estuary
Finfish 1.9-13 1.9-13 2.2-13(b) 8.5-14 8.5-14 8.5-14
Crustaceans 6.4-12 6.4-12 9.7-12(b) 2.8-12 2.8-12 3.7-12(b)
Mollusks 6.4-12 6.4-12 9.7-12(b) 2.8-12 2.8-12 3.7-12(b)

Ocean
Finfish 5.2-13 5.2-13 1.4-12(b) 4.3-15 4.3-15 4.3-15
Crustaceans 1.7-11 1.7-11 6.4-11(b) 1.4-13 1.4-13 1.3-13
Mollusks 1.7-11 1.7-11 6.4-1 l(b) 1.4-13 1.4-13 1.3-13
Kelp 1.7-10 1.7-10 1.7-10 1.4-12 1.4-12 1.4-12

aAn instantaneous release is taken to be an essentially uniform release of Ci over a 0.1-year period.

',This foodweb model result is approximately equal to the corresponding results of the other two models for
somewhat slower net uptake rates and/or slightly faster elimination rates for this compartment than those used
in obtaining this result.
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Table C5. Comparison of Concentration Integrals for the Three Aquatic Food
Models After a Release of Sr-90 into a Large LakeW

One-
Compartment

Concentration- Time-Dependent Foodweb
Finfish Factor Model Model Model

Nearshore - 2.3-13 2.3-13 2.2-13
slow release(b)

Offshore - 8.8-14 8.8-14 8.6-14
slow release(b)

Nearshore - 2.3-13 2.3-13 1. 0 I 2(d)
rapid release(c)

Offshore - 8.6-14 8.6-14 8.7-14
rapid release(c)

aSr-90 does not concentrate significantly in the flesh of most saltwater organ-
isms; therefore, results are presented here for Sr-90 only for the single fresh-
water site considered.
bA slow release is taken to be a uniform release of I Ci over a 10-year period; the
concentration integrals are for 100 years after the start of the release.
cA rapid release is taken to be an essentially uniform release of Ci over a 0.1-

year period; the concentration integrals are for 100 years after the start of the

release.

dThis foodweb model result is approximately equal to the corresponding results

of the other two models for somewhat slower net uptake rates and/or slightly

faster elimination rates for this compartment than those used in obtaining this

result.
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Table C6. Comparison of Aquatic-food Models

Model

One-Compartment
Concentration-Factor Time-Dependent Foodweb

Feature Model Model Model

Conservation of mass No No Yes
Conservation of

radioactivity No No Yes
Time-dependent

behavior:
Water Yes Yes Yes
Aquatic No In one set of In all organisms.

organisms organisms only.
Concentration Always satisfied Used to set limits. Used to set limits.

factors
Uptake and Not considered u.r. = ez.(a) u.r. and e.r. independent,

elimination rate often result of complex set
constants of interactions.

Data required CF's only CF's, plus e.r.'s All parameters considered
in Table C11 of SAND80-
1670, NUREG/CR-1597.

Applicable situations Approximate steady-state Any conditions in which All conditions.
conditions in which the the biota cause only a
biota can cause only a small perturbation of the
small perturbation of the movement of the activity
movement of the radioac- and in which the uptake
tivity in the environment and/or elimination is slow
(i.e., small enough biomas- only in at most one set of
sesturnover rates, concen- organisms.
tration factors, etc).

Results Cli - B CI,, and C(t) = If u.r = e.r., then Cl, (this Both Cl, and C#) can de-
Bi C,,(t) for all t(b) model) = CIj (CF model) part substantially from

but the magnitudes and those of the other two
the temporal descriptions models whenever (1) the
of the corresponding con- effective concentration in
centrations can be very the water is changing rela-
different; if mr. is actually tively rapidly, 2) the biota
greater than e., then the significantly perturb the
results of this model (both concentration in the water,
CI's and C's) can be too or 3) the net uptake and/
low; if u.r. is actually less or elimination rates are
than e.r., then the results comparatively slow.
can be too high.(c)

Limitations Of very restricted applica- Of rather restricted appli- Members of populations
bility. cability. not adequately described;

large number of param-
eters required.

aAn iproved one-compartment model without this restriction is presented in Reference 11.
bCIj denotes the concentration integral for radionuclide i; C denotes the concentration for that radionuclide; t
denotes the time.
cThis assumes that the e.r. data are used to set both values.
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APPENDIX D

Dosimetry and Health Effects
Authors: S. J. Niemczyk

L. T. Ritchie (Shoreline Model)
W. B. Murfin (Addendum 2)

DI Introduction
This appendix describes the estimation of the functions of both time and location. In addition to the

radiation dose received by the population after a time-dependent behavior of the radioactivity in the
core-melt accident. It also considers the approxima- water itself, three of the five ost important path-
tion of the resultant health effects. ways to the human population involve extensive

In Section D2, the models utilized for the calcula- time-dependent interaction of the nuclides with oth-
tions of the dose to an individual and the dose to the er parts of the environment before the exposure
population are presented. In the discussion of indi- occurs. The three pathways are those involving
vidual dose, the dependence of the dose on time- aquatic foods, irrigated foods, and shoreline usage.
dependent interactions in the environment is em- For these pathways, the exposure is often not directly
phasized; in the discussion of population dose, the proportional to the concentration in the water. In-
dependence of that dose on spatial location (distance stead, the concentration of radioactivity in any of
from the accident site') is also considered. Next, in these pathways is a derived function of some combi-
Section D3, the health effects models are discussed. nation of the water concentration and an appropriate
All the symbols used for the dosimetry models are buildup (and/or removal) factor for the pathway.
listed in the first addendum presented at the end of In this study, the variations of the concentrations
this appendix. An improved water treatment model is of radioactivity in the water as functions of time and
discussed in the second addendum. Finally, some space have been considered for all five pathways.
ingestion dose factors used in this report are present- Furthermore, for the three pathways involving ex-
ed in the third addendum. Related qualitative discus- tensive interactions with additional portions of the
sions of the factors which affect the movement of environment, time-dependent buildup in (and re-
radioactivity along the various liquid exposure path- moval from) these pathways has been included. In
ways and which therefore help to determine the addition, for the aquatic food pathway, a detailed
resultant doses and health effects are given in Ap- description of the time dependence of the complete
pendix E. networ the major interactions with the environ-

ment has also been carried out. The time dependen-

D2 Doses cies and the interaction networks of the other four
pathways have been treated in much less detail.

With the exception of the formulae used for
D2.1 Individui DM shoreline exposure and for aquatic food ingestion,

Five types of exposure pathways are considered in the expressions utilized for estimating doses to an
this study: ingestion of drinking water, Ingestion of individual are essentially adapted versions of those
aquatic foods, ingestion of irrigated foods, shoreline presented in Regulatory Guide 1109.1 The expression
usage, and immersion in water. The population doses for the shoreline exposure has been modified to
for all these liquid pathways ultimately depend on include the effects of some weathering. The aquatic
the radionuclide concentrations in the water. In an food exposure has been considered with three differ-
accident situation, these concentrations can be ex- ent models: a time-independent model, analogous to
pected to vary substantially within any waterbody as that presented in Regulatory Guide 1109 a one-

compartment time-dependent model, analogous to

'Distance Is taken to be as measured in terms of the relevant that utilized in NUREG-0440;2 and, a multi-
contaminated water body(ies). compartment time-dependent foodweb model,
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mentioned previously and discussed in detail in Ap- drinking water ingestion d;
pendix C and in a separate report, SAND80-1670 aquatic food ingestion a
(NUREG/CR-1597). All the Regulatory Guide 1109 irrigated food ingestion i;
expressions for doses have been extended to incorpo- shoreline usage s;
rate the variation of the radionuclide concentrations immersion or bathing b.
with time in a non-steady-state fashion.

D2.1.2.1 Drinking Water

D2.1.1 General Expression The dose received by an individual from inges-
The dose received by an individual between times tion of drinking water between times and t can be

written as
0 and t from exposure by means of pathway p can be
written as t

dosed = d jdie_"Jd Cid(t') dt' (D2-2)

XtY idose = U 1 dipfpe- Cip(t') dt' (132-1)

where

where Ud is the individual consumption rate for water,

is the individual usage rate, dii is the ingestion dose factor for isotope i,
Up td is the time between removal of the water from
dip is the dose factor for isotope i and pathway p, the affected waterbody and consumption by
fip is the removal or modification factor for iso- the individual, and

tope i and pathway p, Ci,(t) is the concentration of isotope i in the drink-
Ai is the radioactive decay constant for isotope i, ing water.
tp is the delay time for pathway p, and

Cip(t) is the concentration of isotope i in pathway p. Most drinking water undergoes some type of pro-

I cessing before consumption. Reasonable delays
The factor ke"i'p) allows for decay during the period caused by such processing vary from hours to days.
after removal from the waterbody and before expo- This study assumes a uniform delay time of I day.
sure. (Because the processing delay is generally much less

The concentration of radionuclide i in pathway p than the other delays encountered in movement
can often be approximated as through the hydrosphere, the dose received via

t drinking water can be expected to be rather insensi-
C () e C,.(t') e),it' dt" tive to the value chosen for the delay time.)

ip Jo ... Water treatment not only delays the water but it

also results in the partial removal of certain radionu-
where clides from the water. The amount of radioactivity

removed depends on the type of treatment under-
Ci,(t') is the concentration of radionuclide i in the gone.

water, and Public water treatment facilities can be grouped
X, is an effective removal rate, that is, X, Xi into three typeS3,4 on the basis of the purification

X, where X. is a physical removal or weather- processes which are employed:

ing rate, 1. Chlorination: results in no remova of

Such an expression in a model for the pathway con- radionuclides;
centration permits gradual buildup in and removal 2. Sedimentation, filtration and chlorination:
from an exposure pathway. results in the removal of nearly all suspend-

ed radionuclides;
3. Coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, fil-

D2.1.2 Specific Pathway Expressions tration and chlorination: results in the re-
In the following subsections, the five pathways moval of all suspended radionuclides and

will be denoted by the following subscripts: variable amounts of dissolved nuclides.
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Consequently, to accurately assess the effects of a Table D2. Drinking Water Retention Factors for
water purification system, one must now t e Ra loactivity in o ution
amount of radionuclide present on suspended sedi-
ment, the amount of nuclide present in solution, and Element Retention Factor
the type of water treatment facility performing the
processing. H 1.0

The amount of a radionuclide which passes Co 0.2
through a given facility can be written as Ni 0.2

Rb 0.9
A' = Aiwfiw + Asfs (D2-3) Sr 0.2i

Y 0.2
where Zr 0.7

Nb 0.7
Ai� amount of isotope i initially in solution; MO 0.9

fiw fraction of i in solution which passes through Tc 0.7
the facility; Ru 0.5

Ai,, = amount of i initially in suspension and; Rh 0.5
fi. = fraction of i in suspension which passes Pd 0.5

through the facility. Ag 0.7
Cd 0.6

Using this expression for the amount, the concentra- Sn 0.7
tion in the processed drinking water can be written as Sb 0.8

Te 0.8
Aiwfiw + Aisfis 1 0.8

Cid(t) CiW(t) (D2-4)
Ai Cs 0.9

Ba 0.4

where La 0.2
Ce 0.2

Ai is the amount of isotope i initially in the Pr 0.2
water, and Nd 0.2

Ciw(t) is the concentration of isotope i in untreated PM 0.2
water. SM 0.2

Eu 0.2

Some proposed values for the modification factors U 0.7
(fractions remaining) resulting from various levels of Np 0.7
treatment are given in Tables DI and D2.5 Based on Pu 0.7
data available from the water processing facilities in Am 0.7
Pasco and Richland, Washington, the fractions re- Cm 0.7
maining in solution, and given in Table D2, appear to
be most reasonable for a facility processing at level 3 The level of treatment employed depends upon

the source of the water. For example, for water taken
from an aquifer, one might not expect processing of

Table D1. Assumed Values for Fractions Remaining drinking water beyond that of a Type I facility.
After Passage Through the Various Types of Water However, for water taken from either a river or a
Processing Facilities small dammed reservoir with turbid water, one

would expect processing at least at the level of a Type
Facility Type fi. fi. 2 facility due to the large amount of suspended

sediment.
1 1.0 1.0 To be most conservative, one can assume that all
2 1.0 0.0 the radioactive material resides in the solution phase
3 see Table D2 0.0 and that all of it passes through the water treatment
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facility without removal. This study employs some- Table D3. Water Treatment Facilities for the 100
what more realistic, yet still conservative, assump- Largest U.S. Cities6
tions about both the state of the radioactive material
and the effects of water treatment. Assumed

This study assumes that all the radioactive materi- Fraction of Sediment
al withdrawn from aquifers and large lakes is in the Treatment Population Removal
solution phase but assumes that different levels of Type Served Fraction*
treatment are appropriate for these two types of
waterbodies. Minimum treatment (Type 1) is as- 1 .27 0.0
sumed appropriate for water drawn from aquifers. At 2 .04 0.8
all large lake sites, 50 percent of the water is assumed 3 .69 0.9
to undergo either minimal or moderate treatment 'These values are used only for river systems.
(Type I or Type 2 and the remaining 50 percent is

taken to receive more extensive treatment (Type 3 The water treatments employed at all of the dif-
In contrast, for river and reservoir sites, not all of ferent types of sites are summarized in Table D4. In

the radioactive material is assumed to be in solution.
Rivers and reservoirs often have relatively large particular, the fractions and the amounts of the initial
amounts of suspended sediment. Consequently, as- activity remaining af ter treatment are given there.
suming that all the radioactive material were in solu-
tion could result in a significant over estimation of D2.1.2.2 Aquatic Food
the amount of radioactivity which reached the hu-
man population through drinking water. The dose received by an individual from inges-

Rivers can be roughly divided into three categor- tion of aquatic foods between times and t can be
ies according to their sediment loads as being either written as
clear, average or turbid. The type of water treatment
which is employed is taken to be a function of that dose, U. dhfirne-xitm IC m(t') dt' (D2-5)
sediment load. For this study, all drinking water from a Jo,

M
relatively clear rivers and reservoirs is assumed to

undergo Type treatment. Drinking water from river where

systems of average turbidity is taken to be treated by

any of the three types of processing, with a popula- U- is the individual consumption rate for aquatic
tion weighted average of the three being assumed for a
calculations (Table D3). All drinking water from tur- food m,
bid rivers and reservoirs is taken to undergo Type 3 fim is the modification factor for isotope i and

treatment. aquatic food m due to processing,

In addition to the activity removed from solution t is the delay time between removal of species

by processing, the total amount of activity in the river rn from the water and investion by the indi-

and reservoir water is taken to be lowered by removal vidual, and
of suspended solids and their adsorbed radionu- Cm(t) is the concentration of isotope i in aquatic

clides. The sediment removal fractions assumed for food m.

river systems, and presented in Table D3, are prob- The pathway involving aquatic foods has been treat-

ably conservatively low; Type 3 facilities actually ed at three levels in this study. The treatments differ

remove essentially all suspended solids, and filtra- in the way in which C,,,,(t) is determined.
tion alone (Type 2 removes as much as 93 percent.

However, even the assumed fractions should greatly

improve the realism of the consideration of drinking

water taken from rivers. The details of the calculation

of the reduction of radioactivity by sediment removal 'The effect of additional water treatment within individual homes
are presented i Addendum D2. is not included.
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Table D4. Amounts of Radioactivity Sorbed Onto Sediments and in Solution Prior to Treatment and
Fractions of These Amounts Remaining After Treatment

Site Type Ai. Fi. Ai. Fj.

aquifer 0 Ai 1.0

large lake 0 Ai 1/2 (value from Table
(any Great Lake) D2) + 0.50

clear' river
(Tennessee River) AiKdil0_5 0.90 Ai 1.0

I (I x 10--"Kdi) I + (1 x 10-5-Kdi)

average river AiWKdi 23 x 10-4 Ai
0.69 (value from Table

(Mississippi River) I + 23 x 10-4-Kd,) 0.34 1 + 23 x 10-4-Kdi) D2) + 031

turbid river A K - 16 x 10-3 Ai
(Missouri Riv 0.10 Value from Table 2

1 + 16 x 10-3,Kdi) I + 16 x 10-3-Kdi)

.:At these sites, all the radioactivity is assumed to be in solution.
The values used for the distribution coefficients, (Kdil, are given in Appendix B.

In the normally-used steady-state approach, the where
radioactivity present in the water and that present in
organism m are assumed to be in equilibrium. There- Xbi is the biological (metabolic) decay rate,
fore the concentrations are taken to satisfy the rela- X.i is the net elimination rate and is given by Xei
tionship Xbi + Xi, and

T is the average lifetime of species m.
Cj.(0 - Bi. C.(t), (D2-6)

This approach assumes that members of all the tro-
where phic levels not consumed by humans come to equilib-

rium instantaneously but that the species consumed
B,, is the concentration factor, or bioaccumulation by humans approach equilibrium relatively slowly,

factor, for isotope i in organism m. according to the above expression. Removal of radio-
activity from the organisms is by radioactive decay,

This approach ignores the fact that it can take a metabolic elimination and death. This approach ig-
significant period of time for the radioactivity in any nores the fact that some aquatic food chains contain
organism to come to equilibrium with the radioactiv- series of two or more species, each of which approach
ity in the water. In an environment with a relatively equilibrium behavior rather slowly; it also ignores
rapidly changing concen tration of radioactivity in the fact that aquatic organisms are part of a very
the water, equilibrium may never be reached. complex interacting system called a foodweb.

In the second approximation, the single-compart- In the third approximation, the foodweb model,
ment model,"A the radioactivity in the organism the radioactivity approaches equilibrium as a func-
approaches the concentration given above according tion of time in every biological species considered.
to The entire foodweb network is included in the

model. This approach is discussed in detail in

Ci.(t - BI.Xti e'*" (I -e -1_,T)-, Ci,,(t') e--" dt', (D2-7) Appendix C and in SAND80-1670 and is reviewed
L briefly in Chapter 5. (Comparisons of the three
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aquatic food models and of the results of using them respectively. It should be noted that the concentra-
are also presented in Appendix C and in SAND80- tion factors for crustaceans, mollusks and finfish
1670). (given in Table 136) are for edible portions only.

Realistic average values for the delay times for

aquatic foods, t., are given in Table D5.2 In this study, Table D5. Aquatic Food Delay Times'
the fraction remaining after processing, fim, is taken

to be 031 for all vertebrate species, 045 for crusta- Type Delay Time
ceans, and 1.0 for all other invertebrate species and Recreational Fish I day
all aquatic plants; it is taken to be independent of the Commercial Fish
isotope. The derivation of these fractions is presented

Fresh (8%) C 3 daysin Appendix E. The values used for the concentrati.ot,�
factors, JBjmj, and for the biological metabolic� .decay Frozen 34%) 25 days
rates, JXjj, in the steady-state and in the one-compart- Canned(58%) 70 days
ment models are given in Tables D65 and D7,9

Table D6. Generic Bioaccurnulation Factors (ACi/kg seafood per Ci/liter water)5,(&)

Saltwater Factors Freshwater Factors

Element Fish Crus. Moll. Algae Fish Crus. Moll. Algae
H 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9 .9 .9 .9
Co 100.0 10000.0 300.0 100.0 50.0 200.0 200.0 200.0
Ni 500.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 50.0
Rb 30.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 2000.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0
Sr 1.0 1.0 1.0 20.0 30.0 100.0 100.0 500.0
Y 30.0 100.0 100.0 300.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Zr 30.0 100.0 100.0 1000.0 3.3 6.7 6.7 1000.0
Nb 100.0 200.0 200.0 100.0 30000.0 100.0 100.0 800.0
MO 10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1000.0
Tc 10.0 100.0 100.0 1000.0 15.0 5.0 5.0 40.0
Ru 3.0 100.0 100.0 1000.0 10.0 300.0 300.0 2000.0
Rh 10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10.0 300.0 300.0 200.0
Pd 10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 10.0 300.0 300.0 200.0
Ag 1000.0 5000.0 5000.0 1000.0 2.3 770.0 770.0 200.0
Cd 100.0 3000.0 10000.0 10000.0 200.0 2000.0 2000.0 1000.0
Sn 3.0 3.0 3.0 10.0 3000.0 1000.0 1000.0 100.0
Sb 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 10000.0 1.0 10.0 10.0 1500.0
Te 10.0 10.0 100.0 1000.0 400.0 75.0 75.0 100.0
1 20.0 100.0 100.0 10000.0 15.0 5.0 5.0 40.0
Cs 30.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 2000.0 100.0 100.0 500.0
Ba 3.0 3.0 3.0 100.0 4.0 200.0 200.0 500.0
La 30.0 100.0 100.0 300.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Ce 30.0 100.0 100.0 300.0 1.0 1000.0 1000.0 4000.0
Pr 100.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Nd 100.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
PM 100.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Sm 100.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Eu 100.0 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
U 10.0 10.0 10.0 67.0 2.0 60.0 60.0 .5
Np 10.0 10.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 400.0 400.0 300.0
Pu 3.0 200.0 200.0 1000.0 3.5 100.0 100.0 350.0
Am 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0
Cm 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0 25.0 1000.0 1000.0 5000.0

-Concentration factors for crustaceans, mollusks and finfish are for edible portions only.
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Table D7. Stable Element Metabolic Half-Lives and D2.1.2.3 Irrigated Food
Associated Metabolic Decay Rates for Finfish), W The pathway involving irrigated food consists of

three major portions:1.3 irrigated foods ingested di-
Metabolic Metabolic rectly by the human population; irrigated food uti-
Half-life Decay Rate lized as foods for the animal population, products

Elements (days) (yr-1)(b) and by-products of which are, in turn, used as food
for the human population; and 'irrigation water'

H I 100(c) 2.5+0 used as drinking water for animals, derived products
Co 100-1000 2.5-1 of which are then used for human consumption.
Ni 100-100061) 2.5-1 The dose received by the population from inges-
Rb 1 - 100(d) 2.5+0 tion of irrigated foods and derived animal products
Sr I 00 -I 000 and more 2.5-1 between times and t can be written as
Y 1 00 I 00(c) 2.5-1
Zr I 00 - 1 000(d) 2.5-1 xit� t
Nb 1 00 - 1 000(d) 2.5-1 dose. U i d,,fi. e- C,,,,(t') dt'
MO l - 1(d) 2.5+1 in

Tc I - 1(d) 2.5+1 UM1 t t
Ru I - I 0(d) 2.5+0 + I i dilfim eAi Ci.,(t') dt', (D2-8)

M
Rh 1 - 0(d) 2.5+0
Pd Io 1 00(d) 2.5+0 where
Ag 1 - 100(d) 2.5+0
Cd I 00 I 000(d) 2.5-1 Ul" is the individual consumption rate for irrigat-
Sn Io - 100(d) 2.5+0 i ed food m,
Sb 10- 100(d) 2.5+0 fi� is the processing or removal factor for nuclide
Te 1 0 - I 00(d) 2.5+0 i and food m,
I 1-100 2.5+0 tn is the delay time between harvesting and
Cs 10-1000 2.5-1 ingestion of m,
Ba 1 00 - 1 000(c) 2.5-1 Cim(t) is the concentration of radionuclide i in in-
La I 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1 gested food m, and
Ce 1 00 - 1 000(d) 2.5-1 Ci�,(t) is the concentration of radionuclide i in ani-
Pr I 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1 mal byproduct or product m'.
Nd I 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1

PM 1 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1 The concentration of radionuclide i in any irrigat-
Sm 1 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1 ed crop m can be written as1,3

Eu I 00 - I 000(d) 2.5-1

U 1 00 - 1 000(d) 2.5-1 Ci.(t) I if qmm + f C� (132-9)
Np > I 000(d) 2.5-1 im im
PU > 1 000(d) 2.5-1 where
Am > I 000(d) 2.5-1
Cm > 1 000(d) 2.5-1

Cs' W) e Ci.(t) e'�i'dt;

-In view of the relative scarcity of metabolic half-life
data for shellfish,9 the half-lives in these organisms
are assumed to be the same as those given for finfish. Ce (t') e-",it' Ci,.,(t) e"lit dt;
bEstimated as minimum possible from metabolic half-

life given. fi. (rf`11T./Yv);
Estimated from consideration of the behavior f

closely-related elements.
dTaken from data for small terrestrial vertebrates. fli,,, (fBin,/P). (132-10)
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In these expressions, the indices s and r denote Similarly, the concentration of radionuclide i in
sprinkling and root uptake, respectively, any animal product m' can be written asJ,3

I is the rate at which irrigation water is applied ci""(t) = f , I if! Cs, (t) + f C (t)jim IM im IM im
per unit area,

X, is the effective removal rate constant for + fi'W Ci,(t), (D2-1 1)
sprinkling with X, Xi X, where X,, is the
weathering rate constantfor sprinkling, where

X, is the effective removal rate for root uptake
with Xri = Xi Xr, where X, is the uptake rate fim is the product of the transfer coefficient of the
constant, animal product 13 and the consumption rate of the

f- is the fraction of irrigation water applied by animal.
sprinkling,

r is the fraction of activity retained on the crop, The transfer coefficient is a rough approximation to
T,� is the fraction of the activity obtained from the ratio of the amount of radionuclide in the animal

sprinkling deposition that ends up in the ed- product under consideration to the amount of radio-
ible portion of crop m, nuclide ingested.

Y, is the agricultural productivity in wet weight/ Realistic ranges and average values for the delay
area, times are given in Table D8.10 The values for the

f is the fraction of the year that crops are irrigat- irrigated-food concentration factors, iB,.I and for the
ed, animal product transfer coefficients are given in Ta-

Bi is the concentration factor for root uptake in ble D9.11 The quantities assumed for the daily inges-
(activity/wet weight of crop) per (activity/dry tion rates for animals are presented in Table 1310.10
weight of soil), The values used for all the other parameters for the

P is the 'effective surface density' of the soil. irrigation model are listed in Table D11.3,111

C" (t) is proportional to the buildup of activity onIM
the crop with time due to repeated sprinkling
and

CT' (t) is proportional to the buildup in the soil dueirn
to continued irrigation.

Table DS. Irrigated Food Delay Times

Time Period Delay Time*

Time between removal of water from waterbody and
use of water for irrigation 0 to days (O days)

Time between application of irrigation water and
harvest Days to years 2 months)

Time between harvest and human consumption Days to years 120 days)
Time between harvest and animal consumption Days to years 90 days)
Time between animal consumption and slaughter Days to years (15 months)
Time between poultry consumption and slaughter Days to months 3 months)
Time between slaughter and consumption Days to months 2 months)
Time between milking and consumption Days to months 40 days)
Time between laying and consumption Days to months 27 days)

'Based on figures presented in Agricultural Statistics 1974.10
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Table D9. Plant Concentration Factors and Animal Product Transfer Coefficients"

B1, Sk
Plant/Soil Egg/Feed Milk/Grass Beef/Feed Pork/Feed Poultry/Feed

Element (Dimensionless) (day/kg) (day/kg) (day/kg) (day/kg) (day/kg)

Co 9AE-03 I-OE-01 5-0E-04 I.OE-03 5.OE-03 1.OE-03
Ni 1.9E-02 I-OE-01 3AE - 03 I-OE-03 5.OE-03 1.OE-03
Rb 1.3E-01 3-0E-00 I-OE-02 1.5E-01 2.OE-01 2.OE+00
Sr 2.OE-01 4.OE-01 I-5E-03 3.OE-04 7.3E-03 9.OE-04
Y 2.5E-03 5.OE-04 5-0E-05 5.OE-03 5.OE-03 5-0E-04
Zr IIE-04 1.2E-03 2.5E-04 5.OE-04 1.OE-03 I.OE-04
Nb 9AE-03 1.2E-03 1.2E - 03 5.OE-04 1.OE-03 1.OE-04
MO 1.3E-03 4.OE-01 4.OE-03 I.OE-02 2.OE-02 2.OE-03
Tc 2.5E-01 9-9E - 04' 1.2E-02 9.9E - 04 9.9E - 04 9.9E - 04
Ru 1.OE - 02 4-0E-03 5-0E-07 I.OE-03 5.OE-03 3.OE-04
Rh 1.3E+01 4.OE-03 5.OE-03 I.OE-03 5.OE-03 3.OE-04
Pd 5.OE+00 4-0E-03 5.OE-03 1.OE-03 5.OE-03 3.OE-04
Ag 1.5E-01 9-9E - 04 2.5E-02 9.9E - 04 9.9E-04 9.9E-04
Cd 3.OE-01 9-9E - 04 6.2E - 05 1.6E-02 1.6E-02 1.6E-02
Sn 2.5E-03 9.9E - 04 1.3E - 03 9.9E - 04 9.9E-04 9.9E - 04
Sb 1.IE-02 7.OE-02 7.5E-04 3.OE-03 7.OE-03 6.OE-03
Te 1.3E+00 4.OE-01 5.OE-04 5-0E-02 1.OE-02 1.OE-02
I 2.OE-02 1.6E+00 I.OE-02 2.OE-02 9,0E-02 4.OE-03
Cs 2.OE-02 6.OE-01 5.OE-03 3.OE - 02 2,6E-01 4.5E + 00
Ba 5-0E-03 4.OE-01 4.OE-04 5.OE - 04 I.OE-02 5.OE - 04
La 2.SE-03 2.OE-03 2.5E-06 5.OE-03 5.OE-03 4.OE-03
Ce 5.OE-04 3.OE-03 I.OE-05 1.OE-03 5.OE-03 6.OE-04
Pr 2AE-03 4.OE - 03 2.5E - 06 5.OE-03 5.OE-03 1.OE-03
Nd 2.SE-03 2.OE-04 2.5E-06 5.OE-03 5.OE-03 4.OE-03
PM 2.5E-03 7.OE-03 2,5E-06 5.OE-03 5.OE-03 1.OE-04
SM 2.5E-03 7.OE-03 2.5E-06 5.0E-03 5.OE-03 4.OE-03
Eu 2.5E - 03 7.OE-03 2.5E - 06 5.OE - 03 5.OE-03 4.OE-03
U 2.SE-03 3.4E-01 6.OE-04 5.OE-03 6.OE-01 1.2E-03
Np 2.5E-03 2.OE-03 2.5E - 06 5.OE-03 I.OE-02 4.OE-03
PU 2.SE-04 2.OE-03 23E - 08 5.OE-03 1.OE-02 4.OE - 03
Am 2.SE-04 2.OE-03 2.5E-06 5.OE-03 1.OE-02 COE-03
Cm 2.5E - 03 2.OE-03 2.5E - 06 5.OE-03 LOE-02 4.OE-03

'Where value unknown, a default value of 9.9E-04 was used.

Table DIO. Consumption Rates of Feed and Water
by Farm Animals's

Feed or Forage Water

Farm Animal (kg/day) Ulday)

Milk Cow 55 (fresh forage) 60
Beef Cattle 68 (dry feed) so
Pig 4.2 (dry feed) 10
Poultry (chickens) 0.12 (dry feed) 0.3
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Table 1311. Miscellaneous Irrigation Pathway Parameters

Symbol Interpretation Valuel,3,11

Weathering rate constant 18.07 yr-1 (corresponds
to a 14 day weathering
half-life)

Root uptake rate constant (f Bi,,,/P = 0028 Bi. yr-1
fs Sprinkling fraction See Appendix E, Table E44
r Fraction retained .25
Y, Agricultural yield 2.0 kg/M2 for leafy vegetables or

produce ingested by humans
f Fraction of year for 2/3, assuming 2 crops per year

irrigation and 120 days per crop
T� Translocation fraction 1.0 for leafy vegetables;

for crop m 0.1 for all other crops
P Effective "surface 240 kg/ ml

density"
Delay time for crop rn .038 yr 14 days)

D2.1.2.4 Shoreline Usage in the calculation of the concentration of radioactiv-
The shoreline pathway involves external expo- ity in the shoreline sediment; here, time-dependent

sure to contaminated shorelines and floodplains. The buildup is permitted and some environmental weath-
function representing the shoreline pathway contri- ering is included. In particular, in this study, the
bution to the dose to an individual from exposure concentration of nuclide i in the shoreline sediment
between times and t can be written as is assumed to be represented by

dose, U di, f C,,(t') dt' (132-12) C,,(t') � K A eJ\'+n)V C .(t) e(Xi+')tdti is L

where + K 13 eA,+0)t. C (t) e""dt (D2-13)
iW

Us is the individual shoreline usage rate,
d', is the modified shoreline dose factor for u- where

dide i,
fi, is the shoreline width factor, and K is the water to sediment transfer constant,

CJt) is the shoreline sediment concentration of nu- Xi is the decay constant of nuclide ,
clide i. Ci.(t) is the concentration of nuclide i in the water

The modified shoreline dose factor is the product adjacent to the sediment,

of the regular shoreline dose factor and the effective and the remaining parameters, (a, A and B), which
surface density of the Sil.1,3 The effective surface are related to weathering, are as described below,
density of the soil is taken to be 40 kg/M2; this
corresponds to the assumption that all the radioactiv-
itV contained in the top 25 cm of sediment effectively
resides on the shoreline surface. The shoreline width Table D12. Shoreline Width Factors
factors are taken to have the values given in Table
D 24,12 River 0.2

The primarV difference between the procedure Lake 0.3
for obtaining the shoreline dose used in this study Ocean 0.5
and that recommended in Regulatory Guide 1109 is Estuary 1.0
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Experimental evaluation on the Columbia River fraction B. As expected, for the parameters employed
indicates that K for a river is approximately indepen- the impact of weathering on both the shore line
dent of radionuclide species and has a value of about concentrations and the resultant individual doses is
631 ekg-yr.3,13,14 In this report, this value is used for slight for an estuary, but significant for a river, take
all waterbodies, even though a lower rate would or ocean shore-line.
probably be appropriate for large lakes and oceans.

In this study, the treatment of environmental D2.1.2.5 Immersion
removal parallels that used in the Reactor Safety The pathway involving immersion (bathing) is
Study (RSS).15 The weathering function W(t) is taken taken to consist entirely of exposure due to contami-
to be the sum of two exponentials and approximately nated natural water. That is, immersion due to usage
represents the fraction of deposited radioactive mate- of artificial pools and that due to actual bathing are
rial remaining after time t. It can be written as both taken to occur in untreated water. As a result,

the dose received by an individual for exposure be-
Mt = Ae-t + Be-Ot (D2-14) tween time and t from swimming and other immer-

sion can be written as
where

t
A represents the fraction of the radioactive material doseb = Ub Idib ICjt') dt', (132-15)

with the comparatively short weathering decay
constant a,

B represents the fraction of the radioactive material where
with the relatively long weathering decay constant
0, and U, is the individual immersion rate, and

A, B 7-- 0, dib is the immersion dose factor for isotope i.
A B = .

The selection of the parameter values used in the D2.2 Population Dose

weathering function reflects the kinds of sediments D2.2.1 General Expression
typically associated with each shore line type and
their respective grain sizes (see Appendix E It is As was already mentioned, all the individuals in a
assumed that the soils of the floodplains of the river pathway do not receive the same exposure. Differ-
and the lake are similar to the soil types of the RSS.15 ences in exposure can be caused both by differences
The ocean beach is taken to be composed of sorted in individual usage patterns and by spatial and tem-
sands larger than 10 u The estuary shoreline is poral variations in radionuclide concentrations. Con-
assumed to be characterized by fine-grained sand and sequently, it is reasonable to regard a population as
clay particles smaller than 10 u6 The weathering being composed of subgroups differing either in
parameters assumed are presented in Table D13. usage patterns or in concentrations experienced in

the pathway or in both.
As a result, the dose received by a population from

D13. Shoreline Weathering Parameters][5,16 exposure to pathway p can be written as

Shoreline )�t t
Type A. B 7,6 dosep = 1PPp'Up' dip fp e- ICipp'(t') dt' , (132-16)

P. i

Lake .63 180 days .37 90 years where
Ocean .90 15 days .10 180 days

River .63 180 days .37 90 years Ppp' is the population size of subgroup p in pathway
Estuary .05 180 days .95 90 years P,

and all other symbols are as previously defined. The
In that table, i the weathering half-life for values used for the population sizes and the usage

fraction A, and T i the weathering half-life for rates are presented in Appendix E.
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D2.2.1.1 Variations Among Individuals therefore the dose resulting from either pathway, is a
The general expression for the dose to the popula- strong function of location. However, inasmuch as a

tion, Equation (D2-16), takes into account the fact that generic site is being discussed, it is probably not
the individuals within the population can have rath- necessary to consider usage via withdrawal from
er different usage habits for any pathway. To be discrete locations such as wells; instead, usage can
rigorous, the set of individual usage habits should be probably be taken to be distributed uniformly over
regarded as forming a distribution function of usage. the extent of the aquifer without causing serious
However, determination of such distribution func- error. (Indeed such a treatment is probably preferable
tions is beyond the scope of this study. A uniform for a generic study inasmuch as it tends to eliminate
usage or exposure rate is assumed for all members of a artifactual results due to the arbitrary particular
population for each pathway. The resulting impact of choices of a few well locations.)
this assumption on the calculated population doses The dose to the population from drinking water
should be negligible. (In contrast, the effect on the taken from an aquifer and consumed between times 
resultant health effects could be substantial.) and t can be written as

The general expression given in Equation (D2-16)

also does not take into account the fact that individ- dose,,,= PI,, U,, Jd,e`\i' f f
uals can be affected quite differently by exposure to
the same amount of radioactivity. Differences result :rea of

from age, metabolic behavior, size and many other quifer

factors. Such effects are not necessarily insignificant. t
However, the uncertainties in both the estimation of Cld(X y;t') dt' dx dy , (D2-17)
doses and the descriptions of the exposed popula-
tions as functions of such factors probably preclude
any reasonable treatment of these factors at this time. where
Therefore, such differences are ignored in this study.

P,. is the water drinking population per unit area of
D2.2.1.2 Population Changes the aquifer,

The population exposure for any pathway can be
expected to change over an extended period for many and all other terms are as defined previously.
reasons. This study assumes that the poduct of the The population dose from the irrigation pathway
population size and the individual usage rate remains can be treated in a similar manner with respect to its
constant over the entire time period under consider- spatial characteristics. Unlike the drinking water
ation. Utilizing detailed population usage trends population, the irrigated food population is not nec-
would generally not change the calculated results for essarily the population residing in the area under
any pathway at any given site by more than a factor consideration; instead, it is the population that in-
of 2 gests the food grown in that area, taken in proportion

to the yield of irrigated food from that area.

D2.2.1.3 Location N

In many waterbodies, the concentration in the D2.2.2.2 Lake
water is a strong function of location. For example, in All five of the main exposure pathways can exist
a river the concentration can be expected to change at at a lake. Due to the mixed-tank approximation em-
least at each point of dilution. Consequently, the dose ployed in the modeling of lakes, the concentration is
to the population must take this dependence into essentially independent of the location within the
account. This dependence is considered in more de- lake.* As a result, the population dose for any path-
tail in the following sub sections. way at a single lake ignores the locations of the

members of the population. However, if a chain of

D2.2.2 Specific Pathway Expressions lakes is considered, then the concentration is a func-
tion of the location in the chain.

D2.2.2.1 Dry Site
Only two potentially major exposure pathways

existatadrysite: drinkingwaterandirrigation.The 'This assumes that the contribution of the nearshore region can be

concentration of a radionuclide in an aquifer, and ignored.
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For such a chain of lakes, the dose to the popula- The doses due to shoreline usage and immersion in
tions for water consumed between times and t can water can be treated in similar manners if analogous
be written as spatial distributions of usage are assumed.

dose,, PI n) U e-Alt. C D2.2.2.4 Ocean
I ",( I jj(n;t') dt', (D2-18) The same three pathways are found at an ocean

n site as are present at an estuary site: aquatic food

ingestion, shoreline usage, and immersion. Near the
where coast, the concentration of a radionuclide is taken to

PI (n) is the drinking water population for the nth be a function of both the distance along the shore andW the distance from the shore.
lake, and The aquatic foods are assumed to be harvested

Cld(n;t) is the concentration of otope i in the drink- Uniformly along the shoreline; furthermore they are
ing water taken from the nth lake. taken to be harvested uniformly out to some specified

The population doses for the other pathways can offshore distance. Consequently, the population dose
be treated in analogous manners with respect to their from ingestion of aquatic food taken from the ocean
spatial distributions. The appropriate aquatic food can be written as
and irrigated food populations are not necessarily the
populations residing around the lakes; instead they dose. P. U djifi.
consist of the people who consume the foods con- f f
taminated by the lake water. 17

ha"t

D2.2.2.3 Estuary t
Only three of the exposure pathways considered C,.(xy;t') dt'dx dy (D2-20)

in this study exist at an estuary ste:' aquatic food
ingestion, shoreline usage and immersion. In the where
modeling of estuaries in this report, the concentra-
tion of a radionuclide is taken to be a function only of POnl is the aquatic food ingestion population
distance along the estuary. per unit area of harvest region for species

The aquatic foods are assumed to e harvested m, and
uniformly over the area of the estuary. Consequently, Ci.(xy;t') is the concentration of radionuclide i in
the population dose from investion of aquatic food aquatic food m, which, prior to harvest, is
taken from an estuary can be written as located at (xy) with respect to the accident

site.

dose. P.- U- d., f,. e"-- In contrast, the shoreline users are assumed to be
0 I*rWh uniformly distributed along the coast. Therefore, the
I population dose due to shoreline exposure along an

MUNY
ocean coast can be written as

t

C,.(x;t')dt dx (D2-19) dose, PU0 d,. C.(xO;t') dt'dx

where OfCOW (D2-21)
p,11m is the ingestion population per unit length

of estuary for species m, and where
C,.(x;t') is the concentration of isotope in aquatic

food n which Is located initially at a dis- P: is the shoreline population per unit length
tance x from the source of radioactivity. o ocean coast,

Po swimming population per unit length, and
Ci,(xOt') is the concentration of radionuclide in the

*In parts of some estuaries, the water can be used for irrigation. sediment, which is located at (xO) with
However, this use Is ignored here. respect to the accident site.
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The dose due to immersion can be obtained by a consideration of the interconnections between the
similar treatment. various portions of the environment. Only the food-

web model mentioned earlier, and described in detail
D2.2.2.5 River in Appendix C, and in SAND80-1670, attempts to

All five exposure pathways can exist along a river treat both the time dependence and the interconnec-
system. In any given system, the concentration of a tions in a more appropriate fashion. (Corresponding
radionuclide at any point is usually primarily a func- models could be developed both for the irrigation
tion of distance downstream. In the modeling of pathway and for the shoreline exposure pathway.'
rivers in this study, any river system is divided into a Such models would consider the mechanisms by
series of compartments, in each of which the concen- which the radioactivity passed through various por-
tration of the activity is effectively taken to be a tions of the environment. Thus the improved models
constant. For long river systems, the populations can would permit a better description of the buildup of
probably be considered to be uniformly distributed radioactivity in the pathways as functions of both
along large stretches of the system but probably not time and various environmental conditions.)
over the entire length. Consequently, the river is Another source of weakness in some of the mod-
divided into sections over which the various popula- els is the failure to include conservation of the ra-
tions are assumed to be uniformly distributed and the dionuclicle mass. In general, in the models the radio-
concentration is taken to be constant. activity is not transferred from the waterbody to a

As a result, the drinking water dose to the popula- given pathway; instead, that radioactivity is counted
tion along a river system can be written as as being in both places simultaneously.

The difficulties in obtaining adequate values for
the parameters in the pathway models are due, in

dose, = �"Pl (n) U. Id,, e-"i'- Cid(nj') dt' AXn part, to the large number of parameters required. In
n addition, most of the parameters used in the pathway

(D2-22) models are relatively site-dependent. It would not be
easy to obtain all the required parameters for a specif-

where ic site. It is even more difficult to obtain meaningful

values for parameters for a generic study such as this
PI (n) is the drinking water population per length one. Unfortunately, the resultant doses depend criti-

along the nth section of the river system, and cally on some of these parameters.
\x, is the length of the nth section. In particular, certain element-dependent param-

eters such as concentration factors and bioloical
It can be seen that this is almost the same expression elimination rates are subject to many sources of error.
as that used to describe the dose to the population for They tend to be extremely location- and species-
a series of lakes. The expression for the drinking dependent. Furthermore, they tend to be difficult to
water population dose in a river system is obtained if obtain experimentally even for specific sites and
the following substitution is made in the formula for species. The generic values eployed in this study
the dose at a lake: may not even fall within an order of magnitude of

P' (n - PI n) Sx.

Analogous changes have been used to obtain all the
expressions for the population doses along river sys- *The pathway model which is of potential importance for this
tems for all the other pathways. study but which is least adequate is the shoreline usage model. The

accumulation of radioactivity on shorelines and floodplains in-
volves both deposition of contaminated sediment and contamina-

D2.3 Pathway Model Limitations tion of previously-deposited sediment. Relevant processes include
flooding, tidal movements, wave actions, and weathering pro-

The limitations in the pathway considerations are cesses. The amount of accumulation is expected to be a strong
primarily of two tpes: weaknesses in the models and function of both these processes and the composition of the

involved sediment particles. The removal of radioactivity from the
difficulties in obtaining appropriate values for pa- shore-lines and floodplains is likewise very complicated. The
rameters in the models. The primary sources of weak- current model includes few of the relevant factors affecting depo-
nesses in the models are the inadequate inclusion of sition and removal. Consequently, any correspondence its results

have to reality may be fortuitous. The improvements made in the
the time dependence of the movement of the radio- shoreline model' for this study constitute a preliminary attempt to
nuclides within the environment and the lack of remedy some of the inadequacies.
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the appropriate values. In addition, their basic appli- off by an order of magnitude, the total impact of that
cability depends on the adequacy of certain first- pathway would still not be significant relative to that
order approximations used in the models employing of other pathways.
them. Although the shoreline dose factors in the two

Another source of uncertainty in parameters such studies appear to be extremely different, the YTTS
as concentration factors arises because of the tenden- dose factors and the RSS dose factors should produce
cy of certain radionuclides to concentrate in specific approximately equivalent results if used appropriate-
organs in aquatic organisms and irrigated plants; ly. In the RSS, the dose factors for exposure to a
such localization can result in either a much higher contaminated plane contained no roughness factor,
or a much lower than average concentration in the whereas those generated for the other study con-
portions normally ingested by humans. Furthermore, tained a roughness factor of 0.5. However, an analo-
no account is taken of the fact radionuclides from gous shielding factor of 033 or 0.50, depending on
different foods are not assimilated equally well by conditions, was included elsewhere in the RSS calcu-
humans. lations. Furthermore, the RSS shoreline dose factors

Uniform population usage rates have been as- were obtained without considering the penetrating
sumed for all pathways. In reality, these could vary power of the radiation whereas the YTTS dose factors
significantly with the passage of time. Other prob- took such considerations into account. As a result, the
lems related to the population sizes and the associat- YTTS shoreline dose factors for the skin correspond
ed usage rates are discussed in Appendix E. more closely to those designated as total-body dose

factors in the RSS.* Consequently, the YTTS shore-
line skin dose factors have been utilized in this study

D2.4 Dose Factors as the dose factors both for the total-body and for all
the internal organs.

D2.4.1 Internal Dose Factors

In this study, ingestion is the only internal expo- D3 Health Effects
sure mechanism considered. Two different sets of
ingestion dose factors were utilized in the calcula-
tions: one generated by INREM II17-19 and one gener- D3.1 Introduction
ated by the dosimetry codes employed in the Reactor Health effects models translate the radiation dose
Safety Study (RSS).15 The values of the former set of received by the human population into the resultant
dose factors are listed in References 18 and 19; the health effects such as cancer fatalities, thyroid effects
values of the latter were generated at ORNL20 for this and genetic mutations. The health effects models
study and are listed in Addendum D3 of this appen- used in this study are essentially identical to those
dix. The more complete INREM 11 set was used for used in the RSS,15 except where noted otherwise.
determining the list of important isotopes; the RSS
set was used for calculating the final results. As in the D3.2 Acute Effects
RSS, only adult dose factors were used in estimating
doses for the consideration of resultant health effects. D3.2.1 Introduction

D2.4.2 External Dose Factors In the RSS, health effects were divided into acute,
latent and chronic. The acute effects were due pri-

In this study, two different types of external expo- marily to large early total-body doses of 100 rads or
sure are considered: exposure by immersion in con- more to individuals. These effects included both ear-
taminated water and exposure to contaminated ly morbidities and mortalities occurring within a year
shorelines and floodplains. The dose factors for both after the exposure. The acute effects considered were
of these types of exposure were taken from the 'Year all somatic and included direct radiation damage to
2000 Study' (YTTS).3,5 Although the dose factors in
that study were determined somewhat differently

than those used in the RSS, this is not thought to be 'In the former study, if the radiation had low penetrating power,
important in limiting the comparison of the results of then it contributed primarily to skin dose and n3t to the total-body
this study to those of the RSS. dose. Radiation which could penetrate 7 x 10- cm of tissue was

The immersion pathway contributed very little in considered to contribute to the skin dose; iradiation which could
penetrate cm of tissue also contributed to the total-body dose and

this study to the total impact at any site. Consequent- to the doses of other organs than skin. In the calculation of the RSS
ly, even if the immersion dose factors employed were shoreline dose factors, penetrating power was not considered.
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certain organs, thyroid impairment, prenatal and Each total individual dose is the sum of the contribu-
neonatal deaths, and sterility. tions from all possible pathways, p. That is,

A dose was considered to be acute only if the

necessary dose occurred over a short enough period dosep = 1(individual dose)PP'' (D3-2)
of time. Inasmuch as the greatest atmospheric expo-
sure would occur immediately after the accident, the P

calculation of acute doses in the RSS was done in the Unlike the atmospheric release considered in the
period right after the accident. The relevant time RSS, the entire hydrospheric release is generally
periods ranged from 2 days to year, depending expected to be rather slow. Consequently, the radi-
upon both the organ and the health effect being ation exposure of the human population via hydros-
considered. pheric pathways is usually expected to be over a

The primary organs for which acute effects were relatively protracted period of time at a rather low
calculated were bone marrow, lung and gastrointesti- rate. In general, no acute effects are expected. Typi-
nal tract. Effects were also considered for the thyroid, cally, very large doses of radiation to individuals
the testes and the ovaries. would be possible only through continued drinking

D3.2.2 Estimation of Acute Effects water ingestion at cei'ain aquifer sites; the concentra-

For acute effects, dose-response curves were ern- tion of radionuclides in the water in the aquifers
could be relatively high so that large amounts of

ployed to convert individual doses to health effects. radioactivity could be received by individuals within
Such curves plot the individual dose versus the prob- a period on the order of months.
ability of the effect. Each of these curves is character- A check for potentially acute effects is done in this
ized by a low dose threshold below which no effect study over all one-year periods. Thus, the possibility
occurs and a high dose threshold above which the exists of over-estimating certain acute effects relative
effect always occurs (Figure Dl). to the number which would have been predicted

using the shorter RSS accumulation times for acute
effects for some organs. However, acute doses are not
thought to be likely because of the interdictive proce-

1.0 dures which could easily be taken to prevent such
large doses from the liquid pathways. Therefore, the
error is thought to be of negligible importance.

P ROB AB ILI TY
OF

EFFECT D3.3 Latent and Chronic Effects

D3.3.1 Introduction
9.01 In the RSS, the latent and the chronic effects were

considered to be random phenomena based on the
INDIVIDUAL DOSE total doses to the entire population. In general, the

doses to individuals which resulted in latent and
Figure D1. Dose-Response Curve for Acute Effects to an Individ- chronic effects were much less than those which
ual caused acute effects. The effects included cancers,

genetic effects and benign and malignant thyroid
The number of acute effects of type can be nodules, all occurring many years after the exposure.

written as As was indicated previously, most, if not all, of the

effects obtained through liquid pathways are expect-

(health effect), P 0,(dosep) (D3-1) ed to be chronic.
I P, The eight categories of "organs' and the associat-
P, ed health problems considered for latent and chronic

where effects in the RSS are as follows:

bone marrow leukemia
PP' is the population for subgroup p', and lung lung cancer

�,(dosep.) is the probability of effect j for total indi- skeletal bone bone cancer
vidual dose p'. other" breast cancer
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lower large intestine gastrointestinal tract cancer any cancer was assumed to be constant over a given
"other' pancreas and all other cancer finite plateau period; no effects occur before or after

not mentioned above, exclud- the plateau period A relative-risk model in which
ing thyroid cancer the risk of cancer increases throughout an individ-

whole body all cancers, except thyroid ual's lifetime was not used.
thyroid benign nodules, malignant Three estimates were made of the latent and

nodules and hypothyroidism, chronic cancer fatalities for all organs other than the
testes genetic effects thyroid: an upper bound, a central estimate, and a

As in the RSS, the associated health effects for the lower bound. The upper bound was based on the
first six 'organs" were summed to obtain the total BEIR or linear, no-threshold hypothesis (Figure D2a).
number of chronic cancer mortal ities. Alternatively, In that model, it is assumed that the number of health
the whole-body dose was calculated and used to effects varies directly with the population dose.
estimate the total number of nonthyroid cancer fatali- Health effects factors (expected fatalities/population
ties. Current cure rates were included in the determi. dose) are used as the proportionality constants (Table
nation of the nmber of cancer fatalities. Thyroid and D14). No individual dose threshold is employed.
genetic effects were always estimated separately, The central estimate is based, in part, on the BEIR

hypothesis but assumes that doses administered at

D3.3.2 Estimation of Latent and Chronic lower dose rates or in lower total individual doses are
less effective in causing health effects (Figure D2b).

Effects Dose effectiveness factors (Table D15) are used to
In general, the number of latent or chronic effects modify the effects calculated for individual low dose

of type j can be written as rates and/or low total doses, The only cancers except-
ed from the use of dose effectiveness factors are

(health effect), - h PP, 6, (dosep.) breast and thyroid. In the RSS, the appropriate dose
effectiveness factors for the central estimate for all
time were based on the first-year early dose; no
explicit regard was given to the rate at which the dose

(individual dose)PP. (D3-3) was received. In effect, only the diagonal elements of
P Table D15 were utilized.

The lower estimate assumes that doses received at
where very low dose rates and/or in very low individual

h is the health effects factor for effect j, doses are not effective at all in causing health effects
j (Figure DU). Consequently, an individual threshold

PP, is the population for subgroup p', and dose rate or threshold total dose is assumed, below
6,(dosep,) is the dose effectiveness factor for individ- which no effect is considered to occur.

ual p'. In the atmospheric release considered in the RSS,

The various latent and chronic effects models differ the dose is delivered at its highest rate immediately
in the values assumed for the health effects factors after the accident; that rate tapers off approximately
and the dose effectiveness factors. exponentially with the passage of time. Therefore, it

is conservative to use the first-year doses to estimate

D3.3.2.1 Cancer the dose-effectiveness-factors. The hydrospheric re-
leases considered in this study are usually delivered

For latent and. chronic cancer, an absolute-risk with much different temporal distributions than an
model was employed in the RSS. That is, the risk of atmospheric release. It can take years after an acci-

dent for any radioactivity to contact the human popu-
*In the RSS, the dse to lothee was taken to be the average dose to lation via hydrospheric pathways. The rate at which
all the organs considered other than marrow, lung, skeletal bone, the radiation reaches the population will generally
lower Large intestine, thyroid, testes, endosteal cells, stomach Wall, be rather low; the time period over which ex osure
small Intestine, upper large intestine and ovaries. The dose to ny p
of the other organs is estimated to be approximately the amis for a occurs will be relatively long. The doses and time
given isotope. Consequently, in this study, the des to the rgan periods which should be used to determine dose
designated as 'other' ws taken to be that to the pancreas. If the effectiveness factors are not as readily defined as they
dose to the pancrea ws not available, then the dose to other"was
taken to b the dose to the whole body. were for atmospheric releases.
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Table D14. Expected Total Latent Cancer (excluding thyroid) Deaths per 106 Person-rem"

Expected Cancer Deaths Per 106 Person-rem(a)
From Internal Sources From

External
Sources

Postaccident Period Over Which Dose is Accumulated

Type of Cancer 0 I 1-10 1 - 20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Leukemia 28.4 26.0 18.7 13.8 9.7 6.8 4.0 1.7 0.5 28.4
Lung 22.2 22.2 22.2 14.5 8.1 4.0 1.5 0.2 0 22.2
Gastrointestinal

tract(b) 13.6 13.6 13.6 8.9 5.0 2.5 0.9 0.1 0 13.6
Pancreas 3.4 3.4 3.4 2.2 1.3 0.6 0.2 0.0 0 3.4
Breast 25.6 25.6 25.6 16.8 9.4 4.6 1.7 0.3 0 25.6
Bone 6.9 6.7 5.0 2.6 1.6 0.9 0.4 0.1 0 6.9
Ali other
(excluding thyroid) 21.6 19.8 17.1 11.2 6.3 3.1 i.2 0.2 0 21.6

TOTAL
(excluding thvroid) 121.6 118.5 105.5 70.1 41.3 22.4 10.0 2.6 0.5 121.6

-Includes credits for current survival and cure rates.
bInctudes stomach and rest of alimentary canal.

Table 015. Dose Effectiveness Factors's

Total Dose Dose Rate (rem/day)
Effects (rem) < 1 1-10 >10
Dose

<10 0.2 (0.2) (0.2)
10 - 25 (0.2) 0.4 (0.4)

25- 300 (0.2) (0.4) 1.0
Individual Dose

(a) Upper Estimate

Even though cancer fatalities are calculated on the
basis of population dose, applications of the dose
thresholds in the lower two types of estimates also

Effects require knowledge of the doses received by individ-
Dose uals. In the RSS, the dose to an individual was deter-

mined primarily on the basis of an individual's loca-
tion;* in this study, that dose is essentially
independent of location. The doses to individuals

Individual Dose from the various liquid pathways depend on the
(b) Central Estimate usage habits of the individuals. Those usage habits

can vary by orders of magnitude within a population.
Furthermore, the populations affected by the various
liquid exposure pathways are not necessarily the

Effects same. As a result, the doses to populations in terms of
Dose their individuals are not easy to describe. Conse-

quently, the linear hypothesis has been used for most
calculations in this report. Because the central esti-
mate was most commonly used in the RSS, some

Individual Dose
(c) Lower Estimate

*In the RSS, an individual's location was determined by the place
Figure D2. Chronic Health Effects Model for Individuals of residence.
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central estimate calculations have also been per- In discussing thyroid neoplasms, a linear no-
formed here. When central estimate results are pre- threshold model has been employed (Table D16); for
sented, the alterations which might result from using hypothyroidism a linear model with a lower dose-
more realistic usage distributions functions are also threshold has been utilized (Table D16). Due to the
indicated. relatively short half-lives of most iodine isotopes, the

In this study, appropriate dose effectiveness fac- thyroid effects resulting from releases to the liquid
tors are usually determined separately for each one- pathways are relatively small.
year period, on the basis of the total individual dose
received during each period. Such a prescription for
determining the dose effectiveness factors is prob- D3.3.2.3 Genetic Effects
ably more realistic than the one utilized in the RS; Genetic effects result from radiation of the chro-
however, within the central-estimate framework, it mosomal matter of the germ cells; that is, radiation
should still overestimate the appropriate factors and increases the rate of mutation in the human popula-
hence the resultant health effects. For any atypical tion. The effects considered in the RSS included
release which could result in a large early exposure, single-gene disorders, multifactorial disorders and
the RSS prescription is effectively employed. chromosomal irregularities. The genetic effects are

expressed in the generations after those experiencing
D3.3.2.2 Thyroid Effects the radiation. The amount of genetic damage caused

In the RSS, the latent and chronic thyroid effects by the radiation depends upon the time elapsed
considered were the occurrence of thyroid nodules between the expo sure and conception. Eventually,
and the appearance of hypothyroidism. Thryoid nod- unfavorable mutations would probably be deleted
ules can be either benign or malignant. The frequen- from the population. The genetic effects factors de-
cy of occurrence was taken to decrease with increas- veloped for the RSS incorporate rates for such eli-
ing dose, with benign nodules being slightly more mina tion and predict the number of affected births
likely than cancerous ones. In a departure from the for all succeeding generations after the accident.
RSS, the dose to the thyroid is calculated in this study Mutations are counted only if they result in serious
as the sum of the entire internal dose from all radio- disability or spontaneous abortion. The damage is
nuclides except I131 and the entire external dose. In assumed to be entirely from irradiation of the fathers.
the RSS, only internal doses during the first 30 days The health effects factors employed were developed
after the accident were included. As in the RSS, only from the BEIR report (Table D17).
one-tenth of the I131 dose is counted for determin-
ing the incidence of nodules, whereas the entire I131
dose is counted when considering hypothyroidism.

Table D16. Expected Total Thyroid Effects per 106 Person-rem From
Non-I-131 Exposures(s),15

Dose Range Expected Effects per 106
(non-I-131) Person-rem

Malignant Nodules -<1500 rem 197.4
1500 to 5000 rein 98.7

>5000 rem 0
Benign Nodules -< 1500 rem 134.1

1500 to 5000 rem 67.0
>5000 rem 0

Hypothyroidism <20 rem 0
>20 rem 110.0

aThe dose from 1131 is taken to be only one-tenth as effective as the dose from
any other radionuclide.
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Table D17. Genetic Disorders and Spontaneous Abortions per Rem per 101, Persons(m)

Expected Disorders per Rem per 106 Persons(b)

From Internal Sources From
External Sources

Postaccident Period Over
Which Dose is Accumulated

Disorder 0-1 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50

Autosomal Dominant
Disorder 45.8 34.5 17.7 4.4 0.7 W 45.8

Multifactorial
Disorder 85.4 68.6 35.4 8.8 1.3 (c) 85.4

Disorders Due to
Chromosomal
Aberrations 5.1 4.1 2.1 0.5 0.1 (c) 5.1

Spontaneous
AbortionF, 35.9 28.8 14.9 3.7 0.6 W 35.9

-The health effects factors given in this table are not quite the same as those listed in the RSS15 but rather
are those listed in the CRAC computer code.
bTotal is over all time.
Negligibly small in comparison with preceding row.

D3.3.2.4 Time Dependence population could be assumed to have a time-indepen-
Exposure to radiation can be external or internal. dent age distribution dring exposure (last parts of

For external radiation, removing either the radiation Tables D14 and D17 and Table D16) or whether the
source or the exposed individual terminates the expo- population had a time-dependent age distribution
sure. For internal radiation, the exposure continues during exposure (first parts of Tables D14 and D17).
regardless of the action; only the eventual elimina- The first type of population is usually appropriate to
tion of the radiation source from the body terminates describe external exposure whereas the second type
the exposure. In general, the calcula tions of health should be used to consider a singular act of ingestion.
effects should take this difference in the time depen- Only one set of health effects factors, that appro-
dence of the two types of exposure into account. priate to describe a time-independent population,

In the RSS, internal exposure due to ingestion was was employed for the scoping portions of this study;
calculated as a function of time after consumption. both time-independent and time-dependent factors
Corresponding health effects factors were obtained were employed in obtaining the final results.
as a function of that time. These health effects factors In the RSS, the dose delivered after inges tion was
included the change in the age of the exposed popu- considered as a function of time and was calculated
lation which occurs with the passage of time after for ten year intervals after the accident, up to 0
ingestion. For example, if ingestion of a radioactive years. For most isotopes of importance in this study,
source occurred only immediately after an accident, the total dose received as a result of ingestion is
the population of exposed individuals would gradu- delivered by the end of the first ten years. (For only
ally be diminished by death. Consequently, the same one of the dominant isotopes, Sr-90, is the total dose
amount of delivered radiation would become de- not delivered by then.) In view of this, 50-year dose -
creasingly effective in causing health effects as time commitments and steady-state population health ef-
passed. fects factors were employed throughout the scoping

For all nonthyroid cancers and for all genetic portions of this report. Using this combination of
effects, two sets of health effects factors were em- dose factors and RSS health effects factors is equiv-
ployed in the RSS, depending upon whether the alent to assuming that the entire ingestion dose is
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delivered at the time of ingestion. The net effect is to D3.5 Health Effects Factors and Dose
slightly increase the calculated health effects with Effectiveness Factors
respect to those obtained by the procedure in the RSS. All of the parameters used in the health effects

models were essentially those developed for and
D3.4 Health Effects Model used in the RSS.15 (See Tables D14-17.)

Uncertainties
The health effects models and the assumptions References

behind them are discussed in great detail in Chapter IU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Calculation of Annu-
9 and Appendices E through I in Appendix VI of the al Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the
RSS.15 The primary problem in the health effects Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix

L' Regulatory Guide 1109, Revision 1, USNRC, 1977.
models of the RSS can be ascribed to the paucity of 2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ff Liquid Pathway Ge-
appropriate data for assessing the impact of radio- neric Study,' NUREG-0440, USNRC, Appendix C 1978.
logical exposure of the human population; that is, 3j. F. Fletcher, W. L. Dotson, et al., 'HERMES: A Digital
adequate data was sometimes not available for decid- Computer Code for Estimating Regional Radiological Effects from
ing between the possible models for certain effects. the Nuclear Power Industry,' HEDL-TME-71-168, Hanford Engi-

Because of the insufficiency of the data, the result- neering, 1971.
ing models have wide ranges of uncertainty. The 4D. H. Denham and J. K. Soldat, 'A Study of Selected Param-

eters Affecting the Radiation Dose from Radionuclides in Drink-
ranges are broad enough that choices between differ- ing Water Downstream of the Hanford Project,' Health Physics 28,
ent possible models often cannot be made. For exam- 139-144,1975.
ple, for some types of cancer the data is inadequate to 5J. K. Soldat, N. M. Robinson and D. A. Baker, 'Models and
permit a clear choice between a relative-risk cancer Computer Codes for Evaluating Environmental Radiation Dosesff
model and an absolute-risk one.21 The difference BNWL-1754, BNWL, 1974.

between these two models can be a factor of several 6D. K. Todd (Ed.), Water Encyclopedia, Water Information Cen-
terInc., Huntington, NY, 1959.

times in overall cancer incidence, with the relative- 7T. H. Peterson, Jr., 'Stable Element and Radionuclide Recon-
risk model predicting the higher incidence. centration in Aquatic Ecosystems,' Fifth Annual Health Physics

The data is also insufficient to permit a definitive Midyear Topical Symposium, Idaho Fall, Idaho, 1970.

treatment of dose effectiveness factors for low dose 8H. A. Vanderploeg, et al., 'Bioaccumulation Factors for
rates or low total doses. Opinion varies from believ- Radionuclides in Freshwater Biota,' ORNL 5002, ORNL, 1975.

ing that low rates or low total doses are less effective 9D. E. Reichle, P. B. Dunaway and D. J. Nelson, 'Turnover and
in causing cancer to believing just the opposite. This Concentration of Radionuclides in Food Chains,' Nuclear Safety

variation could result in at least an order of magni- 11, 44-56, 1970.
10U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, USDA,

tude difference in the incidence rate calculated for 1974.

low doses. Many of these variations from the RSS 'ID. A. Baker, G. R. Hoenes and J. K. Soldat, 'Food - An
central estimate prescription would result in the pre- Interactive Code to Calculate Internal Radiation Doses from Con-
diction of increased incidence rates. taminated Food Products,' BNWL-SA-5523, BNWL, 1976.

The model used for thyroid effects may not be 12'Handbook of Radiological Protection, Part 1: Data,'prepared
appropriated In that model, an interpretation was by a panel of the Radioactivity Advisory Committee (H. J. Dunster,

Chairperson), Department of Health and Social Security, Ministry
employed which might tend to underestimate the of Health and Social Services Northern Ireland, SNB-11-360079-8,
incidence of thyroid effects. In referenced experi- London, England, 1971.

ments, the nonappearance of nodules was taken as 13j. K. Nelson, 'Distribution of Sediments and Aociated
implying that no effect had' occurred, whereas it Radionuclides in the Columbia River below Hanford,' in 'Han-

ford Radiological Sciences Research and Development Annual
might have been -that total destruction of the tissue Report for 1964,1 D. W. Pearce and J. K. Green, Editors, USAEC
had occurred. Report BNWL-36, BNWL, 1965.

As mentioned earlier in this section, the use of 14G. L. Toombs and P. B. Cutler (compilers), 'Comprehensive
constant population health effects factors in conjunc- Final Report for the Lower Columbia River Environmental Survey

in Oregon, June , 1961 - July 31, 1967,' Oregon State Board of
tion with 50-year dose-commitment factors as was Health, 1968.

done in the scoping portions of this study will tend to
'SU. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactor Safety Study,

cause slightly higher estimation of health effects Woji-1400, NUREG-75/014, USNRC, Appendix VI, 1975.
than was done in the RSS for internal exposure. This "National Academy of Sciences, Radioactivity in the Marine

approximation would be responsible for an overesti- Environment, NAS, 1971.

mation of the effects of no more than 50 percent; any 17G. G. Killough, D. E. Dunning, Jr., and J. C. Pleasant, INREM
II: A Computer Implementation of Recent Models for Estimating

overestimation would probably be much less than the Dose Equivalent to Organs of Man from an Inhaled or Ingested
this. Radionuclideo ORNL/NUREG/TM-84, ORNL, 1978.
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18G. G. Killough, D. E. Dunning, Jr., S. R. Bernard and J. C.
Pleasant, 'Estimates of Internal Dose Equivalent to 22 Target
Organs for Radionuclides Occurring in Routine Releases from
Nuclear Fuel-Cycle Facilities, Vol. I,' ORNLINUREG/TM-190,
ORNL, 1978.

19G. G. Killough, D. E. Dunning, Jr., S. R. Bernard and J. C.
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ADDENDUM D1

Parameters for Pathway Models

Table D.1. List of Variables for Pathway Models

Symbol Meaning Units Values

A Fraction of radioactive material with the relatively short Dimensionless Table D13
weathering constant 

Ai Amount of isotope i in solution amount in suspension Ci Calculated
before treatment

A' Amount of isotope i in solution amount in suspension Ci Table 4i
after treatment

Ai. Amount of isotope i in suspension Ci Table 4

A' Amount of isotope i in suspension after treatment Ci Table 4

Ai. Amount of isotope i in solution Ci Table 4

B Fraction of radioactive material with the relatively long Dimensionless Table D13
weathering decay constant

Bi. Concentration factor: (ACi/ kg biota) Table 6
for aquatic foods, it is the ratio of the concentration of (juCi It wa.ter)
isotope i in organism m to the concentration in th�-
water at equilibrium; for irrigated foods, it is the (,uCi /kg wet crop)
ratio of the concentration of the isotope i in crop m Table 9
to the concentration in the soil (juCi /kg dry soil)

Cip(t) Concentration of isotope i in pathway p at time t:
Ci_(t) is the concentration in untreated water OACi / f water) Calculated
Cid(t) is the concentration in treated water OACibe water)
Ci.(t) is the concentration in the aquatic food m (iACi I kg food)
C,,,(t) is the concentration in the crop m (,uCi/kg crop)
Cjt) is the concentration in the shoreline sediment (IACi/kg sediment)

Ce () Related to concentration in soil due to buildup by (,uCi-yr/,e) Calculated
irrigation

CS' (0 Related to concentration on crop m due to buildup to (,uCi-yr/t Calculated
sprinkling

dip Dose factor for isotope i and pathway p:
dii is the ingestion dose factor rem/,uCi Addendum 3
dig is the shoreline dose factor (rem/hr)/(gCi/mI) References I and 3
d1b'S the swimming dose factor (rem/hr)/(jACi/,e) References and 3

f Fraction of year that crop is irrigated Dimensionless 1.0

fip Retention or modification factor for isotope i and path-
way I

f, = modification factor for portion in suspension Dimensionless Table 4
for drinking water treatment

fi = modification factor for portion in solution for Dimensionless Table 2
drinking water treatment
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Table D1.1. (Continued)

Symbol Meaning Units Values

fj� = retention factor for aquatic food m Dimensionless 0.31 for verte-
brates; 045 for
crustaceans; and
1.0 for all other
invertebrates

or
fim � modification factor for irrigated food m Dimensionless Table D I
fis � shoreline width factor Dimensionless Table D12

fr Modification factor for root uptake, that is (fsBjr�/P) (kg wet crop/M2)-l Tables D9 & DI I,
irn

plus Table E42

fs Modification factor for sprinkling, that is (r/Y,) (kg wet crop/M2)-l Table D11im
Modification factor for animal product ingestion, that Dimensionless Tables D9 and DI 

is, the product of the animal's consumption rate and
the transfer coefficient = ratio of intake rate to
concentration in animal product)

I Irrigation rate per area (t/yr)/M2 Appendix E

Kdi Distribution coefficient for isotope i (Ci/g)/(Ci/m1) Appendix 

P "Effective surface density" for soil kg dry Sil/M2 Table DI I

Pk Populaton size of subgroup p in pathway p at water-PP'
body k:

PIP = (population/area) for pathway p at an aquifer persons/M2
PI(n) = population at the nth lake for pathway p persons
P. = (population/length of estuary) for pathway p personslmP
P, = (population/length of ocean shoreline) for persons/mP

pathway p
PI(n = (population/length of nth segment of river persons/mP

system) for pathway p

r Fraction of deposited activity retained on crop Dimensionless Table D11

Rf Fraction of sediment removed by treatment Dimensionless Table D2.1

tp Time between removal from waterbody and exposure: yr
t� is the time required for processing and delivery of 1.0 day

drinking water
t, is the time between harvest of species m and Table DI 

ingestion

T Average lifetime of species under consideration yr 3

T,,, Translation fraction for crop m Dimensionless Table D11

UP Usage rate per person for pathway p: Appendix E
U. is the drinking water consumption rate tlyr
Uln is the usage rate for crop m kg/yr
Um is the usage rate for aquatic food m kg/yr
U: is the shoreline usage rate hr/yr
U, is the swimming rate hr/yr

V, Volume fraction of sediment Dime nsionless Appendix 

Y, Agricultural productivity kg wet crop/M2 Table 9

a Short-time weathering rate (yr)-1 Table D13

0 Long-time weathering rate (yr)-1 Table D13
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Table D1.1. (Continued)

Symbol Meaning Units Values

�'bt Biological decay rate for isotope i (yr)-I Table 7
A., Biological elimination rate for isotope i, that is, (yr)-I

X, xi xbi

Radioactive decay rate .693 r,, (yr)-I

Uptake rate (yr)-I .0028 B,, (Table
D9)

x" Weathering rate (yr)-I 18.07
'ra Short-time weathering half-life yr Table D13
70 Long-time weathering half-life yr Table D13
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ADDENDUM 2

Removal of Suspended Sediment
by Water Treatment

Many waterbodies tend to have relatively small River Category Original V Rf
amounts of suspended sediment. Consequently, the
large part of any radioactivity in the water is often in Tennessee/Ohio clear' 1 X 10-5 0.1*
solution. Thus, the removal of the radionuclides from Lower
solution is the most important result of waterprocess- Mississippi average 2.3 x 10-4 0.66
ing in such situations. This removal has been re- Missouri turbid 1.6 x 10-3 0.9
viewed in Subsection D2.1.2.1. In contrast, river sys-
tems often have relatively large aounts of +See Addendum B2 of Appendix B.
suspended sediment. As a result, a substantial frac- 'This has been taken to be 0.1 rather than 0.0 (Table D3 so
tion of the radioactivity can reside on the sus ended that the effect of a small removal fraction can be investigat-

p ed; it will be seen that even 0.1 results in a negligible
sediment particles. In such cases, the reduction of removal of material (Table D2.1).
radioactivity by removal of suspended particles must
be considered. This addendum describes a model
which addresses such considerations. If the removal from solution is neglected, the total

The amounts of radioactivity initially in the sus- activity remaining after treatment is
pended sediment and in the water of river systems
can be written approximately as A' = Ai Ai

+ A I Kdi Vf Ps

AiKdiv Ps
Ai, and

I KdiVfP, [I (I - Rf)KdiVf Ps] (D2-3)

Ai,, Ai - (D2-1) It is implicitly assumed that redistribution of the
I -r KdiV P activity between water and remaining suspended

solids takes place only after treatment, that is, that
respectively, where Ai is the amount of radionuclide i treatment is rapid compared with redistribution. The
present before treatment, K, is the distribution coef- fraction of activity remaining after filtering can be
ficient for nuclide i (Appendix B, Equation 132-3), V is written as
the volume fraction of suspended solids, and . is the
density of the sediment. A' Ai I RfKdi Vf Ps (D24)

Treatment of water from a given river removes a I KdiVf )

fraction of the suspended sediments, Rf, so that the
activity associated with the sediments which remains The fraction of the initial activity remaining after
in the drinking water after treatment is given by such sediment removal is shown in Table D2.1 for a

range of values of the distribution coefficient for each
A 0 - Rf)Ais (D2-2) of the "generic' rivers.

It should be noted that the formula (Equation
The sediment removal factors, Rfj are functions of D24) gives a lower fraction of remaining activity
both the original turbidity of the water and the level (more removal) for a higher initial turbidity. The
of water treatment assumed. Using the previous as- extremely turbid upper reaches of the Missouri prob-
sumptions about the types of water treatment appro- ably require much more extensive filtration than was
priate for the three river systems under consideration assumed here. However, the reduction of activity
in this study (Appendix B, Subsection B3.4), the re- appropriate for the less turbid lower reaches is con-
moval factors for these systems are as follows: servatively assumed for this study.
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Table 132.1 Fraction of Initial Radioactivity
Remaining After Filtering as a Function of the
Distribution Coefficient and the Turbidity

Tennessee/
River Ohio Mississippi Missouri

K, (Rf = 0.1) (Rf = 066) (Rf = 009)

1 1.00 1.00 1.00
10 1.00 1.00 .99
102 1.00 .98 .88
103 1.00 .87 .45
104 .99 .53 .15
105 .95 .35 .11
106 .91 .32 .10

The water treatments employed at the different
types of sites are summarized in Table D4. In particu-
lar, the fractions and the amounts of the initial activ-
ity remaining after treatment are given.
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ADDENDUM 3

Ingestion Dose Factors

Two different sets of ingestion dose factors have used in the RSS.5 However, the implementations of
been utilized in the calculations: one generated by the models are not necessarily the same. Also, some
INREM 111-3 and one generated by the dosimetry of the data employed in the INREM 11 code is slightly
codes employed in the RSS.4 The values of the former different than those used in the RSS code.5 In particu-
set of dose factors are listed in References 2 and 3 the lar, an improved nuclear decay data base plus modi-
values of the latter were generated at ORNL5 for this fied metabolic data bases for some isotopes have been
study and are listed in this addendum. employed in obtaining the INREM II dose factors.

The philosophies behind the RSS and the INREM The modifications to the metabolic data bases for the
II dosimetry codes are much alike. The INREM II code INREM II work are thought to be consonant with the
was developed after the completion of the RSS and overall intent of the RSS work and to represent
was intended to implement the dosimetry models essentially an updating of the RSS metabolic bases.6

Table D3.1. "RSS" Ingestion Dose Factors'ab)

Time Rem/microcurie-ingested
Nuclide Yr T. Body T. Marrow Skeleton Thyroid Lung LLI

Tc-99 0-10 2.92(-4)(c) 2.89(-4) 2.89(-4) 5.75(-3) 2.89(-4) 1.24(-3)
Ru-103 0-10 5.26(-4) 4.71(-4) 3.23(-4) 1.95(-4) 2.34(-4) 2.26(-2)
Ru-106 0-10 5.98(-3) 4.99(-3) 4.93(-3) 4.87(-3) 4.89(-3) 2.66(-l)
Sb-125 0-10 4.78(-4) 4.36(-4) 3.02(-4) 1.84(-4) 2.17(-4) 2.05(-2)
Te-127M 0-10 7.41(-4) 8.58(-4) 2.21(-3) 2.21(-4) 2.24(-4) 3.87(-2)
Cd 144 0-10 1.01(-3) 1.21(-4) 1.85(-4) 2.71(-6) 6.53(-6) 2.47(-l)
Sm-151 0-10 1.86(-5) 9.11(-7) 2.22(-5) 2.26(-7) 2.27(-7) 3.78(-3)

0-20 2.09(-5) 1.41(-6) 3.46(-5) 3.51(-7) 3.51(-7) 3.78(-3)
0-30 2.21(-5) 1.68(-6) 4.14(-5) 4.21(-7) 4.23(-7) 3.78(-3)
0-40 2.28(-5) 1.84(-6) 4.53(-5) 4.60(-7) 4.62(-7) 3.78(-3)
0-50 2.32(-5) 1.93(-6) 4.74(-5) 4.82(-7) 4.84(-7) 3.78(-3)

Eu-154 0-10 9.97(-5) 8.56(-4) 6.10(-4) 3.80(-5) 1.79(-4) 6.58(-2)
0-20 1.03(4) 8.96(-4) 6.84(-4) 4.41(-5) 1.99(-4) 6.58(-2)
0-30 1.04(-3) 9.07(-4) 7.04(-4) 4.58(-5) 2.05(-4) 6.58(-2)
0-40 1.04(-4) 9.10(-4) 7.09(-4) 4.62(-5) 2.06(-4) 6.58(-2)
0-50 1.04(-4) 9.10(-4) 7.11(-4) 4.63(-5) 2.07(-4) 6.58(-2)

Pu-238 0-10 1.20(-2) 2.36(-4) 1.33(-I) 2.35(-4) 2.35(-4) 1.06(-l)
0-20 2.17(-2) 4.39(-4) 2.47(4) 4.37(-4) 4.37(-4) 1.06(-I)
0-30 3.00(-2) 6.13(-4) 3.46(-l) 6.11(-4) 6.11(-4) 1.06(4)
0-40 3.71(-2) 7.64(-4) 4.31(4) 7.61(-4) 7.61(-4) 1.06(4)
0-50 4.31(-2) 8.93(-4) 5.03(-4) 8.90(-4) 8.90(-4) 1.06(4)

-These are ingestion dose factors calculated by the closimetry codes used for the RSS.
',If the dose from the unit intake at time zero had converged within the tabulated integration period, the
duplicate entries for longer integration periods were not tabulated.
cRead 292(-4) as 292 x 10-4.
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In general, for a given isotope the dose factors References
generated with the two different sets of codes and IG. G. Killough, D. E. Dunning, Jr., and J. C. Pleasant, 'INREM
data bases are close, with the exception of the dose II: A Computer Implementation of Recent Models for Estimating
factors for a-emitters. The recent upping of the a the Dose Equivalent to Organs of Man from an Inhaled or Ingested

Radionuclide,' ORNL/NUREG/TM-84, ORNL, 1978.
quality factor from 10 to 20, as recommended by the 2G. G. Killough, D. E. Dunning, Jr., S. R Bernard and J. C.
ICRP, is included in the INREM 11 work only.6 Conse- Pleasant, 'Estimates of Iternal Dose Equivalent to 22 Target
quently, the INREM II dose factors for a-emitters are Organs for Radionuclides Occurring in Routine Releases from
approximately two times larger than the correspond- Nuclear Fuel-Cycle Facilities, Vol. L' ORNL/NUREG/TM-190,

ing RSS dose factors. ORNL, 1978,
3G. G. Killough D E Dunning, Jr., S. R. Bernard and J. C.

Pleasant, stimates of Internal Dose Equivalent to 22 Target
Table D3.2 Location of Metabolic Model Organs for Radionuclides Occurring in Routine Releases from

Nuclear Fuel-Cycle Facilities, Vol. II,' ORNL/NUREG/TM-XX,
Discussions in RSS ORNL, in review.

4U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactor Safety Study,
Nuclide WASH-1400, NUREG-75/014, USNRC, Appendix VI, 1975.

Outer Reference Pagela) SK. Eckerman, private communication, ORNL, 1979.

Tc-99 D-27 6G. G. Killough, private communication, CRNL, 1979.

Ru-103 D-28

Ru-106 D-28

Sb-125 D-21

Te-127m D-28

CE-144 D-22
Sm-151(b) D-22

Eu-154(b) D-22

Pu-238 D-20

aThe page references are for Appendix D of Appendix

VI of the RSS.

bThese elements are grouped with the other rare

earths discussed in Section DS of Appendix D.
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APPENDIX E

Pathways and Pathway
Populations
Authors: S. J. Niemczyk

W. B. Murfin (Aquatic and irrigated foods)

El Introduction
The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) estimated the risk estimate these values. Therefore, the associated un-

to the public from potential accidents at 100 nuclear certainties for many of the values presented in this
reactors located on 68 U. S. sites.' In particular, the appendix are quite high, although difficult to quanti-
potential co .isequences of releases of radioactivity to fy. In general, the estimates made for the generic
the atmosphere were investigated. The 100 reactors Great Lake Site are probably ore reliable than those
considered in the RSS are listed in Table El, grouped for the other generic sites. In addition, the popula-
according to the five types of hydrological generic tion estimates for the internal exposure pathways are
sites addressed in this study. usually better than those for the external exposure

The exposed populations for the liquid pathways pathways.
considered in this study are much more difficult to It is impossible to adequately describe a popula-
characterize than the populations for the atmospheric tion for a representative site without knowing exact-
pathways were in the RSS. In that study, the atmo- ly what the populations are for all the specific sites.
spheric dose to an individual was assumed to depend The determination of 'all the specific populations
only upon the location of the person at the time of the would be a massive undertaking. The 'generic' popu-
accident. This, in turn, was taken to be determined by lations used in this study have been chosen by em-
the person's place of residence. In contrast, the hy- ploying the numbers of reactors at various water-
drospheric dose to an individual would be re' latively bodies as conceptual weighting factors. It is believed
independent of the person's location but instead that, in general, the populations employed here
would depend upon the person's usage habits for all should be conservative, but not necessarily unrealis-
the relevant exposure pathways. tically so. Variations of the actual populations for any

To accurately consider hydrospheric exposure, particular site from the generic ones can be up to
the distribution functions of the individual usage several orders of magnitude.
habits for all significant pathways would be required. In this study, the following populations have
No effort has been made to identify appropriate been taken to be representative: Lake Michigan's for
distributions of individual usage rates for any of the a Great Lake; Chesapeake Bay's for an estuary; the
pathways. Average usage rates are assumed for all Atlantic Coastal Shelf's for an ocean; and both the
individuals in each pathway. Tennessee-Ohio-Mississippi and the Missouri-Mis-

For each of the five surface-water generic -sites, sissippi Rivers' for river systems. Other populations
the human populations exposed for each potentially have also been considered in an attempt to evaluate
significant pathway and/or the total amount of hu- the 'representativeness' of the populations of the
man exposure for each pathway are estimated in this chosen waterbodies. Actual dry site' populations
appendix. In addition, where possible, relevant have been approximated for all the potentially rel-
ranges for each of these populations or amounts of evant dry sites and these have been averaged to
exposure are also indicated obtain representative populations.

It is important to note that good ppulation data

for the pathways addressed in this study are general- *A 'dry' site is taken to be one with no relatively close bodies of
ly very sparse and difficult to obtain. In some in- surface water; that is, it is a site at which contamination of only
stances, rough approximations have been made to underground water could probably occur.
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Table El. 100 Reactors 68 Sites) of the Reactor No. of Nearest
Safety Study' Site Reactors Waterbody State

5. Dry
No. of Nearest Belefonte I Reservoir on Tenn. Ala.

Site Reactors Waterbody State Braidwood I Kankakee River Ill.

1. Great Lakes Brunswick 2 Cape Fear Estuary N.C.
Bailly I Lake Michigan Ind. Farley 2 Chattahoochee River Ala.
Cook 2 Lake Michigan Mich. Hatch, E.I. 2 Altamaha River Ga.
Davis Besse I Lake Erie Ohio LaSalle 2 Illinois River Ill.
Fermi I Lake Erie Mich. Midland I Tittabawassee River Mich.
Fitzpatrick I Lake Ontario N.Y. Palo Verde 1 Gila River Ariz.
Ginna I Lake Ontario N.Y. Perry I Lake Erie Ohio
Kewaunee I Lake Michigan Wis. Rancho Seco I Dry Creek Ca.
Nine Mile Point 2 Lake Ontario N.Y. Surry 2 James Estuary Va.
Palisades I Lake Michigan Mich. Waterford I Mississippi River La.

Point Beach 2 Lake Michigan Wis. 17
Sterling I Lake Ontario N.Y. *Reservoir
Zion 2 Lake Michigan Ill.

16
2. Estuary The population exposure for any type pathway

Calvert Cliffs 2 Chesapeake Bay Md. can be expected to change over an extended period of
Indian Point 2 Hudson Estuary N.Y.
Maine Yankee I Back River Estuary Maine time for many reasons. Either the size of the popula-
Salem 2 Delaware Estuary N.J. tion or else the usage habits of its members can vary.

3. Ocean 7 This study assumes that for each pathway the product

Crystal River 1 Gulf of Mexico Fla of the population size and the individual usage rate
Diablo Canyon 2 Pacific Ocean Ca. remains constant over the entire time period under
Forked River I Barnegat Bay N.J. consideration. Prediction of exact trends of changes
Millstone 2 Niantic Bay Conn in both populations and usage rates is difficult and is
Ovster Creek I Barnegat Bay N.J.
Pilgrim I Cape Code Bay Mass. thought to be beyond the scope of this study. Howev-
San Onofre 2 Pacific Ocean Ca. er, inasmuch as the population dose for any pathway
Seabrook I Atlantic Ocean N.H. varies directly with the magnitude of the population
Shoreham I Long Island Sound N.Y.
St. Lucie I Atlantic Ocean Fla. usage, the effects of altering the population usage
Turkey Point 2 Biscayne Bay Fla. rates can be relatively straightforwardly approximat-

15 ed.
4. River System

Arkansas 2 Arkansas River Ark. Most pathway usage rates tend to vary approxi-
Beaver Valley 2 Ohio River Pa. mately in proportion to the size of the general human
Browns Ferry 3 Lake Wheeler* Ala. population. The notable exceptions to this general-
Byron I Rock River Ill.
Catawba I Lake Whylie* S.C. ization are the rates for the predominately recrea-
Cooper I Missouri River Neb. tional pathways such as those for shoreline usage and
Dresden 2 Illinois River Ill. immersion in water. The usage rates for these recrea-
Duane Arnold I Cedar River Iowa tional pathways tend to increase much more rapidly
Fort Calhoun I Missouri River Neb.
Grand Gulf 1 Mississippi River Miss. than the general population due to trends of both
Haddam Neck I Connecticut River Conn. increased numbers of participants and increased us-
Limerick I Schuylkill River Pa.
McGuire 2 Lake Norman' N.C. age rates per participant. It is thought that the overall
Monticello 1 Mississippi River Minn. error introduced by the constant population assump-
North Anna 3 North Anna Reser- tion would introduce an error of no more than 25

Oconee voir Va. percent into the results of this study.3 Lake Keowee' S.C.
Peach Bottom 2 Lake Conowingo' Pa. The populations presented in this appendix are
Prarie 2 Mississippi River Minn. for the years indicated. No attempt has been made to
Quad Cities 2 Mississippi River Ill.
Riverbend I Mississippi River La. adjust all the populations to the same year. The error
Robinson 1 Lake Robinson* N.C. introduced by this procedure is thought to be unim-
Sequoyah 2 Lake Chickamauga' Tenn. portant relative to that caused by all the other poten-
Summer I Lake Monticello* S.C.
Susquehanna I Susquehanna River Pa. fial sources of error.
Three Mile Island 2 Susquehanna River Pa. This appendix describes the important liquid ex-
Trojan I Columbia River Ore. posure pathways and the corresponding populations-
Vermont Yankee I Connecticut River Ver.
Watts Bar 2 Lake Chickamauga* Tenn. at-risk. In Section E2, the exposure pathways are
Zimmer I Ohio River Ohio discussed qualitatively. In particular, the general fac-

45 tors affecting the resultant doses received by the
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human population are considered. The potentially- Contaminated drinking water can be obtained
exposed populations for each of the pathways are from either aquifers or surface waterbodies. In the
given in Sections E3 through E7 of this appendix. ground, the radioactivity is partitioned between the
These populations-at-risk are summarized in the last water and the soil. In general, only the radioactivity
section of this appendix. (All of the other parameters in solution in the groundwater is available for drink-
required for describing the various exposure path- ing, although in certain aquifers some suspended soil
ways are presented in Appendix D.) particles are present in the water. In any surface

waterbody, the radioactivity is divided between the

E2 Pathways water and the sediment particles. As a result, both the
In this study, the five major liquid exposure path- radionuclides in solution and those residing on sus-

ways considered are the following: ingestion of pended particles can be ingested.
drinking water; ingestion of aquatic foods; ingestion As was discussed in Chapter 3 the movement of
of irrigated foods and related animal products and the radionuclides within any waterbody is largely a
by-products; shoreline usage; and immersion in wa- function of the type of waterbody and its related
ter. The most important factors which affect the dilution and flushing characteristics. The drinking
resultant radiation doses received from each of these water hazard will persist until the radioactivity has
pathways can be grouped into two sets: those factors been flushed or otherwise removed from the water.
which dete-mine the concentrations of the radionu- In. any surface waterbody, even after most of the
clides in the portions of the pathways contacted by radioactivity has been removed from the water by
humans and those factors which determine the hu- flushing, some radioactivity can reenter the water by
man populations-at-risk. The factors dominating the diffusion from the sediment and/or by elimination
radiation doses are discussed in general terms in this from the aquatic foodweb.
section for the five considered liquid pathways. In After water is taken from the waterbody, it is
particular, those factors affecting the concentrations usually processed by one of several methods. Such
of radioactivity in the pathways are emphasized. processing can remove part or all of the radioactivity
(Those factors determine the populations-at-risk and from the water. The type of processing employed
the populations themselves are described in detail in usually depends both upon the size of the population
Sections E3 through E7.) being served and upon the quality of the water being

processed. The activity attached to suspended parti-

E2.1 Drinking Water cles is the most easily removed by processing. The
The drinking water pathway is depicted schemati- bulk of such activity can usually be removed by

cally in Figure El. The dose received from this path- simple filtration techniques. At least part of the dis-
way is dependent on the concentration of radioactiv- solved radioactivity can often be removed by other
ity in the water. The drinking water pathway standard purification techniques such as coagulation,
includes all the water consumed from drinking either flocculation, and ion exchange.
water itself or bottled-water products, and from eat- Some delay can occur between removal of the
ing products cooked with water. water from the waterbody and ingestion. Processing,

transport and storage are common sources of such

TRANSPORT TO MP OCEAK... delays. These delays lessen the activity in the water,
and therefore the resultant radiation dose, by permit-
ting radioactive decay to occur prior to exposure. For
water used directly as drinking water or cooking
water, only small delays before usage are generally
encountered after removal of the water from the
waterbody. In contrast, the delays encountered for
bottled products can range from days to months; as a
result, significant radioactive decay can occur be-

LOS tween bottling and consumption of such products.L _J
The population of water drinkers is distributed

approximately in proportion to the national popula-
tion. Only the water used for bottled products is

Figure El. Schematic Diagram of Drinking Water Pathway typically moved significant distances from its source.
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E2.2 Aquatic Foods water. The rate of buildup in an organism is deter-
The aquatic food pathway is shown schematically mined both by the characteristics of the organism and

in Figure E2. The dose received from this pathway is by the specific set of interactions undergone by the
dependent on the concentrations of radioactivity in organism in the environment.
the aquatic organisms which are consumed by hu- The buildup of radioactivity in aquatic organisms
mans. The aquatic food pathway includes human is dependent upon many factors. Each element has its
consumption of aquatic foods such as edible portions own distinctive behavior pattern in any given organ-
of finfish, shellfish and other foods obtained from ism. Not only are the various elements sometimes
various members of the aquatic foodweb. Such other concentrated in different organs or tissues, but they
foods include kelp derivatives and fishmeal. This are also often assimilated at different rates. Further-
pathway also includes human consumption of farm more, various elements are frequently metabolized
and other animals which have been fed with aquatic differently in many organisms. In addition, the loca-
foods. tions of their cncentrations can vary from organism

The uptake of radioactivity by aquatic organisms to organism. In general, most radionuclides tend to
is best described in terms of the interactions within be more concentrated in less highly-evolved species,
the aquatic foodweb. (The term foodweb refers to the such as phytoplankton and zooplankton.
complex set of interconnections existing among the Certain aquatic or6anisms tend to discriminate for
various members of an ecosystem.) Uptake of radion- some elements, whereas they tend to discriminate
uclides by aquatic organisms can be from direct in- against other elements. Such selection occurs
take of water and/or suspended sediment, from up- throughout the foodweb. As a result of these factors,
take of deposited sediment, from ingestion of other passage through the foodchain can result in the con-
organisms, and from ingestion of detritus. The specif- centration of significant quantities of certain radio-
ic set of interactions undergone and the organisms nuclides in some aquatic species and the almost com-
present at a given bite are extremely dependent upon plete absence of other radionuclides in edible por-
the type of waterbody and its location. tions of some members of the aquatic foodweb. Some-

As has been previously mentioned, in approxi- times substantial elimination of radionuclides from
mate steady-state conditons, many radionuclides the pathway to the human population can also occur
tend to build up to concentrations in aquatic organ- either by concentration -in an inedible portion of the
isms which are essentially fixed multiples of the species, such as the shell, or by elimination from a
concentrations in the water. These 'equilibrium' diet organism in an undigestible form.
concentrations are assumed to be the maximum possi- Because activity in aquatic species is acquired, in
ble concentrations which can be present in the organ- large part, by accumulation up through the food-
i5MS for a given steady-state concentration in the chain(s), it can take some time before significant
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Figure E2. Schematic Diagram of Aquatic Food Pathway
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quantities of certain radionuclides build up in certain contamination of much more of the aquatic ecosys-
higher species, such as some finfish. Lower organ- tem than would be expected in a cursory consider-
isms in the foodchain(s), such as some mollusks and ation.
crustaceans, tend to build up higher concentrations Because radioactivity can be acquired from inges-
of radioactivity much more rapidly than some higher tion and other uptake of both sediment and detritus,
organisms. Certain organisms at the bottom of the these components of the environment can act as
foodchain(s), such as phytoplankton, tend to come to direct secondary sources of radioactivity for the
equilibrium very rapidly, even within hours. The aquatic ecosystem after the bulk of the activity has
time that it takes the upper members of a foodchain to been flushed from the water in a given region. Such
build up radioactivity is partly a function of the secondary sources are especially important in water-
length of the relevant foodchain and partly a func- bodies in which the populations of benthic bottom-
tion of the types of species which are at the top. It is dwelling) organisms are significant in the interac-
also a function of the radionuclide under consider- tions of the aquatic foodweb.
ation. Even in species at the top of a relatively long After aquatic foods are harvested, they are usually
foodchain, certain radionuclides can reach their equi- processed. Such processing generally removes large
librium concentrations in some higher organisms inedible portions of the organisms, such as shells and
very rapidly, within days or weeks. bones. As a result, such processing tends to remove

The character of the water is very important in those radionuclides which preferentially concentrate
determining the amount of radioactivity which in the inedible portions. By the same token it tends to
builds up in the aquatic organisms. In general, the concentrate" those radionuclides which accumulate
radionuclides which would dominate the liquid in the edible portions. Processing into fishmeal in-
pathway consequences after a c6re-melt accident volves the entire organism; thus, no radioactivity is
tend to concentrate much more strongly in fresh- lost by processing into meal.
water organisms tLan in saltwater ones. As a result, a Some delay, and therefore radioactive decay, can
given level of radioactivity in fresh water usually occur between the times of removal of the aquatic
leads to a higher ontamination of the individual organisms from the waterbody and human consump-
aquatic organisms growing there than the same level tion. For aquatic foods which are eaten fresh, the
would in salt water. delays encountered between harvest and ingestion

Many aquatic species are of a migratory disposi- are minimal; at most, they are generally a few days.
tion. The regions over which they travel can vary For foods which are either frozen or canned, the
from just local ones to regions of much greater extent. delays before ingestion can be from weeks to months.
Therefore migrating species can be exposed to drasti- Dried foods, such as dried fish and kelp derivatives,
cally different concentrations of radioactivity as they can also experience significant delays before con-
travel in waterbodies which do not have relatively sumption.
uniform mixing. Concentration gradients due to such The population of human aquatic food consumers
lack of mixing can be significant close to the site of is difficult to locate and describe accurately. Most of
any localized release of radioactivity and throughout the commercial fish catch is probably not eaten close
many waterbodies. to the source of its harvest; however, the recreational

In regions of higher concentrations, the aquatic catch tends to be. Variations among individuals tend
organisms tend to accumulate radioactivity whereas to make detailed identification of the fish consuming
in regions of lower concentrations, the organisms population difficult. Some recreational fishers catch
tend to eliminate some of their radioactive burdens. and consume large quantities of certain types of fish
Thus, even if the concentrations of radioactivity in from a few selected regions. Other persons of certain
the water can be described in terms of approximate ethnic backgrounds tend to eat significant quantities
steady-state behavior, many of the contaminated of some specific types of aquatic foods; the sources of
aquatic organisms might be at some distance from the foods can vary greatly. Due to the large size of the
their expected concentration-factor behavior due to commercial catch in some regions, many persons
their migratory actions hundreds or even thousands of miles from the scene

As a result of migration, many organisms which of the accident might consume small amounts of
do not reside in the contaminated water can accumu- contaminated aquatic foods.
late radionuclides through temporary residence in As a result of these factors, only the total amounts
polluted areas. Therefore, in some waterbodies, the of the various types of aquatic foods which are com-
migratory behavior of certain species can cause the mercially harvested are readily identifiable; the
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detailed distribution of that commercial catch is diffi- part of the material lost can ultimately find its way
cult to describe. The recreational catch is more diffi- back to either groundwater or surface water.
cult to consider because neither the total amount nor Irrigation water can contaminate crops in two
the distribution aong individuals is known with ways: by deposition onto the plants via sprinkling
any precision. and by root uptake. Some of the radioactivity sprin-

A significant fraction of the commercial finfish kled onto crops is retained while most of the remain-
harvest is fed to farm animals. The final human ing part is weathered off. Some fraction of the radio-
consumers of this part of the fish harvest are obvious- active material in the soil can be assimilated by the
Iv even more difficult to describe in detail than those crops. Part of the remainder is lost from the soil by
just considered. erosion, leaching, and decay, while part can be taken

up by subsequent harvests; another part remains but
can be unavailable to the crops because of chemical

E2.3 Irrigated Foods reactions and/or fixation.
The irrigation pathway is shown schematically in The buildup of radioactivity in irrigated foods is

Figure E3. The dose received from this pathway is dependent upon many factors. The movement of any
dependent on the concentrations of radioactivity in radionuclide within the agricultural environment is
both the irrigated foods and the related animal pro- very element dependent. Certain elements are taken
ducts and by-products which are consumed by hu- up at different rates by various plants. In addition,
mans. The =igated food pathway includes all the the portions of a plant which concentrate certain
farm crops grown with irrigation water and all the elements vary drastically from species to species.
animal products derived from animals which have Some elements are concentrated only slightly, if at
been fed either by crops grown with irrigation water all, by certain plants, whereas other elements are
or "irrigation" water itself. concentrated significantly by various plants. The

The accurate dscription of the uptake of radioac- conditions of the soil are extremely important in
tivitv bv irrigated plants and the subsequent uptake determining the amount of any element which is
from plants by animals requires consideration of the incorporated into a plant. The growing conditions
complex set of interconnections existing in the agri- are likewise very important.
cultural ecosystem. Its complexity is analogous to that Cessation of irrigation with contaminated water
found in the aquatic food pathway. does not end the irrigation problem. After contami-

Water for irrigation can be taken from either nated water has been used to irrigate a field, the soil
groundwater or surface-water sources. Both water is polluted with radioactivity. Even though "clean"
and suspended sediment can be delivered to the water is subsequently used for irrigation, the crops
irrigation ystem. Some water and its radioactive can continue to take up the radionuclides from te
content can be lost from the irrigation system during soil for many years after the use of polluted water is
transport from the waterbody to the field,_ However, discontinued.
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Figure E3. Schematic Diagram of Irrigated Food Pathway
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The buildup of radioactivity in animals fed with eaten fresh by the human population, the delays
contaminated crops adds even greater complexity to involved between harvest and ingestion are expected
the overall description of the irrigation pathway. Just to be on the order of a few days. For crops which are
as in aquatic organisms and in irrigated plants, the processed before human consumption, the delays can
radioactivity can build up for weeks, months, or even be weeks or months. For crops which are fed to
years in animals fed with contaminated crops. From animals, the delays between harvest and consump-
such animals the human population obtains both by- tion of the related animal by-products and products
products, such as milk and eggs, and direct products, can range from days to years. At the short end of this
such as flesh. The buildup of certain radionuclides in range are by-products such as fresh milk and eggs; at
the by-products can be very rapid. In contrast, the the long end are direct products such as canned beef
movement of the radionuclides into and between the and pork.
tissues of the animals commonly utilized for human The population of irrigated food consumers is not
food is often much slower. Similarly, the elimination easily described without extensive study. Most irriga-
of the radionuclides from by-products often occurs tion in the U.S. is done in relatively less populated
relatively rapidly after removal of the radionuclide regions (Louisiana and west of the Mississippi). How-
from the animal's diet. In contrast, the removal of ever, foods grown with irrigation water are shipped
certain radionuclides from the various animal tissues, all over the nation. Some people living far from the
such as the muscle and bone, frequently occurs only accident site could receive small amounts of contami-
over extended periods of months or years. nated crops. In contrast, residents living near the

Crops intended for human consumption usually sites could receive large amounts of such crops. Only
undergo some type of processing. The radioactivity the total amounts of crops which are irrigated are
deposited onto the crops via sprinkling can be at least readily identified. A significant fraction of all irriga-
partially removed by washing, husking, shelling, and tion water is used for growing food for animals. Most
other such preparation techniques. Similarly, the ra- of the irrigated crops fed to animals are probably of
dionuclides which enter the crops through root up- rather local origin. However, the animal by-product
take and concentrate in uneaten portions of the and product consuming populations are not at all
plants or animals can be removed by processing; as a easy to describe in detail.
result, crops which are mostly inedible, such as cot-
ton, can have almost all their radioactivity removed
by processing. For many of the crops which are fed to
animals, processing is rarely used. Consequently, E2.4 Shoreline Usage
almost all of the radioactivity deposited onto and The shoreline pathway is depicted schematically
taken up by such crops can reach the animals. in Figure E4. The dose received from this pathway is

Various amounts of delay occur between the har- dependent on the concentrations of radioactivity in
vest of the irrigated crops and subsequent consump- the shoreline and the floodplain sediments. This
tion by humans of either the crops or the related pathway depends on both the deposition of contami-
animal products or by-products. For crops which are nated suspended sediment onto shoreline and/or
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floodplains and the contamination of already-depos- those residing on suspended sediment contribute to
ited sediment by contact with polluted water. The the immersion dose. The immersion pathway in-
shoreline pathway encompasses all the external ex- cludes all the external exposure resulting directly
posure resulting directly from such contamination of from the contamination in the water. Immersion
shorelines and floodplains. Such exposure includes exposure includes swimming and skindiving, along
beach-related portions of swimming, fishing, boat- with activities on the surface of the water, such as
ing, waterfowl hunting, and walking for pleasure as boating and fishing.
well as floodplain activities such as farming. Immersion in artificial pools is often in processed

In order for shoreline exposure to be important, water. Consequently, the exposure received from
contamination of shoreline sediment particles must such swimming can be much less than the exposure
take place. Flooding and tidal actions by polluted obtained from swimming in the surface waterbody
waters are two potential sources of such contamina- from which the pool water is taken.
tion. Any buildup of contamination is counteracted The population of immersers is distributed ap-
by various natural "cleaning" processes. For example, proximately in proportion to the national population.
flooding, tidal action and various weathering mecha- The notable exceptions include populated regions in
nisms, such as rain, can result in the removal of the which there is little surface water available for such
contaminated sediment and/or its activity. Because exposure. However, in such locations, immersion still
most of the buildup and removal processes are ex- occurs in artificial pools. Other exceptions are popu-
tremely time dependent, and often nonuniformly so, lated areas in which there are especially attractive
the concentration of activity in the sediments can surface waterbodies. Such areas can experience hea-
appear to be essentially unrelated to the concentra- vier than normal use.
tion present in the nearby surface water.

The amount of shoreline exposure depends E3 Drinking Water
strongly upon the type of sediment deposited upon The drinking water pathway is taken to include
the shore. This, in turn, depends upon the type of all the water consumed either directly by drinking or
waterbody. Certain soils and sediments tend to retain else indirectly as a result of using water for cooking
and concentrate radioactivity, whereas others do not. and other such purposes. The drinking water contri-
Shorelines composed primarily of soils and sedi- bution to the total population dose depends on both
ments with significant retention potential can result the average per capita consumption rate and the size
in much greater shoreline exposure thzn shorelines of the population affected.
with little retention ability. The Hermes Study2 and NRC Regulatory Guide

The character of the water can be very important 1.1093 both recommend the use of average and max,-
in determining the amount of radioactivity which mum adult drinking water consumption rates of
buildS LIP in the sediment. In general, the radionu- I t/day and 2e/day, respectively. In contrast, the
clides which would dominate the liquid pathways ICRP4 defined the water intake of a Standard Man as
,after a core-melt accident tend to be adsorbed more 1.2 e/day of tap water, 1.0 t/day of other fluids such
strongly to fresh water sediments than to saltwater as milk or juice, and 03 t/day of water created from
ones. As a result, a given concentration of radioactiv- the oxidation of foods. The average rate of 5 f/day
itv in fresh water tends to lead to a higher contamina- is assumed in this study.
tion of the associated sediment than the same level in Drinking water populations for the fresh water
salt water would. sites are presented in the succeeding three subsec-

The population of shoreline users is distributed tions. Such populations are not presented for the
approximately in proportion to the national popula- generic estuary and ocean sites; the drinking water
tion. The notable exceptions include populated re- populations for these sites are assumed to be zero.
gions in which there is little surface water available
for such exposure and regions in which there are
particularly inviting shorelines which might encour- E3.1 Dry Sites
age more usage than would otherwise be expected. In general, dry sites are not located in urban areas,

so that the population which would be affected by
groundwater contamination would be rural. There-

E2.5 Immersion fore, the average groundwater drinking population
The immersion pathway is depicted schematically density for the vicinity of a dry site is estimated to be

in Figure E4. Both the radionuclides in solution and equal to the nonurban population density for the
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county in which the site is located. General informa- Lake Erie. No reactors are located on Lakes Superior
tion on the drinking water sources of the rural popu- or Huron. For this reason and for certain hydrologi-
lations is not available; however, as a rule, rural areas cal reasons,' pathway populations for Lake Michigan
tend to use groundwater. are taken as being representative for the generic

From Table E2,5 it can be seen that the average Great Lakes site. Because Lake Michigan has at least
nonurban population density in the vicinity of dry as large a surrounding drinking water population as
sites is 31 persons/krn2. The range of average rural any of the other lakes, this approach should be con-
population densities for different counties contain- servative.' Estimated populations are also described
ing the various dry sites is quite large, from 4 to 106 for each of the other lakes for comparison.
persons/kM2. Table E3 presents 1970 U.S. municipal water with-

drawal rates and estimated U.S. drinking water popu-
Table E2. Population Density at Dry Sitess (popula- lations for each of the Great Lakes. Lake Michigan,
tion density of the county in which the site is which is bordered entirely by the U.S., supplies
located) drinking water for approximately 11 x 106 persons.

Each of the other lakes has Canadian as well as U.S.
Non-urban shoreline. As a rough approximation, it is assumed

Total Population Population that Lakes Superior and Huron have equal Canadian
Density Density and U.S. drinking water populations, that Lake Erie

site (persons/km2) (persons/kM2) has the same total population as Lake Michigan, and
that Lake Ontario has 3 x 16 Canadian users (Toronto

BellefonteW 21 13 and surrounding area), As a result, the total drinking
Braidwood 295 43 water populations are estimated to be as follows:
Brunswick 28 28 Superior, 06 106; Huron, 14 x 106; Erie, II x 106 and
Farley 38 14 Ontario, 5.0 x 106.
Hatch 10 6 In addition to the lake usage, approximately 30 x
La Salle 10 4 106 persons live along the St. Lawrence River. All are
Midland 123 46 assumed to use St. Lawrence water as far downstream
Palo Verde 106 7 as Quebec. Below Quebec, the St. Lawrence is estuar-
Perry 850 106 ial.
Rancho Seco(a) 408 58 Table E47 gives the drinking water populations
Surry 21 21 served in each of the Water Resource Regions
WaterfordW 39 20 (WRR's) in the U.S. (Figure E5 shows the WRR's of
Average 162 31 the contiguous 48 states.) The total number of U.S.

users from the Great Lakes 23.4 x 106) is equal to the
,This site is near a county line. The OPL.ations and number given in Table E4 for the Great Lakes WRR.
areas of both contiguous counties have been used. Thus, the numbers assumed in Table E3 correspond

to the assumption that 100 percent of the drinking
These estimates are probably conservative be- water is taken from surface water. Actually, only

cause, in general, the sites listed as 'dry' would not approximately 83 percent of the users in that region
be expected to experience any problem with drinking receive drinking water taken from surface water.
water contamination (see also Subsection E5.1). Most

Table E5 lists the nearshore drinking water popu-
of the sites categorized as 'dry' in Table El were so- lations for several unspecified sites on the Great
called only because they had a very low average Lakes.6 The nearshore model used in this study for
groundwater velocity. In general, these sites are rela- the Great Lakes extends 25 to 0 k on either side of
tively close to the nearest surface waterbody; as a the site. From the data of Table E5, an average linear
result, no drinking water wells are typically located population density is estimated to be 14 x 103 per-
between the reactor and the nearest surface water- son/ km for a nearshore region 50 km long. Similarly,
body at any of these sites.

E3.2 Great Lakes Sites
As is indicated in Table El, 9 of the non-dry RSS

'Of the three Great Laker, with reactors, Lake Michigan has the
reactors residing next to Great Lakes are located on slowest flushing time. Furthermore, a release into Michigan even-

Lake Michigan, are on Lake Ontario and 2 are on tually passes through the succeeding three Great Lakes.
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the average density is approximately 19 x 103 per- actual value can vary significantly from this for spe-
sons/km for a nearshore region 100 km long. As can cific sites.
be seen by inspection of the data in Table E5, the

Table E3. Municipal Water Withdrawal from Great Lakes 1970)

U.S. Withdrawal(-,b) U.S. Population(-) Total Population(d)
Lake (1012/day) (106 persons) (101, persons)

Superior 180 0.3 0.6
Michigan 7700 11.0 11.0
Huron 500 0.7 1.4
Erie 6700 9.4 11.0
Ontario 1400 2.0 5.0

-Taken from NRC LPGS.6

bGreat Lakes' Basin Commission, 1975.

Population estimated from withdrawal data assuming per capita usage of 710e/day
(190 gallons/day).
Includes estimate for Canadian population.

Table E4. Population Served by Public Water Supplies, 1970

Population Percentage
Region Water Resources Council Served Served by
Number Region (103persons) Surface Water(a)

I New England 10,100 73
2 Middle Atlantic 33,600 74
3 South Atlantic-Gulf 14,500 45
4 Great Lakes 23,400 83
5 Ohio 15,000 69
6 Tennessee 2,080 75
7 Upper Mississippi 10,900 42
8 Lower Mississippi 4,430 28
9 Souris-Red-Rainy 402 52

10 Missouri 6,710 58
11 Arkansas-White-Red 4,940 64
12 Texas-Gulf 7,920 50
13 Rio Grande 1,370 36
14 Upper Colorado 196 59
15 Lower Colorado 1,790 32
16 Great Basin 1,100 51
17 Cotumbia-North Pacific 4,630 60
18 California-South Pacific 18,700 57
19 Alaska 126 51
20 Hawaii 694 5
21 Puerto Rico 2,330 83

United StateS(b) 165,000 63

Source: Handbook of Water Resources and Pollution Control, Table 24.7

a100 minus 7c served by surface water served by groundwater.

Including Puerto Rico.
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Figure ES. Water Resource Regions (WRR's) of the Contiguous 48 States

Table E5. Nearshore Drinking Water Population on Great Lakes(&) (in
thousands)

Distance Intervals (km)

0-8 8-16 16-32 32-48 48-64 64-80 Total
- - 7.8 21 43 - 72

- - 380 - - 380
- 14 - - - - 84

79 5 - - - - 84
2 25 - - - - 26
0.75 - - - - - 0.75
- 25 3 5 - 370 400

- 160 - 60 - 220
- 140 - - 52 190

63 190 190 190 3,200 2,700 6,500
Average

14 26 50 60 330 310

aBased on Table 43.2 in the NRC LPGS;6 the usage in any interval is the
total on both sides of the facilities.
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E3.3 River System Sites E4 Aquatic Foods
Table E6 summarizes the drinking water popula- Aquatic foods include the edible portions of fin-

tion as a function of downstream distance for 15 fish and shellfish (crustaceans and mollusks) and
unspecified nuclear power plant sites located on river food products derived from algae and kelp. They also
svsterns.6 The average values shown for each distance include some foods obtained from various seagoing
interval include only those sites that lie far enough mammals and reptiles. (In the data presented in this
upstream to have that particular interval. Average appendix, the small amounts of whale meat, seal
linear densities are shown for each site and for each meat, and turtle meat harvested are included with
downstream river reach. They range from 100 per- finfish). Both commercial and recreational harvests of
sons/km to 1700 persons/km, with an average value aquatic foods for human consumption can be signifi-
of 700 persons/km. These average values were not cant.
used in this study; they are included to indicate the In addition to the food consumed directly by
approximate range of population data. humans, some aquatic products enter the human

Table E7 shows the drinking water population for food-chain as feed for meat-, milk- and egg-produc-
the two "generic" rivers considered in this study. As ing farm animals. The aquatic foods consumed by
might be expected, the population densities are farm animals come primarily from commercial fin-
somewhat higher for the two specific rivers than for fish catches.
the averaged densities. The densities for the specific
rivers are used for the calculations in this study.

Table E6. Drinking Water Population on Rivers (in thousands)(a)

Average Linear
Downstream Distance (km) Density

Site 0-16 16-32 32-80 80-160 160-320 320-640 640-1300 Total (103/km)

1 2.3 0 2.3 1 17 --- 22 0.1
2 0 15 --- --- --- --- --- 15 0.5
3 0 28 0.2 1.5 --- --- --- 30 0.2
4 0 0.55 27 8.1 9.2 71 --- 120 0.2
5 29 0 8.6 260 36 81 --- 410 0.6
6 33 20 51 400 44 --- --- 540 1.7
7 0 0 0 0 0 670 26 700 0.5
8 0 300 24 0 280 45 71 720 0.6
9 0 0 7.2 300 240 97 80 730 0.6

10 0 0 6.1 0.4 310 330 85 730 0.6
11 0 0 6.1 7.4 320 310 81 730 0.6
12 0 0 45 0 270 350 380 1000 0.8
13 0 0 0 0 0 330 740 1100 0.8
14 0 0 140 35 100 710 26 1100 0.8
15 0 0 360 0 92 870 31 1400 1.1

Average(b) 4.3 24 48 72 130 350 170 --- ---
Average
Linear
Density 0.3 1.5 1.0 0.9 0.8 1.1 --- 0.7

(101/km)

-Taken from the NRC LPGS,6 Table 43.1.

bAverage includes only those sites that lie far enough upstream to have that particular river reach.
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Table E7. Drinking Water Populations for than the fraction of finfish. Therefore, for the pur-
"Generic" Rivers pose of this study, it will be assumed that all inverte-

brates are harvested for consumption directly by
Total Average humans.

Population Length Population
River (millions) (km) (persons/km) Table E8. Finfish Industrial Fractions and Con-

Missouri 1.7 1086 1565 sumption Fractions for Some Important Fisheries

Middle Industrial Consumption
Mississippi(a) 1.0 105 9523 Fishery Fractions Fraction

Lower
Mississippi(b) 1.9 1586 1198 New England .25 .23
Middle and Middle Atlantic .78 .07
Lower Chesapeake .94 .02
Mississippi(c) 2.9 1691 1715 South Atlantic .59 .13
Tennessee/Ohio 0.3 849 353 Gulf .92 .02

Total 4.9 1351 Pacific .28 .22
Great Lakes .56 .14

,St. Louis to Cairo Mississippi River .12 .27
t-Cairo to New Orleans

cSt. Louis to New Orleans Table E9. Disposition of the Industrial U.S. Finfish

Catch for 19738 (live weight in 106 kg)

In contrast to 'he case for drinking water, little
information is available on the actual individual con- Total Industrial Catch:
sumption rates and affected population sizes for the Finfish 1107.9
aquatic-food pathway. Instead, the data which is most Shellfish, etc. 9.2

readily obtainable is for the magnitudes of the aquat- Total Catch 1117.1
ic food harvests, that is, for the total population usage IProducts:

rates. It is such data that is considered here. Pet Food 61.8 6% of catch
A large fraction of the commercial finfish catch is Bait 55.4 5% of catch

devoted to various uses other than direct human Meal and Scrap 261.4 23% of catch
consumption; for example, 62% of the 1973 catch was Oil 102.1 9% of catch
used for such other so-called industrial purposes. The Solubles and Glue 124.9 11% of catch
fractions of commercial finfish catches wied for in-
dustrial purposes for various important fisheries in Total Products 605.6 54% of catch
1973 are shown in Table E8.8 Waste 511.5 46% of catch

The industrial catch can be processed into pet
food, bait, fish meal, fish oils, solubles, and glue. As Due to processing losses, only a fraction of the
an example, the breakdown of the disposition of the commercial catch for food for humans is actually
U. S. finfish catch for industry for one recent year consumed. The edible fraction for finfish is defined
(1973) is presented in Table E9.8 As can be seen, fish as the fraction of the commercial finfish catch for
meal constitutes approximately one-fourth of the to- food which is actually consumed. Fom the finfish
tal industrial catch. It is made from the entire fish and data presented in Table E10 for the years 1971-
is nearly all fed to livestock.9 Thus, a substantial 1974,8,10-12 the average edible fraction for all finfish is
fraction of the industrial catch might contribute sig- approximately 031. Similarly, from the crustacean
nificantly, although indirectly, to the dose to the data presented in Table E10,830-12 the edible fraction
human population. for crustaceans is 045. Mollusks are reported as ed-

The fraction of mollusks and crustaceans used for ible meats, so that the edible fraction for mollusks is
industrial purposes is uch smaller-2% overall- 1.0.
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Table E10. Salient Data for U.S. Commercial Fisheries Catchs,10-12
(in 1 06 lb)

Year

1971 1972 1973 1974 Average

Total Landings (U.S.) 5018 4806 4858 4967 4912
Finfish for Food 1544 1495 1522 1520
Finfish for Industry 2555 2371 2437 2454 2454
Total Finfish 4099 3932 3976 4002
Crustaceans 721 730 753 735
Mollusks 191 192 232 205
Total Shellfish 913 922 985 940
Algae Seaweed 3 2 6 4
Pond-raised Fish Meal 13.4 13.4

Exports (Domestic)
Edible Fish 106.9 107.2 151.0 108.8 118.4
Edible Crustaceans 54.7 53.9 79.4 61.1 62.3
Edible Mollusks 10.2 10.6 8.6 8.2 9.4
Non-edible 229.9 193.2 247.7 199.0 217.4

Imports (for Consumption)
Non-processed Fish 636.7 945.9 1011.4 943.6 884.4
Processed Fish 826.1 942.7 1022.1 866.7 917.2
Non-processed Crustaceans 184.6 187.2 179.4 173.5 181.2
Processed Crustaceans 81.8 119.9 85.8 107.3 98.7
Mollusks 55.3 71.0 67.1 59.7 63.3
Inedible 623.0 801.7 193.3 296.5 478.6
Seaweed 21.8 34.8 90.8 115.0 65.6

Source: 'Fisheries of the United States," various years.8-10-12

The consumption fraction (C.F.) for finfish can be The data utilized for estimating the aquatic food
defined as the fraction of the total commercial finfish harvests are of varying reliabilities. Data for U. S.
catch which is actually consumed. For any fishery, commercial catches are reasonably reliable for any
the consumption fraction is one year, but may vary considerably from year to

year. This is especially true when regional fisheries
C. F. (edible fraction) x (commercial catch for food) are considered. For example, harvests of some migra-

(total commercial catch) tory species such as salmon or menhaden vary by as

or, much as a factor of two from year to year. Data for
foreign catches are less reliable than the data for U. S.

C.F. = (edible fraction) x (I - industrial fraction) catches.
The data for recreational catches are extremely

The edible fraction includes only losses due to pro- unreliable. Because of the difficulty of sampling
cessing, white the consumption fraction includes anglers and the renowned propensity of fishermen to
losses due to both processing and industrial uses. exaggerate the sizes of their catches, the weights of

The finfish consumption fractions for some im- recreational catches must be considered to be only
portant fisheries are given in Table E8. Inasmuch as crude estimates. The recreational catch of finfish for
essentially all shellfish are harvested for human con- food is often greater than the commercial catch; this
sumption, the consumption fractions for crustaceans is particularly true for those areas in which the
are taken to be equal to the appropriate edible frac- majority of reactors are located. The unreliability of
tion. Therefore, they are essentially the same for all the data is thus greatest in some of the most impor-
fisheries 0.45 for crustaceans and 1.00 for mollusks). tant categories and regions.
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The harvest densities (i.e., weights of harvest per within a given fishery is also important. Therefore
km or per km2) are even more uncertain than the total values for harvests are presented in this appendix
weights of harvests. In general, aquatic foods are very both for averages over large areas (e.g., fisheries and
heavily harvested from a few relatively small fishing entire waterbodies) and for averages over smaller
grounds and only sparse catches are taken from other areas (e.g., portions of fisheries).
areas. The total aquatic food catches for water both

Because of the great variability in size of catch, surrounding and within the contiguous 48 states and
industrial fraction, ratio of recreational to commer- the catches for some closely related waters are sum-
cial catches, and distribution of catches between fin- marized in Table Ell. The corresponding average
fish, mollusks, and crustaceans, it would be mislead- aquatic food densities (catches per length or area) are
ing to consider just the average of the aquatic food presented in Table E12. Further details about some of
harvest over all fisheries. An estimate of the variation these catches and their distributions are presented in
among the catches taken from different fisheries and the following four subsections and in Tables E13-35.
even among the catches taken from different regions

Table Ell. Total (Commercial Plus Recreational) Aquatic Food Catches(-)
(live weights of finfish and crustaceans in 106 kg/yr, edible meats of
mollusks in 106 kg/yr)

Finfish, Finfish,
Fishery Industry Food Crustaceans Mollusks

North Atlantic 37 364 30 16
Middle Atlantic 157 168 219 62
South Atlantic 64 219 47 2
Gulf of Mexico 554 311 67 7
California 136 228 4 8
Washington and Oregon 3 116 16 3
Great Lakes 51 70 __(b)

Gulf of St. Lawrence 230 24 18
Grand Banks 202

Lower Mississippi River(c) 4
Tennessee River(d) 14
Other streams and rivers 28(e) 3
Lakes, other than Great Lakes 284(f)
Reservoirs and ponds, except

commercial ponds and 270(f)
Tennessee River reservoirs

Commercial ponds 40

Totals 1002 2548 410 116

Total Commercial Catch 1002 lill 364 108

Total Recreational Catch 0 1437 46 8

-Alaska and Hawaii excluded., Data are not all from the same year. Sources of
the data are given in the rest of Section E4 and in the corresponding tables,
Tables E13 through E35.
bDash indicates data negligible or not available and catch assumed to be
negligible.
Excludes tributaries.
Includes reservoirs.

,-Estimated value, based on extrapolation from 1970 figures (see Subsection
E4.4.4).
Estimated value, based on extrapolation from 1970 figures (see Subsection
E4.4.4); the total harvest for lakes and reservoirs, excluding the Great Lakes, is
estimated to be 568 x 106 kg/yr.
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Table E12. Summary of Distributed Aquatic Food Data(,)

A. Great Lakes
Lake Finfish Catches for Food

Average Nearshore ( - km) Offshore (beyond km)
(kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr)

Superior 129 249 24
Michigan 285 697 45
Huron 96 239 15
Erie 1340 1340 1340
Ontario 163 310 31

B. Estuaries
Region Type of Catch

Fish, Industry Fish, Food Crustaceans Mollusks
(kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kml-yr) (km/km2-yr) (kg/km2-yr)

Chesapeake Bay 24600 2800 5010 1450
Delaware Bay -0 676 1060 128
North Atlantic 6410 25200 2910 1450
Middle Atlantic 6860 3270 2230 1520
South Atlantic 2570 6090 1880 79
Gulf Coast 14030 1720 1200 783
Columbia River
California Coast 1300 3220 320 1100
Washington and

Oregon Coasts 675 9990 1830 660

C. Oceans
CA Atlantic and Gulf -

Type Distance from U. S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km
(kg/kM2-yr) (kg/km2-yr) (kg/kml-yr)

Finfish, Industry 2150 350 -0
Finfish, Food 2870 1520 48 (147)(b)

Crustaceans 711 561 15 19)
Mollusks 116 94 15 22)

C.2 California -
Type Distance from U. S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km
(kg/km2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr)

Finfish, Industry 1300 12600 54
Finfish, Food 3220 2510 196
Crustaceans 320 176 2
Mollusks 1100 96 4

C.3 Washington and Oregon -
Type Distance from U. S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km
(kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr)

Finfish, Industry 675 0 0
Finfish, Food 9990 1450 85
Crustaceans 1830 550 7
Mollusks 660 0 0
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Table E12. (Continued)

CA Grand Banks Area -
Distributed Catch

Type (kg/kM2-yr)
Fish, for Food 2250
Crustaceans 28
Mollusks 26

D. Rivers
D.1 Lower Mississippi -

Distribution

Type (kg/km-yr) (kg/km2-yr)
Finfish, Industry 188 215
Finfish, Food 4060 4670
Crustaceans(I 100 108

D.2 Lower Missouri -
Distribution

71yPe (kg/km-yr) (kg/kma-yr)
Finfish, Industry
Finfish, Food 320 428

D.3 Tennessee -
Distrbution

Type (kg/km-yr) (kg/kM2-yr
Finfish, Industry
Finfish, Food 16000 (total 6640

length) (reservoirs)

DA Other Rivers -
Distribution

Type (kg/km-yr) kglkml-yr)
Finfish, Industry
Finfish, Food 23D(4A) 1580(df)

E. Miscellaneous
Lakes (other than Great Lakes), 4740 kK/km2-yrW)
reservoirs, and small ponds.

&Details and references are presented in the remainder of Section E4 and in the corresponding tables,
Tables E13-E35.
bNumbers in parenthesis apply to outer continental shelf north of Cape Hatteras.
cLower 00 km only.
dNational average (see Subsection E4.4.4).
*Assumes the total length of all rivers and streams in the U.S. is 14 x 10 km, that is, twice the length of
all major rivers in'the U. S.
'Assumes the total surface area of all rivers and streams in the U.S. is 2 x 104 km2.

gAssumes the total surface area of all small lakes and reservoirs is 12 x 104 km2.
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E4.1 Great Lakes Fisheries pet foods, and is thus lost (hopefully) from the path-
Some general physical data on the Great Lakes are way to the human population. Recreational catches

'13 for all the lakes are relatively significant.
given in Table E13. The American and Canadian The distribution of the catch with respect to dis-
commercial catches of finfish from these lakes in 1974
are given in Table E14;10 the corresponding total tance from shore is not documented. It is assumed for
finfish catches for food are given in Table E15. The the purpose of estimating the nearshore harvest for
crustacean and the mollusk catches for the Great Lake Erie that the catch is uniformly distributed over
Lakes are thought to be negligible and so are not the take; to obtain that estimate for all other lakes, it is
considered here. assumed that 90 percent of the catch is taken within 

Substantial quantities of finfish are taken from all miles 9 km) of shore, and the remaining 10 percent is
of the Great Lakes. The harvests from Lakes Michigan uniformly distributed.
and Erie are particularly large. Except for Lake Michi- The total amounts of finfish harvested from the
gan, the major portion of the commercial catch from Great Lakes and consumed directly by humans are
any Great Lake is generally for human consumption. presented in Table E16. These values were obtained

from the catches of Table E15 by using the appropri-
Most of the industrial Lake Michigan catch consists of ate edible fractions.
alewives. The majority of the alewife catch goes into

Table E3. General Data for Great LakeS13

U.S. Shoreline Shoreline Length
Volume Surface Area Length Total

Lake (kM3) (kM2) (km) (km)

Superior 12,200 82,100 1,460 4788
Michigan 4,920 57,800 2,250 2668
Huron 3,540 59,600 908 2690
Erie 484 25,700 682 1376
Ontario 1,640 19,000 473 125

Source: The 1970 World Almanac and Eook of Facts.13

Table E14. Commercial Catch from Great Lakes for 197410

Total Commercial Commercial Industrial Commercial Commercial Food
Catch Catch Food Catch Catch

U.S. Canada U.S. Canada U.S. Canada Total Distributed
Lake (106 lb) (106 lb) (106 lb) (106 lb) (kg/kM2)

Superior 5.52 3.51 0 0 5.52 3.51 4.10 50
Michigan 59.60 0 45.5 0 14.10 0 6.41 III
Huron 1.72 3.37 0 0.37 1.72 3.00 2.15 36
Erie 9.83 38.61 0 5.58 9.83 33.03 19.48 758
Ontario 0.32 2.36 0 0.03 0.32 2.33 1.20 63

Totals 76.99 47.85 45.5 5.98 31.49 41.87 33.34

Totals, U. S./Can.
(106 lb) 124.85 51.48 73.36

Totals, U. S./Can.
(106 kg) 56.75 23.40 33.35
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Table E15. Total Finfish Catches for Food from Great Lakes

Net Catch

Recreational Commercial Total Distributed Catch
CatchW Catch Catch Average Nearshore(b) Remainder(c)

Lake (106 kg) (106) (106 kg) (kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr) (kg/kM2-yr)

Superior 6.5 4.1 10.6 129 249 24
Michigan 10.1 6.4 16.5 285 697 45
Huron 3.5 2.2 5.7 96 239 15
Erie 15.0 19.5 34.5 1342 1342(d) 1342(d)

Ontario 1.9 1.2 3.1 163 310 31
Total 37.0 33.4 70.4

-15 x 106 kg for Lake Erie, 20 x 106 kg for other lakes; catch for other lakes is distributed in proportion to the
commercial catch for food.5
bq0% of total catch divided by nearshore area; nearshore area (shoreline length) x 8 km.
�10% of total catch divided by (total area - nearshore area).
dLake Erie ctch is uniformly distributed.

Table E16. Amount of Great Lakes Finfish Consumed Directly by
Humans(a)

Recreational Commercial Total
Lake (106 kg/yr) (106 kg/yr) (106 kg/yr)

Superior 2.0 1.3 3.3
Michigan 3.1 2.0 5.i
Huron 1.1 0.7 1.8
Erie 4.7 9 10.6
Ontario 0.6 0.4 1.0

Total 11.5 10.3 21.8

aOnly a negligible amount of the finfish harvest from the Great
Lakes is fed to farm animals; consequently, the indirect farm
animal pathway is unimportant for the Great Lakes.

E4.2 Estuiucine Fisheries E17.11 The recreational catch of finfish was taken to be
1.23 times the commercial food catch.8 The recrea-

E4.2.1 Atlantic Estuaries tional catch of crustaceans was taken to be 65 percent
Chesapeake Bay is the mst interesting estuary of the commercial harvest (Tables D-2 and D-3, Refer-

because of both the relatively large number of reac- ence 14). The recreational take of clams is not precise-
tors in the vicinity and the importance of its fishery. ly known; it was estimated to be 25 percent of the
Chesapeake Bay is therefore taken to be representa- commercial harvest. The recreational harvest of oys-
tive of the 'generic' estuary for Atlantic sites. How- ters and scallops is believed to be small and was
ever, the very large size of the total catch and the neglected.
large fraction of the finfish catch used for industrial The Chesapeake Fishery includes some ocean
purposes are unlike those of any other estuary. areas as well as Chesapeake Bay Estuary. The total and
Therefore, because of the wide variation among estu- the distributed catches for just Chesapeake Bay are
aries, the data for Chesapeake Bay should not be also given in Table E17.11
blindly utilized to describe all Atlantic estuaries. For comparison, the Delaware Estuary can also be

The finfish and the shellfish catches for the considered. The entire Delaware catch can be taken to
Chesapeake Fishery for 1973 are shown in Table come from Delaware Bay. The total commercial catch
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for 1973, consisting mostly of edible species, is shown Table E19. The average distributed amounts directly
in Table E18.11 The values for Delaware Bay are consumed by the human population are also given in
believed to be more typical of Atlantic estuaries than that table.
those for Chesapeake Bay. Average values for Chesa- Values for other Atlantic and Gulf estuarine re-
peake and Delaware Bays together are also presented gions can be roughly approximated by the 0- km
in Table E18. offshore region averages for ocean sites. These values

The total amounts of seafood harvested from are presented in Subsection E4.3.1,
Chesapeake and Delaware Bays and consumed direct-
ly by humans and by farm animals are presented in

Table E17. Total Catch for Chesapeake Bay and Chesapeake Fishery
(1973)"

Finfish, Finfish,
Industry Food Crustaceans Mollusks

Commercial for
Fishery 106 kg) 239.1 16.4 27.0 36.0

Recreational for
Fishery(a) 106 kg) - 20.2 17.6 6.4

Total for Fishery
(106 kg) 239.1 36.6 44.6 42.4

Total from BaV(b)

(I 06 kg) 205.6 23.4 41.9 12.1

Distributed(c)
Catch for Bay 24593 2800 5013 1445
(kg/kM2)

Farm Animal Feed
(kg/kM2) 5632(d)

�Taken to be 123 times the commercial food catch; 123 represents the
ratio of the recreational catch to the commercial food catch for the Middle
and North Atlantic.8

bTaken to be 86% of industrial catch for entire fishery, 65% of edible catch
for finfish for fishery, actual quantities of crustaceans and mollusks;
recreational catch of crustaceans is 65% of commercial catch.
cThe area of Chesapeake Bay is taken to be 8360 kM2.

dTaken to be 22.9% of the industrial finfish catch based on the nationwide
average.

Table E18. Total Catch of 197� for Delaware Bay"

Average Distributed
Distributed Total Catch for

Commercial Recreational(') Total Total Catch(b) Chesapeake and Dela-
(106 kg) (106 kg) (106 kg) (kg/kM2-yr) ware Bays (kg/km2.yr)

Finfish,
for Food 0.52 0.64 1.16 676 2457(c)

Crustaceans 1.10 0.72 1.82 1060 4388
Mollusks 0.21 0.01 0.22(d) 128 1222
'Assumes same ratio for recreational to commercial as Chesapeake Bay.
bArea = 1717 kM2 (Reference 15).
'Average industrial catch adjusted for abnormally large menhaden catch from Chesapeake Bay z65320 kg/km2 yr.
d5urf clams excepted.
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Table E19. Amount of Chesapeake Bay and Dela- E4.2.2 Pacific Estuaries
ware Bay Seafood Consumed by Humans and Farm The Columbia River Estuary is the most important
Animals estuarine fishing area on the Pacific Coast. It is also of

interest because of the number of present or planned
A. Total Amounts Consumed Directly by Humans nuclear reactor sites on the Columbia River. Table

Chesapeake Delaware E2010 gives both the total fishing catches for the
Bay Day Columbia River Region and the distributed catches

(106kg/yr) (106 kg/yr) for the Columbia River Estuary for the year 1974.
Analyses of other Pacific estuaries are more diffi-

Finfish 7.3 0.4 cult owing to the paucity of data on fish catches in
Crustaceans 18.9 0.8 such regions. Data are available for catches by states,
Mollusks 12.1 0.2 but cannot easily be particularized to estuarial re-
B. Average Distributed Amounts Consumed Direct- gions. Values for other Pacific estuarine regions can
ly by Humans be very roughly approximated by the 0-5 km offshore

Chesapeake Delaware region averages for ocean sites. These values are
Bay Bay presented in Subsection E4.3.2.

(kg/kml-yr) (ks/kM2_yr)

E4.3 Ocean Fisheries
Finfish 868 210 The ocean fisheries include both estuarine re-
Crustaceans 2256 477 gions and nearshore and offshore ocean areas. The
Mollusks 1445 128 catch from these marine fisheries is very dependent
C. Total Amounts Consumed by Farm Animals upon the distance from the shore. Estimation of the

Chesapeake Delaware average fish catch for various regions requires that
Bay Bay the areas of those regions be approximated. The

(106 kg/yr) (106 WYO. nearshore and offshore areas used in this report and
the assumptions utilized to approximate them are

Finfish 45.2 0.0 presented in Table E21.0,16

Table E20. Catch for 1974 for the Columbia River Region'04s)

A. Total Catch for Region
Commercial Recreational Total
(106kg/yr) 106 kg/yr) (106kg/yr)

Finfish 23.3(b) 5.10) 28.4
Crustaceans 2.5 0.6(d) 3a
Mollusks 0.0 0.0 0.0

B. Distributed Catch for Estuary(�)
Commercial Recreational Total
(ks/kmi-yr) (kg/kma-yr) (kg/km2-yr)

Finfish 16640 3640 20280
Crustaceans 1785 430 2215
Mollusks 0 0 0

aWashington and Oregon catches are combined.
Essentially all of the finfish were of edible species.

cTaken to be 22% of commercial catch.
dTaken to be 25% of commercial catch.
,Area of maximum harvest is taken to be 700 kM2; 50% of the total catch is
assumed to come from this area.
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Table E21. Ocean Shoreline Lengths, Associated Estuarine Areas, and Approximated Fishing
Area SI 516

Length of
Length of Tidal General Estuarine - Fishing Areas (km2)

Region Shoreline (km)'"a� Coastline (kin)16Xb) Areas (kin 2)15 0-5 km(c) 5-20 km(d) 20-320 km(e)

North Atlantic 9,860 761 1,558 5,363 11,415 228,300
Middle Atlantic 17,553 689 18,725 22,169 10,335 206,700
South Atlantic 19,187 1,880 13,480 22,880 28,200 564,000
Gulf of Mexico 27,580 2,625 25,074 38,199 39,375 309,300
Pacific(0 64,760 12,250 47,850 109,100 193,750 3,675,000
California 3,427 523 2,233 4,848 7,845 156,900
Oregon 1,410 476 233 2,613 7,140 142,800
Washington 3,026 252 784 2,044 3,780 75,600
Total(g) 82,043 7,206 62,087 98,116 108,090 1,683,600
3The tidal shoreline includes bays, sounds, rivers, and creeks to a point where the tidal water narrows to 100 feet.
bThe general coastline follows the apparent outline of the coast; the coastlines of sounds and bays is included oly to a point
where they narrow to 30 nautical miles.
cLength of general coastline times km, plus associated estuarine areas.

'Length of general coastline times 15 km.
eLength of gen-ral coastline times 300 km.

Includes Alaska.
Excludes Alaska.

E4.3.1 Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico (Total recrea-) x (commercial

Table E2211 summarizes both the commercial and (recreational ktional catch catcl

the total Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico catches as catch, 520 km) commercial commercial
functions of the distance caught offshore. As expect- (catch, 0-5 km) (catch, 520 km)

ed, the catches are very dependent upon that dis-

tance.

Much of the aquatic-food harvest data for the The estimated recreational catch of finfish for the

Atlantic Coast is given in terms of the harvests for South Atlantic region is 520 percent of the U. S.

three main regions: the North Atlantic, the Middle commercial catch of finfish for food;8 the estimated

Atlantic and the South Atlantic. The North Atlantic recreational catch of finfish for the Gulf of Mexico is

region includes the waters from Maine through Con- 260 percent of the U. S. commercial catch of finfis'�i

necticut; the Middle Atlantic region extends from for food.8 The recreational catches for the South

New York through Virginia; and the South Atlantic Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico have been distribut-

region includes from North Carolina through the ed in proportion to the commercial catches. The

Florida East Coast. The commercial, recreational, total distribution of catches with respect to distance from

and distributed total catches for the North Atlantic, shore has been handled differently in the South

the Middle Atlantic, the South Atlantic and the Gulf Atlantic and Gulf regions than in the North and

of Mexico are given in Tables E23-E27.8,17 Middle Atlantic because there are many recreational

The estimated total recreational catches of finfish charter fishing firms in the southern regions that

for the North Atlantic and Middle Atlantic regions take fishing parties to considerable distances off

are 123 percent of the corresponding U. S. commer- shore.

cial catches of finfish for food.8 These recreational For the entire Atlantic and for the Gulf of Mexico,

catches have been distributed according to the fol- the recreational catch of crustaceans is 65 percent of

lowing formulae: the commercial catch of crabs in the area from 0-5 km.
It is believed that little or no recreational catch of

(total recrea-� /commercial crustaceans occurs at distances greater than km
(recreational tional catch kca from the coast. The recreational catch of mollusks is

catch, 0-5 km) commercial + (commercial taken to be 25 ercent of the commercial harvest ofp
(catch, 0-5 km catch, 520 km clams from the to km area. The U. S. commercial
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harvests of both finfish and shellfish from the Atlan- The total Atlantic and Gulf harvests for the four
tic and the Gulf of Mexico are presented in Table E23; main fisheries are summarized in Table E26. The
the corresponding recreational harvests are summa- corresponding values for the distributed harvests are
rized in Table E24. presented in Table E27. In general, the Atlantic and

The foreign catch of finfish in the North Atlantic the Gulf of Mexico nearshore catches include sub-
fisheries17 is 210 percent of the U S. catch in that stantial contributions from estuarine regions. Conse-
region. In the same area, the foreign catch of crusta- quently, the harvests presented in this subsection
ceans is 26 percent of the U. S. catch, and the foreign tend to greatly overestimate the catches from nones-
catch of mollusks is 49 percent of the U. S. catch. The tuarine nearshore ocean regions.
North Atlantic foreign percentages have been used The total amounts of seafood ingested directly by
for both the North Atlantic and the Middle Atlantic the human population from Atlantic and Gulf Fisher-
fisheries. The foreign catches for both finfish and ies are presented in Table E28. These amounts were
shellfish have been assumed to be negligible for both obtained by combining the catches given in Tables
the South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico fisheries. The E22-E27 with appropriate edible fractions. The
Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico foreign harvests are amounts of finfish ingested by farm animals are also
summarized in Table E25. given in Table E28.

Table E22. --otal 1974) Atlantic and Gulf Catches

A. Commercial U.S. Landings
Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Total(a)
(106 kg) (106 kg) (106 kg) (106 kg)

Finfish, Industry(b) 781.2 31.2 0.0 869.9
Finfish, Food 144.8 57.2 85.7 466.9
Crustaceans 109.8 24.0 16.4 160.2
Mollusks 43.4 8.4 18.7 70.5

aColumns will not add to total. Differeiice is due to catch at greater than 320
miles and catch taken from foreign shores.

bAll alewives and menhaden.

0. Total (Commercial and Recreational) U.S. Landings
Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Total
(106 kg) (106 kg) (106 kg) (106 kg)

Finfish, Industry 781.2 31.2 0.0 869.9
Finfish, Food(a) 342.6 135.4 202.8 1104.8
Crustaceans(b) 181.2 50.0 26.4 267.6
Mollusks(c) 42.5 8.4 27.3 200.0

-Recreational catch = 637.9 x 106 kg.10 Distributed in same ratio as commercial
catch.

Recreational catch 65% of nearshore commercial catch.

Recreational catch = 25% of nearshore catch of clams.
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Table E23. U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Commercial Catches (Estuarine Plus Ocean)s (in 16 kg)

South Atlantic
North Atlantic Middle Atlantic (NC-Fla. East Coast,

(Maine-Conn, inclusive) (NY-Va, inclusive) inclusive) Gulf of Mexico
0-5krn 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km 0-5krn 5-2Ckm 20-320km O-Skm 5-20km 20-320km

Fish, Industry 34.4 2.9 0 152.1 5.2 0 58.7 5.0 0 536.0 18.1 0
Fish, Food 41.1 25.5 57.5 28.8 4.3 7.6 21.1 7.7 6.6 53.8 19.7 14.0
Crustaceans 12.0 7.6 5.0 30.0 2.4 0.8 26.1 3.8 0 41.7 10.2 10.6
Mollusks 6.0 1.7 4.0 28.8 6.2 14.7 1.7 0.1 0 6.9 0.4 0

Table E24. Atlantic and Gulf Recreational Catches (Estuarine Plus Ocean)$ (in 16 kg)

South Atlantic
North Atlantic Middle Atlantic (NC-Fla. East Coast,

(Maine-Conn, inclusive) (NY-Va, inclusive) inclusive) Gulf of Mexico
0-5km 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km O-Skm 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km

Fish, Industry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fish, Food 75.0 46.6 0 97.4 14.5 0 109.4 39.9 34.2 139.8 49.7 35.3
Crustaceans 3.6 0.5 0 19.5 0 0 17.0 0 0 4.2 0 0
Mollusks 1.8 0 0 4.9 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0

Table E25. Atlantic and Gulf Foreign Commercial Catches (Estuarine Plus Ocean)17Aa)Ab) (in 106 kg)

South Atlantic
North Atlantic Middle Atlantic (NC-Fla. East Coast,

(Maine-Cortn' inclusive) (NY-Va, inclusive) inclusive) Gulf of Mexico

O-Skm 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km 0-5km 5-20km 20-320km

Fish, Industry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fish, Food 0 0 118.4 0 0 15.7 0 0 0 0 0 0
Crustaceans 0 0 1.3 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mollusks 0 0 2.0 0 0 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
'Taken from International Commission for the North Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) subareas 4X, 5Y, 5Z, 6A, 6B, and 6C17 (Figure 136); these CNAF areas do
not precisely follow any particular offshore distance; however, the majority of the catch comes from the continental shelf.
b'rhere is no foreign fishing very close to US coasts; the entire foreign catch has been assigned to the area from 20 to 320 km offshore.



Table E26. Ttal Atlantic and Gulf Catches stuarine Plus Ocean)'"Tw (in 1011 kg)

Son& Atlantic
Nowt Alantic AfidMe Alantic W -Fle. Emst Coast

inchnive) (KY-Val inclusive) inclusive) Gulf of Mexico
O-Skm 5-211km 29-32�km G-Skn S-211km 20-320km O-Skm S-201km 20-320km 0-5ka 5-20km 20-320km

Fish, ndustry 34.4 2.9 0 1511 52 0 58.7 S.0 0 536.0 18.1 0
Fish, Food 116.1 72.1 175.9 126.2 18.8 23.3 130.5 47.6 40.8 193.6 67.8 49.3
Crustaceans 15.6 8.1 6.3 49.5 2.4 1.0 43.1 3.8 0 45.9 10.2 10.6
Mollusks 7.8 1.7 6.0 33.7 6-2 21.9 1.8 0.1 0 7.0 0.4 0
wMese values do ot corrempond to those m Table E22 became they are from different soumes and because they are for different years.

Table E27. Distributed Total Atlantic and Gulf Catches (Estuarine Plus Ocean) (in kg/km2-yr)

IS - tlantic
Nor Aantic Midffle tlantic (NC-Fla. Ent Coast,

(Maine-Comm, inclanive) (KY-Va, inclusive) inclusive) Gulf of Meidco
0-5k= S-20&m 20-320km O-Skm 5-20km 20-320km G-Skm 5-20km 20-320km O-Skm 5-20km 20-320km

Fish, industry "14 254 0 6869 503 0 2566 177 0 14032 460 0
Fish, Food 21648 6316 770 5693 1819 113 5704 1688 72 5068 1722 159
Crustaceans 2909 710 28 2233 232 5 1884 135 0 1202 259 34
Mollusks 1454 149 26 152D 600 106 79 4 0 183 10 0



Table E28 Amount of Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Seafood Consumed by Human and Farm Animals

Amounts Consumed by Humans Amounts Consumed by Farm Anirnals(-)
(in 106 kg) (in 106 kg)

A. North Atlantic
Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 36.0 22.4 54.5 7.9 0.7 0.0
Crustaceans 7.0 3.6 2.8 ---W --- ---

Mollusks 7.8 1.7 6.0 --- --- ---
B. Middle Atlantic

Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 39.1 5.8 7.2 35.5 i.2 0.0
Crustaceans 22.3 1.1 0.5 --- --- ---
Mollusks 33.7 6.2 21.9 --- --- ---

C. South Atlantic
Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 40.5 14.8 12.6 13.4 1.1 0.0
Crustaceans 19.4 1.7 0.0 --- --- ---
Mollusks 1.8 0.1 0.0 --- --- ---

D. Gulf of Mexico
Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 60.0 21.5 15.3 122.7 4.1 0.0
Crustaceans 20.7 4.6 4.8 --- --- ---
Mollusks 7.0 0.4 0.0 --- --- ---

aTaken to be 22.917 of the industrial finfish catch, based on the nationwide average.

bDashes denote a lack of data which has been taken to indicate a negligible contribution.
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catches from these states. This information is summa-
rized in Tables E2911 and E30.11 California has been
separated from Washington and Oregon in these
tables because of the very different nature of the
catches in these two regions.

For California, the recreational catch is taken to be
the following: 22 percent of the commercial catch of
finfish,8 distributed in the same proportion by dis-

1A tance as the commercial catch; 25 percent of the
commercial clam harvest, as was estimated for Atlan-
tic estuarine fisheries; and negligible for crustaceans.
For Washington and Oregon, the recreational finfish
catch is taken to be 43 percent of the commercial

Z* catch of finfish;11 the recreational crustacean and mol-
lusk catches are assumed to be negligible.

2� The total and the distributed (commercial lusp
recreational) catches for California are given in Table
E31;11,18 the total and distributed Washington-Oregon

3K catches are given in Table E32.11 The amounts of
seafood ingested directly by humans and by farm
animals are presented in Table E33.

There are few, if any, important estuarine fisher-
4VS 3N 3M ies in California. Thus, the values for the California

nearshore catch are fairly representative of those for
6? C nonestuarine regions. In contrast, much of the Wash-

6 6 ington and Oregon nearshore salmon catch is un-
doubtedly from estuaries. Therefore, a significant
fraction of the nearshore ocean catch from these two

Figure E6. TCNAF Subareas for the North Atlantic states is actually estuarine in origin.

E4.3.3 Gulf of St. Lawrence
E4.3.2 Pacific Ocean Because all of the water from the Great Lakes

Fisheries of the Pacific Coast are neither as clear- eventually epties into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
cut nor as well documented as those of tte Atlantic aquatic food catch from that gulf might be important.
and the Gulf coasts. A major difference is that almost Total catches from the Gulf in 1974 are given in Table
all Pacific catches (except for anchovies and herring) E34.17,19 Only small quantities of industrial fish are
are destined for human food. A relatively small taken from this region; essentially the entire catch is
amount of scrap is used for animal food or fish intended for human consumption. Gulf of St. Law-
meal. rence water could eventually affect the important

Data are not available on the separate landings fisheries on the Grand Banks. The total and the
from California, Oregon, and'Washington as func- distributed catches of finfish from the banks are also
tions of distance offshore; however, data are available given in Table E34.
concerning the species composing the catch for each
state. Consequently, an estimate of the harvests as E4.4 River System Fisheries
functions of distance caught from shore can be made The most iportant commercial riverine fishery
by assuming that the catches from these states are is the Mississippi River and its tributaries. Recrea-
equal to the total Pacific catch as a function of tional fisheries are generally much more important
distance, times the fraction (for each species) of the than commercial fisheries on river systems.
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Table E29. Pacific Ocean Fishery Catch for 197311

Washington Fraction
Pacific California and Oregon Fraction from
Catch Catch Catch from Washington

Species (103 lb) (103 lb) (103 lb) California and Oregon

AnchovieS(a) 277,712 277,704 8 1.00 0.00
Bonito 30,788 30,788 - 1.00 0.00
Cod 8,419 - 8,261 0.00 .98
Flounder 54,505 30,397 3,445 .56 .43
Halibut 26,322 - 1,571 0.00 .06
Hake 2,594 1 2,560 0.00 1.00
Herring(a) 44,592 2,820 6,901 .06 .15
Mackerel 20,736 20,736 - 1.00 0.00
Lingcod 8,378 4,638 3,559 .55 .42
Ocean Perch 6,428 - 6,428 0.00 1.00
Rock Fish 40,202 22,216 17,797 .55 .44
Sablefish 12,366 8,550 1,905 .69 .15
Salmon 221,646 9,669 75,484 .04 .34
Skipjack 1,392 1,392 - 1.00 0.00
Tuna 331,240 292,336 38,904 .88 i2
Other Fish 10,449 6,650 1,750 .64 .17
Dungeness Crab 14,373 1,023 6,947 .07 .48
King Crab 76,824 - - 0.00 0.00
Snow Crab 61,719 - - 0.00 0.00
Shrimp 152,226 2,762 29,931 .02 .02
Other Crustaceans 1,705 1,302 16 .76 .01
Clams 1,212 374 741 .31 .61
Ovsters 6,599 727 5,872 .11 .89
Squid 12,129 12,129 - 1.00 0.00
Other Mollusks 4,394 4,305 89 .98 .20
-Largely used for industrial purposes.

Table E30. Pacific Commercial Catches for 1973 (Estuarine Plus Ocean)11
(in 101 kg)

A. California
Distance Off U.S. Shores

Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Total

Finfish, Industry 6.3 99.1 8.5 135.9
Finfish, Food 12.7 16.0 24.9 185.0
Crustaceans 1.54 1.38 .33 3.8
Mollusks 5.30 .75 .68 7.68
Seaweed (Kelp) --- --- --- 108.019,00

B. Washington and Oregon
Distance Off U.S. Shores

Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Total

Finfish, Industry 3.14 0.0 0.0 3.14
Finfish, Food 32.6 11.1 13.0 84.3
Crustaceans 8.5 6.0 1.55 14.8
Mollusks 3.0 0.0 0.0 3.03
aThe distribution of kelp with respect to distance offshore was not given; most of
the kelp is harvested relatively close to shore; this harvest was taken almost
entirely between San Diego and Los Angeles; the enormous Mexican kelp
harvest just south of San Diego is not included's
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Table E31. Total and Distributed 1973 Commercial Table E32. Total and Distributed 1973 Commercial
Plus Recreational California Catches (Estuarine plus Recreational Washington and Oregon Catches
plus Ocean)" (Estuarine Plus Ocean)"

A. Total (Commercial plus Recreational) Catches (in 106 kglyr) A. Total (Commercial plus Recreational) Catches (in IO(' kg/yr)

Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish, Indus 6.3 99.1 8.5 Finfish, Industry 3.14 0.0 0.0
Finfish, Food 15.6 19.7 30.7 Finfish, Food(s) 46.5 15.8 18.6
Crustaceans 1.54 1.38 0.33 Crustaceans 8.5 6.0 1.55
Mollusks 5.34 0.75 0.68 Mollusks 3.08 0.0 0.0
D. Distributed (Commercial plus Rcreational) Catches R Distributed (Commercial plus Recreational) Catches
(in kg/km2-yr) (in kg/km2.yr)

Distance Off U.S. Shores

Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km Distance Off U.S. Shores

Finfish, Industry 1300 12632 54 Type 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km
Finfish, Food 3218 2511 196
Crustaceans 320 176 2 Finfish, Industry 675 0 0
Mollusks 1100 96 4 Finfish, Food 9985 1447 85
"Recreational catch - 42.8 x 106 kg for the year given in Reference Crustaceans 1830 550 7
11; distributed in the same ratio as the commercial catch for food Mollusks 660 0 0
for 1973. "Recreational catch - 36 x 106 kg, including Alaska; the number of

saltwater anglers fishing Alaskan ocean waters is insignificantly
small I so the entire catch Is assigned to Washington and Oregon;
the recreational catch is distributed in the same ratio as the
commercial catch for food.

Table E33. Amount of Pacific Seafood Consumed by Humans and Farm Animals

Amounts Amounts Consumed
Consumed by Humans by Farm AnimalsW

(in 106 kg) (in 106 kg)

A. Calif ornia

- Distance Off U.S. Shores. , Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 4.8 6.1 9.5 1.4 22.7 1.9

Crustaceans 0.7 0.6 0.1 ... ... ...

Mollusks 5.3 0.8 0.7 --- --- ---

B. Washington and Oregon

Distance Off U.S. Shores Distance Off U.S. Shores

0-5 km 5-20 20-320 0-5 km 5-20 km 20-320 km

Finfish 14.4 4.9 5.8 0.7 0.0 0.0

Crustaceans 3.8 2.7 0.7 ... -

Mollusks 3.1 0.0 0.0 --- ... ...

aTaken to be 22.9% of the industrial finfish catches based on the nationwide average.
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Table E34. Gulf of St. Lawrence and Grand Banks was 34. x 106 kg of finfish and 27 x 16 kg of
Fisheries 1974 Commercial CatcheSI7,19A&) crustaceans (mostly crawfish)." Of this total, only a

A. Gulf of St. LawrenceVAWW small part came from the Lower Mississippi River
Total Catch Distributed Catch (Table E35).11 (The Lower Mississippi is taken to be

Type (106 kg) (kg/km2_yr) the region between Cairo, Illinois, and the Gulf f
Finfish, Industry Negligible --- Mexico.)20 In this region, some pond-raised finfish
Finfish, Food 230.0 5.75 x 102 was also harvested. It is estimated that 10 percent of
Crustaceans 24.0 6.00 x lo, the pond-raised fish could possibly be contacted by
Mollusks 17.5 4.4 x 101 Mississippi River water.* The recreational catch of

B. Grand BankS17AaMd�d) finfish for the lower Mississippi is estimated to be
Total Catch Distributed Catch equal to the commercial catch for that region. The

Type U& kg) (kg/km2_yr) total commercial and recreational catches for the
Finfish Industry Negligible --- Lower Mississippi are listed in Table E35. The corre-
Finfish Fod 2020 2245
Crustaceans Not available --- sponding average distributed catches are presented
Mollusks Not available --- in Table E12.
'Almost the entire commercial catch is Canadian and is intended
for human consumption.

bArea = 4 x 105 kM2.

'Shelf Area2O -- 105 kM2 (Labrador) 49 x 105 km (New Found-

land) 31 x 105 kM2 (Nova Scotia) = 90 x 101 kM2. 'Almost all of the pond-raised fish from the vicin
dThis is essentially ICNAF Areas 2 3 and 417 These areas do not ity 20 x 106
match the continental shelf exactly. However, most of the catch kg/yr) come from the Atchafalaya and Gulf of Mexico drainage
comes from the shelf. areas. Some water from the Mississippi River is diverted to the

Atchafalaya watershed as a flood control measure during periods
of peak flow. It is assumed for this study that diversion would not
be carried out in the event of an accident resulting in ajor
radioactive pollution of the Mississippi River. In the event of an

E4.4.1 Lower Mississippi River accident coinciding with floodstage flow, it would be necessary to
compare the risk of increased downstream fooding to the risk of

The total commercial wild catch for the Mississip- polluting the Atchafalaya watershed; such a comparison is beyond

pi River, all tributaries, and associated areas for 1973 the scope of this study.

Table E35. Riverine Fisheries Catches for 197311 106 kg)

River Commercial Catch Recreational Catch Total Catch

Lower Mississippi(a)
Finfish, Industry 0.3 0.0 0.3
Finfish, Food 2.3(b) 2.2 6.5(l)
Crustaceans 0.05 0.0 0.05
Mollusks --- --- ---

Lower Missouri(d)
Finfish, Food 0.17 0.15 0.32

Tennessee(d)
Finfish, Food 3.92 9.76(e) 13.68

Total for These Rivers
Finfish, Industry 0.30 0.0 0.30
Finfish, Food 6.39 12-11 20.50
Crustaceans 0.05 0.0 0.05

Mollusks 0.0 0.0 0.0

,Includes Mississippi between Cairo, Illinois, and the Gulf of Mexico 1600 km).20

bExcludes the pond-raised contribution of the region which is approximately 20 x 106 kg.

Includes 1017c of the total pond-raised contribution of the region.

d1ndustrial finfish catches, total crustacean catches and total mollusk catches are small relative to

the finfish catch for human consumption.

estimated assuming the national average catch of finfish from small lakes and reservoirs of 4740

kg/(kM2-vr) (see Subsection E4.4.4) and a total surface area of 2059 kM2.16
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E4.4.2 Lower Missouri River from rivers and streams is correct, then the present
The Missouri River catch is relatively small and harvest from all rivers is approximately 32 x 106 kg/ yr

most of it comes from the upstream reservoirs. The and that from all lakes and rivers is 568 x 106 kg/yr.'
entire Missouri River drainage area had a commercial The corresponding average distributed catches for
catch 1973) of 23 x 106 kg of finfish.11 However, only rivers and streams, as well as those for small lakes and
0.17 x 106 kg of this amount came from the lower reservoirs, are given in Table E12.",16

states of Kansas and Missouri. It is not known how The freshwater commercial harvest outside the
much of this comes from the mainstream and how Great Lakes and the Mississippi River and its tributar-
much from tributaries. If it is conservatively assumed ies is negligible. Therefore, for most of the rivers in
that the entire amount comes from the mainstream, the United States, the total catch is essentially equal
and that the recreational catch is 0.15 x 106 kg, then to the recreational catch.
the total catches for the lower Missouri are as listed in
Table E35. The corresponding average distributed E5 Irrigated Food
catches are as given in Table E12. Almost all of the irrigation in the U. S. occurs in

Louisiana and in the states west of the Mississippi
E4.4.3 Tennessee River (Table E36 and Figure E).23 In contrast, the majority

The entire Tennessee River drainage area had a of the nuclear power plants are located east of the
commercial catch 1973) of 392 x 106 kg." The tribu- Mississippi (Figure 42 in Chapter 4 Consequently,
taries of the Tennessee are rather small and narrow irrigation is not usually a significant pathway. How-
and the free-flowing stretches of the Tennessee are ever, the irrigation pathway can be important in
rather short; consequently, the Tennessee River catch certain situations.
probably comes primarily from the Tennessee River The irrigation pathway to the human population
reservoirs. The recreational catch from the Tennessee includes the ingestion of irrigated crops, plus that of
is not known; an estimate can be made from the animal products and by-products derived from farm
national average for small lakes, reservoirs and man- animals fed with irrigated crops and/or 'irrigation'
made ponds (see Subsection E4.4.4). The resulting water. just as for the aquatic-food pathway, little
total catches are summarized in Table E35 and the information is available on the actual individual as-
total corresponding total annual distributed catches sumption rates and affected population sizes for the
are given in Table E12. irrigated-food pathway. Instead, the data which is

most readily obtainable is that required for estimat-

E4.4.4 Other Rivers ing the magnitude of the irrigated-food harvests
The total finfish harvest from all rivers and themselves. The parameters required to calculate t1-e

streams is not given in the data considered. However, irrigation pathway contribution to total population
it can be approximated from the total freshwater dose by considering the irrigated-food harvests in-
finfish harvest. clude the following: the volumes of water used for

The total recreational finfish harvest from all irrigation; the types of irrigation utilized; the rates of
lakes, reservoirs and rivers in the U. S., excluding the water application employed; and the types of crops

Great Lakes, was estimated to be approximately 350 x grown.
106 kg in 1970.21 Because of a larger population, more The irrigation volumes presented in this appen-
leisure time, and a higher per capita income, the dix are for all the water initially taken from various
present freshwater harvest is estimated to be approxi- waterbodies for the purpose of irrigation. These vol-
mately 600 x 106 kg.* umes do not include the losses incurred between the

source and the location of the irrigation. Nationally,
The Sport Fishing Institute'4 estimated that the conveyance losses alone average approximately 30

recreational harvest from lakes and reservoirs was percent of the water withdrawn for irrigation. Such
about 1700 kg/ kM2, and that the harvest from streams losses are ignored in this study. Summary irrigation
and rivers was about 500 kg/kM2, that is, about a data for the 18 individual Water Resource Regions
factor of three lower. If it can be assumed that the (WRR's) of the contiguous U. S., shown in Figure E5,
ratio of the harvest from lakes and reservoirs to that are presented in Table E36.23

*The surface area of all rivers is 2 x 104 km2 and that of all lakes
*There were actually twice as many angler-days in 1975 as in and reservoirs is 12 x 104 km2.
1970;21,22 however,'it is expected that overfishing will slighly -The total length of all rivers and streams is taken to be two times
reduce the catch, so that the 1975 harvest is taken to be less than the sum of the lengths of all the major rivers given in Reference 5
double the 1970 harvest. (7.0 x 104 km).
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Table E36. Irrigation Data for Water Resources Regions 1969)23

Region Water Resources Volume of Irrigation Percent from Sprinkling
Number Region(a) Water(b) (m3/yr) Surface Water(b)(c) Fraction(c)

I New England 3.1 X 107 90 79
2 Middle Atlantic 1.1 x 108 51 95
3 South Atlantic - Gulf 1.4 x 109 56 35
4 Great Lakes 9.8 X 107 48 97
5 Ohio 3.1 x 107 65 94
6 Tennessee 2.4 x 107 30 33
7 Upper Mississippi 1.1 X 108 30 89
8 Lower Mississippi 2.9 x 109 28 1
9 Souris-Red-Rainy 2.4 x 107 79 22

1 0 Missouri 1.4 x 1010 62 8
I I Arkansas-White-Red 7.9 x 109 16 9
1 2 Texas - Gulf 7.9 x 109 18 15
13 Rio Grande 4.1 x 109 58 1
14 Upper Colorado 4.1 x 109 96 1
15 Lower Colorado 6.2 x 109 48 1
16 Great Basin 4.3 x 109 79 4
17 Columbia-North Pacific 1.8 x 1010 81 26
18 California-South Pacific 2.6 x 1010 61 1 1

-These regions are depicted in Figure E5.
bTable 13, 1969 Census of Agriculture.23
c100 minus from surface water = from groundwater.
dCalculated using Table 8, 1969 Census of Agriculture.23

All irrigation methods can result in contamina- by all farm animals; the proportions of each type of
tion of crops via root uptake of radionuclides present feed ary with the type of animal. Part A of Table
in the irrigation water. In addition, sprinkling can E419 shows the annual production of meat while Part
result in the direct deposition of radionuclides onto 5 of that table shows annual production of milk and
crops. The average fraction of irrigation water ap- eggs.
plied through sprinkling is given in Table E36 for The irrigation pathway is not addressed for the
each WRR. generic ocean and estuary sites.

The irrigation dose depends not onl� upon the
irrigation volumes and the types of irrigation, but
also upon the crops which are irrigated and upon
their yields. Weighted averages of crop yields for the
various irrigation regions considered in this study are E5.1 Dry Sites
given in Table E37,23 along with national averages for Power plant sites are listed as 'dry" sites only if
all farmland. the average groundwater travel time to surface water

The irrigation dose also depends upon how the is very long. Most of the sites listed as 'dry" sites in
irrigated crops are ultimately utilized. The destina- Table El were so categorized only because they have
tion of crops in each region-whether intended for a very low groundwater velocity. Only three dry sites
human consumption or animal feeding or industrial have both reasonably long distances to travel to
use-is not known. However, national averages are surface water, and hence potentially irrigable land
available and are given in Table E38.9 between the site and the nearest surface water, and

The irrigation dose received via the portion of the relatively large groundwater velocities. This sample
pathway involving farm animals depends upon both is small enough for averaging, and so each site is
the feeding characteristics of the animals and the considered in detail in the addendum of this appen-
production of food for humans by the animals. Tables dix. In general, it can be said that the groundwater
E391 and E409 show a breakdown of feeds consumed irrigation pathway at dry sites is not very significant.
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Table E37. Average Crop Yields for Irrigated Land (in MT/km' for yields as harvested)23

us Great Tennessee Lower
Crop Average(a) Lakes Arizona California Valley Mississippi

Forage(b) (c) 1698 1365 1412 1570 1862
Corn for grain 575 626 452 596 383 525
Rice 481 (d) (d) 632 (d) 536
Cottonseed 92 (e) (e) (e) (e) (e)
Grain(f) (c) 336 473 415 (d) 437
Soybeans 187 160 (d) (d) (d) 175
Dry beans 136 162 137 194 (d) (d)
Vegetables 1511 1163 1925 2811 690 863
Fruits 1758 (e) (e) (e) (e) (e)
Sugar cane 8410 (d) (d) (d) (d) 4947
Sugar beets 4520 3897 4068 4682 (d) (d)
,US averages for all land.
bAlfalfa, clover, timothy, wild hay, corn for silage.
cAverage depends on mix of crops grown.
dNot grown, or too small to be meaningful.
�Not available.
fWheat, barley, oats, rye, sorghym grain.

Table E38. Destinflion of All U.S. Crops 1973 dta)"

Quantity Quantity
Consumed Consumed Human Animal

Crop Supply Units by Humans by Animals (.%) M

Forage 154 106 tons (a) 130 0 84
Corn for Grain 6353 106 bushels 1650(c) 4310 26 68
Rice 98701 103 cwt 54086(c) 442 55 -0
Cottonseed 5393 103 tons 122 2238(c) 2 41
Grain: 2151 106 bushel 1710 177 79 12

Wheat 60 15 19 25 32
Oats 1076 116(c) 709 11 66
Barley 602 Al 74(c) 238 12 40
Sorghum 1010 4 1872 -0 86
All Grain(d) 4899 1919 2015' 39 41

Soy beans 48785 103tons 1805 27090(c) 4 56
Vegetables 22430(t) 103 tons (b) (a) 100 0
Fruits 24997(e) (b) (a) 100 0
Sugar cane 26584(e) 2719(f) (g) 10 (g)
Sugar beets 24540(9) 3000(h) 1575 12 6
Note: Percentageswill not necessarily add to 100; remainder of crop is wasted, lost in preparation, or used
for industrial purposes.
,Assumed zero.
bAssumed all.
Includes all exports.

dAll grain other than corn.
Production, not supply.
fSugar, raw equivalent.
sSome bagasse is fed to cattle; the quantity could not be found.
hRefined sugar equivalent.
'Dry pulp. Some wet pulp is also fed, the amount is not known.
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Table E39. Domestic Consumption of Feed by Cattle
and Poultry for 19729

Consumption
(in metric Percent

Feed tonnes) of Diet

Grain 152.4 x106 27.9
Sovbean Meat 10.9 X106 2.0
Cottonseed Meal 2.0 x 106 0.3
Other Oil Meal 0.5 x 106 0.1

Fish Meal 0.5 x 106 0.1

Meat Meal 1.6 x 106 0.3
Dried Milk 0.3 x 106 0.1

Beet Pulp 1.4 x 106 0.2
Alfalfa Meal 1.6 x106 0.3
Corn silage 98.6 x106 18.0
Hav 118.0 X106 21.6
Pasture 159.0 x106 29.1
Total 546.8 x106 100.0

Table E40. Feed Consumed by Farm Animals in 1972, per Unit of Production
Quantity of Feed Expressed as Equivalent Feeding Value of Corn9

Type of Animal Consumption (kg) Units

Dairv Cattle I'll Per kg Milk
Beef Cattle 11.42 Per kg live weight
Sheep and Lambs 18.14 Per kg live weight
Hens 0.26 Per egg
Broilers 2.43 Per kg live weight
Turkevs 5.15 Per kg live weight
Hogs 6.33 Per kg live weight
Source: Agricultural Statistics, 1974.9

Table E41. Total Meat, Egg and Milk Production for 19739

A. Meat Production(a)
Animals

Meat Weight Average Live Slaughtered Average Meat
Type (106 kg) Weight (kg) (thousand head) Weight (kg)

Beef 9670 480 34,027 284
Pork 5800 110 77,846 75
Lamb and Mutton 234 49 9,798 24
Veal 162 94 2,376 68
Lard 570 - (all animals) -
Broilers Chickens 4053 1.74 3,237,523 1.25
Turkevs 890 8.41 132,153 6.73
B. Egg and Milk Production
Animals Head Yearly Production Production/Head

Lavers 2.928 x 108 66.6 x 109 eggs 227 eggs/head-yr
Milk COWS00) 1.162 x 107 52.56 x 109 kg milk 3391 kg/head-yr
--(0 3.874 x 06

Source: Agricultural Statistics, 1974.9
1ncludes meat consumed on farm where raised.
bNumber tat have already calved.
,Heifers 500 lb. and over, for replacement.
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The irrigation rates, the sp rinkling fractions and crop percentages assumed to be appropriate for land
the irrigation depths for the three sites are summa- surrounding the three sites are presented in Table
rized in Table E42;23 average values appropriate for a 4323 and summarized in Table E44.
.generic" dry site are also given in that table. Specific

Table E42. Irrigation Rates, Sprinkling Fractions, and Irrigation Depths23

Irrigation Average
Volume Irrigation Rate Irrigation Rate Sprinkling Irrigation

Sites (M3/yr) (M3/kM2)(a) (m3/kM2)(b) Fraction Depth (m/yr)(c)

Dry Sites
I - 1.30 x 106 6.6 X 104 0.01 1.30
2 - 1.09 X 106 6.5 X 104 0.14 1.09
3 - 1.45 x 106 0 - -

Average of 3 - 1.28 x 106 4.4 X 104 0.05 1.20
Average of 17(d) - 1.40 x 105 7.6 X 103 0.02 0.14

Great Lakes 7.0 X106 1.7 x 105 8.91 X 102 0.97 0.17
Rivers

Tennessee-
Ohio 3.68 x 106 2.6 X 105 2.2 X 104 0.33 0.26

Lower
Missouri Negligible Negligible - -

Lower
Mississippi 8.14 x 107 3.9 x 101 2.3 X 104 0.01 0.39

aAverage over all irrigated land; total rate is given.

Averaged over all land; groundwater rate is given for 'dry' sites and surface water rate is given for
Great Lakes and river sites.

�Applies only to irrigated land.

dOnly two of the above sites were included in the RSS and are included in this average.

Table E43. Percentage Use of Irrigated Land23

Great Tennessee Lower
Dry Lakes River Mississippi
Sites Sites Sites Sites

Pasture 3.1 0.5 0.1
Harvested forage crops 15.1 2.9 7.9 0.2
Corn for grain 1.4 11.5 5.3 1.6
Rice, etc. 3.3 61.7
Other grains 19.9 3.3 3.5 0.8
Cotton 15.6 35.0 9.5
Soybeans 3.3 2.0 24.3
Dry beans 16.8 2.9
Vegetables 9.5 60.0 32.4 0.4
Fruits, nuts, berries 13.1 15.3 2.7 0.3
Sugar cane 1.1
Sugar beets 3.2 0.8
Tobacco and other 10.7
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Table E44. General-Site Crop Disposition

Disposition (fraction) Dry Great Lakes Tennessee-Ohio Lower Mississippi

forage(a) .182 .029 .084 .003
soybeansW .000 .033 .020 .243
inedible(b� .156 .000 .457 .095

(cotton, tobacco,
grain(c),(d) .246 .148 .088 .64 1 (d)

vegetables, fruits,
nUtS(e) .227 .753 .351 .007

miscellaneoUS(e) .194 .037 .020 .011

Approximate yields for each general class of crops are taken to be the same for all regions; the values
used are 1.5 kg/M2 for forage, 02 kg/m2 for soybeans, 0.5 kg/M2 for grain, 1.5 kg/ml for vegetables,
fruits and nuts, and 0.5 kg/m2 for miscellaneous.
�Assumed to be ingested entirely by farm animals.

bAssumed to be ingested by neither humans or farm animals.

�Assurned tc be ingested 50% by humans and 50% by animals, except for the Lower Mississippi.
dThe grain irrigated along the Lower Mississippi is almost entirely rice; therefore, essentially 100%
of all grain grown there is consumed by humans.

eAssurned to be ingested entirely by humans.

E5.2 Great Lakes Sites Canadian irrigation must also be considered. The
The total annual irrigation volume used in the Canadian shorelines of Lakes Superior and Huron

Great Lakes Water Resources Region is 98 x, 101 M3/yr have very small populations and little agriculture.
(Table E36). Forty-eight percent of that volume is However, the Canadian shores of Lakes Erie and
taken from surface water. It is assumed that one-third Onta-io are heavily settled, and additional irrigation
of the irrigation water taken from surface water in water could be used there. For these two lakes, it is
the Great Lakes WRR comes from the Great Lakes assumed that irrigation usage along the U. S. and the
themselves. Distributing one-third of the surface wa- Canadian shores is proportional to the shoreline
ter irrigation volume over the lakes in proportion to lengths. The resulting total irrigation volumes aie
the surrounding U. S. population (see Subsection given in Table E45. The irrigation volumes as func-
F3.2 and Table E3) results in the estimated volumes tions of shoreline length are also given in that table.

listed in Table E45.

Table E45. Estimated Irrigation Volumes for Great Lakes Sites

Distributed
U.S. Volume Total Volume Usage(,,)

Lake (ml/yr) (M3/yr) (M3/km-yr)

Superior 2.0 x 105 2.5 x 105 137
Michigan 7.0 x 106 7.0 x 106 2624
Huron 5.0 x 105 5.0 x 105 551
Erie 6.0 x 106 1.2 x 107 8780
Ontario 1.3 x 106 3.1 x 106 2756

Total 12.3 x 107 Average 1803

Distributed along the shoreline.
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The average irrigation rates both for land utiliz- The percentages of the irrigated area devoted to
ing irrigation and for all farmland in the Great Lakes various crops are shown in Table E43. Almost half of
WRR are given in Table E42 A comparison of the two the irrigated land in this region is used to grow
rates indicates that irrigation is not used for most essentially non-edible crops. The irrigated land usage
farmland in the region. The sprinkling fraction for is summarized in Table E44.
the region is also given in Table E42.

Most of the irrigation water in this region is used E5.3.2 Lower Missouri River
for crops consumed by humans (Table E43). The The Missouri and its tributaries are included in
largest fraction of the acreage is used for vegetables, WRR 10 (Figure E7). Irrigation water usage from the
fruits, and corn (for grain). Only small fractions are Missouri and its tributaries is extensive. However,
used for other crops. The irrigated land usage is essentially 100 percent of all water used for irrigation
summarized in Table E44. is taken upstream from any built or planned reactor.

In the absence of specific information to the contrary,
it is assumed that nearly all irrigation from surface

E5.3 River System Sites water sources uses water from upstream reaches.

The three river systems considered in this study E5.3.3 Lower Mississippi River
are the Tennessee-Ohio, the Lower Missouri, and the
Lower Mississippi. Each of the areas has such differ- The Lower Mississippi River is located in WRR 08
ent land use and irrigation practices that they are (Figures E5 and E7). This region also includes short
considered separately. lengths of some major tributaries to the Mississippi,

Only the irrigation water removed from the main- plus the Atchafalaya River and the Gulf of Mexico
stream of each river requires consideration. The wa- drainage areas. A total of 293 x 109 m3 per year is used
ter in tributaries would not be polluted by an acci- for irrigation in WRR 0. The total irrigation water
dent unless the ac-ident site were on a tributary; in usage from surface sources in the WRR is 59 x 108
Such a case, just the single tributary (and all its lower m3/yr. The portion of that irrigation water usage
reaches) would be affected. However, the informa- which is taken from the Lower Mississippi is estimat-
tion about the water removed from each tributary ed to be 8.1 x 17 M3/yr (see Table E46). The length of
and the ainstream is not normally available. It has the Lower Mississippi River is approximately 1600
been assumed in obtaining estimates of irrigation km, s that the average irrigation water usage is 5.1 x
volumes that the amount of water taken from any 104 M3/km.
section of a river system is just proportional to the The average irrigation rates both for just irrigated
length of the section. land and for all farmland in the vicinity of the lower

Mississippi are given in Table E42 A comparison cf
the two rates indicates that most farmland in the

E5.3.1 Tennessee-Ohio River ystl!m region is not irrigated. The sprinkling fraction for the
The Tennessee and its tributaries are included in region is also given in Table E42.

WRR 06 (Figure E7). Thirty percent of the water used The nature of cropping changes from North to
for irrigation in this region comes from surface South. Howevir, for simplicity, percentage usage for
sources. The total amount of irrigation water used in the entire Lower Mississippi Water Resources Region
WRR 06 is 245 x 107 M3 So that approximately 736 x has been used. These percentages are given in Table
106 M3, comes from the surface water sources. The E43. Almost two-thirds of the irrigated land in this
length of the mainstream is roughly equal to the region is used to grow rice. The irrigated land usage
lengths of the major tributaries so that 368 x 16 M3 is summarized in Table E44.
can be assumed to come from the mainstream. The
length of the Tennessee River from Watt's Bar Dam to E6 Shoreline Usage
the mouth is 852 km, so the average usage distributed The shoreline pathway contribution to total dose
over the entire length of the mainstream and its depends on the estimated population exposure.
reservoirs is 4320 ms/km. Shoreline exposure is assumed to occur primarily as a

The average irrigation rates both for land using result of water-relAted recreational activities, and is
irrigation and for all farmland in the Tennessee WRR estimated from available boating, fishing, swimming,
are given in Table E42 A comparison of the two rates and waterfowl hunting data.21,22,24,25 All exposure is
indicated that some irrigation is used on most of the assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the
farmland in the region. The sprinkling fraction for year. The shoreline pathway is not considered for the
the region is given in Table E42. generic dry site.
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Figure E7. Water Resource Regions and Subregions Around the Lower Mississippi
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Table E46. Fractions and Total Amounts of Irrigation Water from the Lower
Mississippi River Mainstream

WRS fSA(O) fMS(b) fMiSS40 Total Volume (M3/yr)(d)

0807 .15 .5
Louisiana .12 3.90 x 107

0805 (part) .15 .3

0806 .1 .3
Mississippi .12 5.99 x 106

0803 .3 .3

0805 (part) .05 .9
Arkansas .14 3.43 x 107

0802 (part) .3 .3

Tennessee(e) 0.50 2.16 x 106

Total 8.14 x 107

afs, is the estimated ratio of the state's area in each WRS that includes the

Mississippi drainage system to the total area of the state within WRRO8.

bfMS is the ratio of the Mississippi mainstream length to the total major stream

length in the subareas in the. state.

ctate =
Ss I fSA f Ms

subareas

te V.
dtotal volume t4iss tate

states

where

V.tate is the surface water irrigation volume for the state.

e WRS 0801 contains a relatively small fraction of the total area of the state.

However, because it encompasses a very valuable agricultural area, the fraction for

the Mississippi River has been made conservatively high.

A number of very rough, although probably con- Recreational usage is measured in terms of per-

servative, approximations have been made in this son-days of activity. These values can be readily

section and in the following section on immersion; converted to the number of hours of actual exposure

such approximations are justified for cases in which if the average numbers of hours per day per person of

the contribution from the considered pathway is activity are known. The following assumptions are

small compared to the contributions from other path- made about these averages in this section: 25 a day of

ways. For calculating the exposure for specific sites, boating involves I hour of shoreline activity; a day of

these approximations should not be used. swimming, 25 hours; a day of fishing, 3 hours; a day

Recreational data have been taken extensively of waterfowl hunting, 6 hours; and a day of walking,

from Reference 21. References 24 and 25 have also 2 hours.

been utilized. The data available for estimating the From this information and the population usage

total shoreline population usages differ by as much as data presented in Tables E47 and E48, the total U. S.

a factor of two (Tables E47 and E48). The arbitrary recreational shoreline usage is estimated to be 756 x

distribution of the total shoreline usages among var- 101 person-hrslyr. The details are given in Table E49.

ious types of waterbodies can result in an even larger The shoreline usage resulting from all commercial

difference between estimates. activities is arbitarily taken to be 25 percent of the
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total recreational shoreline usage, that is, 189 x 109 The distribution of the total shoreline usage with
person-hrs/yr. As a result, the total shoreline usage respect to the type of nearest waterbody is considered
for all activities is approximately 945 x. 109 person- in the next four subsections. The results are summa-
hrs/yr. rized in Table E50.

Table E47.1970 U.S. Water Contact Recreation (Other than Fishing) by Persons of Age Nine or
Over

Range of
ParticipantS21 Person-dayS21 Average Days Person-days

(106) (106) Per Person Data (106)(s)

Boating, Sailing,
Canoeing 41 420 10.2 21222 -

68416,(b)

Swimming 77 1,700 22.1 74422,(c) -

232316,(b)

Freshwater Angling(d) 29 590 17.9 < 27822,(e) -

13024

Saltwater Angling 9.5 110 11.6 < 1021 -

24224
Waterfowl Hunting 3 25 3.6 2521 - 5624

�Projected recreational participation data tend to increase much more rapidly than the population
itself; therefore, a part of this variation is due to using estimates for different years.

bThis is an estimated value for 1975.

cThis is only for the summer months.
dThe number of anglers includes only those who spent 7.50 or more, or who reported three or
more angler-days during the 1970 Census survey.

eThis includes both saltwater and freshwater fishing, but is only for the summer months.

Table E48. Water Contact Recreation in the U.S. 1972)

Summer Hoursl Estimated
Person-days2s,(a) Person-day25,00 Person-days/yeb)

Boating, Sailing,
Canoeing,
Waterskiing 231.0 2.9 462.0

Swimming(c) 744.1 2.7 1488.0
Fishing 278.2 4.4 556.4
Walking 496.3 1.9 98.2(d)

aThis is taken from the National Recreation Survey for the Summer of 1972;25 it includes all
participants over 12 years of age.
bYear-round activity is assumed to be twice the summer activity.

cThis includes swimming in pools and in natural waterbodies.

djo percent of all walking for pleasure is assumed to occur along shorelines and flood plains.
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Table E49. Recreational Shoreline Explosure(a)

Person-hours/
Recreational Activity Person-day Person-days/yr Person-hrs/yr

Boating 1 4.2 x 108 0.42 x 109
Swimming 2.5 1.7 x 109 4.25 x 109
Fishing 3 6.3 x 1 0 1.89 x 109

Waterfowl hunting 6 2.5 x 107 0.1 x 109

Walking 2 4.0 x 108 0.80 x 109

Total 7.56 x 109
,-The total shoreline exposure is taken to be 125 times the recreational shoreline exposure.

Table E50. Estimated Population Usages for the Shoreline and Immersion Pathways

Shoreline Immersion

Total Distributed Total Distributed
Waterbody Person-hr/yr person-hr/(km-yr) person-hr/yr person-hr/(km-yr)

Great Lake 9.1 x 100 4.5 x 108 -
Superior 1.9 x 107 3.9 x 103 9.3 x 106 1.9 X 103

Michigan 3.5 x 109 1.3 x 103 1. x 108 6.4 x 104

Huron 4.4 x 107 1.6 x 104 2.1 x 107 8.1 X 103
Erie 3.5 x 108 2.5 x 103 1.8 x 108 1.2 x 105
Ontario 1.6 x 108 1.4 x 105 7.8 x 1 07 7.0 x 104

Estuary 2.3 x 104 2.8 x 104(s) 9.8 x 108 1.2 x 1 04(a)

Ocean 7.5 x 108 1.0 x 103 3.3 x 108 4.4 x 104

River System 3.8 x 109 2.6 x 104 1.8 x 109 1.3 x 104
Total 9.5 x 109

&Based on tidal shoreline length.

E6.1 Great Lakes Sites length results in an average usage of 39 x 103 person-
Only a few percent of the total U. S. recreational hrs/yr-km for Lake Superior; 13 x 105 person-hrs/yr-

freshwater fish harvest is from the Great Lakes. How- km for Lake Michigan; 16 x 104 person-hrs / yr-km for
ever, the Great Lakes region has approximately 10 to Lake Huron; 25 x I 5 person-hrs / yr-km for Lake Erie;
15 percent of the total U. S. population. In agreement and, 14 x 105 person-hrs/yr-km for Lake Ontario.
with these, it is assumed that 10 percent of the total U.
S. boating, swimming, freshwater fishing and water- E6.2 Estuarine Sites
fowl hunting activity occurs on the Great Lakes. (The It is assumed that 30 percent of the total U. S.
Canadian shoreline usage is assumed to be included boating, swimming, saltwater fishing, and waterfowl
in this estimate). hunting occurs in estuarial regions. Therefore, the

This approximation for the Great Lakes shoreline total shoreline usage for tidal regions is approximate-
usage gives a total population usage of 91 x 108 ly 23 x 109 person-hrs/yr. Dividing this by the total
person-hrs/yr. Distributing this value over the indi- U. S. tidal shoreline length 8.2 x 104 km) results in an
vidual lakes in proportion to the surrounding drink- average usage of 28 x 104 person-hrs/yr-(km of tidal
ing-water population (Table E3) results in the follow-

shoreline).
ing: Superior, 1.88 x 107 person-hrs/yr; Michigan,
3.50 x 106 person-hrs/yr; Huron, 44 x 107 person-
hrs / yr; Erie, 35 x 1 08 person-hrs / yr and Ontario, 1.58 E6.3 Ocean Sites
x 108 person-hrs/yr. Dividing the value for the total It is assumed that 10 percent of the total U.S.
usage for each lake by the corresponding shoreline boating, swimming, saltwater fishing and waterfowl
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hunting occurs along coastal shorelines of oceans. day of boating involves 3 hours of immersion-related
The total shoreline usage along oceans is therefore activity; a day of swimming, I hour; a day of fishing,
/.5 x 101 person-hrs/yr. The resulting average popu- 4 hours; and a day of waterfowl hunting, 6 hours.
lation shoreline usage is 1.0 x 105 person-hrs/(km of From this information and the population usage data
coastal shoreline)-yr. presented in Tables E47 ad L48, the total recre--l-

tional immersion usage is estimated to be 381 x 109

E6.4 River System Sites person-hrs/yr. The details are given in Table E.71.
Assuming that 40 percent of the total U.S. boating, The immersion usage resulting from all commer-

swimming, freshwater fishing and waterfowl hunt- cial activities is arbitrarily taken to be 25 perctnt of
ing occurs along river system shorelines results in a the total recreational immersion usage, that is, 9.95 x
total shoreline usage of 38 x 109 person-hrs/yr. Di- 106 person-hrs/yr. As a result, the total immersion
viding the total usage by the total surface area of all usage from all activities is approximately 476 x 1W
major rivers and streams in the 48 contiguous states person-hrs/yr.
(2.3 x 104 MZ)16 results in an average usage of 16 x 101 The distribution of the total immersion usage
person-hrs/kM2-yr; dividing the total usage by the with respect to the type of nearest waterbody is
total length of all major rivers and streams 1.4 x 101 considered in the next four subsections. The results
km)16.' results in 26 x 104 person-hrs/(km-yr). are summarized in Table E50.

E7 Immersion E7.1 Great Lakes Sites
The swimming pathway contribution to total dose It is again assumed that 10 percent of all the U.S.

depends on the estimated population exposure. The shoreline and immersion-related activity (excluding
pathway includes immersion in the water (swim- saltwater fishing) occurs on the Great Lakes. J'here-
ming) and boating or other recreational activities on fore, the combined effective immersion usage for the
the surface of the water. Those activities on the Great Lakes is 45 x 1011 person-hours/yr. Distributing
surface are assumed to result in 12 the exposure of this combined usage to the individual lakes in pro-
swimming (27r rather than 47r irradiation). All usage portion to the surrounding drinking water popula-
values are assumed to be uniformly distributed tions provides the following population usages: Lake
throughout the Vear. The swimming pathway is not Superior, 93 x 106 person-hrs '/yr; Lake Michigan, 1.8

x 108 person-hrs/yr; Huron, 21 x 107 person-hrs/yr;
considered for the generic dry site. Erie, 1.8 x 1011 person-hrs/yr; and Ontario, 78 x 107

Recreational usage measured in terms of prson- person-hrs/yr. Dividing the total usage of each lake
days of activity can be converted to the number of
hours of actual exposure by using the average num- by the corresponding shoreline length results in
ber of hours per day per person of activity. The average usage of 19 x 103 person-hrs km-yr for Supe-
following assumptions are made in this section:25 a rior; 64 x 104 person-hrs/km-yr for Michigan; 8.1 x

103 person-hrs/km-yr for Huron; 12 x 101 person-
hrs/km-yr for Erie; and 70 104 person-hrs-vr for

'The total ength of all rivers and streams is taken to be two times Ontario.
the sum of the lengths of all the major rivers given in Reference 16
(7.0 x 104 km).

Table E51. Recreational Immersion ExposureW

Person-hours/
Recreational Activity Person-day Person-days/yr Person-hrs/yr

Boating 3 4.2 x 108 0.63 x 101
Swimming 1 1.7 x 109 1.70 x 09
Freshwater fishing 4 5.9 x 108 1.18 x 109
Saltwater fishing 4 1.1 X 108 0.22 x 09
Waterfowl hunting 6 2.5 x 107 0.08 x 109

Total 3.81 x 109

aThe total immersion exposure is taken to be 125 times the recreational immersion exposure.
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E7.2 Estuary Sites EM River System Sites
As in the shoreline exposure discussion, it is as- Assuming that 40 percent of the total U.S. immer-

sumed that 30 percent of the total U.S. shoreline and sion-related exposure (except for saltwater fishing)
immersion-related usage (excluding freshwater fish- occurs along river systems results in a total immer-
ing) takes place in estuarial regions. Consequently, sion usage of 1.8 x 109 person-hrs/yr. Dividing this by
the total effective immersion usage Ott estuaries is 98 the total surface area of all the major rivers and
x 108 person-hrs/yr. Dividing this by the total US. streams in the contiguous 48 states results in an
tidal shoreline gives an average tidal immersion us- average usage along river systems of 76 x 104 person-
age of 12 x 104 person-hr/(km of tidal shoreline)-yr. hrs/kM2-yr; dividing this by the net length of all

major rivers and streams in the contiguous 48 states

E7.3 Ocean Sites results in 13 x 14 person-hrs/km-yr.

It is assumed again that 10 percent of the total U.S.
immersion-related usage excluding freshwater fish-
ing) occurs on ocean casts. As a result, the total
effective immersion usage along U.S. ocean coasts is E8 Generic Site Populations
3.3 x 108 person-hrs/yr. ividing this by the total The populations employed for each of the generic
coastal shoreline length results in an average coastal sites are given in Table E52. The data presented in the
immersion i-sage of 44 x 104 person-hrs/(km of coast- previous subsections can be used to estimate the
al shoreline)-hr. appropriateness of the values chosen.
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Table E52. Generic Site -Populations"

-Dry- Great Lakew EsI.Ary- Ocean- River System",

Drinking Water 31 persons/km� I ersons K --- --- 1351 perwn,/km 548 f/(person-yr)

W Mpe nn-yr) 548 1/(person-yr) ---

or

190D person/kin x

548 1/(person-yr)

Aquatic ood,
Finfish�-' 5.1(16.5) x 10, kg/yr 870(2800) kg/kml-yr 16,700(53JM) kgi(km of coastal showeline-yr) from 0- kn offshore 1810(5820) kg/km-yr (in general. 490(1580) kg/kml-yr

or 42.400037,000) kg/km of coastal shoreline-yr) beyond km for riven and 147(X4740) kglkmLyr fr servoirs)

1740(5600) kg/km-yr

CrumaceansW 0 2260(5010) kg/kmLyr 11.9A26.54M) g/(km of coastal sh.reline-yr) from G-5 k oshore 6(14) kg/km-yr

5.930(13-'W) kg/(km of castal shoreline-yr) beyond km

Mollusks,', 0 )445 kg1kml-yr 7,050(7,050) kgl(k- of coastal h.reline-yr) from G-5 km offshore negligible

Irrigated Foods 7.6 x I ml/ km' 7.0 101 ml/yr 22-1"22-00) kgl(km of coastal shoreline-yr) beyond km

yr (to a depth of (to a depth of 3-47 10- mllkm"- (t . depth of 39 mlyr)

0.14 ml .17 ml

or

3.1 I DI mllkm-yr

Shoreline 3.50 x 10- Wrso.- 2-8 . 10- person hm/ 1.0 . M person-hm/(ykm of coastal horeline) 1.6 . 10, person-hn/k-�-yr 26 . 10- person-hrsJkrn-y,

hr/yr (yr-km of tidal shon,
or line 2 5-l

1-3 . I 10 person-

hm/yr-km

immersion 1.80 . 10- person- 1-2 10- person-lin/ 4-4 10- r!rson-hrs/(yr-km of coastal shoreline) 7.6 10- person-hirsil,mlym 13 10, per,,,n-hrsIkm-yr

hm/yr (yr-km of tidal shon,

or line) 2 51.�I

6-4 . 10- person-

hrs/yr-km

-Th- ppulations am based on hose of Like Michigan-

-Th- populations am based on those for Chesapeake Bay.

,These populations am -emges for the entire U.S. Atlantic, Gulf of Me.im. and Pacific Coasts-

-These populations am based on an average of the Tennessee, the Lower Missouri, and the Lower Mississippi Riven.

-Arriount. directly ingested by human.; amounts harvested for consumption are given in parentheses-

'This is averaged only over the Tennessee and the Lower Mississippi.

,Factor of t.o takes into account that an estuary has 2 shorelines.

-Arbitrary factor of five is to account for the fad that estuary shorelines tend to very iregular.

The tidal shoreline includes bays, sounds, rivers and creeks to a point where the tidal water narrows to 100 feet The coastal shoreline

follows the apparent outline of the coast; the coastlines of sounds and baVsam included only to a point where they narrow to 30 nautical
miles



Addendum El

Irrigation Data for Dry Sites

E1.1 Site I the groundwater reaches surface water. The irriga-
This site is located in one of the most heavily tion rates are summarized in Table E42.

cultivated parts of Water Resource Subarea (WRS) Specific cropland fractions are known only for the
1505. Essentially 100 percent of all cropland in the entire state, and may be in error as applied to this site.
area is irrigated. However, only a fraction of the total The state percentages for land which is completely
land area is cropland, A local cropland fraction of 75 irrigated are given in Table E43.23 At least one-third
percent might be reasonable. of the irrigated land in this state is used to grow crops

For the land actually irrigated in WRR 15, the not intended for direct human consumption. The
average wat,-r application rate is 130 M3 / M2 1.3 x 106 irrigated land usage is summarized in Table E44.
M3 / kM2). If we assume 75 percent of land is cultivat-
ed, the application rate is 96 x 14 M3/kM2 averaged E1.3 Site 3
over all land. The fraction of the irrigation water in This site is located in WRS 1810. All farms in the
this region which comes from the groundwater is vicinity are irrigated. However, essentially all the
approximately 069. Therefore, the application rate irrigation water comes from surface water. Conse-
should be multiplied by 069 for the region before the quently, groundwater usage for irrigation is probably
groundwater reaches surface water. These irrigation not important in this region. Inasmuch as the
rates are summarized in Table E42.23 groundwater travel time to the surface water is esti-

Detailed specific crop percentages are known mated to be relatively long >106 days), most of the
only for the entire state. These are presented In Table radioactivity will probably never reach any surface
43.23 At least one-third of all the irrigated land in this water at this site.
state is used to grow crops not intended for human
consumption. The irrigated land usage is summa-
rized in Table E44.
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APPENDIX F

Interdiction
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F1 Introduction FM Differences Between
During a core-melt accident, radioactive material Atmospheric and Hydrospheric

can be released directly to the atmosphere and/or to Pathways
the subsoil. The human population can potentially be The atmospheric pathway is the route taken by
exposed to radiation from either of these types of radioactive material upon release to the atmosphere
releases. Certain mitigating actions can often be tak- following a reactor accident. In the case of a core-melt
en to lessen the exposure received by humans and accident, radionuclides can be released into the atmo-
other inhabitants of the environment. In this study, sphere by either leakage from the containment
the term interdiction is taken to encompass all such through slight breaching of its integrity or else ex-
actions which might be taken 2 except for those pulsion from the containment through massive rup-
emergency measures which mi�ht be taken within ture of the walls. Exposure can be either external, as
the first few days after the accident. (This definition from the radioactive cloud or from ground-deposited
of interdiction departs from that used in the Reactor radionuclides, or internal, as from inhaled radioactiv-
Safety Study (RSS).3 In that study, interdiction was ity or from contaminated food.
taken to mean denial of the use of land and its Probably the greatest threat posed by an atmo-
improvements for a period of time.) spheric release is that its initial dispersion in the

In this appendix, the mitigating &tions which environment is relatively rapid. There is no known
might be taken to lessen the radiation exposure re- way to contain this type of release at its source, so that
ceived after a release of radioactivity to the hydro- early exposure can be minimized only by very swiftly
sphere are considered. In the rest of this section, the evacuating or sheltering the endangered people, and
types of releases to the hydrosphere, the potential perhaps by issuing potassium iodide pills (to block
hydrospheric exposure pathways and the differences the adsorption of inhaled radioiodines by the thy-
between the atmospheric and the hydrospheric re- roid). However, there are several ways to inimize
leases are reviewed. In Section F2, interdictive proce- the adverse efects of an airborne release once it has
dures which can be taken close to the radioactive been deposited out of the atmosphere. Initially, mon-
source (the site of the accident) are discussed. Various itoring can be put Into effect to determine concentra-
possible methods are reviewed, along with represen- tions of airborne material. This can be followed by
tative costs for implementing them. In Section F3, procedures such as relocation of people, destruction
interdictive procedures which can be taken. at some of cropsrestrictions and/or denial of land use, and
distance away from the accident site, along the expo- decontamination of land and buildings.
sure pathways to the human population, are dealt

In contrast the hydrospheric pathway is thatwith. Both interruptive and restorative mitigating
route; taken by radioactive material released either

procedures are considered, along with costs wich into groundwater or surface water. In the case of a
might be reasonable for implementing those proce- core-melt accident, radionuclides can be released to
dures. In Sections F2 and 3, both source and pth- the hydrosphere in the following ways:
way interdictive procedures are considered as func-
tions of site characteristics. In the last section, F4, the 1 By release of highly contaminated sumpwater
available procedures and costs are summarized. either through the containment base or
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through some other path from the contain- the radiation hazard. Mitigating actions could in-
ment' , clude substituting drinking water and confiscating

2. By gradual leaching into the groundwater contaminated fish.
from the cooled and solidified core debris; Whenever possible, interdiction in the vicinity of
and, the radioactive source would usually be more effec-

3. By depressurization of the containment atmo- tive than interdiction at points along the various
exposure pathways. Not only would such source in-

sphere into the subsoil. terdiction potentially be more effective, but it would

Exposure can be either external, as from immersion also generally cost substantially less than pathway
or from shoreline-deposited radionuclides, or inter- interdiction. In general, the costs for interdiction at
nal, as from ingestion of contaminated water and the source for the hydrospheric pathways are expect-
f ood. ed to be less than the costs for interdiction along the

Exposure via the hydrospheric pathways cannot exposure pathways for either the hydrospheric or the
occur before the radioactivity reaches a point of po- atmospheric releases.
tential human contact, such as a drinking-water well The risks associated with the liquid pathway are
or a surface waterbody The travel of the radioactivity thought to be less than those for the air pathway,
to such a point is generally through an aquifer or since the feasibility of interdiction close to the source
other such subterranean medium and consequently is is generally much greater for the liquid pathway.
relatively slow. As a result, immediate action follow- Furthermore, the initial travel of the radioactivity
ing a hydrospheric release is not usually as critical as through the ground to a location of potential expo-
it is for an airborne release. However, in many cases sure can take years. Consequently, even if no inter-
interdiction might have to continue over a much dictive measures are employed, the amount of activ-
longer period of time due to the relatively long ity reaching the human environment by liquid
residence times ef at least some radionuclides in pathways can be reduced significantly by radioactive
rather inaccessible portions of the hydrosphere; that decay.
is, after a release to the hydrosphere, transport of In addition, most of the exposure via hydros-
radionuclides into accessible waterbodies and subse- pheric pathways can be regarded as being voluntary,
quent deposition onto shorelines could continue over whereas at least the early exposure via atmospheric
a period of many years. Consequently, certain inter- pathways is comparatively involuntary. For example,
dictive procedures might need to be repeated peri- whereas drinking water can be obtained from alter-
odicaliv for releases into the hydrosphere. With this native sources relatively rapidly, substitute sources
type of release, measures can usually be taken to for air are not readily available. As a result, the direct
prevent exposures without having t elocate the consequences of a hydrospheric release can be re-
population. duced by avoidance and substitution, but the conse-

Since time is often not as critical in preventing quences resulting from at least early exposure to an
early exposure from a subsurface release, there are atmospheric release often cannot be.
methods that can sometimes be employed to isolate

the radioactivity at the source, such as injecting grout F1.2 Types of Releases
to form a barrier, pumping out contaminated water to
permit treatment, and lowering the watertable to The relevant time scales for both atmospheric and
prevent contact of the water with the melt debris. hydrospheric releases are outlined in Table Fl.
Mitigation of the radiation hazard after the radioac-
tivity has reached the groundwater or surface water
might be possible also, for example, by restricting use F2 Source Interdiction
of wells, confiscating contaminated fish, and dredg-

ing. F2.1 Methods of Source Interdiction
Releases to the hydrosphere are not necessarily Possible methods to contain radioactive material

initially to the ground. For example, contaminated within the area surrounding a reactor following a
sumpwater might be released essentially directly to core-melt accident include the following:
surface water. just as in the case of an atmospheric
release, isolation of the radioactivity at the source 1. injection or withdrawal of water;
would not be possible in such situations. In these 2. lowering of the watertable;
cases, immediate action might be necessary to reduce 3. installation of a grout curtain.'
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Table Fl. Release and Transport Characteristics mix to some extent with uncontaminated water.
Withdrawal of water from several rows of down-

Duration of Transportin gradient wells can thus reduce contamination in the
Type of Release Release Environment aquifer to very low levels, but can probably never

eliminate the contamination completely.
Atmospheric Hours to days. Hours to days.

(al
Hydrospheric: REVERSED

Melt debris Weeks to years for Days to infinity, B GRADIENT C

groundwater contact; generally at least NORMAL GRADIE

additional weeks to years. TEST

years for leaching. WELL

Sumpwater Hours to years. Days to infinity, CONTAMINATED SLI

generally at least WATER CONT
VERY SLIGHTLYyears, although rapid IN

direct releases to CONTAMINATED'444 WATER
accessible portions
of the hydrosphere IMPERMEABLE

are possible. RECHARGE RECHARGE

Depressurization Hours to months. U WATER WATERDays to infinity. a-1116 _1*
A B C

IF IF
0 0
0 0 0

F2.1.1 Withdrawal and Injection of Water , :0 SLIGHTLY 0

Wells can be drilled in the area directly surround- CONTAMINATED 0 CONTAMINATED- 0
WATER 0 WATER 0 0

ing the contaminated source, either to withdraw con- 0 TEST

taminated water for treatment or to inject unconta- 0 0 WELLS0 0 0

minated water as a barrier. In the former method, the
contaminated groundwater can be isolated by drill-
ing a number of wells across the hydraulic gradient at Figure Fl. Pumping Wells Downgradient From the Source of
positions down-gradient from the contamination Contamination
source; the wells, which should extend to the bottom
of the aquifer, can then be used for withdrawal of the The number of wells required depends on the
contaminated groundwater for treatment and for permeability of the substratum, the original hydrau-
eventual disposal of the water. (Alternatively, the lic gradient of the region, the width of the band of
treated water can be injected into another aquifer or contaminated water, the rate of discharge from each
other waterbody.) In the latter method, injection of well, and the degree of cleanup required. Test wells
uncontaminated water into wells drilled across the ('C') should be drilled downstream from the second
aquifer gradient can stop or reverse localized ground- row to test whether the desired degree of decontami-
water flow. Both withdrawal and injection of con- nation has actually been met. The test wells them-
taminated water are considered to be short-term mea- selves could be utilized to provide additional decon-
sures. tamination.

The principle of withdrawal at down-gradient Withdrawal. of contaminated water from an
wells is illustrated in Figure Fl. The removal of water aquifer reduces the level of radioactivity in the
at the first row of wells, "A", causes a trough in the down-gradient portions of the aquifer. However, it
watertable surface, so that a reversed gradient is generates a very large volume of contaminated water
produced slightly downstream from the wells. This above the surface. Consequently, withdrawal must be
reversed flow region is recharged from the sides. combined with an extensive storage and treatment
There will, however, be some volume of contaminat- program for all the withdrawn water.
ed water which rea'ches the region below the wells. Protecting the down-gradient portion of the
Diffusion, eddies, and recharging will cause a mixing aquifer by injecting water into a row of wells might
of the contaminated water in this volume with un, also be thought to be attractive. The method has been
contaminated water downstream since the densities used previously to impede the intrusion of salt wa-
of the two waters are approximately equal. A second ter.5 Whereas out-pumping removes the contaminant
row of wells B') can be drilled down-gradient to from the aquifer so that it can be safely disposed of by
repeat the process and remove the contaminated storage, Concentration, evaporation, and so forth, in-
water not removed by pumping in row A. There will pumping theoretically holds the contaminant in the
again be a volume of slightly contaminated water aquifer indefinitely by forming a barrier to normal
which eventually reaches the region downstream flow. If the aquifer does not have good lateral con-
from the second row of wells. This water, in turn, will finement, the contaminated water simply escapes
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around the edge of the pumping field, and a new including setup and takedown per several hundred
field must be established down-gradient. From the foot hole might range from two to three days.',6
new field, a second escape takes place, and still other Obviously, more time might be required in adverse
fields must be drilled, ad infiniturn, as shown in conditions and/or for deeper holes.
Figure F2. This process can take place with essentially
no dilution of the contaminated water. F2.1.2 Lowering of Watertable

For a delayed source of contamination, such as
leaching of the melt debris, pumping can be used to

ESCAPE OF CONTAMINANTS lower the watertable in the immediate area of the
0 0 reactor. Leaching will then cease as the watertable
0 0 drops below the debris. The contaminated water that

0 RIDGE OF HIGHER can be obtained from some of the pumping can be
0 HEAD WATER stored temporarily and treated to remove radioactive

materials. Figure F3 illustrates how the watertable is
lowered at a single well, with the drawdown curve
('watertable after pumping started") representing the

0 distance the watertable drops.7
0

CONTAMINATED A series of wells around the accident site could be
WATER pumped to lower the watertable from the entire area

surrounding the melt debris. After pumping ceased,
the water level would gradually rise or recharge to its

0 original level, so that pumping is considered as a
short-term solution to be used in conjunction with
other interdiction ethods, such as grouting.

Factors to be considered in determining the feasi-
bility of lowering the watertable include the location

0 ESCAPE OF CONTAMINANTS of the melt debris, the soil conditions, especially the
permeability, the distance to any nearby surface body
of water, and the depth to a continuous impervious
stratum. Pumping times depend on the quantity of

Figure F2. Installation of a Recharging Field in an Aquifer With- water pumped and availability of equipment and
out Lateral Confinement crew.B

In investigating the practicality of lowering the

If the aquifer is well confined laterally, the con- watertable in the vicinity of the melt, the amount of
taminated water is imprisoned in the aquifer as long drawdown which occurs in any given substratum for
as the barrier remains in place. However, if injection a specific amount of pumping is important. Equations
stops for significant periods of time, frr example for predicting the amount of drawdown in both
because of massive equipment breakdowns or seismic confined and unconfined aquifers are given in Ad-
disturbances, the contaminated water continues on dendum F1 of this appendix. In particular, the draw-
its way undeterred except for decay losses. As a down resulting from pumping at wells evenly spaced
result, injection should probably not be considered on a circle centered on the reactor is considered in
for radioactive contamination except as a stopgap that addendum.
measure. After the pumping rates are computed for various

The actual time it takes to drill wells for either numbers of wells chosen so as to give the desired
drawdown at the location of the melt debris, one can

withdrawal or injection depends on several factors, choose a combination based on cost and consider-
such as the depth of the wells, the number of wells to ations such as whether the amount of water to be
be drilled, whether or not the subsurface geology of
the area surrounding the reactor is known (in many
of the older reactors it is not), and, if the geology is

known, the nature of the rock, and the number of The national average drilling rates for oil and natural gas are

qualified people available. One of the more impor- probably representative and are approximately 50 meters/hr

tant factors is the availability of rigs and equipment, (12OOm/day) in soft rock, 15mlhr (360m/day) in medium hard

especially on short notice. If time were critical, then rock, and 5m/hr 120m/day) in hard rock.6 The daily average

more equipment and crews would be necessary toget footage for drilling in all types of rock includes the time required

the job done quickly. for setup and takedown of the rigs and is approximately 312 ft/ day

The time it takes to drill each hole depends both or 95m/ day. However, these petroleum industry rates are general-
ly for relatively long holes (more than a 1000 meters) for which the

on the drilling rates and on the setup and the take- setup and takedown times are a minimal contribution to the total

down times for the drilling rigs. The average time time.
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handled is reasonable. Some combinations.of perme- The advantages of drawdown pumping,2 when it
ability, aquifer thickness, and hydraulic gradient is possible at all, are that significant groundwater
may totally preclude the possibility of achieving the contact with the radioactive material may be delayed,
necessary drawdown. Even in cases where daw- thus allowing time for a more permanent solution
down is possible, it must be considered at best to be a (e.g., grouting) to be carried out. Drawdown pump-
temporary measure. ing also gives additional time for decay to reduce the

0 CONSTANT radioactive content of the material.
As a numerical example, assume that an uncon-

INITIAL PIEZOMETRIC h fined aquifer with a water depth of 150 feet underlies
DRAWDOM DEPRESSION the reactor. The permeability is assumed to be

CONFINING 'CONE
STRATUM 100 gpd (gallons per day)/ft2 (not untypical of sand)

CONFINED h 11 ho and the hydraulic gradient of the aquifer is taken to
AOU 111 be I 1000. If it is desired to draw the watertable down

BEDROCK an additional 50 ft under the reactor, the necessary
r -41 N -O pumping rates (in gallons per minute) and the resul-

tant height of water at each well after drawdown are
as given in Table F2 for 25 evenly spaced pumps,
each located 200 feet from the reactor center.

Q CONSTANT

INITIAL WATERTABLE Table F2. Necessary Pumping Rates for Illustrative
f WrATEPIRTABLE AIFTE Example

L I R
PUM G 
PUMPITNG STARTED

h 

W Water Height Total Pump
, UNCONFINED AQUIFER Number of Rate Each at Each Well RateWells (gpm) (it) (Spm)

BEDROCK
N 1 Not possible

IN 2 400 39.6 goo
3 288 67.3 864
4 242 77.3 968

ORIGINAL PEZOMETRIC GROUND SURFACE 5 210 81.3 1050
SURFACE GROUND SURFACE

It might be decided that 400 gpm (gallons per
2 2rw minute) would be impractical for a well with only

DA DMN CURVE ORIGINALWATERTABLE

40 feet of penetration into the waterbearing soil, so
that the use of only two wells would be ruled ou,.

W DRAWDOWN CURVE h Note, however, that little would be gained in going

from 3 to 4 wells, except for a margin of error.
IC, Accordingly, it might be decided that three wells

would be adequate. The amount of water to be dis-
Figure F3. a) Radial Flow to a Wl Completely Penetratin a posed of (approximately IN gallons per day) should

Confined Aquifer present no problems if contamination were not sig-
b) Radial Flow to a Well Completely Pnetratin an

Unconfined Aquifer nificant.
c) Radial Flow to an ncompletely Penetrating Well in This example Is intended only to illustrate one

a Confined (left) and Ificonfined (right) Aquifer possible set of circumstances. Under some conditions,

Mixing of sumpwater with the groundwater a single well might be adequate for dewatering.
could not be avoided by this method. If sumpwater Under more adverse conditions, dewatering might be
release occurred, then a the water pumped during, completely impossible, or else might require a pro-
and for some time after, that release would need to be hibitively large number of wells.
treated extensively. If the water containing the sump-
water constituents were not treated, then pumping to F2.1.3 Installation of Grout Curtain
lower the watertable would drastically hasten the A waterproof b arrier might be formed by sur-
entry of the sumpwater contamination.into the envi- rounding the melt debris with grouting. This would
ronment. Likewise, the water which was initially Involve the injection of certain materials into the
pumped from around the melt debris would need to
be treated. This would require the construction of adjacent rock or soil to seal all the voids, cracks, and
rather extensive storage and treatment facilities at the seams. Such a barrier could isolate the radioactivity
site. from the accessible positions of the hydrosphere.
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In general, grouting would be one of the more Injecting grout into rocks presents problems since
involved procedures which might be implemented cracks are not generally continuous in a horizontal
for interdiction close to the radioactive source. Instal- plane and they are not of uniform size. Also, the
lation of a grout curtain would require a series of cracks may not be of sufficient width for the grouting
procedures. If the geology and hydrology of the area to get through. If cracks are 116 in. or greater in
were not known beforehand, time would have to be width, some type of grouting can be injected. Howev-
spent taking core samples and otherwise examining er, if the cracks are less than 1 16 in. in width, it may
the substrata. Site conditions, such as the nature of not be possible to inject grouting without further
the formations and their fracture permeabilities, preparation.
would have to be studied in advance to determine Artificial fracturing of the rock surrounding the
what materials, additives, and pressures should be drill holes is possible, and is widely practiced in the
used in the grouting.',9 petroleum industry. Fluids can be injected at high

After the subsurface region were adequately char- pressure into cracks to lengthen and enlarge them.
acterized, grouting procedures could commence. Sideward holes can be drilled from the main drill
Prior to grout injection, walls of openings would hole, with further artificial fracturing.
have been washed out so that the grout would ad- All of these fracturing techniques necessarily in-
here. In fractured rock, a dilute silicate might be crease the cost and the time required for grouting. In
injected beforehand to form a lubricating silica gel addition, in grouting around any melt debris, such
film. fracturing techniques could also increase the possi-

Knowledge of subsurface conditions would be bility of early release of radioactivity to accessible
used to choose the appropriate type of grout. Two portions of the hydrosphere. In some locations, the
materials commonly used for grouting are Portland increased possibility of early release due to fracturing
cement slurries and chemical grouts. Portland ce- might be thought to even outweigh the potential
ment slurries, wh:ch are more popular due to their advantages of grouting.
relatively low cost, are routinely used when the sizes One of the important factors affecting the time
of the voids and fissures are large enough to allow required to install a grout curtain is the availability of
the slurry to be forced under pressure into the de- drilling and grouting equipment and trained opera-
sired locations. Chemical grouts are used when small- tors. Special equipmentmay also be needed for han-
er openings and crack widths must be penetrated. dling radioactive materials. In general, all the re-
Chemical grout mixtures have a wide range in gel quired equipment and personnel would need to be
times and strengths and can be used to seal off an area transported to the site.
even in flowing water conditions.10 An example of one possible grouting configura-

For rocks and sediments having uniform porosi- tion would be that described in a previous report.'
ties, cement grouting can be effective for thousands The hypothetical debris source is 21 m in diameter
of vears. Chemical grouting may be good for equally and 16 m high, and is located directly below the
long times, but not enough information is available containment structure. Grouting would be pumped
vet to establish such a long time range; it is known down through slant-drilled holes extending below
that chemical grouting can be good for at least 100 the core debris on a 190 m 623 ft) circumference (or
years. diameter of 60.5 m) to form a waterproof barrier

surrounding the debris source (Figure F4).'
Initial procedures to determine the geology of the area would However, this configuration ignores the environ-

include: ment of the reactor. The buildings surrounding the
1. ascertaining the degree of continuity of joint since disconti- containment area need to be considered in discussing

nuity promotes strength (continuous joints represent zones
of weakness usually failing at lower stress values than the the feasibility of grouting. Figure F5 shows diagrams
rock material itself); of typical BWR and PWR two-unit nuclear sta-

2. investigating amounts and direction of dip of jointing and tions.11,17
degree of stratification; The area of a reactor building in either diagram

3. investigating the nature of the joint surfaces since these corresponds to the approximate maximum grouting
dictate resistance to movement and influence the distribu-
tion of stresses (the actual thicknesses of joint zones may dimensions in the example discussed above. It would
have a bearing on groutability and these can be affected by seem virtually impossible to consider grouting in
several factors, such as weathering and the movements of such a confined area when each reactor unit is sur-
groundwater);

4. analyzing actual blocks of rock material to determine their rounded by a network of pipes and a variety of
physical, mechanical, and dynamic properties; and buildings. The structures surrounding the contain-

5. investigating subsurface water conditions. ment could perhaps be leveled so that grouting could
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be done just around the reactor building. However, would be much less under the reactor because the
attempts to remove the attached buildings could re- holes would become crowded together at the apex. If
sult in damage to the containment building itself and the holes were spaced on the 500 ft x 800 ft rectangle,
could cause the release of radioactive water from the about 520 holes would be required. If the holes were
auxiliary buildings. Furthermore, the leveling of the each 110 m 361 ft) long, the apex would be 78 ra
attached buildings would necessitate the disposal of (260 ft) below the ground at the reactor center.
all the contaminated aterials produced by the raz- From the drilling rates referred to in Section
ing. As a result, the grouting would probably have to F2.1.1, approximately 3 days might be required to
surround at least the entire nuclear unit. drill a 110 m hole. However, the required slanted

One possibility would be that the holes could be holes would be more difficult to drill. There would
slant drilled at different angles from the perimeter of also be a rather difficult surveying job involved in
a rectangle which could avoid all the buildings. For assuring that the holes stayed on course with consid-
any of the units depicted in Figure F5 a possible erable precision. Accordingly, it is estimated that 6 to
configuration for grouting might be a rectangle ap- 8 days would be more reasonable for a slanted hole.
proximately 500 ft x 800 ft. The perimeter would be To ensure adequate grouting, core samples would
about 790 m 2600 ft) or slightly greater. probably need to be taken at least at 15 m (50 ft)

Grouting could be generally assured if the holes intervals. As a result, the initial holes could take con-
had a separation of no more than 1.5 m (5 ft) at the siderably longer than 6 to days to complete. If
surface.9 It should be noted that the separations 20 drill rigs were used, drilling of the entire 520 holes

for the rectangle could be completed in 7 to 9 months,
in favorable conditions.

Grouting is usually done on a splitting pattern;
that is, the initial holes are evenly but widely spaced.
After these are filled, intermediate holes are dilled
and grouted. In principle, the pattern is repeated
until grouting is assured. However, splitting-pattern
grouting along a single row such as that just consid-
ered is often not adequate to ensure a complete
CUtoff.13 Instead, a multiple-row grouting approach is
required. In such cases, a three-row pattern is usually
adequate (Figure 176). First, the two outer primary
rows are drilled and grouted, each on a splitting
pattern. Then the inner secondary row is drilled an-1
grouted on a repeated splitting pattern until cutoff is
assured.13

Figure F4. Possible Grouting Configuration for the Melt
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Figure FS. Typical DWR ad PWR Nuclear Station
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0 top of the debris. To accomplish this, additional
grouting might be done either under or at the surface
of the site so that the debris would be completely

0 A 0 A 0 A 0 A 0 encased in grout. Alternatively, an above-ground
structure enclosing the containment and any other
necessary buildings might be built. Additional time

0 would be required to complete this work iasmuch as
such work could probably not be initiated until the
completion of all the grouting under and around the

0 PRIMARY HOLE, PRIMARY ROWS debris. The time required to seal off the top of the
0 SECONDARY HOLE, PRIMARY ROWS debris could range from days to years, depending
0 PRIMARYHOLE, SECONDARYROW upon the approach employed.
[3 SECONDARY HOLE. SECONDARY ROW The total time required for grouting and all the

TERTIARY HOLE. SECONDARY ROW related procedures is thus estimated to range from
15 months to 3 years. Under favorable conditions, the

FigureF6. Three-RowGroutingPatternWithTwoPrimaryRows task might take considerably less than this estimated

Such a multiple-row approach could drastically range. Under exceptionally awkward conditions, the
increase the total time required to complete the task might take longer. Additional time would also
grouting. It might be possible to use more drill rigs, probably be required if the geology and the hydrol-
reducing the time required. However, it would be ogy of the site were not well known in advance.
necessary to maintain a minimum separation be- It should be pointed out that grouting would
tween rigs to avoid interference. Also, scheduling nearly always be possible, provided that sufficient
would be more difficult as more rigs were used. For time were available. If the original work proved not
these reasons, it is velieved that even with exception- to give adequate protection, additional holes could be
al effort, the drilling portion of the task often could drilled and grouted. However, if the task consumed
not be completed in much less than one year. Howev- too much time, some release (particularly sumpwater
er, effective temporary cutoff of the debris might be release) might occur before the job were finished at
obtained much earlier than this, after completion of certain sites.
just the first row.

It has been assumed that no major dfficulties are F2.1.4 Other Methods
encountered. Very hard rock strata, or requirements If a narrow, laterally confined aquifer with a well-

for extensive fracturing, or uneven layers of varying defined unidirectional hydraulic gradient were the

hardnesses could easily double the time required to source of the groundwater at the site, a grout curtain

complete the grouting. could be installed either upstream or downstream

The configuration just considered for grouting is from the reactor. Such a barrier would be worthwhile

only one possibility. If the rock strata beneath the site only if the bottom of the aquifer could be completely

were not horizontally layered, then the angles at sealed off; otherwise, water would simply leak under

which the slant drilling were done might be different the curtain. This type of barrier would preclude

on various sides of the configuration. If a sufficiently downstream use, so that alternate sources of water

thick impermeable layer of rock existed not too far would be required. The barrier could not be consid-

beneath the melt debris, then grouting might be ered permanent, and long-term monitoring for leak-

done vertically just to that layer; the impermeable age would be required. An upstream barrier would be

rock would then serve as part of the barrier. For a better than a downstream barrier.

single isolated unit, it might be possible to grout Some surnpwater releases might be precluded by

around a smaller area. Different configurations could pumping out the containment. In this method, a hole

require much different times to complete than those could be drilled at a shallow angle to penetrate the

just estimated. containment sump. The hole would have to be com-

Site preparation would have to precede any drill- pletely cased and well grouted all the way to the

ing. The necessary site preparation - concrete pads containment wall. Most of the sumpwater could then

for at least some of the holes, surveys, decontamina- be pumped out for temporary storage in impermeable

tion, and so forth - before drilling started is estimat- tanks. Alternatively, piping connections to the sump

ed to require approximately three months. could be used to pump out the contaminated water.

After grouting around the sides and the bottom of It has been suggested that a slurry trench could be

the melt debris, it might be necessary to seal off the dug around the melt debris. This would require the
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excavation of a rather deep trench all the way around age ditch. The flow of water along the entire route of
the containment. This trench would ten be filled the system is by gravity. In one typical pumped
with slurry. Extensive pumping, along with treat- system, pumps are used to lower the watertable from
ment of any contaminated water pumped, would a gravel fill beneath the containment. The water
need to accompany the entire process. Although the flows through vertical and then horizontal pipes to a
barrier could generally be assured as far as it went, nearby sump cavity, from which it is finally pumped
such a trench would not necessarily make a better to a holding pond. The majority of underdrains are
barrier than a more complete grout curtain. In fact, as contained alongside and under structures, with some
time permitted, construction of a more complete bar- systems having pumping systems within larger sys-
rier would often be indicated. tems, such as reactor or auxiliary buildings, to dis-

charge collected water.

F2.2 Source Interdiction as a Function For the liquid pathways, the gravity flow system
of Site Features is probably more of a threat than a pumped flow

system. A release of sumpwater into a functioning
Effective isolation of the radioactivity released gravity flow system might result in its almost imme-

into the liquid pathways after a meltdown accident diate entry into the environment, making source
depends to a large extent on the characteristics of the interdiction extremely difficult or even impossible.
reactor site, as well as on the types of releases which In contrast, the functioning of a pumped flow
occur. To bc worthwhile, source interdiction must be system might be advantageous to interdiction. If the
completed before significant quantities of the radio- pumped system remained intact in the event of a
activity have been carried away from the vicinity of meltdown, and if the melt did not progress too deep-
the accident. The time before which interdiction ly into the soil, the watertable might remain suffi-
must be carried out, and hence the feasibility of ciently depressed that groundwater did not contact
successful interdiction, depend strongly on the hy- the melt. The release of radioactivity by leaching
drology of the site. The feasibility also depends upon could then be delayed as long as the system func-
the presence of certain engineered features such as tioned appropriately. However, failure of a pumped
underdrain systems. system could result in recharging of the watertable to

Constructed features at the site such as under- its original level. This could cool the melt and initiate
drains or dewatering systems can drastically hasten leach-ng. In addition to being used to lower the
the entrance of sumpwater either into the ground watertable a properly-functioning pumped flow sys-
water or into nearby surface waterbodies. Temporary tem could possibly be utilized to gather any escaping
underdrains are often installed during construction sumpwater. Thus, its release to the environment
of reactor containments to remove water and are then could be circumvented.
normally closed off upon completion of the project. It is not generally known whether permanent
Permanent underdrains, which are not sealed off underdrains exist at many of the older reactor sites.
following construction, are used after construction to There are thought to be at least a dozen sites with
lessen subsurface water loadg. The permanent sys- such permanent underdrain systems. At such sites,
tems are economical and provide greater plant oper- the probability of early sumpwater release could be
ational dependability for the following reasons's significantly larger than it is for sites without perma-

I they reduce structural requirements such as nent underdrain systems.
wall thickness in earthquake zones; Con tructed features other than underdrain sys-

2. they keep the water level below that of any tems might also affect releases to the hydrosphere.
liquefiable soils; For example, during construction the region beneath

3. they prevent seepage water from entering the and around the containment basernat might be al-
lower buildin& levels; and tered such that a direct path were created between

the region and the ground surface. Thus, the rates of
4. they minimize costs by reducing the amount escape of sumpwater and depressurized containment

of interior drain water to be treated. gases to accessible portions of the environment might

There are two types of underdrain systems: grav- be significantly increased. At such sites, successful
ity flow (passive) and pumped flow (active). Each source interdiction of the radioactivity in those re-
generally consists of a collector system, a drain sys- leases might be precluded.
tem, and a discharge system. In one possibly typical The hydrology of the site is also very important in
gravity underdrain, water collected by a series of determining the feasibility of most source interdic-
vertical and horizontal pipes flows to a nearby dain- tive procedures. Withdrawal of contaminated water
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would only be practical in areas of relatively low For many of the older facilities, knowledge of
groundwater flow rates; in other areas, the amount of subsurface geology may be limited, thus making it
water to be stored and/or treated could be too large to difficult to determine the necessities and the feasibil-
handle. A relatively low natural watertable at the site ities of many source interdictive measures in an
would tend to make withdrawal a more useful proce- accident situation. This lack of knowledge could
dure; a high watertable would increase the amount of hamper the reasoned consideration of possible ap-
water to be pumped and treated, unless pumping of proaches to source interdiction at some sites. Further-
the upper uncontaminated water were done separate- more, it could lower the probability of success of any
Iv. Injection of water as a barrier would be feasible actions which were taken.
only in regions in which water of sufficient quality

was readily available. F2.3 Source Interdiction as a Function
Soil conditions and rock types also can affect of Near-Field Contamination

mitigating actions. If rock fractures are too small, The previous subsections have assumed that

then artificial fracturing must be utilized to ensure ground contamination at the accident site would be
the feasibility of grouting. Nonuniform permeabili- minimal. However, that would not necessarily be the
ties can make both grouting and pumping difficult situation. In the event of a meltdown accident, some
and even completely impracticable. form of atmospheric release would inevitably accom-

The hydrological conditions under the reactor pany the hydrospheric release. Some of that material
might be such that extensive source interclictive pro- released into the atmosphere could contaminate the
cedures would not even be required. For example, the ground around the site. The most probable atmo-
watertable might lie far beneath the lowest depth of spheric releases would be such that even near the
penetration of the melt. If depressurization and reactor there would be a possibility of taking mitigat-
sunipwater releases did not occur, then release of ing actions at a relatively early time. However, the
radioactivity to the environment would be extremely probability of a more severe release is far from negli-
slow. If precipitation were prevented from percolat- gible, and therefore it is necessary to consider the
ing down to the melt, then release would be by possibility that near-field contamination could pre-
diffusion only. Such a location might be regarded as clude some immediate interdictive responses close to
being a relatively safe repository for the melt debris. the site.

Another condition which might preclude the
need for interdictive procedures, other than monitor-
ing, would be entrapment of the melt in a thick and F2.3.1 Near-Field Doses and Dose Rates
rather impervious layer of material, such as clay, The dose received by an individual in the vicinity
beneath the reactor site. If the intrusion of the melt of the reactor can be estimated roughly by using the
into the material did not degrade the layer's integrity Reactor Safety Study Consequence Model.'54' Details
with respect to permeability (and if integrity had not of the calculations performed for this study with that
been previously disturbed by construction activities), model to estimate the near-field dose rates are pre-
then the impervious layer might form a comparative- sented in Addendum F2. The resulting dose rates are
1v secure location for the melt debris. displayed in igure F7 and are used here to consider

At its best, source interdiction, as it has been the effects of near-field contamination on source
considered here, is a long-time, but not necessarily a interdictive procedures.
permanent, solution. The cost estimates to be present-

ed in Section F2.4 for the previously considered F2.3.2 Effect of Near-Field Contamination
procedures do not take this into account, and there- on Implementation of Source Interdiction
fore the total costs could ultimately be much higher
than those considered in this appendix. For example, Procedures
in the case of grouting, an initial attempt might not The workers implementing any clean-up proce-
result in a continuous barrier. Furthermore, the dures for the accident site would be subject to the
grouting could fail eventually by deterioration of the limits for occupational exposure in emergency situa-
grout itself or as a result of seismic activity. In time, tions. Absolute limits for such exposure currently do
the melt and its grout curtain might be resealed not exist. The recommended limits are discussed in
inside another grout barrier. Alternatively, the melt Addendum F3.18-22.
debris might be moved to a permanent waste reposi- If it were decided that a 25 rem dose in a single
tory. The problems encountered in implementing working day were acceptable in view of the expected
such permanent solutions are not considered here. benefits, the limiting dose rate would be 75 rem/ day.
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(Note that each worker could be employed only one radiation hazards. Interdiction within the reactor
day on the project at this rate.) According to Figure complex would require careful consideration of such
F7, there would be approximately a 60% chance that local effects.
the dose rate would be less than this immediately. Another potential source of local radiation would
The probability would become greater than 09 after be due to the interdictive efforts themselves. For
one month and nearly unity after I year. example, if any drilling were carried out in the

vicinity of the core, the drilling mud and tools could
Jo' become seriously contaminated. The contaminated

materials would have to be disposed of in such a way
that further interdictive efforts were not hampered.

10 7 DAYS --- The most important practical effects of near-field
F. 30 DAYS contamination on interdictive efforts would be the

100 DAYS
I YEAR requirements for monitoring of the on-site radiation,

for using protective clothing, for restricting working
io 2 -

techniques, and for making the difficult decisions as
YEAR. D. F. 100 to the exposure limits to set for the workers. The

methods used for estimation of the dose rate are quite
1 32 crude. However, it should be noted that the most10 1. o 10 ID' 103

t�. DOSE RATE. REMIDAY important conclusion is that contamination near the

Figure F7. Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions reactor usually would not be a serious barrier to most
for Dose Rate at 402 m From the Reactor With No Shielding interdictive efforts. Even if the calculated dose rates
Included and With Resuspension Ignored. were an order of magnitude higher, this conclusion

would not be significantly different.
Such high dose rates would probably be unaccep-

table for long-term operations. However, some se-
lected workers might be employed for many days at F2.4 Costs
rates of 0. 1 rem day. At this level, there is about a 40% Approximate costs for source interdictive mea-
chance at any time up to one year. With decontamina- sures are discussed in the following subsections and
tion, the probability goes up to 083. Protective cloth- in Addendum F4. These costs would vary from region
ing for the workers could lower the ffective dose to region, and would be influenced by the following:
rates in all cases, and therefore could increase the 1. the scale of monitoring necessary;
length of time a given worker could be employed in 2. the amount of radiological controls indicate.;
contaminated areas. and

As a result, on the basis of the calculated dose rates 3. the dimensions of the required actions.
presented in Addendum F2, it can be seen that even if
access to the significantly contaminated areas were
required, careful decontamination and protective F2.4.1 Direct. Costs
equipment could make most operations possible. In The direct costs associated with source interdic-
nearly every case, some means could be found to tion include both those incurred for monitoring and
circumvent the limitations imposed by contamina- those resulting from implementation, such as con-
tion. The principal results of the near-field contami- struction costs. Monitoring is discussed briefly in
nation would be to increase the total cost and effort general terms in the following subsection and in the
required for interdiction and to delay the initiation of subsection on monitoring for pathway interdiction,
some interdictive procedures. F3.4.1.1. An example of specific monitoring costs is

In addition to the contamination produced by an presented in Addendum F5. Factors affecting the
atmospheric release, local radiation from within the costs of the implementation of the measures men-
plant (from the contained source) could be high and tioned in Subsection F2.1 are reviewed below. Exam-
therefore hinder some interdictive procedures. For ples of such implementation costs are detailed in
example, intense radiation fields could exist in the Addendum F4.
vicinity of the recirculation piping and heat exchang- The examples of costs considered in the adden-
ers, or near spills of contaminated water. If the con- dum on source interdiction costs (Addendum 174) and
tainment ruptured at a low enough level, then both in the addendum on pathway interdiction costs (Ad-
the melt itself and radioactive materials deposited out dendum 175) are merely meant to be illustrative and
within the containment could constitute potential are not necessarily representative of the interdiction
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costs which would actually be incurred. Furthermore, F2.4.2 Indirect Costs
the indicated ranges of costs are not intended to be all Indirect costs of source interclictive reflect the
inclusive. social impacts of interdiction. These costs are thought

to be minor for source interdiction since interclictive
F2.4.1.1 Monitoring measures would be based at the plant, and contami-

Monitoring in the immediate vicinity of the acci- nation of aquifers and surface waterbodies would be
dent site would be a required concomitant of any minimal.
interdictive procedures. Monitoring would be need-
ed to ensure that the interdictive actions which were F3 Pathway Interdiction
taken adequately protected the environment. For any Until now, the discussion in this appendix 'has
type of source interdiction, very thorough monitor- focused on interclictive procedures which could be
ing of the immediate accident vicinity would be taken in the immediate vicinity of the accident site.
required for many years after the meltthrough.

For the metho ,ds just considered for source inter- However, in situations with relatively rapid releases
diction, monitoring for possible groundwater con- to accessible portions of the hydrosphere, such ac-
tamination would be most important. A significant tions might not be possible. Furthermore, certain
part of the monitoring cost would be that of the siting considerations might render such source inter-
installation of wells. dictive procedures infeasible. In these circumstances,

the only mitigating procedures which would be pos-
sible would be pathway interdictive ones. That is,

F2.4.1.2 Wells once the radioactivity had reached the portions of the
Wells would need to be installed for almost any environment accessible to humans, only direct inter-

type of source interdictive effort. At a minimum, they vention at some point along the exposure pathways
would be needed o check on the groundwater in the could lessen the radiation dose to the population.
vicinity. Pathway interdictive procedures might also be re-

Some of the factors affecting the costs of installing quired if source interdictive procedures either were
wells include the required depths, the prevailing not executed for some reason or else were not success-
substrate conditions, such as the hardness of the rock, ful in containing the radioactivity.
and the necessary precision. Obviously, any type of
adverse condition which tended to increase the drill- F3.1 Methods of Pathway Interdiction
ing difficulty and/or time would tend to increase the For any reactor located at some distance from all
corresponding well costs. surface waterbodies, human exposure, if it occurred,

Pumping costs would depend primarily on the would generally be via well usage. For reactors locat-
rate of pumping needed and the total amount of ed relatively close to surface waterbodies, exposure
water considered. The larger either of these two would usually be via contaminated surface water
factors were, the greater would be the associated usage. The specific pathway interdictive procedures
CoStS.23-25 The costs of treatment of contaminated employed at a given site would depend on both the
pumped water would include those for installation of characteristics of the affected waterbody(ies) and the
appropriate treatment and storage facilities plus sizes of the potentially exposed populations.
those for subsequent processing. These costs would All of the procedures for pathway interdiction can
generally be expected to increase with the level of be divided into two types: those involving interrup-
contaminations tion of the flow of radioactivity along some or all of

the pathways to the human population and those
involving removal of radioactivity from the entire

F2.4.1.3 Grouting environment. The former interruptive procedures
The costs of grouting would depend upon the size include confiscation of polluted food, substitution of

of the region grouted and the subsurface conditions drinking water, and denial of access to polluted areas;
encountered.27 Any factors which increased the com- the latter restorative procedures include treatment of
plexity and/or the magnitude of the grouting oper- polluted water in a waterbody, dredging of contami-
ation would tend to increase the cost. The primary nated sediment and decontamination of land. Moni-
cost of the grouting would usually be that due to toring is an integral part of all pathway interdiction
drilling the indicated wells. plans.
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F3.2 Pathway Interdiction as a The relevant hydrological features of each site

Function of Site Features which would affect the need for interdiction for each
exposure pathway are considered in Chapter 3 and

F3.2.1 Surface Features are summarized in Table F The factors associatedwith the pathways themselves which are pertinent to
The characteristics of the contaminated water- interdiction are discussed in Chapter 4 and in Appen-

bodies which determine the effectiveness of pathway dix E. The resulting implications for pathway inter-
interdictive procedures at a specific site include diction are reviewed briefly in the following several
type(s) of water, flushing times, and sedimentation subsections.
properties. Obviously, at certain sites, some pathways
are not necessary because of the type of water con- F3.2.1.1 Dry Sites
taminated (Table F4). For example, at saltwater sites, When there are no nearby bodies of surface water
drinking water and irrigation pathways are not en- present, the only pathways potentially requiring in-
countered and therefore interdictive procedures for terdiction are drinking water and irrigation. At such
these pathways are not required. sites, exposure could occur both from wells penetrat-

ing contaminated aquifers and from springs issuing

Table N. Pathways Potentially Requiring from these aquifers. In general, pathway interdiction
Interdictior. would consist of denying use of water from such

aquifers. Leakage from springs would generally re-

Drinking Aquatic Irrigated Shoreline quire more extensive actions. Except perhaps where
Water Food Food Usage Immersion such leakage was significant, pathway interdiction at

Aquifer x x x dry sites would usually be very easy and effective.

Lake X x x x x
Estuary x x x F3.2.1.2 Great Lakes Sites
Ocean x x x All of the five exposure pathways considered in
River x x X x x this report are present at any Great Lake site. The

'May be a pathway in the upper portion of a salt-wedge estuary. relative importance of 'the various pathways, and
hence the relative need for interdiction, would be
determined, in large part, by the characteristics of the

The feasibility of pathway interdiction at any site lake itself (Table FS).
is a function not only of the dominant pathways Inasmuch as substantial buildup of activity in the
affected but also of the scale of the overall effort deposited sediment generally would occur only ovcr
required. The scale of the effort depends upon the a relatively long period of time, dredging of sediment
rate of spread of the contamination in the environ- would probably not be required, except perhaps in
ment. In some waterbodies, the initial rate of disper- the immediate vicinity of the accident. Shoreline
sal would be so large that indicated pathway interdic- cleanup would also not be necessary other than near
tive procedures would be too extensive to be the site due tothe low net deposition rate of radioac-
practical.' In contrast, in other waterbodies, the ini- tivity onto the shoreline.
tial rate of dispersal would be small enough that some More important pathway interdictive procedures
types of pathway interdiction would be reasonable. at a Great Lake site might include treatment of drink-

In general, the magnitude -of the required effort ing water taken from the lake or else substitution of
would be much less for interruptive procedures at nonlake drinking water, along with condemnation of
any given site than for restorative ones there. There- the finfish catches for the entire lake. Even after
fore, the former can be regarded as being more practi- releases of relatively short duration, such actions
cal than the latter. might need to be taken for many years due to the very

slow flushing times of the lakes.

*Although pathway procedures are always theoretically possible, The most important pathway interdictive proce-
their potential implementation costs may obviate their use. In dures at a Great Lake site would usually be those
practice, If the diapered is such that the resulting concentrations of relating to drinking water. However, due to the
radionuclides are below those dictated as being 'important' by the substantial rapid initial dilution of radioactive mate-
appropriate exposure criteria (see Subsection F3.3 and Addendum
F3), then pathway interdictive procedures are not thought to be rial entering the lake, the concentrations of radioac-
warranted and therefore will probably not be carried out. tivity might be too low to warrant interdiction even
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for that pathway, except perhaps close to the site of The need to interdict the shellfish harvest would
the release. probably be greatest, due to both the relatively high

concentration of some radionuclides in shellfish and
F3.2.1.3 Estuary Sites the comparatively large size of the shellfish harvest

Only the aquatic food, shoreline and immersion for some estuaries.
pathways would usually be present at an estuary site. The most important pathway interclictive proce-
The amount of radioactivity in each of these path- dures at an estuary would be those pertaining to
ways would be very dependent upon the general aquatic food ingestion and to shoreline usage. The
characteristics of the estuary (Table FS). effectiveness of any pathway interclictive procedures

Inasmuch as there can be a rapid, substantial would depend in part upon the rate of release of
deposition of contaminated sediment onto the floor radioactivity into the estuary.
of an estuary, dredging might be required. The areas
to be dredged could range from small localized spots F3.2.1.4 Ocean Sites
to rather extensive portions of the entire estuary. The pathways of potential importance at an ocean
Estuarv characteristics can vary greatly, so that it is site are the same as those at an estuary site. The
not easily determined in general where zones of relative importance of each of the pathways would be
radioactive material might occur. Because of the tidal- dictated by the hydrological characteristics of the
tv induced dispersion which occurs in an estuary, region (Table F5).
significant contamination could be found upstream just as for Great Lake sites, shoreline cleanup
as well as downstream from the accident site. Some would probably not be required for most nonestuar-
type of shoreline cleanup would probably also be ial ocean sites, except perhaps in the immediate vicin-
necessary due to the heavy sediment load often de- ity of the accident, due to a negligible deposition rate
posited during high water stages. of radioactive material onto the shoreline. Dredging

Other pathwa) interdictive procedures at an es- would also not generally be indicated.
tuarine site might include condemnation of both the More necessary pathway interdictive procedures
finfish and the shellfish catches for the estuary for at an ocean site might include condemnation of the
significant periods of time both during and after the fish catches for the vicinity. Such actions would
release. This is partly because contaminated organ- probably need to be taken only during the period of
isms and sediment could form significant secondary the release and for a short time afterward. The rela-
sources of contamination for the ecosystem long after tively rapid flushing present at most ocean sites
the radioactivity had been flushed from the water. would tend to quickly disperse the radioactivity to

regions of lesser potential contact.
Table FS. Summary of Hydrological Properties

Relative
Concen-
tration

Waterbody Dilution Flushing in Water Soil or Sediment Effects

Aquifer Small Very Slow Large Soil retards many radioclides significant-
ly.

Lake

Great Lake Large Slow Small Slow sedimentation rate; some retardation
of nuclides; some burial.

Other Lake Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate sedimentation rate; some retar-
dation; some burial.

Estuarv Moderate Moderate Moderate High sedimentation rate; potentially sub-
stantial retardation of radionuclide move-
ment; potentially significant burial.

Ocean Large Fast Small Very low sedimentation rate.

River Moderate Fast Moderate Variable sedimentation rate; large move-
ment of sediment in free stretches; reser-
voirs are sediment sinks.
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The most important pathway interdictive proce- F3.3 Pathway Interdiction Criteria
dures at an ocean site would be those involving the The commonly-used intervention criteria for non-
aquatic food pathway. However, the significant early occupational exposures are all based on the concen-
dilution of radioactivity which occurs in open coastal trations of the radionuclides in the relevant portions
regions would probably preclude the need for inter- of the exposure pathways (see Addendum 173). For the
dicting even the aquatic-food pathway, except per- liquid pathways, these concentrations depend, in
haps in the vicinity of the release. turn, upon the concentrations in the water. Those

F3.2.1.5 River System Sites concentrations depend upon both the rates of release
All of the five exposure pathways considered in of activity into the waterbody and the subsequent

this study would exist at a site on a river system. The rates of removal from the waterbody, for example, by

radioactivity in each of the pathways would depend flushing.
upon the hydrological description of the river It should be noted that the concentrations in a
(Table FS). given waterbody would be more likely to exceed the

Dredging of some downstream reservoirs close to MPC's (maximum permissible concentrations), or the
the accident might be necessary. Shoreline cleanup concentrations which would result in certain project-
for some reservoirs might also be required due to the ed doses, if the rate of release were relatively rapid
potential of substantial sediment deposition by and/or the rate of removal were slow. However, the
floods. In audition, floodplain cleanup might also be total population dose is not necessarily related to
indicated in certain regions. these two factors. As a result, using MPC's or, equiv-

Other pathway interdictive procedures for a river alently, fixed individual doses as the interdiction
criterion does not result in a uniform reduction in the

system site might include treatment of drinking wa-
ter taken from the river or else substitution of drink- population dose at different waterbodies, or even at a
ing water from otNer sources, condemnation of the given waterbody. For example, the population dose
fish catches and denial of water for irrigation pur- at a given site is affected primarily by the total
poses. Some of these interdictive procedures might amount of radioactivity released (before decay) and
be warranted for the complete length of the river essentially not by the concentration.*

system for the entire period of release and for some
time after the release. F3.4 Costs

The most important pathway interdictive proce- The costs of pathway interdiction can be either
dures at a site on a river system would be those direct or indirect. Direct costs include both monetary
relating to drinking water, aquatic foods and shore- outlays and losses and adverse social impacts. Exam-
line usage. Interdictive efforts would generally be ples are the following:

expected to decrease in net effectiveness with dis- 1. the outlay for pathway monitoring;
tance downstream from the accident locaion.

2. the outlay for interrupting a given pathway;

F3.2.2 Subsurface Features 3. the value of the output of interrupted indus-
tries, fr example, the value of fish from a

The hydrological conditions beneath the reactor "quarantined" fishery;

ultimately determine the amount of radioactivity 4. the outlay for providing an alternate source of
which reaches the exposure pathways. The hydrolo- supply, for example, the cost of providing an
gical conditions might be such that extensive inter- alternate supply of drinking water; and
dictive procedures were not required (see Subsection
F2.2). At such sites only monitoring would probably 5. the loss of jobs in severely impacted indus-
be necessary. tries.

Natural hydrological conditions which would Indirect costs can also be either economic or so-
tend to permit the release of radioactive materials cial. Disruption of an industry in one sector of the
into accessible portions of the hydrosphere could economy can generate indirect losses in other sectors.
sometimes be circumvented by interdictive proce- Indirect social losses could be incurred because of the
dures at the source, such as those already described in inconvenience and disruption caused by interdic-
Section F2. If they could not be, then only pathway tion.
interdictive procedures, such as those just consid-
ered, could be utilized to mitigate the radiation expo- In contrast, the estimated health effects can depend upon the
sure received by the human population. concentration.
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F3.4.1 Direct Costs F3.4.1.2.1 Drinking Water
Costs for the pathway interdictive measures pre- In general, some type of interdiction of the drink-

viously discussed are considered in general terms in ing water pathway would be one of the most impor-
the following subsections. Specific examples of some tant types of mitigating actions which could be un-
pathway interdiction costs are presented in Adden- dertaken at any freshwater site. The related costs
dum F5. All of these discussions of costs are not would be very site dependent (see Addendum F5).
meant to be all-inclusive; rather, the intent is to be Costs for alternative water supplies include those
illustrative of the types of costs which can be in- for transportation, replacement of water, storage tank
curred if various pathway monitoring and interdic- construction, and limited plumbing.28-31 If additional
tive procedures are implemented. wells are installed, drilling and piping costs are also

incurred.
The amount of water transported to a community

F3.4.1.1 Environmental Monitoring would vary according to a site location, as well as the
Monitoring of the exposure pathways would be contamination level of the water. At dry sites, where

necessary either if source interdictive measures were the sole source of water was an aquifer in which the
not taken or else if those actions taken were not water was highly contaminated, all water might have
completely effective. At a minimum, pathway moni- to be imported. For sites adjacent to surface waterbo-
toring woulJ include measurement of the total radio- dies, it might be necessary to import water for drink-
activity in any accessible water. If significant con- ing and cooking only,

As an alternative to substitution, treatment of the
lamination were found in the water, then monitoring contaminated water might be considered. If there
of portions of potentially affected pathways would were existing treatment facilities, the only costs nec-
also be indicated. essary might be those for improvement of existing

Costs would vary, depending on the nature of the facilities plus those incurred from handling and dis-
release. The costs for monitoring would also be ex- posing of radioactive processing media.
tremely dependent upon the local conditions present Monetary costs for substitution and/or treatment
at the affected waterbody(ies). For example, if the of water supplies would not reflect the decreased
waterbodv into which the contaminated aquifer dis- standard of living which might occur in the affected
charged were remote, did not have an outlet into areas. Furthermore, restricting use of water in indus-
potable water, and were not used as a water supply, try could slow the growth and development of these
the monitoring effort and related cost could be low. areas until contamination was no longer at hazardous
On the other hand, if the waterbody were located in a levels.
densely populated area, were extensively used, and
discharged into other lakes and rivers, a more wide-
spread effort would be required at much greater cost. F3.4.1.2.2 Finfish and Shellfish

Unless adequate source interclictive procedures In general, the restriction (i.e., confiscation or
were employed, the pathway monitoring levels re- denial) of aquatic-food harvests would be one of the
quired would not decrease with time for many years. more important types of indicated pathway interdic-
Monitoring could be required at significant levels for tive procedures, If aquatic organisms in large areas
even decades after the accident. were substantially contaminated, the costs of such

procedures could be substantial (see Addendum F).
The value of the finfish or shellfish in a fishery is

F3.4.1.2 Pathway Interruption a function of both the location and the type of water-
The least costly type of pathway interdiction in- body involved. For commercial fishing, the direct

volves interruption of the flow of radioactivity at loss could be measured by the sales value of the
some point along the exposure pathway, usually fish.32-34 For recreational fishing, the direct losses
close to the domain of contact with humans. In could be taken to be the expenditures of the fishers
general, only the human population benefits from plus the value of fish caught.32-3i
such actions; the rest of the populations in the envi- In general, entire fisheries would not be contami-
ronment do not. Interruptive procedures considered nated by an accidental release. The extent and the
here include substitution and/or treatment of water location of significant pollution would depend
supplies, confiscation and/or denial of finfish and strongly upon the hydrological characteristics of the
shellfish, and relocation of certain portions of the waterbody(ies) under consideration. Nearly entire
population. fishing areas might be either severely contaminated
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or else only slightly contaminated depending upon F3.4.1.2.4 Evacuation and Relocation
the local water currents and sediment behavior in the The number of people to be evacuated or relocat-
area. ed generally would be small. Thus, the total costs

In a moderate-sized lake or reservoir, it might be associated with such activities usually would be neg-
reasonable to simply destroy all aquatic life. (This is ligible compared to other interdictive CStS.35

sometimes done by fish and game departments as a No evacuation and relocation costs would be an-
means of getting. rid of undesirable species. Chemi- ticipated for liquid pathways, except perhaps for a
cals are available (e.g., rotenone) that carry this out at very few individuals who might happen to be in the
modest cost, but which are harmless to warmblooded way of essential work. In the event that a release
animals.) It would then be necessary to wait - per- coincided with major flooding, evacuation might be
haps for several years - before restocking. If the performed because of the flooding itself, without
entire aquatic population and the bottom sediments regard to the radioactive release. It is possible, how-
were removed afterwards, it would not be necessary ever, that the return of evacuated people might have
to wait for sediment burial to cover the contaminated to be delayed beyond the time they would be permit-
sediment and detritus, and restocking could be car- ted to return for flooding alone.
ried out as soon as the water itself became afe.
(Sediment removal is addressed in Section F3.4.1.3.1.) F3.4.1.3 Environmental Cleanup
Against the rather high cost of sediment removal The most expensive type of pathway interdiction
would need to be balanced the long waiting time - involves cleanup of the entire environment. All ani-
up to several decades - for natural removal and mal and plant populations ultimately stand to benefit
burial processes. This method would be of little value from such actions.. The cleanup procedures which are
if there were a continuing source of contamination' considered here are dredging of contaminated sedi-
Furthermore, it would not be practicable for large ment and decontamination of land. Such restorative
waterbodies.

procedures usually require either cleaning or storing
of the contaminated materials.

F3.4.1.2.3 Crops F3.4.1.3.1 Dredging
In general, the restriction of water for irrigation Dredging costs can ary according to the size of

purposes would not be important at most sites. There- the area to be dredged and amount of material to be
fore, the total costs for irrigation pathway losses removed.1,36 The cost of dredging and disposal of
would usually be relatively small. sediments contaminated by a meltdown accident

Costs for losses of crops due to contamination of would be somewhat dependent on the depth of the
irrigation sources would vary depending upon the water, the distance to disposal sites, the strength of
type of crop under consideration and upon the per- the currents, etc. However, the major variable would
centage of water obtained from irrigation." The be the amount of material to be removed.
size of the area withdrawn from irrigation would be Because of both the very high cost and the lack of
very site dependent and could range from a negligi- suitable equipments it is unlikely that a large section
ble area to a substantial one. In general, alternative of an estuary or any other waterbody would be
sources of irrigation water would not be available. dredged. It is more probable that, if dredging were
The losses could range from being the entire crop in done, it would be done only in localized regions of
regions in which irrigation water supplied the major- the estuary (or other waterbody) in which the con-
ity of the water for growth to being just that portion tamination was particularly severe ('hot spots').

of the crop due to the added yield in regions in which
irrigation water was used only as a supplementary F3.4.2.3.2 Decontamination of Land
source of water. The only land which would probably be contami-

If irrigation were prevented altogether, the direct nated through liquid pathways would be that which
loss would be the value of the crops which were not was either irrigated or accidently flooded with pol-
grown or else the added value of the crops which luted water. The cost of the 'decontamination' can be
were not obtained. However, if land were irrigated taken to be roughly equal to the cost of condemning
with contaminated water, then the direct loss'could the land; thus the decontamination cost is approxi-
increase significantly. It would be the value of the mately the value of the land.26,35

crops which could not be used or grown, plus the The most likely candidate for land decontamina-
value of the soil which was contaminated. tion would be shorelines of polluted waterbodies.
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These might require removal of any contaminated been (or is) respent in the total economy. The multi-
debris deposited along the shoreline. In addition, plier represents the ratio of the total losses (or gains)
they might require removal of any fine-grained sedi- to the direct losses (or gains).37 The average national
ments either deposited from the waterbody or else multiplier for the period 1975-1978 is 383.38 There-
just in temporary contact with the contaminated wa- fore, the indirect costs would be approximately
ter, as from flooding or tidal action. Such decontami- 3 times the direct losses if intervention were ignored.
nation might be needed periodically if there were a
continuing source of contamination. Shorelines con-
sisting of coarse nonadsorptive sediments, such as F4 Summary
clean sands, would probably not require decontami- Interdiction of radioactive releases may be possi-
nation beyond removal of contaminated debris. ble either by preventing contact between the radioac-

Another possible candidate for land decontamina- tive material and accessible water, or by interrupting
tion would be floodplains of polluted waterbodies. the flow of the radioactive material somewhere along
These might require removal of any contaminated its pathway to the human population. The former
sediment and other materials deposited by flooding. type of mitigating actions, which are taken close to
In any case, disposal of the contaminated material the source of radioactivity, are denoted as source
would probably constitute the largest part of both the interclictive procedures, whereas the latter type of
effort and the cost. actions, which are taken along the exposure path-

ways, are denoted as pathway interdictive proce-
F3.4.2 Indirect Costs dures.

The costs of pathway interdiction could involve Source interdiction is possible under many cir-
anv or all of those costs just listed plus indirect costs cumstances for the liquid pathways. (It is currently
not mentioned previously. For example, if surface always impossible for atmospheric releases.) For ex-
waterbodies werc closed to general use, then all ample, contact with groundwater could often be pre-
industries associated with the use of those bodies vented for decades or centuries by sealing off the
would suffer. Industries such as those related to melt debris by a grout curtain, or for several years by
recreational and commercial fishing could exper- lowering the watertable at the site. Under some cir-
ience severe losses. The losses in such directly depen- cumstances, neither method may be feasible.
dent industries would, in turn, generate other losses Interdiction after the radioactivity leaves the reac-
throughout the economy. The detailed estimation of tor site but before it reaches any waterbodies contact-
these costs is beyond the scope of this project. It can ed by the human population may also be possible in
be said that, in general, the obvious direct costs for some situations. The most feasible method is by with-
pathwav interdiction would probably be just a small drawal of the contaminated water from the ground.
portion of the total costs. Furthermore, there would Interdiction farther along the pathway to the hu-
be costs associated with the disruption of people's man population is more universally possible. Howev-
lives for hich monetary estimates could not legiti- er, the scope of the measures required to produce a
matelv be made. given level of mitigation are much larger for such

Indirect economic costs might be reduced by in- pathway interdiction than for the interdiction closer
tervention; for example, unemployed fishers or oth- to the source. Frthermore, the efforts for any path-
ers affected by the interruption of certain industries way interdiction might need to be carried on for
could be helped either to relocate or to turn to other decades. Consequently, for both these reasons, the
lines of work. Indirect benefits from such interven- costs for pathway interdiction are generally very
tion would also be possible. For example, the money much higher than those for source interdiction.
spent in a community for interdiction could stimulate Pathway interdictive procedures can be divided
other sectors of the local economy. However, the into two categories: interruptive and restorative. The
Outlav for interdiction could be assumed to have been former category does not limit contamination of the
made at the expense of some other sector, which environment; it merely attempts to prevent the inter-
would suffer an indirect loss. action of the human population with the radioactiv-

The indirect costs associated with pathway inter- ity. It includes proscribing or limiting the use of
diction can be roughly approximated using multipli- contaminated water supplies, limiting the use of con-
er analysis. In such analysis, the indirect losses (or taminated waterbodies, confiscating contaminated
gains) generated by a given direct loss (or gain) are aquatic life, preventing the use of polluted water for
taken to be a function of the number of times that irrigation, and disposing of contaminated foodstuffs.
money from any loss (or gain) in income would have The latter, restorative, category attempts to remove
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all contamination from the environment; it limits the Monitoring is a necessary concomitant of all inter-
interaction of many or all plant ad animal species diction methods. The cost is highly variable, depend-
with the radioactivity. It includes dredging of tainted ing upon the effort expended and upon the size of
sediments, purification of polluted water and decon- the area to be monitored.
tamination of shorelines and land. In general, the Table F6 summarizes the effectiveness, feasibility,
costs for restorative procedures are much higher than and cost of some interdiction methods. Cost estimates
those for interruptive procedures. should be regarded as illustrative only.

Table F6. Interdiction Methods

Method of Time and
Interdiction Class Feasibility Ef fectiveness Cost Required(a�

Installing Source Nearly always possible; Very effective for 15 mos - 3 yrs;
Grout Curtain time required may be decades to centuries, $10 X 106 and up.

significant perhaps longer

Lowering Source Possible under some Moderately effective for Requires a few months
Watertable conditions a few years to decades - to implement; $1 x 106

requires continuous and up.
pumping

Pumping Source Sometimes feasible Moderately effective - Requires a few months to
Contaminated requires continuous implement - pumping for
Water from pumping several years at 3 X lo,
Aquifer per well; total 3 x 101

$30 106; additional
costs for storage and
treatment of contaminated
water.

Injecting Uncon- Source Sometimes feasible Moderately effective - Same as above.
taminated Water requires continual pumping
into Aquifer

Substituting Pathway Generally possible Locally effective $1-800/cap./month, possibly
Drinking Water lower; may have to be

continued for many years.

Dr-edging Pathway May not be possible Locally effective Requires years; $36,000/ha.;
due to lack of enough may have to be continued
suitable equipment for years

Interdicting Pathway Possible in localized Effectiveness may be Lakes: $74,000/km2
Fish waterbodies limited because of rivers: $154,000/km2;

mobility of some coasts: $100,000/km;
affected species may have to be continued

for many years.

Interdicting Pathway Possible for floodplains Effective for floodplains; Cost of farm land: $420/ac
Land may be difficult for may be of limited effectiveness (1040/ha) average;

shorelines if contamina- for shorelines cost of urban land:
tion is continuous $32,500/capita; disposal

costs for contaminated
materials would probably
be more realistic than
condemnation costs for
the affected land; shore-
line interdiction may be
required for many years.

Relocating Pathway Possible but very seldom Effective $40/person/day
Inhabitants needed

aThe costs in this table are not necessarily meant to be representative of the range of costs which might actually be encountered; instead, they
are taken from examples discussed in Addenda F4 and F5 and represent the costs for those specific situations.
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ADDENDUM F1

Calculation of Drawdown

The feasibility of lowering the watertable by In r-
pumping depends on several factors, including the h. hc - n(h - h,,) rc (FI-4)
soil conditions, especially the permeability, the dis- In r-
tance to any significant surface waterbody, and the rw
depth to a continuous impervious substratum. In
investigating the usefulness of lowering the waterta- The drawdown at the ith well, due to its own and all
ble in the vicinity of the melt, it is useful to consider other wells' pumping, is
the amount of drawdown which occurs in any sub-
stratum for given amount of pumping. In this adden- In NX
dum, the amount of drawdown resulting from pump- kdij
ing at wells evenly spaced on a circle centered on the (ho hj - (h. - hw) I (Fl-5)

reactor is considered. J-1 in (r.)_
If a confined aquifer underlies the reactor, as poi rw

shown in Figure F3a (presented in Subsection F2.1.2
of this appendix), the drawdown at each well due to where d 4is the distance from the ith well to the jth

its own discharge is well.

For the more usual case of an unconfined aquifer

h. - hw Q In r (FI-1) under the reactor (Figure F3b), the drawdown at each
well due to its own pumping is27rKb rw

where Q is the pumping rate in gallons per day (gpd),

K is the permeability of the aquifer in gpd/ft2, and h, - hw ho - 2

other symbols are as indicated in Figure Ra. If there 0 1rK (Fl-6)

are n wells, each pumping Q gpd, then the total

discharge is nQ, which must be made up by recharge In this case, ro is given by

from the aquifer. If recharge takes place on a front

whose width is n times the circumference of each Q (Fl-7)

circle of radius r, then the total recharge is 27rh.Kd

nQ - rnrobKd (FI-2) The drawdown under the reactor is again given by

Equation (Fl-4) and the total drawdown at each well

where d is the hydraulic gdient. From Equation by Equation (FI-5).

(FI-2), we have Special attention must be given to leaky aquifers,

or to cases when the well does not completely pene-

Y. Q (FI-3) trate the aquifer, as shown in Figure 173c.

27rbKd After the total drawdown at each well is comput-

ed for various numbers of wells sized to give the

This value of r. can now be used in Equation (FI-1) to desired drawdown at the location of the melt debris,

determine the drawdown at each well. If the wells are one can choose a combination based on cost and

equally spaced on a circle of radius r, centered on the whether the aquifer can adequately recharge the total

reactor, the drawdown at the reactor centerline is flow. Some combinations of permeability, aquifer
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thickness, and hydraulic gradient may totally pre-
clude te possibility of achieving the necessary draw-
down. In other cases, the aquifer may be incapable of
the necessary recharge. All illustrative example is
given in Subsection F2.1.2.
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ADDENDUM 2

Calculation of Near-Field Doses
and Dose Rates

F2.1 Details of Calculations
The computer code which implements the Reactor Computations have been carried out for all combi-

Safety Study Consequence Model15 has been used to nations of the following conditions:

compute the near-field dose resulting from radionu- I three PWR release categories, including the
clide deposition from the atmospheric release. The two sub-categories of the most severe cate-
RSS Consequence Model considers seven categories gory, a mid-range category, and a relatively
of atmospheric release for melt-through in PWR's benign release category;
and four for melt-through in BWR's, with the various
categories differing in severity with respect to atmo- 2. two conditions of atmospheric stability, one
spheric consequences. Only PWR releases have been stable and one unstable;
considered here for computing near-field contamina- 3. two wind velocities, one low (0.5 m/s) and
tion. The probabilities of releases occurring in each one high (5 in Is); and
category have been previously computed.16 However, 4. two precipitation conditions, one with rain-
there is a considerable uncertainty associated with fall near the reactor and one without rainfall.

the probabilities.17 The median probabilities from No shielding was included and resuspension of de-
Reference 16 have been used, recognizing that sig- posited radioactivity was ignored.
nificant uncertainties exist. Ground doses to the bone marrow, lung, regen-

The RSS Consequence Model Program (CRAQ erative cells of the lower large intestine, and whole
combines the release combinations with weather body for the first spatial interval were inspected. The
conditions and dosimetric data to determine doses to bone marrow dose rate was somewhat larger in most
various organs from the radioactive material in the cases, and this has been taken as a proxy for all other
passing cloud and from material deposited on the doses*. The results of the calculations are presented
ground. It can be assumed that no mitigating action in the next section of this addendum.
would be undertaken during cloud passage, so that
only the ground dose is considered here.

CRAC divides the area surrounding the reactor F2.2 Results of Calculations
into a radial grid. The model was principally intend- The dose rates can be displayed in terms of com-
ed to calculate effects at offsite locations. Therefore, plementary cumulative distribution functions
the midpoint of the first spatial interval is at (CCDF's) of the rates. Such CCDF's display the possi-
402 meters 1/4 mile) from the release point. If the bility of equaling or exceeding a specified dose rate.
distance between the reactor and the closest ground- The CCDF's for the bone marrow dose rate** due to
deposited radioactivity is less than the 402 meters, ground contamination at the time of cloud passage
contamination is shown for the first spatial interval. and at 7 days, 30 days, 100 days, and I year after

Atmospheric conditions are site dependent. In passage are given in Figure F7 for the vicinity of the
order to keep the computations within reasonable reactor. The dashed curve in that figure shows the
bounds, a single generic site - typical of a northeas-
tern river valley - was chosen for analysis. Because
rainfall probability is the most important meteoro- There is generally less than 20% difference between calculated
logical variable here, the results of these computa- bone marrow dose and whole body dose. Therefore, all conclu-

sions relating to bone marrow can be applied to whole-body dose
tions are conservative for ad sites and unconserva- with small error.
tive for very wet sites. See footnote for the previous subsection.
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CCDF for the dose rate at one year with a decontami-
nation factor of 100, that is, with ground cleanup
sufficient to reduce dose rate to 0.01 times its value
before cleanup. (This magnitude of decontamination
would probably not be practical for large land areas.
However, in view of the rather small area contami-
nated in the immediate vicinity of the reactor, a factor
of 100 is believed possible.) This curve is included to
indicate the minimum dose rate to be expected at the
time source interdiction operations begin in the vi-
cinity of the reactor.
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ADDENDUM 3

Dose and Dose Rate Limits

F3.1 Occupational Dose Limits for
Emergencies

There are no absolute limits for occupational ex- whole-body dose is permitted in 3 months. Potential
posure in accident situations. The criteria which exposure of an individual to a larger dose than that
would be employed after a core-melt accident could permitted by 10 CFR 20 might require an NRC waiv-
be expected to be extremely dependent on the actual er.
accident conditions, in particular, on the potential for
significant early exposure of the population-at-large. F3.2 Nonoccupational Dose Limits for

The recommended emergency occupational dose
limits are generally based on the philosophy that Controlled Releases
such an exposure for an individual would be a once The commonly-used intervention criteria for non-
in a lifetime occurrence. Limiting dose recommenda- occupational exposures's resulting from controlled
tions of the NCRP for individuals are presented in releases are given by 10 CFR 20 and are based on the
Table F3.1.16 The NCRP limit for non-lifesaving concentrations of the radionuclides in the relevant
emergencies is 25 rems of whole-body dose, while portions of the exposurepathways. Specifically, in-
that for lifesaving emergencies is 100 rems. Other tervention is thought to be warranted if the concen-
recommended values for emergency situations are trations are such that more than 0.50 rem of whole-
comparable.19-22 body dose would be received by any individual in the

population or more than 017 rem of whole-body
Table F3.1 NCRP Limiting Dose dose would be received by an average individual in
Recommendationsis the population; both limits are for any one year

period and are for radiation from all nonmedical
Emergency - Lifesaving sources.'s

Inasmuch as two or three liquid pathways might
Individual (older than 45 yrs.) 100 rem be significant at a given site, the average individual
Hands and forearms 200 rem additional dose from each pathway should probably be no more

300 rem total than one-half or one-third of 017 rem per year,
respectively, unless the exposed populations are dif-

Emergency - Non-Lifesaving ferent. If atmospheric pathways are important, then

Individual 25 rem the acceptable average dose per liquid pathway
should be reduced even further. The acceptable con-

Hands and forearms 100 rem centrations for each pathway can be determined from
125 rem total the maximum permissible concentrations MPC's) for

nonoccupational exposure by taking into consider-
All of these doses are much in excess of the dose ation that more than one radionuclide and more than

permitted by Part 20 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal one pathway can both contribute to the dose.
Regulations for nonemergency occupational expo-

sures. 10 CFR 20 requires that an individual receive F3.3 Nonoccupational Dose Limits for
no more than 3 rem of whole-body dose in less than
3 months as a result of occupational exposure; and Accidental Releases
this dose is permitted only if an individual's accumu- In contrast to the controlled release situation, the
lated dose over time is not too large. Otherwise, a commonly-used intervention criteria for nonoccupa-
maximum individual dose of only 11/4 rem of tional exposures resulting from accidental releases
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are given by FDA guidelines for ingestion and by
EPA Protective Action Guides (PAG's) for all other
modes of exposure. Both are based on the projected
whole-bodv dose which will be received by an indi-
victual as a result of the accident. For example, if the
projected whole-body dose is above I rem, then
according to the EPA PAG's mitigating action should
be considered; and if the projected dose is greater
than rem, then some protective action must be
taken. The FDA criteria for ingestion are generally
lower and more complicated than the EPA ones.
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ADDENDUM R

Detailed Source Interdiction
Costs

F4.1 Introduction
The costs presented in this addendum are intend- Costs for dewatering wells are carried out using

ed to be illustrative and are not necessarily represen- $19.60 per foot. For a 250-foot dewatering well, the
tative. Furthermore, it is not to be expected that the initial cost is thus 10,900. This figure does not in-
indicated ranges of costs are all-inclusive. clude the cost of handling the pumped water; howev-

er, this should be small in comparison with other

F4.2 Wells costs if the water is not contaminated. Under adverse
Estimates for installation of wells vary from ap- circumstances, it is estimated that the per-foot costs

proximately 40,000 per Well23,24 up to several hun- could increase by 20 percent, so that each well would
dred thousand dollars. A breakdown of costs per well cost 13,100 to drill. (By comparison, drilling costs

from Reference 25, brought forward to 1977 costs, are
was obtained for one Sandia project in which 21 holes approximately $9,200/well.) These costs for wells do
were drilled in sandstone, anhydrite, gypsum, and not include the cost of treatment of any contaminated
salt.23 Each hole was approximately 6 inches in diam- water.
eter and was drilled to a depth of 1800 feet. Costs For a dewatering well 250 feet deep, the initial
included: costs are estimated to be as follows:

a. Site preparation - includes 10 miles $115,000* Drilling Costs $10,900
of roads, drill pads 50 ft x 50 ft x 21 ft Other Capital Cost 30,100

b. Total rig costs - four rigs, plus opera- 350,000 Total Initial Cost $41,000
tors

c. Material costs - casing, mud, chemi- 75,000 The annual costs are estimated to be:
cals, bits Operating Costs $1,000/yr

d. Support services - cementing, log- 120,000 Service Costs 800/yr
ging, cores, water Energy Costs 43,100/yr

e. Engineering management 130,000 Total Annual Costs $44,900/yr

TOTAL $790,000 If pumping is continued for 10 years, the present

The drilling costs for this project amount to ap- value of annual cost at 10 percent interest is 276,000.
proximately 5480 per hole, plus 17.90 per foot, at The total cost per well, referred to present time is:

1975 costs. These costs are estimated to be,$6000 per Present Value of Annual Cost $276,000
hole plus 19.60 per foot at 1977 prices.",t The addi- Initial Cost 41,000
tional work and trouble required for rather precise Total Equivalent Cost $317,000
slant-hole drilling is estimated to increase the footage
costs by 20 percent, resulting in 23-50 per foot. It can be seen that the initial cost is only a small

fraction of the total cost. In this example, three dewa-
tering wells would have a present cost of approxi-

Figures represent 1975 prices. mately $1 x 106. Note that this is merely an illustrative
.. Costs are generally referred to 1977 levels in this report. The example, and does not show the very wide range of
reason is that the indexes for carrying costs to 1978-79 were not costs that might apply.
available, in some cases, at the time of writing. The pumped water might require treatment. Ref-
tThese costs are in line with those for the national averages erence 25 gives investment costs and total costs for
drilling for oil and natural gas. In 1973, these costs averaged 22.50
per foot including all costsb whereas the Sandia project averaged treatment of both surface water and groundwater in
$20-90 per foot in 1975. 1964. The treatment of surface water in that reference
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includes softening, chemical coagulation, sedimenta- Uncontaminated Contaminated
tion, rapid sand filtering and chlorination. This level Initial Cost $310,000 $682,000
of treatment, plus extensive ion exchange, is expected Present Value of Annual Cost 108,000 258,000
to be appropriate for treatment of slightly contami- Total Equivalent Cost $418,000 $940,000

nated water. The treatment of groundwater in that In this example, the three wells would have a
reference includes iron removal, softening, and present equivalent cost equal to approximately $1 x
chlorination. This level of treatment is approximately 106, So that treatment costs could range from an
appropriate for uncontaminated water to be used for amount less than half of pumping costs to an amount
aquifer recharge. approximately equal to pumping costs. Additional

Total costs average approximately 50 percent for costs would be incurred due to disposal of contami-
amortization of investment costs and 50 percent for nated water treatment media.

operating costs 20% for personnel, 17% for energy, The cost for treatment of uncontaminated water
7% for chemicals, and 6 for miscellaneous). The would be reduced slightly if only chlorination were
1977 costs* for water treatment can be fitted by the required. On the other hand, the cost for treatment of
equations: contaminated water could be much higher than the

Is = 682 Q.651 above estimates if the water were extensively con-
'G = 310 Q.633, taminated. An example of severe contamination
C, = .230 Q.354 would be a sudden release of surnpwater into an
C, = .096 374 aquifer.

where Is is investment cost for treatment of surface
water, Ir is investment cost for treatment of ground- F4.3 Grouting
water, both in thousands of dollars, C. is total cost for The same drilling example can be used to consider
treatment of surface water, Cc is total cost for treat- grouting costs for 520 holes, each hole 110m 361 ft)
ment of groundwater, both in dollars per 1000 gal- long (Subsection F2.1.3). Using the cost figures which
lons, and Q is throughput in 106 gpd (gallons per account for the required slant drilling, the cost per
d a y). hole is 14,300. To this must be added the cost of

For the numerical example considered in Subsec- grouting:27
tion F2.1.2, in which pumping of approximately
106 gpd of uncontaminated water was required to Grout $4.00/ft3

lower the watertable, the investment cost for the Labor $2.30/ft3

required facilities would be approximately 310,000 Cement $1.25/sack (approx. 62.5c/ft3),

and the corresponding operating cost would be ap- Each hole is assumed to require 780 ft3 of grout, so the
proximately 35,000 per year. If the water became grouting cost is 5,400 per hole. The total cost per
somewhat contaminated by radioactive m-terials the hole is
investment cost would rise to 682,000 and the ;otal
operating cost would be 84,000 per year. Drilling $14,500

The initial investment costs plus the present val- Grouting 5,400

ues of the annual costs not attributable to investment Total Cost $19,900

(for 10 years treatment time) are: The total cost for all 520 holes is thus approximately

$10 X 106. If a three-row approach were required

instead of a single-row one, all these grouting costs
could be doubled. To these costs must be added the
dewatering costs, the costs of sealing off the top of
the debris, and the costs of radiological controls.

It is again emphasized that these cost estimates are

These costs in Reference 25 have been referred to 1977 costs, using illustrative only. It is possible that the total cost might
the EPA Sewage Treatment Plant Cost Index for investment costs run somewhat below this figure; it is also possible
and the Implicit GNP Deflator for operating costs.26 that it might exceed it by a large factor.
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ADDENDUM FS'

Detailed Pathway Interdiction
Costs

F5.1 Introduction
The pathway costs presented.in this addendum The initial costs for this example are as follows:

are intended to be only illustrative. Examples are Well drilling , $ 820,000
presented for monitoring, as well as for various.path- Laboratory construction 1,500,000
way interruption and restoration prodecures.

Water storage and treatment 1,000,000

Portable Equipment 250,000F5.2 Monitoring
As an example of monitoring costs, assume that a Total Initial Cost $3,570,000

contaminated aquifer is expected to discharge into a The related annual costs at full operation are:
lake. The site is close to a small community, where Pumping $ 562,000
housing is available. No laboratory facilities are local- Treatment 50,000
ly available, and a small laboratory must be construct- Boat leasing 90,000
ed at the site. This laboratory would handle routine
analysis; more complex jobs would be sent out for Personnel 450,000
laboratory work. Lab operation 300,000

A total of 20 wells might be drilled into the Total $1,450,000
aquifer; 15 of these would withdraw water for test-
ing, and would return the water to the aquifer. The The present value of annual costs, at 10 percent

interest, are approximately
test wells would be operated part time; the recharge
wells would operate full-time. Temporary tankage 5 years at 1.452 x 106 $5,500,000
and minimal treatment (chlorination) would be pro- 3 years at $.726 x 106 1,120,000
vided. 4 years at $363 x 106 786,000

Initially, 50 employees might be used for monitor-
3 years at $.180 x 106 143,000

ing and analysis, at a cost (including overhead and
support) of $90,000/person-year. Boats for water, Total Present Value $7,550,000

fish, and sediment sampling might be rented at a cost The total of initial cost plus present value of annual
of 90,000 per year. Portable monitoring equipment cost for the example is estimated to be slightly over
would be provided. The cost of laboratory operation, $11 x 106.
replacement of damaged and worn-out equipment, This example is intended to be illustrative only,
and contract laboratory work would be 300,000 per and does -not take into account the possible variation
year. in local conditions. Consequently, the actual costs

The level of the monitoring effect could presum- could be either much higher or much lower than
ably be reduced after some time if appropriate source those indicated.
interdictive measures were taken. Consequently, :If the environmental program just described were
monitoring in this example is assumed to continue at instituted, this would probably include some moni-
the initial scale for five years,,to then be cut back by toring of fish. However, if a valuable sport or com-
50 percent for 3 years, to again be cut by 50 percent mercial fishery existed in the area or in downstream
for more years, and to continue at a minimum level reaches, enhanced fish monitoring might be deemed
of $180,000 per year for an additional years. necessary. Because of the mobility of some finfish,
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this could extend far beyond the area covered by in a month. The cost would be $85 per truck (for the
water quality monitoring. Annual costs, for a maxi- 2 men) x 2 trucks x 24 trips = 4,080 to haul the water,
mum fish-monitoring effort at a moderate-sized lake, plus the cost of fuel. That cost would be $.90 per
are estimated to be: gallon x 12.5 gallons per 50 mile round trip x 2 trucks

Personnel $450,000 x 24 trips = 480 for fuel. Therefore, the National
Laboratory work 300,000 Guard's total cost would be approximately 4,600 for

one month.
Boats and equipment 200,000 For a private firm that could supply gallon jugs of
Total $950,000 water at $.50/gallon, the cost of supplying water for

As with water-quality monitoring, costs could one month would be much higher: 112,500 for the
probably be reduced after a few years if adequate water alone. The truck, which can only hold 1800

gallons, would have to make 125 trips. At $ /mile
source interdictive procedures were taken. It is as- expenses, the total transportation cost would be
sumed in this example that a well-equipped laborato- $6250. Therefore, the private firm's total cost to sup-
ry already exists, so that no capital costs are required.

ply water to the same community for one month
if laboratories for fish analysis must be built and would be approximately 119,000. Thus, the estimat-
equipped, an initial capital cost of $1.5 x 101 for each ed total costs for supplying this water range from
laboratory is estimated. $5000 to 120,000, depending upon the supplier;29-31

The cost of monitoring would depend to a great these costs range from 35 to $800 per capita per
extent on the size of the fish population exposed and month.

the estimated danger to humans. If a large fish popu- If this same hypothetical situation existed near a
lation were exposed, and the fish were extensively large lake and only drinking water needed to be
caught and consumed, the monitoring effort and supplied, then for a month only 1215 to 2430 gallons
related cost would be higher. (4500 to 9000t )water would need to be shipped in for

the community. The National Guard's costs would be
F5.3 Pathway Interruption approximately 95 for one month. The private firm's

costs would be about 708 to 1315 to supply the same
F5.3.1 Drinking Water water. Thus, the estimated costs for supplying this

Cost estimates for shipping water were obtained amount of water vary from $100 to $1500, again
from various sources. A private New Mexico firm depending on the supplier; these costs range from
charges 50c/gallon for gallon jugs o water, plus less than $1 to about $10 per capita per month.
$ /mite for round trip expenses. The truck in this These estimates for a community of 150 should be
case can hole 250-300 cases, with 6 gallons/case.29 considered to provide a maximum cost per person.
Another firm charges $28/hour for a truck which For a larger community, more economical transport
holds 100 barrels 3200 gallons).30 The National means ailroad tankers, pipelines, tank ships, etc.)
Guard has 10-ton tractors to haul either 5,000 or 4400 could be utilized.
gallon trailers. The only costs here are pay allowances At sites at which significant drinking water con-
for two men at a rate of approximately $85 per day tamination occurred, many more than just 150 people
and fuel for the truck.31 would generally be affected. For some surface water-

As an example, the following hypothetical situa- bodies, millions of people could even be impacted.
tions might be considered. A small community of Thus, even though the costs per person might be
approximately 150 has the aquifer which is the source much less than the estimates presented here, the total
of all of the town's water severely contaminated so costs for substitution of water for a given site might
that all water has o be supplied from other sources. be orders of magnitude more than those indicated for
The total water usage per person would most likely the examples.
be cut back, say to 50 gallons/day 175 t/day) from As an alternative to substitution, water treatment
the average 200 gallons/day 700 elday). Therefore, might be considered. Such costs are dealt with in
in one month the entire population of this communi- Addendum F4. For example, minimal treatment (iron
tv would need 225,000 gallons of water. removal, softening, and chlorination) of 106 gallons

The usual emergency procedure for the National per day (enough for 5000 people) would require a
Guard would be to fill a pumper truck, haul it to the capital investment of approximately 300,000 and an
community, and fill its storage tank. If two 5,000 operating budget of 35,000 per year. More extensive
gallon capacity trucks were available, they would treatment (minimal treatment plus chemical coagula-
need to make 24 trips each to supply the water used tion, sedimentation and rapid sand filtration) would
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approximately double both these costs. If there were useful to consider the value of a fishery as a function
existing facilities, the only investment costs neces- of either shoreline length or surface area of the
sary might be those for improvement of existing relevant waterbody. The values of some important U.
facilities. In any case, additional costs would be in- S. fisheries as functions of these variables are also
curred due to handling and disposal of radioactive given in Table F5.1.
processing media. Most fish tend to be taken from densely populated

fishing grounds; this is particularly true for shellfish.
F5.3.2 Finfish and Shellfish Therefore, distribution of the catch uniformly over a

The total values of the commercial and recrea- fishery can be somewhat misleading. It has been
tional finfish catches in 1975 for various important done only to provide an estimate of the possible
U.S. fisheries are given in Table F5.1.32-34 It is often economic consequences.

Table F5.1 Values of 1975 Finfish and Shellfish Catches for Some Important U. S. Fisheries in Billions of
Dollars per Year(a)

Value of Value of Amount Spent Length of Length of Average
Commercial Recreational by Recreational Total Tidal Coastal Distributed
Landinga(b) Landingwd Fishers Value Shoreline(d) Shoreline(d) Value(e)

Region ($1011) ($1(r) ($101) ($109) (km) (km) ($1011)

North Atlantic 0.150 0.104 0.692 0.936 9,860 761 95,0001(km-ts);
1,230,000/(km-cs)

Middle Atlantic 0.104 0.059 0.736 0.899 17,553 689 51,000/(km-ts);
1,300,000/(km-cs)

South Atlantic 0.061 0.112 0.646 0.819 19,187 1,880 43,000/(km-ts);
936,000/(km-cs)

Gulf of Mexico 0.271 0.093 1.440 1.804 27,580 2,625 65,000/(km-ts);
687,000/(km-cs)

California Coast 0.129 0.017 0.241 0.387 3,427 523 113,000/(km-ts)
740,0001(km-cs)

Oregon and 0.085 0.029 0.367 0.481 4,436 728 108,000/(km-ts);
Washington Coast 661,000/(km-cs)
Great Lakesf 0.125 0.022(g) 0.424(g) 0.571 - - (h)

Lake Superior 0.009 0.004(9' 0.074(g) 0.087 - - (h)
Lake Michigan 0.060 0.006(g) 0 I 16(g) 0.182 - - (h)
Lake Huron 0.005 0.002(g) 0.040(s) 0.047 - - (h)
Lake Erie 0.048 0.009(g) 0.172(g) 0.229 - - (h)
Lake Ontario 0.003 0.001(g) 0.022(g) 0.026 - - (h)

Streams
and Rivers 0.0160) 01019 2.038 3.073 (j) - 154,000/km2

Reservo;rs - 0.171 3.143 3.314 W - 55,000/km2

Other Lakes,
Etc. - 0171 4,246 4.417 - 74,000Jkm2

Total 0.941 0.797 14.%3 16.701

aThe magnitudes of the catches are taken from the tables in Appendix E.

'The value of the commercial catch has been taken from Fishery Statistics of the United States.

cThe value of the recreational catch has been estimated using the ex-vessel values of the combined Mississippi River and Great Lakes (except
Lake Michigan) commercial catches, t t is, $0.60/kg.

dShoreline lengths are taken from Table E21 in Appendix E; the definitions of tidal shoreline and coastal shoreline are as given there.
ets denotes tidal shoreline; s denotes coastal shoreline.

fGreat Lakes values indicate both Canadian and U. S. catches.

gThe values of the recreational catch and the amount spent by recreational fishers have een distributed over the individual Great Lakes in
proportions to the weight of the recreational catch.

hThe values of the Great Lakes fisheries have not been distributed on an areal basis because it is believed likely that at least an entire lake
would be adversely affected; there would be little point in interdicting a portion of a lake because of both the high mobility of fish and the
rapid dispersal of the contaminant throughout the lake.

iMostly from the Mississippi River and tributaries; includes some reservoirs.

Not applicable; in the contiguous 48 states the area of all reservoirs and man-made ponds is approximately 6 x 10' km', the area of all major
streams and rivers is 2 x 104 km2 and the area for all lakes (other than the Great Lakes) and natural ponds is 6 x 101 kM2 25
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F5.3.3 Crops F5.4 Environmental Restoration
The nationwide 1977) averages for the value of

crops from different types of farms are26 F5.4.1 Dredging
Grain $127/acre Estimates of dredging costs were obtained from a
Cotton 157/acre preliminary analysis of dredging kepone-contami-
Tobacco 203/acre nated sediment from the James River.36,' These costs

are
Vegetables 691 acre
Fruit/nut 567/acre Dredging $5.63/M3

Livestock 761acre Disposal 1.63/M3

Dairv 178/acre Total $7.26 m3

All Farms $135/acre The estimated costs do not include the additional

These figures are average values, and should be costs which might be incurred because of handling
used with caution. For example, figures for Ventura radioactive material. Such considerations could result
Countv, California24 are in a total cost of approximately 7-10 per M Of

material dredged.,
Citrus $1125/acre As an example, if an estuary km wide and 5 km
Avocadoes 1400/acre long were to be dredged to a depth of 0. 1 m, the total
Vegetables 1740/acre amount of material to be removed would be 25 x 107

M3, and the total cost would be $180 x 106. As for the
Note that these are all more than double the proposed dredging of the James River Estuary, it is

national averages. By the same token, exceptionally doubtful that appropriate equipment would be avail-
marginal land could produce considerably less. How- able to complete this task on a reasonable time scale.
ever, such marginal land is typically not irrigated.

F5.4.2 Decontamination of Land
The average value per acre of farmland is approxi-

mately 420.26 It would cost approximately 230 per
acre to decontaminate such land.35 The value of de-

F5.3.4 Evacuation and Relocation veloped property, per capita, is estimated to be
Per capita costs for temporary relocation are esti- $35,200.26 For decontamination by a factor of 2 it

mated to be (per additional day)35 would cost approximately 680 per acre for decon-

Lodging $10 tamination of that land.35

Food 6
That analysis was not strictly applicable to the dredging require-

Loss of income 19 ments in the event of radioactive contamination, in that the depths
Inconvenience payments 5 and the areas dredged are not necessarily representative. Further-

more, the project analyzed was of such an enormous scope that
Total $40/person-day sufficient equipment could not have been made available to com-

plete the task on a reasonable time scale. However, it is believed
This estimate could vary up or down by 25 percent that the unit costs computed for the James River Project are still
due to regional differences. reasonably applicable to nuclear decontamination.
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subbe et.

B"talteat Population Duane t Mearobage ft"low ad a Law" A*e for Molasses fan tin Malt Searle L6 a M*4 Ancident(a)

to20 - I day to a - 10 de"

oto- 099-

Malative ablative
La- Whole low Dow* Total
wato!6 tattsr Body 'an !ts rattafty body Narrow SkeletonA awrow, Macy ME 1wroid RMl LLI Thyroid

jo5 oh 1.3 +5 1.3 +5 1.3 +5 1.3 * 5 1.3 +5 1.3 + 5 105 oh 1.3 +5 1.3 + 5 1.3 +I., .: 1:3 + .1 3 S 3 +5
du 4.0 +5 1.9 +4 1.6 +4 3.6 + 6 4.5 +6 7.3 + 5 dw 2.8 +5 1.3 + 4 2 + 6 5 3 + 6 5:9 45
of 8.2 +4 3.2 +4 2.6 +5 3.4 + 5 2.4 +5 1.1 + S of 3.3 +4 7.1 + 3 1.2 +S 2.0 + S 1.4 + 5 2.10 +5
total 6.1 +5 1.8 +5 1.9 +6 4.1 + 6 5.8 +6 9.7 + 5 total 4.4 +5 1.5 + 5 1.3 +6 2.S + 6 5.6 + 6 7.4 +S

1 3 oh 1.1 +5 1.1 +S I.L +5 1.1 + 5 1.1 +5 1 1 + 5 103 oh 1.1 +5 1.1 + 5 1.1 +5 L.1 + 5 1.1 + 5 1.1 +5
dw 3.9 +5 1.7 +4 1.5 +6 3.6 + 6 4.9 +6 7:1 + 5 dw 2.7 +5 1.1 + 4 1.0 +6 2.2 + 6 4.9 + 6 5.7 +5
of 8.1 +4 3.2 +4 2.6 +5 3.4 + 5 1.2 +5 1.1 + 5 of 3.3 +4 7.1 + 3 1.2 +5 2.0 + 5 1.3 + 5 2.7 +4
total 5.9 +5 1.6 +5 1.9 +6 4.0 + 6 5.1 +6 9.3 + 5 total 4.2 +5 1.3 + 5 1.3 +6 2.5 + 6 5.1 + 6 7.0 +5

lo, oh 2.2 +4 2.2 +4 2.2 +4 2.2 + 4 2.2 +4 2.2 + 4 lo' sh 1.2 +4 1.2 + 4 1.2 +4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 +4
dw 2.4 +5 8.9 +3 1.0 +6 2.7 + 6 6.1 +5 2.0 + 5 dw 1.6 +5 2.6 + 3 7.0 +S 1.8 + 6 7.0 + S 1.6 +5
of 7.0 +4 2.9 +4 2.2 +5 z.7 + 5 5.9 +4 9.4 + 4 of 2.9 +4 6.9 + 3 1.0 +5 1.7 + 5 3.2 + 4 2.4 +4
total 3 3 +S 6.0 +4 1.3 +6 3.0 + 6 6.8 +5 1.4 + 5 total 2.0 +5 2.1 + 4 8.2 +5 2.0 + 6 7.4 + S 2.0 +5

loo oh 5.0 +3 5.0 +3 5.0 +3 5.0 + 3 4,. 0 +3 5.0 + 3 loo sh 3.0 +3 3.0 + 3 3.0 *3 3.0 + 3 3.0 + 3 3.0 +3
dw 7.4 +4 4.8 +3 3.2 +5 8.2 + 5 2.0 +5 4.4 + 4 dw 6.3 +4 1.8 + 3 2.8 +5 7.4 + 5 1.1 + 5 2.5 +4
of 4.0 +4 1.6 +4 1.2 +5 1.1 + 5 2.7 +4 6.7 + 4 of 2.0 +4 6.1 + 3 6.6 +4 8.2 + 4 1.3 + 4 2.1 +4
total 1.2 +5 2.6 +4 4.4 +S 9.3 + 5 1.3 +5 1.2 + 5 total 0.6 +4 1.1 + 4 3.5 +5 8.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 4.9 +4

lo-, oh 1.5 +3 1.5 +3 I.S +3 1.5 + 3 1.5 +3 1.5 + 3 lo-' oh 6.8 +2 6.8 + 2 6.9 +2 6.8 + 2 6.8 + 2 6.8 +2
dw 4.1 +3 1.5 +3 1.3 +4 1.3 + 4 2.9 +3 8.1 + 3 dw 2.0 +3 5.7 + 2 6.8 +3 9.3 + 3 1.8 + 3 3.3 +3
of 1.2 +4 5.2 +3 3.6 +4 1.8 + 4 6.9 +3 2.4 + 4 of 5.0 +3 2.0 + 3 1.5 +4 7.4 + 3 2.6 + 3 6.7 +3
total 1.7 +4 0.1 +3 5.1 +4 3.2 + 4 1.1 +4 3.4 + 4 total 7.6 +3 3.2 + 3 2.2 +4 1.7 + 4 5.1 + 3 1.1 +4

t,2, 102 days tH 2o 10 days

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body LEM Narrow ljcaletM LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body EMI Karrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 oh 1.5 +4 1.5 +4 1.5 +4 1.5 + 4 1.5 +4 1.5 + 4 105 oh 1.7 +3 1.7 + 3 1.7 +3 1.7 + 3 1.7 + 3 1.7 +3
dw 1.7 +5 4.3 +3 6.3 +5 1.2 + 6 3.6 +6 1.1 + 5 dw 1.4 +4 5.0 + 2 3.8 +4 1.9 + 4 6.0 + 5 1.9 +4
of 9.2 +3 9.5 +1 3.9 +4 9.4 + 4 8.5 +4 2.8 + 3 af 3.1 +2 1.1 + 1 8.4 +2 4.2 + 2 1.3 + 4 4.1 +2
total 1.9 +5 1.9 +4 6.8 +5 1.3 + 6 3.7 +6 1.3 + 5 total 1.6 +4 2.2 + 3 4.0 +4 2.1 + 4 6.2 * 5 2.1 +4

103 an 1.4 +4 1.4 +4 1.4 +4 i.4 + 4 1.4 +4 1.4 + 4 103 oh 1.6 +3 1.6 + 3 i.6 +3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 +3
dw 1.7 +S 3.8 +3 6.1 +5 1.2 + 6 3 4 +6 1.1 + 5 dw 1.3 +4 4.9 + 2 3.7 +4 1.8 + 4 5.% + 5 1.6 +4
of 9.1 +3 8.4 +1 3.9 +4 9.6 + 4 8.1 +4 2.7 + 3 af 3.0 +2 1.1 + 1 8.2 +2 4.0 + 2 1.3 + 4 4.0 +2
total 1.9 +S 1.8 +4 6.7 +5 1.3 + 6 3. 5 +6 1.2 + 5 total 1.5 +4 2.1 + 3 3.9 +4 2.0 + 4 5.9 + S 2.0 +4

lo, an 1.6 +3 1.6 +3 1.6 +3 1.6 + 3 1.6 +3 1.6 + 3 lo' oh 2.4 +2 2.4 + 2 2.4 +2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 +2
dw 8.9 +4 4.2 +2 3.9 +5 1.0 + 6 5.4 +5 2.0 + 4 dw 2. 0 +3 7.2 + 1 5.5 +3 2.7 + 3 8.7 + 4 2.7 +3
af 6.8 +3 9.3 +0 3.1 +4 8.3 + 4 1.6 +4 7.4 + 2 af 4.4 +1 1.6 + 0 1.2 +2 6.0 + 1 1.9 + 3 6.0 +I
total 9.8 +4 2.1 +3 4.2 +5 1.1 + 6 5.5 +5 2.2 + 4 total 2.1 +3 3.1 + 2 5.8 +3 3.0 + 3 8.9 + 4 3.0 +3

loo sh 1.6 +2 1.6 +2 1.6 +2 1.6 + 2 1.6 +2 1.6 + 2 loo sh 2 3 1 2 3 + 1 2 3 +1 2.3 + 1 2.3 + 1 2 3 +I
dw 2.5 +4 4.2 +1 1.2 +5 3.1 + 5 6 7 +4 3. + 3 dw 1.9 +2 7.1 + 0 5.3 +2 2.6 + 2 8.5 + 3 2.6 +2
af 2.0 +3 9.2 -1 9.4 +3 2.6 + 4 2.7 +3 1.6 + 2 af 4.3 +0 1.6 - 1 1.2 +1 5.9 + 0 1.9 + 2 5.8 +0
total 2.8 +4 2.0 +2 2.3 +5 3.4 + 5 7. 0 +4 3 3 + 3 total 2 2 +2 3. 0 + 1 5 7 +2 2.9 + 2 8.7 + 3 2.9 +2

lo-' sh 1.6 +0 1.6 +0 6 0 1.6 + 0 1.6 +0 1.6 + 0 10-1 sh 2 3 -1 2 3 - 1 2.3 -1 2.3 - 1 2 3 - 1 2 3 -I
dw 2. 5 +2 4.2 1 1:2 +3 3.1 + 3 6.7 +2 3. + I dw 1.9 +1 7.1 - 2 5.3 +0 2.6 + 0 8.5 + 1 2.6 + 
af 2.0 1 9.2 3 9.4 +1 2.6 + 2 2 7 +1 1.6 + 0 af 4 3 -2 1.6 - 3 1.2 -1 5.9 - 2 1.9 + 0 5. 8 - 2
total 2.8 2 2 .0 +0 2 3 +3 3 4 + 3 7. 0 +2 3.3 + I total 2 2 +0 3 - 1 5.7 +0 2.9 + 0 8.7 + 1 2.9 + 0

'The numbers in this table and in all succeeding tables possess no more than I significant digit.

b1ndic.ted rate denotes that of the element assumed to be leached most rapidly; relative rates of
the other elements as given in Appendix A.

c 51.3 denotes 13 x 10+



LI) ?&We Q.
(D

Resultant op-l&tion Domes, for the Offshore Region of Large Le(al for Releases fro,m the Melt Dbris After PWR-7 ccident

ta20 - Iday til - dys

Organ Organ

R.I:ti Relative
L. ch Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathwa Body 1-ng Marrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pataws Body L"n Narrow Skeleton LLI T roid

105 oh 3 2 +5 3.2 +5 3.2 +5 3.2 + 5 3.2 +5 3.2 * s 105 oh 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 -5 1.2 . 5
dw 4 4 +6 7.4 +4 1.9 +7 5.0 + 7 1.3 +7 1.3 + 6 dw, 3.8 + 6 3.4 + 4 1.7 + 7 4.5 + 7 1.2 +7 5.8 + 5
of 4.0 +5 1.1 +5 1.4 +6 2.4 + 6 3 9 +5 4.8 + 5 of 2.6 + 5 4 3 + 4 1.0 + 6 2.1 + 6 2.8 -5 1.6 + 5
total 5.1 +6 5.1 +5 2.0 +7 5.3 + 7 1.4 +7 2.1 + 6 total 4.2 + 6 2.0 + 5 1.8 + 7 4.8 + 7 1.3 +7 8.6 + 5

I 0 3 oh 3.2 +5 3.2 +5 3 2 +5 3. 2 + 5 3 2 5 3.2 + 5 103 oh 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 +5 1.2 + 5
du 4.3 +6 7.3 +4 1.9 +7 5.0 + 7 1.2 +7 1.3 + 6 dw 3.8 + 6 3.3 + 4 1.7 + 7 4.5 + 7 1.2 +7 5.7 + 5
of 4.0 +5 1.1 +S 1.4 +6 2.4 + 6 3. 8 +5 4.8 + S of 2.6 + 5 4.3 + 4 1.0 * 6 2.1 + 6 2.8 +5 1.6 + 5
total 5.1 46 5.0 +5 2.0 +7 5.2 + 7 1.3 +7 2.1 4 6 total 4.2 + 6 2.0 + 5 1.8 + 7 4.7 + 7 1.2 +7 B. 4 + 5

lo, oh 2.0 +5 2.0 +5 2.0 +5 2.0 + 5 2.0 +5 2.0 * 5 lo, oh 6.7 + 4 6.7 + 4 6.7 + 4 6.7 + 4 6.7 +4 6.7 + 4
dw J. 6 +6 6.0 +4 1.6 +7 4.4 + 7 4.1 +6 7.4 + 5 dw, 3. 2 + 6 2.5 * 4 1.5 + 7 4.0 + 7 3.9 +6 3.2 + 5
at 3.7 +5 1.0 +5 1.3 +6 2.1 + 6 2.6 +5 4.6 * 5 at 2.4 + 5 4.2 + 4 9.2 + 5 1.8 + 6 1.8 +5 1.5 + 5
total 4.2 +6 3.7 +5 1.7 +7 4.7 + 7 4.5 +6 1.5 + 6 total 3.5 + 6 1.4 + 5 1.5 + 7 4.2 + 7 4.1 +6 5.3 + 5

IGO oh 9.0 +4 9.0 +4 9.0 +4 9.0 - 4 V.0 +4 9.0 + 4 too oh 4.6 + 4 4.6 + 4 4.6 + 4 4.6 + 4 4.6 +4 4.6 + 4
du 1.5 +6 4.3 +4 6.7 +6 1.8 + 7 1.3 +6 3.9 + 5 dw, 1.3 + 6 2.1 + 4 6.1 + 6 1.6 + 7 1.2 +6 1.6 + 5
at 2.4 +5 7.6 +4 7.9 +5 9.9 + 5 1.5 +5 3.7 + 5 at 1.5 + 5 3.8 + 4 5.2 + 5 8.2 + 5 9.5 +4 1.3 + 5
total 1.8 +6 2.1 +5 7.6 +6 1.9 + 7 1.6 +6 8.6 + 5 total 1.6 + 6 1.1 + 5 6.6 + 6 1.7 + 7 1.3 +6 3.3 + 5

lo-' oh 3.5 +4 3.5 +4 3.5 +4 3.5 + 4 3.5 +4 3.5 + 4 lo-' oh 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 +4 1.4 + 4
dw, 5.4 +4 1.6 +4 1.8 +5 2.3 + 5 3. 4 +4 7.9 + 4 dw, 3.0 + 4 6.9 + 3 1.1 + 5 1.9 + 5 2.1 +4 2,2 + 4
at 7.2 +4 2.9 +4 2.1 +5 1.1 + 5 3.9 +4 1.4 + 5 at 3.1 + 4 1.2 + 4 9.1 + 4 4.9 * 4 1.6 +4 4.1 + 4
total 1.6 +5 7.9 +4 4.2 +5 3. 7 + 5 1.1 +5 2.6 + 5 total 7.5 + 4 3. 3 + 4 2.2 + 5 2.5 4 5 5.1 +4 7.9 + 4

tu20 102 days t, 0 103 days

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Lung Narrow, Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLl Thyroid

105 sh 4.0 +4 4.0 +4 4.0 +4 4.0 + 4 4.0 +4 4.0 + 4 los sh 7.2 + 3 7.2 + 3 7.2 + 3 7.2 + 3 7.2 +3 7.2 + 3
dw, 2.1 +6 6.4 +3 9.4 +6 2.5 + 7 8.9 +6 3.5 + 5 dw, 3.0 + 4 1.1 + 3 8.2 + 4 4.0 + 4 1.3 +6 4.0 + 4
at 8.4 +4 7.2 +1 3.8 +5 1.0 + 6 1.5 +5 7.7 + 3 at 3.3 + 2 1.2 + 1 9.2 + 2 4.6 + 2 1.5 +4 CS + 2
total 2.2 +6 4.7 +4 9.8 +6 2.6 + 7 1.0 +7 3.9 + 5 total 3.7 + 4 8.3 + 3 8.9 + 4 4.8 + 4 1.3 +6 4.7 + 4

103 oh 3.8 +4 3.8 +4 3.8 +4 3.8 + 4 3.8 +4 3.8 + 4 1-0 3 oh 7.0 + 3 7.0 + 3 7.0 + 3 7.0 + 3 7.0 +3 7.0 + 3
du 2.1 46 6.1 +3 9.4 +6 2.5 + 7 8.6 +6 3.4 + 5 d. 2.9 + 4 1.0 + 3 7.9 * 4 3.9 + 4 1.3 +6 3.9 + 4
of 8.4 +4 6.9 +1 3.0 +5 1.0 + 6 1.5 +5 7.6 + 3 at 3.2 + 2 1.2 + 1 8.9 + 2 4.4 + 2 1.4 +4 4.4 + 2
total 2.2 +6 4.4 +4 9.8 +6 2.6 + 7 8.7 +6 3.8 + 5 total 3.6 + 4 8.0 + 3 8.6 + 4 4.6 + 4 1.3 +6 4.6 + 4

lo, oh 5.5 +3 S-5 43 5.5 +3 5.5 + 3 5.5 +3 5.5 + 3 lo, oh 1.0 + 3 1.0 + 3 1.0 + 3 1.0 + 3 1.0 +3 1.0 + 3
dw 1.7 +6 8.7 +2 8.0 +6 2.2 + 7 2.5 +6 1.4 + 5 dw 4.3 + 3 1.6 + 2 1.2 + 4 5.8 + 3 1.9 +5 5.8 + 3
at 7.3 +4 9.9 *0 3.4 +5 9.2 + 5 7.2 +4 5.0 + 3 at 4.8 + I 1.8 + 0 1.3 + 2 6.6 + 1 2.1 +3 6.5 + 1
total 1.8 +6 6.4 +3 8.4 +6 2 3 + 7 2.5 +6 1.4 + 5 total 5 .3 + 3 1.2 + 3 1.3 + 4 7.0 + 3 1.9 +5 6.9 + 3

too oh 5.5 +2 5.5 +2 5.5 +2 5.5 + 2 5.5 +2 5.5 + 2 too sh 1.0 + 2 1.0 + 2 1.0 + 2 1.0 + 2 1.0 -2 1.0 + 2
dw, 5.3 +5 8.7 +1 2.5 +6 6.7 + 6 5.4 +5 3.7 + 4 dw 4.2 + 2 1.5 + 1 1.2 + 3 5.7 + 2 1.8 +4 5.6 + 2
at 2.3 +4 9.9 -I 1.0 +5 2.9 + 5 2 .0 +4 1.5 - 3 f 4.7 + 0 1.7 - 1 1.3 + 1 6.4 + 0 2.1 +2 6.4 + a
total 5.6 +5 6.4 +2 2.6 +6 7.1 + 6 5.6 +5 3.9 + 4 total 5.2 + 2 1.2 + 2 1.3 + 3 6.7 2 1.0 +4 6.-, 2

10-1 sh 5.5 +0 5.5 +0 5.5 +0 5.5 + 0 5.5 +0 5.5 + 0 lo-' sh 1.0 + 0 1.0 - 0 1.0 + 0 1.0 + 0 1.0 0 L .) , 0
dw 5.2 +3 8.7 -1 2.5 44 6.7 + 4 5.4 +3 3.7 + 2 dw 4.2 + 0 1.5 - I 1.1 + 1 5.7 + 0 1.8 +2 2 I - 2
at 2.3 +2 9.9 -3 1.0 +3 2.9 + 3 2.0 +2 1.5 + I at 4.7 - 2 1.7 - 3 1.3 - 1 6.4 - 2 2.1 +0 6.4 + 2
total 5.5 +3 6.4 +0 2.6 4 7.0 + 4 5.6 +3 3.8 + 2 total 5 .2 + 0 1.2 + 0 1.2 + 1 6.7 + 0 1.8 +2 2.1 + 2

'Th. ff.h-e eqio. f � 1�9� lak� is tak- t. be .11 f the Ilk. �X�ept f- the ne-�-horc



Resultmat opulatlas Doe" for a Small Estuary for Fall rom the Molt Debris After a PUM,-7 Accident

ts IL fty ts - 0 days
2 2

Ogg= Or9aft

Relative Malative
Lamb Whole 100tal Leach Whole Total
Rate PWAW-Y Body L-9 Narrow skeleton Ui "rate Note Pathway Raft Laos Narrow Skel*tm LLl Thyroid

185 ah 1.1 + 1. + 1. + 1.1 + 1. + 1.1 + IDS oh 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 I.i 7
of 1.3 7 2. + 3.7 7 4.4 7 3.4 4 2.2 + 7 ME 3.8 * 6 1.1 * 6 2.1 + 7 1.3 + 7 3.1 + 8 1. + 7
total 2.4 + 7 1.3 + 7 4.8 7 S.S + 7 3.5 + I 3.3 + 7 total 1.7 + 7 1.4 + 7 3.1 + 7 2.3 + 7 3.2 + 8 2.0 7

I03 oh 1.0 * 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 * 7 103 oh B.S + 6 9. + 6 8.5 + 6 8.5 + 6 8.5 + 6 B. + 6
af 1.3 + 7 2. + 6 3.7 + 7 4.4 + 7 3.2 + I 2.2 + 7 af 7.5 + 6 1. + 6 2.1 + 7 1.3 + 7 2.9 + 4 1.4 + 7
total 2.3 + 7 1.2 + 7 4.7 7 5.4 + 7 3.3 + 4 3.2 + 7 total 1.6 + 7 S. + 6 3.0 * 7 2.2 + 7 3.0 + 4 1.9 + 7

103L oh 4.6 + 6 4.6 + 6 4.6 + 6 4.6 + 6 4.6 + 6 t.6 + 6 la' sh 2.3 + 6 2.3 + 6 2.3 + 6 2.3 + 6 2.3 + 6 2.3 + 6
of 4.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 1.2 + 7 1.8 + 7 5.7 +7 5.0 + 6 af 1.8 + 6 4.0 5 4.9 +.6 4.4 + 6 4.5 + 7 2.1 + 6
total 8.9 + 6 5.9 + 6 1.7 + 7 2.3 + 7 6.2 + 7 1.0 + 7 tow 4.1 4 6 2.7 + 6 7.2 + 6 6.7 + 6 4.7 + 7 4.4 + 6

]LOG oh 1.9 + 6 IL. 9+ 6 1.9 + 6 1.9 + 6 1.9 + 6 1.9 * 6 IGO oh 1.0 + 6 1.8 + 0 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6
at 6.0 + S 2.0 + 5 1.7 + 6 1.7 + 6 6.4 + 6 8.4 * 5 af 3.0 + 5 8.0 + 4 1.0 + 6 1.3 + 6 4.7 + 6 3.4 + 5
total 2.5 + 4 2.1 4 6 3.6 4 6 3.6 + 6 8.3 + 6 2.7 * 6 total 1.3 * 6 1.1 + 6 2.0 + 6 2.3 + 6 SO + 6 L.3 + 6

lo-IL oh 6.7 + S 4.7 + S 6.7 + S 6.7 + 5 6.7 + 5 6.7 + 5 IO-I oh 2.8 + S 2.9 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5
af 2.0 + 4 2.0 + 4 1.9 + 5 1.1 + 5 9.0 + 4 1.5 + 5 af 3.0 + 4 1.1 + 4 9.0 + 4 5.7 + 4 6.0 + 4 7.0 + 4
tow 6.9 + S 6.9 + S 8.6 + 5 7.8 + 5 7.6 + 5 8.1 + 5 total 3.0 + 5 2.9 + 5 3.6 + S 3.3 + 5 3.4 + S 3.S + S

t a 1.02 days ts 0 ]LO3 days
2 2

Or9m Organ

Relative Relative
Leach whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lo" Narrow skeleton LLI Thyroid _�ka Pathom Narrow Skeleton LL1 Thyroid

]LOS oh 5.7 + 6 5.7 + 6 S.7 + 6 5.7 * 6 5.7 + 6 5.7 + 6 105 ab 6.3 + S 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5
af 5.4 + 6 2.1 + 5 1.6 + 7 B.9 + 6 2.3 + 9 7.1 + 6 af 1.0 + 6 3.5 + 4 2.7 + 6 1.4 + 6 4.2 + 7 1.3 + 6
total 1.1 + 7 5.9 + 6 2.1 + 7 1.5 + 7 2.4 + 8 1.3 + 7 total 1.6 + 6 6.7 + 5 3.3 + 6 2.0 + 6 4.3 + 7 1.9 + 6

103 5.S + 6 S.5 + 6 5.5 + 6 5.5 + 6 5.5 + 6 S.5 + 6 103 ab 6.1 + 5 6.1 + S 6.1 + 5 6.1 + 5 6.1 * 5 6.1 + 5
af 5.2 + 6 2.0 + 5 2.5 + 7 8.7 + 6 2.2 + 8 6.9 + 6 af 9.3 + 5 3.5 + 4 2.6 * 6 1.3 + 6 4.1 + 7 1.3 + 6
total 1.1 + 7 5.7 + 6 2.1 + 7 1.4 + 7 2.3 + 8 1.3 + 7 total 1.5 + 6 6.5 + 5 3.2 + 6 1.9 + 6 4.2 + 7 1.9 + 6

la' oh 7.9 + 5 7.9 + 5 7.9 + 5 7.9 + 5 7.9 + 5 7.9 + 5 lo, sh 9.1 + 4 9.1 + 4 9.1 + 4 9.1 + 4 9.1 + 4 9.1 + 4
af 9.7 + 5 2.8 + 4 2.6 + 6 2.5 + 6 3.3 + 7 1.1 + 6 af 1.4 + 5 5.2 + 3 3.8 + 5 1.9 + 5 6.1 + 6 1.9 + 5
total 1.7 + 6 0.2 + 5 3.4 + 6 3.2 + 6 3.4 + 7 1.8 + 6 total 2.3 + 5 9.6 + 4 4.7 + 5 2.8 + 5 6.2 + 6 2.8 + 5

ILOO sh 7.9 + 4 7.9 + 4 7.9 + 4 7.9 + 4 7.9 + 4 7.9 + 4 100 sh 8.9 + 3 8.9 + 3 8.9 + 3 8.9 + 3 8.9 + 3 8.9 + 3
af 1.1 + 5 2.8 + 3 3.6 + 5 5.3 + 5 3.3 + 6 1.1 + 5 af 1.4 + 4 5.0 + 2 3.7 + 4 1.9 + 4 6.0 + 5 1.8 + 4
total 1.8 + S 4.2 + 4 4.4 + 5 6.1 + 5 3.4 + 6 1.8 + 5 total 2.3 + 4 9.4 + 3 4.6 + 4 2.7 + 4 6.1 + 5 2.7 + 4

IVIL sh 7.9 + 2 7.9 + 2 7.9 + 2 7.9 + 2 7.9 + 2 7.9 + 2 lo-' sh 8.9 + 1 8.9 + 1 8.9 + 1 8.9 + 1 8.9 + 1 8.9 + I
af 1.1 + 3 2.8 + 1 3.6 + 3 5.3 + 5 3.3 + 4 1.1 + 3 af 1.4 + 2 4.0 + 0 3.7 + 2 1.9 + 2 6.0 + 3 1.8 + 2
total 1.8 + 3 8.2 + 2 4.4 + 3 6.1 + 3 3.4 + 4 1.8 + 3 total 2.3 + 2 9.3 + 1 4.6 + 2 2.7 + 2 6.1 + 3 2.7 + 2

C>
I.--
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Table G4.

Resultant Population Doses for a Large Estuary for Releases from the Melt Debris After a PWR-7 Acident

tH 0 I day tH - days
2

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 sh 2.6 + 6 2.6 + 6 2.6 + 6 2.6 + 6 2.6 + 6 2.6 + 6 105 sh 1.8 + 6 1.8 + 6 1.8 + 6 1.8 + 6 1.8 +6 1.8 + 6
af 1.3 + 7 2.4 + 6 4.0 + 7 6.0 + 7 2.9 + 8 1.9 + 7 of 7.2 + 6 1.0 + 6 2.0 + 7 1.3 + 7 2.6 +8 9.0 + 6
total 1.6 + 7 5.0 + 6 4.3 + 7 6.3 + 7 2.9 + 0 2.2 + 7 total 9.0 + 6 2.8 + 6 2.2 + 7 1.5 + 7 2.6 +a 1.1 + 7

103 sh 2 5 + 6 2.5 + 6 2.5 + 6 2.5 + 6 2.5 + 6 2.5 + 6 103 sh 1.8 + 6 1.9 + 6 1.8 + 6 1.8 + 6 1.8 +6 1.8 + 6
of 1.3 + 7 2.4 + 6 3.9 + 7 5.9 + 7 2.6 + 8 1.9 + 7 of 6.5 + 6 9.0 + 5 1.9 + 7 1.3 + 7 2.5 +8 9.0 + 6
total 1.6 + 7 4.9 + 6 4.2 + 7 6.2 + 7 2.8 + 8 2.2 + 7 total R.7 + 6 2.7 + 6 2.1 + 7 1.5 + 7 2.5 +a 1.1 + 7

lo, sh 1.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 1.3 + 6 lol oh 5.6 + 5 5.6 + 5 5.6 + 5 5.6 + 5 S.6 +5 5.6 + 5
of 4 9 + 6 1.2 + 6 1.6 + 7 2.7 + 7 5.2 + 7 8.4 + 6 of 1.6 + 6 3.9 + 5 4.6 + 6 4 3 6 4.0 +7 5.8 + 6
total 6.2 + 6 2.5 + 6 1.7 + 7 2.8 + 7 5.3 + 7 1.0 + 7 total 2.2 + 6 9.5 + 5 5.2 + 6 4.9 + 6 4.0 +7 6.4 + 6

loo sh 5.2 + 5 5.2 + 5 5.2 + 5 5.2 + 5 5.2 + 5 5.2 + 5 loo sh 2.7 + 5 2.7 + 5 2.7 + 5 2.7 + 5 2.7 +5 2.7 + 5
of 5.8 + 5 2.3 + 5 1.7 + 6 2.0 + 6 5.9 + 6 9.1 + 5 of 3 2 + 5 7.0 + 4 1.0 + 6 1.3 + 6 4.2 +6 3.1 + 5
total 1.1 + 6 7.5 + 5 2.2 + 6 2.5 + 6 6.4 + 6 1.4 + b total 5.9 + 5 3.4 + 5 1.3 + 6 1.6 + 6 4.5 +6 5.8 + 5

lo-' sh 1.9 + 5 1.9 + 5 1.9 + 5 1.9 + 5 1.9 + 5 1.9 + 5 10-1 oh 7.8 + 4 7.8 + 4 7.8 + 4 7.8 + 4 7.8 +4 7.8 + 4
of 6.0 + 4 2.0 + 4 2.1 + 5 1.1 + 5 9.0 + 4 1.4 + 5 af 3.0 + 4 1.3 + 4 9.0 + 4 5.0 + 4 5.0 +4 5.0 + 4
total 2.5 + 5 2.1 + 5 4.0 + 5 3.0 + 5 2.8 + 5 3.3 + 5 total 1.1 + 5 9.1 + 4 1.7 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 +5 1.2 + 5

tH 2o 102 days tH 20 103 days

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lunq Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 oh 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 105 oh 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 +5 1.4 + 5
of 4.8 + 6 2.0 + 5 1.3 + 7 7.9 + 6 2.0 + 8 6.3 + 6 of 3 5 4.0 + 4 2.4 + 6 1.2 + 6 3.7 +7 1.2 + 6
total' 5.8 + 6 1.2 + 6 1.4 + 7 8.9 + 6 2.0 + 8 7 3 + 6 total 9.7 + 5 1.8 + 5 2.S + 6 1.3 + 6 3.7 +7 1.3 + 6

103 sh 9.8 + 5 9.8 + 5 9.8 + 5 9.8 + 5 9,8 + 5 9.8 + 5 103 sh 1.3 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.3 +5 1.3 + 5
of 4.6 + 6 1.8 + 5 1.3 + 7 7.7 + 6 2.0 + 8 6.0 + 6 of 8.1 + 5 4.0 + 4 2.3 + 6 1.2 + 6 3.6 +7 1.2 + 6
total 5.6 + 6 1.2 + 6 1.4 + 7 8.7 + 6 2.0 + 8 7.0 + 6 total 9.4 + 5 1.7 + 5 2.4 + 6 1.3 + 6 3.6 +7 1.3 + 6

lo, oh 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.4 + 5 lo., sh 2.0 + 4 2.0 + 4 2.0 + 4 2.0 + 4 2.0 +4 2.0 + 4
of 7.7 + 5 2.0 + 4 2.4 + 6 2.4 + 6 2.9 + 7 8.6 + 5 af 1.2 + 5 4.0 + 3 3.3 + 5 1.7 + 5 5.3 +6 1.6 + 5
total 9.1 + 5 1.6 + 5 2.5 + 6 2.5 + 6 2.9 + 7 1.0 + 6 total 1.4 + 5 2.4 + 4 3.5 + 5 1.9 + 5 S.3 +6 1.8 + 5

loo sh 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 loo sh 1.9 + 3 1.9 + 3 1.9 + 3 1.9 + 3 1.9 +3 1.9 + 3
af 1.0 + 5 2.0 + 3 3. 3 + 5 5.2 + 5 2.9 + 6 8.6 + 4 af 1.2 + 4 5.0 + 2 3.3 + 4 1.7 + 4 5.3 +5 1.6 + 4
total 1.1 + 5 1.6 + 4 3.5 + 5 5.3 + 5 2.9 + 6 1.0 + 5 total 1.4 + 4 2.4 + 3 3.5 + 4 1.9 + 4 5.3 +5 1.8 + 4

lo-, sh 1.4 + 2 1�4 + 2 1.4 + 2 1.4 + 2 1.4 + 2 1.4 + 2 10-1 sh 1.9 + I 1.9 + 1 1.9 + 1 1.9 + 1 1.9 +1 1.9 + I
af 1.0 + 3 2.0 + 1 3 3 + 3 5.2 + 3 2.9 + 4 8.6 + 2 af 1.2 + 2 5.0 + 0 3.3 + 2 1.7 + 2 5.3 +3 1.6 + 2
total 1.1 + 3 1.6 + 2 3 5 + 3 5 3 + 3 2.9 + 4 1.0 + 3 total 1.4 + 2 2.4 + 1 3.5 + 2 1.9 + 2 5.3 +3 1.8 + 2



Table 65.

Resultant Population 00800 for the arabore "lion of an Ocean for Releases from the rAlt Debris after a PR-7 ccLdentcal

to I day t* 0 - 10 days
2 2

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway !2ft Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 sh 6.0 +4 6.0 +4 6.0 +4 6.0 + 4 6.0 +4 6.0 + 4 105 oh 4.8 +4 4.8 + 4 4.8 +4 4.8 + 4 4.8 +4 4.8 +4
af 2.2 +6 2.9 +5 6.4 +6 1.0 + 7 6.7 +7 3.1 + 6 af I.S +6 1.5 + 5 3.9 +6 2.0 + 6 5.7 +7 1.6 +6
total 2.2 +6 3.5 +5 6.4 +6 1.0 + 7 6.7 +7 3.1 + 6 total 1.6 +6 2.7 + 5 4.0 +6 2.1 + 6 5.7 +7 1.7 +6

1(3 sh 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 + 4 4.7 +4 4.7 + 4 103 sh 3.8 +4 3. + 4 3.6 +4 3. + 4 3.8 +4 3.8 +4
af 2.0 +6 2.8 +5 6.2 +6 1.0 + 7 6.3 +7 3.1 + 6 af 1.4 +6 1.4 + 5 3.7 +6 2.1 + 6 5.4 +7 1.6 +6
total 2.0 +6 3.3 +5 6.2 +6 1.0 + 7 6.3 +7 3.1 + 6 total 1.5 +6 2.4 + 5 3.8 +6 2.2 + 6 5.4 +7 1.7 +6

lo, sh 5.3 +3 5.3 +3 5.3 +3 5.3 + 3 5.3 +3 5.3 + 3 lo, oh 8.2 +3 8.2 + 3 8.2 +3 8.2 + 3 9.2 +3 8.2 +3
af 5.8 +5 1.5 +5 1.7 +6 2.7 + 6 6.9 +6 6.5 + 5 af 2.6 +5 5.0 + 4 7.5 +5 6.3 + 5 7.8 +6 2.8 +5
total 5.8 +S 1.5 +5 1.7 +6 2.7 + 6 6.9 +6 6.5 + 5 total 2.7 +5 5.8 + 4 7.6 +5 6.4 + 5 7.8 +6 2_9 +5

loo sh 1.1 +3 1.1 +3 1.1 +3 1.1 + J 1.1 +3 1.1 + 3 loo sh 8.7 +2 8.7 + 2 8.7 +2 8.7 + 2 0 7 +2 8.7 +2
af 9.0 +4 3.4 +4 2.6 +5 3 3 + 5 7.7 +5 1.3 + 5 af 5.0 +4 1.2 + 4 1.6 +5 1.9 + 5 8.1 +5 5.0 44
total 9.0 +4 3.4 +4 2.6 +5 3.3 + 5 7.7 +5 1.3 + 5 total 5.1 +4 1.3 + 4 1.6 +5 1.9 + 5 8.1 +S 5.1 +4

lo-' sh 2.0 +2 2.0 +2 2.0 +2 2.0 + 2 2.0 +2 2.0 + 2 lo-' sh 2.5 +1 2.5 + 1 2.5 +1 2.5 + 1 2.5 +1 2.5 +I
af 1.4 +4 5.5 +3 4.0 +4 2.0 + 4 1.5 +4 2.6 + 4 af 5.8 +3 2.3 + 3 1.7 +4 9.2 + 3 1.1 +4 7.7 +3
total 1.4 +4 5.7 +3 4.0 +4 2.0 + 4 1.5 +4 2.6 + 4 total 5.8 +3 2.3 + 3 1.7 +4 9.2 + 3 1.1 +4 7.7 +3

102 - 103 daystH 20 days tH20

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 sh 2.5 +3 2.5 +3 2.5 +3 2.5 + 3 2.5 +3 2.5 + 3 105 sh 7.7 +2 7.7 + 2 7.7 +2 7.7 + 2 7.7 +2 7.7 +2
af 6.3 +5 3.0 +4 1.7 +6 1.0 + 6 2.7 +7 U.0 + 5 af 1.1 +5 3.8 + 3 2.9 +5 1.4 + 5 4.6 +6 1.4 +5
total 6.3 +5 3.2 +4 1.7 +6 1.0 + 6 2.7 +7 8.0 + 5 total 1.1 +5 4.6 + 3 2.9 +5 1.4 + 5 4.6 +6 1.4 +5

103 sh 2.1 +3 2.1 +3 2.1 +3 2.1 + 3 2.1 +3 2.1 + 3 103 sh 7.4 +2 7.4 + 2 7.4 +2 7.4 + 2 7.4 +2 7.4 +2
af 6.0 +5 2.7 +4 1.7 +6 9.9 + 5 2.6 +6 7.7 + 5 af 1.0 +5 3.7 + 3 2.8 +5 1.4 + 5 4.5 +6 1.4 +5
total 6.0 +5 2.9 +4 1.7 +6 9.9 + 5 2.6 +7 7.7 + 5 total 1.0 +5 4.4 + 3 2.8 +5 1.4 + 5 4.5 +6 1.4 +5

lo' sh 1.8 +2 1.8 +2 1.8 +2 1.8 + 2 1.8 +2 1.8 + 2 lo, sh 1.1 +2 1.1 + 2 1.1 +2 1.1 + 2 1.1 +2 1.1 +2
af 9.8 +4 3.1 +3 3.0 +5 3.0 + 5 3.7 +6 1.1 + 5 Af 1.5 +4 5.6 + 2 4.2 +4 2.1 + 4 6.7 +5 2.1 +4
total 9.8 +4 3.3 +3 3.0 +5 3.0 + 5 3.7 +6 1.1 + 5 total 1.5 +4 6.7 + 2 4.2 +4 2.1 + 4 6.7 +5 2.1 +4

loo sh 1.8 +1 1.8 +I 1.8 +1 1.0 + 1 1.8 +1 1.8 + 1 100 sh 1.1 +I 1.1 + I 1.1 +1 1.1 + 1 1.1 +1 1.1 +1
af 1.3 +4 3.1 +2 4.3 +4 6.8 + 4 3.7 +5 1.2 + 4 af 1.5 +3 5.6 + 1 4.2 +3 2.1 + 3 6.7 +4 2.1 +3
total 1.3 +4 3.3 +2 4.3 +4 6.8 + 4 3.7 +5 1.2 + 4 total 1.5 +3 6.7 + 1 4.2 +3 2.1 + 3 6.7 +4 2.1 +3

lo-l sh 1.8 -1 1.8 -1 1.8 -1 1.8 - I 1.8 -1 1.8 - I 10-1 sh 1.1 -I 1.1 - I 1.1 -1 1.1 - 1 1.1 -1 1.1 -I
af 1.3 +2 3.1 +0 4.3 +2 6.8 + 2 3.7 +3 1.2 + 2 af 1.5 +1 5.6 - 1 4.2 +3 2.1 + 1 6.7 +2 2.1 +I
total 1.3 +2 3.3 +0 4.3 +2 6.8 + 2 3.7 +3 1.2 + 2 total 1.5 +1 6.7 - 1 4 2 +1 2.1 + 1 6.7 +2 2.1 +1

aThe estimated doses for some organs for 1-day groundwater travel times could be significantly higher than those
C) indicated if the effects of Am-251 are included.
(1)



Tabl* C.6.
4_1

M&sultant population Doses for Offshore "ion of an OCOAn to, Valwases from te Melt Debris after a PWR-7 ccident"'

tH2 - I day tH - days

Organ Organ

Reldtive Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton L.LI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Karrow S)Le le ton LLI Thyroid

105 oh 3.9 - 3 1.9 + 3 3.9 + 3 3.9 + 3 3.9 + 3 3.9 + 3 105 oh 3.2 + 3 3.2 +3 3.2 +3 3.2 + 3 3.2 + 3 3.2 + 3
2 9 + 5 2 5 + 4 5 2 + : 3 9 : 2 &Eta 2 5 I I +4 3 3 5 3 5 + 5 3 6 + 6 4 + 5

total 2:9 + 5 2:9 + 4 ':9 ++ 5 2:1 + 3 9 2:,' ++ 5, 2 + 5 4 +4 3 3 5 3 5 + S 3 6 + 6 4 + 5

lo3 sh 3.5 + 3 3.5 +-3 3.5 + 3 3.5 + 3 3.5 + 3 3.5 + 3 103 Sh 2.8 + 3 2.9 +3 2.8 +3 2.8 + 3 2.8 + 3 2.8 + I
f 2 7 5 2 4 + 4 9.6 + 5 2 + 6 3.9 + 6 2 5 Af I I + 5 I +4 3.2 +5 3 + 5 3 5 + 6 3 + 5

11 2 7 5 2 + 4 9.6 + 5 2:1 + 6 3.9 + 6 2 + 5 to I I + 5 3 +4 3.2 +5 3 + 5 3 5 + 6 3 5
total I tal

lot sh 8.3 + 2 9.3 + 2 8.3 + 2 8.3 + 2 8.3 + 2 8.3 + 2 lo, oh 4.2 + 2 4.2 +2 4.2 +2 4.2 + 2 4.2 + 2 4.2 + 2
at 8.4 + 4 1.6 + 4 2.8 + 5 6.0 + 5 6.5 + 5 7.2 + 4 of 2.9 + 4 4.7 +3 9.2 +4 1.4 + 5 5.3 + 5 2.9 + 4
total 8.4 + 4 1.6 + 4 2.8 + 5 6.0 + S 6.5 + 5 7.2 + 4 total 2.9 + 4 5.1 +3 9.2 +4 1.4 + 5 5.3 + 5 2.9 + 4

loo oh 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 IGO oh 1.0 + 2 1.0 +2 1.0 +2 1.0 + 2 1.0 + 2 1.0 + 2
af 1.6 + 4 4.9 + 3 4.9 + 4 6.5 + 4 7.6 + 4 2.2 + 4 ME 8.8 + 3 1.9 +3 3.1 +4 4.9 + 4 5.8 + 4 7.8 + 3
total 1.6 + 4 S.1 + 3 4.9 + 4 6.5 + 4 7.6 + 4 2.2 + 4 total 8.9 + 3 2.0 +3 3.1 +4 4.9 + 4 5.8 + 4 7.9 + 3

lo-, sh 4.9 + 1 4.9 + I 4.9 + 1 4.9 + 1 4.9 + 1 4.9 + I 10-1 oh 2.2 + 1 2.2 +1 2.2 +1 2.2 + i 2.2 + 1 2.2 + 1
af 3.1 + 3 1.3 + 3 1.1 + 4 4.7 + 3 2.4 + 3 6.1 + 3 at 1.3 + 3 5.1 +2 3.8 +3 2.2 + 3 1.2 + 3 1.8 + 3
total 3.1 + 3 1.3 + 3 1.1 + 4 4.7 + 3 2.4 + 3 6.1 + 3 total 1.3 + 3 5.3 +2 3.8 +3 2.2 + 3 1.2 + 3 1.8 + 3

tH2O 10 2 days tH 20 10 3 days

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton L1.1 Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

105 sh 1.6 + 3 L.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 105 sh 2.4 + 2 2.4 +2 2.4 +2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2
f 6.9 + 4 2 6 + 3 2 1 5 + 5 2-: + + 4 af 1.2 + 4 1.7 +2 3.1 +4 1.5 + 4 4.9 + 5 1.S + 4

a 1 5 + 5 + 4
total 7.1 + 4 4 2 + 3 2:00 ++ -55 2. + total 1.2 + 4 4.1 +2 3.1 +4 1.5 + 4 4.9 + 5 1.5 + 4

103 sh 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 103 oh 2.4 + 2 2.4 +2 2.4 +2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2

aE 6 7 + 4 2.4 + 3 1.9 + 5 1.5 + 5 2.7 + 6 8:4 + 4 of I I + 4 6 2 3.0 +4 1 5 + 4 4 8 + 5 1 5 + 4
total 6:9 + 4 3.9 + 3 1. 9 + 5 1.5 + 5 2.7 + 6 8 6 + 4 total 1:1 + 4 4:0 +2 3.0 +4 1:5 + 4 4:8 + 5 1:5 + 4

lo, sh 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 2.0 + 2 to, sh 3.5 + 1 3.5 +1 3.5 +1 3.5 + 1 3.5 + 1 3.5 + I
af 1.4 + 4 3.4 + 2 4.5 + 4 6.7 + 4 4.1 + 5 1.3 + 4 af L.7 + 3 6.5 +1 4.5 +3 2.2 + 3 7.1 + 4 2.2 + 3
total 1.4 + 4 5.4 + 2 4.5 + 4 6.7 + 4 4.1 + 5 1.3 + 4 total 1.7 + 3 1.0 +2 4.5 +3 2.2 + 3 7.1 + 4 2.2 + 3

100 sh 2.0 + 1 2.0 + 1 2.0 + 1 2.0 + I 2.0 - 1 2.0 + I IGO sh 3.4 + 0 3.4 +0 3.4 +0 3.4 + 0 3.4 + 0 3.4 + D
af 2.3 + 3 3.4 + 1 8.6 + 3 1.9 + 4 4.1 + 4 1.4 + 3 af 1.6 + 2 6.6 +0 4.2 +2 2.2 + 2 7.0 + 3 2.1 + 2
total 2.3 + 3 5.4 + 1 0.6 + 3 1.8 + 4 4.1 + 4 1.4 + 3 total 1.6 + 2 1.0 +1 4.2 +2 2.2 + 2 1.0 + 3 2.1 + 2

lo-' sh 2.0 - 1 2.0 - 1 2.0 - 1 2.0 - 1 2.0 - 1 2.0 - I lo-' sh 3.4 - 2 3.4 -2 3.4 -2 3.4 - 2 3.4 - 2 3.4 - 2
af 2.3 + 1 3.4 + 1 8.6 + I 1.8 + 2 4.1 + 2 1.4 + I af 1.6 + 0 6.5 -2 4.4 +0 2.1 + 0 7.0 + 1 2.1 + 0
total 2.3 + 1 5.4 + 1 8.6 + 1 1.8 + 2 4.1 + 2 1.4 + I total 1.6 + 0 9.9 -2 4.4 +0 2.1 + 0 7.0 + 1 2.1 + 0

aThe estimated doses for some organs for 1-day qr.undate, travel time could be significantly higher than those
indicated if the effects f Am-251 are included.



Table 7.

Reselteet PqPuUti- Me- fo & DOMMOS River ftDtm for MWISIMMS trill the Malt Debris after a Pmt--? accident

tM2 II tu 20 - IO days

OCIUM are"

Relative Relative
Leach whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate pa!�. ftelaton LLI Thyroid Narrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

- m soft Long NWWEW Rate rattmor soft Less

185 oh 8.5 +S S.S +5 8.5 *5 8.5 +5 B.S +5 S.5 +S ]LOS aft 6.8 45 6.8 45 6.8 +5 6.9 +5 6.8 +5 6.8 +5
aw 1.8 +7 7.S +5 6. + 7 1.4 +9 3.6 +S 2.4 +7 dw 1. + 7 S.2 +5 6.0 +7 1.2 +8 3.2 +8 1.4 +7
at 4.1 +6 1.2 *6 1.4 +7 2.3 +7 1.9 +7 4.8 +0 At 2.4 +6 2.8 +5 9.2 +6 2.0 +7 1.3 +7 1.5 +6
total 2.3 +7 2.8 +6 8.1 +8 1.6 8 3.8 +8 2.9 +7 total 1.9 +7 1.5 +6 7.0 +7 1.4 +8 3.3 +6 1.6 1

103 oh 7.9 +5 7.6 +s- 7.0 +5 7.6 +S 7.8 +5 7.8 *5 103 oh 6.0 45 6.0 +5 6.0 45 6.0 +5 6.0 +5 6.0 +S
ao 1.7 +7 6.7 *S 6.5 + 7 1.4 +8 3.3 +9 2.4 +7 do 1.6 +7 4.5 +S 5.9 +7 1.2 +S 3.0 +9 1.4 +7
at 4.1 +6 1.2 +6 1.4 *7 2.3 +7 1.8 +1 4.7 +6 at 2.3 +6 2.9 +5 9.2 +6 2.0 +7 1.2 +7 I.S +6
total 2.2 +7 2.6 +6 7.9 +7 1.6 +8 3.S +0 2.9 +7 total 2.8 +7 1.3 +j 6.8 +7 1.4 +8 3.1 +8 1.6 +7

Iol oh 1.9 +S 1.9 +S 1.9 +5 1.9 +5 1.9 +S 1.9 *5 ]LO, oh 9.6 +4 9.0 +4 9.8 *4 9.8 +4 9.8 +4 9.8 +4
aw %. a +6 2.S +5 4.3 +7 1.1 +8 4.8 +I 5.5 +6 dw 6.9 +6 8.8 +4 3.9 +7 1.0 +8 4.6 +7 3.3 +6
of 3.4 +6 1.1 +6 1.2 +7 2.0 +7 4.1 +6 3.8 *6 at 2.0 +6 2.6 45 7.9 +6 1.7 +7 2.8 +6 1.1 +6
total 1.3 +7 I.S +6 SA +7 1.3 +8 S.2 +7 9.5 +6 total 1.1 +7 CS +5 4.7 +7 1.2 +8 4.8 +7 SA +6

loo sk 5.2 +4 5.2 +4 5.2 +4 S.2 +4 5.2 +4 S.2 +4 loo oh 2.8 +4 2.8 +4 2.8 +4 2.8 +4 2.0 +4 2.8 +4
eV 3.8 +6 1.2 +5 1.7 +7 4.5 +7 7.0 +6 2.7 *6 dw 3.4 +6 4.9 +4 1.5 +7 4.1 +7 6.6 +6 2.0 +6
of 1.9 +6 6.2 5 6.4 *6 S.0 +6 1.4 +6 2.6 +6 at 1.1 +6 2.4 +5 4.1 +6 7.4 +6 8.8 +5 8.4 +5
total S.9 +6 9.8 +5 2.3 +7 S.4 +7 8.5 +6 5.3 +6 total 4.5 +6 3.1 +s 1.9 +7 4.8 +7 7.5 +6 2.8 +6

la-IL fib I.S +4 1.5 +4 1.5 *4 I.S +4 1.5 +4 1.5 *4 JLO-l oh 6.6 +3 6.6 43 6.6 +3 6.6 +3 6.6 +3 6.6 +3
de 1.2 +S 3.8 +4 4.2 +5 5.6 +5 1.2 +5 1.9 +5 dw 6.9 +4 1.5 +4 2.6 +S 4.6 +5 8.4 +4 6.7 +4
at 4.7 +5 2.0 +5 1.4 +6 7.1 +5 2.6 +5 9.0 +5 at 2.0 45 7.7 +4 5.8 +-5 3.3 +5 1.1 +5 2.6 +5
total 6.0 +5 2.4 +S 1.8 *6 1.3 +6 4.0 +S 1.1 +6 total 2.7 +5 9.8 +4 8.4 + 5 7.9 +5 2.0 +5 3.4 +5

tH20 102 days to20 103 days

ago= organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach WWle Total
Rate Pathway Narrow Skeleton Pathwal body Lung Narrow Skeleton LLI ThyroidL-M LLI Thyroid Rate

oh 3.7 +5 3.7 + 3.7 +5 3.7 +S 3.7 +5 3.7 +5 105 oh. 5.4 +4 SA +4 SA +4 5.4 +4 5.4 +4 5.4 +4
dw 1.0 +7 2.4 +5 3.7 +7 6.9 +7 2.4 +8 7.3 +6 dw 9.4 +5 3.5 +4 2.6 +6 1.3 +6 4.1 +7 1.3 +6
of 1.0 +6 846 +3 4.2 +6 1.0 +7 9.3 +6 3.1 +5 of 3.S +4 1.3 +3 1.0 +5 4.8 +4 1.5 +6 4.8 +4
total 1.2 +7 6.1 +5 4.2 +7 8.0 +7 2.5 +B 0.0 +6 total 1.0 +6 0.9 +4 2.0 +6 1.4 +6 4.3 +7 1.4 +6

103 oh 3.4 +5 3.4 +5 3.4 +5 3.4 +5 3.4 +5 3.4 +5 103 oh 5.3 +4 5.3 +4 5.3 +4 5.3 +4 S.3 +4 5.3 +4
aw 1.0 +7 2.2 +5 3.7 +7 6.9 +7 2.3 +8 7.1 +6 as 9.1 +5 3.3 +4 2.5 +6 1.3 +6 4.0 +7 1.2 +6
at 9.9 +S 8.1 +3 4.2 +6 1.0 +7 8.9 +6 3.0 +5 at 3.4 +4 1.2 +3 9.3 +4 4.6 +4 1.5 +6 4.6 +4
total 1.1 +7 5.7 +5 4.1 +7 8.0 47 2.4 +8 7.7 +6 total 1.0 +6 8.7 +4 2.7 +6 1.4 +6 4.1 +7 1.3 +6

lo, oh 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 4.7 +4 lo, oh 7.9 +3 7.9 +3 7.9 +3 7.9 +3 7.9 +3 7.9 +3
du 5.1 +6 2.8 +4 2.2 +7 5.6 +7 3.6 +7 1.3 +6 dw 1.4 +5 5.0 +3 3.8 +5 1.9 +5 6.0 +6 1.9 +5
at 7.3 +5 1.0 +3 3.3 +6 9.0 +6 1.8 +6 8.2 +4 at 5.0 +3 1.9 +2 1.4 +4 6.9 +3 2.2 +5 6.9 +3
total 5.9 +6 7.5 +4 2.5 +6 6.S +7 3.8 +7 1.4 +6 total I.S +5 1.3 +4 4.0 +5 2.0 +5 6.2 +6 2.0 +5

100 oh 4.7 +3 4.7 +3 4.7 +3 4.7 *3 4.7 +3 4.7 +3 loo oh 7.7 +2 7.7 +2 7.7 +2 7.7 +2 7.7 +2 7.7 +2
dw 1.4 +6 2.8 +3 6.4 +6 1.7 +7 4.3 +6 1.9 +5 aw 1.3 +4 4.9 +2 3.1 +4 1.8 +4 5.8 +5 1.8 +4
at 2.2 +5 1.0 +2 1.0 +6 2.8 +6 3.0 +5 1.8 +4 at 4.9 +2 1.8 +1 1.4 +3 6.7 +2 2.2 +4 6.7 +2
total 1. 6 +6 7.5 +3 7.4 +6 2.0 +7 4.6 +6 2.1 +5 total 1.5 +4 1.3 +3 4.0 +4 2.0 +4 6.2 +5 2.0 +4

.10-1 sb 4.7 +1 4.7-+ 1 4.7 +1 4.7 +1 4.7 +1 4.7 +I lo-' oh 7.1 +0 7.7 +a 7.7 +0 7.7 +0 7.7 +0 7.7 +0
dw 1.4 +4 2. + 1 6.4 +4 1.7 +5 4.3 +4 1.9 +3 dw 1.3 +2 4.9 +0 3.7 +2 1.8 +2 5.8 +3 1.8 +2

W at 2.2 +3 1.0 + 0 1.0 +4 2.6 +4 3.0 +3 1.8 +2 of 4.9 +0 1.8 +1 1.4 +1 6.7 +0 2.2 +2 6.7 +0
Q total 1.6 +4 7.5 +1 7.4 +4 2.0 +5 4.6 +4 2.1 +3 total I.S +2 1.3 +1 4.0 +2 2.0 +2 6.2 +3 2.0 +2



LIJ
CD Table GO.

Resultant Population Dozes for a Free-rlowing iver System for Release* from the Halt Debris after a PR-7 Accident

tH 2 - day tH - 0 days
2

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLl Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LbI Thyroid

105 sh 4 .7 + 5 4 . 7 + 5 4.7 +5 4.7 + 5 4 .7 #5 4.7 + 5 105 oh 3.2 + 5 3 . 2 + 5 3 . 2 + 5 3.2 + 5 3.2 +5 3.2 + 5
dw 8.8 + 6 4.7 + 5 3.3 +7 7.3 + 7 1.4 +8 1.4 + 7 dw 5.6 + 6 2.7 + 5 2.0 + 7 4.1 + 7 1.1 +8 1.0 + 7
at 3.0 + 6 1.2 + 6 9.3 +6 1.2 + 7 9.1 +6 4.1 + b at 1.2 + 6 2.6 + 5 4.3 + 6 7.1 + 6 4.8 +6 1.3 + 6
total 1.2 + 7 2.1 + 6 4.2 +7 8.5 + 7 1.4 +a 1.9 + 7 total 7.1 + 6 8.5 + 5 2.4 + 7 4.8 + 7 1.1 +8 1.1 + 7

103 oh 4.2 + 5 4.2 + 5 4.2 +5 4.2 + 5 4.2 +5 4.2 + 5 lo3 oh 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 + 5 2.8 +5 2.8 + 5
dw 8.5 + 6 4.2 + 5 3.3 +7 7.2 + 7 1.2 +8 1.4 + 7 dw 5.3 + 6 2.3 + 5 2.0 + 7 4.0 + 7 1.0 +8 9.9 + 6
at 3.0 + 6 1.2 + 6 9.2 +6 1.2 + 7 8.0 +6 4.1 + 6 at 1.2 + 6 2.6 + 5 4.3 + 6 7.1 + 6 4.4 +6 1.3 + 6
total 1.2 + 7 2.0 + 6 4.2 +7 0.4 + 7 1.3 +8 1.8 + 7 total 6.8 + 6 7.7 + 5 2.4 + 7 4.7 + 7 1.0 +8 1.1 + 7

lo' oh 9.5 + 4 9.5 + 4 9.5 +4 9.5 + 4 9.5 +4 9.5 + 4 lo, oh 5.1 + 4 5.1 + 4 5.1 + 4 5.1 + 4 5.1 +4 5.1 + 4
dw 4.9 + 6 2.2 + 5 2.0 +7 5.3 + 7 1.6 +7 3.9 + 6 dw 3.0 + 6 6.2 + 4 1.3 + 7 3.4 + 7 1.5 +7 2.8 + 6
at 2.5 + 6 1.0 + 6 7.9 +6 9.6 + 6 2.2 +6 3.5 + 6 of 1.1 + 6 2.5 + 5 3.0 + 6 6.3 + 6 1.1 +6 9.8 + 5
total 7.6 + 6 1.4 + 6 2.9 +7 6.3 + 7 1.8 +7 7.4 + 6 total 4.1 + 6 3.6 + 5 1.7 + 7 4.0 + 7 1.6 +7 3.8 + 6

loo oh 3. 3 + 4 3 .3 + 4 3.3 +4 3.3 + 4 3.3 +4 3.3 + 4 100 oh 2.2 + 4 2.2 + 4 2.2 + 4 2.2 + 4 2.2 +4 2.2 + 4
dw 1.4 + 6 1.2 + 5 6.1 +6 1.5 + 7 2.4 +6 8.0 + 5 dw, 1.2 + 6 4.5 + 4 5.3 + 6 1.4 + 7 2.2 +6 4.7 + 5
at 1.5 + 6 6.0 + 5 4.5 +6 4.1 + 6 9.7 +5 2.5 + 6 of 7 . 3 + 5 2.3 + 5 2.4 + 6 3.0 + 6 4.8 +5 7.9 + S
total 2.9 + 6 7.5 + 5 1.1 +7 1.9 + 7 3.4 +6 3 . 3 + 6 total 1.9 + 6 2.8 + 5 7.7 + 6 1.7 + 7 2.7 +6 1.5 + 6

10-1 sh 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 +4 1.4 + 4 1.4 +4 1.4 + 4 lo-' sh 6.3 + 3 6.3 + 3 6.3 + 3 6.3 + 3 6.3 +3 6.3 + 3
dw 9.7 + 4 3.6 + 4 3.0 +5 2.7 + 5 6.9 +4 1.9 + 5 dw 4.6 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.5 + 5 1.8 + 5 3.9 +4 7.0 + 4
at 4.4 + 5 1.9 + 5 1.3 +6 6.3 + 5 2.4 +5 8.0 + 5 at 1.8 + 5 7.3 + 4 5.4 + 5 2.7 + 5 9.7 +4 2.5 + 5
total 5.5 + 5 2.4 + 5 1.6 +6 9.0 + 5 3.3 +5 1.0 + 6 total 2.3 + 5 9.3 + 4 6.9 + 5 4.5 + 5 2.0 +5 3.2 + 5

tM 2o 102 days tH 0 103 days

Organ Organ

Relative Relative
Leach Whole Total Leach Whole Total
Rate- Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid Rate Pathway Body Lung Marrow Skeleton LLI Thyroid

1(5 oh 1.3 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.3 +5 1.3 + 5 1.3 +5 1.3 + 5 lo5 sh 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 +4 1.7 + 4
dw 3. 3 + 6 8.9 + 4 1.2 +7 2.3 + 7 7.7 +7 2.3 + 6 dw 3.0 + 5 1.1 + 4 8.1 + 5 4.0 + 5 1.3 +7 4.0 + 5
at 3.3 + 5 3.3 + 3 1.4 +6 3.5 + 6 3.0 +6 9.9 + 4 at 1.1 + 4 4.0 + 2 3.0 + 4 1.5 + 4 4.8 +5 1.5 + 4
total 3. 8 + 6 2.2 + 5 1.4 +7 2. 6 + 7 8,D +7 2.6 + 6 total 3. 2 + 5 2.8 + 4 8.6 + 5 4. 3 + 5 1.3 +7 4. 3 + 5

103 sh 1.2 + 5 1.2 + 5 1.2 +5 1.2 + 5 1.2 +5 1.2 + 5 lo3 sh 1.6 + 4 1.6 + 4 1.6 + 4 1.6 + 4 1.6 +4 1.6 + 4
dw 3. 3 + 6 7.9 + 4 1.2 +7 2. 3 + 7 7. 3 +7 2. 2 + 6 dw 2. 9 + 5 1.0 + 4 7. 9 + 5 3.9 + 5 1.3 +7 3.9 + 5
at 3.3 + 5 2.9 + 3 1.4 +6 3.5 + 6 2.9 +6 9.6 + 4 at 1.1 + 4 3.9 + 2 2.9 + 4 1.4 + 4 4.6 +5 1.4 + 4
total 3. 7 + 6 2. 0 + 5 1.3 +7 2. 6 + 7 7. 6 +7 2. 5 + 6 total 3.1 + 5 2. 7 + 4 8 .3 + 5 4 .2 + 5 1.3 +7 4. 2 + 5

lo, oh 1.5 + 4 1.5 + 4 1.5 +4 1.5 + 4 1.5 +4 1.5 + 4 lo, sb 2.5 + 3 2.5 + 3 2.5 + 3 2.5 + 3 2.5 +3 2.5 + 3
dw 1.7 + 6 8.9 + 3 7.3 +6 1.9 + 7 1.1 +7 4.1 + 5 dw 4.3 + 5 1.6 + 3 1.2 + 5 5.8 + 4 1.9 +6 5.8 + 4
at 2.4 + 5 3.3 + 2 1.1 +6 3.0 + 6 5.7 +5 2.7 + 4 at 1.6 + 3 5.8 + 1 4.4 + 3 2.2 + 3 6.9 +4 2.1 + 3
total 1.9 + 6 2.4 + 4 8.4 +6 2.2 + 7 1.2 +7 4.5 + 5 total 4.7 + 4 4.0 + 3 1.2 + 5 6.3 + 4 1.9 +6 b.2 + 4

loo oh 1.5 + 3 1.5 + 3 1.5 +3 1.5 + 3 1.5 +3 1.5 + 3 loo sh 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.4 +2 2.4 + 2
dw 4.7 + 5 9.9 + 2 2.1 +6 5.7 + 6 1.4 +6 6.0 + 4 dw 4.2 + 3 1.5 + 2 1.1 + 4 5.7 + 3 1.8 +5 5.6 + 3
at 7.4 + 4 3.3 + 1 3.4 +5 9.3 + 5 9.8 +4 5.8 + 3 at 1.5 + 2 5.6 + 0 4.3 + 2 2.1 + 2 6.7 +3 2.1 + 2
total 5.5 + 5 2.4 + 3 2.5 +6 6.6 + 6 1.5 +6 6.7 + 4 total 4.6 + 3 3.9 + 2 1.2 + 4 6.3 + 3 1.9 +5 6.1 + 3

lo-' sh 1.5 + I 1.5 + 1 1.5 +1 1.5 + 1 1.5 +1 1.5 + I lo-' sh 2.4 + 0 2.4 + 0 2.4 + 0 2.4 + 0 2.4 +0 2.4 + 0
dw 4.7 + 3 8.9 + 0 2.1 +4 5.7 + 4 1.4 +4 6.0 + 2 dw 4.1 + 1 1.5 + 0 1.1 2 5.7 + _ 1.8 +3 5.6 + 1
af 7.4 + 2 3.3 1 3.4 +3 9.3 + 3 9.9 *2 S.6 + I af 1.5 + 0 5.6 - 2 4.2 + 0 2.1 + 0 6.7 +1 2.1 + 0
total 5.5 + 3 2.4 1 2.5 +4 6.6 . 4 1.5 +4 6.7 + 2 total 4.6 + 1 3.9 + 0 1.2 + 2 6.3 + 1 1.9 +3 6.3, + I



Ip

Table G9. Health Effects for Releases from the Melt Debris After a PR-7 Accident(a)

Cancer Fatalities Thryoid Effects Genetic Effects

tH20 Total Benign
Waterbody (days) Total (sum) Leukemia Lung Breast Bone GI Other Nodules Cancers Dom. ul. Chrom. Abort.

Lake
Nearshore 1 74. 196 54 4 16 28 79 15 134 191 28 52 3 22

10 54 155 37 3 ii 17 76 11 99 146 20 38 2 16
102 23 88 19 0 5 9 50 5 17 26 9 lb 1 17
103 2 9 1 0 0 0 8 0 3 4 1 1 0 1

Offshore 1 620 1394 568 11 131 366 190 128 282 415 234 436 26 183
10 511 1236 511 4 108 331 177 105 115 170 192 360 21 151
102 268 706 278 1 57 179 136 55 52 77 101 188 11 79
103 5 22 3 0 1 0 18 1 6 9 2 3 0 1

Estuary
Small 1 2920 8009 1363 289 617 380 4760 600 4425 6415 1099 2050 122 862

10 2067 6475 880 222 437 159 4352 425 2682 3948 779 1452 87 610
102 1338 4653 596 131 283 104 3264 275 1743 2566 504 939 56 395
103 195 1096 401 15 41 14 585 40 255 375 73 137 8 57

Large 1 1946 6522 1221 ill 411 435 3944 400 2950 4343 733 1366 82 574
10 1094 4783 625 62 231 104 3536 225 1475 2171 412 769 46 323
102 705 3500 398 27 61 149 2720 145 978 1441 266. 495 30 208
103 118 636 71 4 25 9 503 24 174 257 44 83 5 35

Ocean
Nearshore 1 267 1269 182 8 54 69 911 53 415 612 96 1179 11 75

10 195 991 114 6 41 15 775 40 228 336 73 1137 8 57
102 77 455 48 1 16 7 367 16 107 158 29 54 3 23
103 13 78 8 0 3 1 63 3 19 28 5 9 1 4

Offshore 1 35 110 28 1 7 14 53 7 39 57 13 25 2 10
10 15 66 9 0 3 2 49 3 19 28 6 10 1 4
102 9 49 6 0 2 1 38 2 12 18 3 6 0 3
1(3 2 8 1 0 0 0 7 0 2 3 1 1 0 0

River
Dammed 1 2797 9800 2300 62 591 1104 5168 575 3889 5725 1053 1964 117 826

10 2310 8438 1988 33 488 966 4488 475 2146 3158 870 1623 97 682
102 1459 5167 1193 14 308 552 3400 300 1073 1579 550 1025 61 431
103 122 728 80 2 26 10 585 25 188 276 46 85 5 36

Free-flowing 1 1459 4463 1193 47 308 587 2028 300 2548 3751 550 1025 61 431
10 863 2889 682 19 183 331 1496 178 1475 2171 325 606 36 255
102 462 1863 398 5 98 179 1088 95 349 513 174 325 19 136
103 39 221 24 1 8 3 177 8 58 85 15 27 2 12

aInstantaneous leaching is assumed.
0
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Table G10. Resultant Whol*-Body Population Doses for Releases Into a ake fter Various Ctegories of Accidents

we&rsh offshore Region

PKR-7 PUR-5 PWR-3 PWR-l PWR-7 PWR-5 PWR-3 PWR-1

Pathway Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total

I oh 1.3 + 5 2.2 + 5 1.3 + 5 2.2 +51.3 + 5 2.0 +58.4 +4 1.4 + 5 3.3 +5 2.2 +63 3 +5 2.1 +6 3.2 + 5 1.8 +6 2.7 + 5 1.4 +6
dw 4.1 + 5 7.4 + 5 4.1 * 5 7.4 +54.1 + 5 6.7 +53.7 +5 S.6 + 5 4.4 +6 7.0 +64.4 +6 7.0 +6 4.4 + 6 6.3 +6 4.2 + 6 5.6 +6
at 8.3 + 4 1.2 + 6 8.3 + 4 1.2 +68.3 + 4 9.7 +55.3 +5 7.2 + 5 4.2 +5 5.0 +64.2 +5 5.0 +6 4.2 + 5 4.1 +6 4.2 + 5 3.2 +6
total 6.7 + S 2.1 + 6 6.7 + 5 2.1 +66.7 + 5 i.8 +65.8 +5 1.4 + 5 5.6 +6 1.4 +75.6 +6 1.4 +7 5.6 + 6 1.4 +7 5.3 + 6 1.0 +7

1 0 oh 1.3 + 5 1.8 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.7 +51.3 + 5 1.6 +57.9 +4 1.1 + 5 1.3 +5 1.1 +61.3 +5 1.1 +6 1.3 + 5 8.7 +5 1.1 + 5 6.4 +5
dw 2.8 + 5 3.8 + 5 2.9 + 5 3.8 +52.8 + 5 3.5 +52.3 +5 2.8 + 5 3.8 +6 5.0 +63.8 +6 5.0 +6 3.8 + 6 4.7 +6 3.6 + 6 4.3 +6
at 3.3 + 4 3.6 + 5 3 3 + 4 1.5 +53.3 + 4 2.9 +53.1 +4 2.2 + 5 2.6 +5 2.3 +62.6 +5 2.3 +6 2.6 + 5 1.8 +6 2.5 + 5 1.4 +6
total 5.0 + 5 9.7 + 5 5.0 + 5 9.6 +54.9 + 5 8.6 +53.9 +5 6.6 + 5 4.6 +6 0.7 +64.6 +6 8.7 +6 4.6 + 6 7.8 +6 4.4 + 6 6.1 +6

102 oh 1.5 + 4 1.5 + 4 1.5 + 4 1.5 +41.5 + 4 1.5 +49.3 +3 9.3 + 3 4.0 +4 4.0 +44.0 +4 4.0 +4 3.9 + 4 3.9 +4 2.4 + 4 2.4 +4
dw 1.7 + 5 1.7 + 5 1.7 + 5 1.7 +51.7 + 5 1.7 +51.4 +5 1.4 + 5 2.1 +6 2.1 +62.1 +6 2.1 +6 2.1 + 6 2.1 +6 2.0 + 6 2.0 +6
at 9.2 + 3 9.3 + 3 9.2 4 3 9.3 +39.1 + 3 9.1 +38.2 +3 8.2 + 3 8.4 +4 8.6 +48.4 +4 8.6 +4 8.4 4 4 8.4 +4 8.1 + 4 8.1 +4
total 2.2 + 5 2.3 + 5 2.2 + 5 2.3 +52.2 + 5 2.2 +51.8 +5 1.8 + 5 2.5 +6 2.5 +62.5 +6 2.5 +6 2.5 + 6 2.5 +6 2 3 + 6 2.3 +6

103 oh 1.7 + 3 1.7 + 3 1.7 1 3 1.7 +31.7 4 3 1.7 +31.0 +3 1.0 + 3 7.2 +3 7.4 +37.2 +3 7.4 +3 7.2 + 3 7.2 +3 4.4 + 3 4.4 +3
dw 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 + 4 1.4 +41.4 + 4 1.4 +48.4 +3 8.4 + 3 3.0 +4 3.0 +43.0 +4 3.0 +4 2.9 + 4 2.9 +4 1.8 + 4 1.8 +4
at 3.1 + 2 3.1 + 2 3.1 + 2 3.1 +23.0 + 2 3.0 +21.9 +2 1.9 + 2 3.3 +2 3.4 +23 3 +2 3.4 +2 3.3 + 2 3.3 +2 2.0 + 2 2.0 +2
total 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 +41.6 + 4 1.4 +41.0 44 1.0 + 4 3.8 +4 3.9 +43.8 +4 3.9 +4 3.7 + 4 3.7 +4 2.3 + 4 2.3 +4

Table G11. Resultant Wbole-Body Population Doses for Releases into an Estuary After Various Categories of Accidents

Small Estuary Large Estuary

PMR-7 PWR-5 PWR-3 PWR- I PWR-7 PWR-5 PWR-3 PWR-1

�H20 Pathwa D4bris Total Debris Total L)ebris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total

1 sh 1.1 +7 4.9 + 7 1.1 +7 4.9 + 71.1 +7 4.1 +77.8 +63.0 +7 2.6 +61.4 + 72.6 +61.4 +7 2.6 + 6 1.1 +72.0 + 6 8.0-+ 6
at 1.3 +7 1.9 + 7 1.3 +7 1.9 + 71.2 +7 1.7 +78.0 +61.1 +7 1.3 +71.9 + 71.3 +71.9 +7 1.3 + 7 1.9 +71.0 + 7 1.4 +7
total 2.4 +7 6.8 + 7 2.4 +7 6.8 + 72.3 +7 5.8 +71.6 +74.1 +7 1.6 +73.3 + 71.6 +73.3 +7 1.6 + 7 2.9 +71.2 + 7 2.2 +7

10 oh 9.1 +6 2.7 + 7 9.1 +6 2.7 + 78.9 +6 2.3 +76.0 +61.6 +7 1.9 +67.0 + 61.9 +67.0 +6 1.8 + 6 S.9 +61.3 + 6 4.3 +6
at 8.0 +6 1.0 + 7 8.0 +6 1.0 + 78.0 +6 1.0 +7S.0 +65.0 +7 7.1 +69.0 + 67.1 +69.0 +6 7.1 + 6 8.1 +64.5 + 6 5.7 +6
total 1.7 +7 3.7 + 7 1.7 +7 3.7 + 71.7 +7 3.3 +71.1 +72.3 +7 9.0 +61.6 + 79.0 +61.6 +7 8.9 + 6 1.4 +75.8 + 6 1.0 +7

102 oh 5.7 +6 5.8 + 6 5.7 +6 5.8 + 65.6 +6 5.6 +63.5 +63 +6 1.0 +61.1 + 61.0 +61.1 +b 1.0 + 6 1.0 +66.3 + 5 6.3 +5
a f 5.0 +6 5.0 + 6 5.0 +6 5.0 + 65.0 +6 5.0 +63.4 +63.4 +6 4.8 +64.8 + 64.8 +64.8 +6 4.7 + 6 4.7 +63.0 + 6 3.0 +6
total 1.1 +7 1.1 + 7 1.1 +7 1.1 + 71.1 +7 1.1 +76.9 +66.9 +6 5.8 +65.9 + 65.8 +b5.9 +6 5.7 + 6 5.7 +63.6 + 6 3.6 +6

103 sh 6.3 +5 6.5 + 5 6.3 +5 6.5 + 56.3 +5 6 3 +53.9 +53.9 +5 1.4 +51.4 + 51.4 +51.4 +5 1.4 + 5 1.4 +58.4 + 4 8.4 +4
a f 1.0 +6 1.0 + 6 1.0 +6 1.0 + 61.0 +6 1.0 +65.9 +55.9 +5 8.4 +58.6 + 58.4 +5S.o +5 8.3 + 5 8.3 +55.2 + 5 5.2 +5
total 1.6 +6 1.6 + 6 1.6 +6 1.6 + 61.6 +6 1.6 +69.8 +59.8 +5 9.8 +51.0 + b9.8 +51.0 +6 9.7 + 5 9.7 +56.0 + 5 6.0 +5



Table G12. Oftseltant WhOIG-60ft PCIPOINItION � 909 EMISSIONS into 80 C*40 AftW VaCLOW Ca ** of accidents

11marsbarm Region offshore NNIon

pw*-7 Pull-S IM-3 PWA-1 PUR-7 FAR-S PUR-3 PwR I

t Debris Total Debris Total Debris 2otAd Delwin Total Debris Total Debris Totak Debris Total Debris Total
J120 atb'-y

I ab 5.6 *4 8.1 * 4 5. 4 8.1 + 4 S.7 + 4 7.7 * 4 3.6 + 4 5.0 + 4 3.9 + 3 8.8 + 3 3.9 + 3 8.8 + 3 3.8 +3 7.6 +3 2.5 + 3 5.3 + 3
af 2.2 +6 3.5 + 6 2.2 6 3.S + 6 2.1 + 6 3.1 + 6 1.6 + 6 2.3 + 6 2.9 + S 4.9 + 5 2.9 + S 4.9 + 5 2.9 +5 4.8 +3 2. 5 + 5 3.8 + 5
total 2.2 +6 3.S + 6 2.2 6 3.5 + 6 2.1 + 6 3.1 + 6 1.7 4 6 2.4 + 6 2.9 + S 5.0 + S 2.9 + S S.0 + 5 2.9 +5 4.9 +3 2.5 + 5 3.9 + 5

10 oh 4.8 +4 5.6 + 4 4.8 : 4 5.6 + 4 4.8 + 4 S.3 + 4 3.0 + 4 3.3 + 4 3.2 + 3 4.9 + 3 3.2 + 3 4.7 + 3 3.2 +3 4.4 +3 2.1 + 3 2.0 + 3
af 1.6 +6 2.1 + 6 1.6 + 6 2.1 4 6 1.6 + 6 1.9 + 6 9.0 + S 1.2 + 6 1.2 + S 2.0 + 5 1.2 + S 2.0 + 5 1.1 +5 1.8 +5 7.7 + 4 1.3 + 5
total 1.6 +6 2.1 + 6 1.6 + 6 2.1 + 6 1.6 + 6 1.9 + 6 9.7 4 S 1.3 + 6 1.2 + S 2.0 + 5 1.2 + S 2.0 + S 1.1 +5 1.8 +5 7.9 + 4 1.3 + 5

102 ab 2.5 +3 2.6 + 3 2.5 + 3 2.6 + 3 2.S * 3 2.S 4 3 I.S + 3 1.5 + 3 1.6 * 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 + 3 1.6 +3 1.6 +3 9.4 + 2 9.8 + 2
af 6.3 +S 6.4 + 5 6.3 + S 6.4 + S 6.3 + 5 6.3 + S 3.9 + S 3.9 + 5 7.0 + 4 7.1 + 4 7.0 + 4 7.1 + 4 6.9 +4 6.9 +4 4.4 + 4 4.4 + 4
total 6.3 +5 6.4 + 5 6.3 + 5 6.4 + 5 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5 3.9 + 5 3.9 + S 7.1 + 4 7.3 + 4 7.1 + 4 7.3 + 4 7.0 +4 7.0 +4 4. 5 + 4 4.5 + 4

]LO3 ab 7.7 +2 7.8 + 2 7.7 + 2 7.8 + 2 7.6 + 2 7.6 + 2 4.7 + 2 4.7 + 2 2.4 + 2 2.S + 2 2.4 + 2 2.5 + 2 2.4 +2 2.4 +2 1.5 + 2 1.5 + 2
af 1.1 +5 1.2 + 5 1.1 + 5 1.1 + 5 1.1 + - 1.1 + 5 6.5 + 4 6.5 + 4 2.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.1 +4 1.1 +4 7.0 + 3 7.0 + 3
total 1.1 +5 1.1 + 5 1.1 + S 1.1 + S 1.1 + 5 1.1 + S G.S + 4 6.5 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 1.2 + 4 i.1 +4 1.1 +4 7.1 + 3 7.1 + 3

T&Me G13. Resultant WbOle-MOdY PPuI&tiOn Comes for Releases into a River System After Variotim Categories of Acidents

Dammed River Free-flowIng River

PwR-7 PKR-5 PKW-3 PHR-1 PK*-7 PUR-5 PWR-3 PWR-1

1-H20 Patbway Debris Total Debris Total . Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total Debris Total

I sh 8.6 +5 1.8 + 6 8.6 + S 1.8 + 6 8.5 + 5 1.6 + 6 5.6 + 5 1.1 + 6 4.7 + 5 1.4 + 6 4.7 + 5 1.4 + 6 4.7 +5 1.2 +63.4 + 5 8.6 + 5
dw 1.6 +7 2.6 + 7 1.8 + 7 2.6 + 7 1.8 + 7 2.4 + 7 1.5 + 7 1.9 + 7 8.9 + 6 1.7 + 7 8.9 + 6 1.6 + 7 8.9 +6 1.5 +77.6 + 6 1.2 + 7
af 4.1 +6 4.6 + 7 - .1 + 6 4.6 + 7 4.1 + 6 3.7 + 7 4.0 + 6 2.8 + 7 3.0 + 6 4.3 + 7 3.0 + 6 4.3 + 7 3.0 +6 3.5 +72.9 + 6 2.7 + 7
total 2.3 +7 7.S + 7 2.3 + 7 7.5 + 7 2.3 + 7 6.4 + 7 2.0 + 7 4.9 + 7 1.3 + 7 6.2 + 7 1.3 + 7 6.2 + 7 1.3 +7 5.2 +71.2 + 7 4.0 + 7

10 sh 6.7 +5 1.1 + 6 6.7 + 5 1.1 + 6 6.6 + 5 1.0 + 6 4.2 + 5 6.8 + 5 3.3 + 5 7.7 + 5 3.3 + 5 7.6 + 5 3.3 +5 6.6 +52.2 + 5 4.6 + 5
dw 1.6 +7 1.9 + 7 1.6 + 7 1.9 + 7 1.6 + 7 1.8 + 7 1.3 + 7 1.4 + 7 S.5 + 6 8.3 + 6 5.5 + 6 8.3 + 6 5.5 +6 7.6 +64.5 + 6 5.9 + 6
af 2.4 +6 1.5 + 7 2.4 + 6 1.5 + 7 2.4 + 6 1.2 + 7 2.2 + 6 9.4 + 6 1.2 + 6 1.3 + 7 1.2 + 6 1.3 + 7 1.2 +6 1.1 +71.2 + 6 6.0 + 6
total 2.0 +7 3.S + 7 2.0 + 7 3.5 + 7 1.9 + 7 3.2 + 7 1.6 + 6 2.5 + 7 7.8 + 6 2.3 + 7 7.8 + 6 2.2 + 7 7.0 +6 1.9 +76.6 + 6 1.5 + 7

102 sh 3.7 +5 3.8 + 5 3.7 + 5 3.8 + 5 3.7 + 5 3.7 + 5 2.3 + 5 2.3 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.3 + 5 1.4 + 5 1.3 +5 1.3 +58.1 + 4 8.1 + 4
dw 1.0 +7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 1.0 + 7 8.0 + 6 8.0 + 6 3.3 + 6 3.4 + 6 3.3 + 6 3.4 + 6 3.3 +& 3.3 +62.6 + 6 2.6 + 6
af 9.9 +s 1.0 + 6 9.9 + S 1.0 + 6 9.9 + 5 9.9 + 5 8.9 + 5 8.9 + S 3.3 + 5 3.4 4 5 3.3 + 5 3.4 + 5 3.3 +5 3.3 +53.0 + 5 3.0 + 5
total 1.2 +7 1.2 + 7 1.2 + 7 1.2 + 7 1.2 + 7 1.2 + 7 9.4 + 6 9.4 + 6 4.2 + 6 4.3 + 6 4.2 + 6 4.3 + 6 4.2 +6 4.2 +63.4 + 6 3.4 + 6

103 sh 5.4 +4 5.6 + 4 S.4 + 4 5.6 + 4 5.4 + 4 5.4 + 4 3.3 + 4 3.3 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 + 4 1.7 +4 1.7 +41.0 + 4 1.0 + 4
dw 9.4 +5 9.6 + 5 9.4 + 5 9.6 + 5 9.3 + 5 9.3 + 5 5.8 + 5 5.8 + 5 3.0 + 5 3.0 + 5 3.0 + 5 3.0 + 5 3.0 +5 3.0 +51.8 + 5 1.8 + 5
af 3.5 +4 3.5 + 4 3.5 + 4 3.6 + 4 3.5 + 4 3.S + 4 2.1 + 4 2.1 + 4 1.1 + 4 1.1 + 4 1.1 + 4 2.1 + 4 1.1 +4 1.1 +46.7 + 3 6.7 + 3
total 1.0 +6 1.0 + 6 1.6 + 6 1.1 + 6 1.0 + 6 1.0 + 6 6.3 + 5 6.3 + 5 3.2 + 5 3.3 + 5 3.2 + 5 3.3 + 5 3.2 +5 3.3 +52.0 + 5 2.0 + 5

O
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Table G14. Resultant Population Doses for
Releases After a PWR-7 Accident

Whole-Body Population Doses in Person-Rems

(a)
Dose

tH (days)
Waterbodies 2 Debris Total

Free-flowing river estuary 1 4 + 7 1 + 8
+ ocean 10 3 + 7 6 + 7

102 2 + 7 2 + 7
103 2 + 6 2 + 6

Heavily-dammed river estuary 1 5 + 7 1 + 8
+ ocean 10 4 + 7 5 + 7

102 2 + 7 2 + 7
1(3 3 + 6 3 + 6

Large lake large lake estuary 1 1 + 7 2 + 7
+ ocean 10 1 + 7 1 + 7

102 5 + 6 5 + 6
103 4 + 4 4 + 4

a For comparison, see the PWR-7 doses in Tables G10-GI3.

I 0



Table G15. 'Average' Individual Doses Due to Releases from the Melt Debris aftera PWR-7 Accident (ab)

tH 2 0 I day tH 20 10 days

Dose (rem) Dose (rem)

Waterbody dw af -sh Total Waterbody dw af sh Total

Large Lake Large Lake

Nearshore 4.3 0.95 0.17 5.4 Nearshore 2.9 0.38 0.17 3.4
Rest of Lake 0.40 0.60 0.03 1.0 Rest of Lake 0.35 0.37 0.01 0.73

Estuary Estuary
Small - 4.6 3.2 7.8 Small - 2.9 2.7 5.6
Large - 1.0 0.47 1.5 Large - 0.55 0.34 0.89

Ocean Coast Ocean Coast
Nearshore - 0.58 0.01 0.59 Nearshore - 0.42 0.01 0.43
Offshore - 0.12 - 0.12 Offshore - 0.05 - 0.05

River System River System

Dammed 5.3 6.2 0.25 12.0 Dammed 4.7 3.6 0.20 8.5
Free-flowing 2.4 4.2 0.13 6.7 Free-flowing 1.5 1.7 0.09 3.3

tH20 100 days t H 0 � 1000 days

Dose (rem) Dose (rem)

Waterbody dw af sh Total Waterbody af sh Total

Large Lake Large Lake

Nearshore 1.8 0.11 0.02 1.9 Nearshore 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.16
Rest of Lake 0.19 0.12 0.00 0.31 Rest of Lake _U.U0 0.00 0.00 U.00

Estuary Estuary
Small - 1.8 1.7 3.5 Small - 0.36 0.19 0.55
Large - 0.37 0.18 0.55 Large - 0.06 0.03 0.09

Ocean Coast Ocean Coast
Nearshore - 0.17 0.00 0.17 Nearshore - 0.03 0.00 0.03
Offshore - 0.03 - 0.03 offshore - 0.00 - 0.00

River System River System

Dammed 2.9 1.5 0.11 3.5 Dammed 0.28 0.05 0.02 0.35
Free-fiowing 0.89 0.46 0.04 1.4 Free-flowing 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.11

aSee footnotes a and c of Table 65.

bFor all waterbodies except river systems, the maximum values of the "average" doses are equal to the average
values of the average" doses.



(a)
Table G16. 'Average' Individual Doses Due to All Possible Direct Releases to the Groundwater after a PWR-7 Accident

tfi2 = day t1i20 10 days

Dose (rem) Dose (rem)

Waterbody dw af sh Total. Wbterbody dw af sh Total

Large Lake Large Lake
Nearshore 7.8 14.0 0.28 22.0 Nearshore 4.0 4.1 0.23 4 3
Rest of Lake 0. 64 7.1 0.20. 7.9 Rest of Lake 0.45 3 3 0.10 3.9

Estuary Estuary
Small - 6.8 14.0 21.0 Small - 3.6 7.9 12.0
Large - 1.5 2.5 4.0 Large - 0.69 1.3 2.u

Ocean Coast Ocean Coast
Nearshore - 0.92 0.02 0.94 Nearshore - 0.55 0.01 0.56
Offshore - 0.20 - 0.20 offshore - 0.08 - O.OU

River System River System
Dammed 7 6 70.0 0.53 78. Dammed 5.6 23 0.32 29.0
Free-flowing 4.6 60.0 0.38 65. Free-flowing 2.2 18.0 0.21 20 

tH 20 100 days t H20= 1000 days

Dose (rem) Dose (rem)

Waterbody dw af sh Total Waterbody dw af sh Total

Large Lake Large Lake
Nearshore 1.8 0.11 0.02 1.9 Hearshore 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.16
Rest of Lake 0.19 0.12 0.00 0.31 Rest of bake 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Estuary Estuary
Small - 1.8 1.7 3.5 Small - 0.36 0.19 0.55
Large - 0.37 0.18 0.55 Large - 0.06 0.03 0.09

Ocean Coast Ocean Coast
Nearshore - 0.17 0.00 0.17 Nearshore - 0.03 0.00 0.03
Offshore - 0.03 - 0.03 offshore - 0.00 - U.00

River System River System
Dammed 2.9 1.5 0.11 3.5 Dammed 0.28 0.05 0.02 0.35
Free-flowing 0 89 0. 4 6 0. 04 1.4 Free-flowing 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.1t

aSee footnotes in Table GIS.
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